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Introduction:
A buffaloís-eye view

«Tzetzes, Ioannes: classical scholar in twelfth-century Constantinople, known for
his acerbic wit and propensity for vulgar insults. He wrote commentaries on many
ancient texts, as well as letters and allegorical works. He tried hard to make himself
seem like a thoroughly unpleasant person, and succeeded»1.
For most Byzantinists and Classicists outside a handful of Tzetzes groupies2,
this tongue-in-cheek glossary entry in Antony Kaldellisí Cabinet of Byzantine Curiosities more or less sums up the received wisdom about John Tzetzes (early 1110safter 1180)3. If anything, it errs ñ ironically ñ on the side of seriousness: it leaves out
the ridicule. «That lovable buffoon John Tzetzes»4 easily ends up being the butt of
every joke. Standard reference works on Byzantine scholarship ñ and the undergraduates who dutifully learn them for their exams ñ relate his claim to be naturally
fragrant in spite of ìnot even taking baths except perhaps two or three times a yearî
(schol. Hes. Op. 412 Gaisford)5, or to have extended a scholion ìso as to fill the re1
A. Kaldellis, A Cabinet of Byzantine Curiosities: Strange Tales and Surprising Facts from
Historyís Most Orthodox Empire, Oxford 2017, 227.
2
I borrow the phrase from Aglae Pizzone. I appreciate that serious Tzetzes scholars may not
identify with this label; I am no serious Tzetzes scholar myself, so I shall use it nonetheless.
3
The standard treatments of Tzetzesí life remain G. Hart, De Tzetzarum nomine vitis scriptis,
Lipsiae 1880; H. Giske, De Ioannis Tzetzae scriptis ac vita, Rostochii 1881; C. Wendel, Tzetzes. 1)
Johannes, in RE VIIA/2 (1948) 1959-2010. New evidence confirming the received wisdom that he died
around 1180 is published by A. Pizzone, Saturno contro sul Mare di Ismaro. Una nuova fonte per lí(auto)biografia di Tzetze, in A. Capra-S. Martinelli Tempesta-C. Nobili (edd.), Philoxenia. Viaggi e viaggiatori nella Grecia di ieri e di oggi, Milano-Udine 2020, 75-94 (ìyouthfulî verses concerning an event
that occurred on 8th November 1131, and two autograph notes in which he relates being in his seventieth
year). For an assessment of Tzetzesí works and their importance, after Wendel, o.c. see H. Hunger, Die
hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, II, M!nchen 1978, 59-63; N.G. Wilson, Scholars of
Byzantium, London 19962, 190-196; F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (529-1453), in F.
Montanari (ed.), History of Ancient Greek Scholarship from the Beginnings to the End of the Byzantine
Age, Leiden-Boston 2020, 373-529: 452-459 (revised ed. of F. Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos
(edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, I, Brill 2015, 298-455: 378-385); more
extensively, I.C. Nesseris, " #$%&'($ )*+, -.,)*$,*%,/0#/1+ 2$*3 */, 12/ $%4,$, diss. Ioannina
2014, I, 158-197 (discussion) and II, 515-540 (complete list of his works, with references).
4
M.L. West, Hesiod. Works & Days, Oxford 1978, 69.
5
Th. Gaisford, Poetae Graeci minores, III: Scholia ad Hesiodum, Oxonii 1820, 220: û,%/%
&Ó 2$Ú 56.73*., 82 *9, ).73*., ¿)7:, 5#/#,;/<)%,, ·)#'6 ¡ ='>?6$)*/@ A1;B$,&6/,
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maining unwritten paper of this pageî (schol. Ar. Plut. 677b Massa Positano)6. One
scholar might casually mention unam ex eis prolixis querelis, quae ei propriae sunt
[Ö] in qua varias res, quae eius bilem moverunt, amplectitur7, another will call him
«pi! rissoso che polemico»8; his most prolific twentieth-century editor evokes «quella sicurezza mista a vuota iattanza, prerogativa del sempre accigliato e scontroso
Tzetzes»9. Even a sympathetic discussion will nod to his oversized authorial persona:
«Tzetzes is not a commentator who believes in keeping a low profile»10 ñ to the extent that the lack of such an oversized authorial persona can be taken to speak against
Tzetzesí authorship of a text11. While recognizing some of his merits, one influential
reference work speaks of his «limited talents and unattractive personality» and «an
extremely fluent pen and no desire to hide his cantankerous nature behind a wall of
reserve»; «vain, loquacious and quarrelsome [Ö] he was far from being the expert
scholar whose contributions to his subject excuse personal foibles»12.
1;C'% *Ù, D$2'&>,$E 2$Ú F7G, &Ó #/1132%@ *%@ &%+#()*+)',, ›@ /Ã 2'H6+7;,/%@ 5647$)% 2$Ú
#'6%H6(/<)% *Ï 8,*>@, 2$( */% C' 7+&Ó 1/<*6/G@ 2'H6+7;,/%@, 'I 7J #/< 2$*K 8,%$<*Ù, 2$Ú LM
2$Ú CM. See West, l.c. (though he mistranslates &%+#()*+)',); Wilson, o.c. 191. One might compare
Alleg. Il. prol. 729; Hist. III 70, 182-184.
6
L. Massa Positano, Jo. Tzetzae commentarii in Aristophanem, I: Prolegomena et commentarium in Plutum, Groningen 1960, 156: µ,$ *Ù, Õ#/1'%#>7',/, 5C6$?N H36*+, *N@ *O&' )'1(&/@
5,$#1+64)$%7',. He was a serial offender, cf. schol. Ar. Plut. 833b /Ã2 P, &Ó /Ã *$Q*$ ,Q, #$6',;C6$?/,, 'I 7: R46., SC6$?/, 2%,&<,'0/,*$ *Ù, H36*+, 5#/1'%?TN,$% &%Ï *Ù 7: &'G)T$% *Ù
*O&' H.6(/, )H/1(.,, ìI would not add this did I not see that the page risks being left blank since this
passage does not require scholiaî; also Hist. XIII 496, 611-668, filled in with a biography of Homer
because ìthere is room on the pageî, *>#/@ 8)*Ú H36*/< (v. 611; but see p. xxiii and n. 77 below). In
his defence, he may have been paid by the page, cf. Hist. IX 264, 271-290 with A. Rhoby, Ioannes
Tzetzes als Auftragsdichter, «GLB» XV (2010) 155-170: 163-165 on the composition of the Allegories
of the Iliad. Elsewhere he complains of a lack of paper (schol. Ar. Ran. 843a Koster; cf. the end of Ep.
6, which however is surely ironical, as remarked by I. Grigoriadis, U.3,,+@ VW;*W+@. X#%)*/1$(,
ATJ,$ 2011, 275 n. 48), or he notes the need to economise on it and be more concise (e.g. Hist. V 28,
824-825; VI 50, 382-393; 79, 798-799; X 332, 450-457).
7
W.J.W. Koster, Jo. Tzetzae commentarii in Aristophanem, III: Commentarium in Ranas et
in Aves, argumentum Equitum, Groningen-Amsterdam 1962, 934.
8
P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo), Milano 1991, 132.
9
P.L.M. Leone, Significato e limiti della revisione delle Historiae di Giovanni Tzetzes,
«Aevum» XXXVII (1963) 239-248: 239.
10
F. Budelmann, Classical commentary in Byzantium: John Tzetzes on ancient Greek literature, in R.K. Gibson-Chr. Shuttleworth Kraus (edd.), The Classical Commentary: History, Practices,
Theory, Leiden-Boston-KYln 2002, 141-169: 143.
11
The Timarion: «I doubt that vain man could have hidden his light under the bushel of anonymity», B. Baldwin, Timarion, Detroit 1984, 36.
12
Wilson, o.c. 190-191.
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«Vain» as he was, Tzetzes had a higher opinion of himself. Time and again he
explicitly ascribes to his works a slew of positive qualities, and opposite, negative
qualities to those of his competitors13. He boasts of his prodigious memory, which
deputizes for a library when he is without books (Alleg. Il. XV 87-89: "#$Ú %&%'&$()*+ ,-. / *01-'2 34,5670&), and of his equally prodigious speed and accuracy
when writing from memory, which allows him to write as quickly as lightning, more
quickly than if he were copying someone elseís book (Hist. VIII 176, 173-181; X
329, 357-361; XII 397, 3-6)14. In the Allegories of the Iliad (prol. 480-487) he claims
that his poem can stand in for Homer, Stesichorus, Euripides, Lycophron, Colluthus,
Lesches, Dictys, Triphiodorus, and Quintus of Smyrna in one go and still provide as
much detail as them in a conveniently compact format, ìso that everyone who wishes, with minimum effort, / may seem to the masses to have read whole librariesî15.
In the Theogony he only provides a pr8cis of divine genealogies, but he informs his
patron that, if she wanted a more comprehensive work, he could make a superlative
job of it (vv. 27-33)16:
*$#96:; 3$'#+.<30.$7 *-Ú '=,; 9-..+>?@
›A $ÃBí C7 D>-7 E*-3Ù7 À#+.$& *-Ú F$4>-G$&,
H.1=0A *-Ú I>?$B$&, J73?#-5$& *-Ú KG7$&
I boast very intrepidly and frankly I declare
that even if there were a hundred Homers and Musaeuses,
Orpheuses and Antimachuses, Linuses and Hesiods,
See M. Savio, Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la
concorrenza, Roma 2020, whose monograph draws its title from this recurrent practice. For examples
of Tzetzes «discrediting» competitors see the papers by Aglae Pizzone and Frederick Lauritzen in this
volume; on the positive qualities which he sees in his own work, that by Ugo Mondini.
14
On the importance of memory to Tzetzesí work, with an emphasis on the Chiliads, see A.
Pizzone, The Historiai of John Tzetzes: A Byzantine ëbook of memoryí?, «BMGS» XLI (2017) 182207, esp. 190-200.
15
Alleg. Il. prol. 485-486: Z#.@ #[@ ¡ L/<1>7',/@ 8, #>,\ L6$H<*3*\ / 5,'C,.2;,$%
*/G@ #/11/G@ &/2O L%L1%/TJ2$@, transl. A.J. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the
Iliad, Cambridge MA-London 2015, 37 (adapted). On the prolegomena to the Allegories, see the chapter by Alberto Ravani in this volume. Needless to say, by Tzetzesí time Leschesí Little Iliad and the
poems of Stesichorus had been lost for the best part of a millennium, but he had limited access through
the indirect tradition, and he incorporated fr. 9 Bernab] of the Little Iliad in the Little-Big Iliad, twice
(III 720 = 773, cf. schol. 720, p. 242 Leone).
16
On this and the previous passage see Savio, o.c. 25-28, 123-125, and Anna Novokhatkoís
contribution to this volume, pp. 312-313. On the dynamics of patronage in the Theogony see Rhoby,
Auftragsdichter cit. 166-169.
13
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and every other poet and composer of theogonies,
they wouldnít have written better than me all about these matters;
not even if those very gods and heroes were to hand
could they instruct you on their genealogies like I.
In the passage of the Histories that gives the present volume its title, he extols
ìthe Tzetzean researches, in which the truth comes running out of chaosî (Hist. XII
398, 66-67). More precisely, that entire Historia (XII 398, 29-118) acknowledges
and corrects a past mistake committed when he had trusted a consensus instead of
researching the matter himself, as he has now done. In presenting the situation in this
way, Tzetzes dilutes the blame for his mistake, which was caused by others and was
shared with everyone (3$GA 9W>&, v. 29), and associates himself instead with finding
out the truth in his own unique way, with ìTzetzean researchesî (66, 68) and ìinescapable audits in the Tzetzean mannerî ("7 Q'-()3$&A '$,&>#$GA *-Ú X:03:&*T&
3T& 3.<9;&, 118). He deploys a similar strategy of turning a past liability into a present asset when he deplores his youthful penchant for ëuntechnicalí iambs, i.e. the
Byzantine dodecasyllable which treats the vowels - & 4 as indifferently long or short
(B?5.$7$&), contrary to the norms of classical verse17. The forthright denunciation of
his former error serves to distance the present Tzetzes from his past ignorance and
high-light his acquisition of the correct knowledge, in contrast not only to his younger self but also to virtually all his contemporaries. It also underscores his parrhesia,
from whose scourge he does not exempt even himself18.
Another noteworthy trait of the Historia just cited is the insistent self-naming
(XII 398, tit. and vv. 66, 68, 88, 94, 118). In fact, Tzetzesí name, like his «cantankerous nature», is almost a watermark that shows through every page of his úuvre. In
the works that have been incorporated into the TLG (and many have not), his name
occurs 256 times, not counting the adjective 3:03:&*<A (5) with the adverb 3:03:&*TA (1) and the comparative 3:03:&*Y30.$7 (4). Nowhere is this more evident than
in the Histories, where he names himself 105 times in the verses, five in the titles,
See the chapter by Marc Lauxtermann in this volume, with references.
On Tzetzean parrhesia see Savio, o.c. 35-38; also ibid. 47-49, on Tzetzesí emphatic correction of another previous howler in the second redaction of the Introduction to Comedy (W.J.W. Koster,
Scholia in Aristophanem IA: Prolegomena de comoedia, Groningen 1975, 33-34).
17
18
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and 28 in the scholia19. Active as he was on a free market of education, without stable
patronage or the income granted by an established post, he had to engage in selfpromotion on an industrial scale20 ñ whence the distaste he elicited from nineteenthand twentieth-century Northern European gentlemen-scholars with their very different notions of academic decorum.
What he asserts with self-praise or through contrast with scholarly competitors
(ancient or modern), he also sometimes underscores through comparison with great
men of the past, especially poets. In the opening section of the Exegesis of the Iliad
he construes a pointedly Tzetzes-like Homer: a poverty-stricken but determined educator who had to keep his poems on loose sheets of paper, in a transparent strategy
of alignment between the Poet and himself (Exeg. Il. pp. 56, 68-69 Papathomopoulos)21. In the Allegories of the Iliad and in the Histories he claims a detailed physical
resemblance with the hero Palamedes and with Cato the Elder ñ although he has to
admit to not sharing their peaceable character (Alleg. Il. prol. 724-739; Hist. III 70,
173-191). The comparison with Palamedes aligns him with a supremely clever hero
ñ the alleged inventor of the alphabet22 ñ who was put to death on false pretexts by
an envious schemer23. In the Z=7$A J.&>3$167$4A that accompanies the second
redaction of the Commentary to Aristophanes, he alleges a chronological connexion:
See P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Historiae, Galatina 20072, 590. I only count occurrences
of Tzetzesí name, not self-references which omit the name; some are included (between brackets) in
Leone, l.c. On Tzetzesí self-naming see also Budelmann, o.c. 150-151; Savio, o.c. 81-86.
20
On the socio-economical aspect of Tzetzesí self-promotion (which earlier scholarship had
tended rather to view through a psychological, not to say psychiatric, lens) see P.A. Agapitos, John
Tzetzes and the blemish examiners: A Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition, «MEG» XVII (2017) 1-57; Savio, o.c. 1-86; and already Budelmann, o.c. 164-167. On
Tzetzes as a teacher see Nesseris, o.c. I, 165-197; on the other side of his activity, the «professional
poet», see Rhoby, Auftragsdichter cit.
21
Cf. Alleg. Il. XVI 2-6, where Tzetzes compares his new patron Constantine Kotertzes to
Pisistratus, who had funded the publication of Homerís poems (Exeg. Il. pp. 68-69 Papathomopoulos).
See E. Cullhed, The blind bard and ëIí: Homeric biography and authorial personas in the twelfth century, «BMGS» XXXVIII (2014) 49-67: 58-67; Savio, o.c. 30-33; from a different point of view, see T.
Braccini, Riscrivere líepica: Giovanni Tzetze di fronte al ciclo troiano, «CentoPagine» V (2011) 4357: 45-47; C. DíAgostini-A. Pizzone, Clawing rhetoric back: Humor and polemic in Tzetzesí hexameters on the Historiai, «Parekbolai» XI (2021) 123-158: 133-135. Hist. XIII 496, 611-668 is relevant,
too: see A. Pizzone, The autobiographical subject in Tzetzesí Chiliades: An analysis of its components,
in C. Messis-M. Mullett-I. Nilsson (edd.), Storytelling in Byzantium: Narratological Approaches to
Byzantine Texts and Images, Uppsala 2018, 287-304: 290-291.
22
So people said, at least; but subsequent ìTzetzean researchesî proved otherwise. See Hist.
XII 398, 29-118 just discussed on p. xii.
23
See V.F. Lovato, Portrait de h!ros, portrait dí!rudit : Jean Tzetz"s et la tradition des eikonismoi, «MEG» XVII (2017) 137-153, esp. 147-148.
19
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like Aristophanes and like Heracles, he is ìborn on the fourthî, and accordingly ìnot
only toiling for others, but for many, and thanklesslyî (Prol. com. XXXIb)24.
In each of these cases, Tzetzes sets up an implicit comparison between himself
and a great intellectual of the past, playing on one facet or another of the complex
identity he takes on: typically two such facets together, one illustrating his merits,
the other his material hardship or lack of recognition25. Nor was his claim to an epic
status of sorts limited to his exegetical works, or to extrinsic similarities like physical
appearance or date of birth. An example are his misadventures with that latter-day
Potiphar the doux Isaac, eparch of Beroia, and his wife, which he repeatedly inscribes
into the Little-Big Iliad (II 137-162; III 284-290, 620-625, 702, 753-758)26. There,
too, he is arguably less becoming side-tracked by an obsessive grievance than giving
heroic status ñ qua matter worthy of a Homeric parekbasis ñ to a defining moment
in his life27. In the hexameter preface of the Commentary to Hermogenes he even
imagines a Hesiod-like Dichterweihe, with the Muse of Helicon instructing him qua
her interpreter (F$&>6;7 Õ9$1[3$.) to quit the lofty peaks of epic exegesis for the
grassy vales of a prose author28.
Koster, Prolegomena cit. 145: &%Ù )24#*/,*'@ $Ã*Ù, A6%)*4,<7>@ *' 2$Ú A7'%^($@
_1'C/, $Ã*Ù, [scil. Aristophanes] 2$*Ï *:, #$6/%7($, C',,+TN,$% *'*63&% 2$Ú S11/%@ #/,'G,, ›@
82'G,/@ ¡ `6$21N@ 2$Ú ¡ VW;*W+@, 7Ï *:, 51JT'%$,, *'*63&% C',,+T;,*'@ 2$Ú S11/%@ /Ã 7>,/,
#/,/Q,*'@, 511Ï #/11/G@ 2$Ú 5H$6%)*/07',/%. The life of toil of those born on the fourth of the
month, like Heracles, is proverbial (Zenob. VI 7 Schneidewin-van Leutsch, Hesych. * 613 HansenCunningham, Phot. * 190 Theodoridis, etc.). Tzetzes also styles himself as ìborn on the fourthî in Ep.
87 (*'*63&% &Ó, ›@ _/%2', C',,+T'Ú@ S11/%@ #/,9) with Hist. XII 417, 503-507: see B. van den Berg,
Playwright, satirist, Atticist: The reception of Aristophanes in 12th-century Byzantium, in P. MarciniakI. Nilsson (edd.), Satire in the Middle Byzantine Period: The Golden Age of Laughter?, Leiden 2021,
227-253: 248; DíAgostini-Pizzone, o.c. 147-148; and Aglae Pizzoneís chapter in this volume, p. 24.
25
On Tzetzesí «rhetoric of poverty» see Cullhed, Blind cit. 57-61 (borrowing the label from
R. Beaton, The rhetoric of poverty: the lives and opinions of Theodore Prodromos, «BMGS» XI (1987)
1-28), with the important qualifications made by Savio, o.c. 32-38, 58-66.
26
For the story cf. also schol. Exeg. Il. 5,20 p. 421 Papathomopoulos; schol. Carm. Il. III 284,
p. 224 Leone; and the not-yet-fully-edited Commentary to Porphyryís Isagoge (the relevant passage is
published by E. Cullhed, Diving for pearls and Tzetzesí death, «ByzZ» CVIII (2015) 53-62: 57-58).
See T. Braccini, Erudita invenzione: riflessioni sulla Piccola Grande Iliade di Giovanni Tzetze, «IFilol
Class» IX (2009-2010) 153-173: 168-169.
27
See schol. Carm. Il. II 137, p. 178 Leone *Ù )HN7$ 8#'%)/&%$2>,, a 2$Ú #$6;2L$)%@ 2$Ú
8#;,T')%@ 2$1'G*$% 2$Ú 5#/)*6/?J. Characteristically, the first of these digressions is explicitly
introduced as paradigmatic (the second may be the finest piece of humour in the entire Tzetzic corpus).
It need not be a coincidence ñ although Tzetzes does not explicitly make the connexion ñ that one of
the most illustrious Iliadic models for such digressions is Glaucusí tale about Bellerophon (VI 152202), who is also the mythical paradigm for the events Tzetzes claims to have experienced.
28
The text is preserved by Voss. gr. Q1, f. 211v, ed. pr. K.A. de Meyier, Codices Vossiani
Graeci, Lugduni Batavorum 1955, 93; an improved text and an English translation in A. Pizzone, Self24
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But Tzetzes was not Tzetzesí only admirer. Think of that treasure trove of
Greek poetry and scholarship, Ambr. C 222 inf. The manuscript, copied shortly after
Tzetzesí death, «overflows with Tzetzean material»; the exemplar must have been
Tzetzesí autograph or a very faithful copy of it, and the manuscriptís first owner was
clearly fond of him: #-*-.?- / ¿B<A >$4 X:=3:+ (f. 70r), #-*-.?- / ¡B<A >$4
*-'Ó X:=3:+ (f. 78r)29. Tzetzes was not widely acknowledged by his more notable
contemporaries: the only mentions known to the TLG are in Gregory of Corinthís
commentary to Hermogenes30, which first references the ìsilly little versesî of Tzetzesí commentary (1'4-.$>3&5&B?$&A : I 3, p. 1098 Walz) but then quotes it three
times without opprobrium, including an extensive historia in dodecasyllables (V 46,
p. 1186 Walz)31. Xhat philological dreadnought Eustathios of Thessalonike was not
above pinching material from him without attribution32. Tzetzes himself complained
about plagiarism on several occasions33, and he has been vindicated by the discovery
in Laur. Plut. 32,3, dating to the mid- or late twelfth century, of uncredited extracts
from the Exegesis of the Iliad, which was written in or not long after 1138 ñ at most
a few decades earlier34.
authorization and strategies of autography in John Tzetzes: The Logismoi rediscovered, «GRBS» LX
(2020) 650-688: 657-658. The model is Hes. Th. 22-34; I wonder whether the exegeteís shift from epic
to a rhetorical manual in prose may be construed as mirroring Hesiodís own shift from the heights of
the Theogony to the (notionally) practical agricultural instruction of the Works and Days.
29
For all these see C.M. Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): Il codice e il suo
autore, II: Líautore, «Aevum» LXXVIII (2004) 411-440: 420.
30
Here cited from Chr. Walz, Rhetores Graeci, VII/2, Stutgartiae-Tubingae 1834. Gregoryís
citations of Tzetzes are listed and discussed in A. Kominis, Gregorio Pardos metropolita di Corinto e
la sua opera, Roma-Atene 1960, 29-30.
31
Tzetzesí original is in J.A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca e codd. manuscriptis bibliothecarum
Oxoniensium, IV, Oxonii 1837, 133; see Kominis, o.c. 30.
32
Examples in Th.M. Conley, Byzantine criticism and the uses of literature, in A. Minnis-I.
Johnson (edd.), The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, II, Cambridge 2005, 669-692: 684;
Cullhed, Blind cit. 58; Id., Diving cit. (reversing the intertextual link suggested by N. Agiotis, Tzetzes
on Psellos revisited, «ByzZ» CVI/1 (2013) 1-8); Id., Eustathios of Thessalonike. Commentary on
Homerís Odyssey, I, Uppsala 2016, 20*-21*. On Eustathiusí equally covert criticisms of Tzetzes, see
D. Holwerda, De Tzetza in Eustathii reprehensiones incurrenti, «Mnemosyne» s. IV, XII (1960) 323326; M.J. Jeffreys, The nature and origins of the political verse, «DOP» XXVIII (1974) 141-195: 150.
33
Exeg. Il. p. 8 with schol. ad loc. p. 423 Papathomopoulos; Ep. 42 (with Hist. VIII 204, 479492), 56, 78, 79; schol. Ar. Ran. 897a Koster.
34
F. Montana, The oldest textual witness to John Tzetzesí Exegesis of the Iliad, in M. Ercoles
et al. (edd.), Approaches to Greek Poetry, Berlin-Boston 2018, 107-131 (first noticed by C. Wachsmuth,
Ueber die Zeichen und einige andere Eigenth#mlichkeiten des codex Venetus der Ilias, «RhM» n.F.
XVIII (1863) 178-188: 187, to little avail). The terminus post and ante quem of the Exegesis are 1138
(death of Johnís brother Isaac, mentioned at p. 170 Papathomopoulos) and January 1144 (wedding of
Manuel I and Irene-Bertha of Sulzbach, mentioned in schol. Alleg. Il. IV 67, p. 609 Matranga, but not
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His contemporaries Gregory and Eustathios are the inevitable terms of comparison, and the comparison does not tend to be flattering to Tzetzes35. Yet it is not
altogether fair to pitch «a layman having no direct professional links with the ecclesiastical or the imperial milieu» against two archbishops, one of whom a saint36. In
an oft-repeated phrase, Tzetzes was «one of the first men in European society to live
by his pen»37; in his own words, he was a 7o$,6>3;., someone who earns his sustenance through his intellectual labour (Ep. 75)38. While the other two men held the
coveted chair of rhetoric (#-\>3;. 3T7 ]+3<.;7) before ascending to the highest
levels of the Church39, Tzetzes was intermittently Church- and power-adjacent, but
he was never elevated into the tenured empireum, and he had to make a living by
teaching and writing: academic precariat, if you will, Byzantine-style. He was well
aware of this imbalance, and he resented it to no end. Beside his trademark invectives
against ignorant rivals (%$P%-'$& he calls them, ìbuffaloesî) and three exuberant
in the relevant place in our text, as an example of a successful prediction by Tzetzes): see Hart, o.c. 1112; Giske, o.c. 48-49, who inclines towards a date near the later end of the interval. Yet we can be more
precise. As Wendel had realised (o.c. 1961-1962), Exeg. Il. p. 22 Papathomopoulos (it is ìthe seventh
year, and soon will be the eighthî since he had to sell his library) and schol. Exeg. Il. 5,20, p. 421 Papathomopoulos (he was in his twenty-first year at the time) combine to fix the composition of the text
when Tzetzes was 26 or 27 (with some uncertainty due to the ëinclusiveí reckoning). If he was born in
the early 1110s, then, the date of the Exegesis must be not long after the terminus post quem of the
summer of 1138; if the incident on 8th November 1131 caught him when he was still in the service of
the eparch of Beroia (so plausibly Pizzone, Saturno cit. 88), he was no older than 20 at the time, cf.
schol. Exeg. Il. 5,20, p. 421 Papathomopoulos just cited. The date of the Exegesis may have to be pushed
slightly forward (to 1140 or so?) if M. Cardin, Teaching Homer through (annotated) poetry: John Tzetzesí Carmina Iliaca, in R. Simms (ed.), Brillís Companion to Prequels, Sequels, and Retellings of
Classical Epic, Leiden-Boston 2018, 90-114: 94 n. 11, is right that the Little-Big Iliad (cited at Exeg.
Il. p. 67 Papathomopoulos, and therefore older) was written after the poem On Metres, which in turn
was written after Isaac Tzetzesí death in 1138; but it is uncertain whether the scholia to the Little-Big
Iliad (which probably cite On Metres at II 312, p. 201 Leone) were written at the same time as the text,
and if they were not (as Philip Rance warns in this volume, p. 435 and n. 23), the argument falls.
35
Wilsonís none-too-high esteem of Tzetzes has already been illustrated, but even the noticeably more sympathetic Pontani calls Gregory «perhaps the most distinguished grammarian of this
age» and Eustathius «perhaps the most learned man of the Byzantine millennium» (o.c. 447, 460).
36
Quotation from Pontani, o.c. 452. For Tzetzesí «middle class» status and how it informed
his scholarly practices vis-b-vis his more established colleagues see Agapitos, Blemish cit. (comparison
with Eustathios on pp. 7-8).
37
R. Browning, Homer in Byzantium, «Viator» VIII (1975) 15-33: 26.
38
On this passage see Savio, o.c. 35-38; V.F. Lovato, Living by his wit: Tzetzesí Aristophanic
variations on the conundrums of a ëprofessional writerí, «BMGS» XLV (2021) 42-58.
39
Such, at least, is the vulgate; yet there is no explicit evidence that Gregory was an official
professor of rhetoric beside the didactic character of his works and his interest in Hermogenes. One
might have drawn the same conclusion about Tzetzes, did he not so emphatically tell us otherwise.
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broadsides against one such buffalo who was given a cushy post in his place (Hist.
XI 369, esp. 210-224; Iamb. III, IV)40, he speaks of his critics as a >$12 *$4>3;B?-,
a ìclever posseî41: not just a clique of intellectuals, but one with clear overtones of
hostility and gatekeeping. Witness also his repeated references to a life ìin the cornersîñ as we would say, ëon the marginsí ñ of academic spaces42.
One remarkable thing about Tzetzes in his twelfth-century context is his utter
lack of interest in theological matters. Gregory of Corinth and Eustathios of Thessalonike were both churchmen, and both are known for theological as well as scholarly
works; the other noteworthy poet of that age, Theodore Prodromos, whose pauperly
persona is sometimes compared to Tzetzesí, wrote commentaries to the liturgical
canons by Cosmas of Jerusalem and John Damascene, like the two archbishops43,
The latter are published separately by P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae iambi, «RSBN» n.s.
VI-VII (1969-1970) 127-156: 144-146. Yet the Iambs ñ which include a poem in hexameters (III) ñ
constitute a single editorial project with the second redaction of the Histories, which they conclude: see
Leone ibid. 127. It is often repeated that the Iambs are three, of which the hexameter poem is the second.
In fact they are five (I: vv. 1-22, tit. U.3,,/< */Q VW;*W/< )*(H/% I$7L%2/( ; II: 23-292, tit. c$(&.,
5C.C: )<,*'1:@ *d ,Q, L(\ ; III: 293-309, tit. V/Q $Ã*/Q )*(H/% F6.e2/( ; IV: 310-355, tit. f*(H/%
I$7L%2/Ú */Q $Ã*/Q 57$T/Q@ 2$Ú 566+*/6'0*/<, ·)#'6 ?$)Ú, /g T'%3W/,*'@, /h$ iJ*/6$@ /µ/<@
`6>&/*/@ 1;C'% L$6L$6/&')*;6/<@ _T,'., j#3,*., ; V: 356-360, untitled but clearly demarcated
in the mss., as Aglae Pizzone has kindly verified for me), and this is the numeration I use here. On the
tirade against the buffalo in Hist. XI 369 and in the Iambs see Aglae Pizzoneís contribution to this
volume. On the passage in Hist. XI 369 see also P.A. Agapitos, Grammar, genre and patronage in the
twelfth century: A scientific paradigm and its implications, «JkByz» LXIV (2014) 1-22: 13; Id.,
Blemish cit. 22-27. On Iamb. III see DíAgostini-Pizzone, o.c.
41
Schol. Thuc. I 123,1 v. 6 in Pal. gr. 252, f. 45r (M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide.
Note autografe sul Codice Heidelberg Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999, 50) and two new occurrences in
the passages of the Allegories from the Verse-Chronicle and Logismoi published by Tommaso Braccini
and Aglae Pizzone in this volume (pp. 15 and 62 respectively). A 2/<)*.&($ of malicious rivals is also
mentioned ñ twice ñ in schol. Ar. Ran. 507a Koster. See Jeffreys, o.c. 150, Luzzatto, o.c. 54-55; on
Tzetzesí frequent sarcastic use of )/?>@ and compounds see Savio, o.c. 43-47.
42
The recurrent words are 8CC4,%/@ and 8CC.,%3W. / 8CC.,%3. : Exeg. Il. p. 22 Papathomopoulos, schol. 5,20 p. 421 Papathomopoulos; Ep. 39 (L(/, *Ù, #',%H6Ù, 2$Ú 8CC4,%/,), 46 (/I2/<6Ù@ 8Cl 2$Ú 8CC4,%/@), 58 (8CC.,%3W'%, CÏ6 'I.T4@), and the alternative title of the satirical poem
edited by S. P]tridms, Vers in!dits de Jean Tzetzes, «ByzZ» XII (1903) 568-570 in Vind. phil. gr. 321
(f*(H/% 2$*Ï &%$L/1;., *%,9, &%$)<6>,*., $Ã*Ù, 2$(#'6 8CC.,%9,*$) as reported by Agapitos,
Blemish cit. 16 n. 84; cf. Hist. I 11, 286 (*Ù, ?%1/C4,%/, Ö L(/,).
43
Prodromos: partly published by H.M. Stevenson, Theodori Prodromi commentarios in carmina sacra melodorum Cosmae Hierosolymitani et Ioannis Damasceni ad fidem codicum &c., Romae
1888; for the rest see Nesseris, o.c. II, 439-443. Eustathios: P. Cesaretti-S. Ronchey, Eustathii Thessalonicensis exegesis in canonem iambicum pentecostalem, Berlin-M!nchen-Boston 2014. Gregory: F.
Montana, Gregorio di Corinto. Esegesi al canone giambico per la Pentecoste attribuito a Giovanni
Damasceno, Pisa 1995; the commentaries to the other canons are still unpublished, see Kominis, o.c.
91-97; F. Montana, I canoni giambici di Giovanni Damasceno per le feste di Natale, Teofania e Pente40
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not to mention a number of devotional poems. Tzetzes knew the Scriptures well and
could quote them fluently for very secular purposes (cf. e.g. Ep. 57); (0$'$,?-A BÓ
›A Q*-3-')93$4 9673^ Q90?503$, as he says of Socrates (arg. I Ar. Ran., p. 692
Koster)44. _is nearest approach to St John Damascene is the parodic Canon of the
Seven Idiots which he wrote to the tune of the saintís canon on the Dormition of the
Virgin, J7$?V; 3Ù >3<#- #$4 (schol. Ar. Ran. 990(b) Koster)45. One wonders if this
lack of theological !lan was another reason for his lack of preferment in official
academe, whose revolving doors with the Church were in frantic activity.
His only incursion into religious literature is a hypomnema in praise of St Lucy
(BHG 996)46. Probably commissioned in 1154 by an embassy of Sicilian bishops47,
this text gives us a valuable glimpse of Tzetzes the prose narrator, complementing
coste nelle esegesi di Gregorio di Corinto, «Koinonia» XIII (1989) 31-49. Under this aspect, Tzetzesí
profile is more similar to that of Constantine Manasses, whose ëacademicí activity, however, is of a
very different kind and extent; see I. Nilsson, Writer and Occasion in Twelfth-Century Byzantium: The
Authorial Voice of Constantine Manasses, Cambridge 2021 (113-141 on Constantine as grammatikos).
On the possible relationship between Tzetzes and Manasses, revolving around the sebastokratotrissa
Eirene, see Rhoby, Auftragsdichter cit. 167-168.
44
ìHowever, he held off from theology altogether as something incomprehensibleî; cf. schol.
Carm. Il. I 124, p. 129 Leone, where he boasts that ìNo-one of my own age in this time has read more
books [than I] ñ except theological onesî (#1:, 7;,*/% *9, T'%/*;6.,). On Tzetzesí refusal to impose
Christian readings onto his sources cf. his insistent rejection of Michael Psellosí Christianizing allegory
of the opening of Iliad IV (schol. Carm. Il. II 27a, 34, pp. 160, 162-163 Leone; Exeg. Il. p. 5 with schol.
ad loc. p. 420 Papathomopoulos; Alleg. Il. IV 47-53), see Frederick Lauritzenís chapter in this volume;
cf. also the opening scholion to the Little-Big Iliad (p. 101 Leone), where ìwhile being most Christianî
(H6%)*%$,%24*$*/@ ‡,) he dismisses the notion that Homerís gods are glorified demons. On his
disinterest for Christian perspectives more generally see A. Kaldellis, Hellenism in Byzantium: The
Transformations of Greek Identity and the Reception of the Classical Tradition, Cambridge 2007, 306307 (citing the emphatically pagan focus of the consolatio in Ep. 38).
45
Koster, Commentarium cit. 989-991; see Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 185 and n. 17. This text
is a list of seven famously stupid people, subverting the well-known canons of the Seven Sages (Koster,
l.c.). The play on the liturgical and the literary-critical sense of the word ëcanoní is very clever, but the
composition may not have endeared its author to his most orthodox readers.
46
Ed. pr. A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Varia Graeca sacra. Сборникъ греческихъ неизданныхъ богословскихъ текстовъ IV-XV вҍковъ, С.-Петербургъ 1909, 80-97; see now G. Sola, Ioannis
Tzetzis hypomnema et S. Methodii patriarchae canon in S. Luciam (2), «Roma e líOriente» XV (1918)
48-53; (3), XVI (1918) 106-115; (4), XVII (1919) 90-105. Tzetzean authorship is conclusively defended by P.L.M. Leone, SullíHypomnema in S. Luciam di Giovanni Tzetzes, «Rivista di bizantinistica» I/2
(1991) 17-21: 17-18. The text comes with scholia (Papadopoulos-Kerameus, o.c. 97-101), which show
none of the usual Tzetzean fingerprints but could still originate from him (so, it seems, Nesseris, o.c.
II, 526); their main sources are Stephanus of Byzantium, the Suda, and the Etymologica.
47
See G. Sola, Ioannis Tzetzis hypomnema et S. Methodii patriarchae canon in S. Luciam (1),
«Roma e líOriente» XIV (1917) 42-50: 45-46; Leone, SullíHypomnema cit. 19-21.
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the «lively and artful prose»48 of the Letters. It stands out for a rhetorically crafted
proem in praise of Sicily, replete with learned references to geography, mythology,
and history (§1-3), and for St Lucyís quirky comparison of herself to ìmy ancestor
Archimedesî and his machines (§11-12)49. Like other Tzetzean works, the hypomnema is peppered with hexameters, some Homeric, some custom-made50; the authorís
characteristic erudition is on display also in St Lucyís anecdote about Archimedesí
death, where the inventorís last words are recast into their Doric ëoriginalí (§12)51.
Tzetzesí true object of interest were the classics. Homer first of all: beside the
«edutainment»52 of the Little-Big Iliad, Allegories of the Iliad and of the Odyssey,
and Theogony (which includes a catalogue of the best warriors of the Trojan War),
there is the ponderous Exegesis of the Iliad, consisting of an introduction to Homer
and an equally fulsome commentary to the first book of the epic. He wrote commentaries to Hesiodís Works and Days and the pseudo-Hesiodic Shield of Heracles53, to
several plays of Aristophanes (Clouds, Frogs, Plutus ñ the ëByzantine triadí ñ and
Birds, plus a general introduction to comedy and a plot summary of Knights), and to
Lycophronís Alexandra54; an introduction to bucolic poetry and to Theocritusí first
Idyll, the so-called Anecdoton Estense (it is not known if he also produced a commentary)55; annotations, whether direct or taken down from lectures, on Pindar, some
Agapitos, Blemish cit. 6 n. 27; contrast Sola, Hypomnema (1) cit. 49.
See Kaldellis, Hellenism cit. 305, and Philip Ranceís chapter in this volume (pp. 457-458).
50
On Tzetzesí «metrical bricolage» see N. Zagklas, Metrical polyeideia and generic innovation in the twelfth century: The multimetric cycles of occasional poetry, in A. Rhoby-N. Zagklas (edd.),
Middle and Late Byzantine Poetry: Texts and Contexts, Turnhout 2018, 43-70: 46-47. On his use of
hexameters as a closural device (cf. S. Lucia §13) see also Agapitos, Blemish cit. 26 n. 134, with an important qualification in DíAgostini-Pizzone, o.c. 129-130.
51
For a similar act cf. Ep. 11, discussed by Giulia Gerbi on pp. 142-145 below.
52
Cullhed, Eustathios cit. 11*; or, as Kaldellis puts it, «classics for dummies» (Hellenism cit.
301). See all of Hellenism cit. 301-307 on Tzetzes as a «Hellenist». On the Little-Big Iliad, often referred to as Carmina Iliaca, see P.A.M. Leone, I ìCarmina Iliacaî di Giovanni Tzetzes, «QC» VI/12
(1984) 377-405; Braccini, Erudita cit.; Cardin, Teaching cit.; U. Mondini, Composing the D%26/7'C31+ U1%3@. Macro- and microstructure of a Byzantine Homeric poem, «ByzZ» CXIV (2021) 325354. On his Homeric «rewritings» see Braccini, Riscrivere cit.
53
Gaisford, o.c. 499-654 (but see Nesseris, o.c. II, 516); A. Martano, Scolii e glosse allo Scudo
di Eracle dal manoscritto Ambrosiano C 222 inf., «Aevum» LXXVI (2002) 151-200. On Tzetzes and
his praxis as a commentator see Budelmann, o.c. esp. 154-161. A list of his scholarly works can be
found in Nesseris, o.c. II, 515-519 (commentaries), 523 (didactic poems).
54
E. Scheer, Lycophronis Alexandra, II, Berolini 1908 (together with the scholia vetera). See
also Wendel, o.c. 1978-1981, and Thomas Cowardís contribution to this volume.
55
I. Kayser, De veterum arte poetica quaestiones selectae, Lipsiae 1906, 54-97; C. Wendel,
Scholia in Theocritum vetera, Lipsiae 1914, 7-13 (including the final part, which Kayser had omitted).
See also Id., $berlieferung und Entstehung der Theokrit-Scholien, Berlin 1920, 9-17.
48
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plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, Nicanderís Theriaka and Alexipharmaka, and Oppianís Halieutika56; and, in the realm of prose, commentaries on Hermogenes57, Aphthonios58, and Porphyryís Eisagoge59, as well as annotations on two
manuscripts of Herodotus and Thucydides, of the latter of which the autograph survives (Pal. gr. 252)60. Beside these, he wrote three didactic poems on ancient poetry
ñ On the Differences between Poets, On Tragic Poetry, On Comic Poetry61 ñ and one
On Metres which he dedicated to his brother Isaac, who had also written a metrical
treatise before dying an early death62. Tzetzesí verse metaphrasis of Ptolemyís Geography does not seem to have survived beside the lines he quotes in Hist. XI 396,
890-99763; the epitome of Apollodorusí Library in Vat. gr. 950, which some have
ascribed to him, is not his after all64.
See Wendel, Tzetzes cit. 1972; Nesseris, o.c. II, 516-517. Pindar: one note in dodecasyllables in Vat. gr. 1312 is ascribed to Tzetzes (schol. Pind. Isth. I 51d Drachmann), and it is unclear
whether he did more work on him; see Wendel, Tzetzes cit. 1971/1972. Keep in mind that the most
authoritative manuscript of Pindarís Olympians with scholia, Ambr. C 222 inf., was copied by a student
of Tzetzesí and contains plenty of Tzetzean material, see p. xv above. Aeschylus: S. Allegrini, Note di
Giovanni Tzetzes ad Eschilo, «AFLPer» IX (1971/1972) 219-233; O.L. Smith, The A commentary on
Aeschylus: author and date, «GRBS» XXI (1980) 395-399. Sophocles: F. Bevilacqua, Il commento di
Giovanni Tzetzes a Sofocle, «AFLPer(class)» XI (1973/1974) 559-570. Euripides: D.J. Mastronarde,
Preliminary Studies on the Scholia to Euripides, Berkeley 2017, 80-89, and Jacopo Cavarzeranís
contribution in this volume. Nicander and Oppian: U. Cats Bussemaker, Scholia et paraphrases in
Nicandrum et Oppianum, Paris 1849; M. Geymonat, Scholia in Nicandri Alexipharmaca cum glossis,
Milano 1974; F. Napolitano, Esegesi bizantina degli ìHalieuticaî di Oppiano, «RAAN» XLVIII
(1973) 237-254.
57
Cramer, o.c. 1-138. See now Pizzone, Self-authorization cit.
58
See Nesseris, o.c. II, 518.
59
Only partly published by Chr. Harder, Johannes Tzetzesí Kommentar zu Porphyrius #'6Ú
#Ô,*' ?.,9,, «ByzZ» IV (1895) 314-318.
60
Herodotus: M.J. Luzzatto, Note inedite di Giovanni Tzetzes e restauro di antichi codici alla
fine del XIII secolo: Il problema del Laur. 70, 3 di Erodoto, in G. Prato (ed.), I manoscritti greci tra
riflessione e dibattito. «Atti del V colloquio internazionale di paleografi greca (Cremona 4-10 ottobre
1998)», Firenze 2000, 633-654. Thucydides: Ead., Tzetzes lettore cit. See also J. B]rtola, Using Poetry
to Read the Past: Unedited Byzantine Verse Scholia on Historians in the Margins of Medieval Manuscripts, diss. Gent 2021, 11-31, and his contribution to the present volume.
61
Koster, Prolegomena cit. 79-109. The one On Tragedy is re-edited with commentary by G.
Pace, Giovanni Tzetzes. La poesia tragica, Napoli 20112.
62
J.A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca e codd. manuscriptis bibliothecarum Oxoniensium, III,
Oxonii 1836, 302-333. Like many other works of Tzetzesí, this poem is badly in need of a new edition.
63
See Chiara DíAgostiniís chapter in this volume, pp. 410-414.
64
J. Michels, Tzetzes epitomator et epitomatus? Excerpts from ps.-Apollodorusí Bibliotheca,
John Tzetzesí Lycophron commentary and Chiliades in Vaticanus gr. 950, «Byzantion» XC (2020) 115132. The ascription was first proposed by Richard Wagner (no, not that one) in the addenda to his editio
princeps of the epitome: Epitoma Vaticana ex Apollodori Bibliotheca, Lipsiae 1891, xvi.
56
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Not all his commentaries are equally well explored. Several still await a truly
critical edition; some, indeed, await any edition at all. They portray a scholar with
ecumenical interests, ranging across genres and periods of both poetry and prose (but
with a clear focus on technical handbooks in the case of the latter65). Especially with
regard to poetry, his breadth of coverage is notable, as is his determination to put it
on display. In the prolegomena of the Commentary to Hesiodís Works and Days he
chastises the earlier commentator Proclus for (among other failings) not following
the proper order of an introduction: ìFirst of all he ought to have stated the division
of poets (sc. into genres) and what are their characteristics, and who are the most
famous of them; then to tell the life of the one which he had appointed for exegesis,
and whose contemporary he was, and how many books he wroteÖî (prol. p. 10
Gaisford)66. He then proceeds to do just that, as he had done ñ he reminds us ñ in the
poem `0.Ú B&-1$.WA 9$&+3T7 and in the Commentary to Lycophron, here still attributed to his brother (p. 11)67. He offers similar overviews in the Anecdoton Estense
on bucolic poetry, in the didactic poems `0.Ú 3.-,&*[A 9$&)>0;A and `0.Ú *;#&*[A 9$&)>0;A, and more than anywhere in the Prolegomena de comoedia68. In the
latter work he sets Aristophanesí poetry against the background of Old Comedy with
its history and characteristics, and en passant he produces the nearest pre-modern
equivalent to a History of Classical Scholarship in Antiquity, from the Pisistratean
recension of Homer to the Library of Alexandria, for which he is a crucial source69.
Not all the material he proffers there is equally reliable70, but the cumulative effect
He was clearly aware of the downward shift in subject-matter represented by the commentary to Hermogenes, witness the hexameter paratext in Voss. gr. Q1 mentioned above (xiv and n. 28).
66
On Proclus see also Cesaretti, o.c. 162-163, highlighting the «Proclomania of learned Constantinopolitans» (so called by A. Angelou, Nicholas of Methone: the life and works of a twelfth-century
bishop, in M. Mullett-R. Scott (edd.), Byzantium and the Classical Tradition. «University of Birmingham Thirteenth Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies 1979», Birmingham 1981, 143-148: 144). One
of its standard-bearers was Michael Psellos, another of Tzetzesí polemical targets (Exeg. Il. p. 5 with
schol. ad loc. p. 420 Papathomopoulos, Alleg. Il. IV 47-52, cf. Alleg. Od. prol. 36, 50-40; see Cesaretti,
o.c. 129-140, and Frederick Lauritzenís contribution to this volume).
67
Tzetzes had also done something similar, but without the first, ëgeneralí part, in the Exegesis
of the Iliad. An analysis of the prolegomena of the Exegesis is in Cesaretti, o.c. 146-151, who remarks
the novelty of Tzetzesí «individuazione filologica» of Homer in contrast to Psellosí «decontestualizzazione filosofica»: «Tzetze vuole collocare Omero nel punto e nel posto che gli compete» (p. 146). On
the prolegomena of Exeg. Il. see also Alberto Ravaniís chapter in this volume, pp. 262-264.
68
Koster, Prolegomena cit. 22-38.
69
See R. Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship from the Beginnings to the End of the
Hellenistic Age, Oxford 1968, 100-102, 127-128; P.M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria, Oxford 1972, I,
321-323 with II, 474 n. 198 and 488-489 n. 193; L. Canfora, La biblioteca scomparsa, Palermo 19885,
193-196; Wilson, o.c. 194-195.
70
For discussion of one detail see the chapter by Anna Novokhatko in this volume.
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remains: the authorial figure that emerges from these works is not a mere exegete of
an individual text, but an expert on all of ancient Greek poetry with its history and
contexts, who simply serves the reader one slice at a time from a Lucullan banquet
of knowledge.
For all his «professional classicism»71, Tzetzes devoted a commentary of sorts
to one post-classical author: himself. The Chiliads, or more properly Histories72, are
ostensibly a commentary on Tzetzesí letters, although both their contents and their
presentation in the manuscripts leave room for doubt on which of the two texts, the
Letters or the Histories, is the ëprimaryí one73. It is probably the most notorious of
Tzetzesí works: he was just the sort of person to write a 12,668-line exposition in
political verse on his own collected letters ñ and then add scholia to it74. He regarded
it as his chef díúuvre, / %?%'$A ê'1- 3:03:&*T7 9$7+#63;7 (Iamb. 1)75. Yet this
ìBook I of the Tzetzean toilsî is among the least studied, and least well understood,
Kaldellis, Hellenism cit. 301.
Tzetzesí title is π)*/6($% ; the now common appellation Chiliads derives from the editio
princeps (N. Gerbel, U.3,,/< */Q VW;*W/< L%L1(/, g)*/6%2Ù,, *Ù &%Ï )*(H., #/1%*%29,, ê1?$
2$1/07',/,, „, )*(H., *Ù #/)Ù, 7<6%Ï@ 7($ 2$Ú &</H(1%/% R#*$2>)%/% #',*+2/,*$',,;$. Ioannis Tzetzae variarum historiarum liber versibus politicis ab eodem Graece conscriptus et Pauli Lacisii
Veronensis opera ad verbum Latine conversus, nuncque primum in luce editus, &c., Basileae 1546),
which segmented the text into sections of a thousand verses each ñ the ëchiliadsí of the title. Whence
the reference system currently in use, consisting of the number of the chiliad; the sequential number of
the historia in the relevant pinax, which bears no relation to the sequence of the chiliads; and the number
of the verse(s) within the relevant chiliad. So «Hist. VII 140, 433-437» = the 140th historia (of the third
pinax, in this case), corresponding to vv. 433-437 of the seventh chiliad, i.e. 6,433-6,437 of the entire
poem. Whoever next edits the Chiliads should consider adopting a more rational system, modelled on
the authorís own: pinax, historia, verse (see p. xxiii and n. 77).
73
So Kaldellis, Hellenism cit. 302. The arrangement in the manuscripts differs between the
two recensions of the text, A and B, both of which go back to the author. In recension A the order is as
follows: i. commentary to the Letter to Lachanas (141 historiai, Hist. I 1-IV 470); ii. Letter to Lachanas
(Hist. IV 471-779); iii. Ep. 1; iv. commentary to Ep. 1 (23 historiai, Hist. IV 780-V 201); v. Ep. 2-107;
vi. commentary to Ep. 2-107 (496 historiai, Hist. V 202-XII 668). In recension B the Chiliads are
written sequentially, without the Letters interspersed, but in the same order, with the same internal partitions, and with the Iambs added by way of conclusion. See Leone, Historiae cit. xiv-liv; Pizzone, The
Historiai cit. 184-186.
74
Leone, Historiae cit. 529-569. Most of them are authorial, but not all: Leone, ibid. lvi. Remember that the Letters have scholia of their own (Leone, Epistulae cit. 158-174). Much like those of
the Chiliads (Leone, Historiae cit. liv-lvi), they often concern the vicissitudes of the text itself: see
Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 188-189; Ead., Self-authorization cit. 674-676; and pp. xxviiiñxxx below.
75
«His flagship work», Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 183; also, concretely, «das erste der in der
vorliegenden Sammlung enthaltenen Werke des T[zetzes]», Wendel, Tzetzes cit. 1994 ñ presumably
qua his flagship work. On Tzetzesí possible reasons for his choice of the stichos politikos see Jeffreys,
o.c. 150-157; Agapitos, Blemish cit. 48-54.
71
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components of his corpus76. On its face, it is an omnium gatherum of erudite facts,
mostly to do with ancient literature, mythology, and history, purporting to elucidate
the classical allusions in the letters. The 23 historiai of the second pinax, for instance
(Hist. IV 780-V 201), deal with the grape "9&14''?A ; the rare words %0*0>='+7$A
and %'&3$#6##-A ; Melitides and other proverbial #;.$? ; the word #-##6*4($A (a
synonym of %'&3$#6##-A); silly Makko, with a real-life counterpart; the multiple
senses of the word ,.O (all of the above come chiefly from Aristophanes); the friendship of Peirithoos and Theseus; that of Anacharsis and Solon (both from Plutarch);
the ass of Cuma; the Aesopic monkey who tried to pass for a man (both from Lucian);
Parisí bowshot in Il. XI 369-395; [Eur.] Rh. 510-511; Il. XVII 175; Aesch. Sept. 592;
Achilles in Skyros; the contrast of Trojans and Greeks in Il. III 2-9; Il. XX 196-197;
Il. VI 127; the Molionidai of Il. XI 750; the monster Cacus (from Cassius Dio and
Dionysius of Halicarnassus); the centaur Asbolos (from Apollodorus); and a verse
by the tyrant Dionysios (TrGF 76 F 11, again from Lucian) ñ all of which are alluded
to in Ep. 1. But the work is a carefully planned whole. Each of the three sections in
which the Histories are divided has a pinax, a table of contents; as he tells us himself,
Tzetzes first formulated the three pinakes, determining which allusions in the Letters
needed to be explained and allocating space accordingly, then he proceeded to write
the respective historiai 77. For all his boasting about his ease of improvisation and
speed of writing78, his insistence on this point brings home for the reader how much
thought and care he devoted to the poem.
Like a good many modern commentaries, the Chiliads show off simultaneously how sophisticated the commented text is, and how learned the commentator. With
both hats on at once, Tzetzes construes for himself an authority both as a classical
commentator and as a classic. So the label ëpost-classicalí which I used in the previ76
The only recent attempts to investigate the Chiliads from a viewpoint other than text-critical
are those by Aglae Pizzone: The Historiai cit. and Autobiographical cit. Earlier see Giske, o.c. 12-40
(who first realized that the Histories are a commentary on the Letters: p, 22); H. Spelthahn, Studien zu
den Chiliaden des Johannes Tzetzes, M!nchen 1904; Wendel, Tzetzes cit. 1993-1999. Some more attention has been devoted to Tzetzesí sources: M. Carvalho Abrantes, Explicit Sources of Tzetzesí Chiliads,
s.l. 20172 (non vidi), and already Chr. Harder, De Ioannis Tzetzae historiarum fontibus quaestiones
selectae, Killiae 1886, not to mention the apparatus of sources in Leoneís edition.
77
There is plenty of cross-references within the Chiliads, indicating the pinax and the historia
where a certain piece of information is to be found (e.g. VI 62, 587-589, including a reference to the
heading of the historia; VII 120, 198; 137, 377-378). There is also an outline of the general structure
of the work (V 23, 186-201) and a few other references to the pinax, which make it clear that it existed
before (the final version of) the individual historiai: VI 50, 382-393; VII 144, 744-750; X 332, 455457. See Giske, o.c. 15, 22-27; Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 187-189. Unfortunately, modern editors omit
the pinakes, as if they were supposititious material rather than the very framework of the book.
78
See Jeffreys, o.c. 148-149.
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ous paragraph is true only in a chronological sense. Leave aside that an author is ipso
facto construed as a classic ñ as an auctor ñ when he becomes an object of commentary; the focus of the Histories is itself relentlessly classical. In this way the Histories
classicize the Letters too. If the Letters «were designed to contain as many exempla
and references as could be crammed into them for the purposes of pedagogy»79, these
are ñ precisely ñ references: they enrich the ostensible message of the respective
letter, but they are not, at least in theory, the whole point of it. The Histories upend
this ëoriginalí perspective to put the classical elements centre stage. They elide the
subject-matter, the purpose, the concrete communicative situation of each letter ñ
real or fictional as they may have been80ñ to lift the text onto the plane of the classical
past, Greek or (less often) Roman81. The Histories atomize and filter the Letters to
make of them something quite different from what they are on their own82.
The title of the work points us in the right direction too. This is no run-of-themill Commentary to the Letters, a genre with which the Histories do not fully align83.
These are histories, in a different sense from the one familiar to us. «In the usage of
scholiasts and grammarians, a R>3$.?- was (1) any subject matter in a classical text
that required elucidation, and then (2) the elucidation itself»84. And this is precisely
what the Histories are and do85. Their focus is not on the letter collection as a text,
but on one particular aspect of its content, one possessed of autonomous educational
Kaldellis, Hellenism cit. 302, cf. Leone, Epistulae cit. xviii-xix.
It is clear that some of the Letters relate to fictional situations and are designed «als Muster
f!r stylistische obungen» (Wendel, Tzetzes cit. 1992), and others, too, are likely to have been reworked
for publication as well as from the first recension of the collected Letters to the second (Leone, Epistulae
cit. ix, xiii-xiv). See the chapter by Giulia Gerbi in this volume.
81
On the balance of Greek and Roman elements and the general absence of a deep Christian
element see Kaldellis, Hellenism 303-307; on the Letters specifically, Nesseris, o.c. I, 164. On the
Roman element see also S. Xenophontos, ëA living portrait of Catoí: self-fashioning and the classical
past in John Tzetzesí Chiliads, «EBiz» II (2014) 187-204; V.F. Lovato, Hellenising Cato? A short
survey of the concepts of Greekness, Romanity and barbarity in John Tzetzesí work and thought, in K.
Stewart-J. M. Wakeley (edd.), Cross Cultural Exchange in the Byzantine World, c. 300-1500 A.D.,
Oxford-New York 2016, 143-157.
82
See Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 190, on the Chiliads «tearing Tzetzesí letter collection out
of historical contingency»; Grigoriadis, o.c. 28. On atomization in Tzetzesí commentaries see Budelmann, o.c. 153-157; also his observations on the self-sufficiency of Tzetzean commentary, «discussions
that can be read, perhaps even are best read, without the ancient text in mind» (ibid. 157-161).
83
Witness, for instance, the lack of any prefatory material: see above, p. xxi and n. 67.
84
A. Cameron, Greek Mythography in the Roman World, New York 2004, 90-93 (quotation
from p. 91).
85
With aptly Tzetzic allusiveness, there is also a nod to the more common sense of the word
g)*/6($, specifically as the title of Herodotusí work: Tzetzesí Histories (I prol. 1-3 and 1, 4-105), like
Herodotusí (I 6,1), begin with Croesus.
79
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value and which accordingly both required and deserved explanation. In so doing,
the Histories display the impressive range of both Tzetzes the letter-writer and Tzetzes the scholar, the latter regaling his readers with detailed access to the concealed
treasures of the former through his great learning and didactic impetus86.
One last work of ìTzetzic researchesî remains to be mentioned. Until recently,
the K$,&>#$? (something like ëAuditsí) were thought to be lost. All that was known
about them was what Tzetzes himself said elsewhere, especially in a note to Aristophanesí Frogs (v. 1328 Koster): in that book, he relates, he «audit[ed] the work of
several wise men, fifty-two plays by Euripides, and one hundred nineteen books of
wise men from all fields. One book of mine contains the audits of all of them, mostly
in iambic metre, but a few also in other metres; and there are other books too containing in a scattered way my audits of other wise men»87. Yet it turns out that some
extracts on rhetorical topics do survive in a manuscript in Leiden, Voss. gr. Q188;
what is more, the codex (which also contains the Commentary to Hermogenes) is annotated in Tzetzesí own hand89, only the second set of autograph annotations known
to have survived90. It seems that this work was a miscellany of adversaria critica,
perhaps originally existing as loose sheets to which Tzetzes kept adding throughout
his life and from which relevant sections could be copied into manuscripts according
Let us not forget that the Histories, while extraordinary in the proportion of ëcommentaryí
to text (as in many other respects), are not the only instance of Tzetzean self-scholarship. Among his
other works, at least the Carmina Iliaca, the Exegesis of the Iliad, the Allegories of the Iliad and of the
Odyssey, the poem c'6Ú &%$?/6[@ #/%+*9,, and quite possibly the Life of St Lucy (see n. 46 above)
come with authorial scholia. Those of the Exegesis are often autobiographical or reflect explicitly on
the authorís thought processes (see e.g. those discussed at p. xxviii and nn. 34, 44); those of the Carmina
have a more detached air, as is apparent from the very beginning of the first scholion (p #$6l,
#/%+*J@, p. 101 Leone), though they are not free from autobiographical obtrusions (e.g. schol. III 284,
pp. 223-224 Leone). The scholia to the Exegesis reflect its status as a work in progress and often contain
additions or updates to the main text; those to the Little-Big Iliad ñ by far the bulkiest corpus of Tzetzean
self-scholarship after the Chiliads themselves ñ are the scholarly apparatus that accompanies a finished
work of high poetry, and more often than not they strike an appropriate tone for epic commentary (and
for classroom use). See F. Conca, Líesegesi di Tzetzes ai Carmina Iliaca, fra tradizione e innovazione,
«Koinonia» XLII (2018) 75-99; Cardin, Teaching cit. 104-105 and passim; Mondini, Composing cit.
330-331 and passim; and his chapter in this volume.
87
Koster, Commentarium cit. 1079; transl. Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 663, lightly adapted. On the connotations of the word 1/C%)7/( and of Tzetzesí self-assumed title of 1/C%)*J@ (a nod to
the title of 7;C$@ 1/C$6%$)*J@ in the Imperial administration) see ibid. 670-688.
88
Meyier, o.c. 93; this fact was pointed out with reference to Tzetzes by Nesseris, o.c. I, 187188 and II, 525, and again by Aglae Pizzone, who is now preparing an edition of the text.
89
Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 653-654.
90
The other set is to be found in Pal. gr. 252, a ninth-century codex of Thucydides: Luzzatto,
Tzetzes lettore cit. 9-42.
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to need ñ as happened with the rhetorical material in Voss. gr. Q191. Once again the
breadth of Tzetzesí coverage is evident (and duly aggrandized by him)92.
Much like some of his modern scholars, Tzetzes was not above excoriating
the object of his efforts. Take for example the book epigram that concludes the Commentary to Lycophron (and which, in the version transmitted by Pal. gr. 18, f. 96v,
graces the frontispiece of this volume)93:
K<,$4A Q30.90GA 9$''Ï #$5()>-A ,.610&A
Q7&>3$.)3;A %6.%-.- 9'=V-A M9+a
ì,;'0&6î, ì,.Y7-Aî, ì$“>-î *-Ú ì34*?>#-3-î
>ˆ7 ìH.(-,bî 30 ì*.?#7-î *-Ú ì'4*$N?-î,
#<7$7 7=$&A RB.T3-, #;.Ó K4*<1.$7a
$ÃBÓ7 ,Ï. L''$ 9'27 7$c ').;7 '<,$&.
Joyless discourses with much toil you write
weaving barbaric words ñ those hapaxes94!
goleia (v. 376), gronas (20), ousa (20), and tykismata (349)
with Orthage (538), krimna (607), and lykopsia (1432):
theyíre only sweat for schoolboys, stupid Lycophron!
Nothing but humbug for the mind95, your words.

91
For an overview of the Logismoi and their textual history see Pizzone, Self-authorization
cit. (loose sheets: 663-665; work in progress: 666-667).
92
The claim that he wrote about 52 plays by Euripides stretches credibility. It is unlikely in
the extreme that 33 of the lost plays still survived in the twelfth century, and his other works only show
little evidence of genuine access to them; contrast Hipponax (p. xxvii below). On his vaunted reading
of satyr drama (schol. Diff. Poet. 113, p. 90 Koster) see L. Carrara, Giovanni Tzetze, il dramma satiresco
ed il Fortleben di Euripide a Bisanzio: Nuove letture di vecchi testimoni, «MEG» XXI (2021) 171-214.
93
Scheer, o.c. 398. On this epigram (DBBE Type 3725) see C. De Stefani-E. Magnelli, Lycophron in Byzantine poetry (and prose), in Chr. Cusset-q. Prioux (edd.), Lycophron: !clats díobscurit!,
Saint-qtienne 2009, 593-620: 615-616; on its occurrence in Pal. gr. 18, see A. Rhoby, Ausgew%hlte
byzantinische Epigramme in illuminierten Handschriften, Wien 2018: 115-118.
94
5,%)*/6J*.@ ñ a reference to otherwise ìunattestedî words ñ humorously reverses the first
line of the Alexandra, r;B. *Ï #3,*$ ,+*6'29@ s 7K g)*/6'G@ : A. Berra and A. Loojenga ap. De
Stefani-Magnelli, o.c. 616 n. 82.
95
For the sake of consistency I translate the Palatinusí ,/t, understood as the dative singular
of ,/Q@, as in the Pauline Epistles and in Exeg. Il. p. 251 Papathomopoulos and Ep. 72. Scheer prints a
metrically suspect /Ã&Ó, S11/ #1:, ¢ 2',/Ú 1J6., 1>C/%, with no variants noted in the apparatus.
Rhoby, Epigramme cit. 116 prints a more plausible /Ã&Ó, CÏ6 S11/ #1:, <2'>,/Ú 1J6., 1>C/%,
ìNothing but the empty speeches of humbug-talkersî.
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Earlier in the Commentary to Lycophron he had thunderously exposed the poet
for ìstealingî words from the iambographer Hipponax and getting the sense wrong
to boot (Q>*=.-, schol. Lyc. 855 Scheer): ìHe is wrong to call sandals Q>*=.-&
[Ö] O Lycophron, be aware that you steal words from Aeschylus, but from Hipponax even more; and either from forgetfulness or ignorance you mix up their meanings. But I will remind this clever poet myself! Donít you know, O Lycophron, that
when you were hogging Hipponaxís book, I was standing behind you and watched
you read his words? You found Q>*=.-A there and you took it in that sense, without
paying attention nor having the words in mind. But hear what Hipponax says, and
learn that Q>*=.-& are not sandals, but felt bootsÖî, and so forth96. The margins of
Pal. gr. 252 testify to considerable impatience towards Thucydides97.
For Tzetzes, learning meant books 98 . Anything worth learning is found in
books: either directly, or through book-derived products such as Tzetzes prodigious
memory, which deputizes for a library when he is Q%?%'+A, ëbooklessí (Alleg. Il. XV
87-89; Hist. VIII 176, 173-181). His typical line of attack against schedographers is
that they are ignorant because they do not read books, and that they damage their
studentsí education because their pointless schede divert them from reading books99.
By contrast, books are where his own, true knowledge originates. Instead of claiming
some great man of letters in his scholarly genealogy, he states that his only teacher

96
Scheer, o.c. 277: /”*/@ 5)2;6$@ *Ï Õ#/&J7$*$ 2$29@ 1;C'% [Ö] ‚ r02/?6/,, C(,.)2' Z*% *Ï@ 7Ó, 1;B'%@ 5#Ù uI)H01/< 21;#*'%@, 8B π##4,$2*/@ &Ó #1;/,v 8#%1J)7., &Ó w, ¢ 7:
,/9, *$0*$@ S11+, S11.@ *(T+)%,. 511í 5,$7,J). */Q*/, 8Cl *Ù, )/?Ù, #/%+*J,. /Ã2 /x)T$,
‚ r02/?6/,, Z*%, Z*' )ˆ *:, π##4,$2*/@ 2$*'GH'@ L(L1/,, 2$*>#%, )/< R)*+2l@ 8Cl R46.,
)' *Ï@ $Ã*/Q 1;B'%@ 5,$1'C>7',/, 2$Ú *Ù 5)2;6$@ &Ó 82'G)' '—6+2$@ 2$Ú /—*. *;T'%2$@ 7:
#6/)Hl, 7+&í 'I@ ,/Q, _H., *Ï iJ7$*$. 511í S2/<', #9@ ?+)%, π##4,$B, 2$Ú 73T' Z*% 5)2;6$%
/Ã *Ï Õ#/&J7$*$, 511Ï #%1($, 2*1. See E. Degani, Studi su Ipponatte, Bari 1984, 80-81. Tzetzes
must have read at least Book I of Hipponaxís Iambs at first hand, see O. Masson, Les fragments du
po"te Hipponax, Paris 1962, 42-51. He is the most important source for Hipponaxís text beside the
papyri, and one or more of his quotations have turned up in every papyrus of Book I published to date.
Hipponax is not the only otherwise lost author whom Tzetzes read and quoted (see Wilson, o.c. 196),
but his reuse of Hipponax is remarkable in both scale and duration. He may have been aware of the
rarity of this text in his time and displayed his acquaintance with it as a mark of erudition; there is also
an element of self-identification, see Valeria F. Lovatoís chapter in this volume, pp. 202-206.
97
See Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit., e.g. 31-38, and Juliyn B]rtola in this volume, pp. 341-346.
Cf. the criticisms of Aristophanes in schol. Ar. Ran. 25a, 358a, 422, 1144a Koster (Wilson, o.c. 194)
and of Homer and others in the Carmina Iliaca (Braccini, Riscrivere cit. 47-50, and Valeria F. Lovatoís
contribution to this volume, pp. 190-201).
98
Savio, o.c. 52-53, 58.
99
E.g. schol. Ar. Plut. 9 Massa Positano; schol. Ar. Ran. 1160a Koster; Hist. VII 143, 500; IX
280, 703-704; XII 399, 225 and 238. See Agapitos, Blemish cit. 15, 17-20; Savio, o.c. 52-56.
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was his father (Hist. III 70, 159-172; IV Ep. ad Lach. 562-598)100; as for the rest ñ
he assures us with typical humblebrag ñ he is an autodidact, ìnot having been taught
anything by anyone, rather being naturally clever and self-taught, having learnt everything from the reading of booksî (schol. Exeg. Il. 5,20 p. 421 Papathomopoulos)101. There is more to this than self-distancing from what we might call ëconventional academiaí. Tzetzesí rejection of new, skills-based teaching methods is the flip
side to his embracing of a book-centred classical education where praxis is nourished
by a deep engagement with the ancient texts. The fundamental role of books in his
educational project is as apparent from his choice of subject-matter as from his
explicit statements in his works, and it is baked into his very biography.
Physical ëbooksí, not only disembodied ëtextsí102. Tzetzes makes much of his
limited access to books in certain moments of his life, such as the financial disgrace
that followed his falling out with the eparch of Beroia: the reader needs to pity him
for having to work without books, excuse the defects caused by this lack of resources, and (implicitly) admire what he is capable of doing nonetheless103. Although his
skills as a textual critic were not of the first order, he knew how liable manuscripts
are to error, and what a difference an ìoldî book can make to establishing a reliable

These two touching descriptions of his fatherís wide-ranging instruction are complemented
by the more concise statement in Hist. V 17, 615-616, which also gives us his fatherís name: Michael.
That entire Historia (V 17, 585-630) is devoted to Tzetzesí ancestry. His aristocratic maternal family
originated in Iberia (todayís Georgia) and was related to two empresses, Maria of Alania and Eudocia
Makrembolitissa; his paternal family was much humbler, but Tzetzesí grandfather ñ another John ñ had
been a generous host to men of learning in spite of being totally illiterate himself. On Tzetzesí family
see P. Gautier, La curieuse ascendance de Jean Tzetz"s, «REByz» XXVIII (1970) 207-220; for an analysis of the two autobiographical passages from the Chiliads and their implication for Tzetzesí selfpresentation see Xenophontos, o.c.; Pizzone, Autobiographical cit. 294-303.
101
Papathomopoulos, o.c. 421: 2$(*/% C' 7+&Ó, #$6Ï 7+&',Ù@ F67+,'<7;,\ ¢ T<7/)>?.@
2$Ú $Ã*/7$T9@ 8B 5,$C,4)'.@ L%L1(., #3,*$ 7$T>,*% 7/%. For context see Cullhed, Blind cit. 59.
102
Compare what Paolo Cesaretti says about Eustathios in Cesaretti-Ronchey, o.c. 29*-30*.
103
See e.g. Exeg. Il. pp. 21-23 Papathomopoulos (cannot guarantee the verbatim accuracy of
a quotation because he is almost wholly bookless), ibid. 252 7J*' L%L1%>T' *% L1'#>,*., 2$Ú C6$?>,*., #1:, 7>,/< */Q 2'%7;,/< *N@ L(L1/< *N@ p7+6'($@ 2$Ú *$0*+@ /Ã2 'I@ ¿1(C$ #$6'?T/6<($@, ìnor am I looking and writing from a book except for the text of Homerís volume, and it too is
damaged in not a few placesî; also Alleg. Il. XV 85-89 (cannot check the author of a verse), Hist. VIII
176, 170-181 (cannot tell whether an expression comes from the Iliad or the Odyssey). This last remark
devolves into a boast of his prodigious writing speed, even without books: see Pizzone, The Historiai
cit. 190-192. Note her remark on Tzetzesí defiant pose as «a self-sufficient and self-contained literary
archive» who does not need constant access to books because his memory makes up for it (ibid. 197198). On the topos of booklessness and its implications see especially Savio, o.c. 58-65; on the sale of
Tzetzesí books after the events in Beroia see also Philip Ranceís chapter in this volume, pp. 427-430.
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text104. In part, no doubt, this awareness came from his own bitter experience. The
scholia to the Histories and the newly discovered autograph annotations to the Commentary to Hermogenes in Voss. gr. Q1 are peppered with insults addressed to the
respective scribes because of their bad copying105. Tzetzes was remarkably ñ and
remarkably explicitly ñ concerned with the materiality of his works qua written artefacts106. He often references the textual state of his writings before they became the
manuscript the reader holds in their hands107, or the damage which they suffered in
some earlier iteration108. In one particularly interesting case (schol. Ep. 1, p. 159
Leone) he expostulates at length about a scribe, a 5$&.&B?$4 4R<A who had failed to
follow instructions and copied the text straight from the 9.;3<349$7 ñ a rough
draft, written 345-?;A *-Ú -Ã3$>50B?;A [Ö] Q36*3;A *-Ú 9014.#=7;A ìas it
happened, impromptu [Ö] without order and mixed upî ñ unlike the other copyists,
Wilson, o.c. 193-194.
Chiliads: e.g. schol. Hist. I 19 tit.; V 23, 201; VII 149, 831 and 845 (with a request to copy
from the #6.*>C6$?/, rather than from the corrupt copy he is annotating); VIII 161, 35 (ditto); 171,
136; XI 396, schol. ad schol. 902; XII 399, 226; 404, 332; XIII 496, 620b, pp. 534, 549-550, 558-559,
564, 565, 569 Leone; see E. Trapp, Tzetzes und sein Schreiber Dionysios, «Diptycha» II (1980/1981)
18-22; Agapitos, Blemish cit. 20 n. 106; and Yulia Mantovaís chapter in this volume. Commentary on
Hermogenes: two examples are published by A. Pizzone, John Tzetzes in the margins of the Voss. gr.
Q1: discovering autograph notes of a Byzantine scholar, https://cml.sdu.dk/blog/john-tzetzes-in-themargins-of-the-voss-gr-q1-discovering-autograph-notes-of-a-byzantine-scholar (4th February 2020).
Compare the barbs he directs at the scribe of the Heidelberg Thucydides, Pal. gr. 252: Luzzatto, Tzetzes
lettore cit., e.g. 26, 30, 38.
106
See A. Pizzone, Cultural appropriation and the performance of exegesis in John Tzetzesí
scholia on Aristophanes, in D. Manolova-P. Marciniak-B. van der Berg (edd.), Byzantine Commentaries on Ancient Greek Texts, 12th-15th Centuries, Cambridge, forthcoming.
107
E.g. Ep. 10 (verse letter to his dead brother ìcrossed outî because of an excess of grief and
dichronoi); schol. Hist. IV ep. ad Lach. 779, p. 548 Leone (humorous verses not copied from the #6.*>C6$?/@ H36*+@ into the fair copy); schol. Ar. Ran. 843b Koster (text of schol. 834a first written on
a loose sheet attached to the #6.*>*<#/@ *'*63&%/@, then fitted into the page by writing smaller and
tighter). Other references to drafts on loose sheets ()H'&($, )H'&36%$) abound in the Tzetzean corpus,
often with an emphasis on the authorís ease of improvisation: cf. e.g. Exeg. Il. p. 252 Papathomopoulos;
Alleg. Od. V 103-104; schol. Ar. Ran. 843a Koster; Hist. VIII 176, 173 and 178. See Leone, Historiae
cit. liv-lv; Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 190-192.
108
See e.g. the verses in Laur. Conv. Soppr. 627 edited by Nunzio Bianchi in this volume, but
also Hist. V 23, 200-201, VI 63 tit. and vv. 597-600 with schol. IV 141, 469b p. 547 Leone (missing
pages stolen by some soldiers, with a prayer to the reader to buy them back and copy them in if they
can) and the heading of the second collection of the Letters that precedes Ep. 70 (somebody took both
the )H'&($ and the fair copy of the first collection, destroying the former and corrupting and jumbling
the latter), cf. the headnote to Ep. 76 (texts brought back together from the )H'&36%$ ìas we happened
to find them and as we were able to read themî). See Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 188-190, highlighting
how Tzetzes uses references to the history of the text to «build a sort of stratigraphy, a ëbiographicalí
outline which applies to both the collection and its author» (190).
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who complied with Tzetzesí directions and wrote everything in order, including the
two tables of contents (9?7-*0A)109. As that very comment proves, Tzetzes inspected
the manuscript after copying and warned the future reader about the flaw ñ while
pointing out that the blame did not rest with him.
Recent studies have stressed the role of autography in Tzetzesí self-portrayal,
a strategy which makes his writings visually recognisable and construes him as an
official whose signature is vested with authority110. Another important aspect of this
practice is what we may call a poetics of quality control. Tzetzes is not content with
sending forth his writings into the world; he takes care that they circulate in a correct
form according to his intention. With the authorís obtrusive presence in the margins
of the manuscript and his performative vituperation of delinquent copyists, the reader
is both alerted to what could go wrong and reassured that it has been exactingly put
right111. At the same time as he seeks to control the dissemination (and reception) of
his work, Tzetzes inscribes himself into the process of revision, joining it with the
other aspects of his authorial self112. This is part and parcel of his posture as '$,&>32A
3T7 9-'-&T7 *-Ú 7=;7, «auditor of the ancients and moderns» (Iamb. 360)113. He
scrutinizes and chastises all alike: rogue scribes, incompetent colleagues, misguided
poets, and not least himself, with his youthful errors and precarious circumstances.
The result ñ we are led to understand ñ is unique, and uniquely valuable114.
Tzetzesí «cantankerous nature» is part of his authorial persona just as much
as his vast erudition and his educational ardour. It is a seal of authenticity ñ with the
The passage is discussed by Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 674-676.
See Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 670-688; Ead., Bureaucratic discourse, signature and
authorship in John Tzetzes: A comparative perspective, «ACME» LXXIII (2020) 43-66.
111
See especially schol. Hist. V 23, post 201, where the work of ìcleaning upî the ìsmelly
filth of this crappigrapher (for so he should be called, rather than calligrapher)î is explicitly said to be
undertaken for his patron Constantine Kotertzes. Leone, Historiae cit. 549 prints 2/#6/?3C/< at v. 3,
with no variant noted in the apparatus, but the manuscripts whose digital reproductions are accessible
to me (Par. gr. 2644, f. 111v; Vat. gr. 1369, f. 115v) read 2/#6/C63?/<, and I am in no doubt that
Tzetzes wrote thus: he does use coprophagy as a term of abuse elsewhere (Hist. XII 399, 233), but the
opposition with 2$11%C63?/, and the sense of the passage both require 2/#6/C63?/<. Cf. the other
Tzetzean coinage inverting 2$11%C63?/@, viz. ?$<1/C63?/@, used with reference to himself (note to
the hypothesis of Ar. Plut. in Ambr. C 222 inf. f. 144v ap. Massa Positano, o.c. xcii; schol. Ar. Plut.
733 Massa Positano; note to schol. Hermog. in Voss. gr. Q1 f. 115v ap. Pizzone, Self-authorization cit.
678); see Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 143-144; Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 676-678.
112
On the secretarial and «bureaucratic» aspects of Tzetzesí self-presentation see Pizzone, The
Historiai cit. 192-195; Ead., Self-authorization cit. 673-676; Ead., Bureaucratic cit. 51-53.
113
Transl. Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 680.
114
Tzetzesí «retorica dellíeccellenza e dellíunicitb» is well brought out by Savio, o.c.: e.g. 18,
22-23, 54, 122-123 (quotation from p. 22).
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noun to be understood both as true authorship and as unfiltered frankness. It was also
a marketing ploy. Look again closely at the drawing from Pal. gr. 18 in the frontispiece of this volume. While the scroll in Lycophronís hand bears the opening line of
the Alexandra, the one in Tzetzesí does not contain the epigram that opens the commentary115, as one might have expected, but the closing one: not the presentation of
Lycophron and of Tzetzesí own work on him, but the tirade against the poet which
we examined a few pages ago. While this thirteenth-century manuscript was, obviously, not produced under Tzetzesí supervision, the artistís choice illuminates the
authorial persona that was still felt to emerge from the commentary. In other words:
Tzetzes tried hard to make himself seem like a thoroughly unpleasant person, and
that shrewd self-advertising campaign very much succeeded.
*
* *
Studia Tzetziana nostris temporibus neglecta fere iacere quis est, quin sciat?, asked
Heinrich Giske in the very first sentence of his 1881 dissertation116. Ironically, in the
months between his writing that sentence and its publication, another dissertation on
a near-identical subject had come out117. And Tzetzean studies ñ X:03:&*-Ú M.047-&,
we should call them (Hist. dee 398, 66 and 68) ñ have not been neglected since then.
The second half of the twentieth century has brought a great deal of text-critical
work, with previously unpublished texts coming to their editio princeps and others,
published in unreliable or insufficiently critical editions, redone in line with modern
editorial technique. Two names stand out: Herbert Hunger and, especially, Pietro
Luigi M. Leone118. The turn of the century brought one of the most exciting discoveries on a Tzetzic subject: Maria Jagoda Luzzattoís realization that the bilious scholia to Thucydidesí text in Pal. gr. 252 were in Tzetzesí own hand119, of which we
thus gained the first specimen. The new millennium has brought the first translations
Scheer, o.c. 1.
H. Giske, De Ioannis Tzetzae scriptis ac vita, Rostochii 1881, 1.
117
G. Hart, De Tzetzarum nomine vitis scriptis, Lipsiae 1880.
118
H. Hunger, Johannes Tzetzes. Die Allegorien aus der Verschronik. Kommentierte Textausgabe, «JkByz» IV (1955) 13-49; Id., Johannes Tzetzes, Allegorien zur Odyssee, Buch 13-24, «ByzZ»
XLVIII (1955) 4-48; Id., Johannes Tzetzes, Allegorien zur Odyssee, Buch 1-12, «ByzZ» XLIX (1956)
249-310. P.L.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae iambi, «RSBN» n.s. VI-VII (1969-1970) 127-156; Id., Ioannis
Tzetzae Epistulae, Leipzig 1972; Id., Ioannis Tzetzae Carmina Iliaca, Catania 1995; Id., Ioannis Tzetzae
Historiae, Galatina 20072 (Napoli 19681); Id., Ioannis Tzetzae Theogonia, Lecce 2019.
119
M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide. Note autografe sul Codice Heidelberg Palatino
Greco 252, Bari 1999, esp. 9-42.
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of Tzetzes into modern languages120, an impressive number of articles and chapters
elucidating his works and his place in the thriving learned culture of Comnenian
Byzantium121, and the first book-length non-text-critical monograph on Tzetzes since
the two of 1881122. Discoveries have continued, too: two excerpts on rhetorical topics
ñ one in political verse, one in trimeters ñ published by Carlo Maria Mazzucchi from
Ambr. M 66 sup.123; a large chunk from the Accounts (K$,&>#$?), retrieved by Aglae
Pizzone in Voss. gr. Q1 together with the Commentary to Hermogenes, again graced
by Tzetzesí characteristically cantankerous autograph marginalia124; most recently,
again thanks to Aglae Pizzone, the verse epistle that closes Tzetzesí Letters, previously ignored by Leone125.
120
Little-Big Iliad: P.L.M. Leone, Giovanni Tzetzes. La leggenda troiana (Carmina iliaca),
Lecce 2015 (Italian); C.A. Messuti, Tzetzes. La guerra de Troya, tambi!n conocida como Carmina
Iliaca o como Peque&a Gran Il'ada, s.l. 2020 (Spanish, unfortunately based on Lehrsí edition of 1840).
On Tragic Poetry: G. Pace, Giovanni Tzetzes. La poesia tragica, Napoli 20112 (20071; Italian).
Allegories of the Iliad and of the Odyssey: A.J. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the
Iliad, Cambridge MA-London 2015; Eid., John Tzetzes. Allegories of the Odyssey, Cambridge MALondon 2019 (both English). On these last two see the issues raised by D.J. Mastronarde, «BMCRev»
2015.09.45 (https://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/2015/2015.09.45/) and by J. Haubold, «BMCRev» 2020.03.07
(https://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/2020/2020.03.07/). There exists a multi-authored English translation of
the Chiliads on the Theoi website (https://www.theoi.com/Text/TzetzesChiliades1.html); I mention it
for the sake of completeness, but it relies on an outdated text (Kiesslingís of 1826) and it is so full of
errors that it should be used with the greatest caution, if at all. Two further English translations are in
progress: a selection of literary-critical works (the preface to the Exegesis of the Iliad, the verse treatises
On the Differences between Poets, On Tragedy, and On Comedy, the prose Prolegomena to Comedy,
and the Life of Aristophanes) by Baukje van den Berg for the «Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library»,
and the Little-Big Iliad by Silvio Bzr and Valeria F. Lovato for the «Translated Texts for Byzantinists»
series. There are two old translations into Latin: one of the Chiliads by Paulus Lacisius in the editio
princeps, N. Gerbel, Ioannis Tzetzae variarum historiarum liber versibus politicis ab eodem Graece
conscriptus et Pauli Lacisii Veronensis opera ad verbum Latine conversus, &c., Basileae 1546, and
one of the Little-Big Iliad in F.S. Lehrs, Hesiodi carmina, Apollonii Argonautica, Musaei carmen de
Herone et Leandro, Coluthi Raptus Helenae, Quinti Post-Homerica, &c., Parisiis 1840, 4-34.
121
I shall not attempt to list them, partly because the list would far exceed the bounds of acceptability for one footnote, partly in order not to rouse ?T>,/@ (or accusations of buffalo-hood) in those
whom I might inadvertently omit. The footnotes of the chapters included in this volume will provide a
reasonably complete overview of recent as well as less recent scholarship.
122
M. Savio, Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza, Roma 2020.
123
C.M. Mazzucchi, Líex libris di Giovanni Camatero e versi inediti di Tzetzes nel codice
ambrosiano M 66 sup., «Aevum» XCIII (2019) 441-447.
124
A. Pizzone, Self-authorization and strategies of autography in John Tzetzes: The Logismoi
rediscovered, «GRBS» LX (2020) 650-688 ñ with more to come.
125
A. Pizzone, Christmas presents for John Tzetzes: a new verse epistle from the letter collection, «ByzZ» CXIV (2021) 1305-1322.
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This surge of interest was well under way when John Tzetzes: An International
Conference took place in Venice in September 2018. Twenty-three scholars from all
over Europe gathered for two and a half days to discuss Tzetzesí writings and their
significance for both Classical and Byzantine Studies. With the inevitable defections
and changes of plans and a few, fortunate additions, the present volume represents
the outcome of those discussions. We are proud to publish in Open Access, however
belatedly, the first collection of essays dedicated entirely to Tzetzes.
We begin with three anecdota. Tommaso Braccini reports a manuscript from
the Patriarchal library of Alexandria containing what seems to be the entire allegorical preamble to Tzetzesí F03.&*2 5.$7&*), including its previously unknown final
section (vv. 528-633), which he kindly allows to appear here for the first time. Aglae
Pizzone regales us with more of the K$,&>#$? which she has uncovered in the biliously annotated Vossianus: a detailed treatment of an obscure but apparently crucial
part of good oratory, the 9.$*-36>3->&A (and the endless polemics that surrounded
it, "a va sans dire). Both of these texts were in fact recorded in the published catalogues of the respective libraries, yet they had escaped the notice of Tzetzic scholars
until now. Conversely, the verses against the vandalic ìson of a goatî in ms. Laur.
conv. soppr. 627 were well known, but they had not been published except for a few
verses; Nunzio Bianchi finally gives them the full edition they deserve.
The typical Tzetzean polemic which we have seen surface in the final part of
the Allegories from the Verse-Chronicle and reach a paroxysm in the verses against
the 3.6,$4 ,<7$A is also the subject of Yulia Mantovaís article: a taxonomy of the
terms of obloquy used by Tzetzes in the scholia to the Histories. The polemical verve
does not abate in the metrical diatribes explored by Marc Lauxtermann as he untangles the ìmethod in the madnessî of Tzetzesí use of the ìcommon syllableî ñ which,
mind, is not the same as the B?5.$7$& the buffaloes dabble in! This section, concerned
with topics of a general import in Tzetzesí úuvre, continues with Giulia Gerbiís study of fictional or semi-fictional letters in the Epistles, which often embed a clear
pragmatic setting but do not name an addressee or are not written in persona Tzetzae.
In the concluding chapter, Jesfs Mugoz Morcillo investigates Tzetzesí sophisticated
use of ekphrasis and its influence on Renaissance artistic theory.
The short third section comprises two papers about Tzetzesí reception of two
major figures, one mythological (Thersites, by Valeria Flavia Lovato) and one historical (Alexander the Great, by Corinne Jouanno). References to Alexander abound
in the corpus, mixing references to learned sources and to the «popular culture» represented by the Alexander Romance. Thersites, on the other hand ñ like his poetic
analogue, Hipponax ñ can be read as an in-text avatar of Tzetzesí self-definition, in
opposition to Eustathius of Thessalonike and his fondness for Odysseus.
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The rest of the volume is devoted to Tzetzesí multi-faceted reception of ancient texts, from Homer to Late Antiquity, in chronological order. Rite coepturi ab
Homero, as Quintilian would say (I 10,46), we begin with a diptych of chapters on
two of Tzetzesí Iliadic works: the F&*.$#0,6'+ h'&6A and the Allegories of the
Iliad. Ugo Mondini examines the Little-Big Iliad and their authorial scholia as a
piece of didactic literature responding to contemporary concerns about presenting
useful information in a synoptic and concise way; Alberto Ravani analyses the prolegomena to the Allegories in comparison with the introduction to the Exegesis of
the Iliad and teases out the ways in which Tzetzes displays not only his skill as an
allegorist, but also his knowledge of myth and his talent as a narrator. Frederick
Lauritzenís contribution, on the other hand, is squarely allegorical, focussing on a
long-distance polemic between Tzetzes and Michael Psellos and its cultural context.
Anna Novokhatko rounds off the Homeric material with a discussion of the mysterious Panel of Four which (as Tzetzes claims in the Introduction to Comedy) edited
the Homeric poems at Peisistratosí behest.
Jacopo Cavarzeran examines the evidence for Tzetzesí exegetical activity on
Euripides as attested by Vat. gr. 909, where annotations going back to Tzetzesí likely
commentary are augmented by material drawn from other works of his. The chapter
by Juliin B8rtola looks at authorial and didactic strategies in Tzetzesí verse scholia
on codices of Thucydides and Herodotus (Pal. gr. 252 and Laur. Plut. 70,3), further
proposing Tzetzean authorship for some unattributed material in the Laurentianus.
While the book epigrams on the fifth-century historians have been edited or re-edited
recently, the large commentary to Lycophron which John Tzetzes ascribed to his late
brother Isaac (cf. Ep. 21) has not been revised in over a century; Thomas Coward
offers a sample of what a new edition should look like. The last two chapters explore
Tzetzesí reception of technical texts, which literature-focussed Classicist and Byzantinists alike are liable to overlook. With Chiara DíAgostini we dive into Tzetzesí
reception of Ptolemyís Geography in the context of twelfth-century geographical
discourse and (again) a polemic with Eustathios of Thessalonike. Philip Rance investigates the ìmechanographersî with whom Tzetzes would, or could, not part even in
poverty: the final pages of the volume brim with Anthemios and Pappos, geometry
and optics, Archimedes and burning-mirrors, and Tzetzesí real or purported sources.
*
* *
The conference that gave rise to the present volume was made possible by a
Marie Skłodowska-Curie European Fellowship under the European Unionís Horizon
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2020 research and innovation programme (MSCA-IF-EF-2015, grant agreement no.
708556). As well as hosting the Fellowship itself, Caí Foscari University of Venice
provided magnificent hospitality for the conference in the scenic Aula Baratto. The
Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies generously granted funding toward
student bursaries. I am grateful to the then director of the Humanities Department,
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A neglected manuscript of Tzetzesí Allegories from the Verse-chronicle:
First remarks

As Herbert Hunger noticed more than sixty years ago in a crucial article1, John
Tzetzes devoted many efforts to his Verse-chronicle (!"#$%&' ($)*%&' +,+-).),
which he wrote in dodecasyllables. He left it unfinished, because, in his own words
(Hist. XII 399, 249-251), he realized that ìeveryone hated that which is technical
and loved what is barbarous: what a misfortune!î (/#"-0 &1Ú #12#3* / /40&1
+-567* 82961*#1. #Ù #"(*%&Ù* 9%8):*#1., / #Ï +;$+1$1 <Ó 8#5$=)*#1.. ‚
8>94)$?. @8(;#3.). In Hungerís plausible view, #Ù #"(*%&A* hinted at Tzetzesí
dodecasyllable, more ëpureí than the average Byzantine dodecasyllable, especially
in the use of dichronoi, and, in Tzetzesí view, the true heir to the iambic trimeter2.
Conversely, #Ï +;$+1$1 was possibly an allusion to the «primitive political verse»
or pentadecasyllable.
This incomplete work, which should have contained ìthe history of the worldî
(&A89)> B8#)$,1), seems to be largely lost, except for some fragments. Two such
fragments (and possibly a third one3) are short and are contained in the Chiliades (XI
396, 890-997, on Mysia, and XII 399, 259-290, on the Metonic cycle), where they
stand out because of their metre. The longest and most important one, which we will
My deepest gratitude goes to Gemma Storti and David Eichert, who generously helped me
to improve the English text of this paper. Valeria Flavia Lovato, Enrico Emanuele Prodi, and Marco
Barbero were kind enough to read this work in various stages of its writing, and I am very grateful to
them for many detailed and valuable suggestions.
1
Cf. H. Hunger, Johannes Tzetzes. Die Allegorien aus der Verschronik. Kommentierte Textausgabe, «J!Byz» IV (1955) 13-49: 13-17; see also Id., Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der
Byzantiner, II, M"nchen 1978, 59. Previously, the Verse-chronicle had been discussed in the general
context of Tzetzesí works by G. Hart, De Tzetzarum nomine vitis scriptis, Lipsiae 1880, 63, and C.
Wendel, Tzetzes, Johannes, in RE VIIA (1948) 1959-2011: 2000-2001. It is unfortunate that, apparently, I.C. Nesseris did not make use of Hungerís article for the entry about the Verse-chronicle in his most
useful catalogue of works by Tzetzes: # $%&'()% *+,- ./-*+%-+&-01$02, 3%+4 +0- 120 %&5-%, II,
diss. Ioannina 2014, 515-526: 526 (VII.1).
2
On Tzetzesí ìtechnical verseî, see the very useful remarks by G. Pace in Giovanni Tzetzes,
La poesia tragica, Napoli 2007, 31-39. Cf. also Hunger, Allegorien aus der Verschronik cit. 13-14; on
Byzantine prosody and metrics, see also M.D. Lauxtermann, Byzantine Poetry from Pisides to Geometres: Texts and Contexts, II, Wien 2019, 265-383.
3
Hart, o.c. 63, and Wendel, o.c. 2000-2001, also ascribed to this work a passage in the Chiliades (XII 438, 713-721) dealing with crocodiles.
*
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deal with here, was transmitted by manuscripts as an independent poem, variously
entitled C7;**)> #): DE5#E)> /--3=)$,1% @& #0. ($)*%&0. 9"#$%&0. +,+-)>, or
F& #0. 9"#$%&0. ($)*%&0. +,+-)> C7;**)> #): DE5#E)> /--3=)$,1%, or D):
91&1$,#)> DE5#E)> 6"$Ú /--3=)$,1.. In all likelihood, this is an excerpt from the
first part of the Verse-chronicle, where Tzetzes exposed a typical Greek mythological cosmogony ñ interpreted, however, in allegorical terms.
Following Hungerís edition, these Allegories from the Verse-chronicle consist
of 527 verses. After a preamble about the origin of allegory, described as ìan
Egyptian inventionî ("—$391 #G* HI=>6#,7*, v. 1) brought to Greece by Cadmos,
Tzetzes divides ìevery written logosî into three groups: completely false texts,
completely true texts, and mixed ones. The first category (like myths about Cronos
eating his own children, Athena born from the head of Zeus and so on) makes sense
only by means of an allegorical interpretation. The second category (i.e. the completely true texts) does not need any allegory: this is the case for the deeds of the
Apostles. The third category has a plausible literal meaning (for instance, Egyptian
Thebes has one hundred gates, and each of them, in time of war, has space for two
hundred war chariots), but also a more hidden sense (in this case, that the city of
Thebes, in time of war, disposed of twenty thousand chariots in total). In the same
way, allegorical meanings can be decrypted according to the physical elements
(8#)%("%1&G.), or according to the passions of the soul (J>(%&G.), or, finally, according to the ìnature of the material factsî (›. 6$1=9;#7* 654>&"* Õ-%&G* 428%.), i.e. following a euhemeristic approach4.
The Allegories from the Verse-chronicle continue with sections (in apparently
desultory order) dedicated to the allegorical interpretation of mythical characters and
episodes. The list includes Cronos and Rhea, the birth and childhood of Zeus and his
rise to power, Eros, the weddings of Prometheus and Peleus, the birth of Athena,
Hephaestus, the episode of the apple of discord, the riot of the gods against Zeus and
the bondage of Hera, Laomedon, Phaethon, the bondage of Ares and his liaison with
Aphrodite, Atlas, Perseus and the Gorgons, Styx and Cerberos, and finally the fight
between Typhon and Zeus. The text of these Allegories, as known so far, ended with
4
On the use of allegory in Tzetzes, see at least H. Hunger, Allegorische Mythendeutung in
der Antike und bei Johannes Tzetzes, «J!Byz» III (1954) 35-54: 46-47; P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio: Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo), Milano 1991, 127-204 (esp. 147, 155, 193-194,
where he points out that Tzetzesí division of allegory into physical, psychological and historical was
heavily indebted to Psellos); P. Roilos, Amphoteroglossia: A Poetics of the Twelfth-Century Medieval
Greek Novel, Washington D.C. 2005, 124-127; F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (5291453), in F. Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, Leiden-Boston 2015, 297-455: 379. See also Lauritzen, this volume.
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two verses hinting at the abovementioned 9;(3 of Zeus against Typhon and the
Titans. There is no real conclusion, even if the episode of Typhonomachy might
indeed seem appropriate to bring to completion this wide excursus on the allegorical
meanings of cosmogonical myths.
Hunger studied and explained the textual tradition of this fragment. The editio
princeps appeared in 1616, edited and translated into Latin by the French ìroyal
publisherî (architypographus regius) and scholar FKdKric Morel as Ioannis Tzetzae
allegoriae mythologicae, physicae, morales. As Morel himself states in the title
page, he obtained the text from a manuscript in possession of the Dutch diplomat
Janus Rutgers. Morel hosted Rutgers as a student in Paris in the years 1611-1613
after the latterís studies at Leiden with Voss, Scaliger, and Heinsius. His manuscript,
which featured a badly corrupted text, is lost, and therefore Morelís edition is a
primary witness for its readings (its siglum is Mo). Rutgersí manuscript contained a
version of the Allegories that reached only up to verse 446, followed by a spurious
verse which reads &1Ú #1:#1 9Ó* )—#7L &1Ú „<í M("% #5-).. Verses 1-147,
however, are transmitted also by the late-twelfth-century manuscript Milano, Biblioteca Ambrosiana C 222 inf. (Martini-Bassi 886), siglum A, which is very hard to
read and probably stems directly from the milieu of Tzetzesí pupils5. This manuscript
was used by Wilhelm Studemund and Carl Wendel. The next major advance in the
knowledge of this little-known work by Tzetzes was the discovery by Hunger of
manuscript CittN del Vaticano, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Barb. gr. 30 (siglum
B, formerly dated to the fifteenth century but recently ascribed to the twelfth)6,
containing about eighty plus-verses compared to Morel, but lacking the first part (vv.
41-527). This manuscript also contained scholia and glosses to the text of the
Allegories7. Hunger supposed that, with the addition of the verses transmitted by the
Barberinianus, the allegorical cosmogony was complete, and that Tzetzes meant for
it to function as a preamble to his Verse-chronicle. Things, however, are different.
In 2013, Silvia Ronchey (whom I wish to thank once again) was kind enough
to share with me her digital images of a low-quality microfilm of manuscript AlAbout the dating and origin of this famous manuscript, see C.M. Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus
C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): il codice e il suo autore, «Aevum» LXXVII (2003) 263-275 and LXXVIII
(2004) 411-437.
6
A description is found in H. Hunger, Johannes Tzetzes, Allegorien zur Odyssee, Buch 1324, «ByzZ» XLVIII (1955) 4-38: 8. For the new dating see P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the blemish examiners: a Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition,
«MEG» XVII (2017) 1-57: 39 n. 199. A digital reproduction is available at https://digi.vatlib.it/view/
MSS_Barb.gr.30.
7
For the events leading to the discovery of the lost part of the Allegories, see Hunger, Allegorische Mythendeutung cit. 45-46.
5
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Iskandariyya, O%+-%)PQ&3 #)> R1#$%1$(",)> 62 (olim 107). Ronchey was studying
this manuscript for the edition of Eustathius of Thessalonikeís Exegesis in canonem
iambicum, which she and Paolo Cesaretti have recently published. The origin of the
manuscript was interesting enough: in Roncheyís words, it was «produced within a
scholarly circle in Constantinople at the end of the 13th centuryÖ the fact that [it
was] used for research and Klite instruction is shown by the almost constant flow of
corrections and additamenta of aliae manus datable between the 14th and 16th
century»8. The manuscript remained in Constantinople until the beginning of the
seventeenth century, when it was presented to Cyril Loukaris, then Patriarch of
Alexandria, who brought it to his patriarchal library9. As Ronchey pointed out to me,
the Alexandrinus (for which I propose the siglum C) contains, among many exegetical works and homilies by various authors, also some works by Tzetzes. These texts
include parts of his Allegoriae in Iliadem, and especially, at ff. 85v-88r, the F& #0.
9"#$%&0. ($)*%&0. +,+-)> C7;**)> #): DE5#E)> /--3=)$,1%, as already stated
by the old catalogue of Moschonas, which however gave no further information10.
The existence of these passages was interesting enough in itself, since this manuscript apparently was not known to Hunger. A closer inspection has revealed, moreover, that the text of the Alexandrinus is the longest and most complete among all
surviving testimonies of the Allegories from the Verse-chronicle, containing 633
verses written in three columns and accompanied by scholia. After v. 482 at f. 87v
the text is written in a smaller hand. C has the first forty verses, which are lacking in
B, and also 105 additional verses in the final section. Furthermore, this section culminates with a typical conclusion, which seems to indicate that the allegorical preamble
to the Verse-chronicle really ended with v. 633.
The Alexandrinus is not easy to collate accurately, given the less-than-stellar
quality of the reproductions and the unreadable sections in the manuscript, which is
marred by stains and faded ink, especially at f. 86r11. Nonetheless, a collation reveals
something of its stemmatic position.
8
S. Ronchey, Eustathios at Prodromos Petra? Some Remarks on the Manuscript Tradition
of the Exegesis in Canonem Iambicum Pentecostalem, in F. Pontani-V. Katsaros-V. Sarris (edd.),
Reading Eustathios of Thessalonike, Berlin-Boston 2017, 181-197: 181.
9
See the detailed description in Eustathii Thessalonicensis exegesis in canonem iambicum
pentecostalem, edd. P. Cesaretti-S. Ronchey, Berlin-M"nchen-Boston 2014, 201*-209*; see also Ronchey, Eustathios at Prodromos Petra? cit. 181-183.
10
See Th.D. Moschonas, .%+42060& +78 9%+:&%:;&378 <&=2&0>?3,8, I: @(&:A6:%B0&,
Salt Lake City 19652 (Alexandreia 19451), 53.
11
Here are the variae lectiones I managed to gather, compared to Hungerís text: Tit. C3 +78
D(+:&378 ;:0-&378 =)=20E F/4--0E +0G HIJ+I0E K22,60:)%&; 7 K$A:-0&8; 8 +(>(&3A+(8; 10 C*ED=A20&8; 20 3%+(*>)/-; 26 L; 28 0—+/8; 30 BJ:,; 35 -0D?*%8; 43 '&(&34'%; 46 +,:7; 49
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First of all, the existence of an archetype can be postulated from errors that
are common to the whole manuscript tradition. Hunger already singled out a number
of these errors: v. 20: &1#Q8P%"* Hunger &1#"8P,7* ACMo; v. 26: S Hunger T AC
Mo; v. 62: #)ˆ. Hunger )œ. ABCMo; v. 141: #$)4Ù. Hunger #$)4' ABC #$)40.
Mo; v. 263: 1Ã#Ù Hunger 1Ã#Ù. BCMo; v. 312: ·$91 Hunger U$91 BMo U$9Ö
C; v. 315: &1Ú BCMo, del. Hunger; v. 419: @6)9+$,1%. Hunger <%)9+$,1%. BC
<%í)9+$,1. Mo; v. 426: V$97* W-%&#3$,7* Hunger ¡$9,7* W-%&#$,7* BCMo; v.
440: -5=)>8%* Hunger -5=)*#". BCMo; v. 464: 61$2=$7* @&<$19Ù* Hunger
61$íÕ=$)X. @&<$19Y* BC; v. 482: V$&). Hunger V$&)* BC; v. 483: "I-3995*)*
Hunger -"-"%995*Z BC; v. 505: <"<"=95*)* Hunger <"<"=95*). BC
Because the Alexandrinus is by far the most complete testimony, it seems clear
that it is not a descriptus of some other extant manuscript. Conversely, neither Mo,
nor A, nor B can derive from C. C and Mo lack verses which are transmitted by B
(183a, 252a, 272a, 403a, 425a, 460, 478), and share many errors which separate them
from A and B. It is possible to point out the following examples (the first lectio is
the right one according to Hunger): v. 7: /65$*)%. A /6A$*)%. CMo; v. 35: *)8Q81. A *)9Q81. C *)9,81. Mo; v. 75: =$141X. AB 47*1X. CMo; v. 140: [59%.
AB [5#%. CMo; v. 141: æ8%. AB º<3 C \]<3* Mo; v. 193: /8#5$1 B /5$1 C
'&*DE:&0*+Ù-; 50 (M*B(:01*,8; 51 '&(&34'%; 55 +N-, O- $:0(P$(-, Q:D4+/- '&(&34'%; 59
R$$0=:A+0E; 62 0œ8; 63 0Ã'%D7; 64 0œ8; 65 DA-0-; 73 0S; 74 $0*%$2T8; 75 B/-%U8; 79 +0G; 86 ¡
$(+%-Ù8 (?); 87 (Ã-00G*%; 111 $T8 'Ó and 6J-(&; 128 D%3:Ï- 6:4B(&- >J2/-; 132 Õ2&3N-; 135
D7- (for 67-); 140 VJ+&8; 141 º',; 151 'Ó; 153 +Ù 'Ó B%U-0-; 183a missing; 189 2%D$:Ï-; 192 +T(for +Ù-); 193 KJ:%; 196 DÓ-; 199 6:4W%-+(8; 210 =:%;1 +& 3)-,D%; 213 K?: +( 3%Ú 67 3%Ú $42&-;
215 =:%;ˆ; 216 $JB,-(; 220 X1D$%8; 227 2%=Y-; 239 $24++/-; 245 64D/-; 252a missing; 255 +N-;
256 DJ*,-; 258 +%:+%:5'(&8; 263 %Ã+Ù8; 267 'Ó -A(&; 272a missing; 273 %Ã+T- and 6:4B0E
(;:0-0- added by a second hand); 300 Z:&;>A-%; 301 CX; 306 *E-(I16,; 312 +Ó and [:D- ended by
an abbreviation mark; 315 3%Ú; 319 +Ù- and D%3:0U8; 332 3%+/+4+/; 340 ›8 $%U8; 344 \(ˆ8 K22í;
345 K+:43+/-; 351 +01+/-; 352 \(ˆ8, +Ù; 357 0—$/; 362 '&%+:J;(&- =)]; 363 $%:(&*B:T-; 377
'&í%“; 378 +T- Õ'4+/-; 381 ^2)0E; 383 2%=Y-; 391 $_- (for $G:); 392 +N- *163:%*&- 'Ó; 394 >J%;
402 'AD0-; 403a missing; 409 C3+(+%DJ-0E8; 410 2(T-; 414 $A%8 +( 3%Ú I`% $4-+% +:JB(&; 418
•2&08; 419 3%Ú 67- 0Ã:%-Ù- '&0D=:)%&8; 422 aB>%*%- and 'Ó (for +(); 423 ^; 425a missing; 426
$0:$1/- and ¡:D)/- b2&3+:)/-; 428 *E*+:0B%Ú 'Ó +T-; 430 '&B:(E+&3T- (?); 431 ;:E*(D$A:/-;
435 +%;ˆ8; 437 $(:&>:%1*%*%-; 439 $:Ú- (for $G:); 440 2J60-+(8; 442 3%Ú; 446 c- +Ù-; 447
C3$(*Y-; 452 dB%&*+&3%U8 D&;%-%U8 and *E-(&6DJ-0E; 454 3(:%*+&3Ù-; 460 missing; 461
90*(&'5-(&08; 462 210E*%; 464 $%:íÕ6:0U8 C3':%DY-; 466 CD$1:0E; 467 ;1*&-; 468 $, (for e$f)
and g2%&8; 474 %Ã+Ù; 476 CBET8; 478 missing; 479 9?'%*08 3%Ú @:E*40:; 481 %M>(:/>Ó- and
0Ã:%-Ù8; 482 e:30-; 483 2(2(&DDJ-]; 485 +Ù -J:>(-; 486 h)6%-+%; 488 D4;,- (for DJ-(&-); 490
D(*7+&8 (i.m. 6:. 3%Ú D(*U+&8); 492 ^2&08 ^2&08; 494 -E;>,DJ:/- and $(:&':AD/-; 496 g22f; 502
3%+J*;(-; 505 '('(6DJ-08; 506 $:Ú- (for $:Ù8); 509 K>:A/8; 516 C-+(&A*(& -0G-; 519 '&++0U8 -GC$J6-/3%8; 520 +Ù C (-- added by a second hand) and D4>,8; 522 3í a;,3(-; 524 -E;>,DJ:/-; 525
%–20&8 and (P$0- (for aB,-).
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Mo; v. 196: 6?. B 9Ó* CMo; v. 215: +1Pˆ B +$1(ˆ CMo; v. 216: 654>&" B
6543*" CMo; v. 227: -1(Y* B -1+Y* CMo; v. 256: 95$)>. B 9583* CMo; v.
345: /#;&#7* B /#$;&#7* CMo; v. 362: <%"&#$54"%* +,)* B <%1#$5("%* +,Z C
Mo; v. 363: 61$"%84$"X* B 61$"%84$G* CMo; v. 377: #;<í1“ B <%í1“ CMo; v.
383: -1(Y* B -1+Y* CMo; v. 403: <$A9)* B <A9)* CMo; v. 422: M4181* B
M4P181* CMo.
Could Mo derive from C? This possibility is excluded by the fact that C
features some errors or slight inversions of words, which the careless scribe of Mo
(which has the true reading) could not have corrected suo Marte (for instance: v. 10
/8>9+A-)%. Mo /8>9+)2-)%. A @* 8>9+A-)%. C; v. 210: +$1(ˆ &,*39; #% BMo
+$1(2 #% &,*391 C; v. 266: *A"% <Ó B *A"% <í (sic) Mo <Ó *A"% C; v. 357: )—#7 B
Mo )—67 C; v. 431: ($>8"962$7* BMo ($>8"96A$7* C).
It is likely, therefore, that C and Mo both derived from a common subarchetype, whose existence can be also postulated from the readings which the two manuscripts feature at v. 414: ¡ <í1“ 6A1. 42"% #" &1Ú E^1 #$54"% B ¡ <í1“ 6A1. #"
&1Ú E^1 6;*#1 #$54"% C ¡ <í1“ 428"%. #" &1Ú E^1 6;*#1 #$54"% Mo. Probably
6A1. or 42"% had already disappeared in the subarchetype; 6;*#1 was added to fill
in the verse, and the missing word was later written in the margin or between the
lines. C and Mo both choose a different reading (thinking that 6A1. was an alternative to 42"% or vice versa), and Mo transformed 42"% into the accusative 428"%..
Agreement between A or B and a member of the family composed of Mo and
C, therefore, can lead to a reconsideration of Hungerís choices: see for instance v.
50 "I84"$)283. CB, v. 74 6)816-G. CA, v. 87 "Ã*)):81 CBMo, v. 111 6G. <Ó
CAMo, 319 8ˆ* 91&$)X. _--)%. -A=)%. CB.
In the section where B and C are the only testimonies (vv. 447-527), the latter
quite often has readings that are clearly false, but sometimes it also shows variantes
adiaphorae which need to be evaluated (such as 447: @96"8Y* B @&6"8Y* C; 466:
@&62$)> B @962$)> C; 467: (28%. B (28%* C; 494: *>(P395$Z B *>(P395$7* C;
519: <%6-)X. <%"65=*7&1. B <%##)X. *:* @65=*7&1. C; 520: 9;P" B 9;P3. C);
at other times C has even better readings, such as 461: R)8"%<`*#"%). B R)8"%<`*"%). C; 462: -28181 B -2)>81 C; 485: #)% *5$P" B #Ù *5$P"* C. A reading of
the Alexandrinus in the previous part (v. 394) confirms an important emendation
proposed by Paul Speck (P51 for P";)12.
But the most important contribution of the Alexandrinus to the constitutio
textus, of course, consists of the new final verses contained in f. 88r. Unfortunately,
12

95-96.

Cf. P. Speck, Zu Johannes Tzetzes, Allegorien aus der Verschronik, «RhM» n.F. CII (1959)
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in order to provide a fully reliable edition, one would need to inspect the manuscript
in person (possibly with the help of a blacklight for some passages where the ink has
faded), or at least to have better reproductions. So far I have not been able to reach
either goal, but I trust that this will be possible in the future; for the time being, I
hope that even an interim edition, with all its shortcomings, will be of some utility
for a better understanding of this little-known fragment from one of the more
ambitious ñ and more unlucky ñ works by Tzetzes. The text13 and its translation will
be subdivided according to the main allegorical themes discussed by Tzetzes, so as
to discuss, albeit very briefly, their significance and the major issues that they raise.
The ënewí verses begin with a concluding line attached, as it seems, to the
previous section, where Zeusí victories against Typhon and the Titans are listed.
This list is now completed by a reference to Zeusí triumph over the Giants with the
help of Heraclesí arrows (v. 528: a%A. #" *,&3* @& +"-G* b$1&-5)>., ìand Zeusí
victory by means of Heraclesí arrowsî), which is duly explained as the victory of
the sun, by means of his rays, over the unruly elements. Then follows an allegorizing
section about Heracles who injured, again with his arrows, Hera and Hades (as hinted
at in the Iliad, V 392-400). This is the allegorical interpretation of the episode by
Tzetzes:
Öa%A. #" *,&3* @& +"-G* b$1&-5)>..
c,*<>*). d* =Ï$ 8>=&$>+0*1% &1Ú 6;-%*
#'* "I<)6)%Ù* ("I<)6)%G* ms.) &)891=7=Ù* )Ã8,1*14,
(28"% 6>$A. #" &1Ú &1#1%=,<7* 8#$A4)%.
M8#í e* ¡ -196$Ù. •-%)., =0. #Ù &-5).,
/*"X-"* 1Ã#)ˆ. @&&"*G* )f1 +5-3
#Ï. ($>8)"%<"X. #)g%&Ï. -1963<A*1..

530

Öand Zeusí victory by means of Heraclesí arrows. For there was danger that
the essence which creates the forms and leads the universe [530] would be
concealed again by the stream of fire and the twistings of the hurricanes, until
the bright sun, the glory of the earth (= Heracles), neutralized them by pouring
his splendid golden rays like arrows.

Punctuation is mine; accentuation has been adapted to modern conventions, except in the
cases where it can have metrical significance. I use three asterisks to signal places which, despite all
efforts on my part, I was not able to read.
14
Cf. vv. 373-374: 3)-'E-0- (P;( *E63:E=7-%& 3%Ú $42&- / +N- Õ2&3N- g:>:/*&- (M8
30*D0E:6)%-.
13
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D)g"291#1 #1:#115 <Ó 6):16 418Ú17 6;-%*
@g">8#)():*#). @* +)-1X. b$1&-5)>.
h$1. #" 91E): <"g%): #$%6-^ +5-"%
i<)> #" *`#7* #): 9%1%4)*7#;#)>,
—4í „* ($A*). #" &1Ú 8#$)4'18 (ms. 8#$)4G*) *>(P395$7*
M()>8% #'* &,*38%* /$$1="8#;#3*.
N>(P395$7* =Ï$ 841%$%&^ 6"$%<$A9Z
&;#7 &1#"-PY* •-%). =0. "I. EA4)*,
@& #G* ƒ6%8P"* &1Ú 9"$G* #0. W865$1.
·86"$ <%`&7* @* +)-1X. #)g">9;#7*,
#'* *2&#1 6)%"X 6$Ù. #Ù =0. _*7 #$5("%*.
j>(P395$7*19 9Ó* )”#). k-,)> <$A9).
@& <"g%G* <Ó &1Ú 9"$G* #G* #0. U7,
6?. @* -A=)%. =Ï$ <"g%Ï #1:#1 -5="%,
+;--7* 8"-189)X. @* #$%6-)X. #Ù* 1IP5$1,
›$G* 9A*3 =Ï$ d* #Ù 6$Ú* #$%&1%$,1,
6)%G* <$A9)%. 9Ó* k95$1. /&)>8,1.

535

540

545

550

[535] This kind of arrows, I believe, are meant again when Heracles, using the
bow, transfixes with a triple dart the right breast of Hera, and the back of most
murderous Hades. It is thanks to them that time and the cycle of the days [540]
have their unceasing movement. For the sun, in the circular orbit of the days,
going down into the darkness of the earth, as it if were chasing the night from
behind and from the Western parts by the launch of arrows, [545] causes it to
run up over the earth. This is the daily course of the sun, from the right and
the Eastern parts ñ for every learned man calls them ìrightî ñ which hits the
ether with triple brilliance [550] (for previously there were only three seasons), creating the recalcitrant days through its mobile courses

For the lengthening of short dichronoi, even in ìtechnicalî iambs, in the final syllable of a
word, see Pace, o.c. 32.
16
The accentuation of this indefinite adverb occurs often in Tzetzes: see Pace, o.c. 27. In this
case, the accentuation can have metrical reasons (the caesura must fall after 'J).
17
The accent can be explained by the lengthening of & in arsi. See Pace, o.c. 29.
18
Cf. Tzetzes, Schol. Hes. Op. 412 Gaisford: Ö+N- +0G 0Ã:%-0G O- aB,- -E;>,D(:,*)%$(:&*+:0B?-. The phrase ^ +78 ^DJ:%8 *+:0B? occurs in Maximos Planudes, Macrobii commentarii
in Somnium Scipionis in linguam Graecam translati, I 6,60,9 Megas.
19
Enrico Emanuele Prodi proposes the emendation -E;>?D(:08 (adjective).
15
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6-;*38% #'* 841X$1* <Ó #'* 6?81* #$5(7*20
&1Ú &2&-)* 1Ã#Ù* (1Ã#G* ms.) @&6"$1,*"% #): ($A*)>,
&1Ú <5891 418Ú* #):#) #): R$)93P57.
k41%8#,1%. (k41%8#"X1%. ms.) #5(*1%8%* @* #^ c1>&;8Z.

555

and going around the whole (celestial) sphere, and it completes the cycle of
the year itself, and they call this the chains of Prometheus, [555] (created) by
the arts of Hephaestus in the Caucasus.
Among the many observations that could be made, we can limit ourselves to
saying that Tzetzesí interpretation of Heracles as an allegory of the sun is different
from the traditional, Stoic view of Heraclitus (33-3421), shared also by Eustathius
(Comm. in Il. II pp. 105-106 van der Valk), according to which Heracles is the
symbol of the emphron kai sophos man. The hero as a symbol of the sun, however,
recurs below and elsewhere in Tzetzes (see De generatione deorum p. 103 Cramer
= 366 Matranga), and also John Galenos (pp. 318 and 359 Flach)22.
The final verses of the first section announce the protagonist of the second
one, that is Prometheus, the symbol of time. After an initial reference to the Titanís
marriage, which he had already dealt with (vv. 289, 318-327) along with Peleusí
wedding (also hinted at in a previous section, vv. 328-387), Tzetzes focuses on the
myth of Prometheusí imprisonment in the Caucasus. The Titan was tormented by an
eagle, which day by day devoured his liver, which was destined to grow again in the
night. This episode is interpreted in all three manners of allegory expounded in the
prologue: according to the elements, as the life-giving effect of the alternation of
night and day and of the celestial rotation, along with the heat and the regulating
power of the sun; according to the passions of the soul, as the soul tormented by
anxieties by day and resting by night; and according to historical reality, Prometheus
is seen as an ancient benefactor of humanity.
l;9)% R$)93P57. 95*, ›. &1Ú 6$Ú* M43*,
k 841%$%&' &,*38%. "I. ($A*)> <$A9)*
Prometheusí wedding, as I said before, is the circular movement in the path

Cf. v. 590: $_*%- ':%DY- $24-,*& +N- *B%U:%- ':AD0&8.
See also the commentary in Eraclito. Questioni omeriche: Sulle allegorie di Omero in
merito agli d!i, a c. di F. Pontani, Pisa 2005, 304.
22
On whom see Roilos, o.c. 128-130.
20
21
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m6"$23 6$)93PG. 6;*#1 #^ +,Z 45$"%,
&e* )Ã &1#58(" 8>=(28"% *%&795*3
›. n* M43* =0* R3-57. 6$Ú* @* =;9)%.24.
DÏ *:* <Ó #'* 8#Q$%g%* "I. ($A*)> <$A9)>.,
#Ï 6;*#1 <$G*#). @* +,Z R$)93P57.,
#'* n* @6"8#Q$%g"* k-,)> <$A9).
"I. o78#%&'* P"$9Q* #" &1Ú E7)#$A4)*
&%$*G* W1>#Ù* @g @*2=$7* )Ã8,1.,
/--3=)$):*#". 418Ú* )Ã& /6"%&A#7.
k41%8#A<"891 c1>&;8Z R$)93P57.L
#Ù &1>8#%&Ù* =Ï$ &1Ú E5)* &"&$195*)*
o>P9^ &1#"8#Q$%g" #'* ($A*)> +;8%*.
DÙ* k61#)#$`&#3* <Ó *:* ƒ$*%* 95=1<*>
&1Ú #'* /*"g;-"%6#)* k6;#7* 428%*
&1Ú #Ú. #Ù* ƒ$*%* 6G. #" #)g"2"% 9;P".
D'* 841%$%&'* &,*38%*, 1Ã#Ù* #Ù* ($A*)*
#Ù 6?* 6$)93PG. "I84)$):*#1 #^ +,Z,
R$)93P51 -5=)>8%* )Ã& /6"%&A#7.
<"P5*#1 <"89)X. )f. M43* b41%8#,)%. (#): b41,8#)> ms.)25.

560

565

570

575

of time, whereby he providently brings everything to life, although, vanquished by confusion, the movement did not stand, [560] like the earth, as I
said before in the wedding of Peleus; but now the fixation made by the path
of the sun in the path of time (that is, of Prometheus, who does everything in
life), so that it be strengthening, warm and nutritive [565] (and the path of the
sun obtains this by mixing itself with the essence of humidity), not without
reason they call it allegorically chains of Hephaestus in the Caucasus for
Prometheus, since the burning and boiling element, mitigated, has regulated
the pace of time. [570] But now learn about the liver-eating bird, and the
indelible nature of the liver, and who shot the bird with arrows, and how. The
circular movement, time itself, which providently brings everything to life,
[575] not without reason they call it Prometheus, tied with the chains of
Hephaestus I mentioned above.
C usually marks the iota subscript only with dative articles, but here it is traced with insistence, as if to be sure that the reader will not miss it.
24
Tzetzes talks about the wedding of Peleus and Thetis at vv. 349-366.
25
I follow Enrico Emanuele Prodiís suggestion in printing dB%&*+)0&8. The reading of C
presents two problems: a hiatus (but for occurrences of hiatus after an article in the dodecasyllable, see
23
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<p>26 841%$%&Ù. #;(%8#). 1I"#Ù. <$A9).
S. <"g%): 95$)>. #" &/& #): #0. U7,
@* <"g%)X. <Ó &1Ú P58%. #G* k6;#7*,
/*1#$5(7* _*7 9Ó* "I. #Ù* [#0.]27 =0. #A6)*
#'* k95$1* _="% #" &1Ú &1#"8P,"%
›. q61$ )–81* <"g%)X. #"P"%95*3*L
@* #^ #$5("%* <Ó #Ù* *>&#Ù. &;#7 &2&-)*,
›. 6$Ú* 6;-%* 6$A"%8%* @*#"-"8#;#3,
)—#7 61$1$$"X &1Ú 6;-%* <Ó =,*"#1%28
#)X. @g *** 841%$%&)X. 6"$%<$A9)%.
M8#í e* #Ù* ƒ$*%*, #'* 4)$Ï* #0. k95$1.,
¡ &-"%*Ù. 1Ã#Ù. b$1&-0. &1Ú 4784A$).
&#",*r +)-*** (+)-1X8%?29) #"$91#`81. #Ù* ($A*)*,
6?81* <$19Y* 6-;*38% #'* 841X$1* <$A9)%..
s>(0. R$)93P"ˆ. k 6$)93P",1 6;-%*,
¡ <í /"#Ù. 654>&"* _-=). 4$)*#,<7*L

11

580

585

590

The very swift eagle is the circular course, which from the right and the
Eastern parts ñ the liver too is located on the right ñ [580] running over the
earth leads and devours the day, located on the right like a liver; the same day,
however, in traveling the lower orbit of the night becomes again perfectly
intact, [585] and in this way vanishes and returns again by means of the Ö
celestial orbits, until the noble and light-bringer Heracles with his arrows (?)
kills the bird, which is the movement of the day, thus bringing the year to an
end, [590] after having travelled across all the celestial sphere through the
mobile courses. Prometheus is also the foresight of the soul, and the eagle is
the pain of anxieties;

Lauxtermann, o.c. 300-301) and, most of all, the length of the penultimate syllable, which seems hardly
acceptable despite the metrical licenses allowed with proper names.
26
Some initial letters in C are rubricated (vv. 1, 21, 30, 184, 223, 286, 292, 305), and possibly
its antigraph (i.e. the subarchetype?) featured similar rubrications. In this case the disappearance of the
initial omicron may be due to a blank space which was not filled up by the appropriate ëdrop capí, as
in the case of the similar false reading of C at v. 468 ($, for e$f at the beginning of the verse).
27
One of the two articles must be deleted for metrical reasons; since the author often uses
678 without the article (see for instance vv. 532, 542, 545), it seems more advisable to expunge +78.
28
In this poem there seem to be some exceptions to the rule of the stress on the penultimate
syllable (e.g. vv. 213, 225).
29
For the -%U*& ending, see v. 555.
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k *ˆg <Ó 612"% #G* 9"$%9*G* #)ˆ. 6A*)>.,
e* <í k95$1 6$A"%8% 4$)*#,<". ***30
U7. P1*`* #%. @&9"#$Q8r #Ù* +,)*
65$1. -1+A*#). k-,)> #):#)[*] ($A*)>.
Æ* &1Ú R$)93P"ˆ. 6$1&#%&Ù. -"-"=95*).
"Õ$Y* #Ï 6)--Ï 6$Ù. #Ù ($Q8%9)* +,)>,
8#)%("%1&G. <Ó #1:#1 #G* /6$)84A$7*,
<"89Ï R$)93P57. <Ó 8#)%(",7* -A=)%.
#)ˆ. 841%$%&)ˆ. -5=)>8%* "Ã#;&#)>. <$A9)>..

595

600

while the night causes the pain of worries to cease, if the day arrives the anxieties Ö (come back?), [595] until one dying ends his life, the sun having
received this limit of time. There was talk also of a real Prometheus, who
invented many things useful for life; however, at the elemental level, this is
not relevant. [600] By the chains of Prometheus instead, in an elemental sense,
they mean the well-ordered circular courses.
The equivalence between the liver-eating eagle and the &1#Ï #Ù* +,)*
4$)*#,<". appears already in Cornutus, 32; this interpretation is shared also by John
Galenos in his Allegory to Hesiodís Theogony (p. 336 Flach). Prometheus as a benefactor of humanity (=$199;#7* <%<;8&1-)., ìteacher of lettersî, to be precise) is
mentioned also in Tzetzesí Exegesis of the Iliad, pp. 85-86 Papathomopoulos; in the
scholia to the same work there is also a lengthy discussion of the allegorical
meanings of the myth of Prometheus, which starts from his historical existence as an
Egyptian king (pp. 433-435 Papathomopoulos; see also p. 15). He was worried by
the floods of the Nile (the eagle eating his liver), which were controlled with the help
of the devices invented by the ìhistoricalî Heracles (allegorized by the arrows). Then
the scholion delves into the psychic and elemental interpretation, in a very similar
way to the Allegories from the Verse-chronicle31.
Enrico Emanuele Prodi suggests the interesting integration $4:%.
See pp. 434-435 Papathomopoulos: 3%Ú %—+, DÓ- $(:Ú 9:0D,>J/8 K22,60:)% i,+0:&3N 3%Ú $:%6D%+&3?j ^ 'Ó WE;&3N 3%Ú B&2A*0B08 +0&%1+, C*+)-j 9:0D,>(18 C*+&- ^ ^D(+J:%
$:0D?>(&%, K(+Ù8 'Ó %R +0G =)0E B:0-+)'(8, %R +Ù ^DT- ß$%: 3%+%+:1;0E*%&j d:%3278 'Ó ¡
•2&08 3%Ú ¡ ;:A-08 +78 I/78, k8 $2,:/>(Ú8 +0X(1(& +Ù- K(+A-, l60E- +Ï8 ^DT- K$0$%1(& B:0-+)'%8j D(+Ï 6Ï: >4-%+0- +T- $02EDA;>/- B:0-+)'/- $%EAD(>%. m+0&;(&%3T8 'Ó $:0D?>(&%'(U *( -0(U- +Ù 3%+Ï >(0G =012,D% 3%>í ^D_8 +0&_*'( 3&-?*(/8 +(+E;,3J-%& +Ù- 0Ã:%-A-j
3%+Ï 'Ó +0ˆ8 C3+Ù8 +Ù 3%>ínRD%:DJ-,8 =0E2N- 0—+/ +Ù- 0Ã:%-Ù- +E;(U- +78 3&-?*(/8 O(M*%(Ú 3&-01D(-08 $JBE3( ... K(+Ù8 'Ó ¡ +Ù ß$%: C*>)/- ^ K(&3)-,+08 +0G 0Ã:%-0G 3)-,*&8, K$Ù
+T- '(X&T- l60E- K-%+02&3T- 6&-0DJ-,, '&í O- ¡ -E;>?D(:08 K$0+(2(U+%& 3%&:A8j e*+&8 'N
30
31
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The next section is again about Heracles: this time, Tzetzes focuses on his
twelve labours.
b$1&-5)>. _P-)>. =" #):#) 418, 6)>
\Ã$>8P57. ‹P):*#). "I. 1Ã#Ù* 6A*)>.L
#Ù* =Ï$ /"%&,*3#)* )Ã$1*): <$A9)*
#Ù* 8>96"$%8#$54)*#1 &1Ú #Ù* 4784A$)*
\Ã$>8P51 &1-):8%* @& #G* 4784A$7*32,
P5"% =Ï$, ›. M439"*, )Ã& M(7* 8#;8%*
#A&)%. #" 418Ú* 6$)<$19"X* b$1&-5)>.
/*Pí )”6"$ 1Ã#^ 6$)8#1=5*#7* #G* 6A*7*.
p t"ˆ. #"-G* =Ï$ 6*":91 #0. "I<)>$=,1.
M18"[* <Ó] &A89)* "I. <%1$P$`8"%. #$5("%*
-1+A*#1 (-1+A*#". ms.) #'* 82963g%* •*6"$ *:* M("%,
b$1&-5)>. =,=1*#)., k-,)> -5=7,
[#)ˆ.] 87#3$%&)ˆ. #$5()*#). @* E`)%. <$A9)>.,

605

610

They mean this, I believe, by the labours of Heracles, when Euristheus inflicted pains upon him: in fact the perpetual course of the sky, [605] which spins
around and brings the light, they call it Eurystheus from the light-bringing
(stars), since, as we have said, it runs (theei) without pause, and they say that
in the birth he preceded Heracles, and because of this the labours were inflicted upon him. [610] For Zeus, being the spirit of specification, allowed the
universe to be differentiated, taking the configuration it has now, when the
mighty Heracles ñ the sun, I mean ñ travels salvific paths

3%&:Ù8 ¡ -E;>?D(:08 +Ù- ;:A-0- 3%Ú +Ï C- ;:A-] C*>)(&, +0X(1(+%& 'Ó Õ$Ù d:%32J0E8, l60E^2)0Ej 0—+/ 6Ï: ¡ ;:A-08 K$0$2,:0G+%& '&Ï +78 +0G ^2)0E 3&-?*(/8, ìÖand this one is the
rhetorical and historical allegory about Prometheus; the psychic and philosophical one is the following.
Prometheus is our foresight, and the eagle the anxieties of life, which devour our liver; Heracles is the
sun and the time of life, which when is completed shoots with arrows the eagle, that is, stops our
anxieties, for after death we are free from toilsome anxieties. But in an elemental sense, you need to
think of ìprovidenceî as the fact that the sky obtained this movement according to Godís will towards
us, while for the pagans it is the fact that the sky obtained its unceasing natural movement according to
Destinyís will Ö The eagle devouring the liver is the perpetual movement of the sky, happening from
the right, that is, from the East, by which the period corresponding to a day and a night is completed;
and the period of day and night which eats the year and whatís in a year, this is shot with arrows by
Heracles, that is, by the sun: for in this way the year is completed by the movement of the sun.î
32
This repetition from the previous verse is somewhat suspect.
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/--Ï 61$36;#38" #'* "I<)>$=,1*
#Ù 6:$ <%1$PÓ* "I. /#;&#)>. @&(28"%.,
#Ù* )Ã$1*Ù* &%*"X <Ó &1Ú 6$Ù k-,)>
&e* "u(" #'* &,*38%* /8#1#)>95*3*,
U7. #Ù &-"%*Ù* 6*":91 #0. "I<)>$=,1.
#'* 82=(>8%* M$%J"33, #'* ê#3*, &;#7
#Ù<*> •-%)* <í M#1g"* @* 841,$v #$5("%*
#)ˆ. <7<"&16-):. /P-%&)ˆ. (-6-G. -&G. ms.) 6"$%<$A9)>.,
)” P"$9A#3. 9Ó* /5$% 9"9%=95*3
@& #0. M$1. #" &1Ú (P)*Ù. 6;*#1 42"%.

615

620

amid the Zodiac34. [615] But the specification was deceived by the fire that
erupted into disordered flows, and it (instead of the sun) moved the sky,
although the movement was inconstant, until the noble spirit of the specification [620] threw down Ate, the confusion, and arranged for the sun to travel
the twelve-fold orbits of his labours along the (celestial) sphere; and it is the
heat of the sun that, mixed with the air, makes everything grow from the
ground and from the earth.
The equation between Heracles and the sun is well known (see above), and
the final verses are somewhat clarified by the scholia: v. 615 is glossed as 6G. †6;#38"* k h$1 #Ù* a,1, and then v. 620 as #):#) <Ó #Ù «1Ã#,&1 <í "u-í ê##3*
&"41-0. -%61$)6-)&;9)%)», with a quotation of Iliad XIX 126, which describes
Zeusí anger after he realized that Hera deceived him in order to deprive Heracles of
the kingdom that rightfully belonged to him. Tzetzes interpreted the episode through
a ìhistoricalî allegory in his Allegories to the Iliad (XIX 52-80 Boissonade and Matranga) and Chiliades (II 36, 171-214). The final verse (@& #0. M$1. #" &1Ú (P)*Ù.
6;*#1 42"%) is glossed as a reference to the mythical Erichthonios (#Ú. 8#)%("%1&G. ¡ F$%(PA*%). ¡ @& #0. wP3*?. ="**3P"Ú. &1Ú #): b41,8#)>), whose name
is interpreted as a compound of M$1 and (P`* also in Scholia in Lycophronem 111,
37-45 and above in this same fragment (vv. 298-302). Hunger connected the identification of Heraclesí twelve labours with the Zodiac, traversed by the sun in its yearly
path, to the method ascribed to Metrodoros of Lampsacus35. This identification
The form with a single rho, for metrical reasons, occurs also at v. 629. On the use of such
«metrical stratagems» by Byzantine poets, see Lauxtermann, o.c. 283.
34
Literally, ìamid the animated beings (zoa)î: I follow Enrico Emanuele Prodiís suggestion
for the meaning.
35
See Hunger, Allegorische Mythendeutung cit. 52.
33
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appears also in Tzetzesí Allegories to the Iliad (VIII 158-175 Boissonade = VIII 161178 Matranga), and it is remembered also by Tzetzesí contemporary John Galenos,
p. 360 Flach: "Ã-A=7. <Ó &1Ú 6;*> 8)4G. ¡ b$1&-0. -5="#1% #'* h+3* -1+"X*
"I. =>*1X&1 #"-581. #)ˆ. _P-)>. @&",*)>. #)ˆ. <`<"&1L #Ï =Ï$ <`<"&1 E`<%1
6"$%6)-"281. ¡ •-%)., &1Ú x6-G. #Ù* y61*#1 E7<%1&Ù* <%í @*%1>#): 6-3$`81., M& #)#" 6;-%*, ·86"$ @g _--3. /$(0., k+;8&7* k9X* /*1#5--"% @* M1$%,
ìWith good reason and in a very wise way it is said that Heracles married Hebe,
having accomplished his famous twelve tasks. For the sun, having traversed the
twelve signs of the Zodiac, and in a word having completed the whole Zodiac in a
year, then being young once again, like a new beginning, rises for us in Spring.î
After a short section about Cypris, interpreted as the force of generation, there
is a conclusion (separated from the preceding verses by a dikolon and paragraphos,
followed by a blank space) where Tzetzes, with his usual aggressiveness, dismisses
the attacks of his critics.
b <í 1“ c26$%. #" &1Ú &"&$1995*336 428%.
"I. c26$)* (c26$%* ms.) d-P"* "I. 6)$%89Ù* #): &2"%*
&1Ú 6;*#1 ="**z 6$Ù. #Ù ($Q8%9)* +,)>.
EI <>88"+0 #" &1Ú 6"$,J>($1 #;<",
"I 95#$1 !)283. <>88"+):. @$%995*3.37
&1Ú o3#A$7* -A=7* #" (<Ó ms.) &1Ú 9"#1$8,7*
_9)%$1 438Ú* k 8)4' &)>8#7<,1 (&)>8#)><,1 ms.),
6",P"8P" <í Õ9"X. #)X. 8)4)X. #)2#7* -A=)%.L
M8#7, <)&",#738 #)%1<,, &$%#1Ú -A=7*39.

625

630

[625] And in turn Cypris, the tempered nature, reached Cyprus to provide
procreation, and she generates everything for the utility of life. If the gang
of the know-alls says that these verses are profane and tasteless, rhythms of
a profane and careless Muse, [630] bereft of rhetorical and lofty words, and
you believe their wise words: well, let it be that way, literary critics!
Tzetzes adopted the form with double my for metrical reasons.
Cf. Him. Or. XLVI 4-6 +)8 C::&DDJ-,- +( 3%Ú g+&D0- D0G*%- 0S0- '? +& DJ6% 3%Ú
$463%20- +T- *T- (o*/ $%:46(&- ‡+/- K-J$(&*(-; Tzetzes, schol. Hist. IV ep. ad Lach., 779, +Ï
K*+(p*D%+% C- DA-] C6:4B, +` $:/+06:4B] ;4:+f, C- +0U8 $%:í ^DU- 'Ó D(+%6:%-B(U*& +q'(
0Ã3 C+J>(*%- ›8 C::&DDJ-% 3%Ú K+(27 3%Ú M'&A+&'08 D01*,8 3%Ú K60:%)%8.
38
Cf. Lib. Decl. XIX 1,33: <012(*>( <>T>, ‚ g-':(8 r>,-%U0&, B()*(*>%) D0E +Ùg->:/$0-, $:_6D% KD?;%-0-; a*+/, '03()+/.
39
Cf. Aeschin. In Ctesiphontem 50: ’D(U8 'í ^DU- a*(*>( +T- 2A6/- 3:&+%).
36
37
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The reference to the arrival of Aphrodite in Cyprus probably alludes to
Hesiod, Theogony 193, with a paretymology of the name of the island that is also in
John Galenos, p. 310 Flach: "I&A#7. <Ó -5="#1% #Ï #): )Ã$1*): 9Q<"1 @* #{
c26$Z 6"8"X* ¢ &1#1+-3P0*1%, 61$A8)* ¡ #A6). =)*%9`#1#A. @8#% &1Ú #):
&2"%* 6)$%8#%&A..
The final tirade, instead, is very typical of Tzetzes; another fragment of the
Verse-chronicle also ends with a rant against his critics (Chiliades XI 396, 978-989).
The end of the text transmitted by the Alexandrinus is particularly remarkable for its
evocation of the 8)4' &)>8#7<,1 of Tzetzesí enemies. His commentaries are studded with invectives against this ìgang of know-allsî, identifiable with the ìofficialî
teachers operating at the so-called Patriarchal School and Senate of the Philosophers40. One of the most graphic is a scholion to Thucydides I 123,2, which reads:
#Ï. 8>==$14Ï. &$Û*"%* <Ó #"(*%&^ #$ı6Z
8&˜--)> #" #)><Ú &1Ú 61-1%G* &1Ú *Ô7*
DEÔ#E)> 9ı*)> (Ì$%891 <>891P"8#Ì#)>,
k 4˜$8%. V*6"$ &1Ú (><1%ı#3. +Û)>
@==7*%G*#1 #{ |#)z &1Ú #{ [ı-Z
8˜$"% <%196Ìg, k 8)4' &)>8#7<Û1,
/*P} )”6"$ 1Ã#)X. )Ã<19G. 8>*"%8#$Ô("%
V#% #Ô 438% #"(*%&G. <Ô)* =$Ì4"%*
6"E)X. ¡9): -ı=)%. #" &1Ú #)X. @* 9Ô#$Z,
4˜$"%* <Ó 93<Ó* 93<19): #Ï #0. #Ô(*3..
«To judge according to the criteria of techne the writings / of this puppy [scil.
Thucydides], of the ancients and the recent authors, / is the prerogative of
Tzetzes, the most ignorant man: / as he crawls in a corner of the Stoa or of the
Rotunda, / the learned guard, the coarse and confuse / mass of his time, targets
and ridicules him / because he never rushes to chime in with their opinions, /
and argues that one should write according to the techneís norm / both in poetry and in prose, / not polluting in any respect the principles of the techne»41.

See M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide: note autografe sul codice Heidelberg
Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999, 52-55, who recalls passages from the Commentaries to Aristophanes
such as in Nub. 242, p. 442,7 Holwerda; in Ran. 259a, p. 772,11 Koster, 507a pp. 836,2, 12 and 837,3
Koster (this passage has been translated and discussed also by Agapitos, o.c. 28-32); in Plut. 1098, pp.
221,19 and 222,5 Massa Positano; Iambi 1,80;
41
Translation by F. Pontani, Scholarship cit. 384-385. See also Luzzatto, o.c. 49-55.
40
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This passage is followed by a praise of technai and a psogos of the ignoramuses trying to subvert them:
63=1Ú =;$ "I8% #^ +,Z &1-^ #5(*1%L
V8#%. <í /*1%$"X* #)ˆ. #"(*G* -A=)>. P5-"%,
)”#). 61$"%84$"X &)6$"G*1 #^ +,Z,
~* @& 8>7<G*, @g /#5(*7* +1$+;$7*.
Technai in fact are the sources for good life, / and whoever wants to destroy
them, / he introduces a dunghill into life, coming from swinish and ignorant
barbarians.
The scholion is in the iambic dodecasyllables that Tzetzes (who was very
proud of them) called technikoi42; and the ëtechnicalí dodecasyllable, as stated above,
was also the metre of the Verse-chronicle and of its preamble constituted by allegories to cosmogonical myths. It may not be a coincidence that this preamble, in the
fullest version preserved by the Alexandrinus (of which today I tried to provide an
interim edition and translation), ends with the proud and scornful mention of the
ìgang of the know-allsî: the versification of a world chronicle, starting from the
mythical cosmogony and its allegorical interpretation, was part of an ongoing and
life-long crusade against his ignorant rivals, and the metrical form, far from being a
superfluous habit, was for Tzetzes a fundamental component of his being an entechnos teacher.
TOMMASO BRACCINI
tommaso.braccini@unisi.it
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See Luzzatto, o.c. 20.

Tzetzes and the prokatastasis:
A tale of people, manuscripts, and performances

Tzetzesí carefully staged outbursts of outrage and wrath at his opponents feature
prominently in this volume and, more broadly, in the literature engaging with his
work. The anger against (former?) patron Andronikos Kamateros1 in Historia XI
369, 210-245, a piece that includes a tirade in hexameter against an anonymous
rhetor-buffalo (vv. 212-224), belongs into the most spectacular instances of such
wilfully paraded behavioural trait.
The feud with Andronikos has been variously addressed in modern scholarship, and deservedly so, as it speaks to key points of chronology, patronage and
language2. And yet a few basic questions still remain unanswered: which kind of
relationship existed between Tzetzes and the Kamateroi? What was the actual bone
of contention that sparked the quarrel? Which impact did the dispute have, as implied
by Tzetzesí words? And finally, how seriously must the whole feud be taken? The
last question is particularly crucial, as it raises broader issues of methodology and
ways to read twelfth-century texts and cannot be tackled properly before answering
the first three3. The materials I recently uncovered in the Leiden University Library,

* This chapter has benefitted from feedback and input of several friends and colleagues who
read draft versions of it. My gratitude goes to Elisabetta Barili, Nunzio Bianchi, Chiara DíAgostini,
Valeria Lovato, Paolo Scattolin, Nikos Zagklas. A very special thanks goes to the editor of this volume
for his feedback, tireless work, enthusiasm and, above all, kindness ñ which no doubt has been a most
precious quality during the tough pandemic times in which this volume has taken shape. Needless to
say, I am the sole responsible for any remaining shortcoming or mistake.
1
On Andronikos see below, n. 5.
2
See G. Hart, De Tzetzarum nomine vitis scriptis, Leipzig 1880, 22-23; C. Wendel, Tzetzes,
Johannes, RE VII/A (1948) 1959-2010: 1964-1965; M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide. Note
autografe sul Codice Heidelberg Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999, 74 n. 19; P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes
and the blemish examiners: a Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly
disposition, «MEG» XVII (2017), 1-57: 22-27; M. Savio, Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze
e le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza, Roma 2020, 50-51. Savio, following Wendel, erroneously
identifies the anonymous opponent of Tzetzes in the affair with Andronikos related in Historia XI 369
with Gregorios (see below), an identification already refuted by Agapitos, o.c. 23 n. 121. More in general on the networks of patronage, including the Kamateroi, see M. Gr!nbart. ëTis love that has warmíd
us. Reconstructing networks in 12th century Byzantium, «RBPh» LXXXIII/2 (2005) 301-313.
3
Together with Chiara DíAgostini we worked on this topic while I was drafting the present
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Vossianus gr. Q1, which also bears autograph notes by Tzetzes himself, provide a
decisive help in clarifying those points.
In the present contribution I will examine this important chapter in the life of
Tzetzes on the basis of fresh evidence provided by the commentary on Hermogenes
preserved by the Vossianus, as well as by the text of the Logismoi, contained in the
same manuscript4. After offering an overview on the difficult relationship between
Tzetzes and the brothers Theodoros and Andronikos Kamateros5, I will proceed to
contribution: see C. DíAgostini-A. Pizzone, Clawing rhetoric back. Humor and polemic in Tzetzesí
hexameters on the Historiai, «Parekbolai» XI (2021) 123-158.
4
The commentaries on Hermogenes are only partially published: J.A. Cramer, Anecdota
Graeca e codd. manuscriptis bibliothecarum Oxoniensium, IV, Oxford 1837, 1-148; E.C. Walz, Rhetores Graeci, III, Stuttgart 1834, 670-86. They are preserved by seven manuscripts: Voss. gr. Q1 (around
1180); Neap. II E 5 (late XII-early XIII c.); Dresd. Da. 7 (XIII c.); Bodl. T. 5. 06 (Misc. 268) (XIV c.);
Arund. 541 (XV c.); Cambr. UL LI V 03 (2201) (XV c.); Marc. gr. XI 10 (XV c., only one excerpt).
Additionally, Vindob. Phil. gr. 130 (XIV c.) contains the scholia on Aphthonios and excerpts from the
commentary on the Issues, while Vindob. phil. gr. 300 (XIV c.) contains a shortened version ñ possibly
authorial ñ of the whole commentary. For a general presentation of the Voss. gr. Q1 and the Logismoi,
see my Self-authorization and Strategies of Autography in John Tzetzes: The Logismoi Rediscovered,
«GRBS» LX (2020) 652-690.
5
In this overview I will leave aside the iambs published by Leone, for which see DíAgostiniPizzone, o.c. On the Kamateroi, see V. Laurent, Un sceau in!dit du protonotaire Basile Kamat!ros,
Contribution " la prosopographie byzantine, «Byzantion» VI (1931) 253-272 whose mistakes are corrected by G. Stadtm!ller, Zur Geschichte der Familie Kamateros, «ByzZ» XXXIV/2 (1934) 352-358;
P. Gautier, Michel Italikos. Lettres et discours, Paris 1970, 39-41; P. Magdalino, The Empire of Manuel
I Komnenos, 1143-1180, Cambridge 2002, 212-213. On Andronikos Kamateros: I. Polemis, The
Doukai: A Contribution to Byzantine Prosopography, London 1962, 26-27; J. Darrouz"s, Notice sur
Gr!goire Antiochos (1160 " 1196). I. Son úuvre. II. Sa carri#re. III. La fondation du monast#re SaintBasile, «REByz» XX (1962) 61-92: 68-69, 73, 81; J. Darrouz"s, Georges et D!m!trios Tornik#s. Lettres
et discours. Introduction, texte, analyse, traduction et notes, Paris 1970, 43-49 (with family tree); A.
Cataldi Palau, LíArsenale Sacro di Andronico Camatero. Il proemio ed il dialogo dell'imperatore con
i cardinali latini: originale, imitazioni, arrangiamenti, «REByz» LI (1993) 5-62: 7-11; A. Bucossi,
George Skylitzesí dedicatory verses for the Sacred Arsenal by Andronikos Kamateros and the codex
Marcianus Graecus 524, «J#Byz» LIX (2009) 37-50 and Andronici Camateri Sacrum Armamentarium. Pars Prima, Turnhout 2014, IX-XXIV (both with previous bibliography); Agapitos, o.c. 22-23. On
Theodoros, very little is known, besides Tzetzesí letters; the only details about his life are those from
the epitaphios in dodecasyllables penned by Tzetzes, see S. P$trid"s, Epitaphe de Th!odore Kamateros,
«ByzZ» XIX (1910) 7-10; P. Maas, Zwei Noten zu dem Epitaph des Tzetzes auf Theodoros Kamateros,
«ByzZ» XIX (1910) 11; E. Kurtz, Joh. Tzetzes, Epitaph auf Theodoros Kamateros, «ByzZ» XXV
(1925) 144. Andronikos and Theodoros were the sons of Gregorios Kamateros, who had married into
the imperial family through Eirene Doukaina making his fortune as a tax collector, according to Niketas
Choniates (Hist. p. 9, 16-21 Van Dieten). Gregorios had a brother, called Romanos, whose son Michael
ñ a cousin of Andronikos and Theodoros ñ is mentioned by Tzetzes in Ep. 89 (without using the title
of sebastos, which applied only to Gregoriosí branch of the family). To him Michael Italikos sent letter
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outline the theoretical-rhetorical background behind the quarrel staged in Historia
XI 369. In the third part I will focus on tracing a network of manuscripts that has to
be seen as the material counterpart of the theoretical stances showcased in the polemic with Andronikos. Finally, I will show how the issues discussed by Tzetzes are
not to be read only against rhetorical theory but also, and perhaps more importantly,
against performative practices, which had a deep impact on the social standing of
literati. This in turn will shed new light on the implications that the dispute with
Andronikos might have had for Tzetzesí personal circumstances.
Tzetzes, the Kamateroi, and other animals
The ties between Tzetzes and the Kamateroi are well attested by Tzetzesí letter
collection. Although prompted by different occasions, the epistles featuring in the
collection resonate with a range of recurring themes, creating, as we shall see, a narrative arc. First, there is a distinctive emphasis on the lack of acknowledgement with
which Tzetzesí work was allegedly met. Second ñ and this becomes particularly
apparent by reading the Epistles together with the self-commentary provided in the
Historiai6 ñ an ambiguous light is cast on the relationship with the Kamateroi. Behind the overly respectful tone of the letters there lurks a not-too-hidden sense of
mockery and banter. As we shall see, such an ambiguity characterizes also the explosive polemic against Andronikos Kamateros.
As mentioned above, Andronikos was not the only member of the Kamateroi
family with which Tzetzes was acquainted. Ep. 86 and 87 are addressed to Theodoros, Andronikosí brother. Ep. 89 to both Andronikos and Theodoros. Ep. 90 and 103
to Andronikos alone. In what follows I will proceed to my analysis by grouping the
letters by addressee.
Theodoros Kamateros
Although tensions with one member of the family are mentioned already in Ep. 69
(p. 98,14-16 Leone), to which I will come back, the first Kamateros that we encounter in the collection is Theodoros, that is Andronikosí brother. Ep. 86 and 87, albeit
very concise, convey quite clearly Tzetzesí negative feelings toward him.

22, warning him against the dangers of war upon his departure on a campaign in Dalmatia (Gautier,
o.c. 52, see also Laurent, o.c. 269-270; Stadtm!ller, o.c. 354; Darrouz"s, o.c. 49).
6
On the Historiai and their structure, see my The Historiai of John Tzetzes: a Byzantine
ëbook of memoryí?, «BMGS» XLI (2017) 182-207.
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Ep. 86, a short missive (p. 127,10-14 Leone), consists of less than three printed
lines and reads as follows7:
!" #$%&#'" ()*+ ,$-./*+ '" 0&1&'2*+. 3456*-7-8 9*:;1& 9-<$=8
(&Ú 6)#$< ,>*&157-?8, 'Ï #Ï 1Ó7 &Ã'Ù8 @9-A&1%B7C7, -Ã( @9-.<.-ˆ8
.Ó 'Ï @AAD'*<&. E**C#-.
To the venerable sir Theodore Kamateros. You behave cunningly and naturally like Theramenes, receiving your own dues, without paying othersí. Be well.
Michael GrFnbart hypothesizes that Tzetzes might here refer to a book that
Theodoros never returned ñ a common occurrence in the society of Komnenian
literati8. However, if one looks at the commentary provided by the Historiai, there
might be more to it. The letter prompts just one entry, Hist. XII 416, 493-502, which
is devoted to the phrase (&Ú 6)#$< ,>*&157-?89. Tzetzes provides an unflattering
portrait of Theramenes, turning him into a disciple of Euripides, ìa deceitful, cunning, always shiftingî character (.DA<-8, 9&7-?*;D'&'-8, E7G$ (@($=G$7 H59C7,
v. 495)10 who deserved the nickname ìcothurnî for his ability always to position
himself advantageously regardless of who held power11. The verbs chosen by
Tzetzes in the letter seem to refer to economic transactions, pointing to Theodorosí
habit of not respecting commitments. This hypothesis seems to be reinforced also by
the likely reference to Iliad IX 340-343, where it is said that any man @;&GÙ8 (&Ú I456*C7 (341) cares for his belongings. However, the characterization as
ambidextrous, which is attached to the nickname ìcothurnî, entails also a sexual
innuendo, as cothurns were suitable for both men and women12. The latter detail is
not developed in the Historia but is explicitly mentioned in the lengthy passage from
the commentary on Aristophanesí Frogs where Tzetzes enlarges on the historical
All the translations, except where explicitly signaled, are mine.
M. Gr!nbart, Prosopographische Beitr$ge zum Briefcorpus des Ioannes Tzetzes, «J#Byz»
XLVI (1996) 175-226: 216. The same assumption seems at stake in Grigoriadisí modern Greek translation: see %. Grigoriadis, %&'(()* +,-.,)*, /012.3456, Athens 2001, 225 and 293 n. 186.
9
There is an intertextual reference to Ar. Ran. 540. The title of the historia points to the
proverbial nature of the quotation: 7 4-83925 :5Ú ;<2=1 >)?5@-(39*. I owe these remarks to Nunzio
Bianchi, whom I thank.
10
On Theramenes, mentioned in a similar context in Eustathios, see V.F. Lovato, La ricezione
di Odisseo e di Omero presso Giovanni Tzetze e Eustazio di Tessalonica, diss. Lausanne-Turin 2017,
114.
11
Cf. Xen., Hell. II 3,29 ss.
12
Cf. Lucian, Amores 50.
7
8
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figure of Theramenes. The passage is relevant to Ep. 86 in that it uses the same
phrase 6)#$< ,>*&157-?8, which comes from Aristophanes but is probably also to
be taken as semi-proverbial (schol. Ar. Ran. 438/39, p. 844,9-15 Koster)13:
!Ù .Ó 9*Ù8 'Ù J.)'$*-7 (&Ú K9&AÙ7 (&Ú 1&A&(/'$*-7 (&Ú '*?6>AÙ7
1$'&'*59$#G&< 9$*<.$LM-? (&Ú $Ã9$*<#'*59'-? @7.*D8 I#'< (&Ú 6)#$<
,>*&157-?8 (&Ú 6?#<(N8 I(1<1-?157-? 'Ù7 ,>*&157>7, 'Ù7 (&A-)1$7-7 .<Ï 'Ù $Ã9$*M#'*$9'-7 (DG-*7-7. 9*-$M9-1$7 .5, O'< ¡ (DG-*7-8
Õ9D.>1B I#'< 9*-#6?Ó8 (&Ú @7.*B#< (&Ú ;?7&<LM7, ¢ I9&16-'$*MP-7
(&Ú (&'BAA>A-7 Q7 .$L<" 9-.Ú (&Ú @*<#'$*", -RB $S#< 154*< (&Ú 7T7 'Ï
U$*&'<(Ï Õ9-.21&'&.
Turning to the sweetness and to the delicate and more effeminate as well as
the exquisite is proper of an ambidextrous and easily pliable man, of a Theramenes in nature, of someone naturally emulating Theramenes, who was
dubbed ìcothurnî because of his being so pliable. As we have said already,
the cothurn was a type of footwear suitable for both men and women, or else
suitable for both feet, the right and the left one, just as sacred footwear are up
until now.
To sum up, Ep. 86 encapsulates the doublespeak characterizing Tzetzesí letter
collection as a whole. Behind praise, there lurks banter, whose multiple connotations
are made visible by the self-commentary. In turn, the self-commentary uses erudition
and antiquarianism as a faVade designed to make raillery look more innocent.
Theodoros Kamateros is presented as a double-dealing individual, one that promises
and does not deliver, to othersí detriment. At the same time, the few lines may hint
at sexual ambiguity, casting an even more unflattering light on the ethical stand of
the patron.
Ep. 87 is comparable in tone. A bit longer, it conveys Tzetzesí discontent at
his addresseeís behavior. From the short missive it transpires that Theodoros is not
maintaining his end of a deal, despite the efforts put by Tzetzes into the work (p.
127,15-20 Leone):

13
Theramenes and his nickname are also mentioned at schol. 46a, p. 718, 2-4 Koster. As
stressed by Koster in the apparatus fontium (p. 845), much of this information comes from the scholia
vetera on Aristophanes. Tzetzes introduces the detail of Theramenes being a disciple of Euripides ñ an
author for whom he did not have much sympathy (cf. schol. Ar. Ran. 1328, pp. 1074-1079 Koster).
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W**/#'C8 E4C (&Ú @#G$7N8 (&Ú 9D7-<8 I9<%BAA$<7 -Ã #G57C, '$'*B.<
.5, ›8 E-<($, ;$77>G$Ú8 XAA-<8 9-7NY @AAíI9$<.Z '-)'-?8 @7&9$9'C(D'&8 ¡*N, @7&9$#-T1&< .Z (&Ú &Ã'D8. -Ã.Ó ;Ï* (&'Ï '-ˆ8 ;$;>*&(D'&8
'N7 1)GC7, 1Z E4C7 .&<1D7<-7, ‹7-T1&< ;*?AAM.<-7. E**C#-.
I feel ill and weak and I am not up to labouring, and yet, born on the fourth,
as it seems, I am labouring for others; however, since I see that those others
are leaning back, I will lean back too. For I am not here to get a little grunter,
without having the wits, like the old men from the proverbs. Be well.
Tzetzes elaborates here on his own self-styling as Heracles, since the comparison with the hero runs throughout his work, as testified also by the paratexts to
the Commentary on Hermogenes present in the Vossianus14. Once again both the
Historiai and the commentary on Aristophanes help clarify the idioms used in the
letter. In Historia XII 417 Tzetzes unpacks the reference to Heracles, explaining the
meaning of the phrase ìborn on the fourthî, using dodecasyllables instead of political
verses (vv. 503-507):
!Ù7 [*&(A\7 A5;-?#< 1>7Ù8 '$'*B.<
'$4G57'& 9-AAÏ 'A>9&G$=7 I7 '" %M+,
XGA-?8 '$A-T7'& 9*-#'&;&=8 ]Ã*?#G5C8.
W6í -”9$* I(*B'>#$7 J 9&*-<1M&,
XAA-<8 9-7-T#< 9*-#6?N8 A$A$;157>.
They say that Heracles, born on the fourth of the month,
had to suffer many trials in his life,
accomplishing the labours by the order of Eurystheus.
Because of that the proverb became established,
said fittingly of those who labour for others.
Tzetzes builds on a well-attested Late Antique and Byzantine tradition, testified to by lexica and collections of proverbs15. The second part of the letter, on the
14
See for instance the iambs closing the commentary, in which Tzetzes states that with his
exegesis he surpassed Heraclesí labours (ff. 211v-212r). In her doctoral dissertation Valeria Lovato has
aptly stressed how Heraclesí labors, which included the dirty task at Augiasí stables, could fit very well
into the fecal imagery used by Tzetzes against his opponents (Lovato, o.c. 212).
15
Zenob. Epitome, VI 7; Hesych. . 613 Hansen-Cunningham; Suda . 388 Adler; Phot. . 190
Theodoridis, based on Philoch. BNJ 328 F 85b; Eust. in Il. I 469,3-4 Van der Valk. See also the modern
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contrary, glossed by Historia XII 418, is a highbrow, Atticizing version of a demotic
saying introduced by Tzetzes in the self-commentary (vv. 508-509):
^-)#>8 '\8 '*<-.M'<.-8 65*$'&< 1TG-8 A5;C7,
XAA-8 1Z E4C7 .&M1-7& †;D*&#$ ;-?*-T7<7.
A saying of the trivial muse is bequeathed, which states:
another, even if he was without wits, got himself a piglet.
[ ;*&=& 1Z E4C7 .&M1-7& †;D*&#$ ;-?*-T7<7 ñ literally, ìthe old woman
bought a piglet, even if she was without spiritsî ñ is a well attested demotic proverb,
which circulated in several variants, whereby .<B%-A-, X#9*- (a silver coin) could
also be found instead of .&M1-7&16. There is also a modern version, still in use, where
%B#&7& replaces .&M1-7&. The meaning of this version is ìlooking for unnecessary
troubleî. Tzetzes, however, seems to point to the idea of trouble taken despite a lack
of resources to cope with it. In the paraphrase of the proverb he offers in the letter,
.&<1D7<-7 is used instead of .&M1-7&. .&<1D7<-7 is consistently interpreted throughout Tzetzesí work, via a schedografic pun, as meaning I9<#'>1-7<(D7 given the
assonance with 'Ù .&_1-7/.&21-7: this equivalence informs also the lines against
Andronikos Kamateros appended to the second recension of the Historiai17. In one
of the Historiai, moreover, Archimedes is labelled as X7.*& #&G*Ù7 (&Ú ;5*-7'&
.&<1D7<-7 '-=8 E*;-<8, ìailing, old man, ingenious in his worksî (Hist. II 35, 147)18.
We cannot know what task Tzetzes is resisting against, but the mention of a
piglet can hardly be coincidental, given the pre-eminence of swine imagery in the
polemic against the Kamateroi ñ and against the capitalís literary society at large19.

Greek translation of Grigoriadis, o.c. 225, 287 n. 293. On this proverb in the commentaries on Aristophanes, see also B. van den Berg, Playwright, satirist, Atticist: The reception of Aristophanes in 12thcentury Byzantium, in P. Marciniak-I. Nilsson (edd.), Satire in the Middle Byzantine Period: The
Golden Age of Laughter?, Leiden 2021, 227-253: 248.
16
I. Politis, A5?31@651, IV, Athens 1902, 106-107.
17
See DíAgostini-A. Pizzone, o.c. and cf. Exeg. Il. p. 249,18-250,1 Papathomopoulos. On the
importance of the mind for Tzetzesí originality V.F. Lovato, Living by his wit: Tzetzesí Aristophanic
variations on the conundrums of a ëprofessional writerí, «BMGS» XLV/1 (2021) 42-58.
18
On Tzetzesí reception of Archimedes see Philip Ranceís chapter in this volume.
19
See V.F. Lovato, Odysseus the Schedographer, in B. van den Berg-D. Manolova-P. Marciniak (edd.), Preserving, Commenting, Adapting: Commentaries on Ancient Texts in Twelfth-Century
Byzantium, Cambridge (forthcoming); Pizzone, Self-Authorization cit. 668-272. B?9446,& tellingly
features in Tzetzesí commentary on Ar. Plut. 302, which is one of the intertexts sustaining the pro-
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In the paraphrase Tzetzes uses the sophisticated form ;*?AAM.<-7, entailing a hint at
the myth of Circe and Odysseus, which is also at the heart of Plutarchís unfinished
essay Gryllos20. The short dialogue was read in Constantinople at the time, as shown
by references in Eustathios21. Moreover, the use of ;*?AAM.<-7 puts the emphasis on
the inarticulate voices uttered by the pig, possibly reinforcing the hint at aesthetically
unsound uses of rhetoric22.
For Theodoros there exists also an epitaph, ascribed to Tzetzes by general
consensus23. The poem, in iambic metre, was edited by Sophrone P`tridas in 1910
and is preserved by a single manuscript, Par. gr. 2926, ff. 5r-v ñ which interestingly
also contains a copy of Aphthonios and Hermogenes24. The epitaph is followed by
the verses against Skylitzes and Gregorios ñ the latter, as we shall see, probably to
be identified with the prot`g` of the Kamateroi mentioned in Ep. 89 (p. 129,3 and
16 Leone).
Although beginning with an extremely erudite and flattering catalogue of
heroes and historical figures who did not manage to escape death despite their inherent greatness and their qualities (1-49), the epitaph shows the same ambiguous tone
as the letters. The poem is written in the voice of Theodoros himself (vv. 50-52):
!@1Ï 'Ù A-<9Ù7 '-<;&*-T7 #-Ú 6*&#'5-7˙
I;b 9*-$AGb7 c-?(<(\8 (Ab7 ¿#6)-8
(&Ú '\8 0&1&'>*N7 $Ã;$7-T8 H<P-?4M&8.

longed simile equating rhetors and schedographers to Circeís pigs (pp. 86,16-87,9 Massa Positano, with
further loci paralleli).
20
Tzetzes seems to be the only one to use the term in the diminutive. On the dialogue and its
antecedents see K. Jażdżewska, Tales of two lives in Xenophon's ëHieroí, Plutarch's ëGryllosí, and
Lucian's ëCockí, «Hermes» CXLIII/2 (2015) 141-152.
21
In Od. p. I, 379,27 Stallbaum.
22
Cf. Hist. IV 7, 886-890. In the Exegesis on the Iliad, Tzetzes uses 8?<,=1( to define the
theories of other competitor exegetes (p. 76,14-18 Papathomopoulos). See also DELG s.v. 8?9- and M.
Casevitz, Hom#re en prose: Plutarque et la r!utilisation de líOdyss$e dans le trait! Sur le fait que les
animaux se servent de raison, in B. Acosta-Hughes et al. (edd.), Hom#re revisit!. Parodie et humour
dans les r!!critures hom!riques, Besançon 2011, 15-25: 15.
23
See above, n. 5, for editions and relevant bibliography.
24
P$trid"s, %pitaphe cit. The corpus is copied from f. 6r to 238v. Par. gr. 2926 is a paper
codex from the fifteenth century, which also includes an astronomical treatise by Cleomenes with astronomical tables, diagrams, and drawings (ff. 238-283).
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I must then tell you about me in what follows:
I am born a bud of the Ducal loins
and of the noble root of the Kamateroi.
The iambs moreover are supposed to accompany an image of the deceased on
the tomb prepared by his loving family, an honour that he had not aspired to, since
he wanted to have the same burial as his fellow-monks (v. 68-72)25:
d—'C 1$'&#4b7 @16MC7 1-7-'*D9C7
E#9$?#-7 &Ã'N7 1Z 9&*&#9N7 '-ˆ8 O*-?8
(-<7e 1$'&#4$=7 (&Ú '&6\8 1-7-'*D9C7Y
'Ù #?;;$7Ó8 6MA'*-7 .Ó '<1f '" 'B6+
#'>A-;*&6$= '$ 'e ;*&6e '\8 $S(D7-8.
Thus, partaking in the monastic dress,
without trespassing their boundaries, I also hurried
to a common burial, together with the monks;
yet, my loving family honours (me) with this burial
and celebrates me with the picture of the icon.
Theodorosí youth is characterized by a love for rhetoric, decadent softness
and all things transient. We also learn that fear of death induced him to embrace
monastic life, wearing the characteristically black dress of the monks. This seems to
have happened after a severe bout of dysentery. The relevant lines are characterized
by water- and fish- imagery sustaining the overarching wordplay with the notion of
transiency ñ expressed by the verb H$=7, literally ëto flowí. The whole passage leaves
one wondering whether here too there might be a tinge of irony (vv. 54-70):

25
The Kamateroi were patrons of the arts and the Marc. gr. 524 shows that they sponsored
several art objects, among which icons accompanied by inscriptions. The author has been identified
with George Skylitzes, possibly the same Skylitzes attacked by Tzetzes in his Iambs (see below). In
this case we would have a clear case of intellectuals competing for the same patrons and offering the
same literary services. On the Kamateroi as patrons and George Skylitzesí epigrams, see A. Rhoby,
Zur Identifizierung von bekannten Autoren im Codex Marcianus Graecus 524, «MEG» X (2010),167204: 179-189. On the genre, see Id., Inscriptional poetry. Ekphrasis in Byzantine tomb epigrams,
«ByzSlav» LIX/3 Supplementum (2011) 193-204.
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g–4-?7 157, >–4-?7 #?;;$7N7 '&=8 @LM&<8,
h7G-?7 .Ó 9-AA-=8 'N7 H$/7'C7 I7 %M+.
i*/'&<8 .Ó AB47&<8 #?#(<N7 h.> ;7BG-?8,
#6*<;N7 I7 K%*-=8 (&Ú '*?;N7 X7G>7 AD;-?,
'$*97Ù7 .<27'A-?7 (&Ú ;A?(BP-7'& %M-7˙
I9$Ú .jI9<#4b7 'Z7 97-Z7 .?#$7'5*+
IL$=A($7 J1:8 'N7 I7);*C7 '-T %M-?,
›8 '$47<(D8 '<8 S4G?$ˆ8 'Ï8 I;45A?8,
¡ 9B7'& G>*N7 '\8 ;$/.-?8 -Ã#M&8
'N7 k?4&;*$?'N7 9C8 #?7$Ú8 'Ï8 9A$('B7&8.
d—'C ,$-T 7$)#&7'-8 $S8 #C'>*M&7
'Ù '\8 #'-A\8 15A&#1& #>9<N7 '*D9-<8
45&8 I1&?'" 1>4&7Z7 #C'>*M&826
E#9$?#& 1&(*Ï7 I(.*&1$=7 'N7 @*()C7Y
I used to boast, yes to boast, the honours of my relatives,
but I also thrived in many transient life occupations.
When my cheeks were darkened by the first hair,
bursting in softness and harvesting the flowers of logos,
I sipped what makes life delicate and sweet;
but then, taking the breath from the dysenteric,
as a skilled fisherman does with eels,
the One who hunts after all things of earthly substance,
dragged us out of the watery alleys of life,
ñ Oh, how well does he know the tentacles of the seducers!
Thus, with God nodding to salvation,
covering myself like a squid
in the blackness of the habit, as a stratagem toward salvation,
I hurried far away from the nets.
Although expressions of self-derogatory atonement are inherent in the genre27,
the description of Theodoros as a profligate squid indulging in earthly and sensual
pleasures is aligned with his previous characterization as a new Theramenes. The
P$trid"s prints 2&.)?65(.
See for instance the poem by Isaakios Komnenos, from the Barocc. 131, edited by E. Kurtz,
Ein Gedicht des Sebastokrator Isaac Komnenos, «BNJ» V (1926/1927) 44-46, on which see now V.F.
Lovato, Isaac Komnenosí poem to the Virgin: the literary self-portrait of a Byzantine prince, «Scandinavian Journal of Byzantine and Byzantine Modern Greek Studies» VI (2020) 55-83.
26
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fish simile adds to the ambiguity of the whole poem, all the more so as eels feature
among the animal imagery used by Tzetzes to blame his opponents. The scholia on
Aristophanesí Clouds 559 Koster enlarge on eels and on their habit of ëstirring the
potí, both literally and metaphorically28:
I172#G> ;Ï* I7 '-=8 π99$T#< 'N7 I;45A$C7. &U I;45A?8 ;B*, O'&7
15AAC#< 9<$=7, '&*B##-?#< 'Ù —.C* (&Ú E9$<'& 9M7-?#<7. .>A-7D'< I9-M>#&7 (&Ú I1Ó I($=7-< -—'C8Y I'B*&L&7 'Ï I1Ï 9-<21&'& (A59'-7'$8
@9í I($M7C7 'Ï8 I77-M&8.
He mentioned the eels also in the Knights. For the eels, when they are about
to drink, stir the waters and then they drink. Clearly those people did the same
to me: they stirred my poems, stealing ideas from them.
Through the Aristophanic text29 Tzetzes alludes to intellectual theft and to material meddling with his production (I'B*&L&7 'Ï I1Ï 9-<21&'&), something that
recalls the circumstances behind the poem edited and commented in this volume by
Nunzio Bianchi.
The epitaph helps better understand Theodorosí characterization in the letters
also in another respect. When the collection was published, Theodoros was presumably already dead: Andronikos and Tzetzes were about the same age30 and Theodoros
is described as still fairly young in the epitaph. If GrFnbartís dating is correct, the
letters to Theodoros are from the mid-1150s at the latest, that is to say when Tzetzes
and Andronikos were in their forties31. The collection was published in the first half
of the 1160s: even assuming that Theodoros was much younger than Andronikos, he

28
The passage from the Knights is to be found at v. 886, where, however, the habit of stirring
the waters is ascribed to fishermen not to the animals.
29
On the role of Aristophanes in Tzetzesí polemic attacks see P.A. Agapitos, ëMiddle-classí
ideology of education and language, and the ëbookishí identity of John Tzetzes, in J. Stouraitis (ed.),
Ideologies and Identities in the Medieval Byzantine World, Berlin-Boston (forthcoming).
30
Ep. 89, addressed to the brothers Kamateroi, was originally composed before 1157, when
we know that Andronikos was eparch as he was registered as such during the Synod of the Blachernae.
The title, used later in Ep. 103, is not present in the previous letters.
31
On Andronikosí life (he probably was born around 1110) see above, n. 5. On Tzetzesí date
of birth, see now A. Pizzone, Saturno contro sul mare díIsmaro. Una nuova fonte autobiografica per
la vita di Giovanni Tzetze, in A. Capra-C. Nobili-S. Martinelli Tempesta (edd.), Philoxenia. Viaggi e
viaggiatori nella Grecia di ieri e di oggi, Milan 2020, 75-94.
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could not possibly have qualified as a young man after that date32. The comparison
with Theramenes entails therefore a touch of tragic irony, because the audience
would have known that profligate habits and reckless morals had led both of them to
an untimely death33. Dysentery had in fact dubious moral connotations and ancient
medicine connected it explicitly with an excessive wine consumption ñ a recurring
detail, as we shall see, in the characterization of Tzetzesí enemies34.
Theodoros and Andronikos Kamateros
The same motifs hinted at in the letters to Theodoros ñ intellectual rivalry, resentment, unauthorized circulation of his work ñ are to be found also in Ep. 89, sent to
both Kamateroi brothers. Nikolaos Zangklas has recently shown that this letter is
most likely connected with the iambs following the epitaph for Theodoros in the Par.
gr. 2925, first edited by P`tridas in 190335. In this section I illuminate further aspects
shedding new light on the possible links with Theodorosí epitaph and the circulation
of texts in Constantinople.
Ep. 89, a longer missive (pp. 129,3-130,11 Leone), was prompted by a diplomatic incident with a fellow literatus, Gregorios, who appears to have been one of
the Kamateroiís prot`g`s. Tzetzes was shown a letter with some hexameters written
by Gregorios, even though authorship was not clearly stated ñ or so he says. Appalled
by their quality, he had composed an impromptu rebuttal in iambs, criticizing the
colleagueís poem (p. 129,6-9 Leone)36. In turn, someone else had let Gregorios know
about Tzetzesí criticism, unduly ascribing to him poorly composed lines (ll. 9-15),37.
For the date of ëpublicationí of the collection see Wendel, o.c. 1996. The terminus ante
quem is established on the basis of Andronikosí career, as in 1166 he was promoted from eparch to
Droungarios.
33
Theramenes fell victim to Critias under the regime of the Thirty Tyrants, which he had
contributed to create: see Xen., Hell. II 3, 56 and cf. F. Hobden, The Symposion in Ancient Greek
Society and Thought, Cambridge 2013, 152-154.
34
See Hippocr. Epid. VII 82,5, pp. 436,22-438,1 Littr$; Aff. XXVII 6, p. 238,10 Littr$.
35
S. P$trid"s, Vers in!dits de Jean Tzetz#s, «ByzZ» XII/2 (1903), 568-570; and see now N.
Zagklas, Satire in the Komnenian Period: Poetry, Satirical Strands, and Intellectual Antagonism, in P.
Marciniak-I. Nilsson (edd.), Satire in the Middle Byzantine Period. The Golden Age of Laughter?,
Leiden-Boston 2020, 279-303: 296-301. See also Agapitos, Blemish examiner cit. 16 n. 84.
36
On the whole episode and on Tzetzesí improvisation, see Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit.
121-122.
37
His critics are described as follows in the self-commentary (Hist. X 306, 73 Leone): ›*
.=C(1:3Ú :)?<..3(.51 .3D* @=E923:3..'F31*, / :5Ú .=C(1:Ù( @G 8?';3(.=* @)H-(, @)HÓ =IHJ.=*
(ìthey are proclaimed skilled by drunkards busy with kottabos, even if they do not write or know anything skilledî).
32
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In order to clear up the matter Tzetzes asks the Kamateroi to summon a public reading of his iambs (ll. 17-23).
Tzetzes characterizes his critics as drunkards, ìvomiting outî the bad lines
they ascribe to him ('-T #'D1&'-8 @9-(-''&%MPC7 '&?'M, r. 13). As clarified by
Historia XII 423, referring in turn to Historia VI 85, 854-895, this verb alludes to
the game of kottabos, played in ancient times during the symposium: the participants
had to try to hit a target with the last droplets of wine from their cups. Tzetzes links
explicitly the term to drunkenness. But there is more. In one of the scholia on the
Historiai related to the entry on Theramenes (XII 416, 499, p. 566 Leone), which,
as we have seen, comments on the letter to Theodoros, Tzetzes recalls Theramenesí
last words (according to Xen. Hell. II 3,56), including the verb @9-(-''&%MPC:
m&*1B(-? 9D#$< '$A$?'f -”'-8 ($A$)#$< 0*<'M-? n7Ù8 'N7 Ao ƒ7'-8
9*Ú7 &Ã'-T I*C157-?Y @9-(-''&%M#&8 1<(*Ù7 '-T 6&*1B(-?, @75(*&;$Y 0*<'Mp '" (&A".
He dies drinking poison by the order of Critias, one of the Thirty, who had
previously been his lover: throwing then a bit of the poison like in the game
of kottabos, he shouted: ìTo the beautiful Critiasî.
The intertextual parallel can hardly be coincidental, especially given that @9-(-''&%MPC is a rather rare verb. The Kamateroi and their circle of literati are consistently represented as a ëbasket of deplorablesí, yielding to debauchery. Allusions and
explicit references in the letters together with the self-commentary create a narrative
trajectory around Tzetzesí relationship with the group. Such an arc moreover is in
dialogue with other, more or less occasional works and poems stemming from the
same period, thus creating a network of texts in which literature and lived experiences illuminate each other.
Letter 89 also testifies to a fluid circulation of texts, which could present
themselves in many forms, from the anonymous waxed tablet to oral transmission.
Tzetzes describes Gregoriosí lines as follows (ll. 6-9):
;*&11&'$M-? ;B* 1-< 9*-#$7$4G57'-8 I;($4&*&;157>7 J*C<(Z7 E4-7'-8 1-T#&7, -Ã( $S.b8 9-=-8 X*& $q> ¡ '&)'>8 9&'2*, SB1%-?8 '<7Ï8
9*Ù8 'Ï 9&*$#?*157& '\8 '547>8 @9$#4$.M&#&.
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For I was given a short letter on a tablet containing hexameters engraved upon
it and since I did not know who their father was, I improvised some iambs
against the sloppiness of their technique.
Reacting to the bad press, Tzetzes asks to be judged on the basis of his ëauthorizedí work (ll. 15-22):
.5-1&< Õ1N7 %*&4$=&7 'Z7 &q'>#<7, '" 1Ó7 (?*M+ r*>;-*M+ .<.BL&< 'Ù
'\8 9$*<9$'$M&8 @(-)#<-7, I7 (-<7" .Ó '" #?AAD;+, $S .?7&'Ù7 #?19&*D7'-8 (&Ú '-T H&<6$*$7.&*M-?, 9*Ù 9B7'C7 .Ó (&Ú '-T Õ1$'5*-? @7$k<-T '-T 6<A-#D6-? (?*M-? ^<4&2A, 1-T#&7 SB1%C7 I1N7 -Ã4 Õ9-;$MC8
9*Ù 4*D7C7 .5 '<7C7 #?;;*&6$=#&7, ›8 s7 (*>#6);$'-7 1>.&1e '"
.<&%BAA-7'< ;57-<'-, Õ9&7&;7N7&< (&Ú (*=7&<.
I have a quick ask: first, could you tell sir Gregorios that the incident was unintended and, second, could a book of my iambs, overtly composed a while ago,
be read and judged, in a public gathering, if possible in the presence of the
referendarios and in front of everyone as well as of your cousin38, sir Michael
the philosopher, so that it does not remain hidden to anyone of the accusers?
What is striking here is the contrast between improvised iambs (@9$#4$.M&#&) and the ìMuseî of iambs composed -Ã4 Õ9-;$MC8, literally ënot undergroundí.
The term Muse has to be read as a pointer to a proper collection of iambs in book
form. ëMuseí was used to designate Herodotusí books ñ nine in number ñ already in
ancient times. More specifically, however, Tzetzes links the Muse to the written
word and to books in particular. In the Allegories on the Odyssey, for instance, we
read (vv. 104-105)39:
-U 4B*'&< (&Ú &U %M%A-< .Ó 9B7'C8 (&Ú i<$*M&<,
-R& ^-?#N7 (&Ú ;7/#$C8 '$A-T#&< (&'-<(M&<.
the papers and the books no doubt are the Pierides,
as they are the abodes of the Muses and knowledge.

38
The term K(=L1J* is taken here by Tzetzes as meaning ëcousiní instead of ënephewí, as he
explains in Hist. VI 50, 370-381. See also Grigoriadis, o.c. 294 n. 297.
39
The translation is taken from A. Goldwyin-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the
Odyssey, Washington DC 2019.
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The passage is to be compared with a scholion on the Carmina Iliaca in which
Tzetzes says that &U 7$C#'Ú #?7&4G$=#&< %M%A-< were called ìNymphsî and ìMusesî (schol. Carm. Il. II 465a, p. 208,8-9 Leone)40.
Equally, the scholia to the Batrachomyomachia ascribe to Tzetzes the following exegesis (schol. 1, p. 201,13-15 Ludwich):
tA<(b7 .Ó (&'Ï !P5'P>7 &U %M%A-<, $S8 u8 nAM##-7'&< (&Ú #?#'*56-7'&<
(&Ú -U-7$Ú 4-*$)-?#<7 &U ^-T#&<Y @7B;*&9'-< ;Ï* &U ;7/#$<8 J1N7
'&=8 %M%A-<8 ;M7-7'&<.
Books are according to Tzetzes the Helicon: in them the Muses turn and whirl,
as if dancing; our knowledge is recorded by books.
It is thus possible to draw the conclusion that in the 1150s there was a book
of iambs, ëpublishedí and authorized by Tzetzes, circulating in the capital41. Such a
book, however, had been composed ësome time beforeí. Iambic poems feature often
among Tzetzesí marginalia. Some are explicitly connected to improvisation42;
others, however, do not refer to any impromptu or occasional compositional practice
and seem to date from the beginning of his career, as shown by the presence of
dichronoi43. It might be that some of them were part of this earlier collection. Such
a book of iambs is now lost, but Ep. 89 shows that Tzetzes considered it representative of his poetic production, so much so that he asks to be judged on it rather than
on the lines improvised on specific occasions and not subject to revision or proper
publication in book form. Moreover, the published version works as a non-falsifiable
record, preventing that ëbad linesí are unduly ascribed to the author.
As mentioned above, Ep. 89 seems to be tightly connected with the iambs
against one Skylitzes and one Gregorios from Par. gr. 2925. Panagiotis Agapitos has
recently discovered another version of the poem in the Viennese manuscript Phil.
gr. 321, where the verses are accompanied by further lines cursing Tzetzesí opponents in a very characteristic way ñ the same curse can be found in the autograph
notes of the Vossianus44. The twelve-line poem from the Parisian manuscript is
I thank Valeria Lovato for pointing me to this reference.
The mention of a book of iambs is to be found also in the bibliographical note from the
Ambr. C222 inf., schol. Ar. Ran. 897, p. 955,2-3 Koster.
42
See Agapitos, Blemisher examiners cit. 37 and n. 194.
43
See Pizzone, Saturno contro cit.
44
See Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. n. 84, and for the Vossianus (E=3M N3@;565 2.64F3925 evoked against the copyist) see f. 113 r.
40
41
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introduced by a title explaining the circumstances prompting the poemís composition ñ such details are absent in the Vindob. Phil. gr. 321. The iambs are addressed
against one Skylitzes and one Gregorios, referred to as imperial secretary. As mentioned above, the former was already identified with Georgios Skylitzes by P`tridas45. Georgios Skylitzes, as we saw, was in fact closely connected with Andronikos,
for whom he wrote the dedicatory verses of the Sacred Arsenal among others. As far
as Gregorios is concerned, Agapitos and Zagklas suggest a possible identification
with Gregorios Antiochos and posit that he is the same Gregorios as the imperial
secretary of Ep. 8946. As stressed by both scholars, Gregorios Antiochos had also
been a secretary in his youth, and he benefitted from Andronikosí patronage. The
famous Escorialensis Y II 10 preserves two letters by Gregorios Antiochos addressed to Andronikos as well as one letter and one encomium written for the
Patriarch Basil Kamateros (1183-1185), who was also a member of the family even
though the relationship with our Kamateroi brothers is hard to pinpoint47. This network of relationships is most plausible and now further manuscript evidence might
shed more light on it. Besides Par. gr. 2925 and Vindob. Phil. gr. 321, the verses
against Skylitzes and Gregorios are also preserved by Marc. gr. Z 613, f. 295v, as
pointed out by Ilias Nesseris48. The verses are introduced by the same title as in Par.
gr. 2925, but the Marcianus provides extra prosopographic information omitted by
the Parisinus (emphasis mine)49:
v'M4-< !"# $%&!%"' &ÃGC*-Ú (&Ú 9B7'> @1$A5'>'-< ;$;-7D'$8 (&'B '$
'-T v(?AM'P> (&Ú r*>;-*M-? '-T %&#<A<(-T ;*&11&'<(-T I($M7-? !"#
!"# (&)*!"+, $S9D7'C7 I($M7C7 1Z #'M4-?8 .)7&#G&< 'Ù7 !P5'P>7
#'<4MP$<7 '< ;$77&=-7 (&Ú @L<59&<7-7. -œ8 w1& '" @(-T#&< 'e ¿*G-97-Mp
(&M'-< #?7$4D1$7-8 I#4$.M&#$, ;*Bk&7'-8 '-)'-?8 '-T (&Ú 'Ù 127?1&
$S9D7'-8 '-T kD;-?.
P$trid"s, Vers in!dits cit. 569.
Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 24 n. 120; Zagklas, o.c. 298 n. 75. On Gregorios Antiochos, see J. Darrouz"s, Notice sur Gr!goire cit.; M. Loukaki, Gr!goire Antiochos. %loge du patriarche
Basile Kamateros, Paris 1993, 3-28; Bucossi, Andronici Camateri cit. XXII.
47
Loukaki, o.c. 29-36.
48
I.Ch. Nesseris, O 051H=65 2.)( P&(2.5(.1(3<034) :5.' .3( 123 51Q(5, II, diss. Ioannina 2014, 524. The Marc. gr. Z 613 is dated to the thirteenth century and preserves the Odyssey with
the Batrachomiomachia: see F. Pontani, Sguardi su Ulisse. La tradizione esegetica greca all'Odissea,
Roma 2005, pl. 10-12. Image: https://www.internetculturale.it/jmms/iccuviewer/iccu.jsp?id=oai%3A1
93.206.197.121%3A18%3AVE0049%3ACSTOR.240.10358&mode=all&teca=marciana&viewType
=onepage&mediaType=image&objectIndex=610.
49
Translation by N. Zagklas, modified with additions.
45
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Verses by Tzetzes composed on the spot and completely unprepared against
Skylitzes and that imperial grammarian Gregorios of Meles, when they said
that Tzetzes is not able to versify anything noble and praiseworthy; upon
hearing these things, he improvised them though distressed by his shortness
of breath, when he wrote them down and delivered the message of the psogos.
The crucial point in this version of the title is that Gregorios is connected to
the Meles family through what appears to be an indication of ìsponsorshipî, such as
the one we find for instance for Michael the rhetor ¡ '-T ,$##&A-7M(>8 or Eustathios ¡ '-T 0&'&6A/*-7. The Meles family is attested from the eleventh century,
when Argyros Meles, educated as a hostage in Constantinople, rose to the highest
ranks of the imperial administration under Konstantinos IX50. In the twelfth century
Stephanos Meles is logothetes of the drome and serves under John II during the campaign in Cilicia of 1137-1138. Michael Italikos and Theodoros Prodromos address
letters and poems to Stephanos, describing him as a patron51. Given the prominence
of Stephanos Meles in the extant sources, two poems preserved in the Barocc. 27,
ff. 322r-324v have been generally ascribed to him since the Twenties of the last
century52. The title of manuscript, however, reads just '-T ^5A>'-8. The first poem
is a life of Theodore of Stoudios in verse. The second, unfortunately incomplete, revolves around a performance and shows polemic overtones that closely remind one
of Ep. 89. The most recent editor has interpreted such overtones as related to the
author himself, who would be performing an act of self-derogatory humility. This
interpretation, however, is mainly due to an emendation that changes the text offered
by the manuscript in a crucial point (v. 4)53. In what follows I offer a different translation, following the text as it is preserved by the Baroccianus54:
'M '-T'-, 9B7'C8 I#4B'>8 '-A1>*M&8Y
50
On Argyros and the social progression of the family in Constantinople, see O. Delouis, La
Vie m!trique de Th!odore Stoudite par St!phane M!l#s (BHG 1755m), «AB» CXXXII (2014) 21-54:
27-33.
51
See Michael Italikos, Ep. 20, 21, 40 with Gautier, o.c. 44-45; Theodoros Prodromos, Carm.
Histor. 68, 69, 70 with W. HRrandner, Theodoros Prodromos. Historische Gedichte, Vienna 1974, 510513.
52
See Delouis, o.c. 28, relying on S.G. Mercati, Stefano Meles # líautore della vita giambica
di S. Teodoro Studita del cod. Barocc. gr. 27, «ByzZ» XXV (1925) 43-46.
53
The reading S?51 .'&(, with an aorist infinitive from K=6?& and an epic form of article/
demonstrative pronoun with partitive function, is normalized in K?=.'&( by Delouis, making therefore
the accusative T@3923( T(H?5 very difficult to explain.
54
Barocc. 27 is dated between 1315/16 and 1323/24: see Delouis, o.c. 27.
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15#-7 '-#-)'-? #?AAD;-? 'N7 9&'5*C7
(&Ú '&T'& 9B7'C7 $ÃA&%N7 (&Ú (-#1MC7
X1-?#-7 X7.*& 9&7'$AN8 x*&< 'BC7
y7 -Ã.í OAC8 E#'$k&7 -U #-6-Ú AD;-<
#'56$< 4&*M'C7, ›8 #'56-?#< 9-AAB(<8
;7N#<7 .<.D7'$8 $–9-7-7 9*Ù8 'Ù ;*B6$<7
(-1kN8, 1$A<4*N8, $Ã6?N8, G&?1&#MC8,
y7 H>'-*<(Z %M%A-8 -Ã.&1N8 E4$<
9-7-T7'& 1&G$=7 #4>1B'C7 'Ï8 S.5&8,
u8 t*1-;57>8 I(.<.B#($< 9&7#D6C8,
@AAÏ 9<5P$< '\8 @1&GM&8 7D#-8,
@AAÏ '&*B''$< (&Ú #'*-%$= (&Ú #?;45$<
¡ 'N7 (?1B'C7 '\8 HpG?1M&8 #BA-8
$S8 %?GÙ7 &Ã'Ù7 (&'&9-7'M#&< G5AC7.
WAAí $S8 'Ù7 $U*1Ù7 &“G<8 XLC 'Ù7 AD;-7.
û.$< 1$ #<;:7, ‚ (&AZ ;$*-?#M&,
.<í -œ8 9*-A&%b7 I956>7& '-ˆ8 '*D9-?8
129C8 A&A2#&8 $S8 15#-7Ö
What is this? Absolutely, an act of extreme arrogance:
in the middle of such a gathering of fathers
all of them pious and moderate,
to extol a man without refinement,
one whom never ever the wise speeches crowned
with the crown of graces, as they often crown,
offering a grateful task of knowledge, so as to write
with elegance, sweetness, nobility, and wonder,
him, whom the rhetorical book never had
labouring to learn the styles of figures,
the ones taught by Hermogenes with great wisdom.
On the contrary the plague of ignorance drags him down,
he is disturbed and agitated and confused
by the tossing of the waves of sluggishness,
that will soon plunge him into the abyss.
But now I will bring my speech back on track.
Maybe I should have stayed silent, o beautiful senate,
because of the ways I have shown you in advance,
lest, speaking in the middleÖ
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Meles describes a performance/contest within a #)AA-;-8 which resonates
with the circumstances of Ep. 89, where proximity to a church environment is also
suggested (p. 129,11-12 Leone). The praise for Hermogenes and the allegation that
the X1-?#-8 does not know his rhetorical handbooks also remind of Tzetzesí polemic with the close-knit group including the Kamateroi. It would be extremely tempting to see in the X1-?#-8 a portrait of Tzetzes ëfrom the other sideí. Although the
hypothesis cannot be proven beyond doubt ñ and surely arguing for it would require
more evidence55ñ at least two facts emerge: there are no cogent reasons to ascribe
the Baroccianus poems to Stephanos Meles rather than to any other member of the
family; the verses of the Baroccianus show that theoretical and practical knowledge
of Hermogenes had a great relevance to performative practices broadly intended.
Going back to the Tzetzesí attack in iambs, the prose introduction from both
the Parisinus and the Marcianus informs us that Georgios and Gregorios had criticized Tzetzesí iambs as vile and not praiseworthy (v. 3 P`tridas). Although afflicted
by orthopnoea, Tzetzes had replied immediately, improvising a violent rebuttal,
which he had then put in writing and sent as a memento (vv. 4-5 P`tridas)56. The
iambic poem is a tirade against the '*&;M#(-< (ìbilly goatsî) and the %-7B##-<
(ìbuffaloesî) unwisely defying the leonine Tzetzes. The former are seen as horny
animals ñ both literally and metaphorically ñ striving to butt their heads against their
rivals. Both of them are described as shitty beasts, unusually sprouting faeces from
their mouths instead than from their butts (vv. 1-17). The coarse character of these
lines would fit well with the allegations levelled against the X1-?#-8. Such behaviours, moreover, are defined by Tzetzes as typical of the young and novel exemplars
of their species (vv. 18-19). This detail suggests that Tzetzesí rivals must have belonged to a younger generation, trained in new fashionable rhetorical skills. Such a
fact fits with Andronikosí patronage as well as with the age of Georgios Skylitzes,
who was born around two decades after Tzetzes and Andronikos. As for Gregorios,
much depends on his identification. Gregorios Antiochos belonged to the same
cohort as Georgios. Stephanos Meles was logothetes of the drome between 1138 and
1140, which suggests that he could well have had prot`g`s one generation younger
than Tzetzes57. Finally, if the Georgios and the Gregorios mentioned in the iambs
actually belonged to the Kamateroiís circle and if the Gregorios from the iambs is
the same as the individual mentioned in letter 89, this would explain why the epitaph
I plan to enlarge on it in a further contribution.
See the translation and commentary by Zagklas, o.c. 297-298.
57
The form ¡ .3M attached to the name referred often to the sponsorship of uncles, as mentioned above. See P. Magdalino, The reform edict of 1107, in M. Mullett-D. Smythe (edd.), Alexios I
Komnenos, Belfast 1996, 199-218: 206 and n. 11.
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for Theodoros and the lines against Tzetzesí accusers were copied one after the other
in the Par. gr. 2925. If I am right in thinking that the lines for Theodoros resonate
with a certain ambiguity, the combination of both poems becomes somewhat natural,
as both testify to the aesthetic and ethical flaws of a powerful intellectual and political network.
Andronikos Kamateros
Ep. 90 is the first letter of the corpus addressed to Andronikos alone. It is closely
connected to Ep. 89 in that it provides information on the outcome of the incident
described there.
The whole affair with Gregorios and the cohort of critics ended up well for
Tzetzes ñ or at least this is what he wants the readers of the letter collection to think.
In the missive he lingers on the result of the ëpublic judgementí he had asked for (pp.
130,14-131,4 Leone):
i&7#5%&#'5 1-< #$%&#'Ó (&Ú &ÃG57'&, 4GÓ8 9$*Ú A)47C7 K6Ï8 J .)7&1<8 @7>;;5AG> 1-< 'N7 ;*&657'C7 1-<Y .<Ï ;-T7 '\8 #\8 @7'<A2k$C8 '"
I1" 1Ó7 &ÃG57'z, '" #" .Ó @.$A6" #?7'D1C8 #'&A2'C J I9<#'-AZ (&Ú
'Ï %*B4<#'B 1-< #'<4M.<&, w9$* @9$#4$.M&#& 7T7 9*-'*-9Z7 '-T ILB*4-? ($('>157& (&Ú E9&<7-7, O'< 'Z7 #?11-*M&7 'N7 „7 J ;*&6Z .>A-=
#'<4-?*;$=. '&T'& #'&A2'C 7T7, ìƒ6*& (&Ú {('C*î ¡ .<&%BAAC7 J1:8
ì$q#$'&<î ß ì$S (&Ú I1Ù7 .D*? 1&M7$'&< I7 9&AB1z#<î, (&Ú ›8 J1$=8 1$'Ï
1$A5'>8 -Ã ;*B6-1$7. (&Ú %*&4$=8 .5 '<7$8 |'$*-< #'M4-< '-)'-<8 #'&A2#-7'&<, -œ8 (&Ú %&#&7<#B'C#&7 '$47<(N8.
O you, wholly sebastos, my sebastos and lord, yesterday toward nightfall the
power of my writing was proclaimed; through your intercession the letter shall
be sent at once to your brother, my lord, together with the very short lines I
just now created impromptu, which also include the praise for the exarch,
since it portrays in verse the crew of those put in the spotlight by my writing.
These shall be sent now, ìso that Hector tooî, who accuses us, ìmay know
whether my spear also rages in my handsî (Il. VIII 110-111), and that we do
not write preparedly. And some more short lines will be sent to them, which
shall also be judged skilfully!
The scholia to the epistle explain, in order to avoid any ambiguity, that 'Ï
;*&657'& 1-< were the verses mentioned in the previous letter (p. 172,4-5 Leone).
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The day after the public reading, Tzetzes asks Andronikos to pass on to his brother
the letter announcing his victory, together with some new lines he has composed to
celebrate the event. Toward the end of the letter, he also adds that he will send further
verses to his opponents. As noted by Zagklas, the term he uses ñ '$47<(N8 ñ might
suggest that he is speaking of dodecasyllables following the rules of ancient iambic
meters58. Even if we cannot be sure that these verses are the same preserved by the
Par. gr. 2925 and the Vindob. Phil. gr. 321, their content must have been comparable in tone.
There is a second letter addressed to Andronikos in the collection. It is letter
103, again a very short missive, in which Tzetzes interprets a dream allegedly experienced by Andronikos as pointing to his fears of losing the love of the emperor. The
epistle, reassuring at face value, ends with a very disquieting mention of the imperial
executioner (ìBut the strong and vigorous intelligence of the emperor, that ruling
and marvelous youngster, will prevent the executioner from accomplishing what he
wantsî: @AAí ¡ '-T &Ã'-(*B'-*-8 #6*<;N7 (&Ú #'$**Ù8 A-;<#1D8, ¡ @*4<(Ù8
(&Ú 9$*<(&AAZ8 7$&7M&8 I($=7-8 -Ã( IB#$< 'Ù7 .21<-7 y %-)A$'&< .<&9*BL&#G&<, p. 149,13-18 Leone).
Ep. 90 and 103 are particularly important in the collectionís narrative arc.
As stated at the beginning, the outburst against Andronikos in Historia XI 369 has
attracted much attention given its violent tones, and yet it surely is not the last word
in the tense relationship between Tzetzes and his patrons. In reading the collection
with the self-commentary one must carefully distinguish different chronologies.
While both works were probably published at some point in the first half of the
1160s, the letters and the commentary refer to events spanning across three decades.
In other words, the events narrated in the Historiai should not be read synchronically,
but diachronically together with the collection: they are integral to its narrative.
Other references to the Kamateroi and Historia XI 369.
Besides the epistles explicitly addressed to the Kamateroi, the letter collection
prompts other indirect references to the family, either in the missives themselves or
in the self-commentary.
Problems with the Kamateroi are surely at stake in Ep. 69, which closes the
first instalment, or #?7&;C;2, of Tzetzesí letters. The letter, addressed to one John

58

Zagklas, o.c. 301 n. 89.
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Basilakes and dated by GrFnbart to 1148-115059, entails a pun capturing the authorís
mixed feelings toward the family (p. 98,8-17 Leone):
0&G/9A<#&8 J1:8 '&=8 1&4&M*&<8, ;A?()'&'5 1-< .5#9-'& (&Ú @7$k<5Y
$S ;Ï* J1=7 ›8 #'*&'<C'<(/'$*&< }#&7 @4*2#<1-<, @AAí -“7 '&)'&<8
'-ˆ8 6MA-?8 ¡9AM#&7'$8 (&'í I4G*N7 #C1&'-6)A&L< '-)'-<8 ($4*21$G&Y 9AZ7 @AAí -Ã.í J1$=8 X1-<*-< 9&7'$AN8 1&4&<*M.C7 IA$M6G>1$7.
(&'5#4-7 ;Ï* (&Ú &Ã'Ù8 'Z7 '-ˆ8 ;*&6<(-ˆ8 @9$?G)7-?#&7 .D7&(&8
(&Ú 'Ï8 '" #$%&#'" .Ó '" 0&1&'>*" #'&A$M#&8 1&4&M*&8 4$*#Ú '-T
'&)'&8 @9-(-1M#&7'-8 9&*$#4D1>7 9&<.D8Y &Ã'Ù8 ;Ï* I;b .<B '<7&
9$*<95'$<&7 '-)'+ 'Ï 7T7 -Ã 9*-#-1<AN.
You have armed us with blades, my sweetest lord and cousin; for even if they
had been useless to us, in that they were too warlike, nonetheless we would
have made use of them as if they were bodyguards, arming our friends against
our enemies; besides, we ourselves are not completely without share in some
little swords. For I myself did retain the one that sharpens my writing pens
while I entrusted the blades sent by the sebastos Kamateros to the hands of the
boy who brought them; for I do not meet with him in person due to a certain
quarrel.
Once again, the situation is deeply ambiguous. The gift of swords becomes a
pretext to emphasize the aggressive character of Tzetzesí poetry. His pens are literally weaponized. Tzetzes also mentions blades sent by Kamateros, which he immediately returned via the same boy who had delivered them. Provided that the blades
mentioned in the letter are not just metaphorical in the first place, what was the
purpose of the gift? Was it a present to mend things? Or else is this just a pun alluding
to the violent disagreements between the two? ~-16&M&, a synonym of 1B4&<*&,
appears time and again in the autograph notes of the Vossianus in formulaic insults
against the copyists to whom Tzetzes wishes horrendous deaths60. In letter 90, as we
have seen, he implicitly compares his verses to Hectorís spear. Chances are therefore
that here too Tzetzes wants to emphasize that he is well equipped to rebut the attacks
of the powerful clan, thanks to both his friends/relatives and his pen.
It is now time to look more closely at Historia XI 369, which, as we saw, has
attracted much attention due to its violent overtones. The Historia is associated to
59
60

Gr!nbart, o.c. 211-212.
See ff. 81v, 82r, 108r, and see above, n. 44.
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Ep. 76, addressed to one John Kostomyres61, as a thank-you for a letter and a present
(I9<#'-AZ (&Ú @9-#'-A2). Taken aback at such generosity and unable to reciprocate in the same way, Tzetzes declares that he will pray for his correspondent. The
present mentioned in the letter is nothing but a piece of writing exalting Tzetzes and
his rhetorical prowess, as shown by the following passage (p. 112,9-21 Leone):
I1$'*M&P$ ;Ï* J ;*&6Z (&Ú 9*Ù8 'Ù '&9$<7Ù7 (&'$#)*$'-, 'Ù7 ƒ;(-7
@6$=#& '-T @L</1&'-8, (&Ú 9$*Ú 'N7 4&1&<P2AC7 (&Ú 9>4?&MC7 J1N7
;<;&7'<N7'&8 AD;-?8 @759A&''$7, -µ&8 9-'Ó 'Ï8 WA$LB7.*-? $S(D7&8 ¡
v'&#<(*B'>8 I($=7-8 ¡ •<G?7D8, -Ã4 n'$*D6G&A1-7 -Ã.í n'$*-'*B4>A-7
9AB''C7 I($=7-7, ·#9$* }7 ¡ @72*, (&Gb8 (&Ú ¡ €)#<99-8 9*Ù8
@A2G$<&7 '-T'-7 @759A&''$7. -—'C 1Ó7 I1$'*M&P$ J ;*&6Z (&Ú 9*Ù8 'Ù
'&9$<7Ù7 (&'$#)*$'-, '-<&T'& 9$*Ú J1N7 @7&9AB''-?#&, (s7 &U 'N7
I7G?1>1B'C7 $Õ*5#$<8 (&Ú ($6&A&MC7 (&Ú J S.5& '-T AD;-?, E77-<&M '$
(&Ú 15G-.-<, A5L$<8, #421&'&, (NA&, #?7G\(&<, @7&9&)#$<8, H?G1-Ú -Ã(
$qC7 &Ã'Z7 ·#9$* I7 9*-#C9$M+ '<7Ú '" 1$'*<BP-7'< #?;(&A)9'$#G&<.
For the piece of writing was moderate and inclined toward the humble,
smoothing down the pride of honour and created towering discourses, like
giants, about my humble being, my nothingness, just like the portraits of Alexander painted by that famous Stasikrates from Bythinia, who had represented
him without eyes of different colours and without tilted neck, as Lysippus had
painted him, according to the truth62. Thus, your writing is moderate and
inclined toward the humble fabricating such things about myself, even if the
disposition of arguments and topics, as well as the form of discourse, the
thoughts and the modes, the words, the figures, the clauses, the compounds,
the cadences, the rhythms did not allow for it to be completely obscured by
moderation as if by a mask.
In the second part of the letter Tzetzes quotes directly from his correspondentís encomium and connects it explicitly to an affair regarding one sir Theodoros
('Ï .5 ;$ 9$*Ú 'Ù7 ()*<-7 ,$D.C*-7), with whom Tzetzes does not wish to discuss
anymore. Theodoros should just look into his writings, and in particular into those
Leoneís edition has P32.J@39, but the manuscripts do not allow for this reading. Gr!nbart,
o.c. 211, following Darrouz"s, suggests a truncated form of P32.J@9?)*. On this name, see E. Trapp,
Die Etymologie des Namens Kostomyres, «J#Byz» XXX (1981) 169-170.
62
See A. Stewart, Faces of Power: Alexanderís Image and Hellenistic Politics, Los Angeles
1993, 406.
61
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teaching the logoi. This is stated unambiguously in Historia XI 372, 406-407, where
Tzetzes glosses the oracle I1-Ú 1$A2#$< (&Ú A$?(&=8 (D*&<863 as follows:
3;/ .í $•9-7, ‚ E;*&k& '&T'&, A$?(Ï8 7T7 (D*&8
'Ï8 I9<7-M&8 'Ï8 I1B8, &R#9$* '$47N '-ˆ8 AD;-?8.
However, I said, where I wrote this, ìwhite crowsî
as my thoughts, through which I present artful speeches.
Equally, at the end of the letter Tzetzes stresses that by reading his books he
ñ seemingly the same Theodoros ñ will be able to quench his thirst and find precious
gems and pearls. As Eric Cullhed has pointed out64, the self-commentary once again
clarifies that Tzetzes is speaking here about his own books (Hist. XI 375, 489-490):
ƒ#'*$& 7T7 .$ A-;<(Ï 'Ï8 %M%A-?8 ¿7-1BPC.
^&*;B*-?8 9B7'C8 IL &Ã'N7, .-(N, 7-$=8 '-ˆ8 AD;-?8.
Here I call the books ìoysters of discourseî.
Surely, you interpret the pearls coming from them, I suppose, as words.
There is not enough evidence to prove beyond doubt that the ìsir Theodorosî
mentioned in the letter is actually Theodoros Kamateros. However, the tensions implied by Tzetzes are centred around issues of rhetoric and they pave the way to the
anger displayed in the historia.
To sum up, the complicated relationship with the Kamateroi goes across the
whole second part of the letter collection and seems to span across ten years, from
the end of the 1140s to the end of the 1150s. The episode narrated in Historia XI 369
is only a fragment of the various disagreements that Tzetzes had with the clan. All
of them are to be seen against the background of performative practices, ranging
from public reciting to poetic contests and the teaching of rhetoric. More importantly, Tzetzes builds a story around these disagreements, carefully disseminating information across the collection and the self-commentary. Such a narrative is one with
a happy ending for him. The last thing we hear about Theodoros is that Tzetzes is
sending him a triumphant letter to celebrate his victory against his poetic rivals,
Cf. Suda, 2 1050 Adler.
E. Cullhed, Diving for pearls and Tzetzesí death, «ByzZ» CVII/1 (2015) 53-62: 60-61. I
borrow his translation of the passage quoted.
63
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while the last picture we have of Andronikos is that of a man horrified at the prospect
of being executed by the emperor and in need of Tzetzesí reassuring words.
Historia XI 369 and the 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 in the Logismoi and in the Commentary
on Hermogenes.
In this section I look at the theoretical background of Tzetzesí outburst against
Kamateros in Historia XI 369. As mentioned, Tzetzesí attacks are sparked by a
disagreement on the meaning and use of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 within the treatment of
exordia in ps.-Hermogenesí De inventione65. In what follows I will therefore focus
on the purport of this rhetorical device in Hermogenes and his Late Antique exegetes.
I will then concentrate on the reception of Hermogenes in the Historiai as well as on
the structure of Historia XI 369. Finally, by looking both at the Commentary and at
the Logismoi, I will disentangle the different approaches voiced by Tzetzes and his
opponents.
i*-(&'B#'&#<8 plays a central role in the corpus Hermogenianum. After
addressing typologies and technique of 9*--M1<& in the first book, the second book
of Invention introduces a theory of narration, or .<2;>#<866. The peculiarity of Invention, however, lies in that the second book, despite its proclaimed intentions, is
devoted more specifically to the 9*-(&'B#'&#<8, which marks the transition from
the prologue to the narration and the proof67.
The term is not easy to translate. Current translations range from «background», «introduction» to «preliminary narrative», «preparation for the proof» or
«pre-exposition»68. As shown by Antonio Sancho Royo, 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 is not

See Ps.-Herm., Inv. II 1,1 with M. Patillon, Corpus Rhetoricum, Pseudo-Hermog#ne,
Líinvention ñ Anonyme, Synopse des exordes, Paris 2012, 117, 1-9 (text) and 150 n. 91 (commentary).
66
See Patillon, o.c. xviii-xix for a schematic survey of the contents of the first two books.
67
See Patillon, o.c. xxxii, xlv-l. Cf. also M. Edwards-D. Spatharas, Forensic Narratives in
Athenian Courts, London 2020.
68
«Opening statement of the narration»: Edwards-Spataros, o.c.; «preparation for the proof»:
M.R. Dilts-G.A. Kennedy, Two Greek Rhetorical Treatises from the the Roman Empire, Leiden-KRlnNew York 1997, 113; M. Bailiff-M.G. Moran, Classical Rhetorics and Rhetoricians: Critical Studies
and Sources, Westport 2005, 39; «background»: D.H. Berry-A. Erskine, Form and Function in Roman
Rhetoric, Cambridge 2010, 233; «preparation for the narration»: V. Valiavitcharska, Rhetoric in the
hands of the Byzantine grammarian, «Rhetorica» XXXI/3 (2013) 237-260; «preliminary statement»: J.
Walker, Michael Psellos on rhetoric: A translation and commentary on Psellosí synopsis of Hermogenes, «RSQ» XXXI/1 (2001) 5-10: 22.
65
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explicitly theorized as such until the second-third century AD69. Besides Hemogenes,
we find a treatment of this part of the speech in Apsines (Rh. 2) and the Anonymus
Seguerianus (244), and then in the late antique commentators on Hermogenes: Sopater, Syrianus, Marcellinus, and Troilus70.
I will not delve here into the complexity of the several functions ascribed to
9*-(&'B#'&#<8 by Apsines and the Anonymus Seguerianus, which have been
already skilfully summarized by Sancho Royo. However, it is worth recalling that
their notion of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 implies the idea of a biased and subjective narrative,
which presents the facts, later detailed in the .<2;>#<8, in a way favourable to the
speaker. In this respect, according to Apsines, the 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 can also work
as a pre-confirmation or pre-accusation as well as a means to introduce the intentions
of the speaker, their opponents, and their audience. Along similar lines, according to
the Anonymus Seguerianus, 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 can work as a prologue. Moreover,
.<2;>#<8 and (&'B#'&#<8 are not interchangeable: whereas the former presents
facts that are unknown to the judges, the latter is an exposition of facts that are
already known. As noted by Michel Patillon, this interpretation is picked up later on
also by John of Sardis in his commentary on Invention71. In fact, these nuances ñ
subjectivity and differentiation from .<2;>#<8 ñ are absent in ps.-Hermogenes, as
we shall see. They are to be found, however, in his later commentators. Troilos
explicitly asserts that 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 works as an introduction and a prologue,
while Syrianos states that it summarizes the facts included in the (&'B#'&#<8,
which, in turn is a biased, pathetic and expanded exposition as against the simple
and objective .<2;>#<8.
If we now turn to ps.-Hermogenes himself, his doctrine of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8
is characterized by three main points: (1) The factual equivalence between 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 and 9*-.<2;>#<8 ; (2) The description of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 as a narrative
presenting the background or temporal antecedents of the facts under consideration,
with the aim to pave the way to confirmation (ìthis happened in the past Ö therefore

69
A. Sancho Royo, El t!rmino 0?3:5.'2.521* en la teor&a ret'rica griega sobre las partes
del discurso ret'rico, «Habis» XXXVII (2006) 365-385.
70
Sopat. Rh. pp. IV 414.22ff. and VIII 80,22 Walz; Marcell. p. IV 54,25 Walz; Syrian. in
Hermog. pp. II 64,10ff. and 101,9ff.; Troil. Prolegomenon sylloge p. 52.11 Rabe. See Sancho Royo,
o.c. 369-370. For the anonymous, see M. Patillon, Anonyme de S!guier. Art du discours politique, Paris
2005, 46.
71
Patillon, o.c. 150, n. 91.
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Ö î)72; (3) The absolute aesthetic and technical value ascribed to 9*-(&'B#'&#<8,
so much so that to skip pre-exposition is deemed X'$47-7 and S.<C'<(D773.
These are, as we will see, the very same points tackled and challenged by
Tzetzes both in the Historiai and the Logismoi. Historia XI 369, however, is not the
only passage from the self-commentary dealing with the corpus Hermogenianum. In
commenting on one of the earliest epistles, Ep. 8, addressed to one Andronikos
Kalorabdas, presented as a former pupil now away from the capital74, Tzetzes offers
his own take on the corpus, focusing in particular on the Types of style and the Art
of eloquence. Historia VI 79 is characterized by very harsh tones against Hermogenes, who is accused of nullifying the efforts of those from whom he received help
(‹6$A2G>, v. 787), like Phoibammon and Minucianus (for the Issues)75 or Dionysius
(for the Types of Style)76. Hermogenes, according to Tzetzes, ìpisses into the sewageî (d”'-8 I7 '" A-?'*N7< .$, ›8 E-<($7, -Ã*2#&8, v. 785): we will encounter
this image again in the Logismoi77.
I will not enlarge on this point here as it goes beyond the scope of this paper,
but Tzetzes seems to consider Phoibammon not as a later exegete but rather as a
competitor of Hermogenes, like Minucianus and ps.-Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
from whom the author of the corpus allegedly drew inspiration for his own writings.

72
The decision-making situations or topics listed by Hermogenes to which 0?3:5.'2.521*
can be adapted are five: migrations; law propositions; war and peace; impiety and murder; and public
crimes. See Patillon, o.c. 151 n. 93.
73
These three points are listed also in the summary in political verses of the ps.-Hermogenian
treatise offered by Psellos in the eleventh century: Poem. 7.127-133.
74
See Gr!nbart, o.c. 184. The name Kalorabdas is not otherwise attested.
75
By Phoibammon, whose dating is uncertain (though commonly placed to the fifth-sixth
century), we have a treatise on the figures of speech (pp. III, 41-50 Spengel) and prolegomena to
Hermogenesí Types of Style (H. Rabe, Prolegomenon sylloge, Rhetores Graeci, XIV, Leipzig 1931,
375-388). From p. 387,25-32 Rabe we learn that the author of the prolegomena had produced also work
on the Issues. On Phoibammon see W. Stegemann, Phoibammon, RE 39 (1941), coll. 326-43; G.A.
Kennedy, Greek Rhetoric under Christian Emperors, Princeton 1983, 123-124; Id., A New History of
Classical Rhetoric, Princeton 1994, 222-223, 228-229; C. Pepe, The Rhetorical Commentary in Late
Antiquity, «AION(filol.)» XL/1 (2018) 86-108: 91. On Minucianus see below.
76
Since De ideis is ultimately a treatise on Demosthenesí style, I would argue that Dionysius
is Dionysius of Halicarnassus, author of a De Demosthene (see Kennedy, A New History cit. 161-166).
77
Tzetzesí point is, in modern parlance, that Hermogenes had treated these other authors ëlike
shití, harvesting their work without properly acknowledging it and advancing a much worse model of
rhetoric.
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Tzetzes also points out that Hermogenes finds support in the dignified intellectuals of his time, the G&?1B#<-< who recognize in him something familiar78. The
fact is that his pupil should listen to him, Tzetzes, and not to Hermogenes, if he wants
to profit from a proper treatment of rhetoric. The highly polemical Historia VI 79,
794-817, offers a summary of Tzetzesí own approach, highlighting some of the
elements later developed in the quarrel with Andronikos Kamateros:
0$6BA&<& .Ó .M.C#< '*<B(-7'& (&Ú 957'$,
@6B7'-? 1)A-? .<BA$#'*& (&Ú 6-T*7-7 (CA-P/#'>7.
0&Ú '&T'& A5;$< 15G-.-7 .$<7D'>'-8 '?;4B7$<7,
‚ #?7$*;-T#< (&Ú '<7Ó8 ›8 O1-<-< ¡1-M-<8.
!P5'P>8 .5 #-< .$<7D'>'-8 #(<&;*&6$= 1$GD.-?8
I9<'*-4B.>7, #)7'-1&, '-T 4B*'-? 9$6$<#157-8.
^5G-.-7 #ˆ .$<7D'>'-8 ;M7C#($ 7T7 1&G/7 1-?,
$S.57&< 9B7'& '$47<(", H>'-*<(" '" AD;+,
9-T 1Ó7 -Ã 4*Z ($4*\#G&< #$ #?7DAC8 9*--<1M-<8,
O9-? .Ó 4*2, ¡9-=-7 '$ (&Ú 9N8 (&Ú 154*< 9D#-?,

795

800

He gives thirty-five chapters,
795
pies of an obscure mill and ass-buckled oven79.
And he says that these achieve the approach to forceful speaking,
and there are some that also agree, as like with like.
Tzetzes outlines for you the approaches to forceful speaking
cursorily, succinctly, without wasting paper.
Now, listening to me, learn the approach to forceful speaking,
800
learn to know everything for a skilled and rhetorical speech,
where it is not at all necessary to use proems,
where on the contrary it is necessary, which one, and how, and up to
[which point,
Such ìsplendid peopleî are probably the same close-knit group of bombastic and selfentitled rhetors blamed in the iambs that accompany the second recension of the Historiai: see P.A.M.
Leone, Ioanni Tzetzae iambi cit. and Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 24.
79
I subscribe here to the hypothesis of K.L. Struve, (ber den politischen Vers der Mittelgriechen, Berlin 1823, 102-103, according to which Tzetzes presents the theories of his adversaries,
literally, as bull-shit. Such imagery characterizes, as we have seen, the whole poem against Georgios
and Gregorios. The scholia on the Historiai stresses that @<439 is used instead of @<4&(3* as a wilful
barbarism, in tune with the jesting tone (VI 79, 795 Leone).
78
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(&Ú 9-T 9*-.<>;$=#G&< .$ (&Ú .<>;$=#G&< .5-7,
9-T .í -Ã 9*-.<>;$=#G&< '$ -Ã.5 ;$ .<>;$=#G&<,
(&Ú 9-T .Ó @;C7MP$#G&<, 9-T .Ó @;b7 -Ã 9M9'$<,
(&Ú 9-T 4*$b7 I9MA-;-7, 9-T .í -Ã 4*$b7 '<G57&<,
(&Ú 9B7'& 9N8 (&Ú 9D'$ .$= (&Ú 154*< 'M7-8 ;*B6$<7,
S.5&<8 9-M&<8 |(&#'-7 (&Ú '-=8 ¿('b 1-*M-<8,
I77-M&<8 (&Ú 1$GD.-<8 .$ A5L$#<, #421&#M '$,
(/A-<8, #?7G2(&<8, 9&)#$#< (&Ú '-=8 H?G1-=8 ›#&)'C8,
9B7'& 9*Ù8 'Ï 9*-%A21&'& ;*B6-7'& (&'í @LM&7,
(s7 E7.-L-7 'Ù 9*D%A>1&, (X79$* I( 'N7 @.DLC7,
(X79$* @16M.-L-7 I#'M, (X7 '$ 'N7 9&*&.DLC7.
!-<&)'> 1Ó7 J .)7&1<8 .$<7D'>'-8 1$GD.-?Y
¡ .í t*1-;57>8 #ˆ7 &Ã'-T '-=8 #-6-#?7>;D*-<8
;*&65'C#&7, A&A$M'C#&7, w9$* &Ã'-=8 I95AGz.
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805

810

815

and where you need to use the pre-narration and the narration,
where you must skip both pre-narration and narration
805
and where you must resort to the disputes and where the dispute has
[no place,
and where you need the peroration and where you do not need it,
and how and when and up to which point you must write everything,
each point through which idea of style and through the eight parts,
thoughts and approaches and words and figures
810
and clauses and compounds and pauses and rhythms likewise,
writing everything suitably according to the defence,
whether it is noble or one of the vile ones,
whether it is ambiguous or belongs to the incredible.
Such is the power of the approach to forceful speaking;
815
as far as Hermogenes and his clever advocates are concerned,
let them write and speak whatever occurs to them.
This passage shows very clearly that Tzetzes advocates a flexible approach to
the rhetorical devices theorized by Hermogenes, one that customizes the speech, so
to speak, according to the relevant occasion, without dogmatic preconceptions.
The same disparaging attitude toward Hermogenes and those who follow him
blindly is to be detected straight at the beginning of this Historia. Here Tzetzes draws
the line between proper rhetoric and what he calls ìsophisticî, introducing a distinction that ought to be borne in mind when approaching his work on Hermogenes.
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The whole passage from the self-commentary is in fact prompted by the sentence
from Ep. 8 (p. 7,10-15 Leone):
7&Ú 1Z7 (&Ú 9$*Ú 'Z7 (?*<&(Z7 G$*&9$M&7 †#4-A>157-8 1>.Ó 'N7 H>'-*<(N7 A-;MC7 @15A$<, @AAÏ 'e #e %M%A+ 9*-#54C7 ;)17&P$ 1Ó7 #&?'Ù7
9*-;?17B#1&#< (&Ú #'B#$<8 ;*B6$<7 (&AN8 I(1$A5'& (&Ú 9*--<1MC7
$—*$#<7 1B7G&7$ (&Ú S.5&7 AD;-? H>'-*<(-T 9&7'Ù8 .<&(*M7$<7 I9M#9$?.$.
Yes, after taking care of your Sunday worship, donít neglect the sayings of
rhetoric, but paying close attention to your book, prepare yourself with the
preparatory exercises and work on writing the issues properly and learn how
to find proems and attend to assessing the style of any rhetorical speech.
The pupil is invited to train specifically in judicial discourse (l. 15). Tzetzes
in fact considers judicial rhetoric as the only genuine kind, whereas Hermogenesí
teachings are more suitable for sophistry, as explained by the first words of the
historia (VI 79, 743-748):
~>'-*<(Z7 1Ó7 ;M7C#($ 'Z7 .<(>;D*C7 '547>7,
'Z7 %M%A-7 t*1-;57-?8 .Ó #-6<#'<(27 1-< (BA$<.
„—'> .í J #-6<#'$)-?#& H>'-*<(\8 J %M%A-8
9$7'B%<%A-8 Õ9B*4$< 157, $S8 957'$ .<&<*$='&<,
$q8 '$ 'Ï 9*-;?17B#1&'&, #'B#$<8 (&Ú 'Ï8 $Õ*5#$<8,
S.5&8 (&Ú 9*Ù8 15G-.-7 .$<7D'>'-8 #ˆ7 '-)'-<8.

745

Be aware that rhetoric is the art of the lawyers,
but to me you should call the book of Hermogenes sophistic.
That book of rhetoric, the sophistic one,
is five books, is divided into five,
into the preparatory exercises, the causes and the invention,
the ideas and with them the approach to forceful speaking.
Given that in the last section of the Historia ñ as we have seen in the passage
quoted above ñ Tzetzes paraphrases again in political verses the advice he gives to
Andronikos in the letterís finale (Ep. 8, p. 17,15-19 Leone), one is left wondering
whether the book he invites his alleged former pupil to consider during his Sunday
practice is Hermogenesí or rather his own. Be that as it may, the letter to Andronikos
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Kalorabdas testifies to an early interest of Tzetzes for the corpus and, probably, to
an early engagement with it in his capacity of teacher.
Once again, we can appreciate how Historia XI 369 is connected to many
overarching themes of the self-commentary. Historia XI 369 is a summary of the
corpus Hermogenianum. Tzetzes voices his disagreement on several points, comparing his attitude toward Hermogenes to the treatment he had reserved to several
authors in the Logismoi, in his capacity of ìauditor of the ancients and the modernsî80. The attack in hexameters against Andronikos and his prot`g` (vv. 212-222)
is encapsulated in the outline of the second book of Invention. The actual refutation
of Hermogenes, lingering on the technicalities of the 9*-(&'B#'&#<8, comes right
after the verbal aggression (vv. 223-245):
d”'-8 ¡ @**>'D*$?'-8 ¡ !P5'P>8, '-T Õ9B*4-?
'-T H2'-*& (>*)L&7'-8 'Ù7 %-)%&A-7 'Ù7 -R-7,
$S8 'Ù 9$*Ú $Õ*5#$C7 I7 'D1+ '" .$?'5*+
'-T t*1-;57-?8 A5;-7'-8 -R#9$* .<.B#($< AD;-<8,
1Z 1$'Ï 'Ù 9*--M1<-7 $ÃG5C8 .<>;$=#G&<,
X'$47-7 '-T'- ;&* 6>#Ú (&Ú 'N7 @**>'-*$)'C7,
4*\#G&< 9*-(&'&#'B#$< .Ó, 'e (&Ú 9*-.<>;2#$<,
(&Ú 'D'$ 9*Ù8 .<2;>#<7 4C*$=7, ·#9$* .<.B#($<Y

225

230

This is the utterly un-rhetorical Tzetzes, while the eparch
saluted as a rhetor such a buffalo,
in the second book on the Invention
by Hermogenes, who states in his teachings
that one shall not proceed to the narration straight after the proem,
(for he says that this is not skillful and belongs to the utterly un-rhetorical),
but one shall use the pre-exposition and the pre-narration,
and then move to the narration, as he teaches.

80
XI 369, 118-123 focus on Aphthoniosí and Hermogenesí progymnasmata in general; 124134 on myth; 135-140 on narrative; 141-156 on the different styles; 158-169 on chreia and gnome;
170-176 on elaboration and constructive reasoning; 177-181 on encomium; 189-197 on the the Issues;
198-209 on the Invention, first and second book in general; 210-222 on the rant against Andronikos,
223-245 on the refutation of Hermogenesí theory on pre-exposition; 246-432 takes up again the thread
of the Historia after the digression and include the first refence to the Logismoi; 252-433 are focused
on book 3 and 4 of Invention; 296-305 on the Art of Eloquence; 296-434 on the Types of Style; 346358 on Tzetzes tendency to refute the great authors of the past, with a reference to the Logismoi.
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-”'-8 ¡ !P5'P>8 ¡ H>G$Ú8 .<''N8 I7&7'<-T'&<,
A5;C7, J 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 (&Ú 9*-.<2;>#M8 .Ó
-Ã A5;-?#<7, ›8 A5;$<8 7T7 #), 'Ï 9*-9$9*&;157&,
#?7-9'<(N8 .Ó A5;-?#< 'Ï 15AA-7'& A$4G\7&<,
-µ&7 'Z7 9*-(&'&#($?Z7 E19*-#G$7 15AA$<8 A5;$<7.
dÃ.í $S#&$Ú K*1D.<-7 (&Ú '$47<(D7 .Ó A5;$<,
›8 A5;$<8, ‚ t*1D;$7$8, 4*\#G&< 9*-(&'&#'B#$<.
û#'< ;Ï* O9-? '$47<(Ù7 'Ù 4*\#G&< 9*--<1M-<8,
n7Ú .?#M '$ (&Ú '*<#Ú (&Ú '5'*&#< 9-AAB(<8Y
O9-? .Ó 9BA<7 1>.&1N8 4*2#&#G&< 9*--<1M+Y
(&Ú @AA&4-T .Ó '$47<(D7 #-< A5;$< 9$6?(57&<,
-Ã 1D7-7 'Ù 1Z 4*2#&#G&<, … 628, 9*-.<>;2#$<,
@AAÏ 1>.Ó .<2;>#<7 'Ù #)7-A-7 '<G57&<Y
›8 @AA&4-T K*1D.<-7 1Z 4*2#&#G&< @;N#<7,
I7 XAA-<8 9BA<7 '$47<(Ù7 I9MA-;-7 1Z A5;$<7.

235

240

245

The above-mentioned Tzetzes disagrees twice,
stating: pre-exposition and pre-narration
do not tell, as you say now, the antecedents,
but summarize what it is about to be said,
which pre-arrangement you are about to expound.
235
Also, he affirms that it is not always fitting and skilled,
as you say, Hermogenes, to use the pre-exposition.
Sometimes it is skilful to use proems,
once, twice and three and four times, and often;
sometimes, again, to skip the proem altogether;
240
and elsewhere he says that it is skilled for you
not only not to use the pre-narration, as you say,
but even to skip completely the narration;
equally elsewhere is fitting not to use the disputes,
whereas on other occasions again it is skilled not to pronounce
245
[the epilogue.
As mentioned above, these lines are followed by one of the two passages of
the Historia referring to the Logismoi. As I have shown elsewhere, the Logismoi, or
Audits, are a multilayered work, composed at different stages and based on Tzetzesí
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reading notes81. The manuscript Voss. gr. Q1, which is also the best witness for the
commentary on the corpus82, has preserved a portion of the Logismoi devoted to
Aphthonios and Hermogenes. That section has a composite nature: the part dealing
with Aphthoniosí and Hermogenesí preparatory exercises is in iambs, while the one
tackling the other four treatises of the corpus is composed in political verse ñ but it
stops at the beginning of the section on De ideis. The portion in political verses was
probably composed at a later date, possibly after or around the same time as the
Historiai, which describe the Logismoi as a self-standing book in iambs83. This
seems to be confirmed also by the role played by the issue of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 in
the text transmitted by the Vossianus.
The treatment of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 in Tzetzesí commentary on ps.-Hermogenes is, on the contrary, rather succinct. Although polemical overtones are still
present, Tzetzesí exegesis is short and to the point (f. 90r, fig. 1):
i$*Ú '-T 9*--<1M-? 9*Ú7 9*/'+ .<.BL&8 'D1+,
I7 '" .$?'5*+ '$47<(N8 '".$ .<.B#($< 'D1+,
1Z 1$'Ï 'Ù 9*--M1<-7 $ÃG5C8 .<>;$=#G&<Y
I( 'N7 @'547C7 '-T'- ;Ï* (&Ú 'N7 @**>'-*$)'C7.
WAAÏ 9*-(&'&#'2#&< 'Ï 9*N'& 9*-.<>;2#$<,
'D'$, '\8 .<>;2#$C8 @9B*4$#G&< 9*$9D7'C8.
!P5'P>8 If 'Ù7 X7.*& .Ó A5;$<7 u G5A$< 'e.$.
€5;$< .Ó 'Z7 .<2;>#<7 9A&')7$#G&< 9-<(MAC8
X79$* '*<#Ú (&Ú '5'*&#< (/A-<8 9&A<AA-;N1$7
After previously teaching about the prooimion in the first book,
in the second one he skilfully teaches
that one shall not proceed to the narration straight after the prooimion
ñ for this comes from the unskilled and utterly un-rhetorical persons.
Rather one must first equip the exposition with a pre-narration,
and then fittingly start with the narration.
Tzetzes allows the man to say what he wants here.
However, he does say that the narration is artfully amplified
if we recapitulate through three or four clauses

Pizzone, Self-authorization cit.
For the manuscript witnesses see above, n. 5. The commentary has probably to be dated to
the 1140s: see Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 661-662.
83
See again Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 653-654.
81
82
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'Ï 9$9*&;157& 9*B;1&'& (&Ú '-)'C7 'Ï8 &S'M&8,
(&Ú &S'<N7 '-ˆ8 A-;<#1-ˆ8 .<j -œ8 #?75%> 'B.$
(&Ú O#&9$* 9*-5;*&k& 9*Ú7 I7 9*-†6>;2#$<84.
dÃ( E4C .Ó #&65#'$*-7 '-T '$47<(-T 'M A5L&<
$S 1Z 9-? 4*2PC 6A>7&6:7 1&(*-(-192*-<8 AD;-<8.
!&T'& 'Ï 'e.$ ;&* #&6\ (&Ú 'N7 &Ã'-7->'N7.
i*$#%)'$*& (&Ú 4*2#<1& $S#Ú 'e Õ9-G5#$<Y
s7 1Ó7 (&'>;-*e8 '<7Ù8 'Ï 9*-9*&4G57'& 6&TA&,
s7 .j Õ9$*>;-*e8 '<7-8, 4*>#'Ï 'Ï 9*-9*&4G57'&.
the deeds done and their causes,
and the reasons behind their causes, why they came to be,
and everything I wrote before with respect to the preliminary outline.
I canít say here anything clearer than the skilled rhetor,
unless I want to drag, babbling like a broken record.
The arguments here are clear and belong to the self-evident ones.
The antecedents are also useful to the presentation:
if you accuse someone, the background is bad,
whereas if you speak for someone, the background is to be good.
Tzetzes does not counter Hermogenesí arguments here, confining himself to
adding few details about the amplification of the narration through a sort of short
recap of the antecedents. Toward the end, commenting on Inv. II 1.2, Tzetzes moves
along the lines of Hermogenesí Late Antique commentators, introducing the concept
of subjectivity and biased exposition that are to be found in the general presentation
of the subject matter. The perspective on the antecedents obviously changes according to the role of the speaker, either prosecutor or defendant. The influence of the
Late Antique rhetorical tradition is to be detected also in the use of the term @**>'-*$)'C7, a word that plays a crucial role in the polemic with Andronikos Kamateros85. In his work on the different sorts of P>'21&'&, Sopater stresses that moving
directly to the (&'B#'&#<8 is highly unskilled, especially because emotions are
involved (p. 8,58 Walz):

84
-9;)8U2=1 is written in rasura in Tzetzesí hand. The term does not occur in Hermogenes,
but it is present in his commentator John Sikeliotes (p. 143,4 Walz) and in an anonymous Prolegomenon
(p. 41,17 Rabe).
85
See Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 24-26.

fig. 1: Leiden University Libraries, Voss. gr. Q1, f. 90r
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39$<.Z 9BG-8 I#'Ú7 I7 OA+ '" 9AB#1&'<, .$= 9&*&'>*$=7, O'< (&AÙ7 I7
'-=8 '-<-)'-<8 'N7 P>'>1B'C7 9*-(&'&#'&'<(-=8 4*2#&#G&< 7-21&#<,
(&Ú 1Z K9AN8 $S#%BAA$<7 $S8 'Z7 (&'B#'&#<7Y #6D.*& ;Ï* 'Ù '-<-T'-7
@**>'D*$?'-7.
As there are emotions in the whole fictional account, one must observe that it
is beautiful in such inquiries to use preliminary thoughts and not to simply
transition to the exposition, for this is very un-rhetorical.
The word is ironically appropriated by Tzetzes. As pointed out by Agapitos86,
the key term appears already in Historia IX 278, a commentary on letter 59, addressed to the anonymous wife of the Megas Hetaireiarchos in 1147, just before the
arrival in Constantinople, in September, of the German troops guided by Conrad III
and headed to the Holy Land on the occasion of the Wendish Crusade87. The content
of the letter ñ a dream interpretation ñ and its commentary are not directly related to
rhetorical theory. Nonetheless they still pertain to literary performance and to the
rituals of intellectual display as practised in the circles of the Kamateroi88. In the
commentary, as we see in the text quoted below, the term is not yet referred to
Tzetzes himself.
As mentioned above, the Logismoi further develop the arguments of Historia XI 369 as regards the problem of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8. The section dealing with the
second book of De inventione goes from f. 228v to 239v, where the portion devoted
to the treatise On the Types of Style begins and the manuscript abruptly ends. The
various topics are tackled in the form of P>'2#$<889. The issue of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8
is handled in P2'>#<8 21, from f. 228v to f. 230v. In the P2'>#<8 the points of criticism against Hermogenes go from two to three. Whereas in the Historiai the issues
at stake were (1) the absolute necessity of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 and (2) the nature of its
content (background events vs. a recap of forthcoming arguments), the Logismoi also
Ibid.
Gr!nbart, o.c. 209.
88
Dreams and the social game of dream interpretation play a certain role in Tzetzesí letters.
We have seen above that ep. 103 revolves around a dream allegedly experienced by Andronikos Kamateros. Recently Mazzucchi has identified a dream narrative copied in the ms. Ambrosianus M66 sup. in
the hand, as he argues, of John Kamateros, the Constantinopolitan Patriarch (f. 311r). The manuscript
containing Hermogenes was copied in the tenth century, but twelfth-century hands completed it with
glosses (see below). Some of this material can be ascribed to Tzetzes (C.M. Mazzucchi, Líex libris di
Giovanni Camatero e versi inediti di Tzetzes nel codice Ambrosiano M 66 sup, «Aevum» XCIII (2019)
441-448).
89
See Pizzone, Self-Authorization cit. 663-664.
86
87
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question the identity of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 and 9*-.<2;>#<8. Tzetzes challenges Hermogenesí views by addressing him directly, in a sort of living dialogue with the past
(f. 229r-229v, figg. 2-3):
(&Ú 9*Ù8 'Ù7 t*1-;57> .Ó '&T'& 6>#Ú (&'j E9-8Y
ì37<&4-T 9*--M1<-7, t*1D;$7$8, -Ã 9M9'$<,
.)- (&Ú '*M& .j @AA&4-T (&Ú '5##&*& 9-AAB(<8.
37<&4-T K*1D.<-7 1Z A5;$<7 I9<AD;-?8,
I7<&4-T .Ó '$47<(Ù7 4*\#G&< '-=8 I9<AD;-<8.
0&Ú -” 9BA<7 K*1D.<-7 (&Ú '$47<(Ù7 Õ9B*4$<
'-=8 @;C7<#'<(-=8 J1=7 ($4*\#G&< ($6&A&M-<8,
-” .Ó 9BA<7 @7B*1-#'-7 '-)'-<8 I#'Ú ($4*\#G&<.
0&= -” 157 X'$47-7 I#'Ú .<2;>#<8 #?7DAC8,
-” .Ó (&Ú (&'Ï E(6*&#<7 'MG$'&< 9A&'?'B'C8,
(&Ú -”, I( .<>;2#$C8 (&'B*4$#G&< 9*$9N.$8.
-” .Ó 9BA<7, @7B*1-#'-7 '-T'-î, 'Ù ‡7 (&Ú 9*N'-7.
c$?'5*C8, K1&*'B7$<7 #$ 9BA<7 I7'&TG& A5;$<,
'&Ã'Ù7 'Z7 9*-(&'B#'&#<7 9*-.<>;2#$< 6B7'&.
0&Ú '*M'C8, ì&S'<N1&< #$ ;*B6-7'& '&T'& $•7&<,
9*N'B '$ (&Ú 9*$#%)'$*&, „7 A5;$< 'M8 9*&;1B'C7,
and he tells Hermogenes the following, word by word:
ìAt times, Hermogenes, the opening does not work well.
twice and otherwise three times and often four times.
At times it is fitting to not pronounce the peroration,
at times it is skilled to use the peroration.
And, again, it might be fitting and skilled
for us to use topics suitable for the debate,
or it might be unfitting to use them.
And the narration might be altogether unskilled,
or it might also be expanded through ekphrasis,
and there is where it is suitable to start from the narrative,
and where again this is not fitting.î This is the first issue,
second, he says that you, again, are wrong when
you say that pre-exposition and pre-narration are the same,
and third, ìI accuse you because you affirm that these are
the first and the antecedents of the facts that one narrates,

„í
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-Ã 1Z7 .j „7 15AA$< 'M8 $S9$=7 ·#9$* I;b 7T7 A5;C.
0&Ú #ˆ, I7 '&=8 Ú.5&<8 .Ó (&Ú '547z '\8 1$GD.-?
(&Ú I7 n'5*-<8 'D9-<8 .Ó, X(C7 '&Ã'B 1-< A5;$<8
.$<(7ˆ8 '&T'& 1$AAD7'C7 1Ó7, -Ã 1Z7 'N7 9&*$AGD7'C7,
(X79$* (@($=#$ #(-'$<7N8 (&Ú -Ã #&6N8 .$<(7)z8.
WA>G<7Ù7 .<.B#(C7 ;Ï* AD;-7 I7 '&=8 S.5&<8,
15G-.-7 '-)'-? A5;$<8 1-<, @(&'&#'B'C8 A5;$<7,
4C*Ú8 9*-(&'&#'B#$C8 .\G$ (&Ú '-T 9*-A5;$<7
I( '\8 9*-(&'&#'B#$C8 'Z7 9*- 1D7>7 I((Dk&8
›8 s7 .-(e8 'M |'$*-7 -Ã 'Ù &Ã'Ù .Ó A5;$<7.î
not of those that one is about to narrate, as I say.
And you, in the Types of Style and in the Art of Eloquence
and in other passages you say the same as I do, though unwillingly,
showing that these parts of the speech belong to the future and not to
[the past,
even if there too you prove yourself obscure and unclear.
For, when you teach the sincere discourse in the Types of Style
you tell me that its approach consists in an elocution without exposition,
that is without pre-exposition and preliminary speech,
cutting just the syllable ëpreí off the word pre-exposition,
in order that you seem to say something else and not the sameî.

Tzetzes argues his point on the contents of the 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 by signalling
the corpusí internal inconsistencies. The first objection is based on Id. II 7,18,3-590.
There Hermogenes states that moving directly to the answers, without announcing
oneís undertaking ('Ù 4C*Ú8 (&'&#'B#$C8), is proper of the sincere discourse. Although attested in the manuscript as a title of Book 2, (&'B#'&#<8 does not feature
among the rhetorical terms of Invention, but there are two further occurrences in
Types of style (I 9,14,8; II 9,31,8). In the specific passage mentioned by Tzetzes the
term indicates the ëundertakingí rather than the exposition proper, so much so that
Patillon himself translates it as «annonce du propos»91. Tztezesí point is therefore
that Hermogenes here actually means 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 and that he is pointing to
special circumstances in which the pre-exposition is not required.
90
Tzetzes uses the term K:5.52.'.&* which comes from John Sikeliotesí commentary on
the relevant passage (p. 426,18 Walz).
91
The same translation at I 9,14,8.

fig. 2: Leiden University Libraries, Voss. gr. Q1, f. 229r

fig. 3: Leiden University Libraries, Voss. gr. Q1, f. 229v
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The second allegation of inconsistency is based on Meth. 12,1-2. There Hermogenes stresses the need briefly to summarize the arguments that will be presented
in the body of the speech. To prove his point, Tzetzes introduces a paraphrasis in
political verses of the relevant Hermogenian text (229v):
I( #-T 9$*Ú 1$GD.-? .Ó .<.B;1&'-8 ¡ !P5'P>8,
#?#6M;;C7 @9-97M;$< #$, (&Ú -Ã( If .*&#(B#&<
A5;C7Y ìt*1D;$7$8 .$<7Ó, 9<(*Ó '-=8 $Ã$*;5'&<8,
&Ã'" '" ,$-.5('z '$ (&Ú ^<7-?(<&7" .Ó,
IL -” 'Z7 9:#&7 '547C#<7 &Ã'Ù8 I#6$'$*M#C
(&Ú I( '-T m&A>*5C8 .Ó (&Ú '-T c<-7?#M-?
(&Ú 'N7 H>'D*C7 'N7 A-<9N7 „79$* ¡ !P5'P>8 -•.$7
-œ8 @7&;/;C8 -Ã '<1f8 #-ˆ8 $Ã$*;5'&8 ƒ7'&8,
9A?7-ˆ8 9-<$=8 '-ˆ8 X7.*&8 .Ó, (&'&6-*&=892 1?*M&<8î : ñ
]S8 'Ù 9$*Ú 1$GD.-? #-?, '&T'& .<.B#($<8 ;*B6C7Y
» ì'Ù I7 @*4e #?7-9'<(N8 I7 ($6&A&M-<8 A5;$<7
Using your Method as a chain, Tzetzes
chokes you, preventing any escape,
saying: ìO terrible Hermogenes, bitter towards your benefactors,
the very Theodektes93 and Minucianus,
from which you have drawn all your art,
just like you did from the Phalaereus and Dionysios
and all the other rhetors of whom Tzetzes knows very well,
whom you ignorantly fail to honour even though they are your
[benefactors,
?ou treat the men as your latrine, discharging your anger on them.î
In your Method, you teach the following, saying:
ìThe device whereby one states synoptically at the beginning, in summary
92
The term is double-edged, in the vein of Tzetzes: it means both ìattackî and ìdiarrhoeaî.
The verse echoes Ar. Plut. 1061. I thank Nunzio Bianchi for the reference.
93
Theodektes from Phaselis lived in the first half of the fourth century BC. A pupil of Isocrates, he was active as both poet and rhetor. See: F. Jacoby-J. Bollans$e-G. Schepens, Die Fragmente der
Griechischen Historiker Continued, IV: Biography and Antiquarian Literature, Leiden 1999, 395-398;
E. Matelli, Teodette di Faselide, retore, in D. Mirhady (ed.), Influences on Peripatetic Rhetoric. Essays
in Honor of William W. Fortenbaugh, Leiden-Boston 2007, 169-186; V. Pacelli, Teodette di Faselide.
Frammenti poetici, T!bingen 2016.
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»
»
»
»

w9$* (&'&#($?BP$<7 '<8 $q'$ .<.B#($<7 15AA$<,
-U 75-< 9B7'$8 '$47<(-Ú 9*-5(G$#<7 (&A-T#<7,
-U 9&A&<-M .j Õ9D#4$#<7î, ·#'$ %<BP> X(C7
¡1-A-;$=7 ›8 @A>GN8 !P5'P>8 (@7 '-)'-<8 A5;$<.
0&Ú I7 '" $Ã(*<7$M&8 .Ó, #&65#'$*-7 .$<(7)$<8
ìE77-<&<î A5;C7 ì$Ã(*<7$=8, &U (&'&#'&'<(&M ;$Y
» .<&'?9-T#< ;Ï* #&6N8, 'Ï 15AA-7'& H>G\7&<
» ›8 (&Ú 'Ù, ëÕ9-#4D1$7-7 '*M& I1Ó 7T7 .$=L&<íî.
what one is about to expose or teach,
is called by all the most recent experts on rhetoric ëprefaceí,
while the most ancient ones call this ëundertakingíî, so that you are
[unwillingly constrained
to admit that Tzetzes speaks the truth also in these matters.
In the section on clarity, you show it more evidently
when you say that clear thoughts are expository,
for they outline clearly what it is about to be said,
as in ìI promised to make three pointsî94.
In the following section, after a short recap of his arguments, Tzetzes explains
also why he argues that 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 and 9*-.<2;>#<8 are not the same. First,
both terms do not refer to antecedents, but relate to the semantic sphere of anticipation, due to the prefix 9*--. Second, this is not to say that they mean the same thing.
Although they share the notion of anticipation, they refer to different rhetorical
devices. The reason of ps.-Hermogenesí mistake lies in his simplistic reductionism
when it comes to rhetorical terminology (f. 230r, fig. 4):
J .5 ;$ 9*-.<2;>#<8 (&Ú 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 .Ó
-Ã 'Ï 9*$#%)'$*& $S#Ú (&Ú 'Ï 9*-;$7-7D'&Y
I($=7&, 9*Ù '-T 9*B;1&'-8 6&1Ó7 (&Ú 9&*5AG-7'&
(&Ú @9-#'B7'& .Ó 6>1Ú (&Ú @9-'$G$<157&
Pre-narration and pre-exposition
are not the earlier facts and what happened before;
those facts before the event, we also call them foregoing
and I say what is past and left aside
94

Dem. 23,18.

fig. 4: Leiden University Libraries, Voss. gr. Q1, f. 230r
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(&Ú $S 'Ú '-<-?'/7?1-7, I#42(&#< 'Z7 (A\#<7Y
I7 -R8 .Ó 9*-#>1&M7-1$7 'M 9$*Ú 'N7 1$AAD7'C7,
'&T'& 9*-†9-#45#$<8 '$ 6&1Ó7 (&Ú 9*-$(G5#$<8,
9*-G$C*M&8 #ˆ7 &Ã'-=8 (&Ú .Z 9*-†6>;2#$<8
(&Ú 9*-4&*&('>*M#1&'& (&< 9*-.<&'?9/#$<8
#ˆ7 -µ8, 9*-.<>;2#$<8 '$ (&M ;$, 9*-(&'&#'B#$<8
(&Ú, (&'&#'B#$<8 #ˆ7 &Ã'-=8 (&Ú 9*-(&'&#($?B8 ;$
(&Ú XAA&, 9*-#6?5#'&'& ¿7D1&'& ¡9D#&.
iAZ7, -Ã4Ú ‡7 7-1MP-1$7 w9&7'& 9$6?(57&<,
›8 -”'-8, 9*-(&'B#'&#<7 (&Ú 'Ï8 9*-.<>;2#$<8Y
@AAj@(-?5'C 9:8 6*-7N7 (&Ú 1-M*&8 '\8 #C6*-7N7,
9:8 G5#GC G)*&8 .Ó '$AN7 %$%2A-? (-?#'C.M&8 : ñ
and anything similar is defined in such a way;
however, those parts where we pre-announce anything about the future,
those we call preliminary undertakings and prefaces,
together with preambles and pre-explanations
and pre-characterizations95 and pre-figurations
with them, and pre-narrations and pre-expositions,
together with expositions and pre-confirmations
and all the devices bearing most suitable names.
Except that we do not believe that they are all the same,
as he does with pre-exposition and pre-narration;
but now listen all of you, clever men from the wise lot,
and you, all of you coming from the uninitiated squad, just shut up.
At the end of this passage Tzetzes refers to the (-?#'C.M&, band or squadron,
to be identified with his opponents96. The commentary on Aristophanes implies that
th<# gang would often contest Tzetzesí teachings or performances, interrupting him
with questions and proving their crassitude in poetic matters. This leads him to

95
Tzetzes shows a striking consistency throughout his career in his theoretical approach to
these matters. He uses this rhetorical device to interpret Il. I 105 in Exeg. Il. p. 197,8-9 Papathomopoulos: .Ù HÓ 2CV@5 0?3C5?5:.)?12@J* W2.1(, X 05?Ï .3D* NU.3?21 0?3:5.'2.521* 4-8=.51 (ìThe
figure is pre-characterization, what is called pre-exposition by the rhetorsî). A?3C5?5:.)?12@J* is a
neologism by Tzetzes.
96
See Agapitos, Middle-Class cit. There is now a further occurrence in the Allegories from
the Verse-Chronicle (v. 631), edited by Tommaso Braccini in this volume, p. 15.
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anticipate several times their possible objections97. The members of the squad were
apparently also staunch advocates of Hermogenes, just as he states in the Historiai.
At the beginning of Historia XI 369 Tzetzes lets us know that, whereas
Hermogenesí treatises are only five in number, the books written in his defence are
as numerous as sixty (v. 103). Andronikos and the anonymous buffalo are obviously
part of this pro-Hermogenian gang. The question arises, however, whether it is possible to identify other actors, or at least traces of their approach to Hermogenes. The
answer is in the positive, as we shall see in the next section.
Late twelfth-century readers of Hermogenes
As the Historiai and the Logismoi make clear, Tzetzes was induced to elaborate on
his views regarding 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 by the violent reaction that his criticism
against Hermogenes had caused among fellow rhetoricians, a reaction which ñ allegedly ñ had found a sympathetic ear in Andronikos Kamateros. The first question to
be asked is then: is there anywhere we can trace signs of the controversy other than
in Tzetzesí work?
A good starting point is the work of Gregorios Pardos, bishop of Corinth.
Among the treatises that have been bequeathed to us, we find a commentary on Hermogenesí Art of Eloquence, in which Tzetzesí exegesis is acknowledged several
times. Gregorios famously expresses harsh criticism against Tzetzesí commentary,
as shown by the following passage (p. VII/2, 1098,22-28 Walz)98:
€5;$< .Ó (&Ú ¡ !P5'P>8 I7 -R8 E;*&k$7 $S8 'Z7 OA>7 'Z7 H>'-*<(Z7 IL2;>#<7 6A?&*-#'<4<.M-<8 &Ã'-T, O'< hG-?8 9*-#G2(>7 A5;$< ¡ t*1-;57>8
¢ 'Z7 'N7 H>'D*C7 'N7 A$;D7'C7 ¢ 'Z7 'N7 9*-#/9C7 'N7 Õ9-($<157C7 I7 '-=8 AD;-<8.
Tzetzes says, in his silly little verses full of abuse on the whole of the rhetoric,
that Hermogenes calls qualification of character either that produced by the
speaking rhetors or that of the characters present in the speeches.

Cf. schol. Ar. Nub. 242, p. 442,6-7 Massa Positano H1Ï HÓ .G( K@5E=2.'.)( @15?Ï( :392.&H65( 8?';& 03.Ó :5Ú 5Ã.Ù* :5.í 5Ã.3<*; The note on Plut. 1098, pp. 221,15-223,17 Massa
Positano offers a long digression on dichronoi and rhetorical compositions, where it is explained that
issues of quantity also apply to prose.
98
Other mentions at pp. 1099,3, 1186,12, and 1157,25 Walz.
97
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These few lines are extremely important as they testify to the fact that by the
mid-1150s there was already a published commentary in verse by Tzetzes circulating
in Byzantium, given that 1156 is the most likely date for Gregoriosí death99. Gregoriosí text also offers further glimpses into the problematic reception with which
Tzetzesí exegesis was met by his contemporaries
The mention of Tzetzesí commentaries prompts further considerations. Gregoriosí work on Id. is preserved, among other, by the Laurentianus Plut. 57,5, a
manuscript dated by Carlo Maria Mazzucchi to the late twelfth century but restored
one century later100. As a witness it is therefore chronologically close to the time
when both Tzetzes and Gregorios worked on, and published, their commentary on
the corpus. The Laur. Plut. 57,5 preserves Aphthonios and the Corpus Hermogenianum together with a series of Byzantine commentaries, including John of Sicilyís
exegesis on the i$*Ú S.$N7101.
Among these exegetical works, Rosario Scalia has recently called attention to
the catena-commentary on the Invention ascribed in some manuscripts to Georgios
Diairetes or Sophistes102. Scalia lists three manuscripts that mention this elusive figure as the author of the commentary in two further Hermogenian manuscripts, Vat.
gr. 105 and 901 (following Scalia, D and V, while the Laurentianus is L). In fact,
the picture is a bit more complex. Let us have first a quick look at the manuscripts
involved.
D belongs to the Nicaean period and is dated to 1244-1255: it ascribes our
commentary on Invention to John Doxapatres103. V dates from the late thirteenth
century104 and, as stressed also by Scalia, it preserves the exegesis (&'Ï A211&'&

99

See A. Kominis, Gregorio Pardos, metropolita di Corinto e la sua opera, Rome 1960, 29-

30, 35.
See C.M. Mazzucchi, Longino in Giovanni di Sicilia: con un inedito di storia, epigrafia e
toponomastica di Cosma Manasse dal cod. Laurenziano LVII. 5, «Aevum» LXIV (1990) 183-198: 185.
101
See S. Papaioannou, Ioannes Sikeliotes (and Ioannes Geometres); revisited. With an appendix: Edition of Sikeliotesí scholia on Aelius Aristides, in A. Binggeli-V. D$roche (edd.), M!langes Bernard Flusin, Paris 2019, 659-692: 661.
102
R.G. Scalia, La teoria della 0?3:5.'2.521* nel A=?Ú =Õ?-2=&* dello Pseudo-Ermogene
e nei suoi commentatori, in P.B. Cipolla (ed.), Metodo e passione. «Atti dellíIncontro di Studi in onore
di Giuseppina Basta Donzelli (Catania, 11-12 aprile 2016)», Amsterdam 2018, 111-130.
103
For a description of the manuscript and his contents, see Papaioannou, o.c. 661: John Sikeliotes and John of Sardis are also transmitted under the name of John Doxapatres, while Galenos under
the name of Gregory of Corinth.
104
See Papaioannou, o.c. 662 and P. Schreiner, Codices Vaticani Graeci. Codices 867ñ932,
Vatican City 1988, 87-90.
100
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independently from the commented text. Again, the manuscript contains also the
work of Doxapatres (on Aphthonios) and John Sikeliotes.
D does not mention Georgios as the author of the commentary, listing instead
Doxapatres, at f. 32r105. The commentaryís authorship is explicitly problematized by
the title of L (by the twelfth-century century hand), which reads as follows (f. 174r):
v4DA<& $S8 '-ˆ8 9$*Ú $Ã*5#$C8 '5##&*&8 'D1-?8, I( 9-AAN7 %<%AMC7
6<A-9D7+ 1$A5'z #?7&G*-<#G57'&, (&Ú $Ã6?N8 '-=8 '-T '$47<(-T #?7&*1-#G57'& H>'-=8. ]S#Ú .Ó ¢ '-T c<&<*5'-? r$C*;M-?, ¢ '-T A$;-157-?
r$C*;M-? @7$9<;*B6-? (&Ú @.$#9D'-?.
Scholia on the four books of Invention, put together with tireless care from
many books and fittingly harmonized to the sayings of the rhetor. They are
either from Georgios Diairetes or from the said Georgios nameless and anonymous.
The addition about authorship comes after the same title that is to be found
with small variations also in D:
v4DA<& $S8 '-ˆ8 9$*Ú $Ã*5#$C8 'D1-?8 '##&*&8, I( 9-AAN7 1-< %<%AMC7
6<A-9-7>G57'& (&Ú #?7&G*-<#G57'&, (&Ú $Ã6?N8 '-=8 '-T '$47<(-T
#?7&*1-#G57'& H>'-=8. ˆCB77-? '-T c-L&9&'*-T.
V, finally, at f. 123v, gives r$C*;M-? #-6<#'-T as the author, without further
details. In fact, the authorship of ìGeorgiosî is most doubtful. Already Glockner had
pointed out the great similarity or even overlaps between ìGeorgiosî and portions
of the commentary ascribed to John of Sardeis by Doxapatres106. The attribution to
John is accepted also by Patillon and Papaioannou107. This is surely not the place to
disentangle such a complex issue. What matters to our concerns, however, is that
Laur. Plut. 57,5 proves the circulation of this commentary on Invention in the learned
circles of the capital during the twelfth century.
105
This fact was pointed out already by I. Graeven, Cornuti Artis Rhetoricae Epitome, Z!rich
1891, XI-XII.
106
S. GlRckner, Quaestiones Rhetoricae, Bratislava 1901, 12-13.
107
Papaioannou, o.c. 661-662; M. Patillon, Anonyme. Scolies au trait! Sur líinvention du
pseudo-Hermog#ne, Paris 2012, VII. On John of Sardeis see D. Resh, The first metaphrast: Ioannes,
Bishop of Sardeis, in A. Alwis-M. Hinterberger-E. Schiffer (eds.), Metaphrasis in Byzantine Literature,
Turnhout 2021, 43-70.
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As pointed out by Scalia and as the title of L emphasizes, the merits of the
commentary consist in combining many sources from several books, safeguarding
the consistency between commented texts and exegesis. Such an approach points to
a school environment108 and, above all, is in complete opposition with Tzetzesí
stance on the corpus, which, on the contrary, extols originality and independence
from the Hermogenian tenets.
There is a striking detail in this commentary. As noted again by Scalia, its
exegesis stands out precisely when it comes to the stance towards 9*-(&'B#'&#<8.
The passages highlighted by Scalia show that the commentary goes to some length
in order to demonstrate Hermogenesí internal consistency and safeguard the equation of 9*-.<2;>#<8 and 9*-(&'B#'&#<8109. He even reinforces the idea of (&'B#'&#<8 ñ which is absent in Hermogenes himself, as we have seen ñ to create a double parallel, 9*-.<2;>#<8 : 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 = .<2;>#<8 : (&'B#'&#<8. While
enlarging on 9*-(&'B#'&#<8, moreover, the text tellingly acknowledges also the
necessity of an introductory recap, which he identifies with 9*-(&'&#($?2, or preconfirmation, which ps.-Hermogenes addresses later in the treatise110:
!-)'C7 .Ó 'Ù 1Ó7 (&A$='&< 9*--M1<-7, 'Ù .Ó 9*-.<2;>#<8, y (&Ú 9*-(&'B#'&#<8, 'Ù .Ó 9*-9&*&#($?2. 0&Ú 9*--M1<-7 157 I#'< 15*-8 AD;-?
4*2#<1-7 9*Ù8 'Ï Õ9-($M1$7&, 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 .5 I#'< h;-?7 9*-.<2;>#<8 15*-8 '-T 9&7'Ù8 AD;-? 1$'Ï 'Ù 9*--M1<-7 '$'&;157-7, .<í -” 'Ï
9*$#%)'$*& '-T 9*B;1&'-8 @6>;-)1$G&. i*-(&'&#($?Z ((&'&#($?2
L) .5 I#'<7 I9&;;$AM& 'N7 1$AAD7'C7 (&'&#($?BP$#G&< ($6&A&MC7.
Of these speeches one is called proem, the other a pre-narration, or even preexposition, the other still pre-elaboration. And proems are a part of speech
useful to the topic at hand, while the pre-exposition is, like the pre-narration,
a part of the entire speech placed after the proem by which we narrate the
things that precede the fact. On the other hand, the pre-elaboration is the announcement of the points that are about to be elaborated.
Such an equivalence is explicitly denied by Tzetzes, who puts pre-exposition
and pre-confirmation on the same footing, against pre-narration. The latter is the
only part actually designed, in his opinion, to expound the antecedents, as he explains
Scalia, o.c. 111, n. 4.
Scalia, o.c. 116-118.
110
The text is edited by Scalia at p. 117. It can be found at f. 194r, ll. 8-14 in L; f. 57r, l.43-57v,
l. 5 in D. I was not able to locate it in V, which is damaged.
108
109
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further in P2'>#<8 25, referring again to the passage from Id. II 7,18,3-5 on clarity
already mentioned above (f. 231r).
The correspondences highlighted above make this commentary a likely representative of the group of staunch Hermogenian supporters attacked by Tzetzes. If
not his historical persona, which is really hard, if not impossible to pinpoint, the exegesis transmitted under his name was probably the one to which Tzetzesí opponents
subscribed. Such a hypothesis might be confirmed by another important and hitherto
disregarded fact. As I have mentioned above, albeit in passing, one of the most
ancient manuscripts of Hermogenes, Ambr. M 66 sup., carries later glosses written
in twelfth-century hands as well as verses by Tzetzes on Hermogenes. This manuscript, moreover, according to Mazzucchi, belonged to the library of John X Kamateros, a member of the family who also had been active in rhetoric, so much so that
we have a praise of Alexios III by him dated to 1196111.
The glosses of Ambr. M66 sup. are extremely rich and become even richer
when the manuscript reaches Invention II. There, at folia 83r-v, the issue of 9*-(&'B#'&#<8 is abundantly commented upon. As I was able to ascertain, there is no
doubt that the twelfth-century hand glossing Invention copied material partly overlapping with the commentary preserved by L, D and V, starting from f. 74r. The text
quoted and translated above is to be found at f. 83v. Unfortunately, the manuscript
does not seem to provide any authorship for the commentary ñ but closer inspection
will be needed to this effect. The relationship between M66 sup. and the other witnesses of this commentary also needs to be investigated more thoroughly, but this is
something that goes beyond the scope of this contribution. What is important to me
here is that we see a network of late twelfth-century manuscripts in dialogue with
each other, as it were.
Laur. Plut. 57,5 includes two commentaries, Gregoriosí and the commentary
on Invention, ascribed there to Georgios, which, in different ways, are explicitly or
implicitly at odds with Tzetzesí exegesis. Voss. gr. Q1 transmits the most complete
version of Tzetzesí material on Hermogenes, including the Logismoi, which refute
the very approach to the corpus voiced by the commentary on Invention in Laur.
Plut. 57,5. Lastly, Ambr. M 66 sup. bears textual material stemming from both
Tzetzes and the exegete on Invention. If Mazzucchi is right and it really belonged to
the library of one of the Kamateroi, this manuscript represents the material counterpart of the ambiguous relationship between Tzetzes and the family. As patrons and
111
See above, n. 88. On John X Kamateros, see Darrouz"s, Georges et D#m#trios cit. 48-49.
See also I. Van Dieten, Nicetae Choniatae Orationes et Epistulae, Berlin 1973, 216-217; E. Kaltsogianni, Nikephoros Chrysobergesí Encomium of the Patriarch John X Kamateros: A New Fragment,
«Parekbolai» X (2020) 142-149.
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sponsors of the arts, the Kamateroi were at liberty to negotiate their position toward
contemporary literary trends, giving alternatively their favour to one or the other.
From theory to performance: managing audience expectations
We have a phrase in Italian to capture the essence of unproductive discussions: ìquestioni di lana caprinaî, which literally translates as ìgoat-wool mattersî. I am fully
aware that, taken at face value, the debate around pre-exposition in Invention II could
well fit the bill ñ pun on billy-goats included. And yet, on the basis of the Logismoi
and the commentary on Hermogenes, I hope to be able to prove that much more is
at stake here than simply the pride of stubborn theoreticians.
As shown by the texts examined above, performance, in different forms, is
always very much in the background. The polemic with the Kamateroi is rooted in
the rituals of public and courtly display that made Komneanian society so lively and
fertile. In turn such rituals determined the life of the people involved in them, both
in terms of everyday anxieties, hopes, and fears and in terms of long-term social
standing. A failed performance could mean not only a loss of prestige but also a loss
of income or of prospective students. Not surprisingly such a perspective is present
also in P2'>#<8 21, dealing with pre-exposition. It informs the last section of the
P2'>#<8, where the purpose of all the rhetorical devices illustrated in the first part is
finally laid on the table (f. 230r-v, figg. 4-5):
d—'C 1Ó7 9*-.<.B#(-7'$8 #?7'D1C8 9:7 'Ù 15AA-7,
'Ï8 (A2#$<8 u8 $S*2($<7 7T7, (&A-T1$7 '547>8 AD;-?8.
é7 .j $S8 ($6BA&<& '<7Ï 15AA-7'& .<&<*N1$7,
$q '5 '< (&Ú (&<7D'$*-7 15AAC1$7 @6>;$=#G&<,
'D'$ (&A$=7 $S/G&1$7 '-T'- 'Ï8 (A2#$<8 'B#.$Y
9*-4&*&('>*<#1-ˆ8 w1& (&Ú 9*-.<&'?9/#$<8,
9*-(&'&#'B#$<8 #ˆ7 &Ã'-=8 (&Ú (&'&#'B#$<8 w1&
Thus, when we indicate preliminarily and succinctly all that is to come,
we call words of the art the names that I have mentioned right now.
But, if we take up summarily the arguments to come,
and we are about to expound something rather new,
then we should get used to name the process with the following terms:
pre-characterization and pre-figurations
and also pre-expositions and expositions,
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(&Ú w1&, 9*-(&'&#($?Ï8 (&Ú 9*--<(-7-1M&8
#ˆ7 -R8 9*-G$*&9$M&8 '$ (&M ;$ 9*-.<-*G/#$<8.
WAAj¡ 9*-4&*&('>*<#1Ù8 #ˆ7 9*-.<&'?9/#$<
(&Ú (&'&#'B#$< w1& .Ó (&Ú 'e 9*-(&'&#'B#$<,
7&Ú 1Z7, (&Ú 'Z7 '-T A5;-7'-8 @#6BA$<&7 #(-9-T#<,
@(*-&'N7 'Ù 9A5-7 .Ó µ7& 1Z G-*?%N7'&<˙
s7 6e8 ;Ï*, ì'5##&*& I*$=7, @(*-&'&Ú, 7T7 15AACî,
‡7 .Ó ¢ .)- 6&M>8 s7, I(G-*?%2#$<8 '-)'-?8
(&Ú, XAA& Õ9-#4D1$7-8 |'$*& .Ó .<.B#(C7,
(&Ú 9$6?*157& A5;C7 .Ó 1Z 9*-$<9b7 I($=7&,
¡1-MC8 IG-*)%>#&8 @(*-&'N7 'Ù 9A\G-8,
(&Ú -—'C '&T'& 9A5-7 1$7 @(*-&'N7 6*-7'MP$<.
[ .5 ;$ 9*-(&'&#($?Z #ˆ7 'e 9*-G$*&9$Mp,
(&Ú 'e 9*-.<-*G/#$< .Ó 9*-A5;-7'&< I7'547C8,
O'jX7 '< 15AAC1$7 I*$=7 .-(-T7 'N7 (&<7-'5*C7
9A5-7 '\8 @#6&A$M&8 .$ 6*-7'MP$< 'N7 A$;D7'C7.
‰ A5;C7 ;Ï* 6*-7'MP$< 1Ó7 (&Ú 'N7 @(*-C157C7
&Ã'-T .Ó 9A5-7 7T7 &Õ'-T, 1Z .DLz (&<7Ï A5;$<7.
together with pre-confirmations and prefatory summary
and preparation for the introduction and the setting right by anticipation.
But the pre-characterization together with pre-figuration
and exposition as well as pre-exposition,
although they do protect the speaker,
they protect much more the audience, lest they shout their disapproval.
For if you say: ìNow, my public, I will say four thingsî
and then you say one or two, you will provoke an uproar among them,
and if you promise one thing and then you teach another
and you speak in a disorganized manner, without announcing your topics,
equally you cause uproar among the majority of your audience.
Thus, these devices are more for the sake of the audience.
The pre-confirmation together with the preparation for the introduction
and the setting right by anticipation are skilled ways to preface,
when we are about to say something that seems new,
but they are more for the sake of the speaker.
For the speaker thinks about his listeners too
but here more about himself lest he does not seem to put forward
[novelties.

fig. 5: Leiden University Libraries, Voss. gr. Q1, f. 230v
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[ 9*--<(-7-1M& .Ó q#> (&Ú @16-'5*C7,
@(*-&'&=8 (&Ú A5;-7'< 1$#D'>8 ;Ï* '?;4B7$<.
!-#-?'&9AN8 I1B*'>($7 ¡ '$47<(Ù8 I7GB.$,
$S9$=7 '-A12#&8 X'$47-7, ›8 'M8 I( 'N7 @'547C7
'Ù X7$? (&'&#'B#$C8 X*4$#G&< .<>;$=#G&<.
The prefatory summary is equal for both,
for it is midway between the speaker and the listeners.
So, this is how the rhetorician was wrong here:
daring to call unskilled, as if he was one of the unskilled speakers,
to start with the narration without exposition.
P2'>#<8 21 closes on very detailed considerations on the psychology of
listeners and speakers and ways to approach novelty, very much in tune with the
conversations on these topics that animated the circles of Komenian literati112. There
is no space here to delve into the technicalities of this passage. What is relevant to
my concerns is that Tzetzes has a keen eye for the reactions of the public. The term
he uses, @#6BA$<&, conveys by itself the dangers of performance, while the audience is represented as boisterous and menacing.
Such concerns are expressed also at the end of the preface to the commentary
on Invention, where Tzetzes enlarges again on the question whether prologues are
absolutely necessary. Four lines are particularly relevant to our topics, as they offer
a clue to the kind of performances that Tzetzes and his audiences had in mind (f.
81v, fig. 6):
I7M-'$ (&Ú 9&7'$AN8 9*--M1<-7 I(A$M9$<.
û19*-#G< %&#<A5C8 ;Ï* (&Ú '<7N7 Õ9$*D4C7
-Ã .$= 9*--<1<BP$#G&< (&Ú 9*Ú7 @*$MC 9B;+
-–'$ 9*--<1<BP-7'- -–'jI9<AD;-?8 $•4-7.
Sometimes the prologue is skipped altogether.
For in front of the emperor and of other personalities
one must not have a prologue, as on the Areopagus in antiquity
they had neither prologues nor conclusions.
112
See A. Pizzone, History has no end: originality and human progress in Eustathiosí second
oration for Michael o tou Anchialou, in F. Pontani-V. Katsaros-V. Sarris, Reading Eustathios of Thessalonike, Berlin-Boston 2017, 331-356; Ead., Audiences and emotions in Eustathios of Thessalonikeís
Commentaries on Hermogenes, «DOP» LXX (2016) 225-244.

fig. 6: Leiden University Libraries, Voss. gr. Q1, f. 81v
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It becomes clear that exhibitions in front of the Emperor played an important
ñ albeit not exclusive ñ role in Tzetzesí considerations. We come thus full circle. In
Historia XI 369, the rhetor chosen by Andronikos had been celebrated at and by the
court. Given the role that performance has in the texts associated to the dispute with
the Kamateroi and the relevance of pre-exposition to performative practices, I think
that also in Historia XI 369 we have to do with a case of a public contest between
literati either presenting competing speeches at the court or previously selected (in
the case of the ëbuffaloí) for this purpose113. The peculiar treatment of pre-exposition
chosen by Tzetzes might have played a part in the final outcome of the contest. We
are not in a position to hypothesize more. It is lost together with so many other
minutiae and everyday concerns that preoccupied the protagonists of this story.
There is no doubt, however, that the new texts from the Logismoi and the commentary on Hermogenes are helping to partly dispel the mist of time.
AGLAE PIZZONE
pizzone@sdu.dk

See E.C. Bourbouhakis, Not Composed in a Chance Manner: The Epitaphios for Manuel I
Komnenos by Eustathios of Thessalonike, Uppsala 2017, 47*. The issue of courtly culture is discussed
again in by M. Mullet, Performing court literature in medieval Byzantium: tales told in tents, in M.
Pomerantz-E. Birge Vitz (edd.), In the Presence of Power: Court and Performance in the Pre-Modern
Middle East, New York 2017, 121-141.
113

Il figlio di capro e il libro sfregiato.
Versi inediti di Tzetzes (Laur. Conv. soppr. 627, ff. 20v-21r)

Alla pubblicazione della estesa e multiforme produzione di Giovanni Tzetzes (ca.
1110/1112-post 1180)1 ñ incomparabilis memoriae vir atque infinitae pene lectionis,
* Nel corso della stesura di questo lavoro ho avuto il privilegio e il piacere di confrontarmi
con amici e colleghi. E in particolare sono grato ad Aglae Pizzone, per la generosa disponibilit! e per
líaiuto prezioso prestatomi nellíesegesi di questi versi e nella ënavigazioneí tra gli scritti editi e inediti
di Tzetzes, e ad Antonio Rollo, al quale sono debitore per líattenta rilettura del testo e per i molti suggerimenti che mi hanno messo al riparo da sviste e inesattezze. Sono inoltre riconoscente a Menico Caroli
per aver letto e migliorato una prima stesura di queste pagine. Il debito di gratitudine verso Rosa Otranto
e Massimo Pinto, con i quali mi sono confrontato a pi" riprese su questi versi, # maggiore di quanto
possa qui dire. Sono inoltre grato a Davide Baldi per líaiuto fornitomi nella decifrazione di alcuni punti
non ben leggibili nei fogli del Laurenziano; a Daniele Bianconi e a Tommaso Braccini per alcuni utili
spunti interpretativi. In fine, non ultimo, un sincero ringraziamento va a Enrico Emanuele Prodi per i
consigli sul testo, per líincoraggiamento a portare avanti questo lavoro e per averne accolto i risultati
nel presente volume. Nel rammarico di non aver sempre saputo o potuto far tesoro di tutti i consigli,
vale precisare che dellíinterpretazione complessiva, come di imprecisioni ed errori rimasti nel testo,
resto naturalmente solo $%&'(.
1
Per un inquadramento sulla vita e gli scritti di Tzetzes si fa riferimento a C. Wendel, Tzetzes,
Johannes, in RE VII/A (1948) 1959-2010. Per recenti messe a punto sulla sua biografia intellettuale,
líopera e il contesto culturale, oltre ai lavori citati nelle note seguenti, vd. V.F. Lovato, Ulysse, Tzetz!s
et lí"ducation # Byzance, in N.S.M. Matheou-Th. Kampianaki-L.M. Bondioli (edd.), From Constantinople to the Frontier. The City and the Cities, Leiden-Boston 2016, 326-342; P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the blemish examiners: a Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly
disposition, «MEG» XVII (2017) 1-57; A. Pizzone, Saturno contro sul mare di Ismaro. Una nuova
fonte per lí(auto)biografia di Tzetze, in A. Capra-S. Martinelli Tempesta-C. Nobili (edd.), Philoxenia.
Viaggi e viaggiatori nella Grecia di ieri e di oggi, Sesto San Giovanni 2020, 75-94; M. Savio, Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza, Roma 2020. Per la sua
scholarship si rinvia a H. Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, II, M)nchen
1978, 59-63; N.G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, London-Cambridge 19962, 190-196; M.J. Luzzatto,
Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide. Note autografe sul Codice Heidelberg Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999; F.
Budelmann, Classical Commentary in Byzantium. John Tzetzes on Ancient Greek Literature, in R.K.
Gibson-Ch. Shuttleworth Kraus (edd.), The Classical Commentary. Histories, Practices, Theory,
Leiden 2002, 141-169; A. Kaldellis, Hellenism in Byzantium. The Transformations of Greek Identity
and the Reception of the Classical Tradition, Cambridge 2007, 301-307; F. Pontani, Scholarship in the
Byzantine Empire (529ñ1453), in F. Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion
to Ancient Greek Scholarship, Leiden-Boston 2015, I, 297-455: 378-385; D.J. Mastronarde, Preliminary Studies on the Scholia to Euripides, Berkeley 2017, 77-89.
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per dirla con Poliziano2 ñ mancano tuttora allíappello, ancorch! noti da tempo, gli
"#Û$%& che un copista della prima et' paleologa ha trascritto ai ff. 20v-21r del Laurentianus Conv. soppr. 627 (díora in poi F), il celeberrimo codice dei romanzieri
greci. Alla luce del generale recupero di interesse negli ultimi decenni per la figura
di Tzetzes e per la sua produzione, ( parso opportuno offrire una proekdosis di questi
versi, aperta a ulteriori approfondimenti, insieme ad una prima versione di lavoro e
ad alcune note di commento.
1. Il Laurenziano (sec. XIII ex.-XIV in.) ( ben noto per essere testimone medievale
unico anche e soprattutto per i romanzi di Caritone e di Senofonte Efesio, nonch! il
solo manoscritto a trasmettere integralmente il libro I del Dafni e Cloe di Longo
(privo cio( della lacuna dal capitolo 12 a 17 che affligge la restante tradizione)3. Bench! il codice sia un cimelio assai noto, in quanto testis unicus per scritti antichi e
bizantini4, e bench! numerosi studiosi abbiano compulsato le sue carte, collazionato
e pubblicato i testi di cui ( latore, gli "#Û$%& in questione sono rimasti negletti, n!
sembra abbiano suscitato particolare interesse. Meritano dunque di essere tratti alla
2
Poliziano, Ep. I 2,5 (S. Butler, Angelo Poliziano. Letters, I: Books I-IV, Cambridge MALondon 2006, 14).
3
Descrizione del manoscritto in [E. Rostagno]-N. Festa, Indice dei Codici Greci Laurenziani
non compresi nel catalogo del Bandini, I: Conventi soppressi, «SIFC» I (1893) 172-176 (ripubblicato
come primo supplemento al vol. II della ristampa a cura di A. Kudlien del catalogo di A.M. Bandini,
Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum Bibliothecae Mediceae Laurentianae, Lipsiae 1961, 28*-30*); per
i problemi che il testimone pone quanto a datazione e localizzazione cf. N. Bianchi, Il codice Laur.
Conv. soppr. 627 (F): problemi e ipotesi di localizzazione, «AFLB» XLIV (2001) 161-181; per un quadro sintetico dei problemi inerenti questo testimone vd. R. Roncali, Caritone di Afrodisia. Il romanzo
di Calliroe, Milano 20042, 5-9. La storia moderna del Laurenziano # strettamente intrecciata con quella
dei romanzi greci: cf. N. Bianchi, Caritone e Senofonte Efesio. Inediti di Giovanni Lami, Bari 2004;
Id., Il codice del romanzo. Tradizione manoscritta e ricezione dei romanzi greci, Bari 2006, capp. III e
IV; per un quadro aggiornato si vedano inoltre i contributi di Augusto Guida: Prove di restauro virtuale
sul codice Laur. Conv. soppr. 627, in S. Luc! (ed.), Libri palinsesti greci: conservazione, restauro
digitale, studio. «Atti del Convegno internazionale», Roma 2008, 171-177; Caritone in Vaticana, in G.
Bastianini-A. Casanova (edd.), I papiri del romanzo antico. «Atti del convegno internazionale di studi.
Firenze, 11-12 giugno 2009», Firenze 2010, 153-163; Qualche novit# dalla pagina macchiata del codice Laur. Conv. soppr. 627 di Longo, in A. Casanova-G. Messeri-R. Pintaudi (edd.), e s$ díamici pieno.
«Omaggio di studiosi italiani a Guido Bastianini per il suo settantesimo compleanno», Firenze 2016,
495-504.
4
Non sar! inutile ricordare che il manoscritto # stato in passato anche al centro di polemiche
e clamorose querelles filologiche e non solo: cf. R. Pintaudi, La polemica Courier-Del Furia a proposito del Laurenziano Gr. Conv. Soppr. 627. Documenti di Archivio, «AATC» XLIII (1978) 201-238; e
da ultimo G. Cattaneo, Per la storia di una lacuna: documenti inediti a proposito dellíAffaire Courier
dal carteggio Francesco Del Furia-Sebastiano Ciampi, «QS» 87 (2018) 215-258.
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luce, a testimonianza sia della preziosit' del minutissimo scrigno manoscritto che li
contiene sia di quanto varia e vivace ñ nonch! in parte ancora da esplorare e
pubblicare ñ fosse la multiforme produzione letteraria di Tzetzes.
Appartenuto allíumanista Antonio Corbinelli (Ü1425), F pass) in seguito con
la sua biblioteca alla Badia Fiorentina (1424) e da qui, a seguito delle soppressioni
napoleoniche delle corporazioni religiose (1809), alla Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, ove tuttora si conserva5. In Badia fu letto da Poliziano6, tra gli ultimi a saper
valorizzare questo codice. Di esso si persero infatti le tracce fino alla6sua riscoperta
settecentesca7, allorch! Antonio Cocchi (1695-1758), erudito e scienziato toscano,
editore principe del romanzo di Senofonte Efesio (Londra 1726), per primo, a quanto
consta, segnal) la presenza tra le carte di F degli "#Û$%& tzetziani: versusque aliquot
#%* +Ô#,- (sic)8.
Bisogna attendere gli inizi dellíOttocento per imbattersi in una nuova segnalazione di questi versi: nella descrizione del Laurenziano posta in limine allíedizione
delle fabulae esopiche, giusta la recensio di questo codice, Francesco Del Furia annotava: «eadem pagina [i.e. f. 20] habentur versus nonnulli Tzetzae»9. Una rilevante
segnalazione, indipendente dalle precedenti, risale poi alla fine dello stesso secolo:
nella seconda edizione della Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur di Karl Krumbacher, nella sezione dedicata agli scritti inediti o perduti di Giovanni Tzetzes, si
legge: «Im Cod. Laur. Conv. soppr. 627 fol. 20v sah ich eine jambische Epistel gegen
5
Il codice F, come gli altri appartenuti al Corbinelli (sui quali vd. A. Rollo, Sulle tracce di
Antonio Corbinelli, «SMU» II (2004) 25-95), pass* per legato testamentario alla Badia, previo usufrutto
vitalizio a favore del sodale Iacopo di Niccol* Corbizzi, per essere poi trasferito in Laurenziana a
seguito delle soppressioni: R. Blum, La Biblioteca della Badia fiorentina e i codici di Antonio Corbinelli, Citt! del Vaticano 1951, in particolare per F: 3, 9, 67 n. 19, 75, 77, 79, 88, 104, 109, 116, 160.
6
Cf. N. Bianchi, Poliziano, i romanzi antichi e Senofonte Efesio, in Id., Romanzi greci
ritrovati. Tradizione e riscoperta dalla tarda antichit# al Cinquecento, Bari 2011, 67-98.
7
Non vi # alcuna segnalazione di versi tzetziani nella celebre descrizione del Laurenziano
(la prima descrizione a stampa di questo codice) che il padre maurino Bernard de Montfaucon offre nel
suo Diarium Italicum, Parisiis 1702, 365-366.
8
La notizia su F di Antonio Cocchi si legge autografa nelle carte IIr-IIIr del codice Bodl.
DíOrville 319 (sul quale cf. F. Madan, A Summary Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian
Library at Oxford, IV, Oxford 1897, 107 nr. 17197) contenente la trascrizione del romanzo di Caritone.
Questíultima fu utilizzata per líeditio princeps da Jacques Philippe díOrville (1750), il quale nella Praefatio trascrisse integralmente la notizia cocchiana sul codice. La stessa notizia # trascritta, pure autografa di Cocchi, anche nel Magliab. VIII 1324 Grandi formati 11 (cc. 78-79) della Biblioteca nazionale di
Firenze. Quanto alla grafia +Ô&,% del Cocchi, deve aver tratto in inganno il tratteggio assai simile a
quello del csi con cui il copista di F # aduso a vergare la lettera zeta.
9
Fabulae Aesopicae quales ante Planudem ferebantur ex vetusto codice Abbatiae Florent.
nunc primum erutae [Ö] cura ac studio F. De Furia, Lipsiae 18102 (Firenze 18091), XXXIV.
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einen, der aus einem Versbuch des Tzetzes ein St.ck herausgeschnitten hatte»10. A
tale dichiarazione ( fatta seguire la trascrizione di parte dellíinscriptio di questi versi,
per la cui prima sezione (vv. 1-18, f. 20v) Krumbacher aveva potuto disporre di
riproduzioni fotografiche11.
Qualche anno dopo, allíinterno del catalogo dei codici della Badia fiorentina
passati in Laurenziana, Nicola Festa12 forniva una dettagliata descrizione del manufatto e per i nostri versi una trascrizione integrale dellíinscriptio corredata di incipit
ed explicit13. Meno di un decennio pi/ tardi, Leo Sternbach pubblicava, traendoli da
F (f. 21r), octo carmina 01Ô"2%#- [Ö] quae ad certos auctores referri possunt: i
primi due, 345 #˜$67 e 82Ú #9 2:Ù5 #Ù $;<:%7 =;#->%?9 #@7 2:-A=Ì#B7, assegnava a Tzetzes (perch! trascritti subito dopo i nostri "#C$%& dichiaratamente tzetziani) e in particolare alla sua produzione giovanile14, senza tuttavia peritarsi di dare pi/
ampia notizia o trascrizione degli "#Û$%& che qui interessano, proprio in quanto esplicitamente tzetziani.
Inediti risultano pertanto ancora nel 1948 nellíampia e documentatissima voce
su Tzetzes di Carl Wendel per la Realencyclop!die15, ove se ne d' conto con relativa
trascrizione di seconda mano di inscriptio, incipit ed explicit16. Solo in anni pi/ reK. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur von Justinian bis zum Ende des
Ostr%mischen Reiches (527 - 1453), M)nchen 18972, 535.
11
Questi versi non erano segnalati tra i molti scritti ancora inediti di Tzetzes nel Vorwort della
prima edizione della Geschichte (M)nchen 1891, 241), datato «M)nchen, im Oktober 1890» (X). Solo
dopo questa data infatti Krumbacher venne a conoscenza dei versi tzetziani, come # confermato dallo
ëschedoneí bibliotecario relativo al codice conservato in Laurenziana: in data 8-10.VIII.1891 # registrato «Karl Krumbacher - M)nchen» con líannotazione «fot. positive le cc. 20a-20b» (nella parte inferiore del verso del f. 20 si leggono appunto líinscriptio e i primi diciotto versi).
12
[Rostagno]-Festa, l.c. Generalmente attribuita a Rostagno e a Festa congiuntamente (giusta
le titolazioni), la descrizione dei codici del fondo Conventi soppressi della Laurenziana si deve in realt!
al solo Nicola Festa, come si precisa nella premessa di Girolamo Vitelli allo stesso Indice (ibid., 130
[= Supplementa cit. p 5*]) e come risulta da una lettera del Festa a Vitelli pubblicata in M. Gigante,
Lettere di Nicola Festa a Girolamo Vitelli, in Nicola Festa, «Atti del Convegno di studi, Matera, 2526-27 ottobre 1982», Venosa 1984, 61-109: 97 nr. XVI.
13
[Rostagno]-Festa, o.c. 173-174 (= Supplementa cit. 29*).
14
L. Sternbach, Spicilegium Laurentianum, «Eos» VIII (1902) 65-86: 66-67. Pi" prudentemente Carl Wendel osservava che non # motivo sufficiente a rivendicare la paternit! tzetziana di questi
due carmina adespoti il fatto che siano trascritti di seguito ai nostri versi dichiaratamente tzetziani
(Wendel, o.c. 2003).
15
Wendel, o.c. 2002-2003, nr. 34.
16
Inscriptio, incipit ed explicit forniti da Wendel sono appunto quelli trascritti in [Rostagno]Festa, l.c. (allíinfuori dellíaccentazione di —%- al v. 37, che segue correttamente la lezione del codice
ed # da intendersi quale correzione implicita di Wendel in luogo di ”%- del Festa).
10
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centi, forse anche per la crescente attenzione riservata a Tzetzes e alla sua opera,
questi versi hanno trovato segnalazione in repertori della produzione poetica bizantina17 e nel regesto degli scritti del nostro grammatikos accluso alla dissertazione
dottorale di Ilias Ch. Nesseris, ove ne viene data anche una parziale trascrizione (vv.
1-6, 29-30)18.
Non sembra che alcuno sia tornato di recente su questi versi: la situazione
materiale del manufatto, la scrittura in pi/ punti evanida e líusura del supporto nel
margine superiore di f. 21r, e non solo19, oltre che forse pure líerrata percezione che
questi "#C$%& avessero gi' trovato pubblicazione, potrebbero aver distolto dal darne
trascrizione.
2. Questi "#C$%& (trimetri giambici, dodecasillabi)20 ci consegnano una vivace polemica del nostro grammatikos contro un ìfiglio di caproî, accusato di aver rovinato
il tomos dei versi tzetziano decurtandone una parte. La tagliente maniera di apostrofare e insultare rivali e detrattori, nonch! il lessico vario e proteiforme messo in
campo per líoccasione, confermano la paternit' di questi trimetri (nei quali, peraltro,
17
I. Vassis, Initia carminum Byzantinorum, Berlin-New York 2005, 770: i versi sono segnalati sulla base della descrizione del manoscritto di [Rostagno]-Festa, l.c.
18
I.Ch. Nesseris, . $%/012% 3&45 6753&%5&/589$8:4 ;%&< &85 128 %/=5%, >>, diss.
Ioannina 2014, 515-540 (catalogo delle opere di Tzetzes), 382 n. 71 (la trascrizione parziale dei versi,
ivi fornita, si discosta dal manoscritto nei seguenti punti: 31 &(<?85 ;%Ú 29, 0Ó &Ù @<:/3&% 30).
19
Sui problemi posti dalla non facile lettura di alcuni fogli deteriorati di questo testimone cf.
Guida, Prove di restauro cit.
20
Sul dodecasillabo bizantino studio di riferimento # quello di P. Maas, Der byzantinische
Zw%lfsilber, «ByzZ» XII (1903) 278-323 (rist. con aggiunte e revisioni nelle Kleine Schriften, hrsg. von
W. Buchwald, M)nchen 1973, 242-288, da cui si cita); cf. inoltre M.D. Lauxtermann, The velocity of
pure iambs. Byzantine observations on the metre and rhythm of the dodecasyllabe, «JAByz» XLVIII
(1998) 9-33, e A. Rhoby, Vom jambischen Trimeter zum byzantinischen Zw%lfsilber. Beobachtungen
zur Metrik des sp&tantiken und byzantinischen Epigramms, «WS» CXXIV (2011) 117-142. Utili anche
alcuni studi specifici: C. Giannelli, Tetrastici di Teodoro Prodromo sulle feste fisse e sui santi del
calendario bizantino, «AB» LXXV (1957) 299ñ336 (rist. in Scripta minora, Roma 1963, 255-289); R.
Romano, Teoria e prassi della versificazione. Il dodecasillabo nei Panegirici epici di Giorgio di Pisidia, «ByzZ» LXXVIII (1985) 1-22; L. Sarriu, Ritmo, metro, poesia e stile. Alcune considerazioni sul
dodecasillabo di Michele Psello, «MEG» VI (2006) 171-197. Per la metrica bizantina, incluso il dodecasillabo, si veda ora la trattazione di M.D. Lauxtermann, Byzantine Poetry from Pisides to Geometres.
Texts and Contexts, II, Wien 2019, 265-383 (Appendix Metrica). In particolare per i trimetri giambici
di Tzetzes vd. G. Hart, De Tzetzarum nomine vitis scriptis, «JCPh» Suppl. 12 (1881), 1-75: 66-75; F.
Kuhn, Symbolae ad doctrinae $1(Ú 0/B(ı575 historiam pertinentes, Vratislaviae 1892, 83-88; P.L.M.
Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae iambi, «RSBN» n.s. VI-VII (1969-1970) 127-156: 130-132; Lauxtermann,
Byzantine Poetry cit. 289-290; e pi" diffusamente G. Pace, Giovanni Tzetzes. La poesia tragica, Napoli
20112, 31-39.
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il ricorso alla terza persona con la reiterata presenza del genitivo DEÔ#E%F, comí(
nello stile dellíautore, funge da effettiva sphragis)21 e restituiscono una nuova
testimonianza della sua produzione in versi, oltre che una prova non trascurabile
dellíattenzione che copisti e filologi díet' paleologa riservarono al nostro grammatikos, alla sua opera e al suo insegnamento22. I versi in oggetto costituiscono altresG
una significativa attestazione di quegli sfoghi autobiografici che ricorrono con frequenza (si pensi soprattutto alle composizioni con finalit' didattiche ed erudite) nella
scrittura di Tzetzes, ben noto per «the extreme and quite particular presence of his
own Self in his texts»23.
Questi "#C$%& sono stati trascritti da un copista non identificato, la cui scrittura
definita «da ìcerchia di Planudeî» ( riconducibile a quella stilizzazione facente capo
alla Fettaugen-mode detta beta-gamma24, su due colonne a lettura progressiva
orizzontale nella parte inferiore del f. 20v (r. 11 ex imo) e in quella superiore del f.
21r (col. 1, r. 10). Il deterioramento di una parte di questo foglio, pur impedendo in

21
Su questo coinvolgimento in terza persona, tipico della scrittura del nostro grammatikos,
cf. M.J. Luzzatto, Leggere i classici nella biblioteca imperiale: note tzetziane su antichi codici, «QS»
XLVIII (1998), 69-86: 70; Pizzone, Saturno contro cit. 83.
22
Sullíinteresse dei dotti di et! paleologa per le note tzetziane vd. Luzzatto, Leggere i classici
cit. 74-76, e soprattutto Ead., Note inedite di Giovanni Tzetzes e restauro di antichi codici alla fine del
XIII secolo: il problema del Laur. 70,3 di Erodoto, in G. Prato (ed.), I manoscritti greci tra riflessione
e dibattito. «Atti del V Colloquio Internazionale di Paleografia Greca, Cremona, 4-10 ottobre 1998»,
II, Firenze 2000, 633-654, e III, 323-330 (tavole). Un altro caso significativo, per esempio, # dato dal
Vind. Phil. gr. 321 (sec. XIII ex.), preziosa miscellanea di testi bizantini, che trasmette, tra i vari
materiali tzetziani, anche un breve poema inedito di cui # annunciata líedizione da Agapitos, o.c. 16
n. 84.
23
Agapitos, o.c. 4, che definisce questo atteggiamento come «autographic syndrome»; sulla
authorial presence nellíopera tzetziana cf. le considerazioni di Budelmann, o.c. 150-152; F. Benuzzi,
Erudizione, autorit# e autorialit#: líesegesi antica alla commedia sulla cattedra di Giovanni Tzetze,
«IFilolClass» XVII (2017-2018) 369-386; e soprattutto A. Pizzone, Self-authorization and strategies
of autography in John Tzetzes: The Logismoi rediscovered, «GRBS» LX (2020) 652-690 (sono grato
allíautrice per avermi dato la possibilit! di leggere questo contributo ancora in bozze). Pi" in generale
e di recente sullíautorialit! nella letteratura bizantina cf. E. Cullhed, The blind bard and ëIí: Homeric
biography and authorial personas in the twelfth century, «BMGS» XXXVIII (2014) 49-67; A.
Pizzone (ed.), The Author in Middle Byzantine Literature. Modes, Functions, and Identities, BerlinBoston 2014.
24
La definizione «da ìcerchia di Planudeî» # di G. Cavallo, Il libro come oggetto d'uso nel
mondo bizantino, «JAByz» XXXI (1981) 395-424: 415. Sulla stilizzazione beta-gamma cf. N.G.
Wilson, Nicaean and Palaeologan hands: Introduction to a discussion, in La Pal"ographie grecque et
byzantine. Paris 21-25 octobre 1974, Paris 1977, 263-267.
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qualche punto una pi/ sicura decifrazione, non ci priva tuttavia del senso complessivo di questi versi25.
Bench! risultino in qualche punto problematici e pure di non pacifica esegesi,
questi "#Û$%& meritano díessere sottratti allíoscurit' e offerti in una prima e provvisoria edizione, accompagnati anche da una traduzione di lavoro che ne agevoli la
comprensione: in attesa di ulteriori approfondimenti, varr' senzíaltro la pena per ora
di leggerli nella loro integrit'.
H#Û$%& #%* DEÔ#E%F 2:I5 #&7- JıK-7#- =Ô:%5 #%* #ı=%F #@7 "#Û$B7
-Ã#%* ;Õ:L7 #%*#%7 M7 #N "-J;??Û%F J;??ÛOP MA:ÌQ6"-7 1R %”#%& J-Ú
MJ%??ST6"-7 ;45 #Ù7 #ı=%7 MJ;<7%7 07#R MJ;Û7B7 #@7 J%2Ô7#B7.
Dı=%7 "#-?Ô7#- #ı71; #N "-J;??ÛO,
#:ÌA%F Aı7%5 #&5, 0??Ï J-Ú 2%C%F #:ÌA%F,
UJ;&:;7 %V"#:O J-Ú 2-:;<?; #%ˆ5 "#Û$%F5,
2:Ù5 W7 #&5 ;42Ó #X7 "%QX7 2-:%&=Û-7P
Q˜??- #%2:Ú7 UJ;&:;7 0=2Ô?%F #:ÌA%5,
%Y%5 2-#X: "I5, ‚ #;=@7 #Ù $-:#Û%7,

5

Versi di Tzetzes contro un tale che ha reciso parte del volume dei suoi (scil.
di Tzetzes) versi dopo averlo rinvenuto nella stanza del sacello. E questi (scil.
i versi che seguono) furono trascritti e incollati in quel volume al posto di
quelli recisi.
Questo libro, allestito per il sacello, un figlio di capro ñ e di quale capro ñ
recise con furia e ne sottrasse i versi. Contro di lui si riferisca (questa) storiella
istruttiva: [5] foglie di vite recise una volta un capro ñ quale tuo padre, o
distruttore del libro,
25
Nella trascrizione si introduce iota mutum anche quando assente (p.es. v. 3), tralasciando
di segnalare in apparato questi casi. Dellíuso dello iota mutum in F discute, in merito a un epigramma
di Cristoforo Mitileno, E. Follieri, Iota mutum: ripristino o eliminazione in alcuni testi bizantini, in
Scritti in memoria di Carlo Gallavotti, «RCCM» XXXVI (1994) 271-280 (rist. in Ead., Byzantina et
italograeca. Studi di filologia e di paleografia, a cura di A. Acconcia Longo-L. Perria-A. Luzzi, Roma
1997, 477-485), ove si rileva che «nel codice fiorentino [scil. F] lo iota mutum # indicato, come
subscriptum, molto sporadicamente» (275 = 481). Si mantengono a testo le forme univerbate di
espressioni avverbiali risultanti da concrezione (articolo + avverbio/aggettivo/sostantivo); da notare, in
questíultimo caso, che al di sotto di &%@Ì:/3&% (30) in F # presente un segno di hyphen (sullíimpiego
di questo segno, a indicare parole che, normalmente pronunciate separatamente, devono essere invece
lette insieme come se fossero una sola, cf. Pace, Giovanni Tzetzes cit. 98; hyphen si riscontra anche
nelle note autografe tzetziane: cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 49 n. 19, 72 n. 8).
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;V#R %“7 #&5 M?S?FT-5, ;V#R Z??%F =Ô#-,
[ 1R Z=2;?%5P «\;<:I7 =;, Q6"Û7, ‚ #:ÌA;,
>Û>:B"J;, #Ô=7;, J]7 J^:"_5 2Ì7#- J?Ì1%7,
0??R ;45 TF6?Ï5 J-Ú "Q-AÏ5 #Ï5 "`5, {‚} #:ÌA;,
%V7%F "#-?-A=%<5 J-Ú $%-<5 M2-:JÔ"B».
J-Ú "ˆ #%?%&2Ù7 J]7 #I=%7 DEÔ#E%F "#Û$B7
2Ì7#- =;=67L5 "ˆ "2-:Ì,_5 J-Ú #Ô=_5,
0??R %“7 02R -Ã#%* #%* 2-#:I5 "%F #%* JÔ:B5
J:%F7%Ú 2Ì?&7 >?˜";&-7 M==Ô#:B7 ?ıAB7P
7&Ja AÏ: -Ã#Ù 2b7 >%˘=;7%7 JÔ:-5,
#Ù #c5 d=-?T;Û-5 #; J-Ú $:<%7 JÔ:-5
e #; 2:%;<1;7 ¡ 2:%QS#65 2:Ú7 JÔ:-,
f. 21r
f?&J#Ï 2%&JÛ?- #; J-Ú #@7 ¿:TCB7
JÔ:-5 #; 2b7 #@7 ,;:,&J@7 "#:-#;F=Ì#B7
J-Ú 1X "ˆ7 -Ã#%<5 J-Ú ?ıQ%7 gFE-7#ÛB7
J?c"&7 ?-$ı7#- J-Ú J-?%h=;7%7 \Ô:-5.
J;:-">%?%*7 =Ó7 #%* #:ÌA%F #Ù 2-&1Û%7
"QN 2-#:&JN JÔ:-#& J-Ú ,ÛQ%F5 2?^%7
____________________

10

15

20

8-11 Cf. Even. AP IX 75 (versus laudat Tz. schol. Ar. Plut. 1129, 227, 5-9 Massa Positano),
Leonid. AP IX 99 | 17-23 de cornibus cf. Sud. ; 1366-1374 Adler | 17 B(C85 ;Ô(%-: cf.
LXX 1Sam. 16, 13 | 18 ¡ $(8DE&4-: cf. LXX Dan. 7, 7 et 8 | 21-22 de promunturio cf.
Plin. Nat. IV 18 [46], IX 20 [50], Amm. XXII 8,8; de sinu cf. Polyb. IV 43,7, Strab. VII 6,2.
10 ‚ expunxi | 15 F:˜31/15 F | 19 vix dispicitur | 21 ;%Ú1 vix dispicitur

____________________

che tu vi sia giunto a farlo da solo o con altri ñ e allora la vite: «Recidimi ñ
dice ñ, o capro, divorami, tagliami; anche se mi tagli ogni ramoscello [10]
baster) tuttavia, capro, per il vino che sar' versato per libare in offerta al tuo
sacrificio». Anche tu, dunque, se pure, impazzito, strappassi e tagliassi líintero
libro di versi di Tzetzes, comunque dal corno del tuo stesso padre [15] sgorgherebbero fonti di parole in versi, perch! questo (corno) sopravanza tutti i
corni celebrati: quello di Amaltea e il corno dellíunzione, i corni che il profeta
ebbe dapprima in visione, ricurvi e vari, [20] e ogni corno degli eserciti schierati di Serse, e inoltre, insieme con questi, (sopravanza) anche il colle dei
bizantini cui ( toccato il nome ed ( noto come Corno. E se il figlio del capro,
colpendo col suo corno paterno e pi/ grande di una spada,
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#ı=%7 1&67#^:;F"; #@7 DEÔ#E%F "#Û$B7
MJ;<7%7 ;Õ:L7 J;??ÛO "-J;??Û%F,
#%*#%F5 1R 07cJ; 2?6==F:c"-7 #%ˆ5 "#Û$%F5
#Ù 2-&1Ù5 -Ã#%* #%* 2-#:Ù5 2Ì?&7 JÔ:-5,
#:Ú5 #;#:ÌJ&5 #:ÌA%F #; J-Ú 2Ì?&7 #:ÌA%F
2?Ô%7 1Ó #-=Ì?&"#- =F:&%#:ÌAB7.
07TR „7 2-:;<?;<5> =;#:%"F7TÔ#B7 ?ıAB7
¡ "F??%A&"=%ˆ5 MJ=-TL7 J;:-#Û7%F5
#Ù7 MAJ;J:F==Ô7%7 #; "Ù7 QF#%"2ı:%7,
%“#%& 2-:;A:ÌQ6"-7 ;45 #%=X7 #ı=%FP
#%&-*#- T:^2#<:>- "@7 J-J@7 #%<5 2-#:Ì"&7.
WT;7 2-#X: 2b5 "BQ:ı7&E; #Ï #ÔJ7-P
Õ&%ˆ5 >:%#%<5 2:Ô2;& AÏ:, %Ã A;77b7 —-5.
____________________

25

30

35

25 0/45&ı(1G31 F | 29 &(%! ... &(<! F | 30 @G(/8&(%! F | 31 $%(1C:1 F | 35 H(1$&Ï F

____________________

[25] ha trapassato le viscere del libro di versi di Tzetzes, dopo averlo trovato
in una stanza del sacello, questi versi, invece, li ha fatti nuovamente sgorgare
con abbondanza il corno del padre stesso del ragazzo ñ tre, quattro volte capro
e ancora capro, [30] e assolutamente pi/ capro di quelli che sono mille volte
capri! Al posto dei componimenti in versi che hai sottratto, tu che hai appreso
dei ragionamenti cornuti e del tuo progenitore nascosto, sono stati aggiunti
questi (versi qui) alla parte tagliata del libro: [35] questo ( il compenso delle
tue malefatte per coloro che ti hanno generato. Perci), padri, educate bene i
figli: ai mortali conviene infatti generare bambini, non suini.
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3. Questi "#C$%&, trentasette trimetri26 scritti forse pure sullíimpellenza del momento,
come pi/ di sicuro in altre occasioni27, si segnalano per líimpiego di vari registri espressivi (da quello colto a forme pi/ colloquiali), di metafore e allusioni (p.es. la
polisemia di J^:-5), di enunciazioni circostanziate o altre pi/ elusive, di espedienti
retorici e innovazioni lessicali: soluzioni e risorse che contribuiscono tutte a dare líidea delle capacit' scrittorie e polemiche (che spesso tendono a coincidere) del nostro
grammatikos, forse pure non finalizzate a un uso meramente privato e personale.
Líinscriptio che precede i trimetri informa su occasione e contenuto degli
stessi (il ritrovamento28 del tomos dei versi di Tzetzes da parte di un ignoto malfattore, che ne ha decurtato una parte, e la conseguente perdita di alcuni versi poi sosti26
Si tratta di trimetri atechnoi, secondo una definizione risalente allo stesso Tzetzes, che li
avrebbe usati in una prima e giovanile fase della sua attivit!, a fronte dei giambi technikoi, pi"
osservanti delle norme classiche della prosodia, che si risolse di impiegare in et! pi" matura. Come di
norma negli atechnoi, anche in questi versi vi # pieno rispetto del parossitonismo e di sillaba breve in
undicesima sede (per &I;5% 36 va messa in conto correptio); per rispetto dellíisometria non sono
ammessi piedi trisillabi, tollerati invece nei technikoi per un maggiore avvicinamento alle norme
classiche. Le vocali dichronoi (%, /, G) sono usate al posto di una lunga indipendentemente dalla posizione che occupano (cf. D9::% 5, J:':GH%- 7, 39 12, $<5&% 13, $8/;2:% 19, &%@Ì:/3&% 30, &< 36);
in particolare per J:':GH%- (7), oltre che per la terza sillaba, andr! messo in conto allungamento anche
per la prima (cf. in proposito Tzetzes, Exeg. Il. I, 202, ed. Papathomopoulos 255, 9-10: <1K:':8GH%->L
J:':GH%- ;%Ú $:185%3@M &8N KO&% J5 &M 1̄ P&&/;O- ;%Ú &8N 8Q R75/;O- 1K:':8GH%-). S evitato lo
iato, come di norma nei dodecasillabi. La cesura (Binnenschl'sse nella definizione di Maas), sia pentemimere (B5) che eftemimere (B7), rispetta la tendenza osservata nel dodecasillabo bizantino (Maas,
o.c., 256-265), per cui B5, qui in maggioranza (64%), # sempre preceduta da parola accentata sullíultima o sulla penultima sillaba (1-4, 6, 9-14, 16, 18, 20-23, 26-28, 31, 32, 35-36), mentre B7 # sempre
preceduta da parola accentata sulla terzultima sillaba. Nel caso di B7, enclitiche e particelle sentite
come enclitiche garantiscono líaccento sulla terzultima prima di cesura quando precedute da parole
parossitone (al v. 37 ?<(, non accentato in F, # seguTto da segno di interpunzione in coincidenza con
cesura e andr! considerato enclitico; sulla non ammissibilit! della clausola ossitona in B7 nel dodecasillabo, fenomeno noto come ìlegge di Hilbergî, cf. I. Hilberg, Ein Accentgesetz der byzantinischen
Jambographen, «ByzZ» VII (1898) 337-365); nel caso di B5, il pronome indefinito &/- (sempre accentato in F) al v. 2 andr! considerato ortotonico dopo parossitona.
27
S il caso degli 3&ÛB8/ dichiaratamente %ÃH7(82 ;%Ú $<5&4 U@1:I&4&8/ contro Giorgio
Scilitze e Gregorio pubblicati da S. PVtrid#s, Vers in"dits de Jean Tzetz!s, «ByzZ» XII (1903), 568570; su questi versi, scritti appunto «on the spot and completely without preparation», e líimprovvisazione letteraria nella versificazione bizantina cf. P. Magdalino, Cultural Change? The Context of
Byzantine Poetry from Geometres to Prodromos, in F. Bernard-K. Demoen (edd.), Poetry and its Contexts in Eleventh-century Byzantium, London-New York 2012, 19-36: 31; si veda ora N. Zagklas, Satire
in the Komnenian Period: Poetry, Satirical Strands, and Intellectual Antagonism, in P. Marciniak-I.
Nilsson (edd.), Satire in the Middle Byzantine Period. The Golden Age of Laughter?, Leiden-Boston
2020, 279-303: 296-301, e il contributo di Aglae Pizzone in questo volume.
28
Per 1Õ(=5, da intendere quale nominativo assoluto, cf. Sternbach, Spicilegium cit. 66.
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tuiti dallíautore con quelli che seguono), senza molto aggiungere a quanto si legge
negli "#Û$%&, dai quali si riprendono termini, espressioni e pure il silenzio sulla effettiva identit' del responsabile del misfatto. Nuovo ( per) il dato relativo alla collocazione materiale assegnata ai nuovi versi: sarebbero stati «incollati» (MJ%??ST6"-7)
ñ modalit' non indicata nei trimetri ñ al posto di quelli recisi29. Da segnalare ancora
líimpiego di JI2#B, verbo assente nei versi, ove di contro ricorrono pi/ volte J;C:B
(3, 5, 8, 9), anche per líovvia assonanza con JÔ:-5, e #^=7B (6, 9, 13). Líinscriptio
potrebbe essere opera di un copista, che avrebbe riassunto il contenuto dei versi sulla
base forse di personali conoscenze e di quanto aveva sotto gli occhi, o pi/ verosimilmente dello stesso Tzetzes, e non solo perch! evidentemente meglio di chiunque
altro poteva conoscere le dinamiche in oggetto (la collocazione ëavventiziaí dei
nuovi versi, su cui vd. infra), ma anche per alcune affinit' espressive col suo usus
scribendi.30
1. Líuso di #I=%5, che implica naturalmente líidea del volumen, del rotolo31
(forma libraria tuttíaltro che estranea alla cultura bizantina)32, potrebbe qui assolvere
alla funzione di conferire una coloritura solenne al dettato, secondo uníanaloga
formalizzazione riscontrabile nei versi che il nostro grammatikos scrive contro una
ëdonna schedografaí e contro la schedografia in genere: qui, attingendo agli strumenti compositivi della tradizione giambico-comica antica e al lessico dei poemi omerici
ed esiodei, viene delineata la figura di una donna, forse pure fittizia, ritratta in
sembianze antiche con un #I=%5 nella mano al posto del telaio e il JÌ?-=%5 nellíaltra in luogo della spola33. i possibile che anche nei nostri "#C$%&, e con le stesse
Non # raro che líinscriptio restituisca informazioni non presenti nel testo: cf. PVtrid#s, Vers
in"dits cit.; Agapitos, John Tzetzes cit. 16 e n. 84. Peraltro lo scrupolo con cui il copista di F ha avuto
cura di trascrivere questa lunga inscriptio # conforme allíattenzione che riserva altrove per simili
paratesti: cfr. Bianchi, Il codice cit. 168-170 n. 36.
30
Per &/5% ;ıW%5&% @Ô(8- dellíinscriptio cf. Hist. XII 413, 477 @/;(Ù5 ;8$I5&8- @I(8&/Ö; per la sequenza J;1C585 U5&X J;1Û575 cf. Alleg. Il. prol. 754-755 U5&í J;1254-, / J;12545...
31
Il greco &Y@8- naturalmente vale anche e innanzitutto ëritaglio, pezzoí (la radice riconduce
a &I@57), valore probabilmente ben presente a Tzetzes, che al v. 33 si servir! pure di &8@', in stretta e
allitterante contiguit! con &Y@8-, per indicare la ëparte recisaí del suo libro (1K- &8@Z5 &ı@8G).
32
Per uno sguardo díinsieme sulla forma del libro a Bisanzio cf. M. Menchelli, Il rotolo di
Patmos e i manufatti pi( antichi del commento di Proclo al Timeo platonico dalla 'collezione filosofica'
all'et# dei Paleologi. Studi preliminari sulla trasmissione di un testo filosofico a Bisanzio, Parma 2016,
5-8.
33
Si tratta degli 3&ÛB8/ tzetziani ;%&Ï ?G5%/;Ù- 3B108?(%D8˜34- (Vallicell. F 68 (gr. 103),
trascritti nel margine esterno di f. 220r): U5&Ú @Ó5 K3&8N &Ù5 &ı@85 B1(3Ú DÔ(1/- / &Ù5 ;Ì:%@85 0í
%“ U5&Ú ;1(;Û08-, ?˜5%/ (vv. 1-2), «invece del telaio porti in mano il libro, / invece della spola il
calamo, donna». Edizione complessiva ne ha dato S.G. Mercati, Giambi di Giovanni Tzetze contro una
donna schedografa, «ByzZ» XLIV (1951) = J.M. Hoeck (ed.), Festschrift Franz D%lger zum 60.
29
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finalit', il libro tzetziano abbia assunto la forma pi/ alta e letteraria del #I=%5, tanto
pi/ che in questo caso si tratta proprio di un Versbuch34, come si preciser' pi/ avanti
(12, 25, 31), in ossequio peraltro anche ad un ben documentato immaginario letterario che vede appunto nel volumen il libro poetico per eccellenza e perfino il tramite
iconico dellíinvestitura poetica35. Ma nulla impedisce naturalmente di pensare che la
forma di volumen fosse quella effettivamente assegnata da Tzetzes allíesemplare
ufficiale dei suoi versi36.
Resta, ad ogni modo, notizia di non trascurabile rilievo il fatto che Tzetzes
avesse provveduto ad allestire una personale raccolta di versi in un unico tomos37.
Di una propria raccolta di giambi parla esplicitamente nellíEp. 89 (=%*"-7 4`=>B7
M=@7 %Ã$ Õ2%A;CB5), che dichiara altresG di aver scritto alcuni anni prima (2:Ù
$:I7B7 1^ #&7B7 "FAA:-Q;<"-7): nellíepistola, composta prima del 1157, Tzetzes
chiede ai suoi detrattori di essere giudicato non sulla base di versi improvvisati e
occasionali bensG della sua opera riconosciuta e pubblica, quella =%*"-7 4`=>B7
Geburtstage gewidmet, 416-418: 418 (rist. in S.G. Mercati, Collectanea Byzantina, I, Bari 1970, 553556: 555). Per una lettura di questi versi si vedano E.V. Maltese, Donne e letteratura a Bisanzio: per
una storia della cultura femminile, in Id., Dimensioni bizantine. Donne, angeli e demoni nel Medioevo
greco, Alessandria 20062, 105-127: 113-114 (da cui la traduzione citata); Agapitos, o.c. 15-17 (ove si
nota tra líaltro che «the terminology describing weaving comes exclusively from Homeric and Hesiodic
poems, making the image of female duties appear textually as very archaic», 16), e Savio, o.c. 56-58
(se ne rileva líimpronta ëclassicaí e il carattere fittizio).
34
Krumbacher, o.c. 535.
35
Come nella celebre miniatura nel cosiddetto ìMenologio di Basilio IIî in cui la Vergine
introduce il volumen in bocca a Romano il Melodo dormiente (Vat. gr. 1613, p. 78). Per líimmagine di
inghiottire il rotolo, molto pi" antica, cfr. il celebre passo di Ap. 10,9, che riprende Ez. 2,9.
36
Sul modello, per esempio, del prototypon della diataxis di Michele Attaliate preservato J5
&M 3;1G8DG:%;2[ &\- @85\-, ove si conservavano anche altri documenti/volumina di particolare
pregio, come i crisobolli imperiali: P. Gautier, La Diataxis de Michel Attaliate, «REB» XXXIX (1981)
5-143: 77, rr. 988ss. Sullíimpiego di vari supporti scrittor] (tra cui vanno messe in conto anche le tavolette) nella produzione tzetziana. nella quale autografia e autorialit! risentono delle pratiche burocratiche e della formazione legale del grammatikos, si veda ora A. Pizzone, Bureaucratic discourse,
signature and authorship in John Tzetzes: a comparative perspective, «Acme» LXXIII (2020) 43-66.
37
Wendel, o.c. 2003. Oltre ad un impiego pi" tecnico di &Y@8-, quale si troverebbe in Hist.
XII 399, 243 (su cui si torner! pi" oltre: cf. n. 82) e in Ep. 106, p. 153,19 Leone (&M &Y@[ 0Ó &\- &O5
0/%;Y575 U$8?(%D\-), nelle altre occorrenze tzetziane il termine sembra ricorrere nellíaccezione pi"
comune di ëparte di operaí (cf. Hist. XI 369, vv. 204, 205, 225, 255, 260, 262, 272, 273, 291, 292, 305,
334, 337), conformemente allíuso bizantino. Cf. B. Atsalos, La terminologie du livre-manuscrit #
lí"poque byzantine, Thessalonike 1971, 150-151 e 155-157, ove si accenna pure a questi versi (trascrivendone parte dellíinscriptio sulla base della descrizione di [Rostagno]-Festa, l.c., e di Krumbacher,
l.c.): «Il semble bien que cet autour emploie ici le mot [scil. &ı@8-] dans son sens le plus gVnVral de
ìlivreî, sans aucune rVfVrence ! sa mati#re ni ! sa forme» (157 n. 1).
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M=@7 che evidentemente considera rappresentativa della personale produzione poetica e provvista del carattere ufficiale e definitivo di un libro a tutti gli effetti38.
Nel caso dei nostri versi, il carattere ufficiale e autoriale del tomos poetico
viene ad essere rimarcato dalla sua collocazione nel "-J^??&%7, al quale ( esplicitamente destinato ("#-?Ô7#-). Qui "-J^??&%7 sar' da intendersi non tanto nel senso
comune del termine (LBG, s.v.: ëSjckchen, Beutelí), quanto, a giudicare anche dalla
enfasi implicita in apertura di versi, nellíaccezione pi/ specifica di ëluogo riposto e
destinato ad accogliere beni di valoreí, quale era appunto il sakellion imperiale o
quello di una fondazione monastica39. Di conseguenza, la precisazione J;??ÛO
"-J;??Û%F al v. 26 ñ e gi' nellíinscriptio: M7 #N "-J;??Û%F J;??ÛO ñ induce a
interpretare kellion non nel senso di ëcella monasticaí40, che avrebbe fatto pensare al
kellion del nostro grammatikos41, ma in quello pi/ generico di ëstanza, cameraí42: un
ambiente, dunque, allíinterno del sakellion, luogo non facilmente accessibile.
Oltre che un esemplare ufficiale, il tomos in questione sembra essere anche un
esemplare unico, privo di copie conformi: colpa dunque tanto pi/ grave averlo sfregiato. Una situazione che richiama da vicino quella cui andarono incontro le Historiai: quando Tzetzes si accinse a rivedere líopera, una parte di essa non era pi/ reperibile, andata ormai perduta, come ricorda lo stesso grammatikos: ìalcuni soldati,
avendo trovato molti >&>?C1&- dei miei scritti allíinterno del 2-?`#&%7, nella stanza
(M7 J^??_) di un ¡=&?6#k5, il quale era morto, se li erano rivenduti, chi per quattro
monete di bronzo, chi per sei e cosG via tutto il restoÖî (Hist. VI 40)43.
Per líEp. 89, una sua interpretazione e contestualizzazione, si rinvia al contributo di Aglae
Pizzone in questo volume (pp. 30-38).
39
Il sakellion nelle fondazioni religiose sottoposte alla giurisdizione patriarcale aveva la stessa funzione di quello imperiale, cio# di raccolta delle risorse economiche (cf. A. Kazhdan-P. Magdalino, ODB III, 1829-1830, s.v. Sakellion), ed era presidiato dal sakelliou (¡ 3%;1::28G: cf. J. Darrouz#s,
Recherches sur les ¿DD2;/% de l')glise byzantine, Paris 1970, 62-64, 318-322).
40
Cf. A.-M. Talbot, ODB II, 1120, s.v. kellion.
41
Vale a dire il kellion della @85Z ^%5&8;(<&8(8-, importante fondazione imperiale comnena nel cuore di Costantinopoli (cf. A.-M. Talbot-A. Cutler, ODB III, 1575-1576, s.v. Pantokrator),
ove Tzetzes risiedette, studiando e insegnando, almeno dal 1147 e ove risulta ancora attivo negli anni
successivi al 1155: cf. M. Gr)nbart, Prosopographische Beitr&ge zum Briefcorpus des Ioannes Tzetzes,
«JAByz» XLVI (1996) 175-226: 219; cf. anche E.A. Congdon, Imperial Commemoration and Ritual
in the Typikon of the Monastery of Christ Pantokrator, «REB» LIV (1996) 161-200.
42
Cf. G.W.H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon, Oxford 1961, s.v. ëchamber, roomí.
43
Il fatto # testimoniato da schol. Hist. IV 141, 469, da una nota premessa a Hist. VI 63 e
soprattutto dalla nota premessa a Hist. VI 40 (che qui si # tradotta): _&(%&/O&%/ 0Ó J5 &M $%:%&2[
F/F:20/% $8::Ï &O5 J@O5 $854@<&75 1Õ(Y5&1- J5 ;I::` &/5Ù- &O5 J@O5 ¡@/:4&O5, &1H54;Y&8J;1258G, U$4@$8:';%3/5, ¡ @Ó5 &133<(75 B%:;O5, ¡ 0Ó a,, ;%Ú &b::% $<5&% ¡@827-Ö Vd. in
merito P.L.M. Leone, Significato e limiti della revisione delle Historiae di Giovanni Tzetzes, «Aevum»
38
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A tal proposito, pur non escludendo una qualche intenzionale amplificazione
e artificiosit', forse pure giocate su un lessico formalizzato e burocratico, ( utile
richiamare qui anche alcuni giambi, presenti nella seconda recensio delle Historiai,
nei quali il nostro grammatikos, impiegando un frasario «modelled after the stock
phrases used to authenticate official documents»44, rivendica di aver «depositato»
quei testi ìnellíarchivio di Tzetzesî (DE^#E%F J-#;"#:lT6"-7 M7 #N ";J:^#O)
non prima di «averli collazionati con líoriginale» (07#;>?kT6 #-*#- #%<5 2:B#%A:`Q%&5)45. Bench! non sia meglio precisabile il luogo di conservazione, analoghe
sembrano essere state invece le dinamiche, che, dobbiamo immaginare, avranno
interessato il Versbuch: la copia ufficiale, riscontrata sullíoriginale (poi perduto?)
Tzetzes avrebbe infine depositato in luogo sicuro e (quasi) inaccessibile, M7 #N
"-J;??Û%F J;??ÛO.
2. Dopo il tomos, compare líaltro protagonista di questi versi: con ben studiata
simmetria (due #:ÌA%F agli estremi e perfetto isosillabismo centrale #Û5 0??Ï J-Ú),
( introdotto líautore del misfatto, la cui identit' non ( tuttavia meglio precisata,
lasciata forse pure volutamente in ombra. Colui che ha avuto líardire di sfregiare il
tomos ( qui definito #:ÌA%F Aı7%5 (pi/ oltre #%* #:ÌA%F #Ù 2-&1Û%7, 23) con la
precisazione ulteriore 2%C%F #:ÌA%F46, che, allusiva e elusiva al tempo stesso, presuppone un tragos-padre, che ritorner' pi/ esplicitamente nei versi successivi (14,
28). Pur a fronte di tale elusivit', si dovr' comunque rilevare che la formula #:`A%F
2-<5/FmI5/#^J7%7 (e in alternativa J;:-#b FmI5) ( ben documentata nella scrittura
polemica tzetziana, che attinge sovente al lessico animale (maiale, capro, bufalo) per
apostrofare ignoranti e detrattori (trai quali specialmente i cultori della pratica
schedografica tanto in voga al tempo), e viene sovente utilizzata in riferimento ai

XXXVII (1967) 239-248: 241.
44
Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 33.
45
Iambi, 358. Per ;%&%3&(=55G@/ nel valore di ëeintragen, registrierení cf. LBG. s.v. e
Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 34, di cui si segue qui líinterpretazione. Per 31;(I&85 (3';(4&8-) nel
valore di ëVerwaltungsb)ro, Kanzleií cf. LBG s.v. Il fatto che alla fine di quei giambi, una vera e propria
sphragis, Tzetzes si definisca :8?/3&'- &O5 $%:%/O5 ;%Ú 51O5 (Iambi, 360), ha indotto a ipotizzare
che egli voglia qui, come altrove, accreditare di sV líimmagine pubblica di ìrevisore di testi antichi e
moderniî come fosse uníautoinvestitura della carica di ërevisoreí statale per eccellenza, quella di @I?%:8?%(/%3&'- (Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 24 e passim): gli stessi termini :8?/3&'- e c8?/3@82
(titolo, questíultimo, di uníaltra opera tzetziana fino a poco tempo fa ritenuta del tutto perduta), propri
del greco pi" dotto, hanno il loro corrispettivo burocratico nei demotici :8?%(/%3&'- e :8?%(/%3@82.
S plausibile che, «by using governmental formulae, Tzetzes shapes himself as a self-legitimated
ëliterary auditorí, allowed to pick holes in the work of both contemporary and past authors» (ibid. 687).
46
Per la clausola ;%Ú $828G &(Ì?8G cf. Theog. 395 ;%Ú $828G ?I58G-.
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cattivi servigi prestati dai copisti47. Non sarebbe pertanto troppo arrischiato pensare
che anche qui líira di Tzetzes si stia riversando su di un giovane copista al suo
servizio incaricato di trascrivere il Versbuch in questione e, anche e forse proprio in
ragione di questa mansione, tanto pi/ in grado di introdursi nel sakellion.
3-11. Contro colui che ha reciso i versi (3) Tzetzes invita a opporre un detto
istruttivo (#&5 ;42Ó #X7 "%QX7 2-:%&=Û-7)48: il proverbiale racconto del capro reo
di aver divorato tralci di vite, evocato in questi versi, presuppone il noto epigramma
di Leonida di Taranto (AP IX 99), con le relative parole che la vite rivolge appunto
al capro stesso49, e soprattutto líepigramma ñ scritto forse a imitazione del precedente, dal quale riprende il pentametro finale ñ trasmesso sotto il nome di Eveno di

Si vedano p.es. alcuni casi in cui Tzetzes si rivolge al copista delle sue Historiai (talora
apostrofandolo anche con líepiteto ;89(F%: LBG s.v., ëDirneí): ¡ &8N &(<?8G $%C- 8Õ&83Ú ;%::/?(<D8- (schol. Hist. I 20, 559 Leone); ;%:8N &(<?8G GdÙ- ¡ F/F:8?(<D8- (schol. Hist. XI 396, 891
Leone); ;89(F%- GdI, &(<?8G GdÓ e:8- %Ã&8FY(F8(8- (schol. Hist. XII 399, 226 Leone); @<H1 ;%5Y5% &1B5/;Y5, ;89(F%- GdÓ &8N &(<?8G (schol. Hist. XII 404, 332 Leone); @2%5 31:20% b$&%/3&85,
;f5 &I;585 &(<?8G, $<(1/- (inscr. Hist. XII 411); GdÓ &8N &(<?8G (schol. Hist. XIII 480, 324 Leone).
Per líidentificazione dello scriba delle Historiai con tale Dyonisios si veda E. Trapp, Tzetzes und sein
Schreiber Dionysios, «Diptycha» II (1980-1981) 18-22, al quale si deve inoltre il merito di aver
riconosciuto nel termine ;1(%&g- (LBG s.v.: ëGehhrnter, Hahnreií) uníaltra espressione di insulto nella
scrittura tzetziana (nella prima edizione delle Historiai di P.M.L. Leone, del 1968, sia ;1(%&g- che
;89(F% erano trascritti come nomi propri): ;1(%&g @/%(8N GdI, &25% 1K3Ú 0Ó i ?(<D1/- ;%Ú i
;%&%:/@$<51/- ;%Ú ;%&1;Y$(73<- @8G &Z5 F2F:85; (schol. Hist. X 361, 971 Leone); j'&1/ $<:/5
$%(I:1/W1 &8N @/%(8N ;1(%&g ¡ GdY- e subito dopo &8N &(<?8G ¡ GdÙ- 8Ã0Ó5 U5YH1G&85 Jk (schol.
Hist. XI 385, 737 e 770 Leone); l01&1 &8N ;1(%&g &Ù5 GdÙ5 $O- ;%&I:1/W1 &Ù $g5 ;%Ú †B(12731
@8N &Z5 F2F:85 (schol. ad schol. Hist. XI 396, 902 Leone). Per líimpiego di &(<?8- cf. ancora Hist. II
34, 105 (B%2(1/ ?Ï( &(<?8- &8C- ;(4@58C- ;%Ú &8C- 0G3F<&8/- &Y$8/-); IX 275, 527 (¡ $(Y&(%?8&O5 &(<?75 &1 $<5&75 &O5 J5 Õ3&I(8/-, su cui cf. infra, n. 73); schol. Ar. Ran. 507a, p. 835 Koster
(U::í, ‚ 0/%3˜(75 &%N&% &(Ì?8G GdÔ, 31:45/%jı@151). E si veda anche il &(%?23;8- (LSJ s.v.:
ëyoung he-goatí) che, insieme a &(<?8-, ricorre pi" volte nei versi del Paris. gr. 2925 (sec. XV) editi
da PVtrid#s, o.c., e ancora Hist. XII 399, 240-243 (&(%?Y$7:85), su cui si torner! pi" oltre. Sullíimpiego di termini insultanti negli scol] alle Historiai cf. il contributo di Yulia Mantova in questo volume.
Sugli attacchi ai rivali e le polemiche di Tzetzes cf. Savio, o.c., e anche Lovato, o.c.
48
Per questo costrutto cf. Tzetzes, Hist. VIII 242, 87 &Z5 $%(8/@2%5 :I?1 &/- Õ$<(B8G3%5
&8N mjI&j8G.
49
º,%:8- 1Ã$˘?75 %K?Ù- $ı3/- n5 $8H' o:7p / 8l54- &8ˆ- o$%:8ˆ- $Ì5&%- n0%W1
;:Ì08G-. / &M 0' n$8- J; ?%Û4- &ı385 b$G1L 61C(1, ;Ì;/3&1, / ?5%H@8C- q@Ô&1(85 ;:\@% &Ù
;%($8Dı(85L / rÛj% ?Ï( n@$108- 8“3% $Ì:/5 ?:G;ˆ 5Ô;&%( U5E31/ / e3385 J$/3$1C3%/ 38Û,
&(Ì?1, HG8@Ô5[, «Una volta líadulto sposo barbuto della capra distrusse tutti i teneri rami dei tralci di
una vite. Una voce dalla terra cosT gli risuonava: ìRodi pure, o perfido, con le tue mascelle il nostro
fertile tralcio. Ma la radice resiste e ancora produrr! il dolce nettare, sufficiente per libare sul tuo
sacrificio, o caproî» (trad. M. Gigante).
47
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Ascalona (AP IX 75)50, peraltro sicuramente noto a Tzetzes, dal quale ( trascritto nel
commento in Plutum (v. 1129, p. 227 Massa Positano). Da entrambi, ad ogni modo,
Tzetzes ricava spunti, tasselli o semplici memorie poetiche, che arricchiscono il
dettato e pongono sullo stesso piano il capro proverbiale e il «figlio di capro» che ha
oltraggiato il suo Versbuch (J;<:%7 8 ≃ J;<:; AP IX 99,3; J]7 J^:"_5 951 ≃ Jn7
=; Q`A_5 AP IX 75,1; 2Ì7#- J?Ì1%7 9 ≃ 2Ì7#-5 Ö J?Ì1%F5 AP IX 99,2; #:ÌA;
8 e 1052 ≃ AP IX 99,6 e AP IX 75,2).
Ancor prima di riferire questa paroimia, figura una lunga incidentale polemica a spese del malfattore (6-7): a lui Tzetzes addebita, ancora una volta implicitamente, la discendenza da un padre-tragos (%Y%5 2-#X: "I5, 6), dunque con le corna (con
tutte le implicazioni deteriori che il termine comporta quando usato offensivamente);
a lui rivolge ancora líaccusa di aver reciso, alla pari del ben pi/ noto e proverbiale
capro, il $-:#Û%7, un singolo foglio del tomos, contenente i suoi versi53. E poco
importa che nel compiere questo gesto ñ sfregiare il tomos, ma altresG introdursi nel
sacello ñ il giovane malfattore vi sia giunto da solo (#&5 M?k?FT-5)54 o con la complicit' di altri (7).
12-15. I versi centrali introducono un nuovo dato: quandíanche líautore del
6s5 @1 D<?`- J$Ú r2j%5, e@7- n&/ ;%($8D8('37, / e3385 J$/3$1C3%/ 382, &(<?1,
HG8@I5[, «Rodimi pure alla base: dar* tanto sugo, caprone, / da libare su te quando tíimmolano» (trad.
F.M. Pontani). Sulla paternit! dellíepigramma (che sviluppa un tema gi! esopico: Aesop. 404, 404b
Halm = 327 Hausrath-Hunger) cf. J. Geiger, Euenus of Ascalon, «SCI» XI (1991-1992) 114-122: 116118; altri ritengono invece che sia Leonida imitatore di Eveno: cf. M.G. Albiani, Il capro e il terebinto
(Theocr. AP VI 336 = Ep. I Gow), «Eikasmts» VII (1996) 161-163. Sulla fortuna di questo epigramma
(tradotto da Ovidio, citato da Svetonio, riprodotto in graffiti pompeiani etc.), oltre alla bibliografia
citata, cf. E. Magnelli, Capri e porci: Priap. 65 e i suoi modelli ellenistico-romani, «Dictynna» XI
(2014) 1-7.
51
6I(3`- si segnala come recupero di una forma epica (congiuntivo aoristo di ;12(7), di cui
non mancano altri esempi (cf. ;Ô(% 18, H(I$&(% 35).
52
Pur al netto delle «metrischen Schrullen» di Tzetzes (Maas, o.c. 279 n. 43), il verso 10 non
sembra del tutto lineare (tredici sillabe). Piuttosto che immaginare qui una soluzione del trimetro, di
norma evitata negli atechnoi, si preferisce espungere exempli gratia líinteriezione (‚): # possibile che
‚, se di errore si tratti, sia subentrato per distrazione del copista, che ha specularmente duplicato la
clausola del v. 8, la quale, nella trascrizione in progressione orizzontale di questi 3&2B8/ in F, viene a
trovarsi esattamente al di sopra di questo verso.
53
Il termine ricorre anche in un passo in cui Tzetzes, nel rievocare la falsa lettera di Priamo a
Palamede, caduto vittima di un inganno preparato da Odisseo, ricorda i m(7u;Ï ?(<@@%&% $(ÙB%(&285 (Alleg. Il. prol. 1076), appunto la falsa lettera, cui si far! riferimento qualche verso pi" avanti
col termi-ne B<(&4- (ibid. 1080, 1081). In generale, per líuso pi" antico di B%(&Û85 cf. M. Capasso,
Volumen. Aspetti della tipologia del rotolo librario antico, Napoli 1995, 31-34.
54
Il pronome &/- andr! qui inteso alla stregua di 1v-.
50
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misfatto impazzisse del tutto e rovinasse da cima a fondo il libro tzetziano, ecco che
dal corno del suo stesso padre ñ si noti la costruzione speculare ai vv. 14 (-Ã#%*
#%* 2-#:Ù5 "%F) e 28 (-Ã#%* #%* 2-#:I5)55 ñ zampillerebbero nuovi versi. i possibile che qui Tzetzes alluda alle capacit' scrittorie del keras (dai cornua voluminis
al materiale costitutivo del calamo la metafora scrittoria del keras qui e pi/ oltre
spiega bene il linguaggio allusivo di alcuni versi)56: nellíimmagine della potenza
generatrice del keras, dunque, che fa sgorgare nuovi versi, ( naturalmente implicita
quella della metafora creativa del parto poetico, peraltro affacciata fin dallíiniziale
tomos (1). E non ( escluso che in questi "#C$%& il rapporto pater/pais si carichi anche
di un valore metaforico, non affatto estraneo al lessico relazionale che Tzetzes talora
riserva a testi e autori antichi57, ove ricorre alla figura del pater/auctor che concepisce e genera figli/scritti.
Tale paternit' metaforica potrebbe esplicitarsi invero non solo sul piano del
rapporto autore/testo, ma forse anche su quello di maestro/allievo se, alla luce di
quanto sopra notato a proposito dellíepiteto ìfiglio di tragosî, il pais in questione si
trovasse ad essere un giovane al servizio del nostro grammatikos, e quindi sotto la
sua tutela, proprio come quel 2-&1I2%F?%7 (LBG s.v.: ëEdelknabe, Page, Gefolgsmann, Dienerí) che in una lettera al megas chartularius (Ep. 69, assegnabile al
1146)58 Tzetzes chiede che gli venga affidato perch! lo aiuti nella condizione di
malattia in cui versa da tempo59.
Cf. anche il 3Ù5 DG&83$ı(85 del v. 33.
Per questa interpretazione di keras sono debitore a Aglae Pizzone e soprattutto a Enrico
Emanuele Prodi, che qui ringrazio. Quanto al valore di keras, cfr. Atsalos, o.c. 199 («la pointe du
calame») e LBG s.v. ;I(%-, ëStabende der Buchrolleí.
57
Nelle note marginali autografe al Tucidide heidelbergense (Pal. gr. 252), per esempio,
Tzetzes designa lo storico greco come 3;9::8-, ëcuccioloí (cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 51 e n. 30,
61 n. 62; il vezzeggiativo si giustifica alla luce del fatto che nella biografia di Marcellino, nota a Tzetzes,
si ricorda esplicitamente che Tucidide era ancora $%C- quando Erodoto era gi! uno storico rinomato).
Inoltre, in un passo piuttosto complesso delle Historiai (Hist. XII 457, 984-985) la metafora relazionale
si carica di altre implicazioni: Tzetzes usa líimmagine del marito cornuto in riferimento allíattribuzione
di alcuni F/F:2% al nome di Archimede: i manoscritti vengono nel seguito definiti $%/0/<, mentre la
P(B/@'08G- J??(%D' # la @'&4( %Ã&O5. Ha richiamato la mia attenzione su questo passo, e sulla possibilit! che uníanaloga implicazione sia sottesa a questi versi, Aglae Pizzone, cui va la mia gratitudine.
58
Gr)nbart, Prosopographische Beitr&ge cit. 204-205.
59
_&12:%&1 8“5 @8/ 0/Ï &\- Õ@O5 U5&/:'W17- &Ù $%/0Y$8G:85, µ5% @Z $<:/5 ;%&%3B1H1Ú- &M 3G5'H1/ 583'@%&/ J;@1&('37 &Ù5 F285 n(4@8- 0/%;Y58G &8N ;f5 —07( @8/ U$8;8@2385&8- (69,21-24 Leone). Sulla figura del giovane a servizio, la sua condizione servile e i termini con cui
era designato ($%C-, $%/0285, $%/023;8-, $%/0Y$8G:85) cf. Y. Rotman, Byzantine Slavery and the
Mediterranean World, Cambridge-London 2009, 87-89, e R. Shukurov, The Byzantine Turks, 12041461, Leiden-Boston 2016, 245.
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16-20. Ed ecco che la vendetta di Tzetzes si avvale dellíunico JÔ:-5 in grado
di reagire allíoltraggio subito, lo strumento scrittorio, scrivendo nuovi versi di denuncia. Quel JÔ:-5 eccelle infatti su qualunque altro celebre corno: prodigioso e
prolifico qual (, non teme rivali. Líestro tzetziano si dispiega qui nella polisemia di
keras (dal significato concreto a quello metaforico, dal simbolismo religioso allíaccezione militare, allíuso sofistico ecc.). Nellíimmaginario biblico, cui si attinger'
pi/ avanti, il corno ( notoriamente simbolo ed espressione di forza e potenza, o anche
di salvezza (Salm 17,3; Lc 1,69)60, come del resto anche nel nostro caso, in cui il
keras poetico ha la meglio ed ( pi/ forte, riesce a generare nuovi versi, a preservare
il tomos e a garantire la paternit' degli "#C$%& in esso raccolti.
La sequenza di corni celebri e potenti, che nulla possono a confronto del keras
poetico, si apre con il proverbiale corno di Amaltea61, prosegue con ìil corno che
ungeî (17), allusivo dellíepisodio biblico di Samuele recante olio nel corno per
líunzione reale di Davide62, e passa quindi ai vari corni (indicati dal plurale epico
JÔ:-) che il profeta Daniele vide nella prima delle sue visioni63. Il v. 19 (che apre il
f. 21r di F, in cui la scrittura alquanto evanida non consente una pi/ sicura decifrazione) funge da trapasso e introduce un ulteriore termine di confronto: il keras
poetico ( superiore ad ogni corno (ora in accezione militare) degli eserciti di Serse
(19-20) ñ ove merita notare líattributo ,;:,&JI5, che si segnala quale neologismo in

60
Esemplificativo quanto si legge in Salm 74,11: «E spezzer* tutte le corna degli empi
($<5&% &Ï ;I(%&% &O5 o@%(&7:O5) e far* che le corna dei giusti (&Ï ;I(%&% &8N 0/;%28G) saranno
innalzate», peraltro ben presente a Tzetzes (cf. Ep. 57, p. 84,4-5 Leone e Hist. IX 271, 352-353). Sulla
polisemia di ;Ô(%- e i suoi valori nel Vecchio e Nuovo Testamento cf. W. Foerster, Grande Lessico
del Nuovo Testamento (ed. ital.), V, Brescia 1969, 349-358, s.v.
61
Il corno di Amaltea (capra o ninfa nutrice di Zeus) # celebrato quale non plus ultra del bello
e dellíabbondanza gi! nella poesia di Anacreonte (fr. 4,1 Gentili = PMG 361,1) e divenne proverbiale
per indicare una fonte dispensatrice di beni; per líeziologia di questo modus dicendi, usato a indicare
persone estremamente fortunate, cf. Plut. Prov. Alex. II 27 (CPG I, 341 Leutsch-Schneidewin) e anche
Suda % 1478 Adler.
62
1Sam 16: «E il Signore disse a Samuele: ì[Ö] Riempi di olio il tuo corno ($:\385 &Ù
;I(%- 38G J:%28G)î» (16,1); «Samuele prese il corno dellíolio e lo unse (&Ù ;I(%- &8N J:%28G ;%Ú
nB(/315) in mezzo ai suoi fratelli e lo spirito del Signore si pos* su Davide da quel giorno in poi»
(16,13).
63
Dan 7: «Mentre stavo ancora guardando nelle visioni notturne (JH1=(8G5 J5 ¡(<@%&/ &\5G;&Y-), ecco una quarta bestia» che aveva ;I(%&% 0I;% (7,7) in mezzo ai quali spuntava un altro
corno pi" piccolo (b::8 w5 ;I(%- U51D94 U5Ï @I385 %Ã&O5 @/;(Ù5 J5 &8C- ;I(%3/5 %Ã&8N, 7,8).
Che proprio a questa prima visione Tzetzes voglia alludere, e non alla seconda ove pure appaiono
;I(%&% (8,1-14: un montone con due corna viene abbattuto da un capro con un corno magnifico, dal
quale, spezzatosi, ne spuntano altri quattro), sembra indicare líavverbio $(25 (18).
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voga in et' comnena o quanto meno ben attestato al tempo64. E merita pure rilevare
che la sequenza di corni fin qui esposta sembra essere, in ultima analisi, non tanto
una casuale enumerazione di exempla illustri, tra quelli che potevano addursi, quanto
piuttosto un esercizio retorico, si direbbe, realizzato su materiali gi' raccolti ed
esposti, come per esempio gli item lessicografici di Suda dedicati al J^:-5, nei quali
( dato conto dellíaccezione militare del termine (J 1366 Adler), delle peculiarit'
morfologiche (J 1367, 1372), della simbologia veterotestamentaria (J 1368, 1370,
1371), del mitico corno di Amaltea (J 1369) e anche del J;:-">I?%5 (J 1374), su
cui si torner' pi/ oltre (23).
21-22. Che anche il promontorio di Bisanzio o uno dei suoi colli (?ıQ%5)65
avesse nome di ëCorno díoroí era notizia finora attestata da Plinio, e dalle fonti che
ne dipendono66. Si tratta comunque di notizia alquanto peregrina, ricavata da fonte
non precisabile, e forse tanto pi/ per questo esibita da Tzetzes. Quanto invece alla
perifrasi usata in questi versi, essa sembra assommare tasselli ricavati da Polibio (IV
43,7: #Ù7 JI?2%7 Ö #Ù7 J-?%h=;7%7 \^:-5) e Strabone (VII 6,2: #Ù \^:-5 #Ù
gFE-7#CB7), i quali tuttavia fanno entrambi riferimento al JI?2%5.
23. Líunicum tzetziano J;:-">%?%*7 coglie líesecrabile atto che #%* #:ÌA%F
#Ù 2-&1Û%7 si ( accinto a compiere. Il neologismo J;:-">%?^B pu) essere
naturalmente un calco su J;:-">I?%5, ëduro, testardoí ñ la cui prima occorrenza (
in un celebre passo del libro IX delle Leggi di Platone, ove ( esposto il nomos con
cui ( perseguito il saccheggio dei luoghi sacri (853d 5) e il ladro sacrilego (854a 2)67
Oltre a Hist. VII 138, tit. 2, Ep. 18, p. 33,8 Leone e schol. Thuc. (Pal. gr. 252) 1 p. 72
Luzzatto, cf. Teodoro Prodromo, Carm. 18,22; Niceta Eugeniano, Dros. et Charicl. III, 86; Gregorio
Antioco, Ep. II ad Eustath. 217; Eustazio, Comm. in Dionysii orbis descript. 513,13 e 861,15; Manuele
Olobolo, Or. in imp. Mich. Palaeolog. I, 76,4 Treu; Giuseppe Briennio, Ep. 20,22.
65
Per questo valore di :YD8-, attestato fin da Omero (ëcrest of a hill, ridgeí: LSJ s.v. II), cf.
Od. XI 596 e XVI 471.
66
Promunturium Chryseon Ceras, in quo oppidum Byzantium liberae condicionis, antea
Lygos dictum (Nat. IV 18 [46]); Huius aspectu repente territi, semper aduersum Byzantii promunturium, ex ea causa appellatum Aurei Cornus (IX 20 [50]); da Plinio deriva la notizia Sol. 10,17
(Veniamus ad promunturium Ceras Chryseon Byzantio oppido nobile, antea Lygos dictum), da cui
verosimilmente dipende Mart. Cap. VI 657 (illic promuntorium Ceras Chryseon Byzantio oppido
celebratum). Ammiano Marcellino ricorda invece questo promontorio solo come Ceras: et Constantinopolis, uetus Byzantium, Atticorum colonia, et promuntorium Ceras praelucentem navibus vehens
constructam celsius turrim, quapropter Ceratas adpellatur ventus inde suetus oriri praegelidus (XXII
8,8). Pi" in generale sul Corno díoro cf. da ultimo T. Braccini, Bisanzio prima di Bisanzio. Miti e
fondazioni della nuova Roma, Roma 2019, 17-19.
67
Con la premessa che «non bisogna dispiacersi se qualcuno dei nostri cittadini sia duro come
i semi toccati dalle corna di buoi (&/- J??2?54&%/ &O5 $8:/&O5 q@C5 8v85 ;1(%3FY:8-, 853d 2) e
abbia una natura talmente inflessibile da non poterla ammorbidire» (trad. E. Pegone). CosT Plutarco
64
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ñ ma ( altrettanto plausibile che Tzetzes abbia inteso concepire questa forma verbale
sulla base della composizione J^:-5 + >%?^B, nel senso di ëcolpire col corno,
incornareí (sullíesempio di J;:-F7%>%?^B, ëcolpire col fulmine, fulminareí). Non
si pu) neppure escludere che vi possa implicitamente essere interferenza e sovrapposizione semantica: da un lato, infatti, questo conio lessicale delinea e rimarca la
personalit' di un paidion testardo, indocile ñ quasi alla stregua, se si volesse leggervi
Platone in controluce, di un malfattore ñ e pure 02-Û1;F#%5 (secondo líesegesi
corrente di J;:-">I?%5 attestata in una parte della tradizione lessicografica bizantina)68, e dallíaltro tende ad esplicitare la violenza e la durezza con cui il keras del
paidion ha colpito e trafitto il tomos.
25. Alla prestanza del keras creativo si oppone quella keras del paidion, in un
confronto, si direbbe, allíultimo corno, che sembra declinare, in pi/ domestiche
circostanze, líopposizione veterotestamentaria tra il corno dei giusti e quello degli
empi69. Il keras del paidion va pi/ in profondit' di una spada e arriva fino alle viscere
del tomos, secondo líimmagine evocata da 1&67#^:;F";, che qui si segnala come
altra peculiarit' lessicale di Tzetzes. Finora attestato in un passo delle sue Allegoriae
Odysseae, infatti, 1&;7#;:;hB ( un conio di quelli alla maniera aristofanea70, il cui
antecedente verbale andr' individuato in Nub. 166: ‚ #:&"=-JÌ:&%5 #%* 1&;7#;:;˜=-#%5 (cf. DGE s.v. 1&;7#^:;F=-: «ëintestigaci"ní e.e. investigaci"n sobre el
intestino del mosquito»), per il quale si dispone pure del commento tzetziano (schol.
Ar. Nub. 166c Holwerda) arricchito da altra neoformazione, 1&;7#;:;˜";B5 (schol.
Ar. Nub. 166a Holwerda)71.
27-28. In una sequenza non affatto lineare e perspicua, pure scandita
dallíinsistito ricorso allíiperbato (#%*#%F5 Ö #%ˆ5 "#Û$%F5 Ö 2?6==F:c"-7 Ö
#Ù Ö JÔ:-5) e a qualche ridondanza (2-&1Ù5 -Ã#%* #%* 2-#:Ù5), si immagina che
(Quaest. conv. VII 2, 700c 4-8) spiega il valore di ;1(%3FY:8- in riferimento al passo di Platone: «S
chiaro che, credendo che i semi che urtano contro le corna dei buoi diano frutti duri, in senso metaforico
definivano cosT uno caparbio e intrattabile (&Ù5 %ÃH<04 ;%Ú 3;:4(Ù5 b5H(7$85), cio# ìurta-cornaî e
ìduro-da-cuocereî (;1(%3FY:85 ;%Ú U&1(<@85%)» (trad. A. Montalbano).
68
Syn. A ; 282 Cunningham (= Phot. ; 589 Theodoridis, Suda ; 1374 Adler): e&%5 8“5 :I?`
;1(%3FY:8G-, &8ˆ- U$%/019&8G- ;%Ú 3;:4(8ˆ- ;%Ú @Z $1/H8@I58G- &8C- 5Y@8/- D432.
69
Cf. supra, n. 60.
70
69;:7W ?Ï( xÃ(G:I85&% &\- ;Y@4- U5%($<3%- / H%&I(y 0/45&I(1G31 ;<&7 F%:z5
&Ù ,2D8- (Alleg. Od. IX 76-77); con il commento di Hunger ad loc., 309: «die Eingeweide durchbohren». Sulla predilezione per Aristofane e líinventiva lessicale di Tzetzes cf. Agapitos, o.c. 13-14;
Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 668-670; Savio, o.c. 42 e passim; e il contributo di Aglae Pizzone in
questo volume.
71
Cf. Jo. Tzetzae commentarii in Aristophanem, Indices, Groningen-Amsterdam 1964, 86,
s.vv. 0/15&Ô(1G@% e *0/15&Ô(1G3/-.
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il corno rigonfio e copioso (2?6==F:c"-7) del padre abbia fatto finalmente sgorgare
(07cJ;) questi nuovi versi72.
29-31. Nella serie di epiteti che occupa questi due versi ñ e ambiguamente
riferibile tanto al 2-&1I5 che al 2-#:I5 del verso precedente ñ si segnala in particolare =F:&I#:-A%5 (30), che, assente nei moderni repertori lessicografici, ha tutto líaspetto di un altro hapax73, a conferma ulteriore della rigogliosa inventiva del nostro
grammatikos74. Come del resto spiccatamente tzetziano ( anche líattributo =;#:%"h7T;#%5 («composed in metre», LSJ s.v.; «in Versen geschrieben», LBG s.v.), che
troviamo impiegato, oltre che qui (31), soltanto in altri suoi scritti (Ep. 13,24,9; Ep.
94,138,3; Hist. VII 144, 642).
32. HF??%A&"=%ˆ5 J;:-#Û7%F5, che in prima istanza avrebbe potuto far pensare al sofisma o paradosso delle corna75, sembra piuttosto alludere a pi/ ravvicinate
sottigliezze retoriche, quelle cio( dispiegate dallo stesso autore nei versi precedenti:
si tratta appunto dei «ragionamenti» sul corno sviluppati poco prima, sia quelli di
biasimo del corno che ha distrutto i versi, sia quelli di elogio del corno che ne ha
creati di nuovi, conformemente allíabilit' propria del retore provetto di saper essere
0=Q%#;:IA?B""%5, come altrove rivendicato da Tzetzes, cio( in grado di «usare in
modo vantaggioso fatti e nomi e altre cose parimenti per líelogio e per il biasimo»76.
33. Insieme alle potenzialit' del corno, con questi versi Tzetzes ha dunque
rivelato anche il progenitore fin ad allora oscuro (MAJ;J:F==Ô7%7 QF#%"2ı:%7) del
72
Cf. Olobolo, Encom. in imp. Mich. Palaeolog. 30,16 Treu ;%Ú 3&Y@% &89&8/- $:4@@9(1/5
:Y?8G- U5\;1.
73
Per una formazione lessicale analoga, cf. Hist. IX 275, 526 $(Y&(%?8- &O5 &(<?75 &1
$<5&75 &O5 J5 Õ3&I(8/-, ove $(Y&(%?8- ñ che vale «erster Ziegenbock» (LBG s.v.) ñ # un altro
unicum tzetziano: questo termine, in passato corretto in $(Y&%?8- (nellíed. Kiessling delle Chiliades,
che stampava $(Y&%?8- &O5 &%?O5, da cui dipende ThGL s.v., che glossa «praefectus», ristabilito
nellíed. di Leone, 360), non va posto in relazione con $(8&(%?[0I7 (GI s.v.: «declamare prima tragicamente»), ma correttamente connesso ñ proprio come nel nostro caso ñ con &(<?8-.
74
Merita ricordare che Tzetzes si segnala per una scrittura «in cui líinvolucro linguistico
tradizionale a stento contiene pensieri nuovi; ma gi! il suo lessico si arricchisce di termini del tutto
estranei al bagaglio ricavato dai classici» (L. Canfora, Sulla tradizione dei testi, in Id., Antologia della
letteratura greca, I: Líet# arcaica, Roma-Bari 1987, 69).
75
Tale sofisma # attribuito nella sua prima formulazione a Eubulide di Mileto: Diog. Laert. II
108: «Uno dei poeti comici cosT dice di lui (fr. 294 Kock = 149 Kassel-Austin): ìEubulide líEristico,
che poneva sofismi cornuti (;1(%&Û5%- J(7&O5) e confondeva gli oratori con argomenti falsi e
pomposi, se ne and* col volgare e inutile cicaleccio di Demostene» (trad. M. Gigante). Come esempio
di vacua sottigliezza il sofisma # ricordato da Sen. Ep. 49,8; cf. anche Gell. XVI 2,10.
76
Hist. VII 132, 299-301 (&8N&8 ?Ï( r'&8(8- U50(Ù- ;%Ú U@D8&1(8?:=338G, / ;%Ú $(<?@%3/ ;%Ú ;:'313/ ;%Ú &8C- :8/$8C- ¡@827- / $(Ù- n$%/585 ;%Ú WY?85 01 ;1B(\3H%/ 3G@D1(Y5&7-), su cui cf. Agapitos, John Tzetzes cit. 35, e Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 660-661.
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pais, che ( appunto ìfiglio di caproî (2, 23), dunque figlio di un ëpadre con le cornaí,
con un termine, QF#%"2ı:%5, che si segnala certo per la sua ricercatezza77, ma anche
per una evidente prossimit' alla sfera semantica del mondo vegetale (LSJ s.v., lett.
ëplantingí; e QF#%"2%:C- ëplanting of trees, esp. of vinesí), e delle viti in particolare, che non pu) essere casuale. Da questi nuovi versi il pais viene dunque ad apprendere, grazie alle capacit' retoriche di Tzetzes, sia delle potenzialit' poetiche del
corno sia della propria discendenza da un capro. Se poi ai ragionamenti cornuti sar'
anche sotteso un double entendre e la figura dellíignoto genitore del pais avr' una
sua allusiva corrispondenza nel reale, allora non si dovr' neppure escludere che
MAJ;J:F==Ô7%7 QF#%"2ı:%7 possa altresG insinuare líidea della natura di bastardo
del pais medesimo.
34. I nuovi versi di Tzetzes, questi appunto che leggiamo, ìsono stati aggiunti
nella parte recisa del libroî78: si tratta di uníaggiunta, dunque, quale ( rimarcata dal
verbo 2-:-A:`QB, che in forma di postilla su cartiglio dovremmo immaginare ñ
stante quanto si legge nellíinscriptio ñ ëincollataí proprio nel punto in cui il tomos (
stato lacerato.
35-37. Questi nuovi versi dovranno servire, nelle intenzioni dellíautore, non
solo da ammonimento al lettore, ma anche, e al tempo stesso e sarcasticamente, da
compenso (con espressione di sapore omerico e solenne: T:^2#<:>- Ö #%<5 2-#:Ì"&7)79 che il pais offre ai genitori. Da qui, la chiusura ad effetto del carme, di
tono sentenzioso, con líesortazione generale a che ogni genitore provveda a render
A DG&83$Y(8- (che vale ëpadreí fin da Soph. Tr. 359) Tzetzes ricorre anche altrove: Iambi
15; Hist. V 19, 665; VI 46, 314; VI 90, 929; VII 136, 361; VII 149, 863; Theog. 305. Merita osservare
che nel Vat. Pal. gr. 92 (codice italogreco degli ultimi decenni del XIII secolo e importante testimone
di testi schedografici; per una descrizione vd. I. Vassis, mO5 5I75 D/:8:Y?75 $%:%23@%&%: { 3G::8?' 3B10O5 &8N ;=0/;% Vaticanus Palatinus Gr. 92, «Hellenica» LII (2002) 37-68) al f. 166r figura
uno 3BI08- in cui un anonimo maestro accoglie a scuola il $%/0285 del quale mostra di conoscere bene
&Ù5 3Ù5 DG&83$Y(85 (cf. Vassis, o.c. 53 n° 101; trascrizione del testo in Nesseris, o.c. I, 41 n. 94).
78
Tra i vari significati che &8@' pu* assumere (Tzetzes altrove lo usa p.es. con il valore tecnico di ëcesuraí e ëdivisioneí: cf. Trag. poe. 19, su cui vd. Pace, o.c. 44 e 64-65 comm. ad v. 8), in questo
caso sembra rispondere pi" pertinentemente al valore di ëend left after cutting, stumpí (LSJ s.v.) e pu*
essere reso con ëparte recisaí (che #, in forma pi" sintetica e ricercata, quanto si legge nellíinscriptio:
;ıW%5&% @Ô(8- &8N &ı@8G Ö J;8::EH43%5 1K- &Ù5 &ı@85). Non si pu* peraltro escludere che
Tzetzes abbia qui presente anche il valore di ëpotaturaí che questo termine viene ad assumere nel lessico
agricolo (cf. p.es. la potatura delle viti in Theophr. CP III 14,2 e il taglio dei grappoli nel romanzo
bucolico di Longo II 1,2), valore che nel caso dei nostri versi tornerebbe ad alludere alla paroimia del
capro.
79
Cf. Il. 4,477-478 e 17,301-302 &8;1N3/ / H(I$&(% D2:8/-, in riferimento a guerrieri uccisi
anzitempo da Aiace. Per líuso di H(I$&(% (correzione in luogo del H(1$&< di F) cf. Tzetzes, Carmina
Iliaca 2,287 H(I$&(% 02073/5 U@12:/B8-, ·- $1( J|;1/ (riferito a Erigenia figlia della Notte).
77
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saggi (2b5 "BQ:ı7&E;)80 i figli; il tutto accentuato dallíaccostamento di parole
simili e quasi omofone (Fm%ˆ5/—-5), con un calembour a stento trasferibile in altra
lingua, che circoscrivono il verso e fanno da suggello allíintero componimento.
4. Questi versi sembrano dunque concepiti per smascherare (anche se solo in parte)
il giovane malfattore, denunciare il suo misfatto e infine rimpiazzare i versi recisi,
verosimilmente non pi/ reperibili altrove, con inediti "#C$%& di denuncia apposti nel
punto stesso del tomos in cui si ( consumato lo scempio. Ma resta líimpressione
complessiva che Tzetzes dica molto meno di quanto lasci realmente trapelare dai
versi.
Merita perci) tanto pi/ notare che forma e lessico degli ultimi due versi (3637) richiamano alquanto da vicino líappello che Tzetzes rivolge in una brevissima
lettera, quasi un biglietto, al padre di uno studente ignorante (cosG líinscriptio:
02-&1;h#%F 2-#:C): «Non mi piace che un padre soffra per líottusit' del figlio:
rendi saggio tuo figlio, se davvero sei suo padre» (Ep. 62: oÃ >%h?%=-& 1&í 0>;?#6:C-7 Fm%* 2-#^:- ?F2;<7P "BQ:I7&E; %“7 "ˆ #Ù7 FmI7, ;4 #N ƒ7#& 2-#k:).
Nulla sappiamo della natura e destinazione di questo biglietto e la possibilit' di
identificare quellí02-C1;F#%5 col pais dei nostri versi non avrebbe per ora altro
riscontro al di fuori di queste analogie in termini. Movenza e lessico, cosG vicini, e
destinatario finale dellíammonimento, anchíegli 2-#k: díun figlio insubordinato,
inducono quanto meno a mettere in conto una possibile affinit' di dinamiche e
forse pure una vicinanza temporale, pur nellíindeterminatezza della stessa Ep. 62
(1147-1148?)81.
In termini di confronto non molto diversi si pone un altro significativo contesto che rivela, con i nostri versi, alcuni punti di contatto. Il riferimento ( al lungo
passo delle Historiai in cui Tzetzes si scaglia con lessico tagliente e coprolalico
contro gli schedografi (Hist. 399, Chil. XII 223-246). Egli lamenta, tra molto altro,
che i giovani studenti non farebbero altro che trascrivere i testi dei barbari (schedoSullíidioma attico $g- con líimperativo, «assai amato da Tzetzes» (Luzzatto, Note inedite
cit. 645 n. 39), cf. K)hner-Gerth, I, 85, e Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 121 e n. 81.
81
S tra quelle lettere che «non idcirco ut mitterentur scriptae sunt, sed tamquam ad exercitationem accommodatae orationis suae ostentandae gratia a Tzetza compositae esse videntur» (P.A.M.
Leone, in Ep., XVIII-XIX). E tuttavia, se la prima sezione delle lettere tzetziane (Ep. 1-69) rispetta anche
un ordine cronologico, come si ritiene (Hart, o.c. 41-46; H. Giske, De Ioannis Tzetzae scriptis ac vita,
Rostochii 1881, 5-9; Wendel, o.c. 1192), varr! la pena allora di notare che questa lettera # ricompresa
tra líEp. 59 e líEp. 66 rispettivamente assegnabili al 1147 e al 1148. Cf. anche su questa lettera G.
Morgan, Homer in Byzantium: John Tzetzes, in C.A. Rubino-C.W. Shelmerdine (edd.), Approaches
to Homer, Austin 1983, 165-188: 169-170, e sulle epistulae ad exercitationem accommodatae pi" in
generale il contributo di Giulia Gerbi in questo volume (sullíEp. 62 cf. pp. 153-154).
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grafi) nei loro libri trasformandoli cosG in stalle di Augia piene di sterco, proprio ñ
aggiunge ñ «come fece il #:-AI2B?%7 con il libro del catasto» (Hist. 399, Chil. XII
243: ·"2;: J-Ú #Ù #:-AI2B?%7 #%* #I=%F #Ù >&>?C%7)82. In questo verso, ben
congegnato e fortemente allusivo, líhapax #:-AI2B?%7 (ëgiovane caproí ovvero
ëcucciolo/piccolo di caproí)83 e líespressione tecnica #%* #I=%F #Ù >&>?C%7, che,
sulla scia di Agapitos84, si pu) rendere con ìlibro del catastoî, mostrano una verve e
un lessico vicini a quelli dei nostri versi. Resta per) estranea al confronto tra i due
passi la possibilit' di applicare líaccezione di ëlibro del catastoí anche al #ı=%5 dei
nostri versi. Ciononostante, ( da chiedersi se il nostro pais non sia da identificare
proprio con quel #:-AI2B?%7. Díaltronde, come ha suggerito ancora Agapitos85, il
#:-AI2B?%7 potrebbe a sua volta essere in relazione con la storia che Tzetzes riferisce in una lettera (Ep. 47, assegnata al 1146)86, con cui affida un giovane, non identificato e per di pi/ suo parente (ibid. 68,7: 2-&1`:&%7 [=^#;:%7 p7 "FAA;7^5), alla
protezione del logariastes Giovanni Smeniotes87, perch! non venga punito dal governatore provinciale. Il 2-&1`:&%7, infatti, definito ìsapiente folleî e ìsaccenteî88, e
gi' in precedenza resosi colpevole di un simile misfatto, aveva osato trascrivere
alcuni giambi alla fine del volume del catasto89, che a tal motivo il funzionario si
rifiutava di firmare. Difficile stabilire se il giovane delle Historiai e quello dellíEp.
47, verosimilmente la stessa persona, possano essere identificati col nostro pais e se
lo sfregio del Versbuch sia un (altro) misfatto a lui imputabile. Se cosG fosse, dovremImportanti riflessioni su questi versi (Hist. XII 399, 223-246) offre Agapitos, o.c. 8-21.
Il termine va messo in relazione con $O:8-, che, oltre che ëgiovaneí, vale anche ëcucciolo,
figlioí (cf. e.g. Hist. IV 124, 111; XII 404, 329), per cui &(%?Y$7:85 pu* valere anche ëcucciolo di
capro, figlio di caproí, alla stregua di &(Ì?8G Õ/Y-.
84
«The word &ı@8- can function as synonymous to $(%;&/;<, the administrative cadaster»
(Agapitos, o.c. 19 n. 101).
85
Agapitos, o.c. 19 n. 101.
86
Gr)nbart, Prosopographische Beitr&ge cit. 201-202.
87
Su questa lettera cf. M. Gr)nbart, Byzantium: a bibliophile society?, «Basilissa» I (2004),
113-121: 120-121, e N. Zagklas, ìHow many verses shall I write and say?î: Poetry in the Komnenian
period (1081-1204), in W. Hhrandner-A. Rhoby-N. Zagklas (edd.), A Companion to Byzantine Poetry,
Leiden-Boston 2019, 237-263: 255. Per il destinatario della lettera, Giovanni Smeniotes, cfr. Gr)nbart,
Prosopographische Beitr&ge cit. 201-203; P.M. Pinto, La composizione letteraria antica agli occhi dei
Bizantini: Giovanni Tzetze e Michele Coniata, in R. Otranto-P.M. Pinto (edd.), Storie di testi e tradizione classica per Luciano Canfora, Roma 2018, 187-202: 188; e infine Pizzone, Bureaucratic discourse
cit. Sulla sua funzione di logariastes, e non solo, cf. R. Guilland, Logariaste, «JAByz» XVIII (1969)
101-113 (rist. in Titres et fonctions de líEmpire byzantin, London 1976, nr. XXI): 103 e 106; e il contributo di Aglae Pizzone in questo volume.
88
mÙ $%/0<(/85 U;(/FO- &Ù @7(Y38D85 J;1C58 ;%Ú 08;43238D85 (Ep. 47,68,9).
89
… &8ˆ- K<@F8G- $8&Ó &M &I:1/ &O5 $(%;&/;O5 J51B<(%,1 (Ep. 47,68,9-10).
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mo pensare allíagire di un pais, pure legato a Tzetzes da vincolo di parentela, piuttosto irrequieto e recidivo. A ben vedere, giovani di tal fatta, istruiti al punto di avere
guadagnato fin da presto una certa dimestichezza con la poesia90, non mancavano di
certo nella Bisanzio del tempo: presuntuosi a tal segno da scriver versi o decurtarne
altri su libri e carte altrui. E in una cornice del genere ancor meglio si comprenderebbe la massima finale dei nostri "#C$%& (37).
Pi/ difficile, invece, ipotizzare in quale momento il nostro grammatikos abbia
redatto questi versi. Líimpiego di trimetri atechnoi indurrebbe ad escludere líet' matura, quando Tzetzes si avvalse di iamboi technikoi (come lui stesso li definisce, perch! pi/ rispettosi delle regole sia prosodiche che metriche proprie dei trimetri di et'
classica), pure rimproverandosi la precedente produzione di atechnoi. Questi "#C$%&
potrebbero dunque risalire alla sua produzione di giambi giovanili91, della quale
síincontrano sparse tracce nei suoi scritti92, mentre alcune analogie e assonanze, in
termini e concetti, con lettere rivenienti alla seconda met' degli anni í40, potrebbero
valere da indizio di appartenenza a quella fase cronologica della sua biografia.
Scritti sul modello dei numerosi ëavvisií grammaticali e esegetici, che Tzetzes
non lesina nei suoi commentari, o degli ëavvisií di trascrizione e interpretazione ai
copisti, che síincontrano nelle note apposte nella sua minuziosa attivit' di annotatore
di codici antichi, anche i nostri versi valgono da ëmonitoí al futuro lettore che potrebbe imbattersi nel suo tomos: questi sappia dei danni subGti dal Versbuch, apprenda
dellíignobile comportamento del giovane malfattore e della genesi e valore dei versi
Su questa familiarit! dei giovani con la poesia, legata alle consuetudini didattiche di usare
composizioni in versi, cf. Zagklas, How Many Verses cit. 255.
91
Sullíuso o meno degli atechnoi, legati a un largo impiego di dicrone, come indizio cronologico cf. E. Cullhed, Diving for pearls and Tzetzesí death, «ByzZ» 108 (2015), 53-62, per il quale
líimpiego del dodecasillabo vale come elemento di datazione ante 1160; pi" cauta in merito si mostra
Savio, o.c. 75 n. 112. A tal proposito si dovr! pure ricordare, per quanto non dirimente ai fini della
datazione, che i nostri versi condividono con le Allegoriae Odysseae ñ la cui composizione dovette aver
inizio intorno al 1160: cf. Wendel, o.c. 1968; H. Hunger, Johannes Tzetzes, Allegorien zur Odyssee,
Buch 13-24, Kommentierte Textausgabe, «ByzZ» XLVIII (1955) 4-48: 6; P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di
Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo), Milano 1991, 138) ñ un tipico conio
tzetziano (cf. supra n. 70).
92
Per la giovanile produzione di trimetri technikoi cf. Ep. 1,4,7-13, ove Tzetzes cita alcuni
suoi giambi, e un pi" tardo scolio alle epistole ove fa riferimento al cattivo uso da lui fatto nel passato
delle vocali dichronoi (schol. Ep. 1, p. 159,5-6 Leone: 0/B(Y58/- ;%&1B(=@45, ›- 8d F89F%:8/); anche
nelle Historiai cita alcuni giambi giovanili (Hist. III 66, 61-67) e si esprime con lo stesso tono (schol.
Hist. III 66, 61: e&1 &%N&% n?(%D85 n&/ ;%&1B(=@45 &8C- 0/B(Y58/- ›- 8d F89F%:8/). Si vedano
inoltre gli exempla che Tzetzes ricava J, J@O5 K<@F75 e si trovano annotati nei margini del Voss. gr.
Q 1, ora editi da Pizzone, Saturno contro cit. 78-79 (per la citazione 78, v. 7), e ancora il contributo di
Aglae Pizzone in questo volume.
90
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che sta leggendo, oltre che naturalmente della perdita di quelli recisi che non potr'
mai leggere.
Ed ( pure da chiedersi se i versi caduti non trovassero posto proprio allíinizio
del tomos e quindi se il tono e líenfasi dispiegata da Tzetzes nei nuovi "#C$%& non
vada spiegata anche alla luce del fatto che una volta tagliato il foglio iniziale si
rischiasse di non capire pi/ chi fosse líautore del tomos, la cui paternit' poteva essere
anche rivendicata da altri, quasi uníossessione del nostro grammatikos, peraltro non
affatto nuovo a furti e sottrazioni di questo genere93. Vedersi sottrarre o rovinare libri
o anche solo una parte di un libro ( del resto misfatto tanto pi/ diffuso di quanto
possano far pensare i versi di Tzetzes: le sottoscrizioni di molti manoscritti, nelle
quali si incontrano espressioni di minaccia, forme di maledizione o semplici avvertimenti contro tali eventualit', sono infatti evidente «segno che la pratica doveva
essere abbastanza frequente»94.
Anche per uníoperazione di rammendo del genere non mancano testimonianze lungo tutto il millennio bizantino, secondo una prassi di risarcimento materiale
con altro e nuovo testo effettuata da parte dellíautore medesimo dello scritto, che
dunque si configura a tutti gli effetti come un «rattoppo ëdíautoreí»95. Foglietti aggiunti, modeste toppe o semplici strisce di carta recanti interventi scrittori autografi
degli autori medesimi degli scritti raccolti nel manoscritto sfregiato possono aiutare
a comprendere meglio anche le dinamiche seguite da Tzetzes nel rimpiazzare i versi
caduti (non pi/ disponendo verosimilmente di altra copia di quei versi) con altri di
nuova composizione e di denuncia.
Uníidea delle modalit' di lavoro di Tzetzes ñ che pu) valere pure come testimonianza del modo in cui i suoi autografi potessero essere strutturati per stratigrafie
e di come i manoscritti fossero talora corredati di aggiunte di testo fissate anche su
ritagli di carta e toppe agglutinate ñ suggerisce il copista principale nonch! possessore del codice Ambrosianus C 222 inf., allievo, come sembra, dello stesso Tzetzes
e attivo a Costantinopoli negli anni del primo regno di Isacco II Angelo (1185-1195)
in un ambiente prossimo alla cancelleria imperiale. Questi «attingeva ad autografi di
Giovanni Tzetzes o a una loro copia fedelissima»96, come indica una nota marginale
Cf. supra, n. 43, il caso delle Historiai.
D. Bianconi, Cura et studio. Il restauro del libro a Bisanzio, Alessandria 2018, 35, ove #
ricordato, tra i vari esempi, il lungo colofone del celebre Tetravangelo di Rabbula, Laur. Plut. 1,56 (sec.
VI) che annovera tra i ladri sacrileghi «chiunque [Ö] se ne appropri oppure ne tagli una pagina, scritta
o non scritta».
95
Secondo la definizione di Bianconi, o.c. 44.
96
C.M. Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): il codice e il suo autore. Parte
seconda: líautore, «Aevum» LXXVIII (2004) 411-440: 419.
93
94
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(alle ll. 6-13 del f. 93v, peraltro a corredo di uno scolio tzetziano contro quanti utilizzavano le sue opere senza riconoscerne la paternit')97, in cui si avverte che #%*#%
2:%"QFÓ5 q7 #@ 2:B#%#h2B #;#:-1CB, «questo era attaccato al quaternio originario»98. Il dottissimo allievo dovette dunque avere tra le mani un libro del maestro
recante, secondo consuetudine non estranea alla prassi tzetziana, un foglietto attaccato al fascicolo originario.
Poich! di questa consuetudine sia líAmbr. C 222 inf. che il Laur. Conv. Soppr.
627 serbano a loro modo eloquente testimonianza, non ( improprio pensare che i
risentiti versi tzetziani trascritti ai ff. 20v-21r di F possano provenire senza tanti
intermediari dal suo ambiente: da un esemplare autografo dellíopera (o proprio
dallíesemplare ufficiale del suo Versbuch) o da una sua fedelissima copia. Che le
radici del Laurenziano, almeno in parte, affondino nel XII secolo era stato gi' suggerito in merito al corpus dei romanzieri in esso trascritto99, il quale sembra riverberare,
nel suo nucleo fondamentale, un analogo «corpus di narrativa antica organizzato
nellíet' dei Comneni»100, quando cio( a Bisanzio questo genere di testi and) incontro
a un significativo revival (prova ne sarebbero anche i versi di Niceta Scutariota dedicati ad Alessio II Comneno e trascritti al f. 21v dello stesso codice, poco dopo quelli
tzetziani qui pubblicati)101.
Nellíimmaginare infine circostanze e dinamiche che avranno dato origine a
questi versi di Tzetzes ( sensato pensare ñ se diamo credito a quanto si legge nellíinscriptio ñ che fossero stati trascritti su un foglio incollato sullíesemplare díautore
nel punto sfigurato: una circostanza, ( da credere, che avr' comprensibilmente dato
vita ad una circolazione piuttosto ristretta degli stessi versi, il che si accorda bene
97
Schol. Ar. Ran. 843a, pp. 934,15-936,19 Koster (che edita questo scolio con qualche errore
di lettura cui ha posto rimedio Mazzucchi, o.c. 419 n. 46). Sul ricorrente timore di Tzetzes di appropriazioni indebite delle proprie opere cf. Ep. 42 e 56.
98
Trascrizione diplomatica e traduzione di Mazzucchi, o.c. 419.
99
Si tratta dei romanzi di Longo (ff. 22r-35v), Achille Tazio (ff. 36r-47r), Caritone (ff. 48r70r) e Senofonte Efesio (ff. 70v-79r).
100
G. Cavallo, Conservazione e perdita dei testi greci: fattori materiali, sociali, culturali, in
A. Giardina (ed.), Societ# romana e impero tardoantico, IV: Tradizione dei classici, trasformazioni
della cultura, Roma-Bari 1986, 83-172: 149 (rist. in Dalla parte del libro. Storie di trasmissione dei
classici, Urbino 2002, 49-175: 145), e Id., Il libro come oggetto díuso nel mondo bizantino, «JAByz»
XXXI (1981) 395-424: 415.
101
Il componimento di Niceta Scutariota indirizzato ad Alessio II (_&2B8/ &8N _;8G&%(/=&8G
$(Ù- &Ù5 $8(DG(8?I554&85), e databile tra il 1180 e il 1182, # edito da R. Browning, } ~%(;/%5Y1::45/;Y- ;=0/;%- •>.31 ;%2 ' €Gj%5&/5' 3B108?(%D2%, «Parnassos» 15 (1973) 506-519: 515-516
= Il codice Marciano gr. XI.31 e la schedografia bizantina, in Miscellanea Marciana di studi
bessarionei, Padova 1976, 21-34 [rist. in Studies on Byzantine History, Literature and Education,
London 1977, nr. XVI]: 30-31. Cf. anche Bianchi, Il codice cit. 166.
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anche con la facies del Laurenziano, noto per essere codex unicus di testi antichi e
bizantini, un codice di rariora, insomma, scovati dal copista ñ o gi' presenti nel
modello a sua disposizione, se mai ne ebbe uno ñ in sedi privilegiate, quali potevano
essere biblioteche collegate con importanti centri culturali religiosi e politici della
capitale, ristrette cerchie di eruditi, legati ad attivit' di insegnamento, ambienti dotti
imperiali102. Líipotesi costantinopolitana dellíorigine del Laurenziano, a suo tempo
prospettata su base testuale103, sembra ora trovare in questi versi un ulteriore e significativo indizio: il tomos tzetziano conservato nel sakellion, prima sfregiato da un
giovane insolente e molto vicino allíautore e poi risarcito dallíautore medesimo nel
modo originale che si ( visto, non avr' verosimilmente conosciuto grossa circolazione al di fuori di quellíambiente, e ancor meno líavr' avuta quel cartiglio avventizio
recante quei risentiti "#C$%& contro il figlio di capro.
NUNZIO BIANCHI
nunzio.bianchi@uniba.it
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Bianchi, Il codice cit. 165-167, 181.
Bianchi, Il codice cit. 167 e passim.
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INDEX VOCUM NOTABILIORUM
* Stellula notantur voces perrarae aut Tzetzianae, ° circello notantur verba
coniectura restituta.
d=`?T;&- 17 (-;Û-5).
07C6=& 27 (07cJ;).
>&>:l"JB 9 (-;).
>?hEB 15 (°>?˜";&-7).
>%`B 16 (-˘=;7%7).
gFE`7#&%5 21 (-B7).
* 1&;7#;:;hB 25 (1&67#^:;F";).
MAJ:h2#B 33 (MAJ;J:F==Ô7%7).
MJ=-7T`7B 32 (-=-Tl7).
f?&J#I5 19 (-Ì).
U==;#:%5 15 (-B7).
M2-:J^B 11 (-Ô"B).
° T:^2#:- 35.
TF6?k 10 (-`5).
J;C:B 3 et 5 (UJ;&:;7), 8
(J;<:%7), 9 (J^:"_5).
J;??C%7 inscr. (-O), 26 (-O).
J^:-5 14 (-B5), 16, 17, 18 (--),
20, 24 (--#&), 28.
\Ô:-5 22.
* J;:-">%?^B 23 (-?%*7).
J;:`#&7%5 32 (-%F5).
J%??`B inscr. (MJ%??ST6"-7).
J:%F7I5 15 (-%C).
?IQ%5 21 (-%7).
* =;#:%"h7T;#%5 31 (-B7).
* =F:&I#:-A%5 30 (-B7).
* ,;:,&JI5 20 (-@7).

%r"#:%5 3 (-O).
2-:-A:`QB 34 (-;A:ÌQ6"-7).
2-:-&:^B 3 (2-:;<?;) et 31
(°2-:;<?;5).
2-:%&=C- 4 (--7).
2-#:&JI5 24 (-N).
2?6==F:^B 27 (-c"-7).
2:%;<1%7 18 (-;7).
"-J^??&%7 inscr. (-%F), 1 (-O), 26
(-%F).
"2-:`""B 13 (-Ì,_5).
"#-?-A=I5 11 (-%<5).
"#^??B 1 ("#-?Ô7#-).
"F??%A&"=I5 32 (-%h5).
"BQ:%7CEB 36 (-;).
#^=7B 6 (#;=@7), 9 (-;), 13
(-#Ô=_5).
DE^#E65 inscr. (-%F), 12 (-%F), 25
(-%F).
#%=k 34 (-k7).
#I=%5 inscr. (-%7, -%F), 1 (-%7), 12
(-%7), 25 (-%7), 34 (-%F).
Qh??%7 5 (--).
QF#%"2I:%5 33 (-%7).
$-:#C%7 6.
$%k 11 (--<5).
$:CB 17 ($:<%7).
”5 37 (—-5).

Tzetzesí scholia to the Histories as a source
on the socio-cultural use of invective in Byzantium

Whilst examples of invective poetry and prose psogos are well explored for the
classical period, its Byzantine embodiment, as usual, stays far behind in terms of
scholarly attention. Still, there are a number of publications devoted to the subject.
Significantly, the existing studies mostly concentrate on the rhetorical aspect and
take into consideration the sources which were intentionally created as literary works
which allude to the corresponding ancient genre and aim at insulting the victim1. We
would define this kind of invective, very approximately though, as the ëlearnedí one.
The distinctive feature of it was an intention to neutralize the authorís opponents,
either by applying humor or not. Yet, there is one more important point to consider,
namely the range of lexical units used as foul words.
Analyzing Aristotleís and Platoís theoretical approaches to invective, Severin
Koster noticed that Plato had discerned two different forms of !"#$%&' !(Ô", i.e.
with rage ()ˆ* +,#-) and without rage (.*/, +,#o0), which had different goals and
were applied in different circumstances. The former aimed only at offending the
enemy, whilst the latter intended to blame and criticize him for the public good2.
Thus, this very type can be largely related to the case of literary use of insult.
Nevertheless, in terms of vocabulary, it means that there were no separate wordlists
to apply in the two corresponding sorts of invective. And what about the status rerum
in Byzantium? Was there one set of words to be used for varied purposes, or were
there two completely different layers of the foul language, so to say the ëlearnedí one
and the ëvulgarí one? On the one hand, the tendency of modern research to step back
from such kind of strict dichotomy has fully proved its fruitfulness3. On the other
* Preparation of this article has been started with the invitation of Enrico Emanuele Prodi to
contribute and has been completed only due to his advice and invaluable support for editing.
1
As for most recent publications, see corresponding chapter on derision and abuse in F.
Bernard, Writing and Reading Byzantine Secular Poetry 1025-1081, Oxford 2014, 266-276; E. van
Opstall, The Pleasure of mudslinging: an invective dialogue in verse from 10th century Byzantium,
«ByzZ» CVIII/2 (2015) 771ñ796. For a comprehensive bibliography on the subject see van Opstall,
o.c. 789-790 n. 41.
2
S. Koster, Die Invektive in der griechischen und r!mischen Literatur, Meisenheim am Glan
1980, 7-11, citing Plat. Leg. XI 934b-936d.
3
Cf. M. Hinterberger, The language of Byzantine learned literature, Turnhout 2014. The
approach expressed by Hinterberger seems to have been fully implemented by Panagiotis Agapitos in
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hand, the scholarly awareness in the sphere of the socio-cultural use of invective in
Middle-Byzantine everyday life is rather limited4. It seems rather challenging to
define the ëvulgarí foul vocabulary in its historical and linguistic background, and,
surprisingly, one of the most brilliant intellectuals of Byzantine era left us an incredibly important source on this very kind of abuse, namely his scholia on the Histories5. The present paper is an attempt to assess to what extent the scholia can contribute to the research on the colloquial obscenities and swearwords of everyday life in
the Middle Byzantine period.
To start, we have to take into consideration a whole variety of issues connected
with the theoretical research on invective language which has its own functioning
laws applicable to any culture in any time or space6. So, the first and the biggest
problem to deal with is the fact that our subject belongs to oral communication, i.e.
to spoken language. Consequently, we have to search for sources which could possibly reflect direct speech, for instance dialogues embedded into certain texts, such as
hagiographies or juridical treatises7. The second difficulty is that we have to reconstruct the scenario, i.e. to assess what kind of people were talking to each other and
the circumstances of their conversation. It is extremely important because when we
deal with written invective, as was shown by Emilie van Opstall, we can hardly be
sure of the genuine degree of the abusiveness. Analyzing the tenth-century invective
dialogue between John Geometres and Stylianos, she noted that the poems might
his article on John Tzetzesí perception of schedography: John Tzetzes and the blemish examiners: a
Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition, «MEG» XVII (2017)
1-57. The author proved that in his works Tzetzes artistically used versatile language registers in order
to produce the most effective attacks on his intellectual competitors. Invective material collected in the
article is of great importance for the present paper and certainly will be used further. Nevertheless, our
main aspect is solely colloquial abusive practice, so we have to be cautious with the swearwords mentioned by Tzetzes in the text of the Chiliads, since this is a purely literary writing based on thoroughly
elaborated !"#!$!%Û&.
4
So far, our search for secondary literature has resulted in two publications only, a chapter
on insult in Phaedon Koukoulesí treatise on Byzantine culture and a monograph on invective use in
Early Christian society: Ph. Koukoules, '()&$*+$,$ -Û!. #&Ú /!0+*+1%ı., 23, 456$&+ 1949, 284-312;
J. F. Hultin, The Ethics of Obscene Speech in Early Christianity and its Environment, Leiden-Boston
2008. Koukoules collected a prominent list of swearwords, but it definitely needs a more systematical
analysis of the contexts. Hultinís book is an in-depth study surveying foul language in the ancient world
and in the Judeo-Christian tradition without going into Byzantine period.
5
P.L.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Historiae, Galatina 20072, 529-569.
6
See e.g. T. Conley, Toward a Rhetoric of Insult, Chicago-London 2010.
7
It is obvious that not all genres can provide us with dialogues transmitting true oral speech:
for instance, historiographical sources can, in contrast, contain a heroís speech which was stylized in
the classical manner.
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have been just an amusing literary game or an emulation of the ancient iambs composed solely by John8.
In contrast, returning to Tzetzesí scholia, it is crucial to point out that his
abusive attacks on the scribe, who made some mistakes while preparing a manuscript
with the Histories, demonstrate a specific real-life context: we thus have a chance to
analyse a plausible oral speech situation. Despite the fact that some of the abusive
comments are in verse, many invective terms are attested in slangy non-metric
remarks, which seem not to be restricted by any genre or influenced by a rhetorical
tradition9.
In the Appendix all the swearwords from the scholia are collected and
organized into a table according to several parameters. The cognate words are placed
horizontally, and vertical arrangement is based on the comparison with Aristophanic
foul words, so, in a sense, it can be defined as temporal (descending from the classical period to later ones).
At first glance the set of invective images is quite predictable. A remarkable
part of them is connected with the (so to speak) physical bottom. These are typical
words which are often tabooed in different cultures. At the same time, returning to
the problem of vocabulary, in order to define the stylistic and temporal register of
the abusive words, I tried to assess how old these words were. To evaluate the general
pattern, I decided to compare them with terms of abuse attested in Aristophanesí
comedies. The reason for doing so was that Tzetzes was a connoisseur in the material10, and it was of interest to find out if he managed to borrow something from this
abusive treasury.
So, at top of the table (rows 1-4) I placed the words which were actively used
by both Tzetzes and Aristophanes. Despite this clear overlap, it is obvious that
Tzetzes did not adopt them directly from Aristophanes. As we can see from column
3 (general number of occurrences in the twelfth century), the true reason is just that
van Opstall, o.c. 795, 788.
The last piece of invective, which concludes the whole text of the scholia, is a more elaborate poem consisting of fifteen iambic verses and a cento of four Homeric verses: Leone , o.c. 601-602.
Due to the fact that this poem possesses far more literary character, we decided not to include it in our
analysis in the present article. It differs remarkably from Tzetzesí previous abusive interjections, thus
it is best studied in a separate companion paper.
10
One should note his extensive commentary on several comedies of Aristophanes, see
Johannis Tzetzae Commentarii in Aristophanem, I: Prolegomena et Commentarium in Plutum, ed. L.
Massa Positano, Groningen 1960; II: Commentarium in Nubes, ed. D. Holwerda, Groningen 1960; III:
Commentarium in Ranas et in Aves, argumentum Equitum, ed. W.J.W. Koster, Groningen 1962; and
the other Tzetzean materials collected in Scholia in Aristophanem, IA: Prolegomena de comoedia, ed.
W.J.W. Koster, Groningen 1975, 22-38, 48-49, 84-114.
8
9
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they were frequently used and common for the Greek language of the period11. Row
5 shows us one more overlap (,1Ó 234 5*6#7"4), and again we can assume that the
expression hardly came directly from classical antiquity. More likely, the phrase
gained its popularity in Byzantium because it is a quotation from the Psalms (88:23),
so the case may be seen as a hilarious coincidence.
The next word $Ì*",)64 ërelated to craftsmaní, ëcraftsmaní (row 6) is more
problematic. It is not attested in Aristophanesí works, although, according to the
rhetoric of classical psogos, being a craftsman was a ground to be abused12. Obviously, the concept continued to exist, and, beside the general term $Ì*",)64, the
names of at least two specific types of craftspeople were used as terms of abuse in
Tzetzesí Historia 369: 28"99:;%64 ëcobblerí, <,=6)6>$=?4 ëskewer of planksí13.
Still, the problem is to assess correctly the level of abusiveness and vulgarity:
perhaps it was not a highly affective word, but just emotionally more neutral ëboorishí, ërudeí14. In the Modern Greek dictionaries there is an entry $Ì*",)64 meaning
ërudeí, ëyokelishí15, which means that the word eventually lost its first meaning
ëcraftsmaní and continued to be applied in the metaphorical pejorative meaning only,
so Tzetzesí use might have been purely colloquial. Actually, we can hardly be sure
what exactly Tzetzes meant: the old abusive concept ëcraftsmaní or the medieval
meaning ëboorishí. Taking into consideration the cases of ëcobblerí and ëskewer of
planksí, the former option seems more plausible, thus we should rather consider a
more bookish register of the word $:*",)64 in comparison with other insults.
As for $ı;$6;64 and its derivates (row 4), we can point out that in Old
Comedy it could designate any type of mud or filth16, whilst for Tzetzesí wrathful
remarks we should rather consider the meaning of the root as ësewerí (a flow of excrements and bilge waters) or ëlatrineí. The last interpretation can be proved by turning to an additional marginal gloss to the first line of the final poem of the scholia:
The data were obtained through a TLG search, reference date 01.06.2018.
See Koster, o.c. 2. Cf. LSJ9 305, s.v. -7$&(1!., 1.8, 2.
13
Agapitos, o.c. 25.
14
See E. Kriaras, 9:;+#< *=. %:1&+>$+#?. :00=$+#?. @=%A@!(. BC&%%&*:D&. 1100-1669,
A3-823, E:11&0!$D#= 1968-1994 [henceforth: Kriaras], F3 21, s.v. -7$&(1!..
15
See 9:;+#< *=. #!+$?. $:!:00=$+#?., G@C(%& H&$<0= IC+&$*&J(00D@=, E:11&0!$D#= 1998 [henceforth: Triandafillidis], 258, s.v. -7$&(1!. ; G.D. Babiniotis, 9:;+#< *=. $K&. :00=$+#?. B0A11&., L5?$& 1998 [henceforth: Babiniotis], 351, s.v. -7$&(1!..
16
See e.g. J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse: Obscene Language in Attic Comedy, New
York-Oxford 19912, 192. Nevertheless, a meaning similar to ësewersí can be attested in Lucianís Lexiphanes (17,9). There is a metaphor in which a torrent of unclear and dubious words poured upon the
heroís head is represented as a torrent of sewers. So the situation is quite like that of the scribe who was
attacked for a flow of misspelled words.
11
12
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Í (Ö) =6,2;@* $%$=69;:A/ (p. 569,10 Leone). The word =6,2;B* is explained
as follows: =6,2;B* C)2% 2Ù ÕD?;E)%6*, ¡ &"*:=?4, F96,* ¡ $G;$6;64, ¡ &:;"$64, 2Ù D/;E)%* (ì=6,2;B* is a necessary room, a sewer, i.e. a bog-house, a dung
beetle, a necessaryî, ibid.)17. The definition is clear, so the word should be perceived
as belonging to scatological vocabulary, which was very active (see row 9, &ıD;64
and its cognates). Understandably, the concept of scatological swearing does not require much attention as it is well researched for both antiquity18 and modern cultures.
This fact notwithstanding, one lexical observation should still be mentioned. In Old
Comedy and the classical language in general the word &ıD;64 meaning ëexcrementí, ëdungí was emotionally neutral and deprived of a specific abusive strength,
i.e. it did not mean ëshití. In contrary, to express affective feelings and to abuse there
was another word, )&H;19. Likely, by mediaeval times its expressiveness was fully
adopted by &ıD;6420, so Aristophanean )&"26AÌ964 (Plut. 706) appears in Tzetzes
as &6D;6A:964 (Hist. XII 399, 233; XII 436, 666; and schol. Hist. V post v. 201, p.
549,27 Leone)21. Moreover, there is not a single word with the root )&"2- in Tzetzesí
work, although this word definitely existed in the form of )&:26* in Byzantine
times22. One way or another, the word )&H; was not used by Tzetzes. In our opinion,
the plausible reason is that this ancient word was too outdated or old-fashioned, thus
unable to accomplish the mission of abusing someone in a vulgar way.
Moving downwards through our table, we pass on to the words which have a
less strong connection to classical antiquity and, surely, they are not attested in
Aristophanes. A remarkable part of them belongs to the Middle Byzantine period
and represents for us, in a sense, ëmoderní foul vocabulary.

17
For a similar image relating to sewers see the passage of the Logismoi published by Aglae
Pizzone in this volume, pp. 45, 59.
18
As Edwards notes, in comedy «feces are intrinsically funny»: A.T. Edwards, Aristophanesí
Comic Poetics: IC˜;, Scatology, 1#,µµ&, «TAPhA» CXXI (1991) 157-179: 164. According to the
comments at Nub. 295-297, turning to the theme of defecation was a typical way to make people laugh.
See also Henderson, o.c. 187-199, and T.M. de Wit-Tak, The function of obscenity in Aristophanesí
Thesmophoriazusae and Ecclesiazusae, «Mnemosyne» XXI (1968) 365.
19
Henderson, o.c. 36.
20
Cf. the nickname of the emperor Constantine V. On Greek copronyms see O. Masson, Nouvelles notes díanthroponymie grecque, «ZPE» CXII (1996) 145-150, and F. Bechtel, Die historischen
Personennamen des Griechischen bis zur Kaiserzeit, Halle 1917, 611. Van Opstall, o.c. 781, expresses
the same opinion on the shift of abusiveness to the lexeme #ı/C!. and brings more examples.
21
Leone, o.c. 574; see, however, p. xxx n. 110 of the introduction to this volume.
22
See E. Trapp, Lexikon zur byzantinischen Gr"zit"t besonderes des 9.-12. Jahrhunderts,
Wien 1994-2017 [henceforth: LBG], VII, 1562, s.v. 1#7*!$.
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First, we mention several terms of obloquy relating to animals. The three leading animals here are a pig23, a buffalo (line 7)24, and a goat, the latter as part of the
expression ëson of a goatí (row 8)25. Noteworthy, in the table there is not a single
&Ì*+";64 ëdung-beetleí or even &˜I* ëdogí, which was one of the most traditional
abuses in the ancient world. The word &˜I* is attested in other works by Tzetzes,
but they all are related to a mythological context. At the same time, in his metrical
scholia to Thucydides we encounter the word )&˜==6426, applied to the historian.
Obviously, the word was used in its Modern Greek meaning, i.e. ëdogí (not ëpuppyí),
and it had a vulgar and abusive character27. The conception of a dog as a dirty animal28 definitely remained pervasive in medieval times. We can call to memory the
famous epigram of the tenth-century poet John Geometres On Psinas29. Apparently,
Psinas was a personís name and the poet used it for an invective pun with the Slavic
word psina, ëdogí, which was an obscenity in old Slavonic and was known in
Byzantium. So, we can assume that an old invective image gained its new life in a
23
Three expressions connected with the word N!OC!. are mentioned in the final poem (see n.
9), so they will be discussed in a separate publication.
24
One of Tzetzesí favourite foul words, with a connotation of ëstupidí, ëignorantí, see Agapitos, o.c. 11. Despite the fact that Tzetzes was the most active (and almost the only) author who used
this word as a term of abuse (see LBG VI/1, 288, s.vv. -!(-70+!$, -!P-&0!.), we still can be quite sure
in general of the colloquial character of the insult. Alongside Tzetzes, Kriaras s.v. -!P-&0!. refers to
Markos Defaranas (S. Karaiskakis, M. F:J&C7$&., 9<B!+ @+@&#*+#!D *!( /&*C<. /C!. *!$ (+<$,
«9&!BC&JD&» XI (1934-37) 1-66), and Agapitos, o.c. 11 n. 56 cites the same meaning in Ptochopr. II
68-73. Besides, a similar pejorative meaning survived in Modern Greek (Triandafillidis, s.v. -!(-70+,
2.-).
25
For this expression see below on ëson of a cuckoldí. For a scoptic poem by Tzetzes that
revolves entirely around the concept of ëson of a goatí see Nunzio Bianchiís chapter in this volume.
26
The word is used twice in the marginalia annotated by Tzetzes himself in ms. Heidelberg,
Pal. Gr. 252: fol. 26r ¡ 1#P00!. !”*!. 4**+#A*&*& BC7J:+ (ìThis dog writes in the most Attic wayî)
and fol. 45r *Ï. 1(BBC&JÏ. #CD$:+$ @Ó *:N$+#Q *C</R / 1#P00!( *: *!(@Ú #&Ú /&0&+,$ #&Ú $K>$
/ I)K*)!( %<$!( N7C+1%& @(1%&5:1*7*!( (ìTo judge in artful way the writings of this dog and
[others] ancient and contemporary is the grace of the most ignorant Tzetzes onlyî): M.J. Luzzatto,
Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide. Note autografe sul codice Heidelberg, Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999,
respectively pp. 61, 49.
27
M.J. Luzzatto supposes that Tzetzes called Thucydides in this way because he was younger
than Herodotus, see Luzzatto, o.c. 51-52 n. 30. I strongly suspect this understanding is too sophisticated
and less plausible.
28
Such attitude to dogs traces back to the ancient world. Judging on Aristophanesí data, dogs
were filthy, because they used to eat dung along with pigs and dung-beetles (e.g. Pax 24-25), thus the
abusiveness of the term is rooted in scatology.
29
For the text and commentary see M. Lauxtermann, John Geometres ñ Poet and Soldier,
«Byzantion» LXVIII/2 (1998) 356-381: 379.
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form of a more contemporary word, which corresponds to the observation we made
above on the transition of the abusive potential from )&H; to &ıD;64.
Finally, we turn to most actively used and, evidently, most ëmoderní swearing
options. The first one will be ,1Ù4 &6˜;$"4 ëson of a bitchí (line 10), but previously,
it seems reasonable to discuss the word &60;$" itself.
The etymology of this invective has been much disputed. Scholars in the field
of Slavic studies have always considered that it derives from Slavic *kur (a cock).
Initially it meant a hen, but later gained the meaning ëwhoreí (cf. French ëcocotteí,
ëpouleí). On the other hand, Greek linguists consider this word to be a loan from
Latin curva (curvus), i.e. ëcrookedí, ëwrongí30.
The problem is that there actually was a homonym loanword which came from
Latin ñ &60;$". It came into usage no later than the sixth century with a completely
different meaning, i.e. ësaddle curveí31. Actually, we can be sure that the Byzantines
understood both meanings and the difference between them, because there is a pun
based on this word in the Life of St David, Symeon and George (BHG 494, ninth or
tenth century). St Symeon made a joke when he refused to accept a horse which was
given to him as a gift. He came to the horse, touched the saddle and said: JÃ"Ú 2#E)6* (>6 &6,;$H* #6*"K- &"+?#E*L (ìAlas to the monk who is sitting between
two curves / whoresî32. Apart from this Vita, &60;$" as a professional title appears
in two more cases. The first one occurs in some late manuscripts of the Life of St
John the Merciful (ninth to twelfth century). The second example is in the astrological poem by John Kamateros (twelfth century) addressed to the emperor Manuel
Komnenos. The author says that a girl who was born under a certain zodiac sign
would definitely become a whore33. So, the word apparently came into active foul
vocabulary some time around the tenth century, a time of dramatically intensive
dealing with the Slavs, which indirectly proves the Slavonic origin of the abusive
term. Following the usage of the word in later periods, we can see that the further we
proceed in time, the more clearly the word loses its meaning as denotative of a
profession and becomes just an affective abusive address towards a woman (cf.
ëbitchí in English). There are at least three contexts in late Byzantine period in which
30
The problem was scrutinized by I. äevč enko, ìWhoreî in the Life of John the Merciful,
«Palaeoslavica» VI (1998) 294-297.
31
Ibid. 296.
32
J. van den Gheyn, Acta Graeca Ss. Davidis, Symeonis et Georgii, «AB» XVIII (1899) 209259: 252.
33
L. Weigl, Johannes Kamateros. S"1&B>BT U1*C!$!%D&.. Ein Kompendium griechischer
Astronomie und Astrologie, Meteorologie und Ethnographie in politischen Versen, Leipzig 1908, 41
(v. 1251).
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the word was addressed to a woman who was not a prostitute. Twice this epithet is
given to a virgin warrior Maximou in the Escurial manuscript of the Digenis epos34,
and once to a malicious wife from Leonardos Dellaportosí poem35.
Reverting to Tzetzesí scholia, we turn to the expression ,1Ù4 &6˜;$"4, which
is more relevant to the poetís abusive means. In the eleventh-century juridical treatise
known as П/M;" there is a case on impairment of dignity: one state official verbally
abused another one by calling him ,1Ù4 &6˜;$"4 and &/;"2N436, and finally the
wrangle led to a fight. Therefore, the invective efficacy of the terms can be stated
without any doubts. To prove that it worked exclusively as an obscenity, we made a
review on the usage of a similar expression ñ ,1Ù4 234 DO;*?4 ëson of a harlotí. The
TLG shows that the collocation was quite frequent, but none of Middle Byzantine
contexts revealed it as an affective abuse37. On the contrary, the examples demonstrate a neutral factual statement. If someone is called ,1Ù4 234 DO;*?4 it only means
that the person was born to a prostitute or out of marriage38. This usage seems to go
back to the Septuagint. According to the Book of Judges (11:1), one of the judges of
Israel, Jephthah, was born to a prostitute. Therefore, such denotation dominates in
the sources throughout the whole Byzantine period. So the expression ,1Ù4 234 DO;*?4 merely indicates the profession of the personís mother and/or highlights his social status. In contrast, ,1Ù4 &6˜;$"4 bears a purely vulgar and offensive character.
In our opinion, the expression definitely had a Slavonic origin. Such a statement can be sustained by general observations on the mechanisms of the borrowing
of foul words. Typically, such words cross the borders between peoples and languages without much difficulty and, in many cases, faster than other lexical layers.
Of the two main reasons, the first is the fact that the adopting language can intensively absorb foreign swearwords, because while being clear in their meaning, they
do not sound very harshly, since non-native speakers do not feel emotional connotaE. Jeffreys, Digenis Akritis. The Grottaferrata and Escorial versions, Cambridge 1998,
350, 354 (vv. 1518, 1577).
35
M. Manousakas, 9:!$7C@!( V*:00&/<C*& W!+?%&*& (1403/1411), L5?$& 1998, 205368 (v. 2059).
36
I. Zepos-P. Zepos, Jus Graecoromanum, IV: W:OC& SÃ1*&5D!( *!X Y>%&D!(. Z/+*!%?
$<%>$, L56$&+ 1931, 233 (LXI, 6).
37
Data obtained through a TLG search, reference date 01.08.2019. The search showed nine
occurrences, only one of which refers to an abuse. The expression is included in a set of insults cited in
one of John Chrysostomosí homilies, De mansuetudine (PG LXIII, 554).
38
See e.g. an episode from the Life of St Theodore of Sykeon, where a demon addresses the
saint and calls him a son of a prostitute (A.-J. Festugi[re, Vie de Th#odore de Syke$n, Bruxelles 1970,
ch. 18. On the one hand, it sounds offensive, but in fact, according to the text, Theodoreís mother really
made her living with the oldest profession (ch. 3).
34
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tions as keenly as native speakers do. However, the second reason seems to be more
plausible in our case. This type of loans coincides with the general perception of the
Slavic language as barbaric and vulgar, thus the invective was supposed to work
more effectively.
The next abusive term is &/;"2N4 ëcuckoldí and ,1Ù4 &/;"2N ëson of a
cuckoldí (row 11). As in the case of ,1Ù4 &6>;$"4, the effectiveness of the word is
proved by the context that we discussed already in the П/M;". A brief excursus on
the history of the concept of &/;"2N4 is adduced in Phaedon Koukoulesí treatise. In
his opinion, the earliest source which contains the idea of a wife setting the horns
onto her husbandís head by cheating on him dates back to the second century AD
and is attested in Artemidorosí treatise39. So, the idea itself is quite old, but we do
not encounter the word much until the period between the tenth and the twelfth
century, when it became extremely popular. We meet it in the works of Christophoros of Mytilene, Anna Comnena, Nicetas Choniates40, in the title of Constantinopolitan monument P/;"2/#$G=%6*41, and Michael Psellos even wrote an essay on
the origin of the term &/;"2N4. He suggests that the expression was triggered by the
fact that all the animals that wear horns (goats, deer, etc.) are very indifferent and
apathetic in love, so they do not suffer from jealousy42. Remembering the previously
mentioned term ,1Ù4 260 2;:96,, we can eventually come to the conclusion that the
core idea of these abuses is the same43. If, according to the Byzantines themselves, a
cuckold and a goat represent very close notions, then in both cases the matter is a
situation when a child born in legal marriage is not biologically native to his official
father. Moreover, perhaps, in some cases the abuse ,1Ù4 &6>;$"4 might transmit the
same concept. Since &6>;$" is not strictly a prostitute, but merely a vicious woman,
Koukoules, o.c. 303-307.
All the references to the sources are given by Koukoules, l.c.
41
According to Patria, in the Neorion harbour there was an arch with a magical statue wearing
four horns on its head. If a man suspected his wife of adultery, he could pass over and touch the statue.
In case his suspicions were justified, the statue would turn around for three times. Cf. T. Preger, PseudoCodini Patria Constantinopoleos, in Scriptores originum Constantinopolitanarum, II, Leipzig 1907,
271.
42
K. Sathas, H+N&T0 \:00!X W<5:$ *Ù *!X #:C&*] ƒ$!%&, in H:1&+>$+#? '+-0+!5?#=
Sí, W&CD1+ 1876, 526.
43
In the case of the expressions (^Ù. #:C&*], (^Ù. #!PC-&., apart from the abusiveness
concentrated in the words #:C&*]. and #!PC-& themselves, we should consider one more factor. The
ëadditionalí insult effectiveness roots in a very archaic conception of vituperation of the opponentís
ancestors, which surely was reflected in classical Greek psogos as well (see Koster, o.c. 16). As for our
scholia, the same type of insults is represented by expressions such as (^Ó %+&C>*7*!( ëson of the
filthiestí (row 2), (^Ó -:-?0!( %+&C!X ëson of a filthy and impure maní (row 12).
39
40
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who, for example, practises adultery, the result is the same ñ her child has somebody
else as a father, not her legal spouse. Viewing this abuse in the social and cultural
aspect, we can make an important inference. Unlike terms of abuse such as ëbastardí
which are common in other cultures, in Byzantium there must have been a different
socially conventional invective. According to it, it was disreputable and humiliating
to be born not to a cheating husband, but to a cheating wife44.
However, the last word to which we turn our attention, namely &GD/=64 (row
13), might add some ambiguity to the issue. The common Byzantine meaning,
attested in the dictionaries of Kriaras and Trapp, is ëyouthí, ëservantí45. Clearly, this
translation hardly matches Tzetzesí invective intonation, so we should rather consider other meanings. Another one given by Kriaras is &"&6Q+?4, &"&6D6%G4 ënastyí,
ëevildoerí with the field label Õ$;%)2. (insult)46, which seems to fit our context perfectly. At the same time, Trapp shows one more possible interpretation47. He refers
to an occurrence of the word in the scholia to Sophoclesí Electra, where the commentator uses the word &GD/=64 to explain the notion of ëbastardí, ënatural childí48.
I doubt we can be fully certain of what exactly Tzetzes meant, but at all events the
word revealed its colloquial and affective character quite vividly.
Finally, apart from the analysis of separate words, we should pay attention to
the combinational peculiarities of the insults. Looking at some expressions (especially rows 8, 10, 11), we can note that Tzetzes compiles several swear words together, so that they form a whole chain, a torrent of swearing. On the one hand, that is a
true sign that our source reflects the real communicative situation. When people start
losing temper and the emotional temperature intensifies, the density of the abuses
increases dramatically. On the other hand, it is the structural characteristics of the
language of obscenity. A great deal of foul words share a feature of being combined
in various permutations to express the uncontrolled emotion. Noteworthily, not all
the words reveal the same level of сombinability. Among the words and expressions
44
At the same time, the concept of ëbastardí must have existed as well (see below on #</:0!.), but, as for our scholia, the concept of (^Ù. #!PC-&. / (^Ù. #:C&*] undoubtedly prevailed. Moreover, the classical word for bastard, $ı5!., was never used as an insult (see LSJ, Kriaras, Triandafillidis,
s.v. $ı5!.) and a later insult with the same meaning was a loanword from Italian (see LBG, Triandafillidis s.vv. %/71*&C@!., /&1*7C@+.). So, we can suggest that the abusive concept was borrowed
along with the word due to the fact that it was not developed enough on Greek soil originally.
45
Kriaras VIII 276, s.v. #</:0!., 1, 2; LBG VI/1 861, s.v. #</:0!..
46
Kriaras, l.c.
47
LBG, l.c.
48
Schol. Soph. El. 325 JP1+$] #&*Ï JP1+$, _*!+ JP1:+ #&Ú !Ã 5K1:+. *!X B$?1+!( `$&$*D!$, ¡ J(1+#<., ¡ 0:B<%:$!. #</:0!., in G. Dindorf, Scholia in Sophoclis tragoedias septem, II,
Oxford 1852, 252.
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attested in the scholia, #%";G4, &6>;$"4 ,1G4, 2;:96, ,1G4, &/;"2N ,1G4, and the
cognates of &GD;64 demonstrate the most active combinability. In our opinion, it
reveals a higher level of their abusiveness. Arguably, their direct meaning started to
recede, and the usage of such expressions might eventually have attained expletive
character (cf. ëshití, ëbitchí in English, kurwa in Polish). On the contrary, the words
which better preserved their distinct meaning, e.g. $6>$"=64 as ëstupidí, ëdumbí or
$:*",)64 as ëboorishí were likelier less affective and less rude.
To sum up, we can admit that the scholia to the Histories definitely contributed
to our subject, since they gave us an opportunity to conduct quite a wide overview
on the range of everyday invectives. Having placed them in context, we can rest
assured that these words belonged to the register of vulgar and colloquial expressions. Even if in a majority of cases these terms of abuse have some roots in antiquity,
we can postulate that none of them was borrowed from Aristophanes directly, and
several do not have a straight connection to classical literary invective at all. Besides,
a certain lexical shift should be noted, when new words replaced the ancient ones
while conveying the same abusive concepts as their predecessors. Conversely, in
other cases we witness relatively fresh concepts contemporary to the Byzantine
world. As for the imagery, the scatological realm definitely prevails upon the sexual
one49, and the second most active group is connected with the social status of the
person in dependence from the circumstances of his or her birth. Assuredly, the
aforementioned ideas should be assessed as preliminary and need to be further
researched on the basis of other types of sources, e.g. juridical ones, if we talk about
bastards and children born after female adultery. Anyway, apart from the numerous
magnificent philological deeds conducted by John Tzetzes, we should be thankful to
him for his swearing as well, since it was performed with much liveliness and
variability, which left us significant data to work on the issue of understanding the
functioning of language registers and Byzantine culture in general.
YULIA MANTOVA
july8@mail.ru

49
Despite the fact that we failed to find a single purely sexual abusive term within the scholia,
it still seems too hasty to state that they were not used in Byzantium at all. Likelier, they had a more
euphemistic expression, thus, they are more difficult to detect.

Appendix
Nr.

Total number of
cognate abuses in
the scholia

Arist.

XII c.

Tzetzesí scholia on Histories, ed. Leone

1

2

3

1

14

>200

!"#$% ñ 3

2

14

>200

!&'#$% ñ 13

3

2

~50

?>@'#!' ñ 1

4

6
(= ëmudí,
ëfilthí)

~50

;$#;*#*% (='shit') ñ 4

5

1

12

5=Ó +,% 2/*!)'% ñ 1

1

6

0

> 200

;>/'5B*% ñ 1

1

7

0

>50

;*4;'<*% ñ 4

+Ù ;*5;><&*/

8

0

0

E*F +#>.*5 ¡ 5=$% ñ 4

G'<*F +#>.*5 5=$%

+H?/*/ +#>.*5

+#>.*5 ('I%

9

11
(= ëdungí)

?$(#*% (= ëshití) ñ 1

?'+9?$(#"B'% ñ 2

?*(#*A>.*%

?*(#)'% *Ã? *JD'%
.#>A9&/, 2<<Ï
?*(#)*5%; ?*(#)'

10

0

0

?*4#;'% 5=H ñ 3

?*4#;'% 5=Ó !&'#H

?*4#;'% 5=Ó +*F +#>.*5

11

0

0

?9#'+- !&'#*F 5=H ñ 2

+*F G9#'+- +Ù/ 5=$/

12

0

0

5=Ó ;9;K<*5 !&'#*F ñ 1

1

13

0

1

?$(9<*% ñ 1

1

4

5

6

7

8
3

('!!)'#*% ñ 2

+,% !&'#-% .*/,% +Ù
!&'#0+'+*/ 1..*/*/

2($3*/ +,% !&'#-%
+*4+*5 657,%

8!)'/9 +:/ ;);<*/,
5=Ó !&'#"+>+*5

20
1

;*#;$#*5 A4B&%

C<*% 'Ã+*;$#;*#*%

;*#;*#94% (hapax)

+Ï% D5B$D!*5%
;*#;$#*5%

7

5
7
?*(#"+:% (hapax)
;&;<)"/

8
5
3

Buffaloes and bastards:
Tzetzes on metre

John Tzetzes was a man of strong convictions and great anger with whoever dared
to disagree with him. ëBuffaloesí he used to call them: !"#!$%"&, morons1. Another
favourite term of abuse was: ësons of he-goatsí, i.e. ëbastardsí, because he-goats have
horns, and horn-wearers ('()$*+,(-, cornuti, cuckolds) allow others to father their
children2. The buffaloes and bastards were everywhere, in all walks of life, in every
pursuit and field of expertise, but it was their views on metre that got Tzetzes really
worked up.
A good example is a scholion in Tzetzesí commentary on the Plutus of Aristophanes3. It is 117 lines long and deals with various grievances and annoyances, from
the lack of proper funding to the serious metrical mistakes made by the .$*()&/*$0,
silly scholars who disregarded the length of the so-called ëdichronaí, the vowels $, &
and 1 that are either short or long, but definitely not both4. Halfway through this rant,
1
See M. Jeffreys, The nature and origins of the political verse, «DOP» XXVIII (1974) 141195: 149-150.
2
Hist. XII 399, 243 (P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Historiae, Galatina 20072, 467): !"#$%&'()*, and numerous examples of !"+$), &#-. / ,/%. / !01*)* in Tzetzesí notes on the Histories, I
20, 559 (p. 534,25 Leone); XI 385, 770 (564,12); 396, 891 (564,15); XII 399, 226 (565,15); 404, 332
(565, 20); 409, 426 (566,8); and XIII 480, 324 (568,10), two of which make it perfectly clear what this
term of abuse stands for: 564,12 !)2 !"+$), ¡ ,/Ù. referring to the same scribe as the one vilified in
line 564,11 as !)2 34#")2 15"#!6 ¡ ,/%., ìthe son of a filthy cuckoldî, and 565,15 1)7"8#. ,/Ó, !"+$), ,/Ó, ìson of a whore, son of a he-goatî (cf. 565,20). See also schol. Ar. Ran. 507a, p. 835,9 Koster:
!"+$), ,/Ó. For 30*9:!). !01*)* in schol. Ar. Plut. 137, see n. 5. For the similar meaning of !"+$),
&#49;)* in the poetry of John Geometres, see M.D. Lauxtermann, Byzantine Poetry from Geometres to
Pisides: Texts and Contexts, I-II, Vienna 2003-19, II, 129-130. An entire poem of Tzetzesí on a ëson
of a he-goatí is edited by Nunzio Bianchi in this volume; on Tzetzesí terms of obloquy more generally,
see the chapter by Yulia Mantova (loose women and horned beasts at pp. 111-114).
3
Schol. Ar. Plut. 137, pp. 41,8-46,20 Massa Positano; see also M. Schmidt, Adnotamentum
Tzetzae ad Arist. Plut. 137 ineditum, «Philologus» XXV (1867) 687-691. For a commentary, see W.
J.W. Koster, ! propos de quelques manuscrits díAristophane de la Biblioth"que Nationale, «REG»
LXVI (1953) 1-33: 23-24.
4
For the term <#!5"4=!>. in Tzetzesí commentary on Aristophanes, see H. Hunger, Zur Interpretation polemischer Stellen im Aristophanes-Kommentar des Johannes Tzetzes, in ?'3@9)!"#$>3#!#: Studia Aristophanea viri Aristophanei W.J.W. Koster in honorem, Amsterdam 1967, 59-64,
at 59. Hunger interprets it as a bad person: someone who is after «das <+!5")*, das in euphemistischen
Sinne fAr 1#1%* zu verstehen ist» (see LSJ, s.v. B!5")., III.2, «other than should be»). I think it means
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Tzetzes directs his anger at one grammarian in particular who had claimed that
Homer arbitrarily lengthens and shortens the dichronic vowels and who had adduced
as evidence Il. V 31, a line that famously begins with 2)(- ê)(-, with alpha first
long and then short (pp. 43,31-44,2 Massa Positano):
345- *( /#)(& *67 .8 ¡49)(0$7 :#/&7
;%%"<)"/+%%=- ,&>)?7"&- >)@/.$& %AB(&,
*Ù «2)(-, ê)(-» <$7*$>"C !"D7 4AB$
(E)(7*9/0"1 4A7,9*"- ‚ <$*)Ù- *A'7"7!).
He mocks me in public and keeps saying that Homer uses the dichrona as it
suits him, while bellowing 2)(-, ê)(- on every occasion (oh that bastard
from Brindisi!)5.
We do not know who the bastard from Brindisi was. It must have been a Greek
from Southern Italy, who had established himself as an intellectual in Constantinople
in the mid twelfth century6. If he indeed taught that Homer used the dichronic vowels
indifferently, he erred in good company: many other Byzantine scholars thought
exactly the same7. Even a great scholar such as Eustathios of Thessaloniki comes
dangerously close to admitting that Homer handles the dichronic vowels freely. This
is what he has to say about 2)(-, ê)(- (pp. II, 14,15-17 and 15,7 van der Valk):
F$Ú G)$ G<=- ¡4"C <$)A.(*" *Ù $Ã*Ù ƒ7"4$ H7 H'*+/(& *( ,&>)?7"1 '$Ú
H7 /1/*"%I, ›- J7 H7,(0K9*$& /$:A/*$*$ *L7 ,&:?)9/&7 *D7 ,&/64=7
,&>)?7=7 [Ö] *&7Ó- ,A :$/& B(7A/.$& *"C*" "Ã 4?7"7 '$*Ï ;,&$:")0$7
,&>)?7"1, ;%%Ï [Ö].

ìa person who avers that, in the case of the dichronic vowels, anything goes: short or longóeither of
the two is correctî. A third possibility would be to connect it with Tzetzesí rant in schol. Ar. Ran. 298a,
p. 783,1-6 Koster against those who misinterpret !)2!) $C D<C ß!!)* <#!0"),: people who make such
ëthateristicí mistakes are capable of anything.
5
For 30*9:. as the word for ëgoatí in Egypt and the equivalent of Pan, see, e.g., J. Nimmo
Smith, Pseudo-Nonniani in IV orationes Gregorii Nazianzeni commentarii, Turnhout 1992, 204,6-7:
!Ù* E6*# F0*9:!# 1#()2=4* )/ GH$7&!4)4 94Ï !Ù 1#Ú !Ù* !"+$)* 30*9:!# 1#(5-*.
6
Both Michael Italikos and Theorianos may have been Italians; but the first is a bit early and
the second a bit late to be identified with the bastard from Brindisi. See P. Magdalino, Prosopography
and Byzantine identity, in A. Cameron (ed.), Fifty Years of Prosopography: The Later Roman Empire,
Byzantium and Beyond, Oxford 2003, 41-56: 51, 53-54.
7
See F. Kuhn, Symbolae ad doctrinae &5"Ú 94I"%*'* historiam pertinentes, Breslau 1892.
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Please note how [Homer] offers the same name twice, with the dichronon both
long and short, so as to demonstrate the different lengths of ambivalent dichrona. [Ö] Some maintain, however, that the treatment of the dichronon is
not purely arbitrary, but [Ö].
The ësome maintainí was a minority view; most people, including Eustathios,
thought that the dichronic vowels could be both long and short.
Another school of thought, slightly less liberal than the Eustathian one, included those who maintained that one ought to follow the example of the ancients and
adopt their practices. A good example is the following dialogue between a pupil and
his teacher, found in a thirteenth-century manuscript of Dionysius Thrax (Vat. Gr.
14, p. I/3, 206,14-19 Hilgard):
2)í "“7 MK(/*0 4"& *Ï- ,&:.?BB"1- '$Ú *Ï ,0>)"7$ ,&Ï <$7*Ù- H'*(07(&7;
%('*A"7 G*& H7 *"N- 4(*)&'"N- *Ï- ,&:.?BB"1- H' <$7*Ù- *)?<"1, *Ï ,Ó
,0>)"7$ "Ã' (O'I, ;%%Ï '$*Ï *L7 <$)+,"/&7 '$Ú >)@/&7 *D7 <$%$&D7P
O,"ˆ BÏ) *Ù 2)(-,ê)(- '$Ú 4$')Ù7 '$Ú !)$>ˆ M>(& *Ù $P MK(/*&7 "“7
¡4"0=- '$Ú 34N7 >)6/$/.$&.
«So, am I allowed always to treat the diphthongs and the dichrona as long?»
«Well, according to the metricians, [one should treat] the diphthongs always
[as long], but as for the dichrona, [one should] not [treat them] at random, but
follow the tradition and the example of the ancients. Take 2)(-,ê)(- where
the alpha is both long and short; in such cases we are allowed to do the same».
Eustathios of Thessaloniki mentions yet a third category, consisting of radical
grammarians who flatly denied the existence of dichronic vowels (p. I, 52,18-20 van
der Valk):
"—*= ,Ó '$Ú *Ù F)"70=7 ,&:")(N*$& <$)Ï *Q <"&9*I '$Ú R%%$ "Ã' ¿%0B$, (O '$Ú "S 7C7 /*)1:7"Ú %"B&/*$Ú *D7 /*&>"1)B"#7*=7 4"7?>)"7$ *Ï
*"&$C*$ (T7$& .A%"1/&7.
Thus we see that F)"70=7, and many other words as well, are measured both
long and short in Homer, even if the metrical inquisitors of today claim that
such words only have one length.
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There can be little doubt that Tzetzes was one of these metrical inquisitors8.
His most violent rants are invariably directed against the .$*()&/*$0, also called
;,&$:")",0>)"7"& or ;,&$:")",&>)"7&/*$0, ìthose who use the dichrona indifferentlyî9. See, for example, a note on Plutus 277, where he discusses the prosodic
length of <1.A/.$& (p. 99,6-19 Massa Positano):
*"N- /":=*+*"&- 4"1 ;,&$:")",&>)?7"&- [...], "µ<() *Ï '"4UÏ *$C*+
:$/&7, ›- $S $Ã*$Ú ,0>)"7"& ¡*Ó 4Ó7 4$')$Ú ¡*Ó ,Ó !)$>(N$& %"B0V"7*$&.
;!+/'$7"7 ,Ó *"C*" $Ã*"N- BA7"&*" *"&$#*97 *Q !0W <)"/<")0V"1/&
%1/&*A%(&$7 *Ù R7(1 4(.?,=7 '$7?7=7 *( %"B&'D7 '$Ú <$)$*9)94+*=7
4$*$0=7 ("µ=7 ¡ XVA*V9- :9/07, Y >)?7"1 ,(N*$& 4$')"C) Z[,0=- ;'$)&$0=- "—*= '$Ú (Ã4$)D- <5/$7 *A>797 *D7 %?B=7 4$7.+7(&7 *( '$Ú
4(*A)>(/.$&!
Our most learned itís-all-the-samists [...], who have this splendid theory that
the same dichronic vowels can sometimes be measured long, sometimes short.
How generous of them to provide such a beneficial service to the world: to
study and learn the whole curriculum so easily, quickly and expediently, without need of methods, rational rules and idle observations (such as those by
Tzetzes, which demand time and effort)!
As always, Tzetzes is exaggerating a bit: it is hardly believable that his fellow
grammarians pretended that one could do without methods and rules and observations altogether. The point is that for Tzetzes, the self-declared lover of Homer
(:&%?49)"-)10, the idea that Homer would treat the dichronic vowels at random was
blasphemy. Obviously, he was well aware of the problem of irrational scansions in
Homer11, but as Homer was the greatest poet ever, there had to be method to it and
rules ('$7?7(-) which one could learn and master only through hard work. Crucial

See Kuhn, o.c. 82-83; M. van der Valk, Eustathii archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem pertinentes, I, Leiden 1971, cxxxiv; Jeffreys, o.c. 150.
9
See Hunger, o.c.
10
See P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Carmina Iliaca, Catania 1995, 101,3.
11
For metrical problems in Homer, see G. Schulze, Quaestiones epicae, GAtersloh 1892, and
W.F. Wyatt, Metrical Lengthening in Homer, Rome 1969. For discussions of metre in the ancient
scholia to Homer, see G. Rauscher, De scholiis Homericis ad rem metricam pertinentibus, Strasbourg
1886, and F. Montanari, I versi ësbagliatií di Omero e la filologia antica, in M. Fantuzzi-R. Pretagostini
(edd.), Struttura e storia dellí esametro greco, I, Rome 1995, 265-287.
8
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for Tzetzesí understanding of false quantities in Homer is the concept of the ëcommon syllableí ('"&7L /1%%$!6) ñ a concept very popular with metricians and grammarians in Roman and Byzantine times. The ancient commentators distinguish three
types of ëcommon syllableí: (1) syllables shortened through epic correption; (2)
syllables shortened through Attic correption; and (3) irrational lengthenings of short
final syllables. A classic example of the third type is Il. XIV 1 \A/*")$ ,8 "Ã' M%$.(7 O$>L <07"7*+ <() M4<9-, where -.(7 in M%$.(7 is long. The syllable is long
because the word O$>6 historically begins with a digamma, which here is slightly
prolonged: [elathew wiakh(:]; but later Greeks had no knowledge of the digamma,
added a -7 between M%$.( and O$>L to avoid hiatus, and assumed that in Homer a
short syllable may occasionally be long at word end: such an inexplicable lengthening makes it a ëcommon syllableí12.
In his commentary on Hephaestion, the ninth-century grammarian George
Choiroboskos (pp. 203,25-208,8 Consbruch) knows of ten phonetic environments
that enable short syllables to be lengthened: (1) the following word begins with iota
(as in the Homeric example just mentioned); (2) and (3) there is an acute or a perispomenon on, after, or before the short syllable; (4) there is a rough breathing or an
aspirated plosive before or after the short syllable; (5) the short syllable is followed
by a pause indicated by a punctuation mark; (6) the lengthening is triggered by
adjacent ;4(*+!"%$ (nasals and liquids); and (7) to (10) the lengthening is triggered
by either ,, <, / or *, letters that can be doubled word-internally. This metrical
doctrine appears to have been quite popular with the Byzantines because traces of it
can be found in the works of numerous scholars, including Eustathios of Thessaloniki and our own John Tzetzes13.
Later scholars, however, do not restrict these rules to final syllables, but also
apply them word-internally. A good example is Tzetzesí self-critical scholion attached to the verse epilogue of Epistle 1 concerning the word ;>$)&*?B%=**"-,
which he had measured with both the first alpha and the iota long (pp. 158-159
Leone):
See ps.-Dion. Thr. pp. 20-22 Uhlig; ps.-Herodian. p. III/2 657,27-36 Lentz; Heph. pp. 7,158,10 Consbruch. For later testimonies, see, for example, W. Studemund (ed.), Anecdota varia Graeca
musica metrica grammatica, Berlin 1886, 183.
13
For Eustathios of Thessaloniki, see H. Grossmann, De doctrinae metricae reliquis ab
Eustathio servatis, Strasbourg 1887, 6-14. For Tzetzes, see, for instance, his commentary on Book I of
the Iliad: M. Papathomopoulos, JK>$:=4. L'+**), $"#33#!41)2 !)2 MN0!N), 5H. !O* P3>"),
L(4+9#, Athens 2007, at 100,4-7, 117,6-10, 132,19-133,1, 137,5-12, 162,14-15, 175,17-18, 178,18-21,
185,17, 198,20-199,1, 179,8, 179,16, etc. Whereas Choiroboskos restricts his discussion to short final
syllables, Eustathios and Tzetzes apply the ten ways of lengthening both to final and word-internal
short syllables.
12
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'$Ú ]7 *D7 ,$/A=7 H'*(07(& ›- <$)8 π<<_7$'*& *?,(` ìa7 $Ã*Ù7 ƒ:&*‹7*&'764&"7 ,+'"&î` '$Ú <$)8 bO/>#%W` ì:$&">0*=7(- '$Ú <(<%('*$794A7$&î [Ö]. "—*=- M>(*$& 4Ó7 *"C*" '$Ú '$7?7"-, *Ù ,Ó <%A"7 <"Ã>>
G*& *?*( '$Ú ,&>)?7"&- '$*(>)D497 ›- "S !"#!$%"&, G.(7 ;!"6.9*"7
,0>)"7?7 H/*& H7 $Ã*"N-` *"C ;>$)&*?B%=**"- *Ù )&.
A single aspirated consonant is capable of lengthening, just as we see in this
verse of Hipponax: a7 $Ã*Ù7 ƒ:&- *‹7*&'764&"7 ,+'"& [fr. 28.6 West], or in
Aeschylus: :$&">0*=7(- '$Ú <(<%('*$794A7$& [Cho. 1049] 14 . [Ö] This
then conforms with the rule, but the rest does not, because back then I still
misused the dichrona like the buffaloes do, which is why there is an indefensible dichronon: namely, the )& of ;>$)&*?B%=**"-15.
Here rule no. 4 (see above) justifies the lengthening of the short initial alpha
because it is followed by an aspirated chi16.
While the doctrine of the common syllable has a distinguished pedigree and
is certainly not his own invention, Tzetzes appears to innovate in three important
respects. The first innovation is that final syllables cannot only be lengthened, but
also shortened. Take, for example, the hilarious note attached to his own Carmina
Iliaca, in which he defends shortening the long final alpha of *"0$ in line c 124 (pp.
128,7-129,11 Leone):
*"C ,Ó *"0$ *Ù $ 4$')Ù7 '$0<() d7 !)$>ˆ H,A>.9, ›- %@B"7 (O- 4A)"Although the alpha of *"0$ is long, it is measured as short here because it ends

The first syllable of ƒQ4. is occasionally long in archaic poetry (e.g. Il. XII 208); the alternative spelling ƒ&Q4. (doubling of phi with deaspiration of the first phi), though supported by Eustathios, is rather dubious. P. Maas, Greek metre, Oxford 1960, 68, views Q#4)I;!'*5. as an exceptional
case of anaclasis; M.L. West, Tragica I, «BICS» XXIV (1977) 89-103: 100, suggests to emend it to
Q#R)I;!'*5. (though Q#R%. is not attested); see also the commentary ad loc. by A.F. Garvie, Aeschylus. Choephori, Oxford 1986, 345.
15
For the suggestion to add )ÃI, see G. Hart, De Tzetzarum nomine vitis scriptis, «JCPh»
Suppl. XII (1881) 1-75: 67.
16
The reason why Tzetzes specifies that a single aspirated consonant already lengthens, is
that he generally objects to unnecessary (in his eyes) double consonants, such as, for example, D9954=5
instead of D954=5 in Homer (Exeg. Il. p. 132,8-17 Papathomopoulos): unnecessary because the I of
SI#"4!%$('!!). (rule no. 4) and the acute of D954=5 (rule no. 2) suffice to create the right phonetic
environment for the common syllable.
14
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%?B"1, '$Ú BAB"7( '"&7L /1%%$!L, ›- '$Ú <$)8 e46)W H7 *Q f` ì,(C)"
7C7 ¢ *)0<","- <()&,_4(."7 †Ó %A!9*"-î` '$Ú <$)8 g/&?,W` ìh4$*$
<(7*6'"7*$ 4(*Ï *)"<Ï- †(%0"&"î` '$Ú H7 i)>&46,"1- H<&*$:0W` ì'$Ú
>)"&Ï- $Ã*D7 j/*&7$- <A)&K M>(&î` '$Ú <$)8 k*A)"&- 41)0"&- l*()$
41)0$. Y >)mV=7 *&- 4$.(N7 H7*(C.( Z[?7=- H'4+.n (O <)"/('*&'D- *"NH4"N- HB'#<*(& /1BB)+44$/& '$Ú 4L :)1+**(*$& '$Ú '")1Vo, '$.+<()
;4$.@ *&7$ 4")4"%#'(&$ *L7 k$1*D7 ;4$.0$7 34N7 H<&:A)"7*(- '$Ú
,"'"C7*(- †B7"9'A7$& 345- *Ï '$Ú 7(')"N- />(,Ù7 B7_)&4$. "Ã,(Ú- BÏ)
"Ã,A<"*( ›- 34(N- 4(*)&'L7 *A>797 '$Ú <"&9*&'L7 †')&!_/$*". M*& ,Ó
"Ã,Ó *D7 '$*Ï *Ù7 $Ã*Ù7 >)?7"7 '$Ú *L7 $Ã*L7 3%&'0$7 *(%"#7*=7 34N7
*&- <"%1<%9.(/*A)$- ;7AB7='( !0!%"1-, <%L7 4A7*"& *D7 .(&"*A)=7.
'$Ú (O :$79*&57 p7 ¿)('*?7 4"& '$Ú H<&,(0'71/.$&, <1)0'$1/*$ J7 HB(B?7(& *Ï *D7 7C7 /*&>"1)B64$*$ H7 *$N- <"&9/+7*=7 $Ã*Ï '(:$%$N-,
*Ï 4Ó7 ›- 4(*)&'@- *A>79- 7(7".(14A7$ '$Ú ;%%"<)?/$%%$ '$Ú ,(,(B4A7$ ›- M*1>(, 4L Õ<8 "Ã,(7Ù- '$7?7"- *D7 4(*)&'D7 !"9."#4(7$ ("q$
'$Ú 34(N- H7 ¿%0B"&- ;'"%"1."C7*(- ."%"C4(7 *L7 *A>797, '$Ú *Ï 4Ó7 J7
the word and functions as a common syllable, cf. Homer in book XXIII: ,(C)"
7C7 ¢ *)0<","- <()&,_4(."7 †Ó %A!9*"- [Il. XXIII 485], Hesiod: h4$*$
<(7*6'"7*$ 4(*Ï *)"<Ï- †(%0"&" [Op. 663], the epitaph to Archimedes:
'$Ú >)"&Ï- $Ã*D7 j/*&7$- <A)&K M>(&, and many other examples in the
works of many other authors17. Whoever is in need of instruction, may learn
these things here, provided they read my writings attentively and do not blather and talk drivel, like some morons and dumbwits who project their own
ignorance onto me and think that I do not know what even the dead, so to
speak, know. In fact, no one has ever mastered the ins and outs of metre and
poetics as I have. No one else in this day and age, too, has read more books
than I have, although I make an exception for religious writings. Were I to
give myself airs and show off my knowledge, then the doggerel of todayís
versemongers would go up in flames, right on top of their composersí heads:
some poems because their metre is false, erratic and random, and does not
comply with any known rule (just as I too make a mess of metre in some of
my works, following their example, and I would gladly see these burnt so as
In modern editions, *,* in Il. XXIII 485 is considered to be short and clitic: 952"% *,* ¢
!";&)9).. Hesiod has more examples of short fem. acc. pl. in -#.: see A.C. Cassio, The language of
Hesiod and the Corpus Hesiodeum, in F. Montanari-A. Rengakos-Chr. Tsagalis (edd.), Brillís Companion to Hesiod, Leiden 2009, 179-201: 187-189, 191-192, 200-201. The epitaph to Archimedes appears
to be lost.
17
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"—*=- H<1)$'*_/$4(7 µ7$ '$*Ï 49,Ó7 /17A!$&7( *L7 *A>797 ."%"C/.$&), *Ï ,Ó ›- <$7*(%D- *)?<=7 <"&9*&'D7 ;<",A"7*$.
to avoid offending the art of metre), and other poems because they fall short
of true poetry altogether.
The second innovation is Tzetzesí insistence that having movable -7 for reasons other than euphony is simply wrong. Take, for example, line 3 of the Carmina
Iliaca: ;)>@.( ,8 H<+(&,( '$Ú H- *A%"- HK()A(&7(, with the adverbial ending -.(
long. In his notes to the Carmina Iliaca, Tzetzes explicitly tells us that ;)>@.( does
not take a -7 because it is followed by a consonant; adding movable -7 is only
allowed if the following word begins with a vowel (p. 103,16-104.3 Leone). As he
likes to repeat himself, the same observation can be found over and over: do not add
movable -7 unless it is absolutely necessary for euphonic reasons18. The fact that
Tzetzes explicitly, and on more than one occasion, warns against the redundant use
of movable -7, indicates that many Byzantine intellectuals thought the opposite. So
too do many modern editors, who, whenever -( or -/& are measured long in Byzantine poems, hastily add a movable -7 to save the day: the question is whether this is
always the right approach19.
The third innovation is probably the most radical. In his commentary on Hephaestion, Choiroboskos explicitly warns against employing the third type of common syllable: epic correption and Attic correption are absolutely fine, but irregular
lengthenings are not. They are fine in Homer and Hesiod, but not in other kinds of
poetry (pp. 207,17-208,8 Consbruch)20:
êK&"7 ,í 345- ;<")@/$&, *0 ,6 <"*( *"#*W *Q *)0*W *)?<W *@- '"&7@"Ã '(>)64(.$ 34(N- [Ö], ;%%Ï 4?7"& "S <"&9*$0P /<$70=- BÏ) (Õ)0/'(*$& (O- R%%" 4A*)"7.
One might ask why we do not use this third type of common syllable [Ö], but
only the [epic] poets do: in fact, it is seldom encountered in other metres.

18
See, for example, Exeg. Il. p. 162,14-15 Papathomopoulos: 15 <+*#!)., not 15* <+*#!).
(as in modern editions); p. 181.13-14 D&5=4 1#Ú, not D&5=4* 1#Ú (as in modern editions).
19
See Lauxtermann, o.c. II, 281-282 and 283.
20
Cf. p. 204,7-8 Consbruch.
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Note the word 34(N-, ëweí, and the reference to other metres, presumably the
Byzantine dodecasyllable, in which irrational lengthenings are indeed not allowed.
That is, unless you are Tzetzes.
In many of his writings, Tzetzes prides himself on his metrical expertise and,
particularly, his skill in composing ëtechnical iambsí. Tzetzesí technical iambs are
prosodically correct verses that do not abuse the dichronic vowels; in his iambs, resolution is allowed and line end is not necessarily paroxytone. Tzetzesí iambs are indeed prosodically faultless, except for final syllables and monosyllables where short
alphas, iotas and ypsilons may be lengthened21. This is quite odd because while it is
not difficult to learn by heart the prosodic length of a restricted number of inflections
and small words, it takes an incredible intellectual effort to memorize the prosodic
length of thousands and thousands of words. So if Tzetzes has hardly any problem
with word-internal prosody, why does he stumble faced with the neuter article *Ï,
which he measures as long? The answer is that he does not stumble, but simply
applies the concept of the common syllable to the extreme22. If Homer and Hesiod
can lengthen short final syllables, Tzetzes is entitled to do the same; in fact, by
lengthening inflected endings and monosyllables, he demonstrates that he knows the
rules of epic poetry as none other of his generation23. Measuring *Ï as long is not a
mistake: in fact, it is unmistakeable proof of Tzetzesí superiority as a metrical expert.
In his technical iambs, Tzetzes restricts his use, or abuse, of the common syllable to the dichronic vowels $, & and 124. In his hexameters, however, he has many
examples of long ( and "25. I have looked at final syllables and monosyllables in the
Carmina Iliaca and come across a truly staggering number of lengthened ( and "
21
See Hart, o.c. 66-74; Kuhn, o.c. 83-88; G. Pace, Giovanni Tzetzes. La poesia tragica, Naples 20112, 31-39.
22
See Hart, o.c. 67: non dubium videtur quin Tzetzes (...) in artificialibis iambis certas quasdam leges observaverit, quibus ad antiquos poetas proprius accedere sibi videretur.
23
It is worth noting that Tzetzes assumes that Homeric prosody also applies to metres other
than the dactylic hexameter. In his didactic poem E5"Ú 30!"'*, he writes: !Ï &+*!# 30!"# 90I)*!#4
!Ï &+<: !)2 T"U),V / !Ï. =,*4N>=54., !Ï. 1)4*Ï., !Ï. 94#(7=54. W3#, ìall metres may have the
irregularities of the hexameter: synizeses, common syllables, resolutionsî, etc: ed. J.A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca e codd. manuscriptis bibliothecarum Oxoniensium, I-IV, Oxford 1835-37, III, 331,20-27.
This is why we also find ëcommon syllablesí in Tzetzesí iambic poetry.
24
As Kuhn, o.c. 85 n. 2 rightly points out, the instances of long 5 and ) are very rare indeed
in Tzetzesí technical iambs.
25
For metrical observations on Tzetzesí hexameters, see H. Schrader, Die hexametrischen
#berschriften zu den achtundvierzig homerischen rhapsodien, mit einem excurs #ber die daktylischen
verse des Theodoros Prodromos und des Johannes Tzetzes, «JCPh» CXXXVII (1888) 577-609: 601609.
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and historically short $ and & (for which see the appendix below). Here are some
appalling examples:
long (: *(, ,A, 4A7, H7, H4A, ._)9K(, !$/&%@(long ": G-, *?7, ;<?, *"N", l'$/*"-, µ<<"7, i)*A4&,"-, (T,"7, ,A,497*"
long $: B+), ,A'$, G/$, <+7*$, B%D//$, Z9B4N7$, M)14$, *0%%"1/$,
'?4&/$7
long &: *&, 4&7, H<0, 4A>)&, ,?)$*&, 3B(4?/&, <5/&, R%%"&/&.
To quote Hamlet, «though this be madness, yet there is method in it». The
madness is restricted to the final syllables. Word-internally there are hardly any
mistakes, and the few mistakes Tzetzes makes are all pardonable to a certain extent26.
Take, for example, III 256 <?7=7, with the omikron long, because of Hesiod Op.
113: 7?/:&7 R*() *( <?7=7 '$Ú ¿&V#"-, "Ã,A *& ,(&%Ù7, where the manuscripts
Tzetzes had access to offered a different reading: R*() <?7=7, without *(, so that
the first syllable of <?7=7 necessarily becomes long. As expected, Tzetzes explains
the irrational scansion of -<"- as an instance of the common syllable27. The reason
why Tzetzes felt free to lengthen short final syllables and monosyllables, including
ostensibly short vowels such as ( or ", is not metrical incompetence, but is based on
his understanding of irregular lengthenings in Homer and Hesiod.
Some of his metrical observations may make little sense to us because we tend
to forget that medieval manuscripts quite often offer different readings than we find
in modern editions28. The problem with editions of classical authors is that they are
usually based on a select number of manuscripts and ignore the medieval text tradition. I already discussed <?7=7 in Hesiod Op. 113 and the way Tzetzes treated this
seemingly irrational scansion, even reproducing it in his own poetry. Another example is his discussion of Hesiod Op. 262, R%%n <$)'%07=/& ,0'$- /'"%&D- H7A<"726
For III 256, see the main text. I 78 X. M");:* is probably an interpolation: see Leone,
Carmina Iliaca, app. ad loc. For II 68 JI03)*# (I5 long), see Tzetzesí own scholion, p. 171,13-15
Leone. III 144 Y"$5;)=4* is a typo for Y"$5;)4=4*. III 384 Z1#3+*9")4) (3#* short) finds its justification in Homerís S*9")!>. and S*9"54Q%*!:. (the scholion at III 384, p. 227,2 Leone is most probably
not by Tzetzes, but by a later scholiast). There are also a number of verse-beginnings of the S10Q#().
type (see below): [ 112 X"U!'* 85(05==4, II 460 =!0*#K#* 9Ó &)(7<"))*, III 182 \1+!:, Y$I53+I:, and II 31 ]!5 I")*)1"+!)"#.
27
See Tzetzesí scholia ad loc.: Th. Gaisford, Scholia ad Hesiodum, Leipzig 1823, 115,1-2.
28
It is particularly annoying that Papathomopoulos ëemendsí Homeric quotations to what is
nowadays held to be the correct version, thus rendering Tzetzesí discussion of them totally nonsensical:
see, e.g., Papathomopoulos, o.c. 100,4-7, at Il. I 4, where Tzetzes and most manuscripts do not offer 9Ó
^(U"4# (as in modern editions), but 9C ^((U"4#.
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*(-, where the manuscripts at Tzetzesí disposal apparently read <$)$'%07=/&, not
<$)'%07=/& (p. 185,4-17 Gaisford):
XÙ <$ 4$')Ù7 H,AK$*", '$Ú *Ù '%& !)$>#P r *@- ;!(%*9)0$- *D7 *"%49/+7*=7 *"C*"7 '$%(N7 e46)W ;7.+4&%%"7, '$Ú *@- H/>+*9- ;*"<0$-,
'$Ú 7&'9*67! ;%%Ï *"C 4Ó7 <$)$'%07=/& *Ù <$ 4$')Ù7 s/=- ,(>.6/(*$&
,&í G7<() '$7?7$ "S <$%$&"Ú <"&9*$Ú '$Ú 4A*)=7 (O,64"7(-, '$Ú $Ã*ÙHK(<0/*$4$&. '%07= ,Ó *Ù '%&, (O '$Ú /'1*(#- *&- H*?%49/( !)$>ˆ ,AK$/.$&, '$Ú *@- <?%(=- J7 *"C*"7 HKA=/$, H7 t<() ,&A*)&!"7, (O ,17$*D(T>"7, ›- 4L *Ù *@- *"&$#*9- '$'0$- 4#/"- BA7"&*" ,&$,?/&4"7. <"%%"C
,8 J7 H,A9/( *"C*?7 4( ')N7$& e46)W ;7.+4&%%"7, u- H7 <+/$&- *$NH<&/*64$&- '$Ú *A>7$&- *$N- %"B&'$N- v<+7*=7 Õ<()$7A/*9'(7, "Ã 4?7"7 ;7.)_<=7, *"%4D ,Ó '$Ú ;BBA%=7 (O<(N7, (O *A=- R)$ '$Ú RBB(%"&
(O/Ú7 H<&/*94"7+)>$& '$Ú *(>7+)>$&29.
w$ is long here, and '%& short. Oh the stupidity of those who dare claim that
[Hesiod] is equal to Homer or even more foolishly, superior!30 As for <$ in
<$)$'%07=/&, it may be measured long, in the very same manner that the
ancient poets and the specialists in metre, myself included, know very well.
[Tzetzes is referring to the doctrine of the common syllable]. But '%& in '%07=?
If a shoemaker dared measure it short, given the chance I would have him
thrown out of my home-town, so as to prevent that horrible blight from
spreading. Not in a million years would I call him equal to Homer, the poet
who surpassed all in all the arts and sciences, not only men, but also ñ dare I
say it? ñ angels: that is, if angels too are masters of the arts and sciences.
Another thing we tend to forget is that the ancients and the Byzantines had no
knowledge of historical linguistics and were therefore unable to understand the ins
and outs of Homeric prosody from a diachronic perspective. Take Tzetzesí discussion of Il. I 70 u- x,9 *+ *í H?7*$ *+ *í H//?4(7$ <)? *í H?7*$. Where we
nowadays would say that u- is long because it is followed by a no longer extant
digamma in x,9, Tzetzes assumed it was a common syllable (Exeg. Il. p. 175,19-20
Papathomopoulos). And if Homer used u- as a common syllable, then there was no

29

I have made a few corrections on the basis of Par. Gr. 1310, f. 93r-93v, and Par. Gr. 2773,

f. 42r.
Tzetzes is referring to the legendary Contest of Homer and Hesiod: see P. Bassino, The
Certamen Homeri et Hesiodi: A Commentary, Berlin 2018, 40-45.
30
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reason why Tzetzes should not use it as such in his poetry: Carmina Iliaca III 40 uÕ<8 i>$&D7 X)"0n H46,(*" %1B)Ù7 ƒ%(.)"7.
A third thing we tend to forget is the formative role played by tradition in
shaping ideas and expectations. Tzetzesí metrical observations may seem odd to us,
but not to the Byzantines, who learnt at school about dichrona, common syllables,
and all that. There are very few people nowadays who still read the metrical treatises
of the ancients and the Byzantines, which is regrettable because so many metrical
oddities in Byzantine poetry are not odd at all once you know what the poets-to-be
learnt at school31. Many of these treatises deal in extenso with the so-called <+.9 of
the Homeric hexameter: metrical irregularities32. In his commentary on book I of the
Iliad (pp. 239,16-241,10 Papathomopoulos) Tzetzes follows the grammatical tradition in distinguishing six <+.9, divided into two categories: (c) lines that are too
long ñ (1) <)"'A:$%"- (at line beginning), (2) <)"'"0%&"- (in the middle), and (3)
,"%&>?"1)"- (at line end); and (cc) lines that are too short ñ (4) ;'A:$%"- (at line
beginning), (5) 4(/?'%$/*"- (in the middle), and (6) 4(0"1)"- (at line end).
To give an example, the line F#'%=U, *@, <0( "T7"7, H<(Ú :+B(- ;7,)?4($
')A$ (Od. IX 347) is a ,"%&>?"1)"- because the sixth foot consists of a dactyl rather
than a spondaic: it is too long. We would probably say that ')A$ needs to be read
with synizesis, but the ancients and the Byzantines thought otherwise. It is precisely
this theoretical background that explains why Tzetzes deemed it acceptable to write
verses with one extra syllable at the end. He created his own ,"%&>?"1)"&, ëlongtailedí verses. See, for example, Carmina Iliaca III 378: bO7(0$- ,8 R)$ !$&?-, ;*Ï) <$>#-, (–/*9."- <A%(, where -."- <A%( fills the sixth foot33. One cannot fault
Tzetzes for following the grammatical tradition and assuming that one of the types
of the Homeric hexameter was the ëlong-tailedí one. If he erred, he was at least in
good company.
As we have seen, Tzetzes regularly claims to be a metrical expert, singlehandedly fighting a rearguard action against the buffaloes and bastards, those idiots
who made a mockery of prosody. But how good a metrician was he? The classicists
have been rather harsh with Tzetzes, averring that he gets the prosody mostly right34,

31
For a good overview, see F. Budelmann, Sound and text: The rhythm and metre of archaic
and classical Greek poetry in ancient and Byzantine scholarship, in F. Budelmann-P. Michelakis (edd.),
Homer, Tragedy and Beyond: Essays in Honour of P.E. Easterling, London 2001, 209-240.
32
See, for instance, Studemund, o.c. 174, 180-183, and 184.
33
See Schrader, o.c. 596-598.
34
But not always. His discussion of Hes. Op. 462, p. 289,6-16 Gaisford, for example, is totally
idiotic: see M.L. West, Hesiod: Works & Days, Oxford 1978, 70.
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but fails miserably in all other respects35. However, getting the prosody right was no
mean feat more than a thousand years after the loss of the phonetic distinction
between long and short. Classical metre was beyond his ken, as it was for all Byzantines, but let us be fair to them: how were they supposed to grasp all the subtle
rhythmical variations of classical metre if they could not hear this melodic variety in
their own language? As the metrical treatises make abundantly clear, speakers of
Greek effectively ceased to understand lyrical metres long before the Byzantine
era36. Should we hold Tzetzes to account for not recognizing the dochmiac at Ar.
Plut. 637, or the classicists for failing to understand what language change does to
the perception of a language?
One of the things I love about Tzetzes is that he sometimes clearly disagrees
with himself. In the commentary on Book I of the Iliad, we read that the second
syllable of ¿%"I/& at Il. I 342 (in modern editions: ¿%"&I/&) is long because hiatus
(between " and n) may lengthen the syllable (pp. 314,13-315,8 Papathomopoulos).
However, in his much later commentary on the Plutus of Aristophanes, he informs
us that while hiatus may shorten long syllables, it cannot lengthen short syllables
(schol. 947, p. 199,9-24 Massa Positano)37. And sometimes he just forgets what he
has just said. In the excursus on the six <+.9 of the Homeric hexameter embedded
in his commentary on book I of the Iliad, Tzetzes has the following to say about the
;'A:$%"- type (p. 240,15-19 Papathomopoulos):
;'A:$%"7 BÏ) %AB(*$& *Ù H7 ;)>I /*0>"1 %(N<"7 /1%%$!@-, ¢ H' '"&7@/1%%$!@-, ¢ v<%D- ›- *?` ìu- x,9 *+ *í H?7*$ *+ *í H//?4(7$ <)? *í
H?7*$î.
The ëheadlessí type is one that lacks a syllable at the beginning of the line,
either because of [the presence of] a common syllable, or for no good reason,
as, for example, u- x,9 *+ *í H?7*$ *+ *í H//?4(7$ <)? *í H?7*$ [Il. 1.70].
However, in his discussion of this verse, Tzetzes had previously explicitly
denied that it is a ëheadlessí verse (p. 175,19-20 Papathomopoulos):

See C.O. Zuretti, Analecta Aristophanea, Turin 1892, 144-145; Koster, o.c. 23; N.G.
Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, London 1983, 194.
36
See M.L. West, Greek Metre, Oxford 1982, 162-185; M.D. Lauxtermann, The Spring of
Rhythm: An Essay on the Political Verse and Other Byzantine Metres, Vienna 1999, 69-74.
37
Tzetzes is referring to lines such as Aeschylus fr. 155 Radt, º=!"). !)4#2!#. &#"<0*),.
XK57I5!#4, where we have word-internal correption.
35
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G-, '"&7L /1%%$!6, '$Ú "Ã' M/*&7 ;'A:$%"- ¡ /*0>"-, ·- *&7(- "s"7*$&.
G- is a common syllable, and the line is not headless, as some think.
These ësomeí apparently include Tzetzes as well.
The buffaloes and bastards would have had a ball with this. They would have
laughed at this minor lapse of memory and mocked Tzetzes for not always being
consistent. But what else would one expect from that lot? Those itís-all-the-samists
with their «Ares, Ares». Bloody idiotsÖ
MARC D. LAUXTERMANN
marc.lauxtermann@exeter.ox.ac.uk
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APPENDIX
COMMON SYLLABLES IN THE CARMINA ILIACA
This appendix presents the irrational lengthenings of short monosyllables and final
syllables in Tzetzesí Carmina Iliaca: (, ", short $, short &, and short 1. Tzetzes considers such syllables to be ëcommon syllablesí (see above for more information).
*( (I 185, 272, II 88, 139, 220, III 577, 645), ,Ó (Ic 140, 302, 431, III 54, 585, 634,
712), 4Ó7 (III 707), H7 (III 74), ;)>@.( (I 3), "Ã)$7?.( (I 213), ,@.( (I 373),
<)"<+)"&.(7 (II 446, III 439), M7.( (III 157), k*A)=.( (III 158), ƒ<&/.( (III 304),
k'+*().( (III 321), H4Ó (III 620), ';4Ó (II 142, III 701), 1SÓ (cc 115), .1B$*A)((I 23), ,(&,&?*(- (II 145), B"?=7*(- (II 309, 454), ;7/*+7*(- (III 299), !$/&%@((III 438), <%@K( (I 113), M%$!( (II 20), ;<A<$1/( (II 184), '$*A)1K(7 (II 284),
._)9K( (III 32), '?)1//( (III 86), M<%9.( (III 102), M>( (III 123), (T>(7 (III 157),
.+7( (III 177), '#,97( (III 288), H:)?7((7 (III 303), H<A!)&/( (III 332), (q%( (III
385), *0(/'( (III 544), R'"1( (III 492), B(B+4(7 (cc 471)
¡ (III 544, 690), *Ù7 (II 61, 194), u- (III 40, 282), u7 (I 81), ;<Ù (II 258, III 99),
'$*(7$7*0"7 (III 170), /=)9,Ù7 (III 338), À49)"- (II 55), π<<?.""- (II 448),
y%(7"- (III 579), l'$/*"- (III 322), ƒz"- (II 141), :&%?*&4"- (III 367), >$)&V?4(7"- (I 258), ;7$/>?4(7"- (III 332), {$7$Ù7 (II 42), |(7A%$"7 (II 82), 1SÙ7 (II
89), µ<<"7 (III 703, 713), !)&$)Ù7 (III 63), H)0,"1<"7 (III 457), "Ã%?4(7"7 (I 5),
41)?4(7"7 (II 297), *"N" (III 638), w+)&,"- (I 59), i)*A4&,"- (I 201), wA%"<"(III 577), H?7*"- (III 704), bO$'&,+" (c 14), M.(%"7 (II 168), (T,"7 (II 303), ;<A!$&7"7 (III 226), :(CB"7 (III 290), p%."7 (III 352), ,A,497*" (I 171), l<"7*" (III
175), 'A$7*" (III 344)
BÏ) (III 157, 619), l7('$ (II 76), $TU$ (III 393), /+:$ (III 617), ,A'$ (I 37),
i%6.(&$ (c 385), }–!"&$ (c 391), i)+!&//$ (III 258), SA)(&$ (III 776), B%D//$
(III 753), (Ã)(N$ (III 639), 7&'6/$/$ (c 72), *0%%"1/$ (II 413), '%$0"1/$ (III
449), B$N$7 (III 457), /'A%($ (III 474), *A'7$ (III 759), '#'%$ (III 767), <+7*$
(III 652), G/$ (I 147, 165), %$~7($ (II 490), ;*1V?4(7$ (II 463), H'>#4(7$ (III
253), i'+4$7*$ (I 156), Z9B4N7$ (I 219), >)"7"')+*")$ (II 31), •z"7@$ (II 133),
bs$7*$ (II 161), >&?7$ (III 106), 3BA4"7$ (III 336), O9*@)$ (III 521), ;)*(4A$
(III 583), .+U$7*$ (I 389), ;7A)$- (I 90), €Ã)$70=7$- (II 329), /@4$ (II 24),
M)14$ (II 169), 4AB$ (I 139, II 357, III 524), 'A)/$7 (III 99), <$C/$7 (III 293),
'?4&/$7 (III 515)
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*& (I 378), 4&7 (III 167, 560), H7Ú (III 36, 716), H<Ú (II 356, III 3), 4A>)& (II 233),
<"*Ú (III 405), G.& (II 456, III 686), i)*A4&,& (I 196), i>&%@& (II 225), X1:D7& (III
301), bs$7*& (III 403), •A*&,& (III 459), ,?)$*& (I 279), <()&<)(<Az (I 111), (ÃB(7Az (III 501), X)=/Ú (I 172), 3B(4?/& (I 188), H<A(//& (III 750), ;(.%"C/& (II
271), <5/& (II 292, III 416), ;%%6%"&/& (III 318), R%%"&/& (III 609), !+%%"1/& (III
326)
/ˆ7 (III 169)

Epistulae ad exercitationem accommodatae:
Notes on some fictional epistles by John Tzetzes

1. Epistulae ad exercitationem accommodatae or Musterbriefe?
John Tzetzes1 wrote 107 epistles which can be dated to the timeframe between the
30s and the 60s of the twelfth century. These letters were organized in a proper
corpus and arranged for publication by the author himself, who provided them with
a systematic commentary ñ ! "#"$%& '()%*+,-, commonly referred to as Chiliads.
The Epistles and the Chiliads are conceived to be complementary one to the other:
this is a strong mark of originality that makes Tzetzesí epistles stand out from the
rest of Byzantine letters collections.
The debate concerning the utilitarianism and fictionality of Byzantine epistolography which animated the twentieth century2 has nowadays found a balance in
the coexistence of both aspects in the different stages of reception and fruition of
letters3. Although recognizing the high level of formality and literary elaboration of
Byzantine epistles, which were meant for performance and publication, critics have
recognized their value in the framework of .lites communication and their importance for historical documentation.
Neither the production of letters on commission nor the composition of epistles intended to be used in schools were uncommon practices in the Byzantine
*
I would like to thank Enrico Emanuele Prodi for his valuable advice: this work has been
significantly improved by his contribution.
1
For biographical information concerning John Tzetzes and his activity, see I. Nesseris, !
"#$%&'# ()*+ ,-+()#+)$+./".0* 1#)2 ).+ 12. #$3+#, I, diss. Ioannina 2014, 158-197 (available
at http://hdl.handle.net/10442/hedi/40859); F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire, in F.
Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, I,
Leiden-Boston 2015, 297-455: 378-385.
2
Byzantine epistolography suffered from a systematic devaluation from scholars due to its
obscurity and its lack of concreteness: see the famous and emblematic judgement by Jenkins, «a
Byzantine letter is an impersonal rhetorical flourish which either contains no message at all, or, if it
does, the message is couched in so obscure and allusive a fashion as to be nearly unintelligible» (R. J.
H. Jenkins, The Hellenistic origins of Byzantine literature, «DOP» XVII (1963) 37-52: 45). See also
the quotations listed by M. Mullett, Theophylact of Ochrid: Reading the Letters of a Byzantine Archbishop, Aldershot 1997, 23-31.
3
On the reception of letters see M. Mullett, Theophylact cit. 31-43.
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learned milieu. Both the reading of letters in school4 and the connection between
preparatory exercises, in particular ethopoiia5, and the epistolary genre are attested.
It is likely that Tzetzes used some of his letters during his teaching activity; the
endeavour of the production of the Chiliads itself (whose material is usually very
well suited to teaching purposes) could point toward this direction. It being
understood that all letters were eligible for use in teaching at a later stage of their
reception, being by their very nature an expression of a public and ceremonial kind
of communication6, some letters stand out from the corpus to various extents for their
level of fictionality. Tzetzesí letter collection is advisedly recognized as a very useful
instrument for tracing Tzetzesí network7. Nevertheless, critics have set aside some
of these letters, considering them as not belonging to a proper communication
network but rather being conceived from the beginning as models of epistolary
communication.
In his edition, P.L. Leone singled out ten letters as being fictional literary
exercises of sorts. He pointed out that Neque desunt epistulae (7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 30,
52, 62-64) quae non idcirco ut mitterentur scriptae sunt, sed tamquam ad exercitationem accommodatae orationis suae ostentandae gratia a Tzetza compositae esse
videntur8. Leone takes the expression ad exercitationem accommodatae from Giske9,
who in turn borrows it from the title of the collection of fictitious epistolary models
for school by Gasparino Barzizza (Epistolae ad exercitationem accomodatae, precisely), quoted by F/rster10. Gr0nbart adds five more letters to this list (Ep. 16, 17,

A. Markopoulos, Anonymi Professoris Epistulae, Berlin-New York 2000.
See Mullett, Theophylact cit. 42-43 and O. Vox, Paideia ed esercizi retorici in Alcifrone,
in Id. (ed.), Lettere, mimesi, retorica. Studi sullíepistolografia letteraria greca di et! imperiale e tardo
antica, Lecce 2013, 203-250.
6
Mullett, Theophylact cit. 17 speaks of «public intimacy».
7
M. Gr4nbart, Prosopographische Beitr"ge zum Briefcorpus des Ioannes Tzetzes, «J5Byz»
XLVI (1996) 175-226. On Byzantine epistolography as a source for the knowledge of history, social
network structure and everyday life, see P. Hatlie, Redeeming Byzantine epistolography, «BMGS» XX
(1996) 213-248 and M. Mullett, The detection of relationship in middle-Byzantine literary texts: the
case of letters and letter-networks, in W. H6rander-M. Gr4nbart (edd.), Lí#pistolographie et la po$sie
$pigrammatique. Projets actuels et questions de m$thodologie. «Actes de la 16e table ronde», Paris
2003, 63-74.
8
P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Epistulae, Leipzig 1972, xviii-xix. The Greek text of all
epistles comes from Leoneís edition, with only some occasional changes in punctuation. Translations
are my own.
9
H. Giske, De Ioannis Teztzae scriptis ac vita, Rostock 1881, 4.
10
R. F6rster, Francesco Zambeccari und die Briefe des Libanios, Stuttgart 1878, 279.
4
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20, 35, 41) and refers to them as Musterbriefe, model letters11: his classification
includes all the epistles which have an anonymous recipient (or whose sender is not
supposed to be the author himself) and which must thus be understood as «Musterbriefe bzw. Auftragswerke»12, ìmodel letters or letters on commissionî.
The letters which have been singled out for fictionality are thus, altogether, 15
out of 107: Ep. 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 30, 35, 41, 52, 62, 63, and 64, all belonging
to the first section of the collection. Nevertheless, these letters cannot be classified
as a unique compact group under the label of ëfictional lettersí: rather, a distinction
has to be made between them.
2. Dealing with authority. Six progymnasmata-epistles in John Tzetzesí corpus
If «every letter must be interpreted in terms of what is known of the recipient as well
as the writer»13, a first discriminating factor is precisely if and how sender and
recipient are made explicit in the epistleís title. In six letters (Ep. 7, 9, 11, 15, 30,
52), the sender is mentioned using the indefinite pronoun, with the formula ›& 123
)+-%&, ìas if from somebodyî. The first to notice the peculiarity of this expression
was Giske, who pointed it out as a marker of fictitiousness: ac primum quidem iam
id, quod alii epistularum tituli habent illud ›& 123 )+-%&, carent alii, demonstrat
aliquid interesse inter has et illas14. The sequence ›& 123 + genitive is undoubtedly
used to point out a difference between the persona loquens and the author regardless
of genre: it can be found in the title of poems (e.g. Psellos Carm. 64 Westerink15),
progymnasmata (e.g. an ethopoiia by Nicholas Mesarites16) and, of course, epistles
(e.g. Michael Gabras, Ep. 414 Fatouros17). In epistolography, the indefinite pronoun
is not unique to Tzetzesí corpus (see e.g. the above-mentioned letter of Gabras), but
it is more frequent in it comparison to other authorsí collections. Being one of Tzetzesí peculiar features, the presence of ›& 123 )+-%& shows a deliberate precision in
11
A similar appellation was introduced by Hunger in his classification of four different
typologies of Byzantine epistles: he speaks of «Klischeebriefe», ìepistolary modelsî, being the fourth
sub-category (d) of the third typology, «Literarische Briefe», ìliterary epistlesî. See H. Hunger, Die
hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner, I: Philosophie ñ Rhetorik ñ Epistolographie ñ
Geschichtsschreibung ñ Geographie, M4nchen 1978, 204-206.
12
Gr4nbart, o.c. 180-181.
13
Mullett, Theophylact cit. 18.
14
Giske, o.c. 5.
15
L.G. Westerink, Michaelis Pselli Poemata, Stuttgart-Leipzig 1992.
16
B. Flusin, Nicolas M$sarit%s. #thop$e d'un astrologue qui ne put devenir patriarche, in
«M7langes Gilbert Dagron», Paris 2002, 235-241.
17
G. Fatouros, Die Briefe des Michael Gabras, Vienna 1973.
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the designation of the sender as indefinite and cannot be considered as irrelevant.
The formula ›& 123 )+-%& should thus be considered distinctive not only comparing
to the 92 ërealí letters of the corpus but also comparing to the nine epistles which
have been included by critics in the number of the fictional letters without having
this marker.
Out of these six letters, Ep. 52 has a particular status, having both the sender
and the receiver plainly marked as fictional:
Ep. 52
Â! "#$ %&'(! #)$! %&'*
4Ã5 62+$7(8%-9& !89:&, 6- 5;*#< )*+=#$>)9 1?9$=Ó 5@*+9 A93?B*9, %Ã5
62+$7(8%-9& !89:& 1CD2>& 6(8Ó- 5EÚ 8F$$%- )G& (G& 5EHE*F& 5EÚ
1?3$%;I J-H9- )%+ 8>?Ó (;-KH9+ 8>?Ó -@))9 !8F& )E:& C*E=E:& ·(29*
)+-Ï& 29*Ú =+$#E- -BH*%ˆ& 5EÚ 18-78%-E&. L89:& CÏ* 5EHí M5D()>- ›&
Õ2Ó* !8,- EÃ),- Õ2Ó* )G& (G& 1CD2>& Õ29*$E$%N89- 2*Ù& )Ù- OC+K)E)%- !8,- ?9(23)>- )9 5EÚ 2E)P*E, Q(E ?R 5EÚ ?;-D89HE. S2%$E"T?Ó 5EÚ )Ï ()E$P-)E 8%+ 1C*+8E:E 2E*Ï )G& (G& 1?9$=3)>)%& 9ÃUE*#()>(E )V ƒ-)B& 29*Ú !8F& 1?9$=+5V ?+EHP(9+ (%; 5EÚ ?+Ï )%N 2E*3-)%&
8%; C*D88E)%& 2*%(5;-, (9 5EÚ 5E)E(2DW%8E+ )Ù- 68Ù- 1?9$=3-.
û**B(%.
To somebody as from someone
I am not neglectful, Theodore, most beloved brother in God, I am not neglectful of your affection and especially of your goodness and your honesty; so, do
not urge and do not press me with letters as you would do with somebody who
is sluggish and neglectful in friendship. Sure enough, I am talking every day
to our most holy Lord and Father for your sake as well as for mine, as much
as I can. Receiving the venison that was sent me from your brotherhood, I sincerely thank your fraternal disposition towards me, and with this letter I revere
you and I embrace you as my brother. Farewell.
The fictionality of this letter, which is a basic epistolary model, is clearly
stated by the title, where both the sender and the recipient are referred to with indefinite pronouns (›& 123 )+-%& 2*Ù& )+-E). Judging from the epithets they are qualified with, the two correspondents are likely to be monks, but there is no further clue
about them: even the name of the recipient, Theodore (ëa gift from Godí), could be
merely a standard name. The epistle, which is a model of a high-standard epistolary
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conversation between equals18, does not provide any other information. The letter is
a sort of repertoire of themes and tones which were typical of Byzantine epistolography: the absence of the sender (who is absent bodily, but not spiritually)19, the
expression of friendship20, the exchange of gifts21. The communication focusses on
conventional friendship-related themes22: brotherly affection and loyalty, the vivid
memory of the friend, the mediation for the friendís sake, the gratitude for a gift,
friendly devotion.
In five other letters (Ep. 7, 9, 11, 15, 30) the indefinite pronoun occurs only in
the designation of the sender, while the recipient is qualified differently (generally
by the post he holds). In three epistles, the senderís specific role or position is mentioned (a deacon, a stranger, a eunuch), while in two others he is described merely
with the indefinite formula:
Ep. 7: Â& 123 )+-%& ?+E53-%; 2*Ù& 62#(5%2%Ep. 9: Â& 123 )+-%& XP-%; 2*Ù& )Ù- )%N YE-)9232)%; !C%@89-%Ep. 11: Z[ \E$7-< ?%;5Ú A*]5>(#%; ›& 123 )+-%& 9Ã-%@U%; "E^%@$%;
2%*=;*%C9--7)%;
Ep. 15: Z[ '9*B)D)< 8>)*%2%$#)_ YE)*,- ›& 123 )+-%&
Ep. 30: Z[ 2E)*+D*U_ 5;*[ `+UER$ ›& 123 )+-%&
In any case, while the expression ›& 123 + genitive, taken on its own, could
have simply attributed the letter to a different persona loquens, for instance a real
sender who commissioned to Tzetzes the drafting of the letter, the presence of the
indefinite pronoun works rather as a precise mark of fictionality. In most cases, a
precise communicative situation is built up, and the letters are imagined to be
addressed to a well-defined authority in a quite specific occasion. These letters offer
some examples of epistolary communication with clergymen belonging to various
ranks of the ecclesiastical hierarchy (the bishop, Ep. 7; the abbot, Ep. 9; the metropolitan, Ep. 15; the patriarch, Ep. 30) and, in a single case, with a non-ecclesiastic
The presence of the appellative 8%&09:; indicates that the characters involved are equals,
while a communication directed to a %&(":)*; from a %.<0.; implies «a superior / inferior relationship»; see Mullett, The detection cit. 70.
19
See Mullett, Theophylact cit. 13-15.
20
Friendship was one of the most important themes of Byzantine epistolography, if not the
most important overall. See Hunger, Die hochsprachliche cit. 222-223.
21
See Mullett, Theophylact cit. 32-34.
22
See Gr4nbart, o.c. 183: «Dieser Brief ist ein Muster f4r die Pflege des freundschaftlichen
Tones».
18
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authority (the doux, Ep. 11). The systematic use of the terms ?%N$%& and ?9(23)>&
states that the communicative act has a vertical direction: these epistles do not
concern peer-to-peer conversation (as Ep. 52 does) but address higher-ranking members of the hierarchy23. These epistles seem to be meant to offer a model of interaction with authority, in order to address in an appropriate way someone who outranks
the sender.
Ep. 7
Â! "#$ %&'(! +&*,$'(- #)Ù! .#/0,(#('
LC+E(8P-9 8%+ ?P(2%)E, ! ),- C9>*,- 2*EC8D)B- =%*Ï ›& 65 =@(9B&
19+**3B& 5;"9;%8P-> 5EÚ 89)E2#2)%;(E -N- 5E+*Ù- !8:- 629+(7CEC9
?+E+)>)R- 15*+"G 5EÚ )E$E-)%NU%- =+$#E& 62+C-K8%-E. a9#X9+& ?Ó -N5EÚ EÃ)Ù& 9b 8R )>-D$$B& c(E- 8NH%+ )Ï 2*K>- $9C389-E 2E*Ï (%N, ›&
Õ2Ó* !8,- Õ29*$E$7(E+& ¡$%(U9*P()9*%- U>*9;%@(>& )+-Ù& 655$>(#E&
)%N -E;5$>*%N-)%& EÃ)7-, 5EÚ ›& ?9#XE+& =+$#E- ƒ-)B& 15*E+=-9()D)>- 5EÚ 12*%(2%#>)%- 5EÚ )G& (G& 9ÃC9-9#E& 62DX+%-. dE$9: CD* (9
8%-%-%;UÚ EÃ)Ù& ¡ 5E+*3&, -EÚ 8R- 5EÚ ! U>*9@%;(E `#?9+E, 2$>*,(E+
15*E+=-9()D)>- (%; )G& =+$#E& Õ23(U9(+- 1CB-+(D89-%- $#E- 5E$,&
Õ2Ó* 1-?*Ù& C->(#%; 5EÚ =#$%; )%N)%- )Ù- ?#E;$%-. eb ?P C9 )%N)%19H$9@(E& 2$>*K(9+& )Ù- f9H$%-, )Ï 8Ó- $%+2Ï )G& =+$#E& (+C,, )%N)%
?Ó %Ã5 ¿5-7(E+8+ )*E-3)9*%- 62+=HPCXE(HE+, ›& 8#E 2%#8-> 6(9:)E+ •
As from a deacon to a bishop
My saintly lord, the movement of earthly things, since by nature it incessantly
plays at dice and undergoes changes, has now given me the occasion to judge
accurately and assess the balance of your friendship. and as a judge holding
the balance of affection. You will now show if the words you recently said
were not mere words, that you would speak on my behalf if a Church was in
absolute need of a guide, and you would give proof of a friendship that is truly
most pure and unfeigned and worthy of your nobility. It is all but the occasion
itself ñ yes, and Midea which lacks a guide ñ that calls you to keep your most
pure promise of friendship, accomplishing with extraordinary success this run
of an honest and beloved man. If, after your struggling, you will have carried
out the challenge, I will omit the rest about friendship; but I would not hesitate
to declare this more clearly: that your flock and Midea will be a single herd.
23

See n. 18.
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)9 (R 5EÚ ! `#?9+E. gCT ?Ó f(U%$%& 8;*#E+& C9-389-%& ?%;$9#E+& 5EÚ
29*+()D(9(+- EÃ)%2*%(K2B& b?9:- (9 %Ã5 h(U;(E ?+Ï )Ù 8R 6X9$H9:89 2D-)B& EÃ)3H+I 9b?T& ?Ó )R- =+$#E- Q(E 5EÚ ?@-E)E+, ?+Ï )G&
2E*%@(>& C*E=G& 8%; †X#B(E )R- (R- 89CE$%=+$#E- i8E 5EÚ 89CE$3-%+E- ),- =+$+5,- H9(8,- 8R $EHP(HE+. û**B(3 8%+ ! '9*Ï 59=E$R 5EÚ
Eb?P(+8%&.
For my part, having become busy due to countless work and contingencies, I
could not see you in person, since I absolutely could not leave at the moment;
but knowing friendship and the things it can do, I pray through the present
letter that the greatness of your affection and the greatness of your spirit does
not forget the laws of friendship. Farewell, holy and venerable head.
In Ep. 7 a deacon addresses a bishop inviting him to fill the vacant see of the
city of Midea24. All we know about the characters involved is their position in the
ecclesiastical hierarchy, which reveals a communication from a low-rank ecclesiastic
to a high-rank one. The concrete occasion is quite clearly alluded as the appointment
of a new bishop for the city of Midea, which is described as being desperately in
need of a guide. The deacon apologizes to him for not having met him in person,
adducing some general occupation that made him too busy to leave, and asks for
friendship and goodwill. The reference to friendship implies a more concrete request:
the sender aspires to hold the vacant post and asks the recipient to give him a
preferential treatment while filling the post. The request follows a promise from the
recipient himself, a promise that the sender hopes will be something more than mere
words. There is no reference to time and space, and even the reference to the city of
Midea could be the result of a conventional choice. The name ëMideaí in this letter
is glossed in the Chiliads (Hist. VI 72, 670-697) in a passage in which Tzetzes draws
up a list of names which are very similar in sound and spelling but different in
meaning: `>?9#E&, `>?#E&, `+?9#E&, `9+?#E&25. This Chiliads passage shows an
unusual and unprecedented treatment of the myth of king Midas. The reference to
24
The name ='%&$# could be a misspelling of =*%&'#, a city in western Thrace mentioned
in the Notitia episcopatum (cfr. Not. Episc. 17,262 Darrouz>s); see also H. Ahrweiler, G$ographie
historique du monde m$diterran$en, Paris 1988, 246.
25
The first three nouns disambiguated in the list replicate the sequence of Suda ? 878-880
Adler. The attention dedicated to spelling is likely to reflect Tzetzesí contempt for a certain attitude
toward schedography. For Tzetzesí criticism against schedographers, see P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes
and the blemish examiners: a Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly
disposition, «MEG» XVII (2017) 7-27.
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the city of Midea brings in the history of its founder, kind Midas. In the Chiliads,
Midas is associated to ploughing and his accession to the throne is presented as
fortuitous and unwilling: while he is going and ploughing, he is physically seized by
the Phrygians, who needed a king, and crowned as their sovereign26. The history of
king Midas is used to recall the appointment of the sender as the bishop of Midea:
as in the mythical past Midas was compelled to be king by the will of the Phrygians,
now the city itself, which is lacking a guide (Ep. 7, pp. 15,23-16,2 Leone: 5E$9:
CD* (9 [Ö] ! U>*9@%;(E `#?9+E), seems to urge the recipient to become its bishop.
Ep. 9
Â! "#$ %&'(! ξ1'(- #)Ù! %Ù' %(2 3*'%4#$#%(- 56(784'('
Z%$8,- ¡ ?%N$3& (%;, H9%9+?P()E)9 ?P(2%)E, 5EÚ 2D$+- ?P%8E+ )G& (G&
1-)+$7j9B&I ?+P(<W9& 2*Ú- !8F& Õ2Ù )R- (R- 5+"B)3-, )R- OC#E- $PCB
8%-7-, 65 )%N 5E)E5$;(8%N ),- "+B)+5,- 29*+()D(9B-, ·(29* ¡ k,P
2%)9 )R- ),- O2D-)B- WlB- 1238%+*E-, 5EÚ 2E-)%#B& !8F& U9+*ECBC,- 29*+PHE$29&. Â& ?Ó )G& (G& 129=%+)7(E89- 5+"B)%N (%–2B CÏ*
6=í !8F& )Ù )G& "E(+$+5G& 1CE-E5)7(9B& —?B* 6532E(9), 8;*#%+& )%:&
?;(U9*P(+ 2E$E#%89- 5*@9+ )9 18P)*< 2>C-@89-%+ 5EÚ ),- 1-EC5E#BO2D-)B- ()9*%@89-%+. û-H9- )%+ 5EÚ 2D$+- ·(29* Õ23 )+-E (B)7*+%As from a foreigner to the abbot of the monastery of Christ Pantepoptes
I dare to call myself your servant, my godly lord, and again I need your protection; you have saved me before in your Ark ñ I mean your sacred monastery
ñ from the flood of the difficulties of life, as Noah once saved a portion of all
the living animals, and in guiding me you took care of me in all kinds of ways.
Since I left your Ark ñ since for me the flood of the emperorís anger has not
stopped yet ñ I have been facing countless hurdles, paralyzed by an immeasurable frost and devoid of all the necessary. Therefore, I seek salvation again in
your godly protection as in a saving Ark, and I beg to have your former

26
Hist. VI 72, 686-688: ='%#; @ÏA .”).; 8?#B&ˆ; C+ )D+ 8".)A&E:+)-+ / F:#; 0#FG+
1#Ú HA.)A.+, IBJ0K&+ 8A.)A&/(-+L / .M NA/@&; %í 8+#A"2B#+)&; ".$.<($ F#($0O# (ìMidas, who
worked as a ploughman, took his oxen and his plough and went out ploughing, but the Phrygians took
him and made him their kingî). This situation is a mythographic hapax appearing only in Tzetzes, since
in Arrian (An. II 3) all this story is referred to Midasí father Gordius, rather than to Midas himself. A
parallel can be found only within Tzetzesí own work: in schol. Ar. Plut. 287 Massa Positano the same
history is reported with almost the same words in an abridged version of this passage.
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5+"B)Ù- 2*Ù& )R- (R- H9E+?9()D)>- 5E)E=9@CB 1-)#$>j+-, U9+*ECBC#E& )9 )G& 2*%)P*E& );U9:- 1X+, 5EHí Q(%- ¡ H9Ù& ¡?>C7(9+ (9. dEÚ
)#& CÏ* %—)B& ›& (ˆ H9%N 8+8>)7&, ),- 29-9()P*B- 5>?389-%&, )*%=R
29+-K-)B-, 23*%& 123*B- 5EÚ (;-9$T- 9b29:- HD$E((E 2E-)%#B5E$,-;
S$$í ‚ Y*%8>H9N, 6-?9,- 9Ã9*CP)E,
1-Hí „- )Ï 2D-)E );CUD-9+& )%:& 123*%+&,
1-)+89)*7(E+ (%+ H9Ù& 2E-)%5*D)B*
5$G*%- 5E)E(U9:- )G& g?Ó8 5$>*%;U#E&.
guidance in as much as God will lead you. Who could be said to be, to such
an extent as you, an imitator of God, a man caring about the poor, a
nourishment for the starving, a way for the ones who have no way out and a
sea that gathers all sort of goods?
But, o Prometheus, benefactor of the poor,
In return for all the things you are for the desperate ones
May Almighty God reward you
by giving you a lot in the land of Eden.
Ep. 9 is a request addressed to the abbot of the Monastery of Christ Pantepoptes from an unspecified foreigner who declares himself in severe trouble, because
someone in the court is opposing him. The epistle, which has a laudatory tone, offers
an example of how to beg a higher-ranking person in order to obtain hospitality and
protection. Great attention is paid to the choice of words, imagery, and allusions. The
text has a solid and well-organized figurative basis: the image of the monastery in
which the foreigner hope to find asylum is entrenched in the metaphor of Noahís
Ark, the image of the flood of lifeís harshness is based on the flood myth narrated in
the book of Genesis. The anger of God that originated the flood is replicated in the
"E(+$+57 1CE-D5)>(+& which threatens the sender and compels him to seek refuge
in his Ark once more.
The letter ends with four dodecasyllabic verses where the abbot, being a
generous benefactor, is depicted as a Prometheus bound to be rewarded by God with
a place in Eden. One could argue that Prometheus, although being undoubtedly a
benefactor, did not quite receive a prize in return for his philanthropy; nevertheless,
the choice of Prometheus is not left to chance. The Titan is effectively a perfect
character for symbolizing benefaction toward mankind, and the association between
Prometheus and a prize obtained from God could satisfy a certain taste for oxy-
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moron, creating a sharper imagery. The Titanís name itself could moreover be, in
Tzetzesí mind, a citation of the Christís epithet Pantepoptes, eponymous of the monastery. The choice of this monastery, founded by Anna Delassene circa 1087 and
named after ìChrist the All-Seeingî, is easily attributable to the great importance it
had acquired during the Komnenian age, to the strong link it had with the Komnenians themselves and to the role it had in the statement of their power27. Prometheusís
name, meaning ìforeseeingî, ìforeknowingî (in opposition to his brother Epimetheus, the ìafter-thinkerî) could thus be a fine reference to the epithet Pantepoptes
of the title.
Ep. 11
9: ;*<='> +(-,Ú ?)@,A0/(- ›! "#$ %&'(! 4Ã'(7B(- C*D(7<(#()E-)(64''=%(`9CE$92+=E-P()E)P 8%+ EÃHP-)E 5EÚ 1?9$=Ó ?%ˆX )%N HP8E)%& A*]5>(#%;, =G8E+ 2%$$EÚ 2%$$EU%N )Ù (Ù- =+$%?#5E+%- 29*+H*;$$%N(+ 5EÚ
5>*;59@%;(+-I !89:& ?Ó 83-%+, ›& J%+59, 2E*Ï )G& (G& 89CE$92+=E-9#E&
)Ù m+$%2%#89-%& 2D(U9+- ?%5%N89-. m+$%2%#8>- CÏ* 659:-%& ¡ d*E@(+?%& ()*E)>CÙ& Õ2G*U9- n$$D?%&, 1-R* ?Ó )f$$E C9--E:%& )9$,- 6-P?9+
To Galen, dοux of the Thracesian Theme, as from a eunuch, advisor of a
porphyrogenite.
My most eminent lord and brother, doux of the Thracesian Theme, many
reports resound everywhere and announce your love for justice, but I alone, it
seems, appear to suffer the fate of Philopoemen from your Eminence. Philopoemen, son of Crausis28, was general of Greece, although he was regarded as

27
Scholars usually identify the Pantepoptes monastery with the mosque which is nowadays
called Eski İmaret Camii, even if this identification is not unanimous. In regard of the monastery, see
the introductive section of R. Flaminio, La decorazione scultorea della chiesa di Cristo Pantepoptes
(Eski İmaret Camii) a Costantinopoli, in Ch. Pennas-C. Vanderheyde (edd.), La sculpture byzantine,
VIIe-XIIe si%cles. «Actes du colloque international organis7 par la 2e Pphorie des antiquit7s byzantines
et l'Pcole franQaise díAth>nes (6-8 septembre 2000)», Ath>nes 2008, 39-53. Concerning the debate on
the identification: C. Mango, Where at Constantinople was the monastery of Christos Pantepoptes?,
«R&0)'.+ )*; SA$()$#+$1T; UAV#$.0.@$1T; W)#$A&'#;» SS/3 (1998) 87-88.
28
The name of Philopoemenís father is attested in all the sources as Craugis (e.g. Plut. Phil.
1,1; Paus. IV 29,8, VIII 49,2, etc.) but in Tzetzesí works, whether it is due to a conscious innovation or
to inaccuracy, it is always spelled ,A#<($;, a form for whom there are no other parallels.
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8%*=G&. û-H9- )%+ 5EÚ 2*Ù& M()#E(+- 6& 29*+=E-%N& )+-%& 5$>H9Ú&
`9CE*PB& 5EÚ 129$HT- )G& 12*92%N& 659#-%; 8%*=G& 2*P2%;(E- )+8B*#E- 6=9@*E)%. û);U9 CÏ* %h5%+ )[ )3)9 8R 2E*9:-E+ )Ù- `9CE*PE,
! ?Ó )%N `9CE*PB& 659#-%; C;-R ?;(9+?G )Ù- m+$%2%#89-E "$PjE(E
X@$E (U#W9+- 59$9@9+ H9*D2%-)E )%N)%- -%8#(E(EI ¡ ?í o- )Ù- )*32%62+9+5R& )Ù 59$9;(HÓ- ?+9+*CDW9)%. Â& ?í ¡ `9CE*9ˆ& 6$HT- 5EÚ b?T)%N)%- 1-P5*EC9I ìZ# )%N)% ?*p&, ‚ m+$%2%#8>-;î ìZ# ?í f$$%î, =>(Ú659:-%&, ì¢ 5E5F& 8%*=F& )#--;8+ ?#5E-;î dEÚ !89:& ?P, ›& J%+59, 2E*Ï
(%N 9Ã-%;U+5%N (K8E)%& 1(H9-%N& )+--@%89- ?#5E&. Z# ?P 8%+ "%@$9)E+
)EN)E 5E)D5%;9. S-9j+F& 68G& ¿*=E-G& 6- )[ Õ2Ù (Ó HP8E)+ 5)G8E
);CUD-9+ 2*%D()9+%- 5EÚ 2E-)%#B& 62>*9DW9)E+ ¢ 5EÚ )9$9#B& 5E)E"+"*K(59)E+. SX+, C%N- )R- (R- 89CE$92+=D-9+E- 6EHG-E+ )%N)% 1-92>*PE()%-, 5EÚ qX9+& 5EÚ 12Ù H9%N UD*+- 5EÚ 1=í !8,- 1CD2>- 5EÚ
1-E57*;X+-I 9b ?í %–, ¡ 68Ù& EÃHP-)>& 9b(DX9+ 89 5EÚ r+=7(%8E+ 2E*Ï
23?E& )%N 5*E)E+%N !8,- EÃ)%5*D)%*%& )%N 2D-)E ?+5E#B& 5*#-9+9b?3)%&, 515 )%@)%; 8%+ 2D$+- 62E-E$D8j%+ )Ù ?#5E+%-. L 1CD2> (%;
UE*+(H9#> 8%+.
excellent as for the rest, he lacked in beauty. For this reason, when he was
invited to a banquet by a famous man of Megara, getting there, he discovered
the punishment that befitted his unbefitting appearance. Indeed, it happened
that the Megarian was not at home at that time: that manís wife, seeing that
Philopoemen was ugly, commanded him to chop the wood, mistaking him for
a servant. Since he had a mild nature, he obeyed the order. When, after coming
back and seeing all that, the Megarian cried out: ìWhy are you doing this,
Philopoemen?î he said: ìWhy on earth, if not to serve the sentence for my
ugliness?î And I too, it seems, serve the sentence for my weak eunuchís body
at your hands. Listen what it means for me. In the Theme that you rule, there
is a suburban possession belonging to a cousin of mine who has no relatives,
and it is being damaged in all kinds of ways and it is completely decaying. I
beg therefore your Eminence to keep it safe; you will get grace from God, and
love and public praise from me. Otherwise, my lord will introduce me, and I
will throw myself at the feet of our powerful emperor, who knows how to
judge everything fairly, and thanks to him justice will shine again for me. May
your love show favour to me.
In Ep. 11 the characters are described with a higher level of specificity, to such
a point that we can identify the time and the place to whom the situation refers. The
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sender is an unnamed eunuch, defined by his role as advisor of a porphyrogenite,
and the receiver is Galen, doux of the Thracesian theme. Gr0nbart identifies the
recipient with the Galen who is attested in 1133 as katepano in Smyrna (which is in
the theme of the Thracesians) and dates the epistle to 113929. The emperor whom the
sender declares himself ready to address if the doux refuses to help is anyway John
II Komnenos (who reigned until 1143).
The communicative occasion is a request of protection (or a preventive move
against any malversation) on behalf of a cousin, addressed to the doux by a eunuch
holding a high place in the court. It is not clear which of the two ranks higher, since
the addressee is called EÃHP-)E 5EÚ 1?9$=P, but the relationship seems to be one
between equals. The qualification of the sender as a eunuch is not a descriptive detail
of secondary importance, since it imprints an important mark on the text. The
senderís actual claim appears indeed to be relegated to a hasty and quite vague
mention toward the end of the epistle30, whose more substantial part deals with the
senderís personal condition, filtrated through the anecdote of Philopoemen, the
Greek general who was strong and noble, but, it seems, outstandingly ugly31. Just as
Philopoemen, mistaken for a servant, must expiate his ugliness, similarly the sender,
in spite of his high social position, perceives his condition of eunouchia as something
to atone for32. The narrative element is of paramount importance, since the anecdote
is extensively narrated and occupies most of the epistle, whose tone is even animated
by the use of direct speech33. The model of ethopoiia appears to have a particularly
strong influence on this epistle, which easily fits the characteristics of the exercise,
Gr4nbart, o.c. 181. The date would be consistent with the frame of the collection of the
Letters, which is supposed to follow a chronological order: Ep. 10, dedicated to the death of his brother
Isaac, is dated 1138 (by both Giske, o.c. 9, and Gr4nbart, o.c. 184), Ep. 12 is dated to around 1138, and
Ep. 13 dates to 1139 (Gr4nbart, o.c. 185; paulo post decimam Giske, o.c. 9).
30
Tzetzes thus obeys the general tendency in Byzantine epistolography to avoid giving too
much space to a third person whose presence, although necessary, could distract attention from the true
focus of the letter, that is the relationship between the sender and the writer. See Mullett, Theophylact
cit. 18.
31
Tzetzesí replication of the story is functional to the parallel he builds with the physical condition of the eunuch. Although all the ancient sources clearly say that Philopoemen had no real physical
deformity, he proposes his ugliness as a matter of fact both in the epistle and in the history.
32
It is well known that eunuchs had social relevance in the Byzantine court and that eunouchia
was a way of rising in society. Nevertheless, the despicable condition of eunuchs is a conventional
topos in Byzantine literature. See C. Messis, Les eunuques ! Byzance, entre r$alit$ et imaginaire, Paris
2014, 213-228.
33
Tzetzes reproduces Plutarchís passages quite literally, inserting the direct speech exactly in
the same place and using a very similar structure and equivalent words. Cf. Plut. Phil. 2,4; Tzetz. Ep.
11, p. 20,7-9 Leone; Hist. VI 84, 850-852.
29
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so that one would not even be surprised to read it under the customary title of an
ethopoiia, ì)#-E& s- 9h2%+ $3C%;&Öî.
Ep. 15
9: F4)G%H%> 8A%)(#(</%I 3*%)J' ›! "#$ %&'(!
S)*E-G 8Ó- 5EÚ f5%8j%- 29*Ú )Ù C*D=9+- )R- C$,))E- 6(U75E89-, ‚
'9*K)E)9 ?P(2%)E, %” q-95E 5EÚ Õ29()9$$389HE 62+()P$$9+- )V (V
OC+3)>)+, 5EÚ )R- Y;HEC%*9#E- 1(5%N-)9& ›*K89HE (+B27-, 5EHÏ 5EÚ
EÃ)Ù& !8:- 5E)B-9#?+(E&, 5E#)%+ 5EÚ (;CC9-+5R- 2E)*%H9+3H9- ()%*CR- 9b?3)9& )>*%N-)D (9 2*Ù& !8F&. Y$R- 9b 5EÚ )E:& C*E=E:& Y;HEC3*9+%- †(5%N89- )R- (+B27-, 1$$í %ÃUÚ 5EÚ )%:& J*C%+& 629(+CDW%89-,
%Ã?Ó 2E)*lE& =+$#E& c89- 18-78%-9&, 1$$Ï 2E-)%#B& )Ï 2*Ù& (RH9*E29#E- 6(29@?%89-. t*E?9:& ?Ó %ÃU !89:& 29*Ú )Ï& 12%?9#X9+& ),(,- )9$9(8D)B- 6=D->89-, 1$$Ï 5E)Ï 8Ó- )Ù- U*3-%- )Ù- 2P*+(;
5B$@8>- ?R 5EÚ EÃ)Ù& C9-P(HE+ C+-K(59+& )R- 65()*E)9#E- )%N 5*E)E+%N !8,- EÃ)%5*D)%*%& )R- 2*Ù& d+$+5#E- 5EÚ S-)+3U9+E-. g()D$>(E- 8Ó- CÏ* 2E*í !8,- 29*Ú )R- S-)+3U9+E- )3)9 %' 2*3(C*E=%+,
Q2B& E' 12%?9#X9+& )EU+-K)9*%- CP-%+-)%, 5EÚ 83$+& ¿jÓ )E@)E& 129?9XD89HE, )%N 2E-(9"D()%; (9"E()%N 5;*#%; S?*+E-%N )E@)E& 12%5%8#(E-)%&. L "*E?;)R& ?Ó ),- 12%?9#X9B- ),- )9$9(8D)B- )G& -N6CU*%-#E& %Ã5 f$$%HP- 2%H9- 6CP-9)% ¢ 65 )%N 8R )Ù- C*E88E)>=3*%Õ2%U9#*+%- 9u-E+ )G& (G& OC+3)>)%&, J)+ ?Ó 5EÚ )%N 8R (,E 298=HG-E+
To the holy metropolitan of Patras as from someone
My tongue is obscure and unadorned in writing, my holy lord, therefore I
hesitated to write to your holiness and I seemed to practice the Pythagorean
silence which you blamed me for, and yet I know the innate affection of uncle
that you keep towards me. Even though I observe the Pythagorean silence in
writings, nonetheless I am not silent in doing, and I am not forgetful of
paternal love; quite the opposite, I was striving to be at your service. It is not
I that am late with the receipts of these payments, but you know that last year
the military expedition of our mighty emperor in Cilicia and to Antioch was
an obstacle. At the time I sent the officers to Antioch, so that the receipts might
happen more quickly, and I received them only a long time later, when the
pansebastos sebastos lord Adrian brought them back. The now considerable
delay of the receipts of your payments is due to nothing but the fact that the
letter-carrier was not under the control of your holiness and that the payments
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5EÚ )Ï )9$P(8E)E. Q8B& 5EÚ %—)B )%N 2*DC8E)%& JU%-)%& !89:& (;CC9-+5R- 1CD2>- 62+?9+XD89-%+ )Ù $9:2%- 6H9*E29@(E89- 5EÚ )E@)E&
12%2$>*K(E-)9& 129()D$59+89- )V (V '9*3)>)+. ZR- 9Ã$%C#E- )%N
2*B)%5$7)%; 12%()3$%; 12P$E"%- 5EÚ )V OC+B(@-_ (%; 9ÃUE*#()>(E.
Y9*+9:U9 ?Ó )Ù '9*3- (%; C*D88E ?>$%N- 89 )V (V OC+3)>)+, 5EÚ 9h )+-%&
6- U*9#] C9-%#8>- ),- ƒ-)B- 5EÚ C+-%8P-B- EÃ)3H+, 6CT ?Ó 9“ h(H+ ›&
?P%8E+ 8Ó- %Ã?9-Ù& ),- EÃ)3H+ ¢ )G& (G& OC#E& 9ÃUG&. eb ?P )+-%& 5EÚ
?9%#8>- M)P*%;, %Ã5 s- )V (V OC+B(@-_ 6?7$B(EI 2%$$%:& CÏ* ?+E"9"3>)E+ )Ù =+$3)+83- (%; 5EÚ 89CE$3?B*%- 5EÚ EÃ)Ù& ?Ó )%N)% $#E5E$$#()B& 62#()E8E+‧ ?+D )%+ )%N)% 5EÚ 9h )+-%& 6?938>-, %Ã5 J?9+ 2*Ù&
9ÃC9-G 5EÚ 9ÃC-K8%-E 5EÚ )[ ƒ-)+ 1*U+9*PE 5EÚ 89CE$3?B*%- 5EÚ
83-%- )Ù ?P%- 62+()D89-%- C*D=9+- 89. L '9*D (%; 5EÚ H9#E 9ÃUR UE*+(H9#> 8%+.
were not complete when they were sent. However, even though this is the way
things are, I took care of the rest and after topping it up I sent them to your
holiness, giving proof of familial affection. I also received the blessing of the
apostle who was called first and I expressed gratitude to your holiness. Your
holy letter includes to the instruction to inform your holiness if I am in need
of something among the things which are or have been here, but rest assured
that I do not need any of the things that are there, except for your holy prayer.
If I needed something else, I would not inform your holiness; indeed, your
generosity and munificence resound in many places and I know them very
well indeed myself. For this reason, if I needed something else, it would not
be necessary for me to write to you, noble and right-minded and truly a high
priest, and munificent and the one to be aware of what is needed. May your
holy and godly prayer show favour to me.
This epistle too, like Ep. 11, contains some concrete details and references to
facts and people and appears to be adapted to a real situation. The sender is completely undefined (both his name and his role stay obscure) and the epistle addresses
a sender who is qualified only by his role of metropolitan of Patras. However, a
specific historical event is referred to: the military expedition in Cilicia and to
Antioch which John II Komnenos started in 1138. Since the sender says that the expedition was led during the previous year, the epistle can be dated with certainty to
1139. Another prominent figure is mentioned: Adrian Komnenos, son of the sebastokrator Isaac (the emperorís uncle), who took part in the expedition and was later
rewarded with the position of archbishop of Bulgaria. The setting is bureaucratic: the
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sender justifies himself for a delay in sending some documents attesting the payment
of taxes. The anonymous writer says that he sent the documents to Antioch as required, but they were delayed due to some problems connected to the military
expedition and that they are now waiting to be sent to Patras. He closes the letter by
saying he topped up the payment himself and took care of the other things he was
supposed to settle and reiterating his position of affection and trust towards the
metropolitan. Being involved with tax payments and mediating between important
clergymen, the sender is certainly supposed to be an official; Gr0nbart proposes to
identify him with a logariastes, a fiscal authority dealing with the ecclesiastical
hierarchy34.
Ep. 30
9: #*%)&H)BI ,-): K&B*L< ›! "#$ %&'(!
Z%(%N)%- 65 ),- (,- ?%N$%& 6CT 2%$$%()3&, )%(%N)%- 6$DU+()%&,
)%(%N)%- 1-DX+%& ),- (,- 89CE$%?B*9,-, ‚ H9%2*3"$>)9 ?P(2%)E, ‚
2E)*+E*U,- 15*%H#-+%-, ‚ ),- Õ$E#B- )%@)B- 5EÚ UE89*2,- Õ29*59#89-9, ‚ 2E*Ï )G& f-BH9- ?9X+F& )%+%@)%+& ?;(U9*9()D)%+& 5E+*%:&
62+"*E"9;H9Ú& !8:- =*%;*Ï 5EÚ ¿U@*B8E, %” )Ù ?D5*;%- )R- CG1-B8D$B& )E$E-)%;8P->- 5E)EU9HÓ- Õ29()7*+X9- ·(29* )+ 5%$$>)+5K)E)%- q?*E(8E, %”29* E' 2*%(9;UEÚ 5EÚ ->()9:E+ H989$+%NU%"DH*%- C9C3-E(+- f**>5)%-, ‚ )[ Õ$E#< 8Ó- 5EÚ 2>$#-< (K8E)+ f-H*B29, )V 2%$+)9#] Õ2Ó* f-H*B2%-, )%(%N)%- f)+8%& 6CK, )%(%N)%- 1-DX+%& ),- (,- 89CE$%?B*9,-, H9%)#8>)9. g5)*P=9+& 8Ó- CÏ* 5EÚ EÃ)Ù&
8;*+D?E& $E%N 5E)Ï )Ù- 68Ù- v>(%N-, 5s- %Ã5 6X ¿$#CB- 5$E(8D)B-,
To the Patriarch Michael as from someone
So much I am the last of your servants, so much the humblest, so much unworthy of your generosity, O God-blessed lord, o topmost among the Patriarchs,
superior to these material and earthly things! You who have been established
by the divine hand as our protector and fortress in these difficult times, whose
tear, poured on the earth that shakes irregularly, strengthened it as the most
tightly-joined support, whose prayers and fasts are an invulnerable foundation
and basis, o man with a corporeal body made of clay but superior to humans
in behaviour, so much am I dishonourable and unworthy of your generosity,
o God-honored lord. You nourish thousands of people, as my Jesus did, and
34

Gr4nbart, o.c. 182.
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1$$í 6X ¡$%5$7*B- ),- f*)B-, 5EÚ U*;(#%- ?Ó f$$%+& 1=9+?9()P*B&
1-)$9:& 5EÚ f$$%+& f$$E )Ï U*9+B?P()E)E, !89:& ?Ó ),- 1*)%5$E(8D)B- 5EÚ )%N U%*%N ),- (,- ?E+);83-B- 5EH;()9*#W%89- ¢ 5EÚ 2E-)9$,&
2E*%*K89HE. ZÙ 29*Ú 2D-)E& C%N- 2*%(>-P& (%; 5EÚ =+$D-H*B2%-, ‚
H9%9#59$9 ?P(2%)E, 518Ó )%$8>)#E- 2%+9:, 5EÚ ?P%8E+ )G& 89C#()>&
OC+B(@->& (%; 9Ã$%C#E- !89*>(#E- 2*%(5;*BHG-E# 8%+ ?#?%(HE+ 6=í
Q*< 2E-)Ú )G& WBG& 8%;.
not with a few bites, but with entire loaves; to some you give money abundantly and you provide others with what they need most; but I was falling behind
the bites of bread and the choir of your dinner companions, or indeed I was
completely neglected. Your kindness and your goodwill towards everybody,
O God-like lord, make me daring too, and I ask your great holiness that your
daily blessing is confirmed for me and given me until the end of my life.
This letter is addressed to Michael II Kourkouas (also named Michael Oxeites), who was chosen as Patriarch of the capital by Manuel I Komnenos and was in
office from 1143 (the year of the death of both the emperor John II Komnenos and
the Patriarch Leo Styppes) to 1146. Nevertheless, despite the mention of a specific
recipient, the epistle seems not to refer to any practical communicative occasion. The
epistle has a complimentary tone and, since most of its text is constituted by quite
fulsome praises of the Patriarch, it hardly goes beyond a mere display of flattery.
The Patriarch is portrayed with a trend for hyperbole and manifest exaggeration (e.g.
his tears would be able to fix the earth shaken by an earthquake; he would feed
thousands of people); he is represented as an extraordinarily generous person whose
euergesia is comparable to the miracle of Christ feeding the crowd with five loaves
(see Matthew 14,17-21, Mark 6,38-44, Luke 12-17, John 6,9-13). The unspecified
sender, instead, presents himself as the only one who was left behind by his generosity, being unworthy of the Patriarchís divine benevolence. What the sender asks,
after a long praise that was supposed to be introductory but that occupies in fact most
of the epistle, is simply to benefit from the Patriarchís munificence.
In these six letters, Tzetzes creates a fictitious communicative situation in
which the sender and the recipient act following the schemes and the conventions of
Byzantine epistolography. They can be defined, with good reason, progymnasmataepistles35, since they share with preparatory exercises the role of rhetorical model,
35
All these six letters are labelled as epistolary models by Maria Margarita Kevrekidou in her
MA thesis: M.M. Kevrekidou, X. &"$().0.@A#9$1: corpus ).E Y-2++* XZO)Z*: "#A#0T")&;,
V.A*@.' 1#$ "A.()2)&; &+:; 0.@'.E ).E 12.E #$3+#, diss. Thessaloniki 2013 (available online at
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the fictitious setting, and the adherence to the convention of their own genre.
3. Ep. 12, 16, 17, 20, 35, 41, 62, 63, 64: ërealí letters connected with Tzetzesí activity
Beside the six epistles whose undetermined sender is qualified with the formula ›&
123 )+-%&, nine more letters have been included in the number of the fictional ones.
There is no consensus towards them among critics: if Epp. 62, 63 and 64 were
already included in the number by Giske, Ep. 12 is considered fictitious only by Leone and Gr0nbart, while Epp. 16, 17, 20, 35 and 41 are suspected as Musterbriefe or
Auftragswerke by Gr0nbart alone. All these letters are joined by the absence of the
indefinite expression ›& 123 )+-%&, absence which cannot fail to be significant in a
corpus whose elaboration was carefully planned by its author himself. In titles of
these epistles there is no mention of the sender; consequently, there is no reason to
suppose that the author wants to attribute the letters to a different persona loquens.
Once established that the sender of these epistles is supposed to be Tzetzes himself,
the difference between them and the rest of the corpus (that is, the difference from
the remaining 92 letters which are considered ordinary) no longer holds. Given that,
these letters are more likely to be an effective part of Tzetzesí communicative network and to be related to concrete situations, although they remain, unsurprisingly,
strongly influenced by their literary perspective. A major part of these nine epistles
seems to be related to episodes of Tzetzesí scholarly and teaching activity36.
Ep. 12: Y*3& )+-E C*E88E)+53- (To a grammarian37)
Ep. 16: Y*Ù& 62#(5%2%- 1X+%N-)E 89)í 9ÃC-B8%(@->& )Ï ()9$$389-E
2E*í EÃ)%N ?PU9(HE+ 5EÚ vBD--_ )Ù- wP%-)E 62+C*DjE-)E
2*Ù& x- 6()P$$9)% )Ï ()9$$389-E (To a bishop who asks with
http://ikee.lib.auth.gr/record/132536). The epistles are defined as, respectively: &"$().0T "A.@/?+#(?# (Ep. 7, p. 34; 9, p. 36; 11, p. 37; 15, p. 42); &"$().0T "A:)E". (Ep. 30, p. 54); &"$().0T E":%&$@?# (Ep. 52, p. 72).
36
This article does not include text and translation of all these nine epistles, by reason of space
and focus: I only provide the Greek text and the English translation of Ep. 12 and of the triptych of Ep.
62-64, i.e. of the epistles which are classified by Leone as ad exercitationem accomodatae.
37
Although neither Ep. 12 nor Ep. 17 seem to be fictional, it seems remarkable that the
recipients of Ep. 12 and 17 are indicated using the expression "A:; )$+#. The expression does not occur
in the corpus except in some of the fictitious epistles, five out of the total 107 (Ep. 7, 9, 12, 17, 52). It
may be relevant that "A:; + accusative is the construction which is used to refer to the addressee of
ethopoiiai. It is used by Aphthonius (Prog. IX 4) to indicate the character the speech is addressed to in
the genre of ethopoiia which he calls ìdoubleî, and the recipient of the ethopoiia was already referred
to with the expression )Ù "AÙ; [ ¡ 0:@.; by Theon (Prog. 70,24-25, p. 115 Spengel).
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Ep. 17:
Ep. 20:
Ep. 35:
Ep. 41:
Ep. 62:
Ep. 63:
Ep. 64:

frankness to receive the things that were sent from him and who
dubs John, to whom he sent them, ëLioní)
Y*3& )+-E C*E88E)+53- (To a grammarian)
y*BE& Õ"*#W%-)+ $%;)*%5E-HD*<38 (To a scarab who insults
heroes)
m#$< 1X+K(E-)+ C*DjE+ '59)>*#E- 5%8jR- 1))+5#W%;(E- (To a
friend who asks to write a refined supplication in an Attic style)
Z[ 2E)*+E*U+5[ Õ2%8+8-7(5%-)+ (To the Patriarchís
Õ2%8+8-7(5B-)
S2E+?9@)%; 2E)*# (To the father of an ignorant child)
Z+-Ú ?+E"%$9: (To a slanderer)
Z+-Ú 8B8%(532< (To a blemish-examiner)
Ep. 12
3)$! %&'* 6)*88*%&,$'

w%C+K)E)9 C*E88E)+5P, 1*5%@-)B& 2E*Ï )G& (G& 89CE$92+=E-9#E&
2E*%+->HP-)9& )9 5EÚ 2E+UHP-)9& †-PC5E89-I 6$%C+(D89HE %“- ?P%8>5P)+ )R- (R- 6XBU$>5P-E+ 89CE$92+=D-9+E-, µ-E 8R 5EÚ 29*E+)P*B
)Ï )G& 2E*%+-#E& !8:- 2*%UB*7(9+9. ZÏ ?í f$$E (+C,, )Ù ?Ó ),- C*E=>(%8P-B- 6?D=+%- 5E$,& 5EÚ 2$E)PB& )%:& "%;$%8P-%+& 2D-)E ?>$K(9+9-, O8P*E+ ?í 62#$%+2%+ 8D*);*9& (%=K)E)%+39. 4Ã ),- r]?#B& CÏ*
To a grammarian
O most learned grammarian! I have tolerated enough to be outraged and
mocked by your magnificence; I think therefore there is no more need for me
to importune your magnificence, so that your outrage does not proceed further
against me. I omit the rest, but the text of what will be written will explain
everything correctly and abundantly to the ones who want to know: «the future
days are the wisest witnesses». I am not among those who can easily be

38
As far as we know, the word 0.E)A.12+K#A.; is an absolute hapax, being attested only in
the title of this epistle. The epithet is undoubtedly an insult; Gr4nbart, o.c. 185 defines it as: «eine Schabe, die sich gerne im Feuchten aufh\lt (vielleicht blatta orientalis)». The reference is to the Homeric
Thersites who, being a coward, criticizes the Greek heroes and could be an allusion of a less talented
scholar who dares to criticize a more brilliant colleague (namely Tztetzes himself). On Tzetzean insults
see Julia Mantovaís chapter in this volume; on Tzetzes and Thersites, that by Valeria F. Lovato.
39
Pind. Ol. I 33.
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2E+W%8P-B- !89:&, 5s- 1-PU9(HE+ 5EÚ 8E5*%H;89:- 898EH75E89-.
û**B(% 2E#WB- !8F&, 9b 2E+5)P%+ (%+ $%C+W389HE, 1$$í J?9+ 5EÚ Y*%8>HPB& =*%-)#?E 2%+9:(HE# (9, 872%)9 5EÚ 29:*E- $D"_& `9)E89$9#E&
)G& g2+8>HPB& 2E+?3&.
mocked, even if I have learned to tolerate and be patient. Go on mocking me,
if you think I should be mocked, but you should also take care of Prometheusí
thoughts, in order not to experience Metameleia [i.e. ërepentanceí], daughter
of Epimetheus.
Ep. 12 is piece of vivid and caustic irony directed against a colleague. Tzetzes
reports that he has been mocked and discredited by the recipient, a grammarian, and
to have run out of patience towards his behaviour. This epistle is radically different
from the group of six progymnasmata-letters in terms of contents and form: it is
neither an epistolary model nor to a letter produced on commission, but rather a small
piece of a literary querelle. Ep. 12 does not show the typical features and the topoi
of Byzantine epistolography, it focuses on the blame of a single adversary and seems
to refer to a concrete episode. Based on the corresponding passage in the Chiliads40
(VI 85, 854-895) the dispute may have arisen from a disagreement on etymology.
The focus is on wine and on drinking games such as kottabos, and on the etymology
of 2E*%+-#E and 2*%2>$E5+(83& in particular. It seems that the controversy could
have originated precisely from a different etymology: while a grammarian ñ whose
name does not even deserve to be mentioned ñ states that the word was derived from
ëmudí, Tzetzes offers a different (and of course better) etymology connecting the
word to wine and to the comic and symposiastic sphere.
The fact of portraying colleagues as villainous, injurious, and ignorant people,
together with the strong (and somewhat threatening) self-defense, is a fairly characteristic trait of Tzetzesí production. The teaching milieu of the Komnenian age was
a working environment in which competition was fierce and where each professional
was busy not only affirming his ability as a scholar and a teacher but also criticizing
othersí work in order to discredit his rivals41. Tzetzes, who was not part of the circles
40
A reference to Chiliads themselves could be seen in the mention of ìthe text of what will
be writtenî which ìwill explain everything correctly and abundantlyî. After all, to clarify things and to
provide information to those who wants to learn is exactly the aim of the Chiliads in relation to the
Epistles: see also the introduction to this volume, pp. xxiii-xxv.
41
All Byzantine literature is scattered with references to cases of harsh competition and mockery of rivals between scholars and schoolteachers. See for instance F. Bernard, Writing and Reading
Byzantine Secular Poetry 1025-1081, Oxford 2014, 254-259, 266-276. Rivalry between schools was
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which were closer to the court and did not manage to obtain a prestigious teaching
position, had a compelling need of self-promotion42.
Ep. 12 is not an isolated case in Tzetzesí letter collection, since there are many
other letters addressed to more or less identifiable colleagues or learned men. A
parallel could be found with the homonymous Ep. 17, where Tzetzes harshly urges
a colleague to give him back some book that he had borrowed. A polemical invective
(not necessarily directed against a colleague, even if it is most likely) animates also
Ep. 20, when the recipient, described as an insect who dares to insult heroes, is
mocked because of his vile aspect and behaviour and is compared to Thersites insulting the Achaeans43. Ep. 16 focusses on the contrast between Tzetzes and a bishop.
The letter is highly sophisticated, and it is so strongly centred on the private relationship between the two that it is sometimes obscure to decode for the external reader.
Nevertheless, some elements seem to emerge clearly: an exchange of gifts undoubtedly occurred, as well as a crack in the friendship between the sender and the recipient and a skirmish concerning the appellative ëlioní that the sender gave to Tzetzes,
blaming him for being arrogant and voracious. As far as Ep. 35 is concerned, the
addressee is referred to as a rhetor and the focus is on rhetorical production and
imitation (one of the corresponding passages, Hist. VIII 169, 94-123, contains the
definition and practical examples of the Hermogenic concepts of 53$$>(+&, the
union of a quotation with oneís own text, and 2E*<?#E, the union of a quotation
with oneís own text with a partial redrafting and reinterpretation, see Herm. Meth.
30 Rabe).
The last three epistles of this group, included among the fictitious epistles by
Giske, Leone and Gr0nbart, are connected to concrete teaching controversies. These
also framed in specific contests between pupils centred on the practice of schedography. On schedography see I. Vassis, Schedographie, NP XI (2002) 152-153, and, at least, R. Browning, Il codice Marciano
Gr. XI.31 e la schedografia bizantina, in Miscellanea marciana di studi bessarionei, Padova 1976, 2134; I. Polemis, ]A.F0T?#)# )J; FEZ#+)$+J; (V&%.@A#9'#;, «Hellenika» XLV (1995) 277-302; and
recently P.A. Agapitos, Literary Haute Cuisine and Its Dangers. Eustathios of Thessalonike on schedography and everyday language, «DOP» LXIX (2015) 225-242; Id., Learning to read and write a
schedos: The verse dictionary of Paris. Gr. 400, in P. Odorico-S. Efthymiadis-I.D. Polemis (edd.), Pour
une po%tique de Byzance. «Hommage ^ Vassilis Katsaros», Paris 2015, 11-24; Id., Blemish examiners
cit.; F. Nousia, Byzantine Textbooks of the Palaeologan Period, Citt^ del Vaticano 2016, 49-92.
42
See M. Savio, Polemica e invettiva nelle opere di Giovanni Tzetze: screditare i concorrenti
e pubblicizzare líìeccellenza tzetzianaî, «RFIC» CXLVI (2018) 181-238; Ead., Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza, Roma 2020; A. Pizzone, Selfauthorization and strategies of autography in John Tzetzes: The Logismoi rediscovered, «GRBS» LX/4
(2020) 652-690, esp. 678-690.
43
Maybe a metaphor of an untalented and arrogant scholar who disparages his more brilliant
colleagues.
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are the three shortest epistles of the corpus, being constituted by a single sentence:
Ep. 63, the shortest ëletterí overall, is made of seven words which constitute a single
trimeter44. The author himself refers to Ep. 64 as 62+()3$+%- (Hist. IX 298, 959),
while in the scholion to Ep. 62 (schol. 92,10, p. 169 Leone) these letters are called
wE5B-+5EÚ 62+()%$E#. Sure enough, they are but very short and caustic messages
whose meaning is, at a first glance, quite obscure, and can be understood only by the
person they have been written for. Their shortness and their obscurity are likely to
be the main cause of their unanimous inclusion among the fictional ones. Nevertheless, these epistles, which share a berating and mordent tone, prove themselves to be
connected with the environment of teaching and literary controversies.
Ep. 62
M#*&+47%(- #*%)/
4Ã "%@$%8E+ ?+í 1"9$)>*#E- ;'%N 2E)P*E $;29:-I (B=*3-+W9 %“- (ˆ )Ù;'3-, 9b )[ ƒ-)+ 2E)7*.
To the father of an ignorant child
I donít want to vex the father for the silliness of the son: so recall your son to
his senses yourself, if you really are a father.
Ep. 63
9&'Ú +&*C(<4N
z `,8%& 2D-)E ¡*,- ME;)Ù- %ÃU ¡*p.
To a slanderer
Although he sees everything, Momos canít see himself.
Ep. 64
9&'Ú 8G8(0,$#>
{ˆ 8Ó- )Ï& 68Ï& =E$$E#-E& 68P8jBI (%ˆ& ?Ó (%=%ˆ& Z>$P=%;& -9-38+5E&.

The use of the trimeter is likely to imitate the model of the gnomai monostichoi attributed
to Menander, and Euripidesís gnomai.
44
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To a blemish examiner
You blame my =D$$E+-E+, but you call your wise men Telephoi.
If the first one, Ep. 62, is a reproach to a father for the boorishness of his son,
Ep. 63 is addressed to a slanderer who, like Momos, sees everyone elseís blemishes
and makes fun of them but is unable to recognize his own. Ep. 64, though appearing
completely obscure at a first glance, has been instead demonstrated to provide a cross
section of a concrete linguistic and exegetical dispute.
Tzetzes himself offers us an explanation of this cryptic message in Hist. IX
297, 946-95945. He explains that the reference to the blamed =D$$E+-E+ must be
traced back to his commentary to Lycophronís Alexandra, where he explained the
different kinds of =D$E+-E+46, respectively the cetaceous (that is, the whale presented in Lycophronís verse alongside dolphins) and the insect (the moth), both of which
named after their habit of jumping toward the light. Tzetzes offered several names
in which =D$E+-E+ can be called: =D$E+-E, j@U>, jK*E, 2;*E;()%@8%*%&, and,
in the everyday language, 5E-?>$%("P()*E (ëlamp-extinguisherí). In offering these
lexical entries, he is not only listing synonyms, but he is also providing a fairly
complete lexical overview, inclusive of different stylistic registers. He glosses the
conventional word =D$E+-E, employed by Lycophron, not only with words belonging to the same register, but also with a synonym coming from the vernacular, like
5E-?>$%("P()*E. The blemish-examiner whom the epistle addresses is a person
who browses his colleaguesí works in the desperate search of a blemish to reproach
them for: the reference is to another (anonymous47) scholar who blamed Tzetzes for
mixing different registers and mocked him for using vernacular Greek while glossing
Lycophron48. Since criticizing colleagues was a proper weapon to harm their career,
Panagiotis Agapitos exhaustively reconstructed the whole story: see Blemish cit.
The animal is called 920#$+# in the commentary to Lycophron and 9200#$+#, systematically, in the epistle and in the Chiliads.
47
Tzetzes defines him as ìbuffalo-priestî, so the scholar is likely to be involved in the
ecclesiastic hierarchy, but this is the only ñ very weak ñ clue toward his identification.
48
The buffalo-scholar and his work cannot be identified, but it is possible to follow the debate
on Tzetzesí side, since he usually builds a strong and explicit system of links between his own works,
quoting himself and often reusing passages of his own other works. The issue of 1#+%*0.(FO()A#
occurs in a great number of his works: besides the Epistles and the Chiliads, it appears also in his scholia
on Lycophron, on Aristophanes (schol. Ar. Ran 507a Koster), and on Oppian (schol. Opp. p. 404 D4bner). There is a remarkable difference between two redactions of Tzetzesí Commentary to Aristophanes: while in schol. Ar. Ran. 855a Koster the gloss to the verse is very simple and mentions only the
brain, the version of schol. Ar. Ran. 854 Koster presented by ms. Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (the second
redaction) adds a precise reference to the Telephus as Euripidesí play.
45
46
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Tzetzes could not have found a better way to pay his 8B8%(532%& back than to
denounce one of his blemishes in return. In Hist. IX 299, 960-980 he informs us that
the so-called buffalo wrote a sort of comedy for Patriarch Leo Styppes and called the
Patriarchís brain ëTelephusí, inappropriately quoting a verse from Aristophanesí
Frogs (855) in which Dionysus warns Euripides to dodge because Aeschylus, hitting
him out of anger with an enormous word, could spill out the Telephus from his head.
The buffalo, Tztetzes says, does not understand Aristophanesí reference to Euripidesí play Telephus and misunderstands the verse, considering ëTelephusí as a learned way to refer to the brain.
None of these nine epistles can be considered a fictional epistolary model: all
of them are clearly related to a more or less practical occasion and to the activity of
their author.
4. Drawing conclusions
The fifteen letters which have been singled out as fictional or written on behalf of
someone else do not form a homogeneous group. Six of them (Ep. 7, 9, 11, 15, 30,
52) are effectively epistolary models, while the other nine (Ep. 12, 16, 17, 20, 35,
41, 62, 63, 64) are ërealí letters that Tzetzes sent during his life and career and that
relate to concrete episodes, exchanges, and often disputes. In these last epistles the
recipient is not identified, but he is alluded to in a way that, although remaining
obscure for us, must have made him well recognizable in the learned circle in which
Tzetzesís works circulated and in which the literary querelle was disputed49. The two
groups show different features in both content and form.
A first visible clue is the title: an explicit mention of the presence of a different
sender occurs in the fictional letters, where the persona loquens is clearly distanced
from the author with the indefinite pronoun and the use of ›& (›& 123 )+-%&). The
coherent and systematic presence of this formula, occurring in the fictional epistles,
ensures the distinctive role that the title plays in the internal classification in the eyes
of Tzetzes himself. The indefiniteness of the title, for its part, ensures that the
purported sender is not a concrete person who commissioned the letter and states the
fictional nature of the text. These six epistles can be described as progymnasmataepistles, because they are conceived and act as a preliminary exercise and a model
for composition. In them, Tzetzes choses a sender and a recipient among a variegated
multitude of typical characters of the society of the time (the monk, the bishop, the
49
The non-outspoken mention of the recipient, who is often a competitor or an enemy, could
be responding to a rhetorical mode of both attacking in an indirect manner and focussing on selfpromotion.
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patriarch, the eunuch, the doux, the foreigner) and builds up a concrete communicative occasion meant to be the scenario of the text. The quantity of details provided
concerning the situation is uneven: in some epistles the communicative occasion is
just vaguely sketched (Ep. 52) or even unmentioned (Ep. 30), while in others the
situation is described in some detail and more characters are introduced (Epp. 11;
15). While the sender is totally indefinite (Epp. 15; 30; 52) or designated only by his
social role (Ep. 7, 9, 11), the recipient is sometimes identified as an actual authority
of the time (like the doux Galen in Ep. 11 and the patriarch Michael in Ep. 30);
nevertheless, it has no consequence either on the text or on its fictionality. The characters generally act in a bureaucratical milieu: the imaginary sender, from time to
time, faces several different situations in which he must deal and interact with authority and to create and maintain relationships inside the bureaucratical and ecclesiastical hierarchy.
In these letters almost all the topoi of Byzantine epistolography are explored:
the expression of friendship and affection (Ep. 15, 52), absence and the excuse of
the impossibility of a face-to face meeting (Ep. 7), the justification of a delay in communication (Ep. 15), the complaint for oneís own personal condition (Epp. 9, 11, 30)
and the (sometimes pleading) request of protection and help (Ep. 9, 11, 30) or of a
post one aims to hold (Ep. 7), the eulogy of the recipient (Ep. 9, 11).
On the contrary, there is no reason to seclude the other nine letters (Ep. 12,
16, 17, 20, 35, 41, 62, 63, 64) from the remaining 92 epistles of the corpus, since
they perfectly insert themselves into Tzetzesí communicative network and they have
no fictional elements.
GIULIA GERBI
giulia.gerbi@unive.it

John Tzetzes on ekphrasis and the art of knowledge transfer

Introductory notes
Ancient ekphrasis is the rhetorical art of vivid description as explained in the progymnasmata handbooks (pre-exercises) of the Roman Empire. As far as we know,
the progymnasmata were first described in the first century CE by Aelius Theon.
Later rhetoricians of the Second Sophistic, such as Aphthonius, ps.-Hermogenes,
and Nikolaos of Myra, only made little changes. The literary influence of progymnasmata goes back to Classical and Hellenistic times, as demonstrated by literary
analysis and archaeological evidence, i.e. ostraca and papyri with these school exercises1. Second Sophistic rhetoricians defined ekphrasis as ìa guiding speech that
brings the subject matter vividly before the eyesî2. Ekphrasis is therefore the verbal
* For helpful suggestions I owe my thanks to Jos! Antonio Fern"ndez Delgado, Francisca
Pordomingo Pardo, Minerva Alganza Rold"n, Anastasios Antonaras, Enrico Magnelli, and Enrico
Emanuele Prodi.
1
J.A. Fern"ndez Delgado, Influencia literaria de los progymn!smata, in J.A. Fern"ndez
Delgado-F. Pordomingo Pardo-A. Stramaglia (eds.), Escuela y literatura en Grecia Antigua, Cassino
2007, 273-306; J.A. Fern"ndez Delgado-F. Pordomingo, Topics and models of school exercises on
papyri and ostraca from the Hellenistic period: P.Berol. inv. 12318, in T. Gagos (ed.), Proceedings of
the 25th International Congress of Papyrology, Ann Arbor 2010, 227-238; J.A. Fern"ndez Delgado-F.
Pordomingo Pardo, La ret"rica escolar griega y su influencia literaria, Edici#n a cargo de J. Ure$a
Bracero y L. Migu!lez-Cavero, Salamanca 2017.
2
Ael. Theon Prog. 118,7 Patillon-Bolognesi: %&'()*+, %*-+ ./01, 23(+4045)-+&/, 67)(08, —2í ƒ9+7 :0;7 -Ù7 <4.1=53717. For some small differences in the ancient definition of ekphrasis
see R. Webb, Ekphrasis, Imagination and Persuasion in Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Practice,
Farnham-Burlington VT 2009, 39-59. For an introduction to the literary praxis of ekphrasis and the
existence of ecphrastic canons in antiquity and Byzantium cf. J. Mu$oz Morcillo, Aproximaci"n a los
c!nones de la #kphrasis, entre tradici"n literaria e influencia escolar, «RCCM» LXI/2 (2019) 475495. For further general literature on ancient ekphrasis cf. R. Webb, Ekphrasis ancient and modern:
The invention of a genre, «Word & Image» XV/1 (1999) 7-18; S. Bartsch-J. Elsner, Introduction: Eight
ways of looking at an ekphrasis, «CPh» CII (2007) i-vi; A.S. Becker, Sculpture and language in early
Greek ekphrasis: Lessingís Laokoon, Burkeís Enquiry, and the Hesiodic descriptions of Pandora,
«Arethusa» XXVI/3 (1993) 277-293; Id., The Shield of Achilles and the Poetics of Ekphrasis, Lanham
MD-London 1995; J. Elsner (ed.), Art and Texts in Roman Culture, Cambridge 1996, 54-74; Id., Introduction: The genres of ekphrasis, «Ramus» XXXI (2002) 1-18; D.P. Fowler, Narrate and describe: the
problem of ekphrasis, «JRS» LXXXI (1991) 25-35; Id., Even better than the real thing: A tale of two
cities, in Elsner (ed.), Art and Texts, cit. 54-74; R. Nicolai, Lí %&'()*+,, una tipologia compositiva
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capacity to create mental images with psychological, persuasive strength. Ekphrasisí
topics range from characters (persons or animals), events, places, times, manners of
doing something, and many other things. Aphthonius added plants as subject matter
in the fourth century; Nikolaos of Myra included sculptures and pictures in the fifth.
Rhetoricians considered ekphrasis as one of the most advanced rhetorical exercises,
often used in combination with other progymnasmata such as narration (diegema) or
praise (enkomion). Due to its overarching character, ecphrastic texts are present in
every literary genre changing their function over time. In Late Antiquity, some authors wrote ekphraseis as «memory images»3. Those texts were not meant for communicating with a broad audience, as in classical times. Therefore, we miss some
descriptive vividness in them. But, in eleventh- and twelfth-century Byzantium, a
Hellenistic revival modernized the psychological use of ekphrasis. The fascination
for ecphrastic texts eventually reached Italian humanists. Guarinoís translation of
Lucianís Slander is for many authors the new starting point for a Western ecphrastic
tradition that fosters both the production of new ecphrastic texts, e.g. encomiastic
speeches on Church dedications, and the production of images inspired by ancient
descriptions.
This article deals with the contribution of John Tzetzes (ca. 1110-1180) to the
understanding of ekphrasis and its practice in twelfth-century Byzantium and delineates his possible influence on Renaissance Italy.
In response to a silk scarf he had received as a present, John Tzetzes wrote a
thank-you letter as an ekphrasis (Ep. 71). Most of the mythological references in this
encomiastic letter are explained in Hist. X 327, 307-324. After commenting on the
Homeric topos about the surpassing excellence of Phaeacian women in the art of
weaving, Tzetzes proceeds to describe the silk scarf in terms of a highly sensual and
unique experience4:
dimenticata dalla critica antica e dalla moderna, «AION(filol) » XXXI (2009) 29-45; For the special
case of technical #kphrasis cf. C.A. Roby, Technical Ekphrasis in Greek and Roman Science and Literature. The Written Machine between Alexandria and Rome, Cambridge 2016, 298-299.
3
R. Webb, Picturing the past: Uses of ekphrasis in the Deipnosophistae and other works of
the Second Sophistic, in D. Braund-J. Wilkins (edd.), Athenaeus and his World: Reading Culture in the
Roman Empire, Exeter 2000, 218-226.
4
For the importance of silk production and trade in Byzantium cf. R. Sabatino Lopez, Silk
industry in the Byzantine Empire, «Speculum» XX/1 (1945) 1-42; cf. also A.M. Muthesius, Silk, power
and diplomacy in Byzantium, in Textiles in Daily Life. «Proceedings of the Third Biennial Symposium
of the Textile Society of America, September 24ñ26, 1992», Earleville MD 1993, 99-110. I thank
Anastasios Antonaras for bringing to my attention these two, articles which were helpful to my understanding of Tzetzesí description of the silk scarf.
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!"#$%&'( )*+ ,'- ./( 0*+1(, 2345*67( ./( 38+4Ï(, 493'( .Ù —:'; <4+<=3'; >+)'( ?7&%1<@;, 2.4AB"41( .Ù <*$$';, C)7,*67( .Ù( .40('-+)D(,
¡+E( 2<4<6B<41( .Ï; .E( ¿66*.8( &'$*;, <D+'( 3Ó ,04F( 'Ã3%6E; 490'(
.@; A#%;. !+)-+D0+'-( G( .Ù 0+E6% .'H —:'-;, I .E( J$$8( 0+86*.8(
%Ã.Ù; 2"1)*((-6%1, C3K ./( A#%(, 6%$%<Ù( ./( L:B(, 0+-,D,76'( G(,
<%Aʼ M 6#+'; .Ï; 04F+%; [Leone 041+=3%;] 4NOA%64( 25%+.P(, "-<(Ù( G(,
$4F'( G(, ,.4++Ù( G(, Õ"4+&76%.=Q'( ./( <$@,1( <%Ú "%+%.+#0'( .'H
'”"4+ —:'-; 2<#<$7.' <%Ú .'F; 2< 6=.8( R5%31<E( ,-(.4A416#('1;
!(.B+1Q4 .S 3Ó ,.1$"(D.7.1 .S 2< "-<(D.7.D; .4 <%Ú .@; $41D.7.';
$%6"+E( 2(D".+8( "$#'( *"#$%6"4.
I got your thanks, I received the present, I saw the web, a work of a Theban
weaverís shuttle, I was amazed by its beauty, I admired its industriousness, I
couldnít stop to glance at it, I did not get tired at all of looking at it. Its colour
was silvery, which is the colour I mostly exult with; it was pleasant to the eyes,
soft to the touch; it was embroidered with gold, we accustom our hands to
hang upon it in turns, and it was compact, smooth, stiff, perfectly pacing the
closeness and being driven by the very web that summoned and also strived
the combination of six-fold threads: thanks to the brightness resulting of its
compactness and smoothness, it shone more than bright mirrors.
Tzetzes reflects on the first contact with the gift using verbs of perception and
gradually intensifies the degree of anticipation: ìI looked at itî (493'(), ìI was
amazedî (2.4AB"41(), ìI couldnít stop gazing at itî (¡+E( 2<4<6B<41( .Ï; .E(
¿66*.8( &'$*; ñ actually: ìweary from throwing glances at itî). At first glance, the
scarf is generally a beautiful thing ñ at least as beautiful as the famous Phaeacian
weaving works he describes in the introduction of the letter. Then, he remarks on its
colour, calling it ìsilveryî (!+)-+D0+'-(). This is Tzetzesí favorite colour, as he
goes on to remark: I .E( J$$8( 0+86*.8( %Ã.Ù; 2"1)*((-6%1 (ìI mostly exult
with this colorî). This remark may suggest that this is not going to be a description
based on universal values but on personal preferences. At the same time, silver and
gold (a few lines later the scarf is said to be 0+-,D,76'(, i.e., ìembroidered with
goldî) are traditionally preferred colours for representing opulence and prosperity.
These colours, though, could also have a Neo-Platonic equivalence, conveying the
ascent from the lowest material level to the experience of divine light through a kind
of symbolic capacity or anagoge. The anagogical ascent was probably first popularized by pseudo-Dionysius the Aeropagite, who enunciated it as an intellectual
effort for elevating the spirit from materiality to divinity. It then became an essential
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tenet for symbolism in patristic exegesis and poetry5. Some descriptions of jewelry
by the French abbot Suger (1081-1151) can thus be understood as demonstrating the
anagogical and epiphanic character of works of art6. Hence, the brilliant colours
silver and gold do not necessarily correspond with the observerís own personal preferences.
Moreover, it is not even necessary to ascribe to this passage an anagogical
intention in Neo-Platonic terms. Indeed, in Hist. X 327 Tzetzes attributes the brightness of the Phaeacian weaving work to a type of ëHomericí ìclose-woven fine linenî
that is ìwatered by wet olive oilî (<%1+',#8( 3ʼ ¿A'(#8( !"'$4=&4.%1 Õ)+Ù( >$%1'(, Od. VII 107). Tzetzes nominalizes the archaic term <%1+',#8( in ëKaTrosisí,
which he defines as ìthe junction of a web of fine linen, the density, the setting of
warp and weft threads whose high density is best composed of, and by means of
woven robes it appears a shining and a radiance like the brightness and shining of
the olive oilî (U%=+',1; C ,-(*:41% .'H —:'-; .@; ¿AD(7;, / C "K<(8,1;, C ,K(A4,1; ,.76D(8( <%Ú .@; <+D<7;, / 25 ß; "'$$@; "-<(O,48; !+=,.8; Õ:%,6#(7;, / 25 Õ:%,6*.8( ,.=$V1; .4 :%=(4.%= .1; <%Ú %W)$7, / 'X% 2,.1( C $4=8,1;
<%Ú ,.=$V1; .'H 2$%='-, vv. 327-331). Read in view of this interpretation of the
Phaeacian weaving art, the !kphrasis from letter 71 would in no way concern NeoPlatonic anagogical experiences, but rather the more general meaning of superlative
brightness as the result of outstanding craft and decorum7.

5
Dion. Aerop. De coelesti hierarchia II 5,12: ?7)-3@73*A)+ <+Ï -87 ')+715B7;7 62Ú -Ï,
Õ23(&1*5@),, ìto lift up from sense-perception to divine realitiesî; cf. also G.W.H. Lampe, A Patristic
Greek Lexicon, Oxford 1961, 100-101.
6
Cf. e.g. Sugerís description of Saint Eloyís Cross in the abbey church of St. Denis in De
administratione 33,198: Unde, cum ex dilectione decoris domus Dei aliquando multicolor, gemmarum
speciositas ab exinstrincecis me curis devocaret, sanctarum etiam diversitatem virtutum, de materialibus ad inmaterialia transferendo, honesta meditatio insistere persuaderet, videor videre me quasi sub
aliqua extranea orbis terrarum plaga, quae nec tota sit in terrarum faece nec tota in coeli puritate,
demorari, ab hac etiam inferiori ad illam superiorem anagogico more Deo donante posse transferri
«Thus, whenóout of my delight in the beauty of the house of Godóthe loveliness of the many-colored
gems has called me away from external cares, and worthy mediation has induced me to reflect,
transferring that which is material to that which is immaterial, on the diversity of the sacred virtues:
then it seems to me that I see myself dwelling, as it were, in some strange region of the universe which
neither exists entirely in the slime of the earth nor entirely in the purity of Heaven; and that, by the
grace of God, I can be transported from this inferior to that higher world in an anagogical manner» (E.
Panofsky, Abbot Suger: On the Abbey Church of St.-Denis and its Art Treasures, ed. by G. PanofskySorgel, Princeton NJ 19792).
7
Tzetzes also describes with a similar enthusiasm the clothes of Antisthenes the Sybarite in
Hist. I 29, 815-823. In this case, too, there is obviously no need for a religious interpretation.
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However, Tzetzesí urge to describe a superlative experience allows him to
claim, in a more general sense, that the silk scarf is ìpleasant to the eyeî (C3ˆ ./(
A#%(), ìsoft to the touchî (6%$%<Ù( ./( L:B(), ìembroidered with goldî (0+-,D,76'(), i.e., of excellent quality. Among other things, the scarf is at once ìcompactî
("-<(D(), ìsmoothî ($4F'(), and ìstiffî (,.4++D(). All these qualities are easy to
perceive as everyday sensory experiences, which Tzetzes also points out by referring
to the experience of holding the silk scarf in each hand (<%Aʼ M 6#+'; .Ï; 04F+%;
4NOA%64( 25%+.Y(). Therefore, this description seems to be sensuous but not
because of the objectís intrinsic value nor because of Tzetzesí personal predilection.
It is a multisensory, sensuous description because his superlative gratitude inspires
a smart communication strategy that takes the mythical suitability of excellent
crafted materials as its point of departure. John Tzetzes appeals to the readerís multisensory experience in order to communicate his own hyperbolic enthusiasm for the
present with corresponding verbal vibrancy, adhering to the essential progymnasmatic recommendation of vividness (2(*+)41%) for sparking publicís imagination by
putting the described object in front of the eyes8. Furthermore, as a good grammarian,
Tzetzes continues his encomiastic description by resorting to the corresponding
substantives of the scarfís main haptic characteristics ("-<(D( and $4F'(), introducing a variation that leads to the idea of a brightness beyond a plain visual experience,
i.e. the scarf is even more radiant because of its compactness and smoothness (.S 3Ó
,.1$"(D.7.1 .S 2< "-<(D.7.D; .4 <%Ú .@; $41D.7.'; $%6"+O( 2(D".+8( "$#'( *"#$%6"4, îthanks to the brightness resulting of its compactness and smoothness, it shone more than bright mirrorsî). The result is a rhetorical exercise of gradual
encomiastic ekphrasis with some similarities to an anagogical elevation of sensory
perception that could frame it in the more general context of medieval ambiguity of
the material world.9
Even if Tzetzesí description may resemble an anagogical exercise, its exhortations and hyperboles, as well as the clearness and concision of the verbal presentation, strongly suggest that he is following the main guidelines of Second Sophistic
progymnasmata handbooks. Tzetzesí decision to do so is neither obvious nor typical
of description-writing in twelfth-century Constantinople. In fact, since Late Antiqui-

Theon 118-120 Patillon-Bolognesi; Aphth. 36-38; ps.-Hermog. 22-23 Rabe; Nikolaos of Myra
67-71 Felten.
9
In the Middle Ages, the physical world used to have a negative connotation (according to
Christian neo-Platonic theories) but sometimes, materials, animals, plants, or even crafted objects could
also have a symbolic, spiritual dimension. Cf. e.g. U. Eco, Arte e bellezza nellíestetica medievale, Milano 1987.
8
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ty, ecphrastic practice had developed a different tenor in comparison with the ëguidelinesí from the first handbooks of progymnasmata.
In the third century, for example, we find ekphraseis that are long and rich in
detail, for instance in Triphiodorusí Sack of Troy, even though the first rhetoricians
mostly quoted and even recommended brief descriptions. The first of the four canonical rhetoricians who dealt with progymnasmata, Aelius Theon (first century
CE), explicitly instructed his students to offer descriptions in a way that nonetheless
avoided beating around the bush (.Ù 6/ .4$#8; !"'67<K(41( "4+Ú .Ï J0+7,.%,
119 Patillon-Bolognesi). Nikolaos of Myra added in the fourth century that the
descriptions should be made in detail, i.e., <%.Ï 6#+'; (ìpart by partî, Nikolaos of
Myra 68-69 Felten). The poets from the Egyptian Thebaid (such as Triphiodorus or
Nonnus10) seem to have often ignored Theonís advice of concision insofar as many
of their descriptions are quite long and rich in intricate details that reduce or even
annihilate the psychological strength recommended in the progymnasmatic definition of ekphrasis.
Some late compilators such as Athenaios of Naukratis are interested in the
preservation of information via description11. Accordingly, they neglect the primary
goal of ekphrasis to appeal to the imagination building on the publicís knowledge.
Indeed, Late Antique authors no longer assume any general knowledge on the part
of the public in order to establish this symbiotic essence of 2(*+)41%, but instead
tend to formulate their descriptions in full. For example, as Webb has revealed,
pseudo-Nikolaos designed his ecphrastic examples as «memory images», i.e. descriptions «with a specific cultural agenda to preserve the knowledge of the traditional narratives of classical literature»12.
In some cultural and artistic contexts, stand-alone ekphraseis serve allegorical
or interpretative purposes, especially when it comes to describing pictures or sculptures that represent ideas or mythological episodes such as the Eikones by Philostratus or the epigrammatic description of sculptures (e.g. Posidippusí epigram on the
statue of Kairos made by Lysippos, AG XVI [Plan.] 275 = 142 Austin-Bastianini13).
For an approach on ekphrasis in poetry from the Egyptian Thebaid, especially in Triphiodorus and Nonnus, see Migu!lez Cavero, o.c. 283-309.
11
Webb, Picturing cit.; cf. e.g. Athenaeusí descriptions of Philopatorís river boat (Ath. V
204d-206d), Hieron of Syracuseís large transport ship (V 206d-209e), or mollusks and pearl harvesting
in India (III 93a-94b).
12
R. Webb, The Model Ekphraseis of Nikolaos the Sophist as Memory Images, in M. GrCnbart
(ed.), Theatron. Rhetorische Kultur in Sp$tantike und Mittelater, Berlin 2007, 463-475: 464.
13
Cf. F. Pordomingo Pardo, Lí#pigramme de Posidippe sur la statue de Kairos, AP XVI
(Plan.) 275: Image, texte, r#alit#, «Philologus» CLVI/1 (2012) 17-33.
10
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Indeed, as late as the eleventh century, Michael Psellos (ca. 1017-1078) praised the
pleasing and suggestive reading of Philostratus14. Many scholia on Philostratus by
Planudes, Moschopoulos, and even Tzetzes also confirm that there was a positive reception of the Eikones in eleventh- and twelfth-century Byzantium15.
We see in other examples that the progymnasmatic description from the Roman Empire was not the only standard in medieval Byzantium. In the twelfth century, the Byzantine medical instructor (313*,<%$'; N%.+D;) Michael Italikos declined
to use encomiastic elements to describe a fish from the Nile River that he received
as a present16. Instead, he concentrated on everyday practical aspects and objects,
and wrote a cooking recipe (idem). Pragmatism triumphs here over the celebration
of nature and art via psychological 2(*+)41%. Italikosí pragmatism indeed represents a distinct approach in comparison to Tzetzesí description of the silk scarf.
On the other hand, the sensuous approach is common to both authors. This
similarity in their descriptions is probably due to a rediscovery of naturalism in the
eleventh and twelfth century. As a result, abstract, stereotypical Christian descriptions of virtues and vices, which were typical between the seventh and the tenth
century17, were left behind. According to Kazhdan et al., «Psellos perhaps best displayed these new attitudes toward [the] subject matter. His sensuosity and his appreciation of material life led him to write of the charms of a beautiful landscape»18.
Psellos even ridiculed those who claimed to live exclusively a spiritual life. Instead,
he celebrated the physical aspects of human existence19. Michael Angold has pointed
out that «there is undeniably a hedonistic, an Epicurean strain to his views on human
behavior»20. Psellos even wrote the following about himself: «I confess to being a
human, a strange and fickle creature, a rational soul tainted by the body, a novel

Cf. Psellos, D3(Ú E)()&-F(;7 *G00()5H-;7 -+787, in J.F. Boissonade, Michael Psellus
de operatione daemonum. Accedunt inedita opuscula Pselli, Norimbergae 1838, 48-52.
15
About the authorship of Tzetzesí scholia cf. R. Browning, The so-called Tzetzes scholia on
Philostratos and Andreas Darmarios, «CQ» XLIX (1955) 195-200.
16
P. Gautier, Michel Italikos. Lettres et discours, Paris 1972, 1-162: 161; cf. D. Chernoglazov,
Was bedeuten drei Fische? Betrachtung von Geschenken in byzantinischen Briefen (IV.-XII. Jh.), in M.
GrCnbart (ed.), Geschenke erhalten die Freundschaft: Gabentausch und Netzwerkpflege im Europ$ischen Mittelalter, Berlin 2011, 55-69: 64.
17
A. Kazhdan-A.W. Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, Berkeley-Los Angeles 1985, 210.
18
Scripta min. II 219,2-12; see also his ekphrasis of Olympus, Sathas MB 4:76-26-28.
19
Cf. e.g. Chronographia IV 37, cf. A. Kaldellis, The Argument of Psellosí Chronographia,
Leiden 1999, 7-8.
20
M. Angold, The Byzantine Empire 1025-1204: A Political History, London 1984, 80.
14
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mixture of incongruous elements»21. Tzetzes was also very well versed in pagan
literature, philosophy, and culture, which included a vast knowledge about the four
classical schools of philosophy, i.e. Platonism, Aristotelianism, Stoicism, and Epicureanism. The continuity of some Epicureanism in the Byzantine Empire is probably
the cultural aspect that explains the different approaches to ekphrasis in the western
Christian Middle Ages and the early humanism of Byzantium in the tenth and eleventh centuries. However, not every Greek grammarian had the same pagan cultural
background and spiritual liberty as Psellos and, later, Tzetzes.
Against the background of the classical revival in the eleventh and twelfth
century Byzantium, we should formulate some questions concerning Tzetzesí various uses of ekphrasis:
• To what extent did Tzetzes follow the guidelines of the progymnasmatic
!kphrasis from the Roman Empire?
• How did he integrate this rhetorical praxis in his writings?
• What differences can we identify between John Tzetzes and his
contemporaries?
• Last but not least, did Tzetzesí ecphrastic practice have any consequences
for the notion of !kphrasis in the Western Renaissance?
In this chapter, we will discuss Tzetzes understanding of ekphrasis, highlighting some representative texts and passages. Then, we will compare Tzetzesí ecphrastic notion with the prevailing broader opinion on ekphrasis in Byzantium, indicating
some differences between Tzetzes and other Byzantine writers such as Michael
Italikos, Nicholas Mesarites, or Michael Psellos. Finally, we will speculate about the
tradition of Tzetzesí ecphrastic practice and its impact on Renaissance aesthetics.

Translation by Angold, l.c.; cf. Sathas MB 207 (Moore 426). In Criscuoloís new edition
(Ep. 71,2, p. 22 Criscuolo), the Greek text says: I0J 0Ï( :7A(;21, 3K7)+ ¡51.108, LM17 ?..1+;-Ù7
&)Ú -(32-/7, 9GEN .10+&N E(;5B74 *O5)-+, &(P5) &)+7Ù7 6Q ?7)5/*-;7 -87 *G73.A/7-;7. Cf.
U. Criscuolo, Michele Psello, Epistola a Michele Cerulario, Naples 1990. Criscuolo also indicates a
similar statement in Ep. 160 (p. 34 n. 7). The letter itself is a synkrisis, a comparison between the
patriarch Michael Keroularios and Psellos himself. Cf. also the letterís summary and bibliography in
M. Jeffreys-M. D. Lauxtermann (edd.), The Letters of Psellos. Cultural Networks and Historical Realities, Oxford 2017, 153. The expression 9GEN .10+&N E(;5B74 *O5)-+ indicates that the rational soul
uses the body.
21
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Tzetzesí ecphrastic writings and writings on ekphrasis
John Tzetzes wrote about and practiced the progymnasmatic ekphrasis in his letters
and didactic poems. In Hist. XI 369, 125-129 he explicitly mentions some differences between the progymnasmata handbooks by Aphthonius and Hermogenes22,
classifying ekphrasis as a progymnasma that appears in all handbooks. We find some
examples of Tzetzesí ekphrasis in the Chiliades (e.g. Hist. XI 369), in the Allegories
of the Iliad (e.g. XVIII 452-789), in the Carmina Iliaca (e.g. III 63-72), and in the
Letters (e.g. Ep. 71). John Tzetzes appears to have understood ekphrasis in the sense
of the rhetoricians of the Second Sophistic whom he quotes in the Chiliades (VI 79,
749; VIII 169, 102-131; XI 369). He probably also knew the exercises of Libanios
(only quoted in 160). His interest for Philostratos23, the allegorical qualities of his
compositions, and the recurring combination of ekphrasis and enkomion, among
other things, suggest that John Tzetzes cleared the way for a particular understanding
of its practice. The main argument of this chapter is that Tzetzes, along with Michael
Psellos and other Byzantine scholars such as Nicholas Mesarites (ca. 1163-1216)
contributed to establishing a specific understanding of ekphrasis that became significant for the development of this progymnasma into a leading aesthetic category
among later humanists of the Renaissance. However, what did Tzetzesí ecphrastic
practice look like?
Painters and sculptors as a popular topic
Let us now take a look at some ecphrastic examples. Tzetzes mentions the works of
many ancient painters and sculptors. Sometimes he even passes down information
that is relevant for the later development of aesthetics. One such contribution is the
story about the contest between Phidias and his former disciple Alcamenes in Hist.
VIII 193, 333-362. Rather than describing the appearance of the two artistsí sculptures of Athena, Tzetzes focuses on relevant details about their production in a kind
of short ><:+%,1; .+D"8(. Especially noteworthy is the description of Phidiasí
molding a ìwide open mouthî (!(4Z)D; .Ï 04=$7) and ìdistended nostrilsî (.'ˆ;
6-58.@+*; .4 %Ã.'H >0'( !(4,"%,6#('-;). Phidias, whose work followed the
Aphthonius (along with other rhetoricians) is also quoted in Hist. XII 428, 578-579 in
relation to questions of style (clarity, brevity, plausibility and Hellenism). For a discussion of Tzetzesí
relationship with Hermogenes and the rhetoricianís twelfth-century reception see the chapter by Aglae
Pizzone in the present volume.
23
Philostratus is quoted in Hist. II 52, 706; 60, 977; V 6, 394 (description of the bird Phoenix);
IX 275, 568.
22
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principles of optics and geometry, showed that distortion might be necessary to
achieve a faithful rendering, in this case for the Athena sculptures that would be
erected on high pillars (2"Ú <1D(8( ÕV7$E(). The aim of this description, which is
also embedded in a diegema, is to present an attractive and memorable explanation
of how perspective and foreshortening work. Needless to say, this anecdote was
known and quoted by renowned Renaissance authors such as Giorgio Vasari24, even
if they did not always mention the source25.
In Hist. XII 427, 552-560 Tzetzes discusses other sculptures by Phidias (also
referred to in Hist. VIII 192, 317-332) along with Polykleitosí canon (also referred
to in Hist. VIII 191, 311-316). He then describes a horse drawn by Micon or Polygnotus in order to illustrate how a minor detail can ruin a perfect picture. One of these
painters painted a horse in the Stoa Poikile, but by overdrawing the eyelashes in the
lower eyelid (.%F; <*.8 &$4:%+=,1), the painter widely disgraced himself. The rest
of the work was so carefully arranged, however, that not even Momus (the personification of mockery) could criticize anything26. In this brief commentary from Tzetzes,
the description of the sculpture itself seems less significant than the anecdote involving the consequences of a relatively small artistic faux pas from the perspective of
the classical imitation of nature. The deliberate brevity of the description has a clear
purpose: to focus on the one relevant action of overdrawing the eyelashes in the
wrong position. The short descriptions of Polykleitosí and Phidiasí works in Hist.
VIII 191 and 192 also seem aimed at a general introduction of the two sculptors,
24
W. Gaunt, Giorgio Vasari. The Lives of the Painters, Sculptors and Architects, transl. by
A.B. Hinds, I, London-Melbourne-Toronto 19802, 225.
25
Giorgio Vasari and other Renaissance authors could have access to the first printed Italian
edition of the Chiliades published in 1546. Before that date, handwritten copies of Tzetzesí works were
also common among some Greek scholars living in Italy. Gombrich was the first to make out the connection between Tzetzesí story on Phidias and Alcamenesí contest and Vasariís use of it for describing
the different techniques of Donatello and Luca della Robbia (E.H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion, London
1960, 161-162). Cf. also C. Montes Serrano, Fidias y Alc!menes. Una indagaci"n sobre la migraci"n
de las ideas, in J.M. Parrado del Olmo-F. Guti!rrez Ba$os (edd.), Estudios de historia del arte: homenaje al profesor de la Plaza Santiago, Valladolid 2009, 137-142.
26
The saying that not even Momus was able to criticize something was the sign of the perfection of a work of art, as we can also read in an anonymous epigram on a Priapus sculpture by Praxiteles.
Cf. AG XVI [Plan.] 262 (:<4.17): R -()0/21G,, ¡ -Ù7 ?*&Ù7 624(5B71,, )µ -3 03.8*)+ / S=5')+,
D()QG-B.1G,, • -3 &).N T)7H4. / U=0<+7) 2H7-), &)Ú :&() *1')Ú EB(3,. VÃ-Ù, ¡ W851, /
XAB0Q3-)+ ê&(4-1,, Y3Z 2H-3(, [ *1'@4. «Goat-footed Pan with the wine-skin on his shoulder,
and the [laughing] Nymphs, and lovely Danae, are all by Praxiteles. They are all of marble, and the
hands hath wrought them were supremely skilled. Momus himself will cry out ìFather Zeus, this was
perfect skillî». Translation by W.R. Paton, The Greek Anthology, V, Cambridge MA 1918, 314. Addition by the present author in square brackets.
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similar to glossary entries. There is no description <Ï.% 6#+';, i.e. in detail, as recommended by the rhetoricians of the Second Sophistic. Instead, we find an enumeration of important works with an occasional description of the action, as in the
case of a sculpture by Phidias showing ìHeracles carrying out the dung of the cattle
of Augeasî (Hist. VIII 192, 334: U%Ú 2<:'+'H(.% [+%<$@( ./( <D"+'( ./(
\Ã)4='-). In these examples, there is no question of writing an ekphrasis with the
progymnasmatic psychological claim of vividness (2(*+)41%) and enough detail to
spark the audienceís imagination. Rather, the intention is didactic with a view to exemplifying concepts, such as painting accuracy or prolific production, and to linking
them with the corresponding artists. Indeed, due to the overall concision and the
didactic goals of description, the descriptive moments almost seem inadvertent.
Similar brevity, albeit with slightly more detail, can be seen in the description
of Lysipposí statue as the allegory of Time in Hist. X 322, 261-265 (cf. VIII 200,
421-427)27. Because Alexander of Macedon was ìannoyed about having spent more
time than expectedî, Lysippos sculpted the personification of Time (.Ù( 0+D('(,
Hist. X 322, 261-267)28. This description recalls Posidippusí ecphrastic epigram
about Lysipposí sculpture Kairos (AG XVI [Plan.] 275 = 142 Austin-Bastianini29),
which, beyond the original, dialogue-based description, is full of allegorical and
practical meaning30 that corresponds to Tzetzesí explanation of Lysipposí sculpture
of Time (0+D('(). Indeed, the two descriptions could be mistaken with one another
due to their similar, almost identical iconography. Both figures are presented as
soundless (Tzetzes: <8:D( ; Posidippus: 2"í J<+%, ìon tip-toeî31), bald in the back
of their head (Tzetzes: ¿"1,A':*$%<+'( ; Posidippus: .!5D"1A4( [Ö] :%$%<+*),
See also Corinne Jouannoís chapter in this volume (pp. 224-227) on the further ekphrasis
of the same statue given by Tzetzes in Ep. 70.
28
\/-3 -3.87 <í ¡ U=*+221, ?7<(+)7-13(0H-4, / -Ù7 E(/717 †0).5H-;*3 *1'] -]
<+)71@^, / &;'/7, ¿2+*A1'H.)&(17, 2-3(/21G7 62Ú *')@(),, / 2(Ù, -Ù &H-12+7 5HE)+(H7 -+7+
<+</7-) 2.H*),, / 2H7-), 67-3ZA37 71GA3-87, E(/717 5N 2)()-(BE3+7, «Then Lysippos the
sculptor came, / And sculpted Time with wise forethought, / Light, bald in the back of his head, wingfooted on spheres, / modeling him as giving someone a knife back, / thereby warning everyone not to
let time pass». Translation by Jonathan Alexander, with some corrections by the present author in the
second part of the passage (starting with ìmodelingî) following a suggestion by Francesca Pordomingo
Pardo. The description occurs with minimal changes also in Hist. VIII 200, 421ñ427.
29
Cf. also the even more precise description of Himerios, Ecl. 14,1 (Or. 13,1 Colonna).
30
About the allegorical dimension of this epigram cf. Pordomingo Pardo, Lí#pigramme cit.;
for an iconological reconstruction cf. P. Moreno, Kairos, LIMC VI/1 (1990) 920-926; concerning
philosophical implications cf. G. Schwarz, Der Lysippische Kairos, «GB» IV (1975) 243-266.
31
In this regard, Posidippusí epigram is self-explanatory: \@2-3 <í 62í :&() _B_4&),; ñ `3Ú
-(1EH; ñ probably with the meaning of ìrunning fastî by not landing on the toes and not on the midfoot. For this note, I owe my gratitude to Francisca Pordomingo Pardo.
27
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wing-footed (Tzetzes: ".4+D"'-( 2"Ú ,:%=+%;, ìwing-footed on a sphereî; Posidippus: .%+,'ˆ; "',,=( [Ö] 31:-4F;), and equipped with a ìrazorî or a ìknifeî
(Tzetzes: 6*0%1+%(, knife; Posidippus: 5-+D(, razor). Tzetzesí description is strikingly short: he describes the sculpture with similar attributes in two verses and explains the allegorical meaning in only a single verse, while Posidippus resorted to a
lengthier explanation structured as a fictive dialogue that ends with a surprising
climax. However, Tzetzesí concision is not necessarily due to a lack of style. The
didactic purpose of the Chiliades was to spread the cultural tradition in short, lucid
and rhythmical poems to an educated public, especially for a better understanding of
his own letter collections. Besides Tzetzesí push for innovation, this is probably a
major reason why he summarized or altered the classical expressions he used, in the
present case to describe the attributes of Lysipposí sculpture ñ including the sculptureís name itself (Chronos instead of Kairos). The most remarkable example is his
change of ìrazorî (5-+D( ñ present not only in Posidippus but also in the oldest
extant reliefs representing the Kairos figure32) to ìknifeî (6*0%1+%(). Dietrich Boschung33 has speculated that this terminological revision would eventually have consequences in the artistic representation of Kairos in the eleventh century, as evidenced in the Kairos relief of Santa Maria Assunta in Torcello, Venice. This theory
is consistent with a notion of Tzetzes as a popularizer of classical antiquity. In essence, he modernized the ancient content by tidying up, explaining, and condensing
knowledge with inevitable changes due to new interpretations, albeit sometimes
even with false citations.
An original ekphrasis by Tzetzes: Penthesileaís shield
Weapons are very prominent among the objects that traditionally belong to the ecphrastic exercise, at least since the Homeric description of Achillesí shield (Il. XVIII
478-608). Aelius Theon defined this kind of description as ><:+%,1; .+D"8(, that
is, a description of the manner of preparing equipment, especially weapons or machines in general (118-120 Patillon-Bolognesi). However, when the thing described
is not the creation process itself (the ëmannerí), but the action and figures represented
32
The oldest work of art representing Kairos is a Roman relief from the second century CE,
conserved in Berlin, Abguss-Sammlung Antiker Plastik, Inv. 06/8 I.G. 957 FW 1897. However, there
is a Hellenistic statuette from the last quarter of the first century BC, commonly identified with Hypnos
or a Cupid that would also match the description of Kairos (Museo del Prado, inv. E 165). For a large
selection of iconographic representations of Kairos, cf. Moreno, o.c.
33
D. Boschung, Werke und Wirkmacht. Morphomatische Reflexionen zu arch$ologischen
Fallstudien, Munich 2017, 193.
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in the finished work of art, we recognize Nikolaosí advice about the description of
4N<D(%. He suggests that pictures are to be regarded as descriptions of the represented objects, persons, and actions in each case (cf. 67-71 Felten). From this standpoint,
the description of Penthesileaís shield that we find in Tzetzes (Carm. Il. III 63-71)
would be an ><:+%,1; "+',O"8( <%Ú "+%)6*.8(, i.e. a description of characters
and actions.
Making use of poetic and epic forms Tzetzes describes in dactylic hexameters
how Penthesilea held a powerful shield (,*<'; &+1%+D() in her left hand in which
some figures are depicted: Ares, Eros, and Penthesilea herself. The action being depicted is the fight between the two gods, Ares and Eros, over Penthesilea. Particularly noteworthy is the following explicit observation of vividness (enargeia) after
the brief description of the main scene: <%Ú )+%".'Ú "4+ 2D(.4; Q8'F; 3í %“.4
4W<.7(, ìalthough they were represented as pictures they appeared to be aliveî (v.
66). The explicit reference to a work of artís resemblance to the reality of its subject
is a topos in Byzantine ekphrasis, which does not necessarily correlate with the actual
realism of the picture, as we can read in Maguireís paper on Truth and Convention
in Byzantine Descriptions of Works of Art34. In any event, in the following verse
Tzetzes elaborates on the reason for the feud between the two gods, which also
justifies the vividness of the scene: Ares and Eros both claim to be Penthesileaís
father (<'K+7( :*.' >664(%1 4X', v. 67). This verse is introduced by the particles
G.'1 )Ï+ 6Ó(, meaning ìthen trulyî or ìindeedî, which is clearly aimed at offering
both a causal explanation and the evidence for the vividness of the scene mentioned
above. Indeed, the fact that they speak ñ :*.' ñ is a characteristic element of living
beings and not of painted images35. Tzetzes also gradually develops the psychological dimension of the description in order to stimulate the emotions and the memory
of the reader. The scene is vivid because it captures the essence of an agon, which
H. Maguire, Truth and Convention in Byzantine Descriptions of Works of Art, «DOP»
XXVIII (1974) 111-140.
35
Tzetzes seems to play with the idea that the represented figures resembled living beings
because of their ability to speak. Speaking images are indeed a topos of realism in the ecphrastic and
artistic tradition, as we know for instance from Ovidís Pygmalion, who talks to his sculpture of Galatea
expecting an answer: oscula dat reddique putat, loquiturque tenetque (Met. X 256). Besides, this is a
proof of the greater capacity of the ecphrastic text compared to the image for representing certain ëactionsí such as speaking or walking, which can be ëtoldí but cannot be represented visually as time-based
experience. In the poetic ekphraseis of works of art, Greek expressions equivalent to ìit seems that he
is speakingì or ìhe is about to speakî appear as a mark of realism; there are some striking examples in
the epigrams of the Hellenistic period: e.g., AP VI 352,4 (Erinna), XVI [Plan.] 120,3 (Asclepiades or
Archelaus); Posidipp. 63,7 Austin-Bastianini 63,7; and in mime Herod. IV 33. I thank Francisca Pordomingo Pardo for this note and the Greek sources.
34
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Tzetzes now describes <%.Ï 6#+';, i.e., in detail: ìin the middle stood the girl, /
prominent, shining like lightning, in beauty and armour. / and Eros seized the helmet
and kissed her face, / Ares in turn covered and kissed her headî (vv. 68-71) Each
god kisses her with a different verb: for Eros, Tzetzes uses the tender, iterative
unaugmented imperfect form of :1$#8 (:1$#4,<4(), while for Ares, he prefers the
straightforward, epic imperfect form of <-(#8 (2<K(44). A reference to the Amazon
holding the shield with her left hand closes the whole scene, just like at the beginning
of the ekphrasis, which invites to think about it as both part of the description and
continuation of the narration within the ekphrasis is inserted. This is the more intriguing since the shield is not a ,*<'; &+1%+D( anymore (i.e., a big, concave shield)
but an !,"=;. An !,"=; is an oval shield with a central motif, usually fashioned in
the form of a head. We see numerous examples of this in representations of the
Trojan battle between the Greeks and the Amazons (e.g. front panel of sarcophagus
with a relief representing the Amazonomachy, marble, 230-250 CE. Rome, Vatican
Museums, inv. no. 933). However, !,"=; (v. 72) and ,*<'; (v. 63) could refer to
one and the same object, since Tzetzes uses ,*<'; and !,"=; interchangeably elsewhere (Carm. Il. III 329-330)36.
Tzetzesí description of the shield reinforces the allegorical interpretation of
Penthesilea as an ambiguous being, ruled by warrior courage (personified by Ares)
and love (personified by Eros). Penthesileaís ambivalent nature was probably known
to Tzetzes through Vergilís Aeneid (I 491-493) or more likely through Quintus
Smyrnaeusí Posthomerica, who was probably inspired by Vergil. Quintus described
the link between military ambition and the eroticism of Aresí daughter in an ><:+%,1; "+',O"8( (I 55-61)37. In the ekphrasis of the temple doors in Carthage, Vergil
emphasizes the male-female dichotomy to explain Penthesileaís fatal blindness and
in anticipation of Didoís destiny38. Tzetzesí originality lies in his allegorical explanation of Penthesileaís nature, choosing for this purpose the slightly distorted mise
36
Lexicographical sources regularly gloss *H&1, with ?*2@,: Hesychius, Photius, the Etymologica, etc., including the scholia to Homer and Eustathius. For this remark I owe my gratitude to Enrico
Emanuele Prodi.
37
623@ aH 1b ?5'Ú 2(1*O2c / :5'; *53(<).B17 -3 &)Ú ?0.)Ù7 3K<1, ¿(O(3+, / 53+<@)37
<í 6()-3+7/7, Õ2í ¿'=*+ <í b53(/37-3, / ¿'A).51Ú 5H(5)+(17 ?.@0&+17 ?&-@73**+7, / )d<J, <í
?5'3(=A473 2)(F+), -87 <í 6'=23(A3 / A3*23*@4 62B&3+-1 EH(+, &)-)3+5B74 ?.&F7. «Her face
bore an expression at once fierce and radiant; she had an alluring smile, her lovely eyes sparkled like
sunbeams beneath her brows, a modest blush colored her cheeks, and over all this was spread a divine
grace that enveloped her warlike strength.» (translation by N. Hopkinson, Quintus Smyrnaeus. Posthomerica, Cambridge MA-London 2018, 17).
38
S. Ber, Quintus Smyrnaeus «Posthomerica» 1. Die Wiedergeburt des Epos aus dem Geiste
der Amazonomachie, Gfttingen 2009, 238-239.
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en abyme. In this way, it resembles Vergilís description of Penthesileaís nature and
destiny as the premonition of Didoís destiny. Tzetzesí ambiguous portrayal of Penthesilea has persisted over time, with medieval Christian aesthetics on ambiguity
playing no role here.
Summarizing or omitting the ëhowí: machine descriptions
Tzetzesí descriptions include not only natural, artistic, and mythological topics, but
also technical ones, i.e., machines and artifacts in general. Tzetzes understood himself as a communicator between the vast knowledge of antiquity and the elites and
the more or less literate public of his time. This self-image as a mediator also pertained to his description of memorabilia such as Archimedesí machines39. In Hist. II
35, 106-159 Tzetzes dedicates an extended account to Archimedesí war machines.
The short descriptions in political verse are embedded in a di!gema (narrative) about
the repeated Roman attacks on Syracuse by sea, which recalls to some extent
Athenaeusí descriptions of Archimedean inventions within a larger context, especially the description of inventions, such as a windlass, a catapult, or the screw pump,
all of them inserted in a larger text about the construction and launching of the shop
Syracusia (Ath. V 206e-208f). Archimedes was an experienced geometrician who
built many mechanical devices. Tzetzes mentions three of them, each one suited for
a particular stage of the battle between the Roman general Marcellus and the Syracusans during the Second Punic War (ca. 214 BC). The first device is the three-pulley
machine (.+=,"%,.'; 670%(B) that allowed him to launch a 50,000-medimnoi vessel (i.e., with an approximate volume of 694,736.8 gallons) with just one hand (vv.
107-108: <%= .S .+1,"*,.Z 670%(S 041+Ú $%1Y <%Ú 6D(] / "4(.46-+1'6#316('(
0%A4=$<-,4( ¡$<*3%). Using several three-pulley machines ñ probably in combination with the famous manus ferrea or 04Ú+ ,137+P described by other authors40 ñ
and several men to operate them, Archimedes was able to hoist enemy vessels along
the Syracusan walls, and then let them crash back into the deep water.
The second mechanical device stems from Marcellusí counter-reaction, who
moved the vessels some distance away. Archimedes developed new machines ñ
probably cranes with a pulley system ñ that were able to raise large stones, i.e. $=A'-;
L6%51%='-; (literally ìlarge enough to load a wagonî) and then let them fall on top
of the enemy vessels. The main mechanical principle seems to be the same in both
cases. Once again Marcellus put his vessels out of range, but still near enough to
39
40

On Archimedes and his machines see also the chapter by Philip Rance in this volume.
Polyb. VIII 5-6; Plut. Marc. 14-17; Liv. XXIV 34,10.
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attack the city with bow and arrow. The last and most remarkable machine is described in more detail: a six-angled mirror (v. 119: R5*)8(D( .1 <*.'".+'() consisting of small mirrors moved by metal sockets (cups) and hinge joints (61<+* .'1%K.% <*.'".+% A4Ú; .4.+%"$P )8(=%1; / <1('K64(% $4"=,1 .4 <%= .1,1 )1))$-6='1;). By placing the six-angled mirror under the sun at mid-day41 Archimedes was
able to bundle the reflected rays into a menacing beam of light (v. 126: >5%V1; ^+A7
:'&4+Ï "-+O37; .%F; ¡$<*,1) that could reduce the vessels to ashes. The rest of
the poem describes the betrayal of Archimedes to Marcellus and how he was murdered according to Dio and Diodorus. The poem closes with a remark about the
legacy of his knowledge and his influence on ìall machine writersî (v. 153: "P;
670%(')+*:';), including Hero, Philo, and Pappus. It also cites more examples of
Archimedesí inventions: reflective machines, the lifting screw, a machine moved by
the wind, and water clocks. In this poem, only the six-angle mirror device is
described in some detail. However, all of these ëwritten machinesí42 provide short
presentations of technical details, stressing their functionality. They only partly
follow the above-mentioned progymnasmatic guideline for the ><:+%,1; .+D"8(43,
where the description of the production process is almost entirely missing44. As
Courtney Ann Roby states, the main challenge in describing mechanical devices is
the lack of accuracy of the textual coding for describing the construction process45.
This problem was well known to many technical writers such as Vitruvius, Hero,
Galen, or Eratosthenes. Roby consequently points out that technical knowledge of
mechanical artifacts cannot be obtained in its entirety except through personal experience, i.e. the author in question can only provide sufficient textual ëindicationsí for
the reader. As Roby states, «Galen compares these limitations to the problem of
verbally describing a personís likeness; no one can recreate an individualís form
(N3#%) accurately, but one can, for example, give verbal ëindicationsí ()(8+=,6%.%)
sufficient to recognize runaway slaves from heraldís descriptions»46. Except for
41
vv. 123-124: 5B*17 3&3g71 -BA3+&37 ?&-+7O7 -87 [.@1G, / 53*45_(+7h, &)Ú A3(+7h,
&)Ú E3+53(+;-H-4,.
42
The term, ìwritten machineî ñ i.e. 0()'/53717 ƒ(0)717 ñ is not used by Tzetzes, although
he refers to the authors of such descriptions in a similar way ñ ìmachine writersî, i.e. 54E)710(H'1+
(see again Philip Ranceís chapter). For the origin of the former term in Heronís work Dioptra and its
comprehensive meaning as textual encoding of the machine itself including instructions for constructing and operating it cf. Roby, o.c. 3, 225 n. 121, 302.
43
Cf. Theon 118-120 Patillon-Bolognesi.
44
A similar descriptive procedure can be found in Hist. I 31, 829-850 about the bridge that
Mandrocles built over the Hellespont.
45
Roby, o.c.
46
Galen. De dignoscendis pulsibus, p. VIII, 774 KChn; Roby, o.c. 298-299.
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descriptions of the functionality, these )(8+=,6%.% are also absent in the present
case ñ probably because Tzetzes was writing for laypersons. What Tzetzes shares
with other ëamateurí technical writers such as Athenaeus of Naucratis and even with
experts such as Hero of Alexandria is an interest in emphasizing the machineís functionality in order to attract attention and facilitate a moment of knowledge transfer.
The brevity and variety of the descriptions interwoven with the narration of the
Roman-Syracusan battles and Archimedesí fate allowed Tzetzes to hold the attention
of his pupils and readers who were otherwise less interested in technical details.
Again, the apparent didactic purpose of the Chiliades was to minimize complexity
while maximizing the impact of technical descriptions.
Tzetzes pays more attention to works of art, mythological beings (e.g the
phoenix in Hist. V 6, 387-398), allegorical meanings, gifts, the function of machines,
and artifacts in general than to other progymnasmatic types of ekphrasis such as the
description of persons47, events, or seasons. The allegorical or the narrative potential
seem to have been decisive in shaping his descriptions.
Geographical descriptions: clarity instead of vividness
As for the style of Tzetzesí writing, it does not seem to follow the complex and rich
detail found in authors from Late Antiquity such as Nonnus or even Philostratus. His
plain and clear literary style corresponds with his criticisms of other authors. For
example, Tzetzes criticized Ptolemyís obscure geographic descriptions, while praising clarity and plausibility as a good rhetorical practice48. As he said in Hist. XI 396,
888-889, ìPtolemy obscurely writes a geographical description [about the regions
called Mysia and their cities], I did paraphrase it in these iambic versesî. Tzetzesí
aim is to make Ptolemyís obscure descriptions (_.'$46%F'; ,<'.41(E; "4+17)B,41 )+*:41) accessible to his public. To this end, he writes a paraphrase in iambic
verse (2)` 64.#:+%,% .'F,34 .'F; N%6&4='1;). In this ><:+%,1; .D"'-, Tzetzes
does not spare geographical details, but nevertheless follows a plain descriptive
scheme. Despite the eloquent iambic rhythm, the descriptionís vividness is missing.49
47
Although he also has some 6&'(H*3+, 2(1*O2;7, e.g. Alleg. Il. prol. 359-379, 659-743.
For this note, I owe my gratitude to Enrico Emanuele Prodi.
48
On Ptolemy in Tzetzes see also Chiara DíAgostiniís chapter in this volume.
49
Subjective descriptions of geographical areas have a long tradition in Greek literature (cf.
e.g. Apolloniusí description of Syrtis in IV 1237-1249). But this kind of vivid description requires
skipping details, focusing instead on the most important characteristics which are relevant either for
engaging with the audience or for improving the narrative. In this case, Tzetzes is only focussing on
clarity, conciseness and true knowledge in his geographical description. It seems that the lack of an
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It seems much more critical to Tzetzes to give enough ,%:B(41% about the geographical location of Mysia and its main cities than to report in a vivid way.50 Tzetzes
main focus here is knowledge transfer. He makes the description easier to comprehend through the rhythmic cadence and the introduction of pauses at the end of every
section with short self-referential remarks about the benefits of a clear exposition. If
we compare this geographical description with the examples of the progymnasmata,
such as Aphthoniusí mention of Thucydidesí description of Chimerion, city of the
Thesprotians51, we notice that Tzetzesí description, except for the iambic rhythm,
lacks colour and action, i.e. vividness (enargeia). This is again probably due to the
didactic aim of providing descriptions without digressions and in an understandable
language ñ in short, all the necessary information relating to the geographical location of Mysia. Other Byzantine scholars such as Psellos or Mesarites described cities
using much more encomiastic language. Their texts were therefore much more vivid,
but also produced with different expectations52.
Some remarks about the ecphrastic allegories on Achillesí shield
As we have seen in the Penthesilea episode in the Posthomerica, Tzetzes could compose an original ecphrastic allegory. He also provided allegorical explanations of
ancient ekphraseis, such as in Allegories of the Iliad XVIII 452-789, where he explains the meaning of Achillesí shield. Like many other authors, Tzetzes considered
his didactic objective to be an exegesis that uncovers the allegorical truth behind the
Homeric myths53. Tzetzes discussed the meaning of the Homeric shield at length in
the Allegories but paid little attention to Homerís literary expressivity. In this way,
he stands in contrast to most Byzantine commentators, such as Eustathios. In the
introduction of his Allegories of the Odyssey (prol. 35-38) Tzetzes even pretends to
have surpassed other authors with such as Palaephatus, Heraclitus, Cornutus, Demo,
ecphrastic approach in Ptolemy is what Tzetzes try to overcome without missing any details, but the
lack of vividness is a common ëproblemí in peri#gesis or geographical survey. The idea of preserving
as much details as possible is not always compatible with enargeia (psychological strength, vividness).
50
Tzetzes could have reported this material in a subjective, vivid way, e.g., introducing a
narrative, like in the description of Archimedesí machines. The ekphrasis of places (%&'()*+, -/21G)
is also a progymnasmatic one. Since Tzetzes knew the Progymnasmata, we can infer that the possibility
of vivid description was there but he chose to focus on clarity and conciseness.
51
Theon Prog. I 46, cf. Aphth. 22-23 Rabe.
52
Maguire, o.c. 111-140.
53
Cf. P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo),
Milano 1991; E. Cullhed, Movement and sound on the shield of Achilles in ancient exegesis, «GRBS»
LIV/2 (2014) 212.
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and even Psellus, who was also known for his Christian allegories.54 Instead, Tzetzesí primary focus was on the allegorical interpretation. He sought the truth behind
the mythological scene, without however involving religion ñ neither pagan nor
Christian55. As for Tzetzesí allegorical interpretation of the Homeric shield, we first
notice that Tzetzesí explanation of the Trojan saga rests on three types of allegory,
which he delineates in the Exegesis56 and put into practice in the prolegomena of the
Allegories: rhetorical, physical, and astronomical57. According to Tzetzes, Homerís
description of the shield consequently speaks about ìfulfillment, cosmos and timeî
in a general sense (XVIII 485: À67+'; Õ"Ó+ .#$'; 3Ó <D,6'( <%Ú 0+D('( $#)41).
However, the allegorical explanations do not have the same quality. As Cesaretti
states58 , books XVI-XXIV dedicated to Constantine Cotertzes are unlike books IXV that were dedicated to Empress Eirene (Bertha of Sulzbach). Specifically, books
XVI-XXIV are longer and introduce the allegorical explanation of "+',8"'"'1=%,
i.e. personification. Tzetzes already used this interpretative method in the Exegesis
of the Iliad, but not in the first fifteen books of his Allegories of the Iliad. Cesaretti
also argues that the personification was probably «troppo difficile per líaugusta», i.e.
too complicated for Empress Eirene59. One of the personifications that Tzetzes iden54
On Psellos see the allegorical, immersive description of Jesus Christís crucifixion: Or. hag.
3B 634-879. See also Frederick Lauritzenís chapter in this volume.
55
Alleg. Il. XVIII 452-789 (ed. J.F. Boissonade, Tzetzae Allegoriae Iliadis, Paris 1851, 241256). According to E. Cullhed, o.c. 212, Eustathios considered the whole production of the shield to be
a fiction invented by Homer in order to show his skills in ekphrasis (in Il. IV, 216, 9-12 van der Valk);
many Byzantine authors dealing with Achillesí return to battle even excluded the scene from their
narratives, probably because of the apparent status of the making of the shield as a fiction staged in
heaven (Cullhed, o.c. 217). Constantine Hermoniakos or even John Tzetzes omitted this scene in the
Iliad (ed. E. Legrand, La guerre de Troie, Paris 1890, 331) and Little-Big Iliad (Carm. Il. II 234-236)
respectively.
56
Exeg. Il. p. 28,6-25 Papathomopoulos.
57
On the allegorical methodology in Tzetzes cf. Cesaretti, o.c. 125-204; cf. also P.A.M. Leone, I Carmina Iliaca di Giovanni Tzetzes, «QC» VI (1984) 377-405; T. Braccini, Erudita invenzione:
riflessioni sulla Piccola grande Iliade di Giovanni Tzetze, «IFilolClass» IX (2009/2010) 153-173; A.
Goldwyn, Theory and method in John Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad and Allegories of the Odyssey.
«Scandinavian Journal of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies» III (2017) 141-171. On the prologue
of the Allegories of the Iliad see also Alberto Ravaniís chapter in this volume. As Cesaretti points out
(o.c. 155-156), Tzetzes made some distinctions about the allegorical myth that can be read as a rhetorical (i4-1(+&F), a physical ('G*+&F), or an astronomical allegory (5)A45)-+&F) (Exeg. Il. p. 28,6-25
Papathomopoulos). However, the rhetorical allegory is not meant to be the use of figures of speech but
the formulation of prodigious and wonderful beings and things that most likely never existed (p. 28,89 Papathomopoulos).
58
Cesaretti, o.c. 188.
59
Cesaretti, o.c. 190.
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tifies concerns Thetis in book XVIII before the elaboration of the shield. It includes
a meaningful allegorical interpretation of the Homeric ekphrasis. The goddess is
identified with the sea: "+D,8"'( 6Ó( ›; >:764( .S ?#.131 A%$*,,] / À67+';
"4+1A#64('; 67.+Ù; .'H a01$#8; (Alleg. Il. XVIII 106-107). Thetisí supplication
in front of Zeus is correspondingly identified with a premonitory prayer to the sea
(vv. 136-149)60.
Certainly, the allegories in the first fifteen books resemble those in the books
that follow, i.e. rhetorical, physical, and astronomical. However, it is only in books
XVI-XXIV, i.e. in the Cotertzes books, that Tzetzes gives details about explicit allegorical criteria prior to providing his explanations (XVIII 265-270)61. We can,
therefore, surmise that the readers of the Cotertzes books were slightly different and
probably more interested in learning Tzetzesí theories about allegorical exegesis.
Of the three kinds of allegorical interpretations, Tzetzes chose the astronomical approach and described the mythical beings in Hephaistosí crafted version of
the night sky as constellations. The Homeric description focuses on mythical accounts that explain the position and movement of the constellations. Regarding the
verses in which we learn that the Great Bear does not bathe in the water of Okeanos,
Tzetzes explains that this constellation always stays above the horizon, revolving
around the Polar Star (Alleg. Il. XVIII 487-489)62. Tzetzesí explanation suggests that
many poetic descriptions are coded by Homer as myths in order to attract peopleís
attention. The truth is revealed in the personification of real physical phenomena. In
Tzetzesí Allegories, the description of the shield becomes a kind of meta-ekphrasis
where the description itself plays a secondary role. Indeed, if we read the text from
a progymnasmatic point of view the allegorical explanations would correspond with
the $')1,6D; that Nikolaos of Myra recommended for descriptions of !)*$6%.%
and 4N<D(%;. The $')1,6D;, which usually explains the meaning of the work focusing on the intention of the artist, here becomes not an explanation of Hephaistosí but
of Homerís intention behind the creation of Achillesí shield. In any case, Tzetzesí
Cesaretti, o.c. 190.
`..H *1+ 7Z7 '()*-B17 / 2(8-) -1Z 7Z7 E;(@1G 5Ó7 2P7 -Ù -1Z 5=A1G —'1,, / 3K-í
?..401(4-B17 51+ 2()05)-+&8, -Ù7 5=A17 / 3d, `E+.B) -Ù7 GbÙ7 -1Z j3--).1Z D4.B;,, / 3K-)
*-1+E+)&O-)-) -1g, 23(Ú &/*51G ./01+, / 3d, `E+.B) -Ù7 GbÙ7 D4.B;,, k-1+ &/*51G, « But here
I must tell you / first the entire plot of the story in this passage, / then, I should allegorize historically
the story / about Achilles, the son of Thessalian Peleus, / then <allegorize it> as the elements in an
account concerning the world, / about Achilles the son of Peleus, that is, of the world.» (translation by
A. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the Iliad, Cambridge MA-London 2015, 351; cf.
Cesaretti, o.c. 193-194).
62
Cf. Cesaretti, o.c. 155-156. Another example of this astronomical allegory mentioned by
Cesaretti (o.c. 156) is Od. V 271-275.
60
61
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allegories succeed without resorting to any Christian explanations. The ecphrastic
interpretations ñ i.e. in the sense of a $D)'; "4+17)76%.1<D; that leads the audience
to the allegorical truth ñ also mirror Tzetzesí identity as an independent scholar of
high social standing63.
Self-description as a modern category
The most intriguing category Tzetzes cultivated is probably self-description. Short
and varied, he strategically placed 2<:+*,41; "+',O"8( in a way that goes beyond
common progymnasmatic recommendations. In many of his writings, Tzetzes presents himself (often in the third person) as an industrious writer and a skilled teacher
(cf. e.g. Hist. XI 396 discussed above) in contrast to other historical figures such as
Ptolemy (ibid.) or Isocrates (Hist. IX 296, 927-935), who was unable to teach two
pupils at the same time64. Tzetzes also offers mocking caricatures of his enemies,
e.g. Lachanas, who is the topic of the epistle opening the Historiai. Citing parallels
with Croesus and Sesostris, Tzetzes ridicules Lachanasí arrogance, which Aglae
Pizzone correctly refers to as a kind of «mock-epic crescendo»65. Indeed, there is a
hyperbolic escalation of the description in the form of an anti-encomiastic description or, better, an ecphrastic psogos. Although the autobiographical tradition can be
found in other Byzantine authors66, Tzetzes seems to be a special case because of his
programmatic self-advertising in the Chiliades, which was recently analyzed by
Pizzone67. Indeed, there were different strategies for self-description in medieval Byzantium. As Beatrice Daskas demonstrated, Nikolaos Mesarites subtly places a selfportrait in an excursus of his renowned ekphrasis on the Apostle Holy Church of
Constantinople following ecphrastic conventions68. Pizzone emphasizes the intellectual rivalries surrounding the emergence of auto-exegetical self-commentaries

63
The role of ecphrastic interpretations for the literary identity in Renaissance literature and
its roots in classical ecphrastic traditions (Philostratos, Lucian, Tabula Cebetis) has been analyzed by
E.B. Bearden, The Emblematics of the Self: Ekphrasis and Identity in Renaissance Imitations of Greek
Romance, Toronto 2012, with a focus on imitations of Greek romance. We think Tzetzesí ecphrastic
interpretations in his Allegories fit in this picture of identity building as well.
64
A. Pizzone, The Historiai of John Tzetzes: A Byzantine ëbook of memoryí?, «BMGS» XLI/2
(2017) 198.
65
Pizzone, o.c.
66
B. Daskas, A literary self-portrait of Nikolaos Mesarites, «BMGS» XL/1 (2016) 151-169;
Pizzone, o.c.
67
Pizzone, o.c.
68
Daskas, o.c. 151-169.
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already in the early eleventh century69. Tzetzes uses such self-descriptions for
instance in Hist. VI 53, 475, where he claims he was forced to have a memory like a
god because he lacked books (!&=&$]): ìAnd it is hard for me, as if I were a god, to
tell everything / since I am devoid of books: you know what I meanî (!+)%$#'( 3#
6'= 2,.1, A4Ù( fl; "*(.í !)'+4K41( [= Il. XII 176], / !&=&$] "4:-<D.1 6'1 'W3%.4
'X,"4+ $#)8)70. Making the most out of an unfortunate situation, he humbly
conveys an aura of literary superiority through a calculated captatio benevolentiae.
In a similar manner, he describes his capacity of ìdeclaiming every book by heart
and mouthî, which we find in another passage of his commentary on the opening
epistle to Lachanas71. As Yun Lee Too points out, the similar trope of a ìbreathing
libraryî goes back to classical antiquity and was even used for criticizing renowned
intellectuals72. Indeed, Eunapius described Longinos, the teacher of Porphyry, as a
breathing library (&1&$1'AB<7 .1; [Ö] >6V-0';)73 and a walking museum ("4+1"%.'H( 6'-,4F'(, both in Eunap. VS 456). This attests to the tradition of appropriating
a cultural heritage by reading and memorizing which legitimates the author in a very
competitive intellectual world. Tzetzes, too, needed to promote himself with a
ubiquitous ecphrastic curriculum strategically disseminated in his most ambitious
and popular commentary, the Chiliades.74 This practice of self-promoting became a
common practice in early-modern and Renaissance literature. Just a few examples
include Poggio Braccioliniís polemics against other scholars, Albertiís Commentarium to his first literary work, the Latin comedy Philodoxeos fabula, or Vasariís false
modesty as he introduces his own Vita as colophon of his opera magna directly after
describing the ëclimaxí of art history represented by Michelangelo.

Pizzone, o.c.
Cf. also Alleg. Il. XV 87-89.
71
lK<), <Ó 2H7-;, ?&(+_8, 28, 2P*)7 1K<) _@_.17 / 6& *-FA1G, -3 &)Ú *-/5)-1,
1—-;, m-1@5;, .B03+7. / lÃ<Ó 0Ï( 574517B*-3(17 -1Z \LB-L1G A3Ù, :..17 / :7<() -87 2(@7 -3
&)Ú -87 7Z7 6QB'4737 67 _@c. «You are very well aware that I know every book / by heart and that I
am ready to declaim them by heart and mouth. / And God never let appear a man endowed with a
stronger memory / than Tzetzes, neither among those of the past nor among those of the present» (Hist.
I 11, 278-281; Pizzone, o.c. 195)
72
Y. Lee Too, The Idea of the Library in the Ancient World, Oxford 2010, III.
73
Cf. again Alleg. Il. XV 87 651Ú _+_.+1AF&4 0Ï( [ &3').N -G0EH73+.
74
Cf. also a more specific self-description in Alleg. Il. prol. 724-739. For this note, I owe my
gratitude to Enrico Emanuele Prodi.
69
70
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Between progymnasmata, literary tradition, and innovation
The subtle descriptive self-commentary is to some extent a modern innovation that
may be attributed to Tzetzes, even if ancient authors such as Galen already wrote
books to advertise their intellectual work (cf. e.g. De praecognitione). Tzetzes and
other Byzantine scholars reintroduced the idea of the self-aware authorship, a
modern idea that we also find in Italian Renaissance authors, especially in Giorgio
Vasari, who even wrote an autobiography. Tzetzesí self-description is a mechanism
of programmatic captatio benevolentiae that creates a reliable connection with the
reader. This kind of ecphrastic authorial marketing which makes a direct appeal to
the audience became commonplace in the writings of some of the most influential
humanists of the Renaissance, who also practiced the !kphrasis in their works.
To the best of our knowledge, Tzetzes was not merely following the recommendations of the progymnasmatic manuals. Depending on the object and its allegorical potential, his ekphraseis range from encomiastic descriptions to allegorical
interpretations, short descriptions for conceptualizing ideas, knowledge transmission
without any psychological profundity beyond the didactical precept of clarity, and
even mise en abyme representations combining allegorical reading with narrative
motives and, finally, self-descriptions and ecphrastic caricatures of his enemies. In
his didactic writings, Tzetzes seems to cultivate different ecphrastic approaches.
Therefore, he cannot be seen as a mere advocate or revitalizer of ekphrasis from the
Roman Empire. It is also apparent that the didactic goal often determines the use of
ekphrasis. For example, the claim to clarity in geographic descriptions implies
eschewing a descriptive, encomiastic excursus about the cities in question. Further,
the explanatory character of the presentation of Archimedes limits the level of detail
that the descriptions can have. This correspondence between the main characteristics
of descriptive texts and the intellectual context is by no means new, especially if we
understand the literary production of Tzetzes in the context of the Hellenistic
tradition which regards .Ù "+#"'( (the suitability of contents and form) as a mandatory aesthetic value. In our view, the Hellenistic spirit of literary creation could explain why authors such as Tzetzes or Eustathios of Thessaloniki aimed, in Alexander
Kazhdanís words, «to interpret ancient writings in relation to their times, modernizing the text to make it more easily understandable and extracting from it explanations of contemporary habits»75. In this sense, the use of ekphrasis can also be seen
as experimental and open to new forms of literature.
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Kazhdan-Epstein, o.c. 135.
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Some differences with his contemporaries
This aspect of ecphrastic varietas leads to the next question regarding the similarities
and differences between John Tzetzes and his contemporaries. As we have seen,
Byzantine medical instructor Michael Italikos renounced using encomiastic elements
to describe a fish from the Nile that he received as a present. Instead, he decided to
write a cooking recipe76. The celebration of naturalism and art via psychological
enargeia (vividness) was not necessarily a given in every Byzantine author from that
period. Focusing on practical aspects is indeed a different approach in comparison
to Tzetzesí description of gifts with an encomiastic part for showing gratitude and
admiration. Such sentiments are convenient, i.e. "+#"'(, in this very case. Although
Italikos, Tzetzes, and other Byzantine writers were all immersed in the same cultural
tradition, some preferred, depending on the topic, to concentrate on the role of
language as a means for cultural conservation. They thus sought to pass down as
much knowledge as possible, even at the cost of the psychological energy of ekphrasis. In Tzetzes, this communication process is still present, although predominantly
with a didactic goal that often led to a reduction of complexity. However, Tzetzes
can also convey a high degree of enargeia. Mesaritesí style is much closer to Tzetzesí ekphrasis, the former being known for «his interest in vivid details and in his
own role in the events»77. Indeed, according to Kazhdan and Epstein, by the eleven
and twelfth centuries «Byzantine identification with the Hellenic past became firmly
rooted»78. The main difference from Mesarites, however, is the selection of topics.
While Mesarites mainly focuses on ekphraseis of churches and Christian art, Tzetzes
chooses almost only classical subjects. Despite this discrepancy, Tzetzesí and Mesaritesí use of !kphrasis is not morphologically very different. Both of them, not to
mention other Byzantine authors such as Psellos, worked with ecphrastic topoi that
frequently appear in the literary production of the Second Sophistic, e.g. the commonplace of pointing out the realism of a work of art.
However, if we have to summarize Tzetzesí contribution to ecphrastic literature, we can point to his conscious depiction of himself as a subtle ecphrastic topic
and his independent allegorical readings of ecphrastic literature as probably the most
important stimuli.

Cf. Chernoglazov, o.c.
A. Kazhdan, Mesarites, Nicholas, in Id. (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium, OxfordNew York 1991, 1346.
78
Kazhdan-Epstein, o.c. 138.
76
77
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Tzetzes and the Italian Renaissance
In bringing this article to a close, we would like to make one last remark about the
possible influence of Tzetzes on the notion of ekphrasis in later Renaissance times.
There is little research on Tzetzesí impact on Renaissance humanists. We know that
there was a genuine reception in the fourteenth century among Greek scholars and
translators. Konstantinos Hermoniakos worked for instance with Tzetzesí Allegories
of the Iliad. Especially Greek-Latin translators such as Guarino Guarini and Lorenzo
Bruni may have consulted Tzetzesí commentaries for their own work. According to
Nigel Wilson79, Guarino must have followed Tzetzesí allegorical interpretations of
the muses Thalia and Polymnia as co-inventors of agriculture. Indeed, Guarino wrote
on 5th November 1447 a letter to Leonello díEste80, Marquis of Ferrara, remarking
on how to paint the Muses81. In Baxandallís translation, Guarino says: «Thalia discovered one part of agriculture, that which concerns planting the land, as indeed her
name shows, coming as it does from A*$$41(, to bloom; so let her hold various seedlings in her hands and let her drapery be decorated with flowers and leaves»82.
Moreover, Guarino also states: «Polymnia discovered the cultivation of fields;
let her be girt up and dispose hoes and vases of seed, bearing in her hand ears of corn
and bunches of grapes»83. Although Guarino did not mention Tzetzes in his letter,
this description of Thalia and Polymnia matches Tzetzesí explanations of the first
verse of Hesiodís Works and Days.84 This seems to be proof of Tzetzesí reception in
79
N.G. Wilson, From Byzantium to Italy: Greek Studies in the Italian Renaissance, London
20162, 43-44.
80
M. Baxandall, Guarino, Pisanello and Manuel Chrysoloras, «JWI» XXVIII (1965) 186187 (Baxandallís translation), 183-204 (Latin original).
81
Wilson, l.c. The paintings of the Muses created according to Guarinoís instructions (now
dispersed between Ferrara, Milan, Berlin, Budapest, and London) were exhibited together in Milan in
1991, cf. Le Muse e il principe. Arte di corte nel Rinascimento padano, Modena 1991. The paintings
of Thalia and Polymnia are attributed to Michele Pannonio and Piero della Francesca respectively. Cf.
also S.J. Campbell, The traffic in Muses: Painting and poetry in Ferrara around 1450, in L. BenedettiJ.L. Hairston-S.M. Ross (edd.), Gendered Contexts. New Perspectives in Italian Cultural Studies, Bern
2012, 49-68.
82
Thalia unam in agricultura partem repperit, quae de agro plantando est, ut et nomen
indicat, a germinando veniens; idcirco abusculas varias manibus gestet; vestis esto floribus foliisque
distincta. [...] Polymnia cultura invenit agrorum; haec succincta ligones et seminis vasa disponat, manu
spicas uvarumque racemos baiulans (R. Sabbadini, Guarino Veronese, Epistolario, II, Venice 1916,
111-112; from Baxandall, o.c. 202)
83
Baxandall, o.c.
84
For an extensive article on Tzetzesí long scholion on the first two words of Hesiodís Erga,
cf. M. Cardin-O. Tribulato, Enumerating the Muses: Tzetzes in Hes. Op. 1 and the parody of catalogic
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Renaissance Italy and of his impact on the pictorial programme. We also find Tzetzesí scholia to Philostratus and Oppian in far-flung places in the sixteenth century,
like Constantinople, Oxford, Salamanca, and Madrid. As Robert Browning states,
«Works of Tzetzes, authentic or not, were commodities for which a ready market
existed in the sixteenth century»85.
Moreover, the presence of an altered iconography of Kairos in emblem books
(depicting the Kairos, just like Tzetzes describes, on a sphere86) seems to support the
idea that not only the commentaries but also the Chiliades were consulted (directly
or indirectly) by artists and humanists with a practical goal. This is strongly attested
to by the abundance of copies of Tzetzesí writings. Of course, there was no systematic reception of Tzetzesí ecphrastic ideas, since none of his works was conceived as
an autonomous ekphrasis nor dealt with the most typical ecphrastic topics of his time
such as churches87, monuments, or hunting scenes88. Nevertheless, he was one of the
poetry in Epicharmus, in M. Ercoles et al. (edd.), Approaches to Greek Poetry, Berlin-Boston 2018,
161-192. Thalia and Polymnia are mentioned on p. 171 as related to the sphere of agriculture. The
authors consider the introduction of agriculture as a possible homage to Hesiod (ibid.).
85
Browning, o.c. 200.
86
J. Typot, Symbola divina et humana pontificum, imperatorum, regum, II, Prague 1601, 144;
cf. the emblemís explanation with a fourth-century epigram by Ausonius very similar to Posidippusí
one (ibid. p. 147). Anyway, there is no explanation for the striking detail of Kairosí spherical base that
can only be found in Callistratus (Statuarum descriptiones IV 1-4) before Tzetzes. Cf. D. Boschung,
Kairos as a Figuration of Time. A Case Study, Paderborn 2013. The sphere was identified as a Late
Antique addition by S. Altekamp, Zu den Statuenbeschreibungen des Kallistratos, «Boreas» XI (1988)
138n148.
87
For Byzantine ekphrasis of sacred spaces beyond visual perception cf. R. Webb, Spatiality,
embodiment, and agency in ekphraseis of church buildings, in B. Pentcheva (ed.), Aural Architecture
in Byzantium: Music, Acoustics, and Ritual, London-New York 2017, 163-175; L. James-R. Webb, To
understand ultimate things and enter secret places: Ekphrasis and art in Byzantium, «Art History» XIV
(1991) 1-17.
88
For the ekphrasis in Byzantium in general, cf. H. Hunger, Die hochsprachliche profane
Literatur der Byzantiner, I, Munich 1978, 170-188; II, Munich 1978, 109-110. Abundant ekphraseis
stand out as part of homilies, e.g. of battles in John Chrysostom or, in general, descriptions of martyrdoms in hagiographic literature. Autonomous ekphraseis were usually dedicated to works of art, but
there were also ekphraseis of human actions such as hunting scenes, e.g. those of Constantine Manasses
or Constantine Pantechnes. There are also geographical descriptions loaded with imagination (John
Eugenikos), descriptions of saints and martyrdoms in pictorial key (Marc Eugenikos), of cities (Theodoros Pedisiamos), of gardens (locus amoenus, as part of a story, e.g., in Meliteniotes), among others (cf.
Hunger, o.c. 183-188). The great thematic variety of the ekphrasis demonstrates that it was a widespread genre with application both artistic, propagandistic, religious, and socio-cultural. Our preference
for Tzetzes is understood as a result of its great influence in later generations and for being an author
whose ecphrastic production has not yet been studied.
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most modern Byzantine humanists of the twelfth century and a source for many
generations of humanists to follow. Since he is not an authority on Christian allegory
or descriptions of churches, Renaissance authors turned to other Byzantine forerunners, especially Psellos and Mesarites, for those matters. However, Tzetzes was
able to avoid Christian explanations in his literary production even if he resorted to
widespread ecphrastic topoi and traditional aesthetics, as we have seen in the opening
remarks to Ep. 72 and other examples. Indeed, Maguireís observation that Mesarites
and other authors used Byzantine ecphrastic topoi can be extended to some of Tzetzesí descriptions (cf. e.g. Hist. VIII 200, 413-420 about the realism of a statue of
Alexander by Lysippos; cf. also the short story about Protesilausí image in Hist. II
52, 771-779). The emphasis on the realism of paintings and sculptures was an ecphrastic topos, even if these works of art did not respect the laws of geometrical
perspective89. The description of ambivalent emotions was also a topos among Byzantine Christian authors. Tzetzesí ambivalent description of Penthesilea is also proof
that he belonged to the same zeitgeist as his colleagues and intellectual rivals. On the
other hand, he seems to go back to classical sources instead of conceiving the
ambiguity of painted emotions to be the result of a tacitly Neoplatonic world view90.
This neither-Christian-nor-pagan literary identity that emerges from his ecphrastic
writings is probably the aspect that makes his approach to description most unique.
JESoS MU>OZ MORCILLO
jesus.morcillo@kit.edu
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Cf. Maguire, o.c.
On the religious background of ekphrasis and contradictory emotions cf. again Maguire o.c.

From contentious hero to bone of contention:
The reception of Thersites by John Tzetzes and Eustathios of Thessaloniki

Introduction
For Byzantine intellectuals, the study and reception of classical literature was not
merely an act of passive transmission of a distant heritage. Rather, it was perceived
as a constant dialogue with the sources, a productive interplay that exerted a deep
impact on the literary production, self-presentation, and professional situation of the
literati that engaged with it. Indeed, by interacting with the literary models of the
past, Byzantine teachers and writers had a chance to display their erudition, to carve
out a place for themselves in the competitive intellectual circles of Constantinople,
and to define their authorial persona in relation to ñ or in contrast with ñ their past
and contemporary ëcolleaguesí.
This is all the more true when it comes to Homer. Always the cornerstone of
Byzantine education, in the twelfth century the Iliad and the Odyssey gave rise to a
veritable ëHomeric Renaissanceí. Numerous Komnenian literati devoted most of
their career to studying and commenting Homer, who became the model against
which the intellectuals of the time defined their own literary production and authorial
strategies. Just like Homer, the most memorable amongst the Homeric heroes were
perceived as suitable paradigms around which to center discussions on rhetorical,
literary, and ethical excellence. Considering his long-standing association with the
Poet par excellence, it should come as no surprise that Odysseus had become an ideal
catalyst for such debates. Notably, Odysseus plays a central role in the works of the
two Komnenian literati that will be the focus of this paper, namely John Tzetzes and
Eustathios of Thessaloniki. To be sure, both authors projected their differing conceptions of the Homeric model ñ along with their respective authorial selves ñ onto their
reception(s) of Odysseus1.
* My gratitude goes to Tommaso Braccini, Corinne Jouanno, and Enrico Emanuele Prodi,
whose suggestions and advice proved invaluable in improving the quality of this paper. I would also
like to thank Panagiotis Agapitos and Aglae Pizzone for providing me with their unpublished work.
1
For a more detailed analysis, see V.F. Lovato, !"#$"% &'((Ï ()*"+, -.#/'+0+, ¡/'1%.
La ricezione di Odisseo e di Omero presso Giovanni Tzetze e Eustazio di Tessalonica, diss. LausanneTurin 2017. I am currently preparing a translated and updated version of this study for the series Oxford
Studies in Byzantium.
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But there is more. The centrality of the wily son of Laertes ñ as well as his potential overlap with Homer himself ñ inevitably affected the treatment of other epic
characters that were somehow connected to him. As I argue, a close study of these
figures will not only enrich our understanding of Tzetzes and Eustathiosí Homeric
exegesis, but will also shed further light on their self-fashioning strategies and involvement in Komnenian literary polemics. To prove my point, in the present study
I will focus on a character that, despite playing a rather marginal role in the Homeric
epics, was traditionally associated with ñ and contrasted to ñ Odysseus. I am referring to the notoriously ugly and insolent Thersites, who, in the second book of the
Iliad, had dared insult Agamemnon only to be harshly reprimanded and publicly
beaten by Odysseus himself.
In an excellent overview of the literary reception of this character, Corinne
Jouanno has shown that, in Byzantine times, Thersites was consistently employed as
a negative paradigm of verbal inappropriateness, shameless ignorance, and moral (as
well as aesthetic) ugliness2. Amongst the authors quoted by Jouanno, we encounter
also Tzetzes and Eustathios, who, in different passages of their works, both remark
upon Thersitesí proverbial arrogance and verbal intemperance. While in agreement
with Jouannoís interpretation, I would like to suggest that the analysis of some
additional texts by Tzetzes, combined with a closer comparison between Tzetzes and
Eustathiosí presentations of Thersites, might further enrich the picture.
Specifically, in the first section of the paper I will try to demonstrate that, in
at least some of the passages that they both devote to Thersites, the two scholars
seem to allude to ñ and indirectly criticize ñ one another. Their insistence on some
rather specific aspects of the heroís reception points to the existence of a broader
scholarly dispute, which likely involved competing literary circles and in which
Tzetzes and Eustathios seem to have participated from opposite perspectives. The
second part of the paper will focus especially on Tzetzesí treatment of Thersites. As
I will attempt to demonstrate, the scholarís opinion of this character is more nuanced
than it might appear at first glance. Specifically, Tzetzesí fluctuating reception of
Thersites can be traced to his ambivalent attitude towards Homeric poetry as a whole.
In the last section, I suggest that Tzetzesí peculiar interest in Thersites may also be
linked to the heroís traditional connection with the so-called poetry of blame, a form
of literary expression that the polemical scholar was particularly fond of 3. In this
C. Jouanno, Thersite, une figure de la d!mesure ?, «Kentron» XXI (2005) 181-223.
For the concept of poetry of blame see the now classic study by G. Nagy, The Best of the
Achaeans: Concepts of the Hero in Archaic Greek Poetry, Baltimore 1979, 222-242 (on the contrast
between poetry of blame and poetry of praise) and 242-252 (on the connection between blame poetry
and iambos). For the relationship between blame and iambic poetry, see also N. Worman, Abusive
2
3
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context, I will analyse Tzetzesí reception of the iambic poet Hipponax, another notorious paradigm of ugliness and outspokenness. In particular, I will try to show that,
by associating the poet with the hero, Tzetzes sheds further light on the reasons inspiring his ambivalent treatment of Thersites.
1. A repugnant commoner or the scion of a noble family?
Let us start our exploration of the Komnenian Thersites with an apparently secondary
issue, which, however, seems to have been of particular interest to both Tzetzes and
Eustathios. I am referring to the heroís lineage, a topic that had already attracted the
attention of previous generations of exegetes. As attested by Eustathios himself,
ancient literati were divided between two irreconcilable reconstructions of the heroís
ancestry. According to some, despite Homerís unflattering presentation, Thersites
was far from being an anonymous member of the Achaean army. Being the son of
Agrios, brother of Oineus, Thersites was not only a member of the Aetolian aristocracy, but was also a kinsman of Diomedes, one of the most valiant Greek commanders4. In his commentary on Book II of the Iliad, Eustathios briefly contemplates this
possibility and summarizes Thersitesí potential ancestry, while also alluding to his
ignominious performance during the famous hunt of the Calydonian boar (in Il. I
311,3-8)5:

Mouths in Classical Athens, Cambridge 2005, 40-48, with further bibliography. Modern scholars are
still trying to determine to what extent ancient audiences considered blame and invective to be distinctive features of iambos. Despite the ongoing debate, experts seem to agree that this association became
quite widespread from the Aristotelian Poetics onwards. For a detailed discussion, with an overview of
previous scholarship, see A. Rotstein, The Idea of Iambos, Oxford 2010.
4
The tradition concerning Thersitesí noble lineage might stem from the Epic Cycle and,
more specifically, from the Aithiopis. According to Proclusí summary of the poem, the killing of the
hero at the hands of Achilles caused a dissension amongst the Achaeans, possibly following Diomedesí
angry reaction at the death of his kinsman. On the Aithiopis, as well as the other sources referring to
Thersitesí illustrious ascendancy, see T. Gantz, Early Greek Myth. A Guide to Literary and Artistic
Sources, Baltimore 1993, 333 and 621, along with Jouanno, o.c. 183 n. 9.
5
This and all subsequent quotations from Eustathiosí commentary on the Iliad are drawn
from M. van der Valk, Eustathii archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis Commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem pertinentes, Leiden 1971-1987 (with volume, page, and line number).
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Some reconstruct his genealogy and declare that he hailed from Aetolia. They
also say that he was of noble origin, being a kinsman of Diomedes. Indeed,
according to these accounts, Thersites was the son of Agrios, brother of
Oineus, who in turn was Diomedesí grandfather. These commentators also
say that he participated in the hunt of the Calydonian boar. However, since he
shrank from the fight and tried to escape, Meleager hurled him down a
precipice, thus maiming his body in the way that the Poet describes6.
However, Eustathios does not seem to be convinced by this version of the
story, which he dismisses in favour of the variant adopted by the so-called palaioi,
an expression that he generally employs in reference to the ancient Homeric exegetes
(I 311,8-10):
S9)0 +Ã& D06-&)" .+@$ 9'*'"+@$J +Ã (Ï0 /#, 7'-?#, T9*MU)# 'Ã.Ù# ¡
V%=--)ˆ$ .W -&<9.0X )Ã()#5 ƒ#.', B$ %K ;A#+=$ .+ˆ$ %M;A.'$ T.=9.)#, D**Ï &'Ú :"+;<%M$ +Ã& Y# 9)0")@%)# 'Ã.Ù# D.?;3$ 9F-L+#.'.
This version, however, does not please the ancient commentators. Had Thersites been of noble origin, they say, Odysseus would never have hit him with
the scepter, a treatment that he reserved only to the common people. Moreover, Diomedes would never have allowed him to suffer such a dishonour.
While often alluding to the opinion of the palaioi, in the following sections of
the Parekbolai Eustathios does not hesitate to participate in this age-old debate with
some personal considerations7. For one, the archbishop is very keen on pointing out
any additional details of the Homeric narrative that can be interpreted as a confir-

Unless otherwise indicated, all translations from Greek are my own.
Notably, according to Jouanno, o.c. 195, amongst the many Byzantine authors who dealt
with Thersites, Eustathios might be the one who devoted the most attention to the ugly hero.
6
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mation of Thersitesí humble origins8. Moreover, in addition to discussing at length
the issue of the heroís ancestry, Eustathios does not miss a chance to voice his
disapproval of Thersites, constantly emphasizing his potentially disruptive effect on
the community as a whole9. To strengthen his point, he even proposes to coin a new
proverb, which goes as far as to equate the ugly hero to some historical figures, such
as Lysander and Alcibiades, whose actions had caused the ruin of their own cities10.
However, if the Spartan general and the Athenian commander might be better suited
for a tragedy, Thersites is a comic figure, whose public humiliation triggers the
laughter of the entire Greek army11. Indeed, the mention of the ugly hero was only a
pretext for Homer to showcase his skill in employing different rhetorical registers,
thus instructing the audience in different styles of poetic composition12. However ñ
Eustathios observes ñ the Poet is also very careful to clarify that he did not consider
Thersites to be a suitable protagonist for his poem. And indeed, at the very end of
the episode, Homer goes as far as to announce that the ugly hero will never appear
again in his verses13.
To sum up, from the passages here discussed, we can safely conclude that not
only Eustathios considered Thersites as the prototype of the arrogant and incompe-

8
While drawing on other sources, such as the Homeric scholia and Porphyryís Homeric
Questions, Eustathios is very keen on expanding upon them to further demonstrate that Thersitesí
bloodline was anything but illustrious. Apart from remarking on the ëunheroicí timbre of Thersitesí
voice (on which see Jouanno, o.c. 190), Eustathios observes that Agamemnonís reaction to the heroís
insults is proof enough of the latterís insignificance (in Il. I 319,17-22). Even the relatively ëmildí nature
of Thersitesí invectives can be interpreted as further evidence of his humble status: had he been an
equal of Achilles, he could have used much bolder language (in Il. I 319,26-29).
9
The characterization of Thersites as the epitome of the seditious demagogue was quite
widespread in the Greek literary tradition, as demonstrated by Jouanno, o.c. 194-196.
10
Eust. in Il. I 325,25-29: 2,.%34% $Ó 05/"670%+ "89 .Ù /:.+,% -, ;<%+'19 <"6=',% .'3
>"=06.'? "@,%+, A.+ 'Ã &B,? C&='0D?Ó9 "8&"1, ›=/5/),', -E .F, &%(%+F,, ›9 '–.í G, $#'
H?0B,$='?9 Õ&:,"*E", I J&B=.5, '–.í G, $#' ;(E+K+B$%9 %L ;4M,%+ E%.Ï .'ˆ9 &%(%+'#9, '—.7
$Ó 'Ã$Ó $#' G, .'+'#.'?9 >"=06.%9 N079 .Ù O%,"((:,+', (ìHere, concerning the fact that no
Achaean was worse than Thersites, note that, taking oneís cue from the ancients, it would not be
completely incongruous to say that, just as Sparta could not have endured two Lysanders, nor Athens
two Alcibiadeses ñ as the ancient saying goes ñ so, perhaps, the entire Greek community could not have
endured two Thersiteses such as this oneî).
11
On the comic tone of the Thersites episode, see e.g. Eust. in Il. I 311,20-25. Throughout the
Parekbolai, Thersites himself is often qualified as *"('1'9 : see e.g. Eust. in Il. I 319,7; 326,11; 329,16;
and 547,6.
12
According to Eustathios, the episode of Thersites is a perfect demonstration of Homerís
ability to master all rhetorical and poetic modes: see e.g. Eust. in Il. I 394,9-15.
13
Eust. in Il. I 333,29-334,3.
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tent troublemaker, but that he also heartily approved of Homerís decision not to
mention the hero anywhere else in his poems.
If we now turn to Tzetzes and his works, we will encounter a more nuanced
discussion of both Thersites and his rightful place in the Homeric poems. Let us start
with a short epistle where the scholar attacks an anonymous rival by comparing him
to no one else but Thersites himself (Ep. 20, p. 37 Leone):
!"#$% Õ&"'()*+, -).+")/$*01"2
O"&0+, Z)0-?.M$ Y# G*)*<N)" .Ù# À;M0+# 9'0)#.)N5#'" .+@$ T9)-"#,
)2 ;K .+ˆ$ •03'$ —P0"R)#. D**í —P0"$ [0I3# .+,.+# G(#I0"-) &'Ú .\
9+"<-)" 9'0)R3(0F7M-) .60'$ D%)*7A# -+" .\ ;+07\ &'Ú ¡;A.0+9+#,
)2 &'Ú .W (6#)" ì9+*ˆ 90+7)06-.)0+#î. &'Ú -ˆ .Ù *+"9Ù# /#%0'$ •03'$
—P0"R), ›$ .)N<-] -=((0F;;'-"#.
To the hero-slandering beetle14
Homer would have completely omitted Thersites from his poems, had the
latter not insulted the heroes. But it was precisely his slandering of the heroes
that made him famous and allowed him to be portrayed in Homerís poetry as
a monstrous creature, a brother to you both in shape and in manners, even
though he was ìmuch superiorî15 in lineage. So, do keep slandering heroic
men, if you aim to appear in their works.
When he equates his aggressive and repugnant adversary to the equally quarrelsome and hideous Thersites, Tzetzes implicitly identifies with the illustrious
victims of the heroís verbal aggressions. Just as Thersites had become famous only
because he had dared slander the Achaean commanders, so Tzetzesí enemy will be
remembered solely because of the pointless insults he had addressed to the scholar,
On the potential connection between the beetle, Hipponax and ëblame poetryí, see below.
Od. VIII 221. In the Odyssey, this line is uttered by no one else than Odysseus himself,
who, boasting about his archery skills, proudly proclaims: «But of all the others I declare that I am best
by far, of all mortals that are now upon the earth and eat bread» (.F, $í P((7, -/) D5/+ &'(ˆ &='D"=)0."=', "@,%+, / A00'+ ,3, K='.'6 "80+, -&Ú <4',Ú 01.', Q$',."9; transl. A. T. Murray). The fact
that Tzetzes uses this specific line to denote Thersitesí nobility might be interpreted as an oblique jibe
addressed to the son of Laertes, who, in this passage of the Odyssey, displays the very same arrogance
that was generally ascribed to the ugly hero. What is more, Tzetzes might also be hinting at the illegitimacy of Odysseusí behaviour in Iliad II: being one of the K%0+("19, Thersites did not deserve to be
beaten and humiliated in front of the whole Achaean host (this line of interpretation is explored further
ahead in the paper).
14
15
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who is clearly placing himself in a position of superiority. In this text, Thersites
hardly plays a positive role: by insisting on the insignificance of his rivalís words
and by emphasizing his physical resemblance to the ugly hero, Tzetzes is clearly
referring to a widespread topos, suggesting that his enemyís outward appearance
perfectly matches his psychological and intellectual worth16.
In light of these considerations, we might be tempted to conclude that, in this
epistle at least, Tzetzesí position perfectly overlaps with Eustathiosí negative reception of Thersites. However, if we take a closer look at the text, we will notice two
details that might suggest otherwise, especially if compared with other passages of
Tzetzesí works. First of all, while Eustathios argues that Homer concocted the episode of Thersites to showcase his own rhetorical talent, Tzetzes suggests that the
Poet would have rather not mentioned the ugly hero. Had he not insulted the Greek
heroes, Thersites would never have featured in the Homeric account of the Trojan
war. In other words, with this passing remark, Tzetzes seems to transfer all agency
from the author to his character. Far from being a literary creation of the Poet, Thersites is a legitimate member of the Greek host and, through his notorious rhetorical
exploit, he almost ëforcesí Homer to mention him along with the other heroes of the
Iliad. Secondly, and most importantly, in this short letter Tzetzes does not simply
equate his anonymous rival to Thersites, but he goes as far as to suggest that the
former is inferior to the Homeric character in at least one respect. Indeed, for all his
inappropriate outspokenness and repulsive ugliness, Thersites could at least boast a
noble origin, something which could certainly not be said of Tzetzesí addressee.
Interestingly, these themes feature again in a passage of the Chiliads where
Tzetzes comments upon the very same letter that we have just examined17. In her
aforementioned study on the figure of Thersites, Corinne Jouanno remarks that, in
this text, Tzetzes is keen to highlight that the hero was remembered only because of
the contumelies he had addressed to the Achaean chiefs18. To be sure, in the last four
lines of the historia, the noun hybris and the cognate verb hybrizō feature no less
than three times, further emphasizing that, just like Tzetzesí unnamed enemy, TherOn ancient physiognomy and its influence on rhetorical theories of character description,
see K. De Temmerman, Ancient rhetoric as a hermeneutical tool for the analysis of characterization in
narrative literature, «Rhetorica» XXVIII (2010) 23-51 and especially 38-40, with further bibliography.
17
The Chiliads, or Historiai, were conceived as a commentary to Tzetzesí own epistolary
collection. To each letter were devoted one or more historiai, aimed at explaining a specific aspect of
the missive under scrutiny; see the introduction to this volume, pp. xxii-xxv. For a description of the
structure and stages of composition of the Chiliads, see A. Pizzone, The Historiai of John Tzetzes: a
Byzantine ëBook of Memoryí?, «BMGS» XLI (2017) 182-207.
18
Jouanno, o.c. 193.
16
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sites owed his celebrity to nothing else but his aggressive insults. His actions and
noble origins contributed nothing to his fame (Hist. VII 151, 886-889)19:
+”.+$ ÕP0?R3# •03'$ .+@$ T9)-"# G(0F7M.
EÃ %"Ï (6#+$ ('0 'Ã.Ù# +Ã%Ó %"Ï .Ï$ 90FU)"$
¡ À;M0+$ D#6(0'^), %"í —P0)"$ %Ó [0I3#.
E—.3$ '4 —P0)"$ (#I0";+# G9+?M-'# .Ù# /#%0'.
His slandering of the heroes is the reason why this man (sc. Thersites)
[was included in the poems.
Homer did not commemorate him either for his lineage
or for his deeds, but only because of the insults he addressed to the heroes.
Thus, it was his insults that made him famous.
Certainly, Tzetzesí insistence on these details might be aimed first and foremost at further stressing the uselessness of his anonymous competitor. However, if
we read carefully the first lines of this same historia, we may notice that this short
text appears to be hiding an ulterior agenda, whose target could be different from the
mysterious addressee of Tzetzesí sarcastic letter (vv. 879-885):
Z)0-?.M$ ¡ 9'0í _**M-"# >(0?+= 9'@$ &'Ú :?'$
(6#+=$ .=(LF#3# )Ã()#+,$, 9'.0?%+$ 12.3*?'$,
D#)^"Ù$ GUF%)*7+$ Õ9F0L3# O)*)F(0+=,
&'Ú .+, !=%63$ .+, 9'.0Ù$ 'Ã.+, .+, :"+;<%+=$J
ß# %Ó 7+UÙ$ &'Ú 9'0'P*I^, L3*A$, &=0.A$, ^)%#AN0"U,
G# .W 9)-)@# D7í Õ^M*+, &'Ú &0M;#"-N5#'" *A7+=,
.W &=#M(?X %"3LN)Ú$ L+?0X .W H'*=%Q#+$.
The Greek Thersites was the son of Agrios and Dia:
he was the scion of a noble family and he hailed from Aitolia.
He was the cousin-german of both Meleager
and Tydeus, father of the famous Diomedes.
He was pointy-headed, cross-eyed, lame, hunchbacked and sparse-haired,
since he fell and was hurled down headlong from a high ridge
while he was being chased by the Calydonian boar during the hunt.
All quotations from the Chiliads are taken from P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Historiae,
Galatina 20072.
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The first lines of the text are devoted to those very lineage and enterprises that,
as noted by Tzetzes himself some lines later, played no role in the Homeric representation of Thersites. Interestingly, this section of the historia almost seems to paraphrase ñ and refute ñ point by point the first two extracts from the Parekbolai that
we have analyzed in this study. Just like Eustathios, Tzetzes begins his short overview of Thersitesí biography by analysing the heroís ancestry, then moves on to his
participation in the hunt of the Calydonian boar20. Differently from Eustathios,
however, Tzetzes does not bring Thersitesí noble origins into question: on the contrary, he is careful to stress that the Aetolian hero was related not only to Diomedes,
but also to the legendary Meleager. In the following lines, Tzetzes proceeds to
describe Thersitesí misshapen body: just like Eustathios, the scholar connects the
heroís deformity with his participation in the hunt of the Calydonian boar. However,
the version transmitted by the Chiliads is considerably less unflattering than the one
preserved by the Parekbolai. Indeed, in Tzetzesí account, Thersites was not thrown
off a cliff by the angered Meleager, as recounted by Eustathios. According to the
Chiliads, the hero hurtled down a precipice while trying to escape the terrible beast.
Admittedly, one could argue that fleeing from danger was not the epitome of heroic
behaviour. However, taking a fall while participating in the hunt was certainly much
more dignified than being thrown off a cliff as a punishment for oneís cowardice21.
Be that as it may, in this short passage of the Chiliads Tzetzes seems to be
aiming at multiple polemical targets. If the final lines of the historia reinforce the
attack against his anonymous critic, the first section of the text might be read as a
refutation of the positions adopted by a specific group of Homeric exegetes, among
Of course, these similarities can be ascribed to the fact that Tzetzes and Eustathios were
likely relying on the same sources, while also following widespread rhetorical principles concerning
the techniques and topoi of character description (see e.g. Theon Prog. 78,24-26 and De Temmerman,
o.c. 24-28). Nevertheless, the structure and specificity of Tzetzesí presentation of Thersites cannot
shake off the impression that the scholar is deliberately ñ and accurately ñ refuting a particular version
of the story, which happens to coincide with the one adopted by Eustathios.
21
The same explanation for Thersitesí deformity features in a passage of Tzetzesí commentary on Lycophronís Alexandra, whose phrasing is even more explicit than that of the Chiliads (see
schol. Lyc. 999, p. 312,11-17 Scheer, where the verb E=5/,6R7 is used in the active form). Notably,
death by precipitation was a fate reserved to the pharmakos, a scapegoat figure that not only was
traditionally associated with Thersites, but was also rather prominent in Hipponaxís poetic production.
By proposing a different explanation for Thersitesí deformity, Tzetzes, who was quite interested in the
pharmakos ritual, may be trying to dispel (or, at least, nuance) the identification of the hero with the
scapegoat. For the link between Thersites and the pharmakos, see e.g. Nagy, o.c. 279-281. For the
pharmakos motif and its recurrence in Hipponaxís iambs, see e.g. T. Compton, Victim of the Muses:
Poet as Scapegoat, Warrior, and Hero in Greco-Roman and Indo-European Myth and History, Washington DC 2006.
20
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whom we can count Eustathios himself. The latterís insistence on the issue of Thersitesí lineage is already enough to suggest that the topic had become the subject of
contemporary scholarly debates22. This impression is strengthened not only by the
historia we have just analyzed, but also by some other passages of Tzetzesí ëHomeric
worksí. As I will try to demonstrate in what follows, while they corroborate the
hypothesis that Tzetzes was refuting the opinions of his colleagues and rivals, these
texts also show that the scholarís interest in Thersites cannot be separated from his
problematic reception of both Homer and his heroic alter ego, namely the very same
Odysseus who had publicly beaten and humiliated the noble Thersites.
2. Thersites ostracized and the misshapen Odysseus
Before further delving into Tzetzesí treatment of Thersites and examining its influence on the scholarís Homeric exegesis, it may be worth going back to the Iliad itself
to quickly summarize the epilogue of the Thersites episode. After describing the
heroís beating at the hands of Odysseus, Homer relates the reaction of the other
Greek soldiers. In a so-called tis-speech, an unnamed member of the army goes as
far as to define the punishment of Thersites as the best enterprise ever accomplished
by Odysseus (.A%) ;6(` /0"-.+# G# >0()?+"-"# T0)U)#)23. When commenting on
this short passage, Eustathios does not only express his approval for the words of
this anonymous warrior, but he is also careful to highlight the armyís appreciation
of Odysseus, who, despite having prevented the Greeks from returning home, is still
praised and admired by his comrades24.
The passages that Tzetzes devotes to Thersites in his Homeric works suggest
that the scholarís opinion on Odysseusí actions ñ and on their treatment by Homer ñ
was quite different from that of Eustathios. Unfortunately, Tzetzesí detailed Exegesis
of the Iliad covers only the first book of the poem25. Nevertheless, however shortly,
22
Thersitesí humble origins were emphasized, among others, by Niketas Choniates, one of
Eustathiosí most famous and most affectionate pupils. As noted by Jouanno, o.c. 207-208, Choniates
employs the figure of Thersites to mock the obscure ancestry of his polemical target ñ a rhetorical move
that both mirrors and reverses the strategy informing Tzetzesí attack against his anonymous critic in
Ep. 20.
23
Il. II 272-277. On the concept of tis-speech, see I.J.F. de Jong, The Voice of Anonymity:
ìtisî-speeches in the Iliad, «Eranos» LXXXV (1987) 69-84.
24
Eust. in Il. I 333,25-29. On Eustathiosí appreciation for Odysseusí harsh treatment of
Thersites, see also in Il. I 324,15, where the beating of the arrogant hero is approvingly qualified as
&(5*:, [Ö] *",,%6%, ." E%Ú K+%6%,.
25
According to F. Pontani, the scope of the Exegesis was so vast that Tzetzes probably never
managed to go beyond the first book of the Iliad (see F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire
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Thersites appears also in two other strictly Homeric works by the scholar, namely
the Carmina Iliaca and the Allegories of the Iliad.
As for the Carmina Iliaca, a hexametric poem that Tzetzes composed at the
very beginning of his career, Thersites features prominently in the last section, which
describes his death at the hands of Achilles. Unable as always to restrain his tongue,
Thersites dared make fun of Achilles, who had been moved by the beauty of the fallen Penthesilea. Angered by Thersitesí disrespectful words, the son of Peleus killed
him with a punch (Carm. Il. III 194-208)26. Admittedly, in Tzetzesí rendition of the
events, Thersites does not come across as a pleasant character ñ even though his
condemnation of Achillesí lust does seem to echo the criticism that Tzetzes himself
elsewhere addresses to the son of Peleus27. Be that as it may, what interests us here
is Tzetzesí description of Diomedesí reaction to the killing of Thersites. Taking his
cue from Quintus of Smyrna and John Malalas28, Tzetzes recounts that, being a relative of Thersites, Diomedes was so furious at Achilles that he instantly took his
revenge by hurling the still breathing Penthesilea into the river Skamandros. Not
content with this cursory mention of Thersitesí lineage, Tzetzes goes back to it in a
dedicated scholion, where he provides the reader with a detailed overview of the
heroís ancestry29. Once again, the purposeful insistence on such a specific detail
suggests that Tzetzes was deliberately taking aim at the interpretation of the events
transmitted by the ancient scholiasts and further strengthened by Eustathios in his
Parekbolai.
Before turning to the Allegories of the Iliad, it is worth examining one final
element of the scholion that Tzetzes devotes to Thersites. As every reader of the
Carmina Iliaca knows, after recounting the death of a significant character of the
Trojan war, Tzetzes likes to insert in the related scholia a funerary epitaph dedicated

(529-1453), in F. Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek
Scholarship, I, Leiden 2015, 297-458 and especially 379). For a different opinion, see M.J. Luzzatto,
Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide. Note autografe sul Codice Heidelberg Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999, 102.
26
This and all subsequent citations from the Carmina Iliaca are taken from P.A.M. Leone,
Ioannis Tzetzae Carmina Iliaca, Catania 1995. See also Ugo Mondiniís chapter in this volume.
27
See e.g. J.-F. Boissonade, Tzetzae Allegoriae Iliadis. Accedunt Pselli Allegoriae quarum
una inedita, Paris 1851, prol. 1148-1156.
28
See Quint. Smyrn. I 776-781 (Diomedes is furious at Achilles, who has killed his kinsman)
and Mal. Chron. V 96,81-83 Thurn (Diomedes throws the still alive Penthesileia in the river Skamandros). Interestingly, Malalas ñ who in turn was drawing on the Greek Dictys ñ makes no mention of
Thersitesí death: the connection between Diomedesí anger at Achilles and his decision to hurl the
Amazon into the river might therefore be an innovation by Tzetzes.
29
Schol. Carm. Il. III 207, p. 219,9-17 Leone.
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to the hero involved. Recent studies30 have demonstrated that the source for these
short epitaphs was the pseudo-Aristotelian Peploi, which, however, did not preserve
funerary epigrams for all the Greek and Trojan heroes that Tzetzes deemed worth
remembering. Therefore, when it came to particularly meaningful characters, the
scholar did not hesitate to fill the lacunae of his source by composing new epitaphs.
This happens also in the case of Thersites, for whom Tzetzes penned the following
distich (schol. Carm. Il. III 207, p. 219,15-17 Leone):
a*3--F3# S%) .b;P+$ G9)-PA*+# '8-L+$ G0b&)"
Z)0-?.M# &'.6L3# )µ#)&`G9)-P+*?M$.
This grave keeps in check the deformity of insolent words,
holding Thersites because of his insolence.
While clearly reproducing Homeric diction and while insisting primarily on
the heroís notorious outspokenness, the insertion of this epitaph into the scholion on
Thersites is proof enough of Tzetzesí interest in this character. Indeed, only a few
other figures enjoy this honour, owing to the central role they play in Tzetzesí exegetical project.
Our considerations are supported by an extract from the prolegomena to the
Allegories of the Iliad, a vast composition in political verse that Tzetzes penned at
the behest of the empress Eirene-Bertha31. While the 24 books of this lengthy poem
mainly deal with the allegorical interpretation of the Iliad, the prolegomena offer a
short overview of the poetís life, as well as a summary of the events that happened
before Achillesí wrath. This introduction provides numerous insights into Tzetzesí
complex relationship with Homeric poetry. Indeed, in many instances, the scholar
does not hesitate to correct the Poet, especially when he considers his version of the
30
For a detailed presentation of the manuscript sources available to Tzetzes, see C.A. Martins
de Jesus, John Tzetzes and the pseudo-Aristotelian Peplos in middle-Byzantium. The testimony of the
Matritenses gr. 4562 and 4621, «CFC(G)» XXVI (2016) 263-283. On Tzetzesí use of the Peploi as a
source for his Carmina Iliaca, see also T. Braccini, Erudita invenzione: riflessioni sulla Piccola grande
Iliade di Giovanni Tzetze, «IFilolClass» IX (2009/2010) 153-173, esp. 156.
31
On the scope and allegorical method of the Allegories of the Iliad, see P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo), Milano 1991, 171-196. On Tzetzesí
patronage relationship with Eirene-Bertha, see A. Rhoby, Ioannes Tzetzes als Auftragsdichter, «GLB»
XV (2010) 155-170, esp. 160-166. The Allegories of the Iliad have recently been translated into
English: see A. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes, Allegories of the Iliad, Cambridge MA 2015, to be
read with D.J. Mastronarde, «BMCRev» 2015.09.45 (https://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/2015/2015.09.45/)
and T. Braccini, «MEG» XVI (2016) 430-434. See also Alberto Ravaniís chapter in this volume.
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story to be incomplete or, worse, deliberately inaccurate. Tzetzesí polemical rebukes
are most evident when it comes to his favorite characters, such as the wise Palamedes, whom the scholar considered as a sort of heroic alter ego. To be sure, Tzetzes
does not hesitate to openly blame Homerís decision never to mention Palamedes in
his poems. In the scholarís opinion, Homerís silence is all the more reprehensible in
that it is caused by his desire to hide the crimes committed by Odysseus, who had
orchestrated Palamedesí unfounded conviction for treason and subsequent execution32. Apart from Palamedes, however, other heroes were denied the place they
deserved in the Homeric account of the Trojan war. As we will see, at least two of
them are connected with Odysseus, whom Homer more or less explicitly presents as
their antagonist.
Being relatively free to innovate, in the prolegomena to the Allegories of the
Iliad Tzetzes sets out to rectify Homerís omissions. To this aim, he decides to
compose an ëupdatedí version of the famous Catalogue of Ships, which takes up a
considerable section of Iliad II by listing all the leaders of the Achaean host. Interestingly, in Tzetzesí new repertoire of the Greek commanders we encounter no one
else than Thersites himself. More significantly still, the scholar dedicates no less than
four lines to the ugly hero: that is, twice as many as those he devotes to any other
warrior featuring in his personal Catalogue (with one significant exception that I will
discuss below). Once again, in addition to recalling the heroís notorious ugliness,
Tzetzesí presentation of Thersites focuses first and foremost on his noble lineage
(Alleg. Il. prol. 649-652):
Z)0-?.M# .Ù# .5$ :?'$ %Ó =4Ù# &'Ú .+, >(0?+=
9'#)=()#5 ;Ó# c*&+#.' .+, (6#+=$ d"R+=L?'#,
)2 &'Ú L3*Ù$ &'Ú 9'0'P*I^, 7+UA$, &=0.A$, ^)%#AN0"U,
.+, &'.'*A(+= .Q# *+"9Q# ‹-.0F&"-)# e**<#3#.
Thersites, the son of Dia and Agrios,
was the scion of a most noble family,
even though he was lame and cross-eyed, he had a pointed head, a hunched
[back and sparse hair.
Homer ostracized him from his Catalogue of the other Greek commanders.
See again Alleg. Il. prol. 1148-1156 and cf. also schol. Carm. Il. I 155, p. 131,6-12 Leone.
Tzetzesí ërehabilitationí of Palamedes, along with his negative reception of Odysseus, is reminiscent
of Philostratusí Heroicus. For a more detailed discussion of Tzetzesí sources see Lovato, S"#$"%
&'((Ï cit. 172-193. For a convincing analysis of Philostratusí ëHomeric revisionismí, see L. Kim,
Homer between History and Fiction in Imperial Greek Literature, Cambridge 2010, 175-215.
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This time, however, Tzetzes adds a final remark that allows the reader to better
appreciate the reasons behind his insistence on Thersitesí ancestry. No matter how
ugly, the hero deserved to be inserted in the Homeric Catalogue of Ships, since his
noble origins clearly qualified him as one of the basileis. But why did Homer deliberately ëostracizeí Thersites from the ranks of the Greek commanders? The answer
may lie in the extract that immediately follows the lines we have just read. Notably,
it is in this very passage that we encounter the only other neglected hero who takes
up four entire lines in Tzetzesí version of the Catalogue (Alleg. Il. prol. 653ñ658):
ê**+=$ 9+**+ˆ$ &'Ú N'=;'-.+ˆ$ 9'05&)# [();A#'$,
.Ù# f+*=#)?&+=$ Z60-'#%0+# B# !<*)7+$ D#)@*),
&'Ú -ˆ# 'Ã.W .Ù# g9)"Ù#, =4Ù# .+, f'#+963$,
.Ù# ;6('# D0L".6&.+#' ()##'@A# .) 9=(;FL+#,
S-9)0, ;ML'#M-F;)#+$ .Ù# :+b0)"+# .Ù# µ99+#,
.K# !0+?'# GU)9A0NM-)#, ›$ &'N)U5$ %"%FU3.
[Homer] disregarded many other admirable leaders,
such as Thersander, the son of Polynices, who was killed by Telephos,
and, along with him, Epeios, the son of Panopeus,
who was a great builder and a skilled boxer.
Having contrived the Wooden Horse,
he captured Troy, as I will explain later on.
As I have shown elsewhere33, Tzetzes seems determined never to miss a
chance to undermine Odysseus. In his eyes, the wily hero was nothing but the
epitome of the overrated and envious upstart: just as his Byzantine counterparts, the
son of Laertes had been able to establish himself in the eyes of the Greek leaders
only after having unfairly eliminated all his competitors, starting from the much
wiser Palamedes. What is worse, despite his ruthlessness and incompetence, Odysseus enjoyed a popularity that he did not deserve only because of Homerís unwarranted partiality for him. While Tzetzes may not be able to unmask the Odyssean
impostors thriving in twelfth-century Constantinople, he can at least try to rectify the
consequences of Homerís predilection for the undeserving Odysseus. His main
strategy to cut the hero down to size consists in restoring to their rightful place the
characters that had most suffered from his unjustified glorification. One such figure
is Epeios, the protagonist of the extract we have just quoted and the legendary builder
33

Lovato, !"#$"% &'((Ï cit. 172-235.
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of the Trojan Horse. As recounted by the Odyssey, the stratagem of the Horse was
probably the most famous enterprise ever accomplished by the son of Laertes. By
enhancing the role played by Epeios, Tzetzes subtly questions the actual merits of
Odysseus, whose role in the conquest of Troy is thus critically downsized34.
A similar intent may be detected behind Tzetzesí interest for Thersites. Indeed, probably even more than Epeios, the ugly hero had traditionally been perceived
ñ and presented ñ as an antagonist of Odysseus35. Of course, given Thersitesí popularity, Tzetzes was not as free to innovate as he was with Epeios, for whom he went
as far as to compose an original portrait (eikonismos)36. Just like his unbridled
tongue, Thersitesí ugliness had literally become proverbial and these components of
the heroís traditional image could not be easily modified. However, by placing Thersites amongst the Greek commanders and by insisting on his noble origins, Tzetzes
manages to alter the ëmainstreamí perception of the hero, while also subtly attacking
the Poet who was responsible for it. Indeed, through the insertion of Thersites in his
Catalogue of Ships, Tzetzes aims to unmask Homerís inaccuracy, showing that the
Poetís account of the Trojan War is far less reliable than it is generally assumed. And
who could be more qualified than the learned Tzetzes to restore, finally, the ëtrueí
version of the story?
In summary, the insistence on Thersitesí noble origins is an important part of
Tzetzesí self-advertising strategy. As noted, the heroís lineage had been debated by
generations of Homeric commentators and had likely become the subject of scholarly
discussions also in twelfth-century Constantinople. In the prolegomena to the Allegories of the Iliad, Tzetzes is not only taking a clear stance in the context of contemporary learned debates, but he is also boldly stating the superiority of his opinion,
which warrants nothing less than a rewriting of the famous Catalogue of Ships.
Moreover, by partially rehabilitating Thersites, Tzetzes delivers a fatal blow to Odysseus, who was the main cause of Homerís unforgivable alterations of the events.
While the emphasis on the part played by Epeios in the building of the Horse aims
to downsizw Odysseusí contribution to the conquest of Troy, the reconstruction of
For a more detailed discussion of Tzetzesí reception of Epeios, see V.F. Lovato, Tzetzes,
Eustathius, and the ëcity-sackerí Epeius: Trends and turning-points in the 12th-century reception of
Homer, in M. Kinloch-A. MacFarlane (edd.), Trends and Turning-Points: Constructing the Late Antique and Byzantine World («The Medieval Mediterranean» CXVII), Leiden 2019, 47-65.
35
It is worth noting that, in the Chiliads, Tzetzes compares Thersitesí fate to that of Ajax
Telamonius, another hero whom the scholar was particularly fond of and whose death he ascribed to
the envious Odysseus (see Hist. IV ep. ad Lach. 737-738, where both Ajax and Thersites are depicted
as helpless victims of the capriciousness of human fortune).
36
See Carm. Il. III 670-761 and Alleg. Il. prol. 740-743.
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Thersitesí noble origins inevitably casts a dark shadow on Odysseusí behaviour in
Iliad II. The public beating of Thersites ñ which both the Achaeans and Eustathios
had humorously but approvingly defined as the best enterprise ever accomplished by
the son of Laertes ñ acquires a completely different meaning if one is to accept Tzetzesí reconstruction of the heroís ancestry. Instead of rightly chastising an arrogant
inferior, Odysseus unfairly beats up an equal, thus showing once again his tendency
to silence his rivals through violence and abuse.
As a matter of fact, there are some instances in which Tzetzes seems to take
his reassessment of the relationship between Odysseus and Thersites a step even
further. When comparing the epithets that the scholar ascribes to the two heroes, one
cannot escape the impression that Tzetzes seeks to project onto Odysseus the worst
traits that were generally attributed to Thersites. For instance, in a passage of the
Carmina Iliaca, Tzetzes clearly presents Odysseus as a thrasydeilos, someone who
rejoiced in war and violence, but was a coward at heart (Carm. Il. III 629-633). As
we know from our former analysis of Eustathiosí Parekbolai, this unflattering title
was usually given to Thersites, who was famous for mixing arrogance with cowardice37. In another passage of his commentary on the Iliad, Eustathios remarks that,
with the Thersites episode, Homer had shown that he could temporarily set aside the
solemn tones of the Iliad to compose scenes that were more suited to a comic context.
The beating and ridiculous tears of the ugly hero were meant to amuse both the
Achean army, who exploded in laughter, and the audience of the poem itself. In his
Theogony, Tzetzes seems to allude to this traditional interpretation when he defines
the noble Thersites as .Ù 9'?(#"+# e**<#3#, ìthe joke of the Greeksî (Theog.
679)38. Interestingly, in another passage of his works, the scholar uses the very same
term to refer to Odysseus, whom he qualifies as Homerís 9'?(#"+#39. Admittedly,
with this expression Tzetzes could simply be stigmatizing the Poetís predilection for
Odysseus, who was Homerís ëpetí. However, Tzetzes may also be deliberately playing with the ambiguity of the term, suggesting that the Poetís prothgh was nothing
but a laughable impostor, whose celebration at the hands of Homer could not but
lead to ridiculous results.
This impression is strengthened by the last passage that I would like to discuss
in this section. I am referring to a rather aggressive invective that Tzetzes addresses
to Homer, who, in a scholion to the Carmina Iliaca (II 241b, pp. 195,12-17, 196,15-

37
On Eustathiosí characterization of Thersites as a 4=%0#$"+('9, see also the extracts quoted
by Jouanno, o.c. 196.
38
Cited from P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Theogonia, Lecce 2019, 51.
39
Alleg. Il. VII 32.
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20 Leone)40, is bitterly criticized for having composed an unreliable account of the
wrestling match between Ajax and Odysseus (Il. XXIII 700-739). According to Tzetzes, Homer was so blinded by his desire to praise Odysseus that he ended up writing
such a rhetorically flawed account of the events that he could have easily been refuted even by inexperienced schoolboys. What interests us here is the epithet that
Tzetzes refers to Odysseus in this vitriolic passage: in his opinion, the unreliable narrative of Iliad XXIII had been mostly inspired by the pity that Homer felt towards
the ìmisshapen Ithakanî (%b-;+07+# iN'&<-"+#, p. 196,16-17 Leone). Tzetzesí
characterization of Odysseus as %b-;+07+$ is quite striking, especially since the son
of Laertes was not known to be particularly ugly41. Certainly, in this passage the
scholar might be employing once again the widespread motif that equated oneís
psychological traits to their physical appearance. However, in light of the other texts
here analyzed, I am inclined to think that Tzetzes was also trying to suggest that, if
one were to crown the worst of the Achaeans, Thersites might not be the one to win
the title42. The Achaean army featured another member who was at least as cowardly,
ridiculous and repulsive as Thersites.
In fact, in Tzetzesí eyes, Thersites might even surpass Odysseus in at least one
respect. Contrary to the treacherous son of Laertes, who was a liar and a manipulative
deceiver, Thersites did not hesitate to speak his mind openly, if inappropriately.
Frankness and outspokenness were not foreign to Tzetzes himself, who had no
qualms about addressing harsh invectives to both his rivals and their powerful sponsors43. Can we see in Thersitesí verbal incontinence another reason for Tzetzesí interFor a more detailed discussion of this scholion, considered in the context of Tzetzesí
reception of Odysseus, see V.F. Lovato, Portrait de h!ros, portrait dí!rudit: Jean Tzetz"s et la tradition
des eikonismoi, «MEG» XVII (2017) 137-156, esp. 150.
41
As remarked by M. Ropars, despite being sometimes disfigured by his misadventures or by
crafty disguises, in the Homeric poems Odysseus is never depicted as ugly by nature (see M. Ropars,
Ulysse et son double, «AOFL» XIII (2018) 3-30, and especially 6-7). To be sure, not even Tzetzes, who
considerably modifies the traditional eikonismos of Odysseus to convey his negative opinion of the
hero, goes as far as to describe him as an ugly man (see Lovato, Portrait de h!ros cit. 149).
42
Eustathios insists time and again on the fact that Thersites is undoubtedly the <"6=+0.'9
and %N0<+0.'9 of the Achaeans (see e.g. Eust. in Il. I 325,23-25 and 327,14-16). On the meaning of
the heroís characterization as the ëworstí of the Greeks and its connection with the conceptual sphere
of blame, see also Nagy, o.c. 262-263.
43
See e.g. Tzetzesí disagreement with his first employer, the Eparch of Berroia, which might
have partly been caused by the scholarís (excessive) frankness, as recently suggested by P. Agapitos,
ëMiddle-classí ideology of education and language, and the ëbookishí identity of John Tzetzes, in I.
Stouraitis (ed.), Ideologies and Identities in the Medieval Byzantine World, Edinburgh (forthcoming).
For a different interpretation of the event, see Braccini, Erudita invenzione cit. 154-155, 169. Consider
also Tzetzesí ëiambicí attacks against a certain Gregory, a fellow intellectual belonging to the influent
40
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est in the hero? As I will try to show in the following and last section, despite never
explicitly challenging the mainstream reception of Thersites as an ugly braggart, in
some instances Tzetzes seems to present him ñ and his verbal aggressiveness ñ in a
potentially positive light. This happens through a more or less explicit association
between Thersites and another proverbial figure of blame, the iambic poet Hipponax.
3. Thersites and Hipponax: an unlikely couple?
Admittedly, the only text by Tzetzes where the poet and the hero are explicitly linked
to one another does not seem to project a positive image of either of them.44 I am
referring to a scholion to the Carmina Iliaca focusing on a metrical issue that Tzetzes
considers of the utmost importance45. The detailed explanation of the matter at hand
ends in a vitriolic attack against those who, while unable to understand the canons
of the rhetorical art, still fancy themselves to be more competent than Tzetzes. As is
often the case with Tzetzesí invectives, these anonymous critics are stigmatized for
their ignorance as well as their monstrous physical aspect, which is nothing but a
visible manifestation of their inner worthlessness. Interestingly, amongst the
paradigms of ugliness quoted by the scholar, we encounter both Hipponax and Thersites, who further enrich the customary repertoire of hideous creatures populating
most Tzetzean polemical outbursts. At first glance, one might conclude that both the
circle of the Kamateroi. On this episode, its protagonists, and its reverberations throughout Tzetzesí
oeuvre, see the contribution by Aglae Pizzone in this volume, along with Ead., Self-authorization and
strategies of autography in John Tzetzes. The Logismoi rediscovered, «GRBS» LX/4 (2020) 652-690
and P. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the blemish examiners: a Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition, «MEG» XVII (2017) 1-57.
44
Tzetzes may be hinting at the potential affinity between Hipponax and Thersites also in the
short Ep. 20 analysed above, where the missiveís Thersites-like addressee is equated to a beetle. As has
been convincingly demonstrated (D. Steiner, Beetle tracks: Entomology, scatology and the discourse
of abuse, in I. Sluiter-R. Rosen (edd.), KAKOS. Badness and Anti-Value in Classical Antiquity, Leiden
2008, 83-118), this lowly insect, which features quite prominently in Hipponaxís extant production,
was explicitly associated with Hipponax himself ñ and with the iambic mode ñ since the comedies of
Aristophanes. Tzetzes, who was quite familiar with both Hipponax and Aristophanes, may have mentioned the beetle to further emphasise the ëiambic natureí of his opponentís verbal attacks. Should this
interpretation be correct, it may corroborate our suggestion that, even in the ostensibly disparaging
context of Ep. 20, the reference to Thersites is more nuanced than it seems, especially if the ugly hero
is implicitly linked to the ëblame poetí whom Tzetzes admired more than any other.
45
Specifically, Tzetzes is focusing on the so-called E'+,%Ú 0?((%K%6, a topic that surfaces
time and again throughout his oeuvre. On Tzetzesí conception of the doctrine of the ëcommon syllableí
and on his outbursts against the metrical incompetence of his ëcolleaguesí, see the contribution by Marc
Lauxtermann in this volume.
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poet and the hero are mainly quoted for their proverbial deformity: to be sure, just
like Thersites, Hipponax was traditionally depicted as an ugly and rather repulsive
individual46.
While this is certainly true, a quick analysis of the context of Tzetzesí final
tirade might help to enrich the picture. The insertion of both Hipponax and Thersites
in the long repertoire of famously ugly individuals comes immediately after a
passage where the very same Hipponax is cited as an exemplary paradigm of iambic
versification. The aggressive tone of the Hipponactean lines quoted by Tzetzes,
along with the notorious ugliness of the poet, might have triggered the insertion of
his name in the scholionís final invective, while also inspiring the association with
Thersites, another character who perfectly combined verbal aggressiveness with
repulsive deformity. Be that as it may, this text shows that Tzetzesí tendency to associate physical ugliness to utter incompetence cannot be considered as a rule. Despite
being quoted as a proverbial example of deformity, Hipponax can still be a canon of
literary perfection, as Tzetzes states time and again throughout his works. In light of
these considerations, I would like to suggest that Tzetzesí complex reception of
Hipponax might add a further element to our understanding of the scholarís interest
in ñ and ambivalent treatment of ñ Thersites. While never explicitly refuting the
traditional depiction of the hero as an inopportune braggart, Tzetzes does not seem
to disapprove completely of his verbal abuses. Indeed, as noted above, Thersitesí
criticism of Achilles seems to echo the scholarís opinion of the lustful son of Peleus.
The same could be said of Thersitesí famous invective against Agamemnon, whom
Tzetzes represents as a greedy and selfish ruler47. Therefore, by associating Thersites
with the ugly but admirably caustic Hipponax, the scholar may be voicing his partial
appreciation of the heroís attacks against the Greek commanders, which he may have
perceived as a (primitive) form of iambic invective.
Of course, these are just speculations and further proof would be required to
ascertain their validity. It would be especially interesting to read Tzetzesí remarks
on Thersitesí speech in Iliad II, which may have featured in his Exegesis of the Iliad.
However, there is one further element that might provide some tentative evidence in
support of my interpretation. While discussing Tzetzesí partial rehabilitation of
Thersites in the Carmina Iliaca, I have briefly mentioned the epitaph that the scholar
expressly penned for the hero. As I have observed above, in this short composition
See e.g. the texts quoted by E. Degani, Studi su Ipponatte, Bari 1984, 20-24.
Tzetzes is particularly critical of Agamemnonís passion for women, which is almost as
deplorable as his pernicious collaboration with Odysseus. See e.g. schol. Carm. Il. I 300a, p. 149,4-12
Leone: here, Tzetzes stigmatizes Agamemnonís lust for Cassandra, which would soon cause the death
of the irreprehensible Locrian Ajax.
46
47
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Tzetzes clearly employs Homeric diction and his insistence on the heroís ìinsolent
wordsî cannot but recall both the latterís exploits in Iliad II and his fatal argument
with Achilles. Once again, the picture of Thersites emerging from these few lines
may at first appear quite unflattering. However, this distich displays interesting similarities with another epitaph that Tzetzes inserted in one of his earliest works, namely
the so-called Versus de poematum generibus48. This short verse treatise provides the
young reader with a comprehensive overview of the most important poetic forms
that made up the history of Greek literature. When it comes to iambic poetry, Tzetzes
quickly mentions Archilochus and then focuses for quite some time on Hipponax,
whom he clearly admired the most. To pay his tribute to the great iambographer, the
scholar goes as far as to quote the epitaph that had supposedly been carved on his
tomb, an honor that he reserves to no other poet.
Differently from what had happened with Thersites, Tzetzes did not have to
compose this epigram from scratch, but he could draw on a short poem that can now
be read in the seventh book of the Greek Anthology (VII 536)49. Quite fittingly,
Tzetzes decides to adjust the original meter of this composition to the rhythm of his
treatise, which was made up of iambic dodecasyllables. More interestingly still, the
Hipponax epigram chosen and slightly modified by Tzetzes bears some resemblance
to the Thersites epigram that appears in the Carmina Iliaca. To appreciate these similarities, it will be useful to read the two texts one after another:
a*3--F3# S%) .b;P+$ G9)-PA*+# '8-L+$ G0b&)"
Z)0-?.M# &'.6L3# )µ#)&` G9)-P+*?M$.
This grave keeps in check the deformity of insolent words,
holding Thersites because of his insolence.
(schol. Carm. Il. III 207, p. 219,15-17 Leone)

48
W.J.W. Koster, Scholia in Aristophanem, IA: Prolegomena de comoedia, Groningen 1975,
84-109. On the early dating of this short metrical treatise, see especially p. 79.
49
TÃ$Ó 4%,U, ¡ &=)0K?9 VW -&+.).='D" .#/KX / KY.=?, C&í '8,B,459 •/"=',, C((Ï
KB.', / E%Ú &,+*Y"00%, P<"=$', C&'0.#D'?0%, ¡$+.F, / <"6("% E%Ú $6S"+ E%=D%()', DB=?*%.
/ C((B .+9 π&&[,%E.'9 -&\, &%=Ï 0M/% ,)5.%+, / "Ã<)047 E,[00"+, "Ã/",)',.% ,)E?, («Not
even now the old man is dead, do clusters of the cultivated vine grow on his tomb, but brambles and
the astringent wild pear that contracts the travellerís lips and his throat parched with thirst. But he who
passes by the tomb of Hipponax should pray his corpse to rest in sleep», transl. W.R. Paton).
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+Ã PA.0=#, D**í /L)0%+# G# .F7X 760)",
-.b7+#.', 9"&0'?#+#.' 9"&0?j *A(3#J
D**F ."$ π99I#'&.+$ G*Nl# G$ .F7+#
.Ù# /#%0' &#I--)"# )Ã;)#Q$ )–L+= &F.3.
On his grave do not grow cultivated vines, but only the wild pear,
the taste of which draws up the lips, embittering the mouth with the
[bitterness of words.
He who reaches the tomb of Hipponax
should pray that the man keeps slumbering peacefully under the earth.
(Diff. poet. 161-164)
Particularly striking is the common motif of the necessity to ëcontainí the
aggressive tongue of the deceased, who, in both cases, seems about to break free of
his tomb to verbally attack the unfortunate onlooker. If seen in light of other texts
composed by Tzetzes, the repetition of the terms G9)-PA*+$ and G9)-P+*?' in the
Thersites epitaph is also quite meaningful. As mentioned, by using these words,
Tzetzes clearly meant to echo Homeric diction. However, G9)-PA*+$ (from T9+$,
ëwordí and PF**3, ëthrow, hurlí) calls to mind a rather unusual term featuring in
Tzetzesí verse treatise on Greek poetry. Before delving into the description of iambic
poetry, the scholar feels the need to coin a word that may adequately describe the
main traits of iambic poets themselves, who are thus qualified as (*3..+.+UA.'"
(from (*Q..', ëtongueí and .+UA.M$, ëarcherí)50. Just as Thersites used his words
as throwing weapons, so the poems composed by Archilocus and Hipponax could
prove as deadly as sharp arrows.
Certainly, the association between Thersites and the so-called poetry of blame
is a widespread theme and the representation of iambographers as deadly arrowthrowing shamers is not to be considered as a Tzetzean innovation. Nevertheless, if
put in conversation with the texts analyzed so far, the possibility that Tzetzesí interest in Thersites was also motivated by the scholarís appreciation for the heroís ëiambicí outspokenness does not seem to be completely unfounded. For one, Tzetzesí
admiration for (and deep knowledge of) Hipponax is rather unique: as mentioned,
Cf. also the exegesis of the Homeric -&"0KY('9 presented by Eust. in Il. I 334,29-31: $+Ù
-D"=/5,"#7, -&"0KY(', %Ã.Ù, ()*"+, .'?.)0.+,, ›9 -, .'19 "89 .\, ]$#00"+%, EB((+', E"1.%+,
Q&"0+, ›9 K)("0+ KB((',.%, ^ .%Ã.Y, -0.+ .W K(B0D5/', (ìThis is why, clarifying [his thought],
he (scil. Homer) calls him (scil. Thersites) ëscurrilousí, that is, as is better explained in my commentary
on the Odyssey, ësomeone who hits [his target] using words as if they were projectilesí, which is the
same as ëslanderousíî). In turn, Eustathiosí remarks likely stem from schol. bT Il. II 275b Erbse.
50
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the iambic poet features quite often in the works of the scholar, who is probably the
most enthusiastic admirer of Hipponax amongst twelfth-century intellectuals51.
Equally remarkable is Tzetzesí nuanced treatment of Thersites, especially if we consider the bad press that the hero normally enjoyed in Byzantine literature52. Certainly,
this peculiar treatment of Thersites stems first and foremost from Tzetzesí desire to
downsize Odysseusí ñ and Homerís ñ merits. This, in turn, was an essential component of Tzetzesí self-advertising strategy, which aimed to contrast his genuine ñ if
often unacknowledged ñ talent to the feigned competence of the many Odyssean
impostors populating Byzantine intellectual environments. This said, Tzetzesí interest for Thersites, along with the potential association of the hero with the aggressive
Hipponax, cannot but remind us of other crucial aspects of Tzetzesí self-fashioning
and literary activity. If we consider the scholarís notorious frankness, his proclivity
towards the composition of vitriolic invectives and his own self-presentation as an
irascible castigator of all kinds of injustice53, we are tempted to conclude that Tzetzesí nuanced presentation of Thersites was also motivated by the heroís proverbial
outspokenness, in which the scholar might have seen a reflection of his own unquenchable thirst for parrhēsia.
Conclusion. Eustathios and the disrupting appearance of the Thersitean intellectual
That the figure and exploits of Thersites could be employed to illustrate the dynamics
underlying the competitive literary environment of twelfth-century Byzantium
seems to be confirmed by an interesting extract from Eustathiosí Parekbolai. In a
passage where he tries to figure out why Homer decided to include a laughable
character such as Thersites in the otherwise solemn Iliad, Eustathios introduces the
following remarks (in Il. I 310,24-31):

Tzetzesí deep admiration for Hipponax is aptly described by Degani, o.c. 81. Tzetzes has
preserved a considerable number of fragments by the poet. As demonstrated by Masson, he must have
had direct access to Hipponaxís works (or, at least, to an edition of the first book of his poems). For a
detailed discussion, see O. Masson, Les fragments du po"te Hipponax. #dition critique et comment!e,
Paris 1962, 42-51 and Degani, o.c. 80-81.
52
See the many examples quoted by Jouanno, o.c.
53
See e.g. Hist. III 70, 193-205, where Tzetzes comments on his 4?/Ù9 -&Ú $+E%6'+9 &3=
&,)7, (vv. 193-194), a trait that he apparently shared with Cato the Younger. On this passage, see also
S. Xenophontos, ëA living portrait of Catoí: self-fashioning and the classical past in John Tzetzesí
Chiliads, «EBiz» II (2014) 187-204, esp. 199-200.
51
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À." %"%F-&3# ¡ 9+"M.K$ ›$ +Ã%Ó# &'"#Ù# G# 9+**W 9*<N)" 9)9'"%)=;6#3# D#%0Q# &'Ú D.F&.+=$ )8#'? ."#'$ &'Ú D.'-NF*+=$ &'Ú D-370+#?-.+=$, 9+")@ G#.',N' ›$ G# *A(X G9)"-+%?+= ."#Ï Z)0-?.M# D&'"0+*A(+# /#%0' &'Ú G9)-PA*+# &'Ú +Ã& G# %6+#." 9'00M-"'-."&Ù# .+@$ D0?-.+"$ m'=.Ù# GU"-+,# GN6*+#.', B$ ;A#+$ .Q# /**3# e**<#3# &'N)R+;6#3# &'.Ï .K# .+, V%=--63$ Õ9+N<&M# &'Ú -"(I#.3# .+*;n T." *'*)@#.
T-." %Ó Z)0-?.M$ ¡ .+"+,.+$ D#<0, B# &'Ú [ &*5-"$ N)0;Ù# )8#'" 9'0'%M*+@ &'Ú 2.';Ù# &'Ú N0'-b#.
Observe that the Poet wants to teach that there is nothing surprising if, in a
great multitude of civilized men (pepaideumenōn andrōn), we encounter also
undisciplined, presumptuous and uncontrolled individuals. To this aim, in this
passage he introduces ñ in the form of a digression ñ a certain Thersites, a
scurrilous man who speaks at the wrong time with inappropriate frankness and
wants to equate himself to the best. While all the other Greeks are sitting in
silence following Odysseusí instructions, he is the only one who still dares to
speak. This kind of man is represented by Thersites: after all, his warm, reckless, and insolent nature is revealed by his very name54.
The depiction of the Achaean army as an assembly of pepaideumenoi is quite
striking. To be sure, Eustathiosí interpretation of the second book of the Iliad as a
sort of endless rhetorical agōn might have influenced his representation of the Greek
host as a sort of literate gathering assessing the more or less laudable rhetorical
exploits of the different heroes involved. However, in the passage just quoted, the
hitherto tacit assimilation of the debating Achaeans with a group of discerning
rhetors finally becomes explicit. Better yet, Eustathios seems to suggest that, with
the episode of Thersites, Homer was specifically targeting his most learned readers,
whom he wanted to warn against the always looming possibility of having to deal
with an arrogant and aggressive individual such as the ugly hero. In other words,
according to Eustathios, the Poet was well aware that even amongst the most civilized pepaideumenoi it was sometimes possible to encounter a black sheep55.
54
Taking his cue from the Homeric scholia and from other sources (quoted by Jouanno, o.c.
192 n. 61), Eustathios (in Il. I 324,17-22) observes that Thersitesí name might derive either from 4)=7
/ 4)=07 (with reference to the heroís warm and irascible temperament) or from 4)=0'9, the Aeolian
equivalent of the Attic 4B=0'9 (to be interpreted as an antiphrastic allusion to the heroís notorious thrasydeilia).
55
In this respect, it is worth noting that Eustathios repeatedly insists on Thersitesí lack of
paideia and on the rhetorical flaws of his speech: see e.g. in Il. I 318,26-28 and 325,2-5 (Thersites is a
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Time and again, the learned archbishop does not hesitate to apply Homerís
lessons to his own times. After all, this was one of the main points of the Parekbolai:
as Eustathios states repeatedly, reading, interpreting, and correctly reusing Homer
was essential for anyone who aspired to get ahead in contemporary Constantinople56.
But if we can safely conclude that, when comparing the Achaeans to a group of
pepaideumenoi, Eustathios was likely thinking of the intellectual circles of twelfthcentury Constantinople, can we also try to give a name to the Byzantine Thersites
who constantly threatened to disrupt such civilized gatherings? Needless to say, we
are again in the realm of speculation, since, without further proof, it is impossible to
determine whether Eustathios was thinking of a specific individual or whether he
was just referring to a generic situation. Just as Polyphemus was often quoted as the
perfect epitome of the boorish would-be intellectual, Thersites might have simply
represented the type of the boastful, aggressive and disrespectful speaker.
This said, by way of conclusion, I would like to suggest that, behind the polemical Thersites always ready to disrupt the assembly of the refined pepaideumenoi,
we might tentatively recognize the only Byzantine intellectual that almost seemed to
sympathize with the unruly hero, that is Tzetzes himself. The identification of oneís
rival with unsavoury Homeric characters was not an unusual polemical tool in Komnenian Byzantium. For instance, Tzetzesí criticism of Odysseus was likely aimed at
those literati who not only expressed their admiration for the hero, but went as far as
to present him as a sort of literary alter ego. As I have shown elsewhere, amongst
these intellectuals we can count Eustathios, who not only liked to pose as a new
Odysseus, but was also involved in a subterraneous ñ but well attested ñ controversy
with no one else but Tzetzes57. Indeed, while they never mention each other directly,
we know that the two scholars were well aware of each otherís work, which they
subtly alluded to and criticized in their respective writings. For instance, Eustathios
seems to have inserted a derogatory reference to Tzetzes in the very preface to his

poor rhetor and his arguments end up refuting the very point he is trying to make); 318,30 (the hero is
explicitly qualified as C&%6$"?.'9); 320,26-31 (on the syntactical mistakes marring Thersitesí speech).
On this last passage see also Jouanno, o.c. 195.
56
For Eustathiosí insistence on the usefulness of Homerís teachings, especially in the crucial
field of rhetoric, see now B. van den Berg, Homer and Rhetoric in Byzantium: Eustathios of Thessalonike on the Composition of the Iliad, diss. Amsterdam 2016, passim and especially 39-53.
57
See e.g. V.F. Lovato, Odysseus the schedographer, in B. van den Berg-D. Manolova-P. T.
Marciniak (edd.), Preserving, Commenting, Adapting: Commentaries on Ancient Texts in TwelfthCentury Byzantium, Cambridge (forthcoming). For other, fascinating facets of the competition between
Tzetzes and Eustathios, see Chiara DíAgostiniís contribution in this volume, pp. 416-421, and Philip
Ranceís, pp. 472-474.
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Parekbolai on the Iliad (I, 3,1-5)58, not long after the famous prologue where he
presents himself as a Byzantine Odysseus ready to guide his readers through the
Ocean of Homeric poetry. More interestingly still, in this oblique allusion Tzetzes is
presented as a &+;^A$, whose bluster is implicitly contrasted to Eustathiosí own decorum. Notably, this does not seem to be the only instance where Eustathios remarks
upon Tzetzesí arrogance and verbal aggressiveness59. Now, given that Tzetzes likely
used Eustathiosí self-identification with Odysseus as a polemical weapon against his
rival, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that Eustathios might have adopted a
similar strategy to attack his quarrelsome ëcolleagueí. And what better candidate
than Thersites to represent an adversary whom the Odyssean Eustathios clearly perceived as an insolent blusterer? Among other things, such an identification might
have been inspired by Tzetzesí attempts to partly rehabilitate Thersites: his sympathy
towards the ugly hero can hardly have escaped Eustathios, who, as we have seen,
was clearly involved in the scholarly debates revolving around Thersitesí lineage
and the appropriateness of the punishment administered by Odysseus.
However tempting, this reconstruction is nothing but a hypothesis. As mentioned, the wealth of texts and traditional motifs that had coalesced around Thersites
throughout the centuries had transformed him into the perfect paradigm to both
represent and stigmatize a certain type of individual, be it the aggressive speaker, the
arrogant braggart or the hideous coward. Be that as it may, I hope that the case study
of Thersites has shown that an informed examination of the Byzantine interpretation(s) of classical literature is bound to considerably enrich the scope of what we
traditionally define as reception studies. Indeed, for Tzetzes, Eustathios and their
ëcolleaguesí, the exegesis of past literature was far from a sterile academic exercise.
Even in what we might be tempted to classify as exquisitely scholarly works, Homer,
Achilles and Odysseus ñ along with many other figures from the past ñ take up new
and different meanings according to the context, the writer and his authorial agenda.
Indeed, for the Byzantines, comparing oneself to Palamedes or Odysseus was an
effective means to project a recognizable self-image, thus clarifying oneís stance in
On this passage, see E. Cullhed, Eustathios of Thessalonike, Parekbolai on Homerís Odyssey I-II, diss. Uppsala 2014, 10*, slightly modified in Id., Eustathios of Thessalonike. Commentary on
Homerís Odyssey. Volume I on rhapsodies A-B, Uppsala 2016, 9*-10*.
59
See again Cullhed, Parekbolai cit. 23*-24*. According to Cullhed, in the Parekbolai on the
Odyssey, Eustathios stigmatizes Tzetzesí arrogance by making a subtle reference to the violent iambic
composition that the latter had addressed to Gregory and George Skylitzes, two intellectuals belonging
to the circle of the Kamateroi (on Gregory and Tzetzesí quarrel with the Kamateroi see above). These
aggressive iambs were first published by S. P_trid`s, Vers in!dits de Jean Tzezt"s, «ByzZ» XII (1903)
568-570.
58
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the competitive literary environment of the capital, while also confirming oneís right
to belong to the exclusive group of the pepaideumenoi. In other words, for Tzetzes,
Eustahios and their fellow literati, past and present were in constant dialogue with
each other: it was precisely such an interaction that contributed to shape oneís (projected) identity, thus determining oneís position both in contemporary society and in
the eyes of future readers.
VALERIA F. LOVATO
valeriaflavialovato@gmail.com

LíAlexandre de Tzetz!s :
entre culture savante et culture populaire

Lí!poque des Comn"nes fut marqu!e par une exploitation intensive, # la fois politique et litt!raire, de la figure díAlexandre le Grand. Aussi est-il peu surprenant de
trouver díassez nombreuses r!f!rences au conqu!rant mac!donien dans líúuvre de
Tzetz"s ñ non seulement dans ceux de ses !crits o$ la r!f!rence # Alexandre peut
%tre consid!r!e comme un locus communis (tel est le cas pour la litt!rature !pistolaire), mais aussi dans ceux o$ ce type díallusion historique !tait moins attendu (par
exemple dans ses commentaires sur des textes anciens sans rapport avec Alexandre).
On trouve ainsi des r!f!rences au Conqu!rant dans plusieurs lettres de Tzetz"s
(n° 18, 70, 76) et surtout dans les Chiliades, o$ notre auteur síemploie # !lucider et
gloser les allusions classiques figurant dans sa correspondance1 : environ quinze des
notices du recueil sont, enti"rement ou en partie, consacr!es # des !pisodes de la
geste díAlexandre. Sans surprise, Alexandre est aussi mentionn! # plusieurs reprises
dans le commentaire de Tzetz"s sur líAlexandra de Lycophron, o$ un passage
!nigmatique de la proph!tie de Cassandre, concernant le d!nouement des guerres #
venir entre líEurope et líAsie (v. 1435-1450), fait, semble-t-il, allusion au conqu!rant mac!donien, sous le masque du « lion tout # la fois thesprote et chalastr!en »,
descendant dí&aque et de Dardanos (v. 1440-1441), et peut-%tre aussi sous celui du
« loup de Galadra » (v. 1444)2. Des r!f!rences moins attendues figurent dans líEx!g"se de líIliade et dans les scholies sur les Travaux et les Jours, o$ Tzetz"s !voque,
en marge des remarques díH!siode concernant les effets des saisons sur le corps
humain (v. 414-422), diverses th!ories physiologiques et, signalant quíil existe des
personnes # líodeur naturellement suave, cite en exemple de cet !tonnant ph!nom"ne AlexandreÖ et lui-m%me ! Le Conqu!rant est mentionn! aussi dans les schoSur cette pratique de líauto-commentaire, voir A. Pizzone, The Historiai of John Tzetzes :
a Byzantine ìbook of memoryî ?, « BMGS » XLI (2017) 182-207.
2
Cf. A. Hurst, Alexandre m!diateur dans líAlexandra de Lycophron, in M. Bridges-J.
Ch. B!rgel ("d.), The Problematics of Power : Eastern and Western Representations of Alexander the
Great, Bern 1996, 61-68 ; G. Lambin, LíAlexandra de Lycophron. "tude de texte et traduction, Rennes
2005, notamment 30-36, 202-203 et 236-237. Díautres candidats ont toutefois "t" propos"s ñ par
exemple Pyrrhus ou Alexandre le Molosse ñ pour incarner le r#le du loup, ou m$me celui du lion :
cf. P. L"v$que, Lycophronica, « REA » LVII (1955) 36-56 ; M. Mah"-Simon, Les deux Alexandre dans
líAlexandra de Lycophron, in C. Cusset-E. Prioux ("d.), Lycophron. "clats díobscurit!, Saint-%tienne
2009, 441-450.
1
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lies de Tzetz"s sur le Ploutos díAristophane, dans le prologue de son trait! Sur les
m"tres, dans son commentaire sur Hermog"ne et dans son #pitom! rh!torique, qui
offre un abr!g! de la doctrine díHermog"ne3.
Tout ce mat!riau relatif # Alexandre peut %tre sommairement r!parti en trois
cat!gories. Une premi"re s!rie de passages illustre la dimension extraordinaire des
aventures du Conqu!rant mac!donien4 : Tzetz"s !voque sa g!n!alogie mythique, sa
bonne odeur, ses pouvoirs surnaturels sur les animaux (en líoccurrence, Buc!phale),
il mentionne quelques-uns de ses exploits les plus spectaculaires (prise de la roche
Aornis, construction de portes de fer # líentr!e du « d!fil! des Hyrcaniens et des
Caspiens ») et quelques-unes des merveilles admir!es par lui au cours de ses p!r!grinations orientales (remparts de la cit! de Babylone, serpents gigantesques díAposisar"s). Síinscrit aussi dans cette premi"re cat!gorie le pr!sage du lion tu! par un
'ne, parce que, m%me síil síagit díun signe funeste annon(ant la mort prochaine
díAlexandre, le caract"re exceptionnel de lí!v!nement illustre líaura surnaturelle
entourant líexistence du h!ros mac!donien.
Une seconde s!rie de textes d!crit Alexandre sous les traits díun monarque
exemplaire, dou! de qualit!s indispensables au bon exercice de la royaut! ñ magnanimit!, justice ou sagacit!5. La reconstruction des cit!s de Th"bes et de Stagire
t!moigne de sa g!n!rosit! ; le ch'timent quíil inflige aux assassins de Darius prouve
sa grandeur dí'me et son souci de la justice ; líhabilet! avec laquelle il r!concilie les
fils de la reine Candace atteste ses talents de diplomateÖ Dans cette deuxi"me s!rie
de passages, on remarque la pr!sence de quelques !pisodes habituellement constitutifs de la « l!gende noire », tel lí!pisode du si"ge de Th"bes, plus souvent invoqu!
pour illustrer la cruaut! díAlexandre, mais pourvu ici díun !pilogue anhistorique (la
reconstruction de la cit!) qui en inverse la port!e6. De m%me, alors que líexc"s de
Voir le d"tail des r"f"rences dans le tableau joint en annexe.
N° 4, 7, 10, 14, 18, 25, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 et 38 dans le tableau ci-joint. On pourrait peut$tre adjoindre & cette premi're s"rie le n° 37 qui, & travers le motif du r$ve mettant en garde contre les
r$ves, exploite lí"l"ment paradoxal.
5
N° 1, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 20 du tableau ci-joint. ( cette s"rie, on pourrait adjoindre le n° 11 (o)
Alexandre, en r"clamant aux Ath"niens líextradition díHarpale et de D"mosth'ne, appara*t en roi de
justice), les n° 23 et 24 (o) Alexandre est mentionn" en tant que conqu"rant de la Perse), les n° 29 et
35 (o) il est cit" comme rep're chronologique ñ signe de líimportance historique reconnue & son r'gne),
et enfin les n° 28 (sur La+s et Alexandre) et 36 (sur les fun"railles díH"pha+stion). Pour La+s et
Alexandre, voir infra, n. 8.
6
Les r"f"rences tr's n"gatives & cet "pisode sont nombreuses, dans la litt"rature grecque et
byzantine : voir, par exemple, Liban. Or. 19 (,-Ù. /012ı3415 6Ù5 78349Ô8 :0-Ú 6;. 36Ì30<.), 13 ;
Julien, Les C!sars, 22, 321d ; Nic"phore Basilak's, In Ioannem Comnenum imperatorem oratio, § 15
("d. R. Maisano, Niceforo Basilace. Gli encomi per líimperatore e per il patriarca, Naples 1977, 873
4
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chagrin affich! par le Conqu!rant # la mort díH!pha)stion et les extravagances dont
il fit preuve en cette occasion lui ont souvent !t! reproch!s par les moralistes 7 ,
Tzetz"s, qui mentionne líhommage rendu par Alexandre # son ami d!funt parmi
díautres exemples de fun!railles grandioses, en líhonneur de Patrocle, díAchille ou
de Mausole, se contente díune br"ve r!f!rence aux murailles abattues par les Mac!doniens en signe de deuil, sans y ajouter aucune expression de condamnation
morale8. Le fait quíil qualifie fr!quemment Alexandre de « grand » (¡ *Ô+,-9) ou de
« tr"s grand » (¡ *Ô+./01-10), et emploie # plusieurs reprises pour le d!signer le
d!monstratif emphatique 234561-11 confirme la pr!sence díun parti-pris encomiastique dans le portrait quíil trace du Conqu!rant mac!donien.
Une troisi"me s!rie díanecdotes, elles aussi globalement favorables # Alexandre, tourne autour des relations du roi avec les intellectuels ou les artistes de son
temps12 : Tzetz"s d!crit Alexandre rejetant avec m!pris le commentaire dans lequel
le grammairien Zo)le critiquait les po"mes hom!riques ñ signe de son attachement #
líúuvre du Po"te ; il souligne la sensibilit! artistique manifest!e par le Conqu!rant
132) ; id., Prog. 53 (%thop"e n° 24, "d. A. Pignani, Niceforo Basilace. Progimnasmi e monodie, Naples
1983, 217-221). Un "cho de cette tradition n"gative transpara*t chez Tzetz's dans le Commentaire sur
Hermog#ne (Tableau ci-joint, n° 39), avec líallusion & la vente des prisonniers th"bains.
7
Voir %lien, HV VII 8, ainsi que la mise au point assez dubitative díArrien, Anab. VII 14 sur
les folies pr$t"es & Alexandre & líoccasion de la mort díH"pha+stion.
8
Si la r"f"rence & la pr"sence de la courtisane La+s aux c#t"s díAlexandre en Asie, dans la
scholie au Ploutos díAristophane, 179, repose, comme le pense M. Chantry (Scholies anciennes aux
Grenouilles et au Ploutos díAristophane, Paris 2009, 356), sur une confusion avec Tha+s, la courtisane
ath"nienne qui passe pour avoir jou" un r#le d"cisif dans líincendie du palais de Pers"polis (cf. Diodore
XVII 72 ; Plutarque, VA 38 ; Ath"n"e XIII 576d-e, díapr's Clitarque, FGrH 137 F 11), líabsence chez
Tzetz's de toute allusion & cet "pisode de sinistre r"putation peut aussi $tre consid"r"e comme líindice
díun parti-pris favorable & Alexandre. On remarquera toutefois que líhypoth'se díune telle confusion
níest pas "voqu"e dans líarticle Lais de la Realencylop$die (RE XII/1 (1924) 513-516), qui mentionne
pourtant, parmi plusieurs courtisanes de m$me nom, celle qui se serait jointe & líexp"dition
díAlexandre, possiblement identique & la La+s dont Apelle admira la beaut" (Ath"n"e XIII 588c-d) et &
celle dont D"mosth'ne "tait amoureux (Aulu-Gelle I 8). Dans W. Heckel, Whoís Who in the Age of
Alexander : Prosopography of Alexanderís Empire, Malden MA-Londres-Victoria 2009, on trouve une
entr"e consacr"e & Tha+s, mais il níest pas question de La+s.
9
Hist. III 89-91, 354 ; III 114, 947 ; IV ep. ad Lach. 489 ; VIII 198, 394 ; VIII 199, 402 ; X
322, 259 ; X 332, 404 ; XI 368 tit.
10
Hist. XI 368, 90.
11
Ep. 18, p. 34,1 Leone ; Ep. 76, p. 112,14 Leone ; Hist. IV ep. ad Lach. 758 ; VIII 200, 416.
12
N° 2, 3, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22 et 26 du tableau joint. Sur líimportance de cette th"matique
dans les Chiliades, voir S. Kuttner-Homs, Rh!torique des arts et art de la rh!torique. Les anecdotes de
peintres et sculpteurs dans les Histoires de Jean Tzetz#s, in E. H"nin-V. Naas ("d.), Le Mythe de líart
antique, entre anecdotes et lieux communs, Paris 2018, 71-92.
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devant les tableaux de Parrhasios, Zeuxis et Timanthe, son hostilit! aux statues, par
trop grandioses, du sculpteur Stasikrat"s, et sa pr!f!rence pour les portraits plus
r!alistes de Lysippe ñ preuve díune saine appr!ciation des limites de líhumaine
nature et díun louable m!pris de la flatterie. Enfin, plusieurs textes de notre auteur
pr!sentent Alexandre comme le destinataire de la statue de Kairos, úuvre c!l"bre de
Lysippe.
Un examen des sources utilis!es par Tzetz"s dans ces trois s!ries de passages
aboutit # des r!sultats assez inattendus ñ quíil convient, bien s7r, díinterpr!ter avec
prudence, car les sources invoqu!es par un auteur ne co)ncident pas toujours avec
celles quíil a r!ellement exploit!es, et lí!cart peut %tre important entre affichage et
pratique effective. Un certain nombre de citations de nature « bibliographique »
figurent dans les ouvrages ex!g!tiques de Tzetz"s (au nombre desquels on peut
ranger les Chiliades) : faire parade de son !rudition !tait, assur!ment, plus attendu
dans ce type de textes « techniques » que dans des úuvres # caract"re !pidictique,
comme les lettres ou les discours, o$ la pr!f!rence va g!n!ralement aux cryptocitations, parce quíelles sont mieux # m%me díentretenir la connivence intellectuelle
sur laquelle repose ce type de productions litt!raires. Tzetz"s se r!f"re ainsi aux
th!ories scientifiques de Th!ophraste dans le passage de ses scholies aux Travaux
díH!siode !voquant la bonne odeur díAlexandre ; dans ses scholies # líAlexandra
de Lycophron, il cite « ceux qui ont !crit sur les praxeis díAlexandre » # propos de
la roche Aornis, « le Juif Jos"phe » au sujet des portes Caspiennes, Th!opompe et
Pyrandros # propos de la g!n!alogie díAlexandre ; dans les Chiliades, il mentionne
On!sicrite et &lien au sujet des serpents díAposisar"s ; les #ph!m!rides díAischrion
# propos de la sensibilit! artistique díAlexandre ; Clitarque, les compagnons
díAlexandre et Diodore au sujet des remparts de Babylone 13 . Il fait aussi trois
r!f!rences # « Callisth"ne » ñ d!nomination par laquelle il d!signe en fait líauteur
anonyme du Roman díAlexandre14, en des passages traitant du sort de Th"bes, de
líassassinat de Darius et de la rencontre díAlexandre avec la reine Candace15.
Le d"tail de ces r"f"rences figure dans le tableau fourni en annexe.
Hist. I 13, 331 (destruction de Th'bes) ; III 89-91, 330 (assassinat de Darius) ; III 102-111,
889 (rencontre avec la reine Candace). Dans Hist. III 89-91, le r"cit de líassassinat de Darius est
curieusement introduit par la phrase = :8984>5 ?5@5AB1. 614C20 D361-E8 (« Voici une histoire
anonyme racont"e par les Anciens »), alors m$me quí& la fin de la notice, cíest « líhistorien Callisth'ne » qui en est cit" pour garant. Dans Hist. III 69, 103 figure une quatri'me r"f"rence de Tzetz's &
Callisth'ne, dans une notice consacr"e & S"sostris, mais elle ne renvoie pas au Roman díAlexandre, et
sans doute pas davantage & líúuvre authentique de líhistorien : J. Rzepka, auteur de líarticle
Kallisthenes du Brillís New Jacoby (2016), estime quíil síagit díune r"f"rence erron"e, et il qualifie
líanecdote rapport"e & propos de S"sostris (FGrH 124 F 59 bis) de « late invention », que Tzetz's aurait
13
14
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15

On remarquera la pr!dilection avec laquelle Tzetz"s met ainsi en avant des
sources quelque peu excentriques16, pour ne pas dire tout # fait obscures, comme
Aischrion17 ou le fantomatique Pyrandros18. M%me síil avait acc"s au riche tr!sor de
la biblioth"que imp!riale, comme le sugg"rent les travaux de Maria Jagoda Luzzatto19, et síil est par cons!quent susceptible díavoir consult! les textes díauteurs aujourdíhui disparus20, il níen para8t pas moins assez improbable quíil ait lu directe-

emprunt"e & líhistorien byzantin Th"ophylacte Simokatt's (Historiae VI 11,10-15), díailleurs cit" lui
aussi & la fin de la Chiliade III 69.
15
On trouve sans doute aussi une autre r"f"rence, plus allusive, au r"cit du Ps.-Callisth'ne
dans Hist. I 28, 809-814, o) Tzetz's parle de líD361-Û8 de Buc"phale.
16
G. Cordiano le d"crit comme un lecteur & la recherche de textes extravagants ou d"suets :
La Suda e i libri perduti delle Koinai historiai di Diodoro Siculo : conoscenza e sorte della Biblioteca
storica nel X secolo, in G. Vanotti ("d.), Il lessico Suda e gli storici greci in frammenti. « Atti dellíincontro internazionale, Vercelli, 6-7 novembre 2008 », Tivoli 2010, 371-391 (388).
17
Cf. Souda 84 354 Adler : « Aischrion, de Mityl'ne, po'te "pique qui accompagna líexp"dition díAlexandre, fils de Philippe : cí"tait un familier díAristote et son bienaim", & ce que dit Nicandre
díAlexandrie dans les Disciples díAristote ». Jeune contemporain díAlexandre, il aurait compos" des
"ph!m!rides en hexam'tres & son sujet. Outre deux passages de cet ouvrage (celui des Chiliades, et un
autre figurant dans les scholies & Lycophron, 688 Scheer), H. Lloyd-Jones et P. Parsons citent "galement quelques extraits de po'mes iambiques (SH 1-4 [« Aeschrio Samius vel Mitylenaeus »], F 4-10 =
Anth. Pal. VII 345 ; Ath"n"e VII 296e et VIII 335b ; "pitom! de la Rh!torique [anonyme], "d. C. Walz,
Rhetores Graeci, III, Leipzig 1834, 615-669 : 650-651). Mais il níest pas sFr quíAischrion de Mityl'ne
et Aischrion le iambographe (quíAth"n"e appelle Aischrion de Samos) soient un seul et m$me personnage : Tzetz's est notre unique t"moin attribuant au m$me auteur la paternit" de vers "piques et
díiambes.
18
Peut-$tre identique & líauteur des Peloponnesiaka cit" dans la Collection díhistoires
parall#les du Ps.-Plutarque (37, 315a), & propos de líassassinat díAgamemnon : cf. K. Ziegler,
Pyrrhandros (3), RE XXIV (1963) 82-83. Des quatre fragments cit"s par K. M!ller, FHG, IV, 486,
F. Jacoby nía retenu dans sa rubrique sur Pyrandros (FGrH 504) que líextrait du Ps.-Plutarque ; le texte
de Tzetz's est mentionn" uniquement dans la rubrique consacr"e & Th"opompe (FGrH 115 F 355 =
schol. Lyc. 1439 Scheer).
19
M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide. Note autografe sul Codice Heidelberg Palatino
Greco 252, Bari 1999, 44-46, 162 ; Ead., Note inedite di Giovanni Tzetzes e restauro di antichi codici
alla fine del XII secolo : Il problema del Laur. 70, 3 di Erodoto, in G. Prato ("d.), I manoscritti tra
riflessione e dibattito, Florence 2000, II, 633-654 : 636-637.
20
Selon O. Masson, Les fragments du po#te Hipponax, Paris 1962, 42-52, Tzetz's a dF
d"couvrir et utiliser un exemplaire díHipponax, ou du moins de larges portions du livre I, le plus
c"l'bre ; voir aussi E. Degani, Studi su Ipponatte, Bari 1984, 80-81 et 113-114. Il pourrait aussi avoir
eu acc's & un manuscrit, aujourdíhui perdu, contenant des drames satyriques díEuripide ñ cf.
V. Masciadri, Autolykos und der Silen. Eine %bersehene Szene des Euripides bei Tzetzes, « MH » XLIV
(1987), 1-7 ñ, ou encore & des úuvres díEmp"docle & pr"sent disparues ñ cf. O. Primavesi, Lecteurs
antiques et byzantins díEmp!docle : de Z!non & Tzetz#s, in A. Laks-C. Louguet ("d.), Quíest-ce que la
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ment tous les ouvrages mentionn!s ci-dessus : les !crits des historiens compagnons
díAlexandre ou líúuvre de Clitarque ní!taient sans doute plus en circulation au
XIIe si"cle21 et, m%me pour des auteurs qui, comme Th!opompe22, subsistaient peut%tre encore # lí!poque des Comn"nes, les citations de Tzetz"s paraissent souvent de
seconde main. Síil connaissait de toute !vidence Flavius Jos"phe, quíil cite
fr!quemment23, les !l!ments díinformation quíil attribue # Th!opompe24 et Pyrandros, # On!sicrite25, aux « compagnons díAlexandre » ou # Clitarque26, ont !t! emprunt!s # des auteurs plus r!cents. La r!f!rence # Th!opompe et Pyrandros figurait
philosophie pr!socratique ?, Villeneuve díAsq 2002, 183-204 : 200-201. Voir aussi, dans le pr"sent
volume, líarticle de Philip Rance sur les textes techniques ou math"matiques connus de Tzetz's.
21
Ni les historiens compagnons díAlexandre ni Clitarque ne font líobjet de notices dans la
Biblioth#que de Photios ; ils ne font pas non plus partie des auteurs qui furent d"pouill"s par les
r"dacteurs des Excerpta Constantiniana ñ ce qui laisse penser que leur texte ní"tait plus disponible &
lí"poque de la premi're « Renaissance » byzantine.
22
Au IXe si'cle, Photios pouvait encore lire cinquante-trois des cinquante-huit livres des
Philippiques (Bibl., cod. 176, 120a) : cf. M.A. Flower, Theopompus of Chios, Oxford 1984, 12 ;
P. P"dech, Trois historiens m!connus : Th!opompe, Duris, Phylarque, Paris 1989, 17-254 (65-66). Si
Th"opompe est souvent cit" chez %tienne de Byzance et dans la Souda (cf. A. L. Chavez Reino, Ecos
de Teopompo en la Suda, in Vanotti ("d.), Il lessico Suda cit. 207-266), il ne figure cependant pas parmi
les auteurs exploit"s dans ce qui nous reste de líencyclop"die de Constantin Porphyrog"n'te, o) il níest
repr"sent" quí& travers des extraits de Polybe dans le De virtutibus (Exc. 26, "d. T. B!ttner-Wobst et
A. G. Roos, Berlin 1906, II, 108 et 112 = Polybe VIII 9,1 et 11, 6) et dans le De sententiis (Exc. 73, "d.
U.P. Boissevain, Berlin 1906, 143 = Polybe XII 4a,2-3 ; Exc. 81, "d. Boissevain, 154 = Polybe XII
25f,6 ; Exc. 85, "d. Boissevain, 163 = Polybe XII 27,8).
23
Flavius Jos'phe est cit" dans les lettres n° 5 (p. 8,15 Leone), n° 6 (p. 13,9 Leone) et dans
Hist. V 12, tit., 513 et 545 ; VI 43, 271 ; VI 52, tit. Commentant dans la Chiliade V 12 une formule de
la Guerre des Juifs sur le « destin injuste », Tzetz's ne tarit pas dí"loge & propos de lí« historien
h"breu », quíil qualifie & deux reprises dí « admirable ».
24
Dans les Chiliades, le nom de Th"opompe níappara*t quíune seule fois, dans un passage
sans rapport avec Alexandre (XII 406, 352), o) Tzetz's attribue faussement & líhistorien la paternit" du
trait" de Th"ophraste ,0-Ú 0Ã3070Û8. ñ ce qui ne plaide gu're en faveur díune connaissance directe
de líauteur en question.
25
En dehors de Hist. III 114, 943 (sur les serpents díAposisar's), on ne trouve pas díautre
r"f"rence & On"sicrite dans les Chiliades ; il níy en a pas non plus dans la correspondance de Tzetz's.
26
Si le nom de Clitarque appara*t & plusieurs reprises dans les lettres de Tzetz's et dans ses
Chiliades ñ Ep. 13 (p. 22,12 Leone) ; Ep. 77 (pp. 115-116 Leone) ; schol. Ep. 13 (p. 163 Leone) ; Hist.
VII 100, tit. et 45 ; XI 386, tit. et 826 ñ ces divers textes font tous r"f"rence & un seul et m$me passage
de líhistorien, d"crivant avec beaucoup díemphase un insecte appel" tenthr'd(n (FGrH 137 F 14 =
D"m"trios, Du style 304) ; ils níimpliquent donc aucunement une connaissance directe de líúuvre de
Clitarque. C"l'bre & lí"poque hell"nistique et romaine, celui-ci faisait partie des auteurs fr"quemment
utilis"s par les scholiastes, díapr's L. Pearson, The Lost Histories of Alexander the Great, New York
1960, 213.
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dans les scholies anciennes # Lycophron27, dont Tzetz"s síinspire !videmment dans
son propre commentaire # líAlexandra ñ dío$ la mention de ces deux auteurs #
propos de la g!n!alogie mythique díAlexandre28. La r!f!rence # On!sicrite dans la
Chiliade consacr!e aux serpents díAposisar"s (III 114) provient du trait! sur la
Nature des animaux dí&lien29 ñ auteur que Tzetz"s appr!ciait visiblement et cite #
plusieurs reprises dans les Chiliades30. Quant # ses r!f!rences conjointes # Clitarque
et aux historiens compagnons díAlexandre, dans la notice « Sur les remparts de
S!miramis » (Hist. IX 275), elles sont tout droit tir!es de la Biblioth"que historique
de Diodore de Sicile31. De fait, Tzetz"s a !videmment !t! influenc! par les !crits des
trois « grands » historiens grecs díAlexandre, Diodore, Plutarque et Arrien, dans les
divers passages o$ il !voque la geste du Conqu!rant32, m%me síil níy cite jamais
nomm!ment aucun díentre eux ñ # líexception de Diodore, dans le d!veloppement,
pr!c!demment !voqu!, sur les remparts de Babylone33. De ces trois auteurs, Plu27
P. A. M. Leone, Scholia vetera et paraphrases in Lycophronis Alexandram, Galatina 2002,
256 (ad 1439). Le passage de Th"opompe, díapr's lequel Olympias pr"tendait descendre de Pyrrhus,
fils díAchille, et díH"l"nos, fils de Priam (FGrH 115 F 355), pourrait provenir, selon Flower, Theopompus cit. 102, de la pr"face des Philippiques (o) figurait une g"n"alogie des rois des Mac"doine) ou,
selon P"dech, Trois historiens cit. 74, du livre II, qui relatait le mariage díOlympias avec Philippe.
28
La dette de Tzetz's envers les recueils de scholies anciennes est attest"e "galement par son
commentaire au Ploutos, 179 : la r"f"rence & La+s, que nous avons signal"e plus haut, figure en effet
aussi dans les scholies anciennes de la com"die díAristophane (M. Chantry, Scholia in Aristophanem,
IVa : Scholia vetera in Aristophanis Plutum, Groningen 1994, 42).
29
Trois autres des r"f"rences de Tzetz's & Alexandre pourraient síinspirer de líHistoire vari!e
dí%lien (Ep. 18 ; Hist. VII 140 ; VIII 198 : voir le tableau ci-joint).
30
Hist. IV 117, 13 ; IV 128, 170 et 174 ; IV 129, 200 ; IX 256, 106 ; schol. V 6, 393 Leone.
Tzetz's a surtout exploit" son recueil sur La Personnalit! des animaux, auquel il emprunte nombre
díanecdotes & contenu zoologique.
31
Cf. Diodore VII 3-5. Sur ce passage, voir Pearson, The Lost Histories cit. 228-230.
32
Voir les divers rapprochements sugg"r"s dans le tableau fourni en annexe, dans la colonne
« Source(s) utilis"e(s) ».
33
Les trois auteurs font pourtant líobjet de citations explicites dans díautres passages des
Chiliades, mais sur des sujets sans rapport avec Alexandre : si Arrien níest mentionn" que trois fois
(III 115, 990 ; XII 443, 790 ; schol. I 27, 802), Plutarque et Diodore sont r"guli'rement "voqu"s ñ le
premier quatorze fois (I 1, 23 ; I 29, 823 ; II 32, 18 ; II 33, 35 ; III 70, 157 ; VI 93, 401 ; III 102-111,
880 ; IV 129, 200 ; IV 9, 931 ; IV 137, 388 ; VI 59, 513 ; VI 711, 661 ; schol. III 70, 158 et VII 155,
951), le second trente fois (I 16, 393 ; I 22, 596 ; I 25, 671 ; I 27, 703 ; I-II 32, 970 et 18 ; II 33, 36 ;
II 35, 134 et 152 ; II 38, 562 ; II 39, 570 ; III 68, 85 ; III 69, 87, 102 ; III 70, 157 ; III 89-91, 389 ; III 95,
451 ; III 113, 942 ; IV 132, 280 ; V 15, 562 ; VI 53 tit. et 465 ; VI 74, 703 ; VIII 252, 978 ; IX 275, 518
et 563 ; XII 399, 181, 253, 258 et 261). Cordiano estime toutefois que Tzetz's a sans doute eu recours
au texte de Diodore de faGon m"diate, & travers les Excerpta constantiniens, plut#t quíen lecture directe
(La Suda e i libri perduti cit. 388).
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tarque est assur!ment celui quíil a mis le plus # contribution : líaffection quíil portait
# líúuvre du sage de Ch!ron!e est bien connue34, et beaucoup de ses r!f!rences #
Alexandre síinspirent tant9t de la Vie consacr!e par Plutarque au conqu!rant mac!donien, tant9t des deux trait!s de Plutarque Sur la fortune díAlexandre 35 : alors
m%me que Tzetz"s connaissait visiblement certaines úuvres de Th!ophraste, quíil
cite assez souvent36, sa r!f!rence au philosophe # propos de la bonne odeur díAlexandre est en fait un emprunt # Plutarque, qui invoque les th!ories de Th!ophraste et
celles díun autre disciple díAristote, Aristox"ne de Tarente, pour expliquer líeuodia
du Conqu!rant (VA VI 4-6)37. Par ailleurs, !tant amateur dí!rudition, Tzetz"s devait
sans doute aussi fr!quenter de mani"re habituelle les ouvrages de compilation, #
contenu paradoxographique ou mythographique, de divers grammatikoi anciens38 :

Plutarque comptait parmi les auteurs pr"f"r"s de Tzetz's : dans le prologue de son Ex!g#se
de líIliade, il raconte que, forc" par la pauvret" & vendre ses livres, il conserva uniquement un volume
de textes math"matiques et sa copie des Vies parall#les (p. 22,4-11 Papathomopoulos). Sur cet "pisode
voir encore líarticle de Philip Rance (pp. 427-430). N.G. Wilson souligne líinfluence exerc"e par les
biographies de Plutarque sur sa conception du pass" (Scholars of Byzantium, Londres 19962, 191).
35
Ep. 18 et Hist. VII 140 (reconstruction de Stagyre) : cf. Plutarque, VA 7,3 ; Ep. 76 (Lysippe
et Stasikrat's) : cf. Plutarque, FA II 2 ; Hist. VI 37 (Harpale et D"mosth'ne) : cf. Plutarque, D!mosth#ne 25-30 ; Hist. VIII 199-200 et XI 368 (Stasikrat's et Lysippe) : cf. Plutarque, FA II 2 ; Exeg. Il.
p. 170,15-17 Papathomopoulos (pr"sage annonGant la mort díAlexandre) : cf. Plutarque, VA 73,6 ;
schol. Hes. Op. 414-422 Gaisford (bonne odeur díAlexandre) : cf. Plutarque, VA 4,4-6 ; De metr. 2829 ("d. J.A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca e codd. manuscriptis Bibliothecarum Oxoniensium, III, Oxford
1836, 302-333 : 302) (hommage fun'bre & H"pha+stion) : cf. Plutarque, VA 72,3, ainsi que P!lopidas
34,1, o) figure une r"f"rence, plus critique, au m$me "pisode (« ( la mort díH"pha+stion, Alexandre le
Grand ne se contenta pas de raser la crini're des chevaux et des mulets ; il fit m$me enlever les cr"neaux
des murailles afin que les cit"s semblent elles aussi prendre le deuil, en troquant leur apparence habituelle contre un aspect sordide et n"glig" ») ; Plutarque parle au paragraphe suivant dí « ordres donn"s
par des despotes » et « ex"cut"s sous la contrainte la plus absolue, inspirant de líenvie pour ceux qui
"taient líobjet de tels honneurs et de la haine pour ceux qui les imposaient » ; il "voque ensuite un
« "talage díorgueil » et une « arrogance de barbares qui d"pensent leurs trop grandes richesses & des
c"r"monies vaines, indignes de susciter líadmiration ».
36
Autres r"f"rences de Tzetz's & Th"ophraste, dans des passages sans rapport avec
Alexandre : Ep. 6 (p. 13,7 Leone) ; Hist. VI 51, tit., 412 et 416 ; IX 296, 928 et 934 ; XI 390, 850 ;
schol. IX 296, 928.
37
Th"ophraste est cit" aussi, mais sans Aristox'ne, dans les Questions de banquet I 6, 623ef, qui traitent du m$me sujet.
38
Sur la familiarit" de Tzetz's avec ce type de litt"rature, voir J. Michels, Tzetzes epitomator
et epitomatus: Excerpts from Ps.-Apollodorusí Bibliotheca, John Tzetzesí Lycophron commentary and
Chiliades in Vaticanus Gr. 950, « Byzantion » XC (2020) 1-18 (sur Tzetz's et la Biblioth#que díApollodore) ; M. Alganza Roldan, On the tradition and reception of Palaephatus in Byzantium, « ByzSlav »
LXXVII (2019) 5-25: 14-19; Ead., Juan Tzetzes, ex!geta de Pal!fato, in M. Alganza RoldHn34
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il appr!ciait, nous líavons vu, líúuvre dí&lien et, dans la Chiliade VIII 198, ses remarques sur Alexandre !mu par un tableau repr!sentant líassassinat de Palam"de
semblent bien síinspirer díune anecdote racont!e dans líHistoire nouvelle de Ptol!m!e Chennos (Photios, Bibl. cod. 190, 146b39), que notre auteur cite díailleurs #
plusieurs reprises40.
Il níy a assur!ment rien díinhabituel # ce quíun homme de lettres byzantin,
d!sireux díafficher son !rudition, fasse parade de sources rares, comme Aischrion,
en lieu et place de sources plus banales et plus ais!ment accessibles. Ce qui, en revanche, peut para8tre assez surprenant, cíest de voir Tzetz"s mettre en avant líutilisation díun texte díaussi bas registre que le Roman díAlexandre, car les lettr!s byzantins níavaient pas coutume de citer pour autorit!s des úuvres relevant de la litt!rature
« populaire » : m%me si la plupart díentre eux connaissaient sans doute le Roman,
qui semble avoir b!n!fici! díune vaste circulation en Gr"ce m!di!vale, ils feignaient
de líignorer par snobisme litt!raire41 . En faisant express!ment r!f!rence # un tel
texte, Tzetz"s appara8t donc, sinon en r!bellion, # tout le moins en d!calage avec la
culture officielle de son temps.
Dans un article r!cemment publi! dans le Brillís Companion to the Reception
of Alexander the Great 42, jíai t'ch! díexpliquer cette excentricit! en la mettant en
relation avec une particularit! majeure des Chiliades, leur caract"re formellement
novateur : il síagit en effet díun ouvrage compos! en vers politiques, autrement dit
dans le medium de la po!sie vernaculaire. Michel Jeffreys a bien montr! comment
le choix du m"tre en question avait !t! pour Tzetz"s un choix contraint, dict! par des
P. Papadopoulou ("d.), La mitolog)a griega en la tradici*n literaria: de la Antig%edad a la Grecia
contempor+nea, Granada 2017, 181-203 (sur Tzetz's et Palaiphatos).
39
Cf. A. Chatzis, Der Philosopher und Grammatiker P. Chennos I, Paderborn 1914, 10-11.
40
En dehors de Hist. VIII 198, on trouve des r"f"rences explicites & Ptol"m"e Chennos dans
une scholie & la lettre n° 6 (p. 162,14-16 Leone), dans Hist. VIII 195, 379-380 et dans schol. Hist. I 3,
147 et VII 144, 639 (sous líappellation erron"e de Ptol"m"e Dionysios). Dans les trois premiers de ces
quatre textes, Tzetz's mentionne la lettre de Ptol"m"e & Tertulla ñ nous apprenant ainsi quíil avait sous
les yeux un exemplaire o) figurait lí"p*tre d"dicatoire de líHistoire Nouvelle, & laquelle Photios fait
r"f"rence dans le cod. 190 (146b : « Il d"die son ouvrage & une certaine Tertulla, quíil c"l'bre comme
sa dame et dont il vante líamour pour les lettres et lí"rudition. »). On peut en conclure que Tzetz's a dF
avoir directement acc's & líúuvre de Ptol"m"e Chennos (exploit" aussi, & la m$me "poque, par Eustathe
de Thessalonique) : cf. C. Harder, De Joannis Tzetzae historiarum fontibus quaestiones selectae, Kiel
1886, 71-72 ; Chatzis, Der Philosopher cit. xvi, xlvi-xlvii, l ; K.-H. Tomberg, Die Kaine Historia des
Ptolemaios Chennos, Bonn 1968, 42 ; E. Scheer, Lycophronis Alexandra, II, Berlin 1908, xiv-xv.
41
Cf. C. Jouanno, La r!ception du Roman díAlexandre & Byzance, « AncNarr » I (2000/2001)
301-321.
42
C. Jouanno, Byzantine views of Alexander, in K.R. Moore ("d.), Brillís Companion to the
Reception of Alexander the Great, Leiden 2018, 449-476.
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consid!rations que líon peut qualifier de p!dagogiques43 : il a employ! le vers politique afin dí%tre plus ais!ment compris de lecteurs semi-!duqu!s (que líon imagine
d!concert!s par le style tr"s allusif de ses lettres). Aussi me paraissait-il tentant de
mettre les fr!quentes r!f!rences de Tzetz"s au Roman díAlexandre et son utilisation,
plus fr!quente encore, du texte en question44, au compte de la m%me strat!gie auctoriale que líemploi du vers politique, et de les interpr!ter comme une concession de
notre auteur aux connaissances historiques limit!es díun auditoire plus familier des
affabulations du Ps.-Callisth"ne que des !crits « s!rieux » des historiens díAlexandre.
: cette hypoth"se on peut toutefois objecter que les Chiliades ne sont pas
seules # v!hiculer des bribes de la version romanc!e des aventures díAlexandre : on
trouve aussi des !chos du Roman dans díautres úuvres de Tzetz"s, par exemple dans
la fameuse lettre o$ notre auteur se plaint au mystikos Nic!phore Serblias de ses
probl"mes de voisinage45 et, apr"s lui avoir demand! de rem!dier aux probl"mes de
plomberie de son appartement, síemploie # minorer líimportance de sa requ%te
(Ep. 18) : « Tu níes pas forc!, comme le fameux Alexandre, de restaurer Th"bes,
enti"rement d!truite, en son ancienne splendeur, # cause díun athl"te », lui !crit-il,
faisant ainsi allusion # un !pisode de la biographie fictionnelle díAlexandre attest!
M. Jeffreys, The nature and origins of political verse, « DOP » XXVIII (1974) 148-157.
Tzetz's "tait donc, & ce quíil semble, un innovateur malgr" lui. Cf. T.M. Conley, Byzantine criticism
and the uses of literature, in A. Minnis-I. Johnson ("d.), The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism,
II : The Middle Ages, Cambridge 2005, 684-685 : « Tzetzesí critical allegiances were, by his own
account, with the ìancientsî rather than the ìmodernsî » ; Conley pr"sente comme un « paradoxe » le
recours de ce « learned scholar », imbu de classicisme, & une forme litt"raire « not authorized by any
classical, post-classical or patristic precedent ».
44
Outre les quatre Chiliades cit"es plus haut (n. 14 et 15), on peut mentionner les Chiliades
VII 139 et X 332 (sur la destruction de Th'bes et sa reconstruction) et la Chiliade VII 144 (o) la r"f"rence aux « Himantopodes » para*t bien $tre un souvenir des $tres monstrueux, aux jambes en forme
de lani'res, "voqu"s dans le Roman díAlexandre, m$me si le terme figure dans un passage que Tzetz's
pr"tend tir" du commentaire du grammairien Apollodore au Catalogue des Vaisseaux = FGrH 244
F 257c). De fait, en dehors du Roman, le mot « Himantopode » níest attest" que dans líIxeutikon de
Denys le P"ri"g'te (2,10), o) il d"signe une esp'ce díoiseaux « aux pattes gr$les » ("d. I. Garzya,
Dionysii Ixeuticon, Leipzig 1963) et dans les Miracles des saints Cyr et Jean de Sophrone de J"rusalem
(ca. 550-638) o) figure, parmi les malades miraculeusement gu"ris dans le sanctuaire des Anargyres
de M"nouthis, un certain M$nas « líHimantopode », affubl" de ce sobriquet en raison díune ankylose
des jambes (Miracle 7 : "d. N. Fernandez Marcos, Los ëThaumataí de Sofronio : contribucion al estudio
de la ëincubationí cristiana, Madrid 1975 ; trad. et commentaire de J. Gascou, Miracles des saints Cyr
et Jean : BHG I 477-479, Paris 2006).
45
Cf. M. Gr!nbart, Prosopographische Beitr$ge zum Briefcorpus des Ioannes Tzetzes,
« JJByz » XLVI (1996), 175-226 : 187-188.
43
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uniquement dans la plus ancienne version du Roman (recension alpha). La r!f!rence
# líh!t!rophtalmie díAlexandre, dans une autre lettre adress!e # Jean Kostomos46
(Ep. 76), t!moigne aussi de líinfluence du Roman díAlexandre et de ses fabuleuses
inventions, mais díune mani"re peut-%tre plus indirecte, car le d!tail concernant les
yeux vairons díAlexandre, bien que probablement invent! par le Ps.-Callisth"ne,
síest ensuite fray! un chemin dans nombre de chroniques universelles (chez Malalas,
Georges le Moine ou Michel Glykas), si bien quíil est devenu « de notori!t! publique » (;<=>>450,. ?@/.), comme le remarque Tzetz"s lui-m%me dans la Chiliade XI 368, !crite en commentaire # la lettre # Kostomos.
Un autre passage faisant !cho au Roman figure dans líEx!g"se de líIliade (ad
I 63-64, p. 170,15-17 Papathomopoulos), o$ Tzetz"s, dans une discussion sur la
teratoskopia, cite un pr!sage rapport! par Plutarque dans sa Vie díAlexandre, la mise
# mort díun lion par un 'ne, en laquelle il voit une pr!figuration de líassassinat
díAlexandre par son !chanson Ioulos : une telle explication síav"re doublement
influenc!e par le souvenir du Roman díAlexandre, puisque Tzetz"s suit la version du
Ps.-Callisth"ne en pr!sentant líempoisonnement díAlexandre comme un fait, et non
comme une rumeur (# líinstar de Plutarque 47 ), et puisque le nom quíil donne #
líassassin, Ioulos, est pr!cis!ment celui attest! dans le Roman, tandis que lí!chanson
díAlexandre est d!sign! sous le nom de Iollas ou Iolaos dans les manuscrits de la
Vie díAlexandre de Plutarque48. Ce passage du commentaire de líIliade atteste donc
la familiarit! de Tzetz"s avec la biographie fictionnelle du Conqu!rant. Un codex
contenant la plus ancienne version du Roman devait %tre consultable # Constantinople au XIIe si"cle ñ le Parisinus Gr. 1711 (XIe s.), unique t!moin grec subsistant
de la recension alpha49, ou un autre manuscrit, aujourdíhui perdu : de fait, la m%me

Cf. Gr!nbart, Prosopographische Beitr$ge cit. 213. Selon J. Darrouz's, la forme K1361B1L, qui figure dans le lemme de la lettre, pourrait r"sulter de la m"lecture de líabr"viation du nom
K1361B˜-M ; il est donc possible que le correspondant de Tzetz's ait "t" Jean Kostomyres, qui fut
m"tropolite de Chalc"doine & la fin du XIIe si'cle : voir le compte-rendu de lí"dition des Lettres de
Tzetz's par P.L.M. Leone, in « REByz » XXXVI (1978) 271-272 : 272.
47
Plutarque, VA 77,2-5.
48
Arrien utilise lui aussi la forme Nı998. (Anab. VII 27,2) ; le nom níest pas attest" chez
Diodore.
49
Une note, sur le folio A, indique que ce manuscrit fut achet" & Corinthe par un certain Jean
Abrahamios, & une date inconnue (cf. P. Schreiner, Die byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, I : Einleitung
und Text, Vienne 1975, 308) ; il entra ensuite dans la biblioth'que de Catherine de M"dicis. Dans le bel
article quíil a consacr" & ce codex composite, F. Ronconi ne fournit malheureusement aucune indication
concernant la localisation du manuscrit : Juxtaposition / assemblage de textes et histoire de la tradition : le cas du Par. gr. 1711, in A. Bravo Garcia ("d.), The Legacy of Bernard de Montfaucon : Three
46
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version ancienne du Roman díAlexandre a !t! utilis!e aussi par un autre auteur de
lí!poque comn"ne, le rh!teur Nic!phore Basilak"s qui, partageant la singularit! de
Tzetz"s, fait lui aussi tr"s explicitement r!f!rence # « Callisth"ne », dans deux úuvres rh!toriques, une !thop!e et un basilikos logos50, o$ líon ne síattendait gu"re #
voir afficher la connaissance de cette úuvre « vulgaire ».
La r!f!rence de Tzetz"s au pr!sage du lion tu! par un 'ne atteste aussi le go7t
de notre auteur pour le m!lange des sources, puisquíil entrelace en ce passage
mat!riau canonique et donn!es emprunt!es # la tradition l!gendaire, quíil exploite
sur un pied dí!galit!, sans gu"re se pr!occuper de fiabilit! historique. Le m%me
proc!d! de composition est rep!rable dans la Chiliade XI 368, líun des nombreux
textes que Tzetz"s a consacr!s aux portraits díAlexandre et aux relations du roi avec
des artistes51. Líint!r%t de Tzetz"s pour le sujet en question pourrait avoir !t! !veill!
par la lecture des chapitres introductifs du second trait! de Plutarque Sur la fortune
díAlexandre, qui síouvre sur une description díAlexandre en patron des arts. Les
remarques de Plutarque sur le r9le d!cisif de la g!n!rosit! royale dans lí!panouissement des úuvres díart et des hommes de g!nie !taient bien faites pour attirer
líattention de Tzetz"s qui, sans %tre # proprement parler un courtisan, avait une longue exp!rience du patronage aristocratique52 ñ dío$ sa sensibilit! # la question des
relations entre hommes de pouvoir et intellectuels. La Chiliade XI 368 (« QuíAlexandre le Grand avait les yeux vairons et le cou inclin! díun c9t!53 ») síouvre sur
une description de líapparence physique díAlexandre, o$ le motif de líh!t!rophtalmie est emprunt! au Roman (I 13,3), tandis que le d!tail de la t%te pench!e vient
du trait! de Plutarque Sur la fortune díAlexandre, de m%me que celui des yeux
Hundred Years of Studies on Greek Handwriting. « Proceedings of the Seventh International Colloquium of Greek Palaeography (Madrid-Salamanca, 15-20 September 2008) », Turnhout 2010, 503-520.
50
Nic"phore Basilak's, Prog. 53 (%thop"e n° 24, "d. Pignani) : « Quels propos pourrait tenir
le flFtiste Ism"nias, forc" par Alexandre & accompagner & la flFte la destruction de Th'bes ? » ; In
Ioannem Comnenum imperatorem oratio, §2 ("d. Maisano).
51
Huit des trente-sept pi'ces de notre corpus d"veloppent cette th"matique. Quelques autres
Chiliades, sans rapport avec Alexandre, sont aussi consacr"es & des figures díartistes : VII 154
(Phidias) ; XI 387 (Phidias et Alcam'ne) ; XI 394 (D"dale) ; XII 426 (Polycl'te) ; XII 427 (Phidias et
Nik#n). Sur líint"r$t de Tzetz's pour la peinture et la sculpture, voir le t"moignage de Hist. XI 381
(« Sur la g"om"trie et líoptique »), o) notre auteur insiste sur líapport de líoptique et de la g"om"trie &
líart des peintres et des statuaires (v. 617-641). P. Magdalino souligne la fascination des "crivains du
XIIe si'cle pour les artisans qui, d"tenteurs díune techn!, vendaient eux aussi leur expertise & un patron
(Byzantine snobbery, in M. Angold ("d.), The Byzantine Aristocracy, Oxford 1984, 58-71 : 67-68).
52
Voir notamment A. Rhoby, Ioannes Tzetzes als Auftragsdichter, « GLB » XV (2010) 155170.
53
Texte int"gral et traduction fournis en annexe.
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dirig!s vers le ciel (FA II 2, 335b). Dans une scholie # ce passage, Tzetz"s ajoute
que « le cou díAlexandre inclinait vers la gauche » (schol. Hist. XI 368, 93) ñ pr!cision quíil doit avoir trouv!e dans la Vie díAlexandre de Plutarque (4, 2). Plutarque
est aussi la source des r!f!rences de Tzetz"s # Lysippe et # Stasikrat"s, qui voulut
fa(onner le Mont Athos # la ressemblance díAlexandre54. Mais, dans le trait! de
Plutarque, Lysippe est oppos! au peintre Apelle55, et non # Stasikrat"s, mentionn!
seulement ensuite, dans un paragraphe s!par!, et lí!l!ment central de la comparaison
concerne la question du r!alisme artistique. Tzetz"s a modifi! le contenu et la port!e
de la confrontation, sans doute pour insister sur le d!licat probl"me de la flatterie en
art. Assez peu en phase avec cette nouvelle ligne interpr!tative, lí!pigramme cit!e
dans les derniers vers de la Chiliade XI 368 ñ « Cette statue de bronze, regardant en
direction de Zeus, ressemble # quelquíun qui va dire : ìJe soumets la terre # mon
pouvoir, Zeus ; toi, garde líOlympe !î » ñ vient !galement de Plutarque56. Probablement due au po"te hell!nistique Ascl!piade, elle a, par ailleurs, !t! pr!serv!e dans
líAnthologie de Planude (Anth. Plan. 200,3-457). Il níest donc pas impossible que
Tzetz"s en ait connu le contenu aussi par líinterm!diaire díune anthologie po!tique58
FA II 2, 335c-e ; une allusion au m$me "pisode figure aussi dans VA 72,5-8. Líanecdote
"tait c"l'bre : on la trouve par exemple chez Strabon, XIV 1,23 ; Lucien, Comment il faut !crire
líhistoire 12 ; D!fense des portraits 9 ; Vitruve, De líarchitecture II, Pr"face 1-4. Voir aussi Eustathe
de Thessalonique, in Il. XIV 229, p. III, 624 van der Valk.
55
Plutarque, FA II 2, 335b ; VA 4,1. Voir aussi Plutarque, Isis et Osiris 24, 198d : « Le
sculpteur Lysippe eut raison de reprocher au peintre Apelle díavoir portraitur" Alexandre le foudre en
main : il líarma, lui, díune lance, dont le temps ne pourrait jamais effacer la gloire, car elle "tait
authentique et bien & lui. » Sur líAlexandre Keraunophore díApelle, cf. P. Moreno, Líimmagine di
Alessandro Magno nellíopera di Lisippo e di altri artisti contemporanei, in J. Carlsen et al. ("d.), Alexander the Great : Reality and Myth, Rome 1993, 101-136 : 127, fig. 46.
56
Cette "pigramme, sans doute inspir"e par líAlexandre « Doryphore » (Porte-Lance) de
Lysippe, figure dans les deux trait"s Sur la fortune díAlexandre (I 9, 331a et II 2, 335b), mais elle est
interpr"t"e tr's diff"remment dans le premier et dans le second passage : tandis que, dans le trait" II,
Plutarque insiste sur la v"racit" de líinscription, suppos"e souligner líaspect l"onin de la statue de
Lysippe, dans le trait" I il critique son caract're immodeste, et la cite comme exemple de flatterie
artistique.
57
Tzetz's cite le m$me passage dans la Chiliade VIII 200 (« Sur Lysippe »), 419-420 ñ dont
le contenu est proche de Hist. XI 368.
58
Sur le recours probable de Tzetz's & une forme díanthologie po"tique, cf. I.Ch. Nesseris, O
:8420Û8 36M5 K<536856451˜:19M P86Ì 615 121 84˘58, diss. Ioannina 2014, 183. Sur sa familiarit"
avec la po"sie "pigrammatique, voir Harder, De Joannis Tzetzae historiarum fontibus cit. 54 ;
A. Cameron, The Greek Anthology from Meleager to Planudes, Oxford 1993, 340-341, ainsi que les
articles de JesQs MuRoz Morcillo et de JuliHn Bertola figurant dans le pr"sent volume. En dehors des
Hist. VIII 200 et XI 368, on peut relever plus díune quinzaine de passages o) des "pigrammes ou
fragments dí"pigrammes sont cit"s par Tzetz's, parfois & plusieurs reprises : cf. Ep. 14 (p. 27,21-22
54
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(peut-%tre celle de K!phalas59) : líusage intensif que Nic!tas Eug!nianos a fait díune
source de ce type dans son roman Drosilla et Charicl"s atteste la popularit! de la
po!sie !pigrammatique # Constantinople # lí!poque des Comn"nes60.
La familiarit! de Tzetz"s avec ce genre de litt!rature est confirm!e par sa lettre
70, adress!e # Joseph Hagioglyk!rit"s61, higoum"ne du monast"re du Pantokrator #
Constantinople. Tout le texte en est consacr! # líhistoire de la statue de Kairos r!alis!e par le sculpteur Lysippe. Cette statue all!gorique !tait c!l"bre62, tout comme la
Leone) = E. Cougny, Epigrammatum Anthologia Palatina, III : Appendix, Paris 1890, ch. 6 (Oracula),
n° 93 (Apollon Pythien) ; Ep. 60 (p. 90,13-14 Leone : « oracle de la Sibylle ») = Anth. Pal. XIV 92,1 ;
Ep. 61 (p. 91,18-19 Leone : « oracle ») = Anth. Pal. XIV 73,2-3 ; Hist. I 24, 635-636 = Anth. Pal. VII
77,1-2 ; Hist. I 24, 638-641 (« "pigramme ») = Anth. Pal. VI 213,1-2 ; Hist. II, 36, 494-506 (citation
attribu"e & Co+ntos de Smyrne) = Anth. Plan. 92,1-14 ; Hist. II-III, 61, 1000-1003 (citation attribu"e &
un S:4T-8BB861T-ÌU1. anonyme) = Anth. Pal. VII 57,1-4 ; Hist. III 95, 456-460 ("pitaphe de
Sardanapale) = Anth. Plan. 27,1-5 ; Hist. V 11, 504 et 506 = Anth. Plan. 207,3-4 ; Hist. VI 48, 343-344
= Anth. Pal. XIV 83, 1-2 ; Hist. VI 94, 960 ("pigramme faussement attribu"e & líempereur Julien) =
Anth. Plan. 115, 3 ; Hist. IX 273, 482-489 (« oracle ») et IX 291, 876-883 = Anth. Pal. XIV 73,1-8
(cf. Ep. 61) ; Hist. IX 291, 886-887 (formule de Callimaque) = Anth. Pal. V 6,5-6 ; Hist. XII 408, 375376 (« "pigramme ») = Anth. Pal. VII 433,1-2 ; Exeg. Il. pp.10,14-11,2 Papathomopoulos (« "pigramme ») = Anth. Pal. XI 442, 1-6 ; Exeg. Il. p. 57,5 Papathomopoulos = Anth. Pal. IX 448,1 ; Exeg.
Il. p. 57,13-14 Papathomopoulos (« "pigramme ») = Anth. Pal. VII 3,1-2 ; Vie díH!siode, ll. 179-182
("d. Colonna, 39) = Anth. Pal. VII 54 ; schol. Lyc. 7, p. 11 Scheer = Anth. Pal. XIV 64 ; schol. Hermog.
p. 43 Cramer = Anth. Pal. VII 433,1-2 (cit" aussi en Hist. XII 408, 375-376). On signalera par ailleurs
que des scholies aux "pigrammes de líAnthologie nous ont "t" transmises sous le nom de Tzetz's dans
plusieurs manuscrits, notamment dans le Parisinus suppl. Gr. 316, copi" par Andr"as Damarios en
1579 ("d. A.C. Lolos, Antike Scholien zu Anthologia Graeca-Palatina, « Hellenica » XXXIII (1981)
374-381), mais leur authenticit" est hautement probl"matique, comme le souligne R. Browning, The
so-called Tzetzesí scholia on Philostratus and Andreas Darmarios, « CQ » V (1955) 195-200 : 198199, qui soupGonne une fausse attribution imputable & Darmarios lui-m$me.
59
Sur la collection de K"phalas, probablement compos"e peu avant 900, voir Cameron, The
Greek Anthology cit. 334-337 et 341-342. Parmi les compilations patronn"es par Constantin Porphyrog"n'te, il devait y avoir aussi un recueil dí"pigrammes, auquel renvoient les r"dacteurs des Excerpta
de virtutibus ("d. B!ttner-Wobst et Roos, I, 207 : VW604 S5 61X. S:4T-CBB834).
60
Cf. Cameron, The Greek Anthology cit. 128-129 et 341 ; E.M. Jeffreys, Four Byzantine
Novels, Liverpool 2012, 349.
61
Texte int"gral et traduction en annexe. Sur Joseph Hagioglyk"rit's, cf. P. Gautier, Le typikon du Christ Sauveur Pantocrator, « REB » XXXII (1974) 1-145 : 21-23. Sur les cinq lettres (51, 53,
54, 70 et 79) adress"es par Tzetz's & ce personnage, voir Gr!nbart, Prosopographische Beitr$ge cit.
205-207. LíEp. 70 a "t" "crite entre 1148 et 1150.
62
Voir notamment G. Schwarz, Der Lysippische Kairos, « GB » IV (1975) 243-266 ; P. Moreno, Kairos, in LIMC VI/1 (1990) 920-926 ; A. Zaccaria Ruggiu, Le forme del tempo. Aion, Chronos,
Kairos, Padoue 2006, 74-118 et 141-155.
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description quíen tra(a Posidippe, contemporain et rival de Callimaque, dans líune
de ses !pigrammes63, et elle devint sans doute ensuite un sujet díekphrasis dans les
!coles de rh!torique, si bien quíelle a !t! d!peinte par de nombreux auteurs, le
fabuliste latin Ph"dre, Callistrate, Him!rios, ou &vagrios le Scholastique, pour mentionner seulement des auteurs ant!rieurs # Tzetz"s64. Líúuvre de Lysippe (ou une
copie de líoriginal) pouvait m%me %tre admir!e # Constantinople au Ve si"cle ap. J.C. : Georges K!dr!nos nous apprend que la statue de Kairos faisait partie de la c!l"bre collection de Lausos, grand chambellan de Th!odose II (408-450), avant que
son palais ne soit d!truit par un incendie en 47565. Le texte de Tzetz"s sur la statue
de Lysippe offre un m!lange dí!l!ments traditionnels et díinnovations. Un certain
nombre de points, dans sa description de líapparence physique de Kairos, sont en
accord avec lí!pigramme de Posidippe66 : les pieds ail!s de Kairos, le couteau (chez
Posidippe, un rasoir) que líOccasion tient dans sa main, et surtout son !trange coiffure, avec une m"che de cheveux sur le front et líarri"re du cr'ne chauve67. Absent
chez Posidippe, le d!tail de la sph"re sur laquelle Kairos se tient debout en !quilibre
pourrait avoir !t! emprunt! # Callistrate ; on le retrouve dans nombre de repr!sentations figur!es de Kairos sur des reliefs ou sur des gemmes. Líassimilation que
Tzetz"s op"re entre Kairos et Chronos est !galement bien attest!e d"s líAntiquit!,
63
%pigramme pr"serv"e dans líAnth. Plan. 275 = Ep. 142 ("d. C. Austin et G. Bastianini,
Posidippi Pellaei quae supersunt omnia, Milan 2002, ci-apr's AB). Sur ce texte de Posidippe, voir
E. Fernandez Gadiano, Posidipo de Pela, Madrid 1987, 121-126 ; E. Prioux, Regards alexandrins.
Histoire et th!orie des arts dans lí!pigramme hell!nistique, Louvain 2007, 187-243 ; F. Pordomingo, Lí!pigramme de Posidippe sur la statue de Kairos, « Philologus » CLVI (2012) 17-33.
64
Ph'dre, Fables V 8 ; Callistrate, Descriptions 6 ; Him"rios, Or. 13,1 (cit" par Photios, Bibl.,
cod. 243, 371b) ; %vagre le Scholastique, Histoire eccl!siastique III 26.
65
K"dr"nos, Historiarum compendium, 344, 6 ("d. L. Tartaglia, 2016, II, 557). Sur la collection de Lausos, voir S. Bassett, The Urban Image of Late Antique Constantinople, Cambridge 2014,
98-120 et 232-238 (237-238 sur la statue de Kairos).
66
Tzetz's connaissait Posidippe, quíil cite explicitement dans deux autres Chiliades ñ VII
144, 647-661 (vv. 653-660 = Ep. 15 AB) et VIII 213, 640 (qui constitue un renvoi au pr"c"dent texte) ñ
et dans une scholie ad Chil. VII 144, 653. Cf. Harder, De Joannis Tzetzae historiarum fontibus cit. 57.
67
Sans surprise, cíest cette particularit" physique qui a le plus frapp" líattention de la post"rit". %vagre le Scholastique síy attarde complaisamment : « Elle a le vol rapide, en effet, líoccasion ;
quand elle vient & vos pieds, elle se laisse peut-$tre prendre, mais, si elle a "chapp" & la prise, elle file
en líair et se rit de ses poursuivants, ne souffrant d"sormais plus quíon líatteigne. De l& vient par exemple que les sculpteurs et les peintres lui font tomber les cheveux par devant, tandis que, derri're, ils lui
rasent la t$te jusquí& la peau : par l&, ils sugg'rent ing"nieusement que, si elle se trouve derri're vous,
elle se laisse peut-$tre prendre par ce qui retombe de sa chevelure, mais que, une fois quíelle a pass"
devant vous, elle fuit d"finitivement, níoffrant au poursuivant aucune prise. » (HE III 26 : SC 542).
Cíest líunique "l"ment d"crit par K"dr"nos, qui "voque une « statue repr"sentant Chronos, úuvre de
Lysippe, chauve & líarri're <de la t$te>, avec des cheveux sur le front ».
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par exemple dans la fable de Ph"dre68 ; K!dr!nos aussi, dans sa description de la
collection de Lausos, parle de la statue de Kairos comme díune statue du Temps : la
confusion entre líun et líautre !tait rendue díautant plus facile que Kairos et Chronos
avaient tous deux re(u le qualificatif de ?,6A,*Ì0B<69. Díautres !l!ments dans la
description de Tzetz"s semblent plus originaux : la nudit! de Kairos, sa surdit!, la
pr!sence, derri"re lui, díune autre figure essayant en vain de líattraper70, et surtout le
r9le attribu! # Alexandre dans la gen"se de cette statue. Dans la Chiliade X 323 et
dans sa lettre # Basile díAchrida71, m!tropolite de Thessalonique (Ep. 95), Tzetz"s
affirme que D!mosth"ne aussi, dans ses !crits rh!toriques, d!peignait líOccasion
comme « sourde », mais il níy a pas díautre t!moin pour confirmer cette all!gation,
dont la v!racit! demeure par cons!quent sujette # caution72. Quant au lien díAlexandre et de Kairos, dont on ne trouve mention nulle part ailleurs, cíest sans doute une
Ph'dre, Fables V 8 (« Le Temps ») : « Un coureur, en "quilibre sur un rasoir ail", chauve
avec des cheveux au front et point de cheveux par derri're ñ (saisi au passage, on le retiendrait ; une
fois "chapp", Jupiter lui-m$me ne pourrait plus le ressaisir), ñ voil& líembl'me de líoccasion fugitive.
Cíest pour que líex"cution de nos projets ne soit pas entrav"e par les lenteurs de líindolence que les
anciens ont imagin" cette repr"sentation du Temps. »
69
Pour Kairos, cf. Posidippe, Ep. 142,2 AB ; pour Chronos, Simonide, F 261,4 ("d. O. Poltera, Simonides Lyricus. Testimonia und Fragmente, Basel 2008) ; Bacchylide, "pinicies 13,111-112.
Mais, alors que Chronos est g"n"ralement repr"sent" sous líaspect díun vieillard (cf. Zaccaria Ruggiu,
Le forme del tempo cit. 112), Kairos a en principe un aspect juv"nile : Callistrate le d"crit comme un
« adolescent », « dans tout lí"clat de sa beaut" » (Descr. 6), Him"rios comme « un jeune homme díune
d"licate beaut", dans la fleur de líYge » (Or. 13,1). Textes traduits par M. Tr"d", Kairos, lí& propos et
líoccasion, le mot et la notion, díHom#re & la fin du 4e si#cle avant J.-C., Paris 1992, 76-77.
70
La pr"sence de cette seconde figure a conduit certains commentateurs & comparer la description de Tzetz's avec un relief de marbre byzantin provenant de la cath"drale de Torcello : on y voit
la figure díun jeune homme, dont les pieds reposent sur des roues ail"es, et qui tient un couteau díune
main et une balance de líautre : sur sa gauche, un autre jeune homme, qui "tait probablement accompagn" díune all"gorie de la Pronoia (ou de la Victoire), saisit sa m'che frontale, tandis quí& sa droite, un
vieil homme, flanqu" de líall"gorie du Repentir (Metanoia), essaie en vain díattraper son bras pour
líarr$ter : cf. Zaccaria Ruggiu, Le forme del tempo cit. 145 et 153 (fig. 8 A-B). Selon O.M. Dalton,
Byzantine Art and Archaeology, Oxford 1911, 159, ce relief fut probablement r"alis" dans la r"gion
v"nitienne, sous influence byzantine, au d"but du XIe si'cle, vers 1008, ann"e de la restauration de la
cath"drale de Torcello. A. Grabar sugg're une datation plus tardive, vers la fin du XIIe si'cle, mais son
interpr"tation de líimage est en partie fautive (Sculptures byzantines du Moyen ,ge. II. XIe-XIVe si#cle,
Paris 1976, 115).
71
Lettre "crite vers 1155 : cf. Gr!nbart, Prosopographische Beitr$ge cit. 189-190, 210 et
215 : Basile est attest" comme :86-48-Z4PÙ. :-<61516Ì-41.. Il est mentionn" aussi dans líEp. 19,
l. 9-15 : cf. A. Kambylis, Textkritische Beobachtungen zu den Briefen des Johannes Tzetzes, « JJByz »
XX (1971) 133-148 : 138.
72
La remarque de Tzetz's a "t" reprise par R. Clavaud, dans son "dition des fragments de
D"mosth'ne (Paris 1987) sous le n° 9.
68
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invention de Tzetz"s73. Il síagit en effet díun !l!ment clef dans sa repr!sentation de
líOccasion, puisquíil lui permet díaborder la question des relations des artistes avec
les puissants, et de pr!senter Lysippe dans le r9le díun conseiller du prince, utilisant
son art comme un instrument díamphoteroglossia74 : car il recourt # la sculpture, et
cr!e sa statue de Kairos, afin de donner une le(on # Alexandre, sans encourir le
moindre risque. Le motif didactique est pr!sent de mani"re tr"s insistante dans la
lettre de Tzetz"s, # travers líaccumulation de termes comme 2>C+D4.6 et 2E4>C+D4.6 (trois occurrences), 61=;40456 (deux occurrences), A.AF/3,>1- et ?,<,G64/.- (deux occurrences) : Tzetz"s va jusquí# d!crire la statue de Lysippe comme
une « recommandation en acte » (?<,30.3H6 ?,<,G64/.6). On remarque aussi
líaccent mis par notre auteur sur le double public de líartiste, dont le message vise #
la fois les puissants et les hommes du commun : il a pour mission dí%tre un !ducateur
universel. On note enfin comment le texte aboutit # líidentification de Tzetz"s et de
Lysippe : leurs deux noms sont associ!s dans la derni"re phrase de la lettre, si bien
que tout ce qui a !t! dit du sculpteur síav"re valoir aussi pour lí!rudit byzantin, qui
peut ainsi faire parade de sa propre utilit! en tant quí!crivain. Dans cette lettre
comme dans beaucoup de ses !crits ex!g!tiques, il síexprime en grammatikos pr!occup! du b!n!fice moral que les lecteurs pourront retirer de ses ouvrages75.
Une derni"re particularit! m!rite dí%tre soulign!e dans la lettre # Hagioglyk!rit"s, et se retrouve, amplifi!e, dans la Chiliade X 32376, qui constitue un commentaire de la lettre 95 (adress!e # Basile díAchrida) : la pr!sence díune vigoureuse
pol!mique contre des gens « pr!tentieux », qui « síexprim[ent] # tort et # travers » et
« d!raisonnent, en affirmant sans discernement » que la statue de Lysippe est une
image de la Vie. Dans la Chiliade X 323, Tzetz"s fournit des !l!ments díinformation
73
Cf. R. F[rster, Alkamenes und die Giebelcompositionen des Zeustempels in Olympia. Die
kunstgeschichtlichen Angaben des Ioannes Tzetzes und des Suidas, « RhM » XXXVIII (1883) 421449 : 435. Le m$me motif figure dans les deux autres textes o) Tzetz's "voque la statue de Kairos :
Hist. VIII 200 (commentaire & Ep. 42) et X 322 (commentaire & Ep. 70). Sur celles-ci voir "galement
líarticle de JesQs MuRoz Morcillo dans le pr"sent volume (pp. 167-168).
74
Tzetz's se vante de recourir & líamphoteroglossia dans la Chil. VII 132, o) il commente
líEp. 18 et la pr"sentation flatteuse quíil y avait faite de la g"n"alogie de Serblias, d"sign" comme un
« descendant des Servilii, les C"sars du temps jadis ». Sur cette lettre, voir Magdalino, Byzantine snobbery cit. 61 ; P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the blemish examiners : A Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition, « Medioevo Greco » XVII (2017) 1-57 : 35-36.
75
F. Budelmann, Classical commentary in Byzantium : John Tzetzes on ancient Greek literature, in R.K Gibson-C.S. Kraus ("d.), The Classical Commentary. History, Practices, Theory, Leiden
2002, 141-169 : 163.
76
Cette Chiliade est intitul"e : « Contre ceux qui pr"tendent & tort et & travers que la repr"sentation figur"e du Temps est une repr"sentation de la Vie, et non du Temps ».
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suppl!mentaires sur ces hommes qui, comptant parmi les philosophes, ont une haute
opinion de leur sagesse, et sont fiers « de leur tiare, de leur manteau monastique, de
leur archipr%trise et de leur coterie » ; il explique quíil a !crit cette lettre # Joseph sur
la statue de Kairos tout expr"s pour contredire les « sornettes » quíils avaient adress!es au kathigoum"ne # ce sujet. Jíignore quelle pouvait %tre la cible díune pareille
attaque ñ peut-%tre des professeurs de lí&cole patriarcale77 ñ, mais le fait est que
Kairos et Bios semblent avoir !t! fr!quemment confondus par les artistes et !crivains
de lí!poque78. Un exemple visuel de ce ph!nom"ne de superposition nous est fourni
par un manuscrit du XIe si"cle, le codex Urbani 15 (aujourdíhui # la Biblioth"que
Franzoniana de G%nes) : il contient des hom!lies compil!es par Th!odore Daphnopat"s (Xe s.) # partir díexcerpta de Jean Chrysostome. : líint!rieur de la lettrine O
figurant au d!but de líhom!lie « Sur la bonne et la mauvaise fortune » (f. 333v), on
discerne une image minuscule de Bios, o$ líinfluence de líiconographie de Kairos
est !vidente : Bios est, en effet, repr!sent! sous les traits díun jeune homme, debout
sur des roues ail!es, avec un couteau dans la main droite ; son identit! est confirm!e
par líinscription I JKIL79 . De m%me, Th!odore Prodrome, qui a compos! deux
courts po"mes sur une image all!gorique de la Vie, y d!crit Bios comme un jeune
homme aux pieds ail!s, sí!lan(ant en !quilibre sur des roues, et portant une balance ñ
autre attribut fr!quent de líOccasion80 ; il est nu, comme le Kairos de Tzetz"s et,
síadressant # un second personnage, qui a essay! de le saisir par les cheveux, síoffre
77
Sur les relations parfois conflictuelles de Tzetz's avec les intellectuels de son temps, voir
Nesseris, O :8420Û8 36M5 K<536856451˜:19M cit. I, 379-384. Luzzatto signale la pr"sence, dans les
notes de Tzetz's sur H"rodote et Thucydide, díaccents fortement pol"miques & líencontre de lí%cole
patriarcale et, de mani're plus g"n"rale, & líencontre des enseignants de lí"cole byzantine : Note inedite
cit. 637 et Tzetzes lettore cit. 49-55 ; voir aussi F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (5291453), in F. Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos ("d.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, Leiden 2015, I, 297-455 : 385. Sur le r#le h"g"monique exerc" au XIIe si'cle par lí%cole patriarcale, voir R. Browning, The Patriarchal School at Constantinople, « Byzantion » XXXII (1962) 167201 et XXXIII (1963) 11-40 (repris in Id., Studies on Byzantine History, Literature and Education,
Londres 1977, n° X) : lí%cole patriarcale "tait au centre de la culture byzantine et exerGait une influence
d"cisive dans líexpression et dans la formation de líopinion publique ; les intellectuels les plus prestigieux de lí"poque y enseign'rent, par exemple Nic"phore Basilak's, Eustathe de Thessalonique, Michel
Italikos ou Nic"phore Chrysoberg's.
78
Cf. Moreno, Kairos cit. 923-924 et 926.
79
Cf. I. Antonopoulos, \1 6EBMB8 6M. 6]-^M. : _E1. P84 85874@304. 61A K84-1` 36M
_AV85645W 6]Z5M, « a096E15 6M. b-4364854PW. I-Z84191T4PW. c684-0E8. » XX (1999) 201-212.
On retrouve la m$me image de Bios, debout sur des roues, dans des miniatures du codex Vaticanus
Gr. 394 (XIe s.) illustrant lí"chelle spirituelle de Jean Climaque (cf. J.R. Martin, The Illustrations of
the Heavenly Ladder of John Climacus, Princeton 1954, 49-53, ill. 70 et 72 ; voir aussi A.B. Cook,
Zeus. A Study in Ancient Religion, II/2, Cambridge 1925, 867, fig. 803).
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pour conseiller80(?,<,.6Ô0M6) # ce poursuivant mal avis!81. On peut donc avoir ici
encore le sentiment que, en insistant pour diff!rencier les deux figures all!goriques
de la Vie et de líOccasion, Tzetz"s est en d!calage avec ce qui para8t %tre la tendance
intellectuelle dominante de son temps82.
Pour conclure, en revenant # la question qui !tait au cúur de cette enqu%te ñ
le traitement r!serv! par Tzetz"s # la mati"re díAlexandre ñ, il convient de souligner
la vari!t! des sources utilis!es par notre auteur, et leur caract"re !clectique : Tzetz"s
se montre ouvert # des influences tr"s diverses. Sa mani"re de « mixer » tradition
savante et tradition populaire est assur!ment la marque díun assez faible sens
historique : il semble avoir !t! sensible surtout # la dimension sensationnelle des
aventures díAlexandre et privil!gie les aspects l!gendaires de la geste du Conqu!rant. Comme bien des chroniqueurs byzantins, il appr!cie aussi les anecdotes pour
leur potentiel !difiant, notamment lorsquíelles lui permettent de se projeter personnellement dans líhistoire83, comme cíest le cas pour líanecdote de la statue de Kairos,
o$ il síattribue subrepticement le r9le de líartiste faisant la le(on au roi et enseignant
la sagesse # líhumanit! tout enti"re.
CORINNE JOUANNO
corinne.jouanno@unicaen.fr
80
Cf. Him"rios, Or. 13,1. La balance figure dans de nombreuses repr"sentations figur"es de
Kairos : cf. Zaccaria Ruggiu, Le forme del tempo cit. 150, 154, 155. Sur líimportance de son symbolisme : Prioux, Regards alexandrins cit. 221.
81
PG 133, col. 1419-1420 : cd. 0dP1543BÔ515 6Ù5 7Û15. Il est toutefois peu vraisemblable
que Prodrome (n" vers 1000) doive $tre compt" au nombre des p"dants d"nonc"s par Tzetz's, comme
le pr"tend Cook, Zeus cit. II/2, 865 : son profil ne correspond gu're & celui d"crit par Tzetz's, et il
devait $tre en fin de carri're & lí"poque o) ont "t" "crites les lettres 70 et 95, dans les ann"es 1150.
Lí"pigramme de Manuel Phil's Sur un jeune homme nu offrant une image de la Vie semble síinspirer
de Prodrome, plut#t que de Tzetz's : elle a forme dialogu"e, comme les po'mes de Prodrome ("d.
E. Miller, Carmina, I, Paris 1855, 32 : n° 67).
82
Luzzatto signale, dans les commentaires de Tzetz's au texte de Thucydide, diverses traces
de cette marginalit" ñ & commencer par ses critiques virulentes & líencontre du style obscur de líhistorien, v"n"r" comme une idole dans les milieux acad"miques ; il ferait preuve du m$me anticonformisme
en suivant Denys díHalicarnasse, et non Hermog'ne, qui "tait le texte de r"f"rence dans les "coles de
rh"torique (Tzetzes lettore cit. 132-133). Sur ce dernier point, on peut toutefois se demander si líinfluence de Psellos nía pas "t" d"terminante, car lui aussi sí"tait beaucoup int"ress" & líúuvre de Denys
(cf. C. Jouanno, Psellos on Rhetoric, in F. Lauritzen ("d.), Studia Universitatis Babes-Bolyai, Theologia
Orthodoxa LXVI/1 (2021) 217-238 : 223-225 https://doi.org/10.24193/subbto.2021.1.12).
83
Sur lí"gotisme litt"raire de Tzetz's, cf. P. Magdalino, The Empire of Manuel I Komnenos,
1143-1180, Cambridge 1993, 402-403.
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ANNEXES
1. Tableau des r!f!rences de Tzetz"s # Alexandre
åuvres
1

Ep. 18
(au mystikos Nic!phore
Serblias)

Datation/contexte

Nature de la r!f!rence

ca. 1140

Roman díAlexandre I 47
Plutarque, VA 7,3
#lien, HV 12,54
et alii

1148/1150

Alexandre, Lysippe et la
statue de Kairos

Posidippe (Anth. Plan. 275)
Callistrate, Descr. 6 ?

ca. 1150

Portraits díAlexandre par
Stasikrat"s et Lysippe

Plutarque, FA II 2
Roman díAlexandre I 13,3
(h!t!rophtalmie)

= Hist. IV

Alexandre et Buc!phale

Plutarque, VA, 6

= Hist. IV

Motif du « ubi sunt ? »

Commentaire $ Ep. ad Lach. 477
Commentaire $ Ep. ad Lach. 489491

Destruction de Th"bes

6
7

Hist. I 28

8

Hist. III 89-91

Commentaire $ Ep. ad Lach. 578

Assassinat de Darius ;
ch4timent de ses
meurtriers par Alexandre

9

Hist. III 102-111

Commentaire $ Ep. ad Lach. 616617

Alexandre et Candace

3
4
5

Source(s) utilis!e(s) par Tzetz"s

Reconstruction de
Th"bes
et de Stagire

Ep. 70
($ Joseph, higoum"ne du
monast"re du
Pantokrator)
Ep. 76
($ Jean Kostomos)
(Kostomyres ?)
Ep. ad Lachanam 489491
Ep. ad Lachanam 758759
Hist. I 13

2

Source invoqu!e

Alexandre et Buc!phale

« Callisth"ne »
%&' (&)*+,Ì-. %/0
12%&3Û.0
5.-.670 80˘0)9&:
12%&3Û.
Callisth"ne ¡
2);;3.,+ˆ: 2ˆ0 &Ã*
¿-Û;&6: <--&6:

Roman díAlexandre I 46-46a
Roman díAlexandre I 15 et 17
Arrien, Anab. V 19,5

« Callisth"ne »

Roman díAlexandre III 22-23

Roman díAlexandre II 20-21
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Datation/contexte

Nature de la r!f!rence

Source invoqu!e

Commentaire $ Ep. ad Lach. 623

Alexandre et les serpents
díAposisar"s

On!sicrite, díapr"s #lien

Commentaire $ Ep. 6
(au s!baste Isaac Comn"ne)
Commentaire $ Ep. 18
(voir supra)

Alexandre, Harpale et
D!mosth"ne
Destruction et
reconstruction de Th"bes

10

Hist. III 114

11

Hist. VI 37

12

Hist. VII 139

13

Hist. VII 140

Commentaire $ Ep. 18
(voir supra)

Reconstruction de
Stagire

14

Hist. VII 144

Commentaire $ Ep. 19
($ L!on, !v=que de Klokotinitza)

Allusion aux
Imantopodes

15

Hist. VIII 198

Commentaire $ Ep. 42
($ un plagiaire anonyme)

16

Hist. VIII 199

Commentaire $ Ep. 42
(voir supra)

Hist. VIII 200

Commentaire $ Ep. 42
(voir supra)

18

Hist. IX 275

Commentaire $ Ep. 59
($ lí!pouse du grand
hetaireiarchos)

Sur les remparts de
S!miramis $ Babylone

19

Hist. X 322

Commentaire $ Ep. 70
(voir supra)

Sur la statue de Kairos
par Lysippe

17

#motion díAlexandre $
la vue de trois c!l"bres
tableaux
Stasikrat"s repouss! par
Alexandre
Portraits díAlexandre par
Lysippe
Lysippe et la statue de
Kairos

Citation de D!mosth"ne

Apollodore,
Commentaire du
Catalogue des vaisseaux,
l. II
#ph!m!rides díAischrion
(citation)

Source(s) utilis!e(s) par Tzetz"s
#lien, NA 16,39 (= On!sicrite, FGrH
134 F 16a-c)
+ NA 15,21
Source principale : Plutarque,
D!mosth"ne 25-30
Roman díAlexandre I 46-47
D!mosth"ne, Or. 18,41
Plutarque, VA 7,3
#lien, HV 12,54
et alii
Apollodore, FGrH 244 F 157c
Roman díAlexandre III 17,20
#lien, HV 2,2-3
Ptol!m!e Chennos (= Photios, Bibl.
cod. 190, 146b)
Plutarque, FA II 2
Plutarque, FA II 2
Ascl!piade (Anth. Plan. 120) ?
Posidippe (Anth. Plan. 275)

Ct!sias, Clitarque,
Compagnons
díAlexandre, Diodore de
Sicile

Diodore VII 3-5 (citant Ct!sias,
Clitarque et les compagnons
díAlexandre)
Posidippe (Anth. Plan. 275)
Callistrate, Descr. 6 ?
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åuvres

Datation/contexte

Nature de la r!f!rence

Roman díAlexandre I 46-47

Sur Stasikrat"s

Cf. Hist. VIII 199

Hist. X 332

Commentaire $ Ep. 71
($ Jean Sm!niotes)

21

Hist. XI 367

Commentaire $ Ep. 76
(voir supra)

Hist. XI 368

Commentaire $ Ep. 76
(voir supra)

Aspect physique
díAlexandre, ses
portraits par Lysippe et
Stasikrat"s

a. 1138/1145

Alexandre, conqu!rant
de la Perse

23
24
25
26

Ex!g"se de líIliade,
introduction : p. 16,5-8
Papathomopoulos
Ex!g"se de líIliade,
ad I, 19 : p. 123,1-3
Papathomopoulos
Ex!g"se de líIliade,
ad I, 63-64 : p. 170,15-17
Papathomopoulos
Ex!g"se de líIliade,
schol. 3,13 : p. 417,9-15
Papathomopoulos

27

Scholies aux Travaux
díH!siode, ad 414-422

28

Scholies sur le Ploutos
díAristophane, ad 179

29

Scholies sur líAlexandra
de Lycophron,
introduction

Source(s) utilis!e(s) par Tzetz"s

Histoire de Th"bes :
fondation, destruction et
reconstruction

20

22

Source invoqu!e

>3)--+?%.6 @A26 ($
propos de la
physionomie
díAlexandre)

Roman díAlexandre I 13,3
Plutarque, FA II 2
Ascl!piade (Anth. Plan. 120) ?

Alexandre, conqu!rant
de la Perse
Pr!sage annonBant la
mort díAlexandre (lion
tu! par un 4ne)
Alexandre se d!barrasse
de líouvrage de ZoCle
contre Hom"re
a. 1138/1140

avant 1140

Bonne odeur
díAlexandre et de
Tzetz"s
Pr!sence de la courtisane
LaCs aupr"s díAlexandre
en Asie
Alexandre cit! comme
point de rep"re
chronologique

Plutarque, VA 73,6 et 77,2-5
Roman díAlexandre III 17,31 (Ioulos)
et III 31-32 (empoisonnement)

Th!ophraste

Plutarque, VA 4,4-6 (díapr"s
Aristox"ne de Tarente et
Th!ophraste)
+ Quaest. conv. 623c ?
Schol. vet. Plut. 179 Chantry
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Datation/contexte

233

Nature de la r!f!rence

Source invoqu!e
&1 %Ï: D-+EÌ0F3&)
@3ÌE+6:
2);;3.GÌ9+0&6

Source(s) utilis!e(s) par Tzetz"s
Schol. vet. Lyc. 704 Leone (sans r!f.
aux compagnons díAlexandre)
Cf. Lucien, Le Ma$tre de rh!torique
7
Philostrate, VApoll. II 10
Roman díAlexandre III 4,8
Schol. vet. Lyc. 803 Leone
Cf. Diod. XVII 1,5
Plut. VA 2,1
Arrien, Anab. I 11,8 ; III 3,2 ; IV 11,6

30

Scholies sur líAlexandra,
ad 704

Prise de la roche Aornis

31

Scholies sur líAlexandra,
ad 803

G!n!alogie díAlexandre

32

Scholies sur líAlexandra,
ad 887

Construction de portes
díairain pour fermer le
d!fil! des Monts
Caspiens

« Jos"phe le Juif »

Flavius Jos"phe, Guerre des Juifs,
VII 4

G!n!alogie díAlexandre

Th!opompe et Pyrandros

Schol. vet. Lyc. 1439 Leone
Cf. Th!opompe, FGrH 115 F 355

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Scholies sur líAlexandra,
ad 1439
Scholies sur líAlexandra,
ad 1442
Scholies sur líAlexandra,
ad 1446
Trait! Sur les m"tres,
!d. Cramer, Anecdota,
III, 302, vv. 28-29
Epitom% rh%torik%,
!d. Walz, III, 682
Epitom% rh%torik%,
!d. Walz, III, 683-684
Commentaire sur
Hermog"ne, !d. Cramer,
Anecdota, IV, 101-102

G!n!alogie díAlexandre

Schol. vet. Lyc. 1442a Leone

Alexandre cit! comme
point de rep"re
chronologique

Schol. vet. Lyc. 1446b Leone

Hommage fun"bre $
H!phaCstion

Plut. VA 72,3
(cf. P!lopidas 34,1)

Alexandre invit! en r=ve
$ ne pas croire aux r=ves

Hermog"ne, #tats de cause I 102

Prise de la roche Aornis
Alexandre met en vente
ses prisonniers th!bains

Concerne en fait la roche de Sogdiane
Cf. Arrien, Anab. IV 18-19
Ps.-Hermog"ne, LíInvention III 11
Cf. Diod. XVII 4,4
Plut. VA 11,12
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2. Hist. XI 368 : !"# $"%&ı'()*+,- .)Ú $"%&,"&Ì/0*,- 12 3*Ô4)25&,- ¡ +Ô6)(QuíAlexandre le Grand avait les yeux vairons et le cou inclin! díun c"t!)
7 8)9#*%ˆ- ¡ +:6#9",- 3*:4)25&,- ;#*<==,>,
6*)>.Ù2 "Ù2 ?2) ¿'()*+Ù2 @/%#2 (&>**%A")# =B9#,
+:*)2) 5Ó "Ù2 ?"%&,2. C,A- ¿'()*+,A- ",#,D",-.
Æ2 5Ó .)Ú 9#+,"&E/0*,- .)Ú =)&)"&)/0*F2 5:,
·9"% 5,.%A2 =&Ù- ,Ã&)2Ù2 G2)"%2<H%#2 ",D",2.
C,#,D",2 .)Ú ¡ IJ9#==,- G.%A2,2 G/)*.,J&6%#.
K)Ú ",J",> 5Ó 3*:4)25&,- G=:/)#&%2 %L.M9#2,
¢ N")9#.&E",>- =*E9+)9# O%>5:9#, ">',>+:2,#-.
À"# 5í 12 ¡ 3*:4)25&,- ",#,D",- "P2 L5:)2,
50*,A .)Ú "Ù G=<6&)++) !=%& ">6/E2%# "M5%Q
ìRÃ5E9,2"# 5í @,#.%2 ¡ /E*.%,- G- S<) *%J99T2,
6B2 Õ=í G+Ó "<(%+)#, U%D, 9ˆ 5í V*>+=,2 @/%.î

90

95

100

Le trWs grand roi Alexandre, fils de Philippe, avait, X ce que tout le monde raconte,
un úil bleu et líautre noir. Tel Ytait-il en ce qui concerne les yeux. Par ailleurs, il
avait le cou penchY et dYviY sur le cZtY, si bien quíil paraissait avoir le regard tournY
vers le ciel. Cíest prYcisYment ainsi que Lysippe líavait reprYsentY en bronze, et
Alexandre apprYciait ses portraits plus que les figures mensongWres, prYtentieuses de
StasikratWs. QuíAlexandre avait bien telle apparence, cíest ce que prouve líYpigramme suivante : « Cette statue de bronze, regardant en direction de Zeus, ressemble X quelquíun qui va dire : ìJe soumets la terre X mon pouvoir, Zeus ; toi, garde
líOlympe !î »
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3. Ep. 70 : # líhigoum$ne du monast$re du Pantokrator, kyr Joseph
3*%4E25&[ =,"Ó "F2 \).%5M2T2 "] 8)9#*%A =)&)5&)+M2"# .)#&Ù2 .)Ú +%")+:*,> =%A&)2 *)8M2"# =)&^2 G.%A2,- ¡ =*E9"0- ¡ IJ9#==,-, N#.>_2#,- 5í 12
¡ `2a&, (%#M")"% 5:9=,"), ›- ,–"í `.<25>2,2 $_&) "Ù 8)9#*:) G*:6/%#2, ,–"%
+P2 =E2"0 `Ha+#,2 "Ù +P "P2 $":&T2 5#)+)&"<)2 $":&,#- =,#%A9()# 5#5E9.)*,2, "P2 `+',":&T2 .).<)2 G.=%'%>6^- 9,'F- `+'M"%&) @5&)9%2. G2
%L.M2# .)Ú 6Ï& "Ù2 /&M2,2 `6)*+)"_9)- "M2 "% 8)9#*:) "] +P 5,.%A2 G*:6/%#2 .,9+<T- G4a*%64% .)Ú "] .,#2] "F2 `2(&_=T2 =&)."#.P2 ",D *,#=,D "P2
%L.M2) =)&)<2%9#2 .)")*:*,#=%2. @/%# 5Ó ,Õ"T9Ú "Ù %L.M2#9+). b2(&T=M- "#¡ /&M2,- G.%<2[ 5%50+#,J&60")# =&,.M+#,2 @/T2 8&)/J, "Ï 5í b**) ¿=#9(,'E*).&,- .)Ú .T'Ù- c.)2F-, ›- @9"#2 %L.E9)#, .)Ú 6>+2M- G9"#2 ›- 5#,*#9()<2T2 .)Ú `2)'a-Q 8:80.% 5Ó G=Ú 9')<&)- %Ã5&M+,> "#2Ù- +%")&&#="EHT2
)Ã",D ",A- =,9Ú2 G.%<202 ¿4>.#2a"T-, ›- d "F2 =,5F2 Õ=)#2<""%")# =":&T9#-. G.%<2,> 5Ó .)"M=#2 ?"%&,- 5%50+#,J&60")# b2(&T=,- %Ã"M2[ .%/&0+:2,8)5<9+)"# /%A&E "% L5<)2 G."%<2T2, G.%A2,2 ›- 9>**0OM+%2,- .)Ú ",D",2
+%").)*,J+%2,-, ›- "Ù `2%9=)9+:2,2 )Ã",D "F2 /%#*:T2 50*,AQ ¡ 5Ó =)&:&/%")< "% .)Ú ,e/%")# .)Ú .T'%JT2 ,Ã. G=)f%#, +E/)#&)2 5Ó ¿&:6%# =&Ù- "Ù
.)"M=#2 G=)2)"%<2T2 "P2 /%A&), .)").)&5<,>- =*06Ï- )L2#""M+%2,-, )µ=%&
Un jour quíAlexandre, roi des MacYdoniens, avait laissY Ychapper une occasion et
en Yprouvait du repentir, le fameux sculpteur Lysippe, prYsent X ses cZtYs ñ líhomme
Ytait de Sicyone, trWs saint magtre ñ, comme il voyait quíil níYtait pas sans danger de
faire des reproches au roi ni tout X fait exempt de blhme de ne pas instruire les uns
des erreurs des autres, Yvita les inconvYnients de líune et líautre position, en prenant
habilement líune et líautre : de fait, ayant sculptY une image du temps, il administra
en toute dYcence une leion au roi, sans avoir líair de lui faire des reproches et, au
commun des hommes, il a laissY pour líavenir cette image en guise de recommandation en acte. La statue se prYsente ainsi : il a faionnY le temps comme un homme,
ayant une courte touffe de cheveux sur le front, mais pour le reste chauve X líarriWre
de la tjte, et passablement sourd, comme on peut le conjecturer ; et il est nu, parce
que fuyant et impalpable. Il se tient sur une sphWre qui se meut aisYment et, avec ses
pieds, la fait tourner vivement de cZtY et díautre, comme le suggWrent les ailes quíil
porte aux pieds. DerriWre lui, est faionnY un autre homme, X la dYmarche Ylastique,
Ytendant sa main pour le saisir et le faire revenir X lui, comme líindique la contraction
de ses lWvres. Mais lui passe son chemin, síYloigne et, sourd, ne lui prjte pas attention ; il tend un couteau vers líarriWre, la main dirigYe vers le haut, suggYrant les
coups en plein cúur
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G66<2,2")# ",A- /&M2,> .)(>9"%&<H,>9#2. ,—"T =T- 9,'F- ¡ IJ9#==,- G2,>(:"09% +P .)(>9"%&<H%#2 .)#&,D, ",#)J"k "Ù2 /&M2,2 `2)9"0*_9)- 6&)'l,
.m2 `.)#&06,&,D2"%- 5,.0"<)# "#2Ó- `.&<"T- %n2)# 8<,> ")J"02 =)&)*0&F9#2 %L.M2#9+), +P 9>2#:2"%- ›- =,**,Ú +Ó2 .`. "F2 .)"M=#2 8<,2 .)":9/,2,
,Ã5:2%- ƒ2"%- "Ù =&M"%&,2 %e"% +:"&#) @/,2"%-, /&M2,2 5Ó =)&,#/M+%2,2 .)Ú
"Ï =&,":&[ /&M2[ =&)/(:2") .)Ú (%] +%")=,#o9)# `5J2)",2. !(%2 .)Ú ¡
RÃ9<"0- ë"<- b2 +% (%<0 .)"Ï +o2) "F2 =&Ú2í @*%6%2 ëd+%&F2í, `**í ,Ã .)"Ï
8<,2 ¢ =*,D",2 "Ù2 =&<2Q 8<,2 6Ï& .&%<""T .`.%A2,- G- —9"%&,2 %”&%, /&M2,2
5Ó "Ù2 =&Ú2 ,Ã5)+F-. ",#)J"0 +Ó2 d G. "o- %L.M2,- "o- I>9#==%<)- =)&)<2%9#- d =%&Ú ",D +P .)(>9"%&<H%#2 /&M2,> ",D 5:,2",-, ß- "] G=#"#+<[ ?"%&,#
@2,/,# ƒ2"%- —9"%&,2 ,n5í !"# G."Ù- d+B- .)(%9"0.M")- )L"<)- "o- ,µ)- 5a
"#2,- Õ=)#"<,>- =,#a9,2")#, (%#M")"% 5:9=,")Q `2)<"#,- 6Ï& =&Ù- "Ï- ",#)J")- =)&)5&,+Ï- .)Ú CH:"H0- .)Ú IJ9#==,-, ¡ +Ó2 p=)4 `2)9"0*_9)- "Ù
b6)*+), G6^ 5Ó ,Ã. ¿*#6E.#- ")D") =,**,A- 2,>(%"F2.
portYs X ceux qui prennent du retard sur le temps. Cíest ainsi, sans doute, que Lysippe, sagement, recommanda de ne pas prendre de retard sur líoccasion, en rYalisant
pareille reprYsentation figurYe du temps, mjme si, síexprimant X tort et X travers,
certains prYtentieux dYraisonnent, en affirmant sans discernement que cíest une
image de la vie, sans comprendre que beaucoup ont rYussi leur vie, aprWs coup, alors
quíauparavant ils níYtaient rien ou níavaient quíune mYdiocre fortune, tandis quíil
est impossible mjme X Dieu de modifier le temps passY et ce qui a YtY fait antYrieurement. Cíest prYcisYment pourquoi líhomme díAusitide disait : « Qui me replacera
au mois des jours díantan ? » (Job 29,2) et non X la vie ou X la richesse díantan : car
lui aussi <re>trouva une vie meilleure par la suite, mais nullement le temps passY
(cf. Hist. X 323). Telle est la recommandation X tirer de líimage de Lysippe concernant le fait de ne pas prendre de retard sur le temps nYcessaire. ExposYs par la suite
X sa sanction, díautres, je le sais, nous incrimineront, alors que nous sommes exempts
de toute espWce de responsabilitY, trWs saint magtre : car ni TzetzWs ni Lysippe ne sont
coupables de telles erreurs de parcours, líun ayant faionnY une bonne fois pour toutes
cette statue, tandis que moi, jíadresse frYquemment ces recommandations X beaucoup de gens.

John of all trades:
The !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- and Tzetzesí ëdidacticí programme

The !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- (Little-Big Iliad)1, the early work by John Tzetzes, consists of two complementary parts: a poem (1,676 hexameters) that summarises the
entire Trojan War, and numerous scholia in which the verses are clarified. Leone
published a new complete edition of the text2 and several articles3 which elucidate
the textual tradition and Tzetzesí sources. Because of the increasing attention of
scholars towards the role and the methods of education in the Middle Byzantine
* I sincerely thank Enrico Emanuele Prodi for the organisation of the conference and for the
careful reading of this article. I also want to thank Alberto, Martina, and Stefano for their reading and
suggestions. This work is dedicated to Athos, who stood by my side until his very last moment.
1
On the title, see P.L.M. Leone, I «Carmina Iliaca» di Giovanni Tzetzes, «QC» VI/12 (1984)
377-405: 382-386; M. Cardin, Teaching Homer through (annotated) poetry, in R.C. Simms (ed.),
Brillís Companion to Prequels, Sequels, and Retellings of Classical Epics, Leiden-Boston 2018, 90114: 94 n. 12; U. Mondini, Composing the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")-. Macro- and microstructure of a Byzantine Homeric poem, «ByzZ» CXIV/1 (2021) 325-354: 350-353.
2
P.L.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Carmina Iliaca, Catania 1995. A translation (with introduction and notes) limited to the poetic section is published in Id., Giovanni Tzetzes. La leggenda troiana
(Carmina Iliaca), Lecce-Brescia 2015. The poem is a carmen continuum, not divided into three parts
(the so-called Antehomerica, Homerica et Posthomerica), as already Leone, Carmina cit. 385-386 demonstrated. Nevertheless, he published the text of the poem and the scholia divided into three parts and,
for this reason, the quotations will follow this tripartition (abbreviated as Carm. Il. I/II/III for the poetic
text; schol. Carm. Il. I/II/III for the scholia). The Greek text available on the TLG is the outdated edition
by F.S. Lehrs, Joannis Tzetzae Antehomerica, Homerica et Posthomerica, in F.S. Lehrs-J.F. D.bner,
Hesiodi Carmina, Paris 1840; the scholia are not online.
3
P.L.M. Leone, Note sulle fonti dei /$01#), «Athena» LXXIX (1983/1984) 213-217; Id.,
Noterelle tzetziane, in Lirica greca da Archiloco a Elitis. «Studi in onore di Filippo Maria Pontani»,
Padova 1984, 249-258; Id., Carmina cit.; Id., Sulla tradizione manoscritta dei Carmina Iliaca di
Giovanni Tzetzes (IV), «Orpheus» n.s. V/2 (1984) 357-381; Id., Noterelle tzetziane (II), «QC» VII/14
(1985) 285-292; Id., Noterelle tzetziane (III), ibid. 293-309; Id., Sulla tradizione manoscritta dei
Carmina Iliaca di Giovanni Tzetzes (III), «234567"6)» XIII/2 (1985) 773-786; Id., Sulla tradizione
manoscritta dei Carmina Iliaca di Giovanni Tzetzes [I], in «Studi albanologici, balcanici, bizantini e
orientali in onore di Giuseppe Valentini, S.J.», Firenze 1986, 295-346; Id., Sulla tradizione manoscritta
dei Carmina Iliaca di Giovanni Tzetzes (II), «Athena» LXXX/1 (1989) 197-219; Id., Uníepitome del
Carmina Iliaca di Giovanni Tzetzes, «Rivista di Bizantinistica (Rivista di Studi Bizantini e Slavi VII)»
I/1 (1991) 11-16; Id., Noterelle tzetziane (IV), «Rivista di Bizantinistica (Rivista di Studi Bizantini e
Slavi VII)» I/2 (1991) 24-27; Id., Noterelle tzetziane (V), «QC» VI (2007) 19-27.
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period, the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- is slowly gaining the consideration that this unique
text deserves4.
The historical framework of its composition is depicted by the author himself.
Sometime in his mid-twenties5, Tzetzes was forced to go back to Constantinople
from Thessaly apparently because of the wife of the doux Isaac, his former patron6.
The aim of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- is to prove that Tzetzes was a ëJohn of all tradesí
as well as a master of everything to enter the world of Comnenian Auftragsdichter7.
2. An ambitious ouverture
. /0$12 /%"+34-, 5"*%6723%&%- 82 #0Ú 39- ‹5'*':0- 3;2 2<=2 5$%23:>=2, 6?2%/3"#;- 3@2 /A602 ,*")B0 C2 3D /0$%76E F:F*G CH<I'3%.
J"*K&+$%- BÓ 'L/'$ 3"- M**%- 3'*;2, C/'"B4 3"20- '—$"6#' 3Ù2 À&+$%2
*<(%230- B0"&%2"NB'"- B%H)>'"2 I'%7-, %Ã &@2 BÓ 3Ï- O?P"#Ï- B?2)&'"Loving brevity and taking care of the benefit of the young, this poet exposed
synoptically the entire Iliad in the present book. As he is fond of Homer, he
discovered some saying that Homer believes in demonic gods, omitting that
he defines as gods psychic forces,
T. Braccini, Erudita invenzione: riflessioni sulla Piccola grande Iliade di Giovanni Tzetze,
«IFilolClass» IX (2009/2010) 151-173; Id., Mitografia e miturgia femminile a Bisanzio: il caso di Giovanni Tzetze, «QRO» III (2010) 88-105; Id., Riscrivere líepica: Giovanni Tzetze di fronte al ciclo
troiano, «CentoPagine» V (2011) 43-57; P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the Blemish Examiners. A
Byzantine Teacher on Schedography, Everyday Language and Writerly Disposition, «MEG» XVII
(2017) 1-57; V.F. Lovato, Portrait de h!ros, portrait dí!rudit : Jean Tzetz"s et la tradition des eikonismoi, ibid. 137-156; F. Conca, Líesegesi di Tzetzes ai Carmina Iliaca, fra tradizione e innovazione,
«Koinonia» XLII (2018) 75-114; Cardin, o.c.; M. Savio, Polemica e invettiva nelle opere di Giovanni
Tzetze: screditare i concorrenti e pubblicizzare líìeccellenza tzetzianaî, «RFIC» CXLVI/1 (2018)
181-238; Ead., Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza,
Roma 2020; Mondini, Composing cit.; Id., La grandiosa ira di Achille in miniatura. Tensioni tra grande
e piccolo nella !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- di Giovanni Tzetze, in P. Piacentini et al., (S)proporzioni. Taglia
e scala tra testo e immagine (forthcoming).
5
On the chronology of Tzetzesí early career, see G. Hart, De Tzetzarum nomine, vitis, scriptis, Lipsiae 1889, 13; H. Giske, De Ioannis Tzetzae scriptis ac vita, Rostock 1881, 52-53; C. Wendel,
Tzetzes. Joannes, in RE VIIA/2 (1948) 1959-2010: 1961-1962.
6
Braccini, Erudita cit. 154-155 compares this story with those of Joseph and Bellerophon.
7
See P.A. Agapitos quoted in Conca, o.c. 76 n. 4; A. Rhoby, Ioannes Tzetzes als Auftragsdichter, «GLB» XV/2 (2010) 155-170. See also E. Cullhed, The Blind Bard and ëIí: Homeric Biography
and Authorial Personas in the Twelfth Century, «BMGS» XXXVIII/1 (2014) 49-67. The complex
problem of the audience of !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- will be dealt with later in this paper (§4).
4
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#0Ú 3%ˆ- Q63<$0- #0Ú 3Ï 63%"P'R0 #0Ú 3%ˆ- 6%5%ˆ- C2:%3' #0Ú 3%ˆF06"*'R- *<('"2 I'%7-, 3%S3% B'"#2ˆ- #0Ú Q203$</=2 3Ù2 *9$%2 0Ã3;2,
P$"63"02"#N303%- 82, #0Ú C2 3%R- T&'3<$%"- P$K2%"- U0**"K/0- #0Ú
!%760- #0Ú I'%7- 5+6" #0Ú 0Ã3K-, B'"#2ˆ- /)23=- C# 3%73=2 ›- #0Ú
À&+$%- %—3= 30S30 /)230 C*)&F02'2.
(schol. Carm. Il. p. 101,1-10 Leone)
stars, natural elements, and even wise men and kings. Therefore, the author
clarifies all these issues and demolishes their delirium. Whilst remaining a
proper Christian, he himself mentions Calliope and Muses and gods at the
present time, thus demonstrating that Homer also perceived all these aspects
in this way.
This text is fundamental for the correct understanding of Tzetzesí literary
operation, as the author offers to the reader the motivation as well as the basic tools
to understand his work8.
Its longer part is dedicated to a poetic statement that stands for the second
motivation of the composition. Because he is 5"*K&+$%-9, Tzetzes wants to defend
Homer from the accusations of believing in B0"&%2"NB'"- I'%7- when the Poet just
wanted to depict some aspects of reality through the lens of allegory. To demonstrate
Homerís innocence, Tzetzes uses the same allegorical means in his own poem as
found in the epics to prove that reference to fictional demons in literature does not
make the author less of a Christian. His more subtle overall point is that, in the
8
Cf. [Psell.] Poem. 14 Westerink, a pseudepigraphic composition written by a certain Ioannikios, an author probably close to Prodromos (see C. Gallavotti, Nota sulla schedografia di Moscopulo
e suoi precedenti fino a Teodoro Prodromo, «BollClass» III/4 (1983) 3-35: 22), which talks about the
basic features of iambic metre. In ms. Vindob. theol. gr. 287 [Diktyon 71954], f. 25r, the poem is
complemented by a scholion to v. 2 which offers the key to understanding the content of the poem and
the characteristics of the iambs explained in it. The text of the scholion is edited by W. Studemund,
Anecdota varia Graeca et Latina, I, Berlin 1886, 198-199. On the topic, see W. H8randner, The
Byzantine didactic poem ñ A neglected literary genre?, in F. Bernard-K. Demoen (edd.), Poetry and Its
Contexts in Eleventh-century Byzantium, Farnham 2012, 55-67: 62, and Id., Teaching with verse in
Byzantium, in W. H8randner-A. Rhoby-N. Zagklas (edd.), A Companion to Byzantine Poetry, Leiden
2019, 459-486: 467-468. In contemporary Western literature, troubadours and Latin poets often attached prose ëmotivationsí (razos) to their compositions in which the reason and the purpose of their
literary work are explained.
9
By calling himself 9"*:&+$%-, Tzetzes claims a deep knowledge of Homeric poems and of
their inner features. In Eusthatios, 9"*:&+$%- is used for Sophocles, an imitator of Homeric style (e.g.
in Il. I 695,15-16 van der Valk), but also for Alexander the Great and Cassander, who were lovers of
his poems and imitators of their ;<%- (e.g. in Il. I 727,6-7 van der Valk).
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Byzantine mindset, allegory is an inherent feature of Homeric poetics and not exclusively an interpretative tool of the moderns10. In order to compose a poem in proper
Homeric style, Tzetzes is compelled to use allegory because it is a crucial feature of
the genre of Homeric poetry, one without which poems cannot be considered epics11.
At the same time, his statement unveils Tzetzesí poetic choice perhaps also in order
to pre-empt potential criticisms of hidden paganism (P$"63"02"#N303%- ‡2)12.
Although scholars mainly tried to understand the meaning of Tzetzesí declaration of intents on allegory, the opening sentence is equally noteworthy. J"*%6723%&%- ‡2 is connected to 5"*K&+$%- both by the B< that follows the latter and by the
identical first element of the two compounds. Although different in length, the two
sentences have the same importance in the scholion: through the first one, Tzetzes
explains the literary operation behind the whole !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")-; through the
second, his choice to write according to ëHomericí allegory.
The claim to be 5"*%6723%&%- is crucial to understand both the scholion and
the poem. In rhetorical tradition, 6?23%&:0 is one of the key elements of a wellexecuted B"4(+6"-13. Tzetzes is aware of this tradition14, as can be seen from the
quotation of Aphth. II 4 Q$'30Ú (Ï$ B"+(46'=- 3<660$'-V 60542'"0, 6?23%&:0,
/"I02K3+- #0Ú ¡ 3;2 ¿2%&)3=2 W**+2"6&K- (ìthe virtues of narration are clarity,
conciseness, persuasiveness, and the correct use of Greek wordsî) in schol. Carm.
See Exeg. Il. pp. 44,16-45,9 Papathomopoulos. The only comprehensive study on Byzantine
allegory is P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo), Milano
1991; see also A. Goldwyn, Theory and method in John Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad and Allegories
of the Odyssey, «Scandinavian Journal of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies» III (2017) 141-171.
However, there is still much work to do on allegory and its significance in the Byzantine mindset as
well as on its use in teaching and in literary composition. On allegory in Tzetzesí early works, see
Braccini, Riscrivere cit.; Id., Erudita cit. 160-163; Cardin, o.c. 101-104.
11
Braccini, Riscrivere cit. 43-45; Id., Erudita cit. 164-167 and Cardin, o.c. 96 (quoting schol.
Hes. Op. p. 13,7-14 Gaisford). Cardin, ibid. n. 18 registers the occurrences of Tzetzesí list of the four
features of epic poetry, to which should be added schol. Exeg. Il. 45,1, pp. 452,8-453,15 Papathomopoulos.
12
Leone, Carmina cit. 381.
13
On =">(+?"-, see F. Berardi, La retorica degli esercizi preparatori. Glossario ragionato
dei Progymnasmata, Hildesheim 2017, 80-96.
14
See e.g. schol. Hermog. in An. Ox. p. IV, 5,25-34 Cramer, where he quotes Aphth. II 1 to
explain Hermogenes. Some marginalia to Aphthonius preceded by a rubricated /4@74%3 are preserved
in ms. Vindob. phil. gr. 130 [Diktyon 71244], ff. 8r-83r: see Wendel, o.c. 1989-1990 n. 24; H. Hunger,
Katalog der griechischen Handschriften der #sterreichischen Nationalbibliothek, I, Vienna 1961, 238.
Tthe notes attributed to Tzetzes are always in the margins, although Aphthoniusí text is surrounded by
long exegetical explanations by John Doxopatres and John Sardianos (= A7@$%3 BC+(+7%D, see H.
Rabe, Ioannis Sardiani commentarium in Aphthonii progymnasmata, Leipzig 1928, iv-ix).
10
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Il. I 20a Leone, at the beginning of the narrative part of his poem15. X?23%&:0 means
conciseness16, through which the topic is plainly and openly narrated in its entirety,
omitting all negligible details17. For this reason, 6?23%&:0 is mostly related with
60542'"018 as the clarity of a speech usually depends on the ability to get straight
to the point. In most of its occurrences, the term is considered a synonym of F$0P?*%(:019, although the former is normally referred to a whole text20, while the latter
is confined to a section21. In both cases, redundancy and fragmentation must be strictly avoided22. In this sense, it is very important to notice that several scholia to the
Iliad and the Odyssey underline and praise Homeric expedients to create 6?23%&:0
in versification23; Homer himself is often depicted as a poet of few, accurate words24.
The adjective 5"*%6723%&%- has over thirty occurrences. Among them, four
major literary authorities are called 5"*%6723%&%": Hippocrates as author of apophthegmata (ps.-Gal. De victus ratione in morbis acutis ex Hippocratis sententia, p.
XIX, 185,10-12 KYhn); Aristotle according to Olympiodorusí commentary on Categories (31,6 Busse and, possibly as a consequence, Psell. Or. min. 37,48 Littlewood);
Ptolemy according to Theon (Comm. Ptol. Alm. 284.14-16 Rome); Dionysios Thrax
(schol. Vat. in GG I/3, 162,10 Hilgard); Hermogenes in an anonymous commentary
(RhG VII/2, 720 Walz).
In these passages, the adjective 5"*%6723%&%- has a consistent meaning and
it is used by the commentator to explain an obscurity. In the mind of the commentator, the author deliberately omits sections and words in order to be concise for the
sake of brevity25. It should be stressed that, in these cases, the 5"*%6?23%&:0 repreSee also schol. Hermog. in An. Ox. pp. IV, 58-62 Cramer, on which see infra.
For the cohesiveness implied by ?367%&E5, see Et.Gud. s.v. FG+*'(@0-, 165.17-18 De
Stefani and Tz. schol. Hermog. in An. Ox. p. IV, 9.17-20 Cramer.
17
Berardi, o.c. 273-276. See also C. Kallendorf, Historisches W#rterbuch der Rhetorik, II,
53-60, s.v. Brevitas.
18
Berardi, o.c. 260-263.
19
See schol. Eur. Or. 640 Schwartz.
20
See e.g. schol. Hermog. in An. Ox. pp. IV, 51-52 Cramer.
21
But, for example, Tzetzes considers asyndeton an expedient of ?367%&E5, see schol. Carm.
Il. I 84 Leone.
22
See e.g. Arist. Rhet. 1414a 25-26 and ps.-Dem. Eloc. 103,1-3. Hermog. Progymn. 3,1-2
Rabe defines H$'E5 as an FG%&6+&:6'3&5 Ö ?I67%&%6 ;H%6 =>*0?"6, ìa record Ö that contains a
concise explanationî.
23
See e.g. schol. Il. I 110a1-2 Erbse; Greg. Naz. Epist. 54,1; Eust. in Il. III 466,31-33 van der
Valk.
24
See Eust. in Il. I 3.22-24 van der Valk.
25
E.g. Olymp. in Cat. 46,22-33; Sophr. Excerpt. ex Io. Char. in GG IV/2, 387,21-22 Hilgard;
schol. Vat. Dion.Thr. in GG I/3, 162,10 Hilgard.
15
16
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sents a positive quality of authors, according to the theory of 6?23%&:0 as one of the
four essentials of B"4(+6"-. Nevertheless, sometimes 6?23%&:0 can inadvertently
create problems for readers if they do not have the tools to interpret allusions and
omissions of the text. From the perspective of the less-educated reader, this type of
authors could seem too concise; hence, the commentator elucidates unclear or
apparently incongruous passages26. However, commented authors are generally not
to blame for conciseness since their only purpose was to simplify and abridge the
topic in question. In an anonymous commentary to the Hermogenic On Invention,
the 5"*%6?23%&:0 of the author is strictly related to his didactic aim (RhG VII/2,
729,23-24 Walz): 5"*%6723%&%- %“2 Õ/)$P=2 ¡ 3'P2"#Ù- [sc. Z$&%(<2+-] B"B06#0*"#N3'$%2 *K(%2 C#3"I<&'2%- #3*. (ìHermogenes loves brevity and exposes
a rather didactic discourseî).
Tzetzes willingly exploits this rhetorical tradition to depict his !"#$%&'()*+
,*")- as a perfect example of metrical narration that is meant to be beneficial to the
youth. In fact, the use of the verb C#3:I+&" in the opening scholion is meant to recall
the Hermogenic definition of narration: Hermog. Prog. 2.1-2 3Ù B"4(+&0 F%7*%230"
'[20" \#I'6"2 /$)(&03%- ('(%2K3%- ¢ ›- ('(%2K3%- (= Aphth. II 1 B"4(+&)
C63"2 \#I'6"- /$)(&03%- ('(%2K3%- ¢ ›- ('(%2K3%-)27. This verb stands for ëto
select, to set out in orderí and may be used to mean the composition of texts in general (see LSJ9 s.v. C#3:I+&")28.
In this self-representation between Homeric and rhetorical tradition29, Tzetzes
is displaying synoptically the entire Iliad (3@2 /A602 ,*")B0 6?2%/3"#;-)30. The
adverb 6?2%/3"#;- is used by Tzetzes two other times. In Hist. XI 369, whilst talk26
T. Conley, Byzantine teaching on figures and tropes: An introduction, «Rhetorica» IV/4
(1986), 335-374, especially 335-348. Commentators often aim to level out the differences in
authoritative rhetorical sources, see e.g. schol. Vat. Dion.Thr. in GG I/3, 162,10 Hilgard.
27
ìThe tale (= =">(+&5) is meant to be the exposition of a thing that occurred or as if it
occurredî. The meaning of =">(+&5 is explained immediately afterwards, Hermog. Progymn. 2,4-8
Rabe. Following Hermogenic classification, the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- is clearly not a =">(+&5, but a
=">(+?"-. However, the distinction between =">(+&5 and =">(+?"- is volatile in commentaries (e.g.
anon. in RhG VII/2, 729,24-25 Walz =">(+?E- B?7"6 ;#<'?"- G$5(&)706 ('(%6:706 ¢ ›- ('(%6:706).
28
Cf. Prol. com. I 160-163 in W.J.W. Koster, Scholia in Aristophanem IA: Prolegomena de
comoedia, Groningen 1975, 31 (ch. XIa).
29
In his (partly) lost work the Logismoi, Tzetzes criticised passages from Hermogenes, as he
reveals in Hist. XI 369. See the chapter by Aglae Pizzone in this volume, focussing specifically on the
G$%#57)?75?"-.
30
Conca, o.c. 75-76 briefly focuses on the problem of ?I6%J"- as a form of poetry, but on
synopsis in Byzantine poetry see F. Bernard, Writing and Reading Byzantine Secular Poetry, 10251081, Oxford 2014, 238-240.
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ing about Hermogenes, Tzetzes repeats three times that, in the second book of On
Invention, the rhetor recommends not to begin directly with the narration (B"4(+6"-)
after a preamble (/$%%:&"%2), because it would appear as a lack of skill (vv. 205207, 223-227, 262-264); on the contrary, he says that the narration should begin after
a /$%#03)6306"- and a /$%B"4(+6"- (vv. 208-209, 229-230, 266-267) that must
report synoptically (6?2%/3"#;-) what the narration is about to tell31. In Ep. 92 (p.
132,23-26 Leone), Aetios is praised because he ìcompiled many medical remedies
by ancient doctors 6?2%/3"#;-î, i.e. he assembled and redrafted ancient remedies
by other authors and he succeeded to produce a useful collection because of his clear
knowledge of the whole subject.
The same meaning is attested in other sources, too. Michael Psellos wrote
several metrical 6?2KO'"-32 in which he gives an account of complex subjects in
rather few verses33. For example, Psellos closes his pentadecasyllabic 672%O"- 39]+3%$"#9- (Poem. 7, Synopsis of Rhetoric, dedicated to Michael VII Doukas) with
the following verses:
û63= (%S2 6%" 3'P27B$"%2 T 672%O"- 39- 3<P2+-,
'Ã672%/3K2 3" &)I+&0, 6723%&%2, 3'3&+&<2%2,
(*?#73+3%- Q2)&'63%2, P)$"3%- /'/*+6&<2%2,
TB?'/<-, TB75I%((%2, TB?&'*Ó- C#3K/=-,
›- ^2 #0Ú /0:>=2 *%("#;- #'$B0:2E- 3" 3%S *K(%?.

545

Here is your little literary work, the synopsis of rhetoric, a teaching easily
taken in by the mind, concise, delimited, full of pleasantness, filled with grace,
written with extraordinarily sweet verses, tongue and singing. As a result, you
may benefit from this poem when you compose your own discourses.
Poem. 7,541-542 Westerink closely resembles Poem. 3,1-2 Westerink, dedicated to Constantine IX Monomachos:

31
Hist. XI 369, 231-238 (talking about =">(+?"-). On Hist. 369, see Agapitos, o.c. 22-27, and
Aglae Pizzoneís contribution to this volume.
32
Psell. Poem. 3, 6, 7, 8 Westerink, cf. Bernard, o.c. 70-71. On the problems linked to Poem.
9 Westerink, see H8randner, o.c. 61.
33
Cf. his praise to the dead John Xiphilinos, Psell. Or. 3 22.58-65.
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B<P%? #0Ú 3Ù2 I'&<*"%2 3;2 #0Ií T&A- B%(&)3=2,
6723%&%2 #0Ú 6?2%/3"#Ù2 #0Ú /'$"('($0&&<2%2.
Receive the basic knowledge of our dogmas, which are concise, synoptical
and circumscribed.
Michael Psellos closes the second 672%O"- dedicated to Michael VII Doukas
(Poem. 8,1405-1410 Westerink, 672%O"- 3;2 2K&=2) with a very similar section:
_$#'R 6%" 30S30, B<6/%30, 3;2 2K&=2 '`$+&<20
Ö
a)23=2 Bí TO)&+2 3;2 &'$;2, B<6/%30, 3;2 2%&:&=2
#0: 6%" 6?2%/3"#N303%2 F"F*:%2 '`$(06)&+2
b3%"&%2 '`- #03)*+O"2 #0Ú /$KP'"$%2 '`- (2;6"2.

1405

1410

Lord, be satisfied with what has been said about the laws. [Ö] I have dealt
with every part of legal customs, and I have created for you a book which is
written in the most synoptical way possible, ready for the assimilation and
accessible for the knowledge.
In the preface to the X72%O"- c63%$";2, John Skylitzes claims that he took
inspiration from George the Synkellos and Theophanes. The two historians had
written their chronicles after consulting the previous history books with due care
(C/"6303"#N3'$%2 3Ï- c63%$"#Ï- C/"B$0&K23'- F:F*%?-) and they made a compendium in a plain and unaffected language (#0Ú 6?2%O:6023'- *K(G &Ó2 Q5'*'R
#0Ú Q/'$"<$(G) that directly expresses the essence and the meaning of what is
narrated (&%2%2%?PÚ BÓ 39- %Ã6:0- 0Ã39- C50/3%&<2G 3;2 /'/$0(&<2=2) (prol.
4-10 Thurn). On the contrary, other historical accounts are of no use for future generations (Q2K2+3%" 3%R- &'3í 0Ã3%ˆ- ('(K206"2) because they merely report the
duration of each reign but, meanwhile, they fail in accuracy or omit events. Furthermore, their narration is usually biased for various reasons (prol. 11-34). Skylitzes
then states (prol. 40-44, 50-52 Thurn):
T&'R- BÓ 3d /K2G 3;2 '`$+&<2=2 Q2B$;2 C#':2=2 Q$'6I<23'- #0Ú *?6"3'*46'"2 %Ã &"#$Ï 3@2 672%O"2 3%R- 5"*"63%$%S6"2 C*/:6023'- #0Ú
I enjoyed reading the works of the aforementioned historians and I hoped that
the synopsis will be of great benefit to the lovers of history, especially to those
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&)*"630 3%R- 3Ù ]e63%2 3%S C/"/%2=3<$%? /$%3"I'&<2%"-, 6?23%&=3)3+2 B"B%S602 #03)*+O"2 3;2 C2 B"05K$%"- 6?&F'F+#K3=2 #0"$%R- #0Ú
3%S F)$%?- 3;2 Õ/%&2+&)3=2 C*'?I'$%S602 [Ö] Õ5í f2 C/"B$%&)B+2
6?2I<&'2%" 3%R- &'30('2'63<$%"- #030*'*%:/0&'2 3$%5@2 g/0*@2 #0Ú
3%S3% B@ 3Ù 3%S *K(%? Q*+*'6&<2+2.
who prefer what is easy to what is more challenging. Therefore, my synopsis
offers them a concise knowledge of what happened at different times as well
as it releases them from the weight of long accounts. [Ö] By gathering all
these facts in summary form into a single book, I have left behind tender nourishment for posterity, ëfinely groundí as the proverb says.
Skylitzes says that his synopsis had been composed for the benefit of 5"*"63%$%S23'-34, whether they are beginners or experienced readers35, so that they can have
at hand a comprehensive knowledge of historical events without consulting long,
heavy, and complex Õ/%&24&030 by other authors. In the omitted passage, the author underlines that he read with care the works of previous historians and he learned
from their accounts, but he left out of his synopsis their dissimilarities and disagreements (B"05%$0: #0Ú B"05=2:0") as well as all the elements that appeared to be only
imaginary (h60 C((ˆ- C$PK&'20 '—$%&'2 3%S &?INB%?-). Besides, Skylitzes has
gathered what was possible and what did not fall out from credibility (3Ï BÓ '`#K30
#0Ú ¡/K60 &@ 3%S /"I02%S Q/</"/3') (prol. 46-48 Thurn). All these things were
then assembled into a single book, in order to offer an abridged report (Õ5í f2 ...
C/"B$%&)B+2 6?2I<&'2%") that is a ìtender nourishmentî (3$%5@ g/0*4) for the
following generations.
Coming down to the age of Tzetzes, his contemporary Constantine Manasses
wrote a X72%O"- P$%2"#4 dedicated to the Sebastokratorissa Eirene36. The most evident feature of Manassesí X72%O"- is the preference given to a ìpleasant narrativeî37
By using this participle Skylitzes probably alludes to the prologue of Theophanes Continuatus (4,17-5,6 FeatherstoneñSignes-CodoKer).
35
On this topic, see infra.
36
On the Sebastokratorissa, see M. Jeffreys-E. Jeffreys, Who was Eirene the Sevastokratorissa?, «Byzantion» LXIV (1994) 40-68, and A. Rhoby, Verschiedene Bemerkungen zur Sebastokratorissa Eirene und zu Autoren in ihrem Umfeld, «Nea Rhome» VI (2009) 305-336.
37
See Nilsson, From Homer cit. 18-22; Ead., To narrate events of the past. On Byzantine
historians, and historians on Byzantium, in J. Burke et al., Byzantine Narrative. «Papers in Honour of
Roger Scott», Melbourne 2006, 47-58, esp. 51-52; Ead., The past as poetry: Two Byzantine world
chronicles in verse, in H8randner-Rhoby-Zagklas, Companion cit. 517-538; I. Nilsson-E. Nystr8m, To
34
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rather than an accurate report of historical events. This is announced by Manasses
himself in the proem (vv. 1-25). The author reveals that the Sebastokratorissa is
ìalways longing for knowledge, literature, and educationî (v. 4: Q'Ú B"O;60 (2N6'=- #0Ú *K(%? #0Ú /0"B':0-), she is always bent over books and enjoys reading
*K(%" (v. 5). For this reason, she asked Manasses to write this literary work about
history. After her conspicuous gifts and generosity, the author feels encouraged to
undertake the difficult task of writing such a text. Manasses explicitly describes the
characteristics of his work (vv. 7-13):
i/'Ú (%S2 C/'/KI+60- %j0 3$%5:&+ *K(%?
'Ã672%/3K2 6%" #0Ú 6059 ($05@2 C#/%2+I920",
3$02;- Q20B"B)6#%?602 3Ï- Q$P0"%*%(:0#0Ú 3:2'- k$H02 Q/í Q$P9- #0Ú &<P$" /%S /$%9*I%2
#0Ú 3:2=2 CF06:*'?602 #0Ú &<P$"- C3;2 /K6=2,
T&'R- Q20B'HK&'I0 3Ù F)$%- 3%S #0&)3%?,
#^2 B?6P'$<-, #^2 C/0PIÓ- 3Ù /$A(&0, #^2 C$(;B'-.

10

Since you have desired, as a foster child of learning, that a comprehensible
and clear treatise should be written for you, giving plain teaching in ancient
history, and who held power from the beginning, and how far they reached,
over whom they ruled and for how many years, I shall accept the onus of this
task, though it is a difficult and burdensome matter, and involves much work38.
If not a genre in its own right, 672%O"- was at least perceived as an identifiable
method for composing literary works. Its two aims, readability and usefulness, are
intertwined, and they are generally announced in a standardised introduction to the
text. The 672%O"- is written by an expert who, through his deep knowledge and
qualified skills, selects and arranges a certain subject in order to make the arguments
short, clear, readable and fit to be appreciated by his targeted recipients. In doing so,
the author must give a comprehensive overview of the whole subject, avoiding only
unnecessary details39. For this reason, 672%O"- is strictly bound to 6?23%&:0; in fact,

compose, read, and use a Byzantine text: Aspects of the Chronicle of Constantine Manasses, «BMGS»
XXXIII/1 (2009) 42-60, esp. 44-52.
38
Translation by M. Jeffreys, The nature and origins of the political verse, «DOP» XXVIII
(1974) 143-195: 158.
39
See Tzetzesí own scholion to his schol. Ar. Ran. 1328, p. 1079,90-92 Koster.
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they are almost synonyms, despite conveying two different methods of composing
texts40.
Moving back to Tzetzesí scholion, the two elements 6?2%/3"#;- and 5"*%6723%&%- are both related to the real core of the sentence, i.e. the participial clause
39- ‹5'*':0- 3;2 2<=2 5$%23:>=2. This sentence conveys an important commonplace in Tzetzesí early works, one required by their didactic characterisation. The
same theme is the Leitmotiv of his Exegesis to Iliad, composed some years later. The
introductory book epigram states that Tzetzesí friends required the commentary
which he then offers as a hermeneutic gift (W$&4l%2 Ö B;$%2) to the /0RB'- .&+$")B0" (ìthe youth who descend from Homerî), who would then learn the Iliad
through this book41. The following preface begins with a clear statement (p. 3,6-9
Papathomopoulos):
a%**%Ú &Ó2 3;2 Q$P0:=2 3@2 .&+$"#@2 C/"#'P'"$4#'602 ,*")B0 C/'H'$()606I0", %ÃB'Ú- BÓ 0Ã3;2, ›- &@ 39- 3;2 2<=2 ‹5'*':0-, %j&0", /'5$%23"#N-, F:F*G &"e 3@2 /A602 CH4(+6"2 6?2'3)H03%.
Several ancient men attempted to investigate thoroughly the Homeric Iliad,
but none of them organised the whole exegesis within a single book. I think
this fact suggests their lack of care for any benefit that the young may gain.
Also Eustathios of Thessalonike claims that his commentaries are designed to
select only ìprofitable materialî for the recipient (real or fictional), as something
new for a new learner (2<%- M$3" &02I)2=2) or a review for who already completed
their education (3?PÙ2 BÓ #0Ú &0Iı23" &Ô2, B'%&Ô2G BÓ Q20&2m6'=-: in Il. I 3,58 van der Valk). Through his works, he wanted to «amplify a didactic function perceived in the epics themselves [Ö] The poet and teacher join forces to educate the
students»42. The concept of producing something for young students is also contained in the beginning of a dodecasyllabic poem by Tzetzes, the so-called Versus
de poematum generibus43.
The texts of Michael Psellos, John Skylitzes, and Constantine Manasses share
the same purpose. In particular, John Skylitzes is the closest example to Tzetzesí
40

In John Skylitzes, ?I6%J"- and BG"7%&> are treated as synonyms. Cf. Psell. Poem. 6,542

Westerink.
Exeg. Il. p. 3,1-5 Papathomopoulos, cf. also pp. 19,17-20,6 Papathomopoulos.
E. Cullhed, Eustathios of Thessalonike. Commentary on Homerís Odyssey, L: On Rhapsodies A-B, Uppsala 2016, 12*.
43
Koster, o.c. 84-109.
41
42
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representation of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")-. Skylitzes continues to underline that he
really enjoyed reading the histories of previous authors even though they were long,
convoluted, disharmonious. He is aware that his own aesthetic taste for history is not
shared by the majority of readers, but the knowledge of history is essential. For this
reason, he has turned his personal pleasure into common utility, writing a 672%O"both for experienced readers and beginners. In the same way, Tzetzes claims to have
written a synopsis of the Iliadic saga for the two reasons expressed in the two
participial clauses. Since he aesthetically loves 6?23%&:0, writing 6?2%/3"#;- is a
clear consequence ñ it appears to be his own ëpersonalí reason, but only apparently.
In fact, he cares about the benefit of students and believes that a clear one-book
synopsis is better than several, perhaps disharmonious ones ñ the ëpublicí reason44.
However, 5"*%6?23%&:0 (Tzetzesí aesthetic aptitude) is inextricably correlated to
672%O"- (the way in which !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- has been written) and both to the
explicative purposes. In this way, Tzetzes demonstrates that his innate talent and
aesthetic taste together with his knowledge totally match the needs of young
students45.
2. A sample of Tzeztesí proceedingÖ
The !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- is a unique literary operation, completely different from
Tzetzesí Exegesis to the Iliad or the /0$'#F%*0: by Eustathios46. The prefatory
scholion stands as a declaration of intents through which the accurate rhetorical
coordinates for the interpretation of the poem are offered to the reader. Tzetzes not
only writes a poem in Homeric metre and language whose narration follows the rules
of perfect rhetoric; he also supplies his verses with a thorough commentary. If
normally the author is separate from the interpreter, Tzetzes plays both the role of
the 5"*%6723%&%- author as well as of the commentator of himself.
Tzetzesí verses are poetry in the highest respect. Since Tzetzes thinks he has
a perfect knowledge of Homeric poetry and of its sources, he is able to compose ex
See Alleg. Il. prol. 480-487; cf. Savio, Screditare cit. 25-27.
The criticism of the sources within both Tzetzesí !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- and Manassesí
MI6%J"- H$%6"#> has been deeply studied by scholars (see Braccini, Erudita cit. 156-160; Conca, o.c.
75-84, 92-98; Cardin, o.c. 101-109; Nilsson, From Homer cit. 18-22). As Skylitzes himself claims for
his own works (prol. 39-44), the evaluation and the selection of sources are peculiar features of a
?I6%J"- and should be seen in this perspective. The dialectical relationship between author and source
is not an excess of self-confidence. By evaluating sources and rejecting their unacceptable details or
sections, an author of ?36:J'"- proves his own skills.
46
See Braccini, Erudita cit. 171 and Conca, o.c. 75-76.
44
45
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novo a poem and a commentary in which he appears a real alter Homerus: both the
best poet and the best teacher in the business, showing off his outstanding poetic and
didactic skills.
The poem is composed through a high rhetorical and stylistic refinement that
is then commented by the scholia through which Tzetzes reveals the features of the
text and integrates any relevant material. In his scholia, Tzetzes generally does not
repeat a same piece of information. Although this practice is not necessarily a rule,
something that is explained by a given scholion does not usually reappears in a
following one. For example, Q$(0*<%? is glossed only at its first occurrence at v. 1;
the Ionic genitive form -%"% is defined for ,*"0#%R% once for all; the Ionic termination in -'"0 is mentioned only in schol. I 2d Leone to justify U0**"K/'"0.
Conversely, n`0#:B0% is explained by two identical scholia (I 14b and II 343a
Leone), while the theory of the #%"2@ 6?**0F4 is first mentioned in schol. I 3a
Leone, then wholly elucidated in schol. I 124a Leone47. The scholia seem to follow
the gradual development of readerís acquaintance with the text and with its inner
rules as planned by Tzetzes. This aim is pursued both within its versification and
through the commentary.
As for the rhetorical structure of the poem, Tzetzes gives a first explication at
the beginning of the narration (schol. Carm. Il. I 20a Leone):
o3%" &Ó2 p$%:+V C23'SI'2 M$P'30" T B"4(+6"- ]+3%$"#=3)3+ &'3Ï
&"#$A- 39- /$%B"+(46'=-. pÙ (Ï$ Q/í 0Ã39- 39- B"+(46'=- M$P'6I0"
Q$+3K$'?3K2 3' #0Ú M3'P2%2, 3Ù BÓ /K$$=I'2 M$P'6I0" #0Ú &@ 6?23K&=- '`6F)**'"2 '`- 3@2 Õ/KI'6"2 #0#:0 C63Ú B"+(46'=-V Q60542'"02
(Ï$ C&/%"'R. Q$'30Ú B"+(46'=- 3<660$'-V 60542'"0, 6?23%&:0, /"I02K3+- #0Ú ¡ 3;2 ¿2%&)3=2 W**+2"6&K-. \63" BÓ 3Ù ìo3%" &Ó2î #0Ú /$%6=/%/%"q0V 3@2 (Ï$ `B:02 (2;6"2 ›- !%S6)2 3"20 /0$'"6)('" *<(%?602 #0Ú
B"+(%?&<2+2.
o3%" &Ó2 p$%:+: here starts the narration in the most rhetorical way with a
short introduction. To begin straight from the narration is unrhetorical and
unskilled. On the other hand, if one starts from a remote point and does not go
straight to the topic of the text, this is a deficiency of narration because it
causes obscurity. Four are the virtues of the narration: clarity, conciseness,
persuasive plausibility, correct use of Greek words. o3%" &<2 is a prosopopoeia as it represents individual knowledge as a Muse that speaks and narrates.
47

On the ìcommon syllableî see Marc Lauxtermannís contribution to this volume.
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Conca rightly suggests that the mentioning of the four Hermogenian / Aphthonian rules of B"4(+6"- is only apparently cursory48. Through their list, Tzetzes is
implying that his own narrative part ñ the poem after o3%" &Ó2 p$%:+ ñ has been
written as a B"4(+6"- and, consequently, observes these rules.
For the sake of brevity and clarity, the study of the scholia and the following
literary analysis of !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- will be confined in this paper to the first
nineteen verses of the poem49. The underlined words of the Greek text are the ones
to which a scholion is attached. After the Greek text and translation, I present an
overview of the scholia in which they are grouped on the basis of their content; only
the scholia that appear in all three mss. A, H and B are here listed50.
_$(0*<%? /%*<&%"% &<(02 /K2%2 ,*"0#%R%
\22'/', U0**"K/'"0, Õ5í T&'3<$E6"2 Q%"B0R-,
Q$P9I' Bí C/)'"B' #0Ú C- 3<*%- CH'$<'"2',
CH h3'% a$:0&%- *%"(Ù2 p$N'66" 5?3'7'"
r76/0$"2 %Ã*K&'2%2, Q$P@2 /%*<&%"% #0#%R%,
3Ù2 2K%- %Ã# C$<'"2'2 .&4$%? #?B0*:&%"%.
û22'/' Bí _$(':+- Z*<2+- C$K'6602 ¿/=/42,
/;- 3< &"2 k('2 _*<H02B$%- X/)$3+I'2 p$%:+2.
û22'/' BÓ /*K%2 Z**42=2 #0Ú 290- g/)60-V
'`/Ó BÓ a+*':B0% #K3%2 #0Ú ƒ*'I$%2 _P0";2,
X0$/4B%23%- a03$K#*%? 3' #0Ú s#3%$%- %[3%2V
'`/Ó BÓ a'2I'6:*'"02, #%7$+2 Q23")2'"$02.
û22'/' Bí n`I"K/=2 63$03Ù2, ?c<0 3' t$"('2':+-.
J$)>'% Bí n`0#:B0% /K3&%2 B0#$?K'230V
uÃ$7/?*K2 3' M'"B' #0Ú ?c<0 n`0#:B0%
&023':0- Ií Z*<2%?, #0Ú _*'H)2B$%"% 5%290.
u`/Ó BÓ #0Ú /3%*:/%$I%2 i/'"%S B%7$'%2 µ//%2,
'`6K#'2 †q63=6' /'*N$"0 3':P'0 p$%:+-.
p0S3) &%" 'Ã/03<$'"0, r"Ù- 3<#%-, \22'/' !%S60.

5

10

15

48
Conca, o.c. 77. His analysis of the scholia and his elucidation of Tzetzesí exegetical method
undoubtedly show the most prolific way to approach the interpretation of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")-.
49
Schol. Carm. Il. 2a, 4a, 5b-10, 11b, 14c, 18c Leone are present only in ms. H (Par. suppl.
gr. 95 [Diktyon 52865]). Since they are in the interlinear space above the glossed word, it is possible
(but not certain) that they are an innovation of H, not written by Tzetzes. For this reason, they are not
taken into account, like the other innovations of A and B (Harleian. gr. 5662 [Diktyon 39620]).
50
A = Vat. gr. 915 [Diktyon 67546]. F = Mutin. gr. 244 = 5.W.9.12, olim III.D.21 [Diktyon
43548]; H = Par. suppl. gr. 95 [Diktyon 52865].
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Through my verses, sing, Kalliope, the great struggle of the painful war of
Ilios from the beginning to the end, from when Priam generated the ruin of
Trojans, the ill-fated and ruinous Paris, the origin of the awful war that the intellect of the illustrious Homer did not narrate. Sing the attractive appearance
of the Argive Helen and how Alexander abducted her from Sparta to Troy.
Sing the fleet of the Hellenes and all their ships. Tell about the wrath of the
Peleides and the slaughter of Argives, about the death of Sarpedon, Patroclus
and Hector. Tell about Penthesilea, the woman who fought men. Sing the Ethiopian army and the son of Erigeneia. Describe the fate of the Aeacides that
leads to tears. Sing Eurypylus and the son of the Aeacides, and the prophecies
of Helenus and the murderer of Alexander. Tell about the wooden horse of
Epeius, the destructor of the City, until it destroyed the majestic walls of Troy.
These events sing to me, Muse, daughter of a noble sire, child of Zeus.
1) Characters: schol. I 2c U0**"K/'"0; 5a r76/0$"2; 14b n`0#:B0%; 15a
uÃ$?/?*K2; 16 &023':0- Ií Z*<2%?; 17 B%7$'%2 µ//%2 (Trojan horse).
2) Dialects: schol. I 1d ,*"0#%R%; 2b \22'/'; 2d U0**"K/'"0 (Ionic); 2e
T&'3<$E6"2 (Ionic); 4b CH h3'% (Ionic / Attic); 11a X0$/+BK23%- (Ionic
/ Attic); 14b n`0#:B0% (Ionic / Attic / Aeolic); 16d 5%290 (Ionic); 17
B%7$'%2 µ//%2 (Ionic).
3) Etymologies and lexical features: schol. I 1a Q$(0*<%?; 1b /%*<&%"%; 1c
&<(02 /K2%2; 1d ,*"0#%R%; 2b \22'/'; 2d U0**"K/'"0; 4b CH h3'%; 4e
*%"(K2; 4f p$N'66"; 12a Q23")2'"$02; 14b n`0#:B0%; 18b †q63=6'; 18e
/'*N$"0.
4) Metrical: schol. I 3a Q$P9I'.
5) Rhetoric: schol. I 18a '`6%#'2 †q63=6' (/$%I'=$:0); 19a 30S3) &%"
(C/"*%("#Ù2 #'5)*0"%2 #0Ú C/02)*+O"-).
The first verses of a poem are a suitable place where authors usually want to
show off their skills51. However, this cluster of scholia is not determined by mere
ostentation. The first four verses introduce the most common features of Homeric
language, and for each of them a scholion gives an explanation: the genitive in -%"%;
the termination in -'"0; the existence of #%"20Ú 6?**0F0: such as Q$P9I' B<; the
dative form -E6"2; h3'% instead of h3%? / h3'=. E silentio, the reader notes the
coexistence of the normal forms in -%? and -0R- combined with the ëIonicí ones
Both in verses and in scholia: see for instance Savio, Screditare cit. 27-34 on the proem of
the Theogony.
51
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(Q$(0*<%? /%*<&%"% and T&'3<$E6"2 Q%"B0R-) as well as another form of ëepicí
dative (p$N'66"). Since the Homeric poems obviously had not been written to teach
the Homeric language, the first occurrences of these basic features are scattered
across the first books of the Iliad (I 4 #72'66"2, I 19 a$")&%"%, I 26 #%:*E6"2, III
248 P$76'"0). On the contrary, the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- immediately introduce
them to acquaint the reader with Homeric style. Furthermore, in nineteen verses, the
main characters of the whole Iliadic saga are listed, with the remarkable absence of
Odysseus and the two Atreidai52. Tzetzes engages his readers within the summary
and, in schol. Carm. Il. I 17 Leone, he reassures them: ìyou will know all these stories too well as long as you progressî (3Ï- BÓ c63%$:0- /)60- 30730- /$%lK23'*:02 †#$"F=&<2=- &0I46'6I').
The scholia clearly explain the content of the verses to readers from every
point of view. In particular, etymologies and explanations about vocabulary, grammar, dialect, and metre show the perfect W**+2"6&K- of the text, which should be
appreciated and imitated. X0542'"0 and 6?23%&:0 are also achieved through the
clear arrangement of the contents of the poem. Most of the verses begin with an
insistent anaphora of verba dicendi (vv. 2, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, followed by the
epiphora at v. 19). These anaphoras highlight the presence of six subsections in
which the topic of the poem is summarised.
This well-ordered arrangement is followed throughout the entire poem. Tzetzes planned several identifiable and recurrent sections. For example, the ecphrastic
description of the characters ('`#%2"6&%:)53 are almost always situated after their
death or their greatest deed. Although the subject of two thirds of the poem is war,
the majority of the scholia, in which fighting scenes are explained quoting tactical
literature, are gathered in the final part of the poem, mostly between Carm. Il. III 90
and 16854. Apart from the theory of #%"20Ú 6?**0F0:, five metrical scholia out of
seven are between Carm. Il. II 58 and 11055. This proceeding is evident most of all
in the pathetic events that take place between the death of Hector and his burial.
Tzetzes fills the text with polished words relating to funerary practices which are
often explained through scholia. Besides, he adds several rhetorical and explicative
scholia to the text, which are far more frequent in this passage than anywhere else.
This proceeding through delimited sections deeply affects the structure of the poem
through the disposition of particles and conjunctions.
On Tzetzes and Odysseus see Valeria F. Lovatoís chapter in this volume.
These sections are analysed in Lovato, Portrait de h!ros cit.
54
The other ones: schol. Carm. Il. III 47, III 221, III 434, III 439 Leone. Exceptions: schol.
Carm. Il. I 403, II 45b, II 46a Leone.
55
Exceptions: schol. Carm. Il. I 55b, III 312 Leone.
52
53
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In the account, /"I02K3+- plays a crucial role in the analysis of Tzetzesí
sources. Homer and the other authors were seen by Tzetzes as writers who compiled
several sources in poetic form just as Tzetzes did in the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")-56.
Tzetzes addresses their mistakes both within his verses and his scholia. For example,
in Carm. Il. III 280-290 Tzetzes comments the dialogue between Nestor and Memnon in Quint. Smyrn. II 300-318 and adds his first invective against his former patron
Isaac. Conca rightly underlines the suitability of the two corresponding scholia
(Carm. Il. III 280 and 284). But, as Braccini suggests57, in these verses Tzetzes succeeds both in chastising the unlikelihood of Quintusí account and in attacking his
former patron, Isaac. In describing his departure from Thessaly, Tzetzes does not
only show the different methods of invective, but also determines the difference
between an unlikely account58 and a persuasive and realistic one.
3. Ö and of his literary operation
The section quoted above is visibly set apart in Ringkomposition by two invocations
to the Muse in the vocative, which appear the first at the beginning, the second at the
end of the hexameter: v. 2 \22'/', U0**"K/'"0, Õ5í T&'3<$E6"2 Q%"B0R-; v. 19
30S3) &%" 'Ã/03<$'"0, r"Ù- 3<#%-, \22'/' !%S60.
In this structure, the &:&+6"- of Homeric style subtly impacts the configuration
of the text. Tzetzes postpones the beginning of the Ringkomposition from the first to
the second verse in order to launch the poem with Q$(0*<%? /%*<&%"% &<(02 /K2%2
,*"0#%R%. It is a choice evidently inspired by Homer, since both the Iliad and the
Odyssey begin with a concise mention of their topic in the accusative. Beyond that,
the comparison between the two openings of the Iliad (&92"2 Q':B' I') a+*+l)B'=
_P"*9%-) and of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- (Q$(0*<%? /%*<&%"% &<(02 /K2%2 ,*"0#%R%) reveals a meticulous adjustment of the Homeric model. The Iliadic incipit
presents a single element (a disyllable in the accusative) followed by two pairs of
correlated elements (two trisyllables; a pentasyllable + a tetrasyllable in the genitive); Tzetzes organises the elements in the opposite order (two tetrasyllables in the
genitive; two disyllables in the accusative), closing the verse with a pentasyllable in
the genitive. In Iliad, the first element is syntactically bound to the last two genitives;
Tzetzes preserves the same structure making Q$(0*<%? /%*<&%"% agree with ,*"0#%R%. The order of the elements in the genitive is the opposite: in Iliad, patronymic
56
Braccini, Riscrivere cit., effectively says that, in Tzetzesí perspective, Homer was a sort of
metaphrast. See also Cardin, o.c. 101-104.
57
Braccini, Erudita cit. 169.
58
Conca, o.c. 79 «in sostanza Tzetzes rimprovera a Quinto tutto líandamento della scena».
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+ proper noun; in !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")-, couple noun and adjective + toponym in an
ëIonicí genitive like the Homeric _P"*9%-59. Furthermore, the postposition of the
Ringkompositionís beginning corresponds with a false closure of its first section at
v. 5 (/%*<&%"% #0#%R% mirroring Q$(0*<%? /%*<&%"%) to which the relative clause
of v. 6 is attached. Again, a pair of genitives closes this relative clause (.&4$%?
#?B0*:&%"%60: noun + adjective, like /%*<&%"% #0#%R%).
4. The problem of the audience
«A school is a very simple institution. All it requires is a teacher, a
room, and a book. And it can probably dispense with the last»61

In the case of Tzetzes, we have only what Browning believes to be not strictly necessary for school, namely his writings. However, Tzetzesí prominent personality overflows almost from every line he wrote and tends to give a personal reconstruction of
his historical contexts.
What is known from Tzetzes about the composition of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- has already been reported: Tzetzes was young, he had to move back from Thessaly to Constantinople because he lost Isaacís patronage62. Starting from these pieces
of information, Kaldellis states that the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- was «an introduction
to the world of the Iliad in verses that could be read by a beginner»63. The !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- undoubtedly proliferated in circles linked to education, as the oldest
testimonies of its textual tradition reveal64. However, its didactic afterlife does not
directly imply the original context of its production, as «any Byzantine poetry is in
a sense didactic»65.
62

Tzetzes ascribe these endings to the Ionic dialect: for ,*"5#%N% see schol. Carm. Il. I 1d
Leone; for OH"*P%- see Exeg. Il. pp. 91,15-92,6 Papathomopoulos.
60
It echoes the Homeric verse-ending !'6'*)%3 #3=5*E&%"% (14Q in the Homeric poems).
61
R. Browning, Literacy in the Byzantine world, «BMGS» IV (1978) 39-54: 46.
62
See e.g. schol. Carm. Il. I 124a Leone, in which he praises himself for his extensive reading.
In the context of the ?I6%J"-, this self-praise is meant to underline his knowledge and expertise as well
as his ability to keep his writings short and clear.
63
A. Kaldellis, Classical scholarship in twelfth-century Byzantium, in C. Barber-D. Jenkins
(edd.), Medieval Greek Commentaries on the Nicomachean Ethics, Leiden-Boston 2009, 1-43: 26.
Cardin, o.c. 108-109 agrees with him, and the same opinion is shared also by J. Haubold, The scholiast
as poet: Tzetzes and his Allegories of the Iliad, «BICS» LXIV/1 (2021) 73-80: 76.
64
See n. 50.
65
H8randner, o.c. 66. It is a judgement shared by Tzetzes himself, see Exeg. Il. p. 71,18-19
Papathomopoulos. As for many other Byzantine authors, Tzetzesí students and friends have certainly
played a key role in the transmission of the literary corpus of their teacher as proved by the references
59
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The literary operation behind the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- is more challenging
than a simple prose epitome that would have been rather more intelligible to the
young students of the twelfth century66. Furthermore, by writing about the Trojan
war in verse, any Byzantine author was certainly aware that such a literary work
would have been compared to Homeric authority. For this reason, there is always a
cogent reason behind this ambitious choice, and it usually is linked to the modality
and the purpose of re-writing the Homeric subject. In this sense, Tzetzes wanted to
prove his ability to handle the complexity of the Iliadic saga and to compose a new
hexametric poem in Homeric language and through the rules of rhetorical B"4(+6"-.
Kaldellisí statement is true only if «the world of the Iliad» is interpreted as
ëevery feature of Homeric poetryí, from the etymology of individual words to the
narration of T /A60 ,*")- and the use of hexameters. But all these features could
have been appreciated by a beginner? The production ex novo of a hexametric poem
and of a commentary is far more than what the school actually requires. If Tzetzes
wanted his literary work only to be a book for students, the effort of producing the
!"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- does not seem proportionated to the aim.
The final verses of the B"4(+6"- (Carm. Il. III 750-762) give an important
piece of evidence:

to Tzetzes in ms. Ambr. C 222 inf. (Martini-Bassi 866; Diktyon 42485), see C.M. Mazzucchi,
Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): il codice e il suo autore. Parte prima: il codice, «Aevum»
LXXVII (2003) 263-275, and Id., Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): il codice e il suo autore. Parte seconda: líautore, «Aevum» LXXVIII (2004) 411-440. Furthermore, Tzetzesí corpus seems to have
attracted a renewed interest among Byzantine literati during the first part of the fourteenth century, as
his works were both copied in manuscripts and actively used in creating new literary works. For
example, the most ancient manuscripts of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- and of the Exegesis to the Iliad
(Cambridge, Trinity College, R. 16. 33 [gr. 981; Diktyon 12049] and Par. suppl. gr. 655 [Diktyon
53390]) were produced in this period. Around 1330, the Despot of Epirus John II Orsini and his wife
Anna Palaiologina commissioned to Constantine Hermoniakos a paraphrase in vernacular Greek of the
Iliad. In producing this work, Constantine used Manassesí MI6%J"- H$%6"#> and Tzetzesí Allegories
to the Iliad as a primary source ñ and probably also the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")-, but this point should be
verified more accurately through an extensive study of Hermoniakosí Iliad. It is certainly noteworthy
that Manassesí MI6%J"-, Tzetzesí Allegories and Hermoniakosí Iliad share a rather similar context of
production, as the first two were commissioned for the Imperial family and the third for a Despot; both
the Allegories and Hermoniakosí Iliad were dedicated to a ruler with Western origins. On Hermoniakosí Iliad and its context of production, see M. Jeffrey, Constantine Hermoniakos and Byzantine
education, «Dodone» IV (1975) 81-109, and Nilsson, From Homer cit. 24-26.
66
See A. Giannouli, Education and literary language in Byzantium, in M. Hinterberg (ed.),
The Language of Byzantine Learned Literature, Turnout 2014, 52-71.
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X3+6:P%$%- Bí C$<+6"2 W%R- C/<'66"2 2K63%2,
†&Ó2 h6%" /'*)('" 5I)$'2 †Bí h6%" o*?I%2 M**E,
†Bí h6%" '`605:#%23% 5:*+2 /0$Ï /03$:B0 (0R02.
U'R2%- 30S3í C$<+6"2 Q24$, (*;660 Bí M$í C&'R%
F%?*D ,600#:%"% B%*K5$%2%- %j 3' B)&0$3%M$3%? B'?%&<2+ #030q6P'30", %ÃBí C/0':B'"
%ÃBÓ I<*'" /%2<'"2, /'$Ú M*('6" I?&Ù2 \P%?60.
U0Ú 3KB' 3:- /%? 'L6'30" Q2@$ ƒ$I"0 #$:2=2,
›- M$í M3'$ #0&)3%"% Õ&R2 #03Ï /)23í C$<'"20.
_**í Õ&'R-, 3<#20 &%"$+('2<=2 ('2'34$=2,
M**%I'2 _$(':=2 2K63%2 B:>'6Ií C/0':B'"2.
nÃ3Ï$ C(12 C$<=, /'$Ú 3<$&03" !%S602 W*:66=2,
p$%:+ ¡//K3' /<$602 Q$4l%" ?j'- _P0";2.

750

755

760

It is tied, it does not keep on singing and it does not want to strain as the soul
is weighted by sorrow. Anyone who can rightly judge will know that without
difficulties I would speak to you about all these things. But you, sons of lucky
parents, search elsewhere to have an account of the returns of the Acheaens. I
will explain when the bellicose sons of Achaeans destroyed Troy, making the
Muse turn around the goal. In his verses, Stesichoros describes their return
and reports how many of them died in the sea, how many turned up in another
place, and how many came to their beloved homeland. That man tells these
things. On the contrary, my tongue is without bread by decision of Isaac and
his deceiving wife.
The end of the narration after the fall of Troy depends on the selection that
Tzetzes stated in his first section: he limited the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- to the facts
directly linked to the war of Troy (Q$(0*<%? /%*<&%"% &<(02 /K2%2 ,*"0#%R%).
Through these verses, he ends up the narration because he wants to adhere to selfdelimitation by giving a cogent reason outside the economy of the narration. In doing
so, Tzetzes refers to an audience, according to a long-established 3K/%- of didactic
poems. The ìsons of lucky parentsî (3<#20 &%"$+('2<=2 ('2'34$=2) are the offspring of Isaac and his wife. Tzetzes ironically addresses his former students: they
have lost their teacher because of their parentsí mistake and, with him, the possible
continuation of the account of the 2K63%".
Their characterization is decisive to understand the context of production. If
Tzetzes had been under the patronage of another worthy aristocrat, the offspring
would have been the sons of this new patron; the cohesion of the poemís narrative
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would have been spoilt; most importantly, these verses would have appeared ungrateful to the new patron, and the encouragement to his students to look elsewhere
to know about the 2K63%" thoughtless67. On the contrary, Tzetzes is describing his
current status through the 3K/%- of poverty. It is not important if he was living in
poverty or not, as he only hints at the absence of a patron to replace Isaac68. In this
situation, the above-mentioned verses are even more effective: Isaacís poor sons had
been deprived of the possibility to know the whole Iliadic saga with the same
accuracy shown in the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*"0-, while the sons of the new patron will
know everything.
The composition of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- has to be linked to the context
of Constantinopolitan learned vlites of the twelfth century, as happened for a large
part of the corpora of Theodore Prodromos and Constantine Manasses. «The production of twelfth-century literature is indissolubly bound up with patronage», even
when authors had to change a patron and find another one69.
To sum up, the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- had two functions during Tzetzesí life.
In his attempt to gain a new patron, Tzetzes was aware that the first step was to please
the learned audience with a good piece of literature: as Braccini said, he needed a
sort of ëbusiness cardí70. For this reason, the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- is in the first
instance a work of high literature that was composed to be in direct comparison to
the Homeric ,*")-. The versification and the scholiastic commentary of the poem
are meant to create an erudite literary reproduction of a Byzantine textbook of Homeric poetry. It is a sort of manifesto of his teaching method and of his skills in
composing. The complex operation behind the composition of the !"#$%&'()*+
See the aforementioned schol. Carm. Il. I 124a Leone.
In the later Exegesis to Iliad, he openly says that he sold his books to earn some money
because he was ruined by a woman, Isaacís wife (schol. Exeg. Il. prol. 5,2, p. 421,15-18 Papathomopoulos). The theme of poverty if a Leitmotiv among the Auftragsdichter of the Comnenian age, which aims
to persuade a possible patron more than to describe an existing situation. This topos has been largely
studied for Theodore Prodromos, Manganeios, and the Ptochoprodromika, see M.J. Kyriakis, Poor
poets and starving literati in twelfth-century Byzantium, «Byzantion» LXIV (1974) 290-309; M. Alexiou, The poverty of !criture and the craft of writing: Towards a reappraisal of the Prodromic poems,
«BMGS» X (1986) 1-40; R. Beaton, The rhetoric of poverty: The lives and opinions of Theodore
Prodromos, «BMGS» XI (1987) 1-28. On the theme in Tzetzes, see Savio, Screditare cit. 33-34.
69
N. Zagklas, Theodore Prodromos: The Neglected Poems and Epigrams (Edition, Commentary and Translation), diss. Wien 2014, 78. See also Nilsson-Nystr8m, o.c. 44-52. On patronage in the
Comnenian period, see M. Mullet, Aristocracy and patronage in the literary circles of Comnenian Constantinople, in M. Angold (ed.), The Byzantine Aristocracy, IX to XIII Centuries, Oxford 1984, 173201.
70
Braccini, Erudita cit. 154.
67
68
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,*")- ñ its imitation and improvement of Homeric model and its inner rhetorical and
didactic features ñ would have been appreciated only by readers that were already
familiar with literature, rhetoric, and Homeric poetry, not students. Through this
work, Tzetzes wants to be considered as a talented writer within the closed group of
Comnenian literati and both a potential Auftragslehrer and Auftragsdichter71. New
patrons could benefit from Tzetzesí ability in teaching their offspring as well as in
composing literature under their patronage72.
Only after obtaining a new patron, the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- could have been
exploited by Tzetzes as a proper textbook for his pupils, but its following use in
classroom left no evidence; in any case, it does not affect the reconstruction of the
most plausible context of composition73. If this possibility is taken for granted, also
when the poem eventually became a textbook, it is rather improbable that Tzetzes
just wanted to give a simplified account of the Trojan saga for his pupils74. On the
contrary, the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- is a perfect example of a historical B"4(+6"through which students could learn the dialects, words, prosody, and metre of the
Homeric poems; it provides a correct allegorical method to understand the Homeric
poems; it explains how to display a complex subject through the Hermogenic rules
of narrations and how to handle sources and to exploit them in a persuasive way
within a new literary text. Furthermore, as said in §2, the poem is organised in order

Rhoby, Ioannes Tzetzes cit.
See F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire, in F. Montanari-S. Matthai-os-A.
Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Scholarship, Leiden-Boston 2015, I, 297-455: 378-379,
and Savio, Polemica cit. 5 n. 30. On Tzetzesí relationship with patrons, see Savio, Screditare cit. 2539. A double audience is defined also in the prologue to the MI6%J"- R?7%$"S6 by Skylitzes (prol. 4654), where the author states that he composed his work for two different kinds of audience, those who
have already read the books of historians, and those who have not. Eust. in Il. I 3,5-8 van der Valk
(quoted above) hints at the same double public.
73
Tzetzesí use of the !"#$%&'()*+ ,*")- as a textbook could be confirmed by the analysis
of the scholia. However, the matter is very complex: on the one hand, most of these scholia were composed together with the text of the poem; on the other, the manuscripts do not date to the period in
which Tzetzes was alive and they seem to be textbooks themselves. Since the manuscripts preserve
only the final result of a process of composition, the distinction of the scholia in three phases (1. moment
of composition; 2. Tzetzesí didactic use; 3. later didactic use) is very difficult, especially between phase
1 and 2.
74
As said before, in the Exegesis, Tzetzes invites the reader to consult his previous hexametric
poem in order to have a complete account of the events of the Trojan War. However, Tzetzes focuses
more on the qualities of his earlier composition than on its actual content: it is in hexameters (;&&'7$%6
G%E+&5) and narrates the events #57Ï *'G7%&@$'"56 and #57Ï F#$ET'"56. See Mondini, Composing
cit.
71
72
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to display short, identifiable sections through which a certain topic can be explained
to students by a teacher.
As Zagklas shows for Theodore Prodromos75, a poem composed for a certain
occasion could later gain a proper didactic function simply because Byzantine teachers had direct access to their own works. If this is true for an acclaimed teacher like
Prodromos, it is certainly conceivable that the primary purpose of a young talented
2%%()63=$76 like Tzetzes was to prove to aristocratic families that his knowledge,
skills in composing literature, and didactic method were the best on the market.
UGO MONDINI
ugo.mondini@oeaw.ac.at

75
76

Zagklas, o.c. 78-82.
Ep. 75, pp. 109,16-110,1 Leone, see Cardin, o.c. 91-92.

«And wishes also a paraphrase of Homerís verses»:
Structure and composition of the Prolegomena
to the Allegories of the Iliad

«Whatís past is prologue»
William Shakespeare, The Tempest II i 248

In John Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad, the Prolegomena and the allegorical paraphrase of the epic are highly disproportionate in size. In the first half of the work,
the books have an average size of 130 lines; in the second half, the length increases,
peaking with 789 lines in Book XVIII. Nonetheless, even compared to the later
books, the 1214 lines of the introduction remain something exceptional, which raises
an important question on the structure of the entire work1. The present research
tackles the reasons behind this disproportion by analysing the poemís inner structure
and the phases of its composition.
1. The macro-structure
The content of the Prolegomena may be divided as follows2:
• Dedication to Bertha of Sulzbach (vv. 1-40)
• Homerís biography (vv. 41-132)
o Origins (vv. 50-77)
o Works (vv. 78-85)
o Floruit (vv. 86-112)
o Death (vv. 113-132)
• Antehomerica (vv. 133-1204)3
• Epilogue and request of instruction to dedicatee (vv. 1205-1214)
This number refers to J.F. Boissonade, Tzetzae Allegoriae Iliadis, Lutetiae 1851; all the
other references are based on this edition, unless specified otherwise. Instead, the Prolegomena in
Matrangaís edition consist of 1217 lines: P. Matranga, Anecdota Graeca ex mss. Bibliothecis Vaticana,
Angelica, Barberiniana, Vallicelliana, Medicea, Vindobonensi deprompta, Romae 1850. My DPhil
research aims to provide a new critical edition of the Allegories of the Iliad based on the entire manuscript tradition. This article is an offshoot of the thesisí introduction where I analyse text, context, and
manuscript tradition of the work.
2
Another division of the Prolegomena in P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo), Milano 1991, 172.
1
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After3a homage to the first wife of Manuel I Komnenos, Bertha-Eirene of
Sulzbach, who commissioned the work4, Tzetzes gives a brief account of Homerís
life; the following lines ñ more than one thousand ñ focus on the antehomerica, that
is, the events of the Trojan War before the start of the Iliad. Tzetzesí account starts
from Parisí birth and ends with a double explanation of the reasons behind Achillesí
wrath.
This structure has important parallels with the first half of Tzetzesí Exegesis
of the Iliad. This is a prose commentary, probably written before the Allegories,
which consists of two main parts: a general introduction to Homeric poetry, and a
running commentary on the first book of the Iliad. It is possible ñ but not certain ñ
that when he reached the end of Book I, Tzetzes discontinued the project and began
to write the Allegories; in fact, only in this latter work did he finally succeed in
producing an allegorical commentary of all the books of the epic poem. Since the
Exegesis of the Iliad already offered an introduction to Homeric poetry (pp. 3-73
Papathomopoulos)5, Tzetzes could have just transposed this prose introduction to the
political verse of the Allegories; such metaphrastic practices were quite common in
eleventh- and twelfth-century didactic poetry6. However, to judge from the contents
of the Exegesis of the Iliad, this is not what happened7:

This section contains the events before Achillesí wrath ñ i.e. before the start of the Iliad ñ
but the account is also enriched with digressions, like a list of Achaean heroes (vv. 508-724), Tzetzesí
self-portrait (vv. 725-745), a list of Trojan heroes (vv. 786-835), and lastly two different versions on
the causes of Achillesí menis: Tzetzesí (vv. 961-1147) and Homerís (1148-1204).
4
It is likely that Bertha-Eirene was either already married to Manuel or about to marry him
when Tzetzes was commissioned the work, see A. Rhoby, Ioannes Tzetzes als Auftragsdichter, «GLB»
XV (2010) 155-170.
5
From now on, all the references to the Exegesis of the Iliad are based on M. Papathomopoulos, !"#$%&'( )*+,,-. $/01102'3-4 2-4 56726-. 89( 2:, ;1#/-. )<'+=0, >?@,0' 2007, unless
specified otherwise.
6
In the eleventh and twelfth century, it was common practice to transpose a prose text into
verse for didactic purposes. The most eminent example is probably Psellosí poem 2 Westerink, which
is an introduction to the Song of Songs based on Gregory of Nissaís commentary. For a more detailed
account of this example in the context of Byzantine didactic poetry see F. Bernard, Writing and Reading
Byzantine Secular Poetry, 1025-1081, Oxford 2014, 229-232. For more general overviews of didactic
poetry in Byzantine literature see M. Lauxtermann, Byzantine Poetry from Pisides to Geometres. Texts
and Contexts, II, Vienna 2019, 199-224, and W. HArandner, Teaching with Verse in Byzantium, in W.
HArandner-A. Rhoby-N. Zagklas (edd.), A Companion to Byzantine Poetry, Leiden-Boston 2019, 459486.
7
This division of the subject matter is a personal reworking based on the one made by Cesaretti, o.c. 148-151.
3
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Introduction (pp. 1-9)
Homerís biography (pp. 9-27)8
Homerís poetry and works (pp. 43-56)9
Antehomerica (pp. 58-67)10
The text of the Iliad: story, language, and metre (pp. 67-73)

A comparison of the two shows that there are structural parallels, but also
many differences. For example, there is no section on Homerís poetry in the Allegories and the story of the text of the Iliad is not even discussed. The two introductions
also differ considerably in the space which they give to sections with the same topic:
the account of Homerís biography is much more detailed in the Exegesis, while in
the Prolegomena it takes just a hundred lines which include a summary of Homerís
works. On the other hand, more than a thousand lines of the Prolegomena are dedicated to the antehomerica, while the Exegesis takes care of it in fewer than ten pages.
At a closer look it may be noticed an important similarity between the first
part of these introductions and the ëstandard contentí of introductions of ancient philosophical or literary commentaries. This ëgenreí was held to derive from the preface
of Porphyryís Eisagoge, but it is actually much older11; nonetheless, from this attribution, it takes the name of schema isagogicum. This isagogic scheme is composed
of different headings (!"#$%&'&); each of them addresses general matters concerning the author or the work under consideration. The first study on this ëgenreí was
carried out by Marian Plezia, who identified those headings and compared many
different introductions, marking also an important distinction between introductions
to philosophical works and to literary ones12. The latter kind usually starts from an
8
This biographical section corresponds just to the section of the Prolegomena which I have
called ëoriginsí. It could be further divided into subsections: Homerís homeland (pp. 9-11), parents (pp.
11-20), teachers (pp. 20-25), trip to Egypt (pp. 25-27), and chronological remarks (pp. 27-39).
9
It is interesting to notice that this section ends with an account of Homerís death (pp. 56,1857) based on Vita V Allen.
10
This part is also divided into a popular version (pp. 58-60) and Tzetzesí ëcorrectí version
(pp 61-67), a division that occurs also in the Prolegomena, cf. n. 3.
11
A similar scheme was already employed by Origen in his commentary to the Songs of
Songs, which survives only in Latin translation, and also in Servius and Donatusí commentaries on
Vergil. For this historical reconstruction and a general and updated overview on the ëgenreí of Prolegomena see J. Mansfeld, Prolegomena: Questions to be Settled before the Study of an Author or a Text,
Leiden-New York-KAln 1994.
12
For more details on the contents of prefaces of exegetical commentaries see M. Plezia, De
commentariis isagogicis, KrakBw 1949, 22-25. The earliest traces of a schema isagogicum for literary
texts come from the Latin commentaries of Servius and Donatus, and van Berchem suggests that this
division first appeared in Hellenistic commentaries on Homer and Crates of Mallus brought it to Rome:
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account of the life (()*+) of the author, and then moves on to the matter of the work
(—%,) which is exactly the same scheme followed by both the Prolegomena of the
Allegories and the introduction of the Exegesis of the Iliad. However, from a more
general point of view, typical headings of exegetical commentaries match more
tightly with the topics covered in the Exegesis. The questions usually tackled included, for example, an explanation of the title (&-.'*/ .0+ 12'34&#0+), a topic covered
at pp. 67,12-20 of the Exegesis; and the story of the text, like the division into books
(5 "6+ !"#$%&'& 7'&)4"8'+) and the form of the poem (2*9*/ ":7*+ 2*';<&.*+),
discussed at pp. 68-7013. Additionally, it will not come as a surprise that Eustathios
followed the schema isagogicum in the preface of his Parekbolai on the Iliad14. This
similarity proves, first of all, how widespread this scheme was among Byzantine
exegetical commentaries; but it also highlights that, of the two introductions by
Tzetzes, it is the Exegesis which is closer to Eustathiosí work.
My point here is to show that the introductory part of the Exegesis adheres
quite strongly to the schema isagogicum, while the Prolegomena of the Allegories
of the Iliad do not: the Prolegomena are something different. They offer neither a
simple verse-paraphrasis of the Exegesisí introduction, nor do they follow the canonical rules for introductions to literary works.
2. Between allegory and history
In both the Exegesis of the Iliad and the Little and Big Iliad15, Tzetzes begins the
story of the Trojan war with the ominous dream Hecuba had when she was pregnant
cf. D. van Berchem, Po!tes et grammairiens: recherche sur la tradition scolaire díexplication des auteurs, «MH» IX/2 (1952) 79-87: 84.
13
Introduction to exegetical commentaries ñ especially those on philosophical works ñ usually contain a section on utility (C/#&'1-,) which, in the case of the Exegesis of the Iliad, could be paralleled with the section on allegory: allegory is, in fact, a feature used to disguise important knowledge
on nature and history (see infra).
14
The topics covered by Eustathios are the life of the poet, the genre of his poetry, the way
the commentary was written, and the principles of his exegesis; cf. M. van der Valk, Eustathii Archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem pertinentes ad fidem codicis Laurentiani editi,
I, Lugduni Batavorum 1971, cxix-cxxi.
15
With Little and Big Iliad I mean the poem commonly known as Carmina Iliaca or Antehomerica, Homerica and Posthomerica (we owe both titles to Jacobsí 1793 edition of the poem): D
1'3/-18$+<% )<'+( (Little and Big Iliad) is, according to Leoneís reconstruction, part of the inscriptio
contained in the archetype of the work. See P.L.M. Leone, I «Carmina Iliaca» di Giovanni Tzetzes,
«QC» VI/12 (1984) 377-405: 383. Marc Lauxtermann suggested to me that the adjective 1'3/-18$+<%
is a dvandva compound which merges the big Homeric Iliad with the different small Iliads, as Tzetzes
observes also in Exeg. Il. p. 67,16 ;1#/-. =Ó E/Ù( F,2'='0&2-<:, 2G, 1'3/G, )<'+=*, (the passage
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with Paris. Instead, at v. 125 of the Prolegomena, Tzetzesí account of the antehomerica begins with the background to the episode of Parisí judgment16. Rather than
writing his own version, the author brings up what ìrather coarse and vulgar writersî (*= <Ó/ >34*'!'!?."4*/ 34$#*/."+ !&Ú @A7&)B+, v. 135) usually say, that is,
the events which, from the marriage of Peleus and Thetis, brought to Parisí judgment. This episode had a very peculiar reception in the Byzantine accounts of the
Trojan war, and Tzetzes himself casts many doubts on its truthfulness17. Among
classical authors, Homer mentions the judgment only briefly18, while Euripides
makes reference to it in nearly all his tragedies around the Trojan matter19. In earlier
Byzantine literature, the Chronicle of Malalas ñ and maybe John of Antioch too ñ
includes this mythical episode in the account, but ëjustifiesí it with an allegorical
interpretation20; it is possible that Malalas drew it from Dictys of Crete ñ as he did
with most of the Trojan material ñ but the original is lost and the surviving Latin
translation does not include Parisí judgment21. Later on, other important chroniclers,

is quoted more extensively and translated infra). So, the best way to translate this kind of compound is
by a conjunction between the two adjectives. Marta Cardin already suggested a connection between the
title of Tzetzesí work and the Ilias Parva (Teaching Homer through (annotated) poetry, in R. C. Simms
(ed.), Prequels, Sequels and Retellings of Classical Epic, Leiden 2018, 90-114, 94 n. 13); but she still
agrees with Tommaso Bracciniís interpretation of the title according to which Tzetzesí Iliad is 1'3/-18$+<% because big in terms of plot, but small in terms of length (Mitografia e miturgia femminile a
Bisanzio: il caso di Giovanni Tzetze, «QRO» III (2010) 88-105: 90).
16
The Carmina Iliaca start from Hecubaís dream (I 38-44 Leone), as Tzetzes also says in the
protasis; in the Exegesis, both versions of the events before the Trojan war (cf. n. 11) mention Hecubaís
dream (p. 58,7-14; p. 61.1-9).
17
For a thorough overview on this matter in the whole spectrum of Byzantine literature see
E. Jeffreys, The Judgment of Paris in later Byzantine literature, «Byzantion» XLVIII (1978) 112-131.
There, she also highlights how the episode of the judgment of Paris is the only one which involves a
direct intervention of gods into the events ñ a very hard episode to explain for whoever wanted to
interpret gods allegorically. In the War of Troy, a Greek paraphrase of the romance by BenoHt de SainteMaure (ibid. 115), the author, in order to give to the events an historical appearance, says that the
goddesses inspire Paris through a dream which makes him eager to sail to Greece.
18
Il. XXIV 29-30 30Ú I/J01-( 30Ú <0Ù( ><8"+,=/-. K,83í L2%(, / M( ,8J38&&8 ?8Ï( N28
-O 17&&0.<-, µ3-,2-.
19
See in particular T.W.C. Stinton, Euripides and the Judgement of Paris, London 1965. For
a general overview of the judgment of Paris in classical literature see Jeffreys, o.c. 117-121.
20
Cf. n. 24.
21
For the role of Dictys as a source for this particular episode see Jeffreys, o.c. 121-123. Although the original has not been transmitted in its entirety, some extracts of the original Greek text can
still be read thanks to four fragmentary papyri (P.Tebt. II 268; P.Oxy. XXXI 2539; P.Oxy. LXXIII 4943
and 4944). For a thorough explanation of the status quaestionis on Dictys see P. Gainsford, Diktys of
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like Kedrenos or Manasses, did not include the episode at all. Tzetzes innovates:
after two brief mentions in his previous works22, he lingers on it for two hundred
lines of the Prolegomena. Here is what he does:
vv. 135-225 contain the mythical story of the wedding of Peleus and Thetis
and then of Parisí judgment. At this point, the author raises some chronological concerns over the story (vv. 218-224): how can Paris and Achillesí
sons have roughly the same age during the Trojan War, if Paris was already
an adult when Achillesí parents got married23? Allegory is the answer.
vv. 226-249 contain a first allegorical explanation of the episode. During his
time in Parion, where he had been sent by Priam to escape the prophecy of
his destruction of Troy, Paris became a rhetorician (C;.B4 <Ó/ 3"/D<"/*+
v. 241) and wrote an allegorical work in which he compared the three goddesses to human passions ñ Athena is wisdom (#4D/,8'+), Hera is bravery
(>/74")&), and Aphrodite, lust (12'EA<)&). Here Tzetzes says that he is
drawing this allegory from John of Antioch/Malalas24.
Crete, «CCJ» LVIII (2012) 58-87; for the role of Malalas and John of Antioch as primary witnesses for
Dictysí text see in particular pp. 67-70.
22
This interpretation of Parisí judgment is Tzetzesí original invention, but the Allegories are
not the first of his works in which it appears: see Carm. Il. I 62-74 and schol. 63a, pp. 121-122 Leone;
Exeg. Il. pp. 62-65.
23
See above, but also prol. 217-224 5-42- =í N2' P8.=7( Q&2' =@<-, Q3 2G, E/0$1+2*,.
/ 5-4 >C'<7*( $Ï/ E02:/ R, ¡ I%<8S(, ›( -T=0(, / ¡ =í >C'<8ˆ( $8/0J28/-( ÕE@/C8, ><8"+,=/-..
/ U0Ú $Ï/ ¡ V8-E2W<81-( .OÙ( 2-4 >C'<7*( / E-<81'&2:( R, 27<8'-( 2X 5/*Y3X E-<71Z, / 0Ã2X
&C8=Ù, 9&WC/-,-( ÕE+/C*, ><8"+,=/Z. / U0Ú EG( -Ã3 [&2', L<-$-, ><7"0,=/-, ='3+68', /
$+1-'( 2',Ù( 2-\( ]0.2-4 E+EE-'( 9&-C/-,-4,2-(; «But that this is a lie is clear from events, for
Peleus was the father of Achilles, as you know, and Achilles was older than Alexandros. For Neoptolemos, the son of Achilles, was a mature warrior during the Trojan War, and he was almost equal in
age to Alexandros. And how is it not illogical for Alexandros to be the judge at the wedding of someone
equal in age to his grandfather?» (transl. by A. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the
Iliad, Cambridge MA-London 2015, 19).
24
In the text, Tzetzes attributes this allegory explicitly to John of Antioch: v. 246 ›( π*+,,%(
C/-,'3Ù( >,2'-C8S( E-. $/+_8', ìas the Chronicler John of Antioch writes somewhereî; Tzetzesí
vv. 241-245 reproduce almost verbatim a passage from fr. 40 Roberto (= fr. 24 M`ller) Q"7?8[2- =Ó
30Ú] <W$-, 89( Q$3a1'-, 2@( >_/-=J2%(, <7$*, 18J6-,0 0Ã2:, 8T,0' 2@( >?%,b( 30Ú 2@( c/0(.
2:, $Ï/ >_/-=J2%, <2:,> QE'?.1J0, 8TE8,, Q" ß( 2J32820' E+,20 2Ï 303Ï 2-\( F,?/aE-'(.
Q,284?8, 8d/%20' 14?-(, N2' I+/'( [3/',8 1820"ˆ I0<<+=-(, c/0( 30Ú >_/-=J2%(, 30Ú <2e>
>_/-=J2f =7=*38 2Ù 1@<-,, N Q&2' 2:, ,J3%,, ì[Paris] set out an encomium of Aphrodite. He said
that she is greater than Athena and Heras as Aphrodite is desire and from there come all the misfortunes
of the people. From this it has been told the story that Paris judged among Athena, Hera and Aphrodite
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vv. 250-333 contain Tzetzesí own natural allegorical explanation which is also
presented as the content of a book written by Paris. The wedding of Peleus
and Thetis is the creation of the universe (!*8<*3F/"'&). After the creation, Eris ñ confusion and storm ñ starts a fight among the different types
of air and, in the end, Aphrodite ("Ã!4&8)&) prevails: she now holds the
world/golden apple (!D8<*+).
The structure of those lines shows that Tzetzes chooses to start from this
episode because it gives him an opportunity to show his allegorical skills. Tzetzes
gives the mythical version first, then a known allegorization, i.e. the one given by
Malalas and perhaps John of Antioch (vv. 234-249), and finally his original physical
explanation25. In so doing, he kills two birds with one stone. He does not reject this
episode completely, as the other Byzantine chroniclers did: he writes it, adding his
critical remarks. But he is also not content with Malalasí old explanation, so he takes
the chance to add something original: a new allegorisation which does not substitute
the ëtraditionalí one but adds to it in accordance with his allegorical scheme. In fact,
both explanations fit in Tzetzesí threefold division of allegory as he outlined it in a
large scholion the Prolegomena written to comment on this passage26:
2F/." <Ó/ *—.B+ >/B/G<B+ !")<"/*/ .Ù E"Ù+ 8,<&)/"'H I/ 7Ó I!&8.*/
ƒ/*<& .J/ E"J/ !")<"/*/ ›+ 12Ú .Ù 2%")8.*/, .4)& 8,<&)/"'K L 24&3<&.'!J+ 3Ï4, L MA@'!J+, L 8.*'@"'&!J+ /*"9.&', *N*/ O4&, PE,/Q, P#4*7)., [Ö] 24&3<&.'!J+ <Ó/ (&8'%"9+, "6 R2%J+ >/E4?2*A+ .*ˆ+ &Ã.*ˆ+
The word ìgodî quoted without mentioning a name can have five different
meanings. A single specific name of the gods has mostly three meanings: it
can be intended historically, psychologically and materially. For example,
Hera, Athena, Aphrodite [Ö] historically they are rulers, if they simply

and gave the apple ñ which is the victory ñ to Aphroditeî. However, a scholion to v. 246 reads 2-4
QEJ3<%, ¡ g0<7<%( ìby surname Malalasî (Boissonade, o.c. 16; see also Matranga, o.c. II, 600): the
above-quoted passage from the Excerpta Salmasiana is, in fact, almost identical with Mal. Chron. V
2,15-20. This definitely confirms Patzigís thesis, according to which, whenever Tzetzes quotes John of
Antioch he is actually quoting Malalas, cf. E. Patzig, Malalas und Tzetzes, «ByZ» X/2 (1901) 385-393.
25
With this interpretation, Tzetzesí originality does not break away from tradition, but is used
as an instrument to defend himself and also for self-promotion. On originality in Byzantine writers see
S. Papaioannou, Michael Psellos. Rhetoric and Authorship in Byzantium, Cambridge 2013, 19-20.
26
The scholion is at v. 314 cf. Boissonade, o.c. 375-376; Matranga, o.c. II, 600-601.
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.'/Ó+ 7,%*S8'K MA@'!J+ 7Ó, O4& <Ó/ /*"9.&' MA@T, L >/74")&K PE,/Q,
#4D/,8'+K P#4*7).,, 12'EA<)& [Ö] 8.*'@"'&!J+ 7Ó O4& /*"9.&' ¡ %"2.*<"4T+ >T4, L3*A/ &6E;4K PE,/Q, ¡ 24*83"'D."4*+ !&Ú 2&@G."4*+
>T4, ¡ >2Ù 8"%;/,+ <F@4' 30+ 7'U!/*G<"/*+K P#4*7).,, 5 8.*'@"'&!T "Ã!4&8)&.
indicate some persons. Psychologically Hera means the soul, or courage;
Athena wisdom and Aphrodite lust. [Ö] materially Hera is intended as the
thin air, that is the ether; Athena the thicker air, the one closer to the ground
that from the moon reaches the earth. Aphrodite is the harmonious mixture of
all the elements.
The division of allegory into three kinds ñ psychological, historical and
material ñ corresponds to the allegorical explanations given in lines 135-33327. The
frame is that of a historical allegory where Paris is a scholar who writes two different
allegorical versions of the judgment: John of Antiochísí psychological allegory and
Tzetzesí original cosmogonic interpretation which belongs to the material ñ or
natural ñ kind. The two exegeses coexist, although the latter stands out for richness,
complexity, and originality. Tzetzes himself makes sure to highlight this difference
by adding that John of Antioch allegorised only that episode (v. 247 &Ã.Ù <D/*/
>%%,3*4J/), while he intends to allegorise everything accurately (v. 250 V2&/.&
%"2.J+ >%%"3*4"9/).
The question now is: why does Tzetzes show his ability at this particular
point? The answer is at lines 500-504, where he asks the princess whether she is
content with the work he has written so far, or if she would prefer something different
from him28. It is clearly a rhetorical question, but it might reflect a real circumstance:
as first noticed by Goldwyn, those lines were probably handed in to the princessí
staff as a sample of a future project; the court had then to decide whether to support

This threefold definition of allegory is also present in the Allegories from the Verse Chronicle, vv. 67-69: F<<%$-/8\20' Eb, =Ó 2/'22X 2X 2/WEZ, / &2-'C8'03G( 28, P.C'3G( 30Ú 2Ù 2/J2-,,
/ ›( E/0$1+2*, E7_.38, Õ<'3G, _S&'(, ìEverything can be allegorised in a threefold way: in terms
of elements, psychologically, and as originally developed from real mattersî. Cf. H. Hunger, Johannes
Tzetzes, Allegorien aus der Verschronik, «JhByz» IV (1955) 13-49: 20. It is different, however, from
the one given in the Exegesis of the Iliad (pp. 43,12-44,15). On these two different definitions see
Cesaretti, o.c. 155-156; on the Allegories from the Verse Chronicle see also Tommaso Bracciniís contribution to the present volume, with the editio princeps of the end of the poem.
28
Quoted and discussed infra, §4.
27
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Tzetzes financially towards the completion of the work29. The poet, therefore, had to
prove that he was the best writer ever. This explains why he places great emphasis
on an episode which is not mentioned by either Manasses or Kedrenos; they probably
shared the same chronological issues Tzetzes was also concerned about, but they did
not consider allegory as an exegetical tool. Manassesí stance is particularly interesting. He writes his chronicle exactly in the same years in which Tzetzes wrote his
Allegories; the two authors must have known each other, as they were the same age
and both lived in Constantinople, while occasionally sharing the same patron.
Manassesí Synopsis Chronike was dedicated to Irene the Sebastokratorissa, as was
Tzetzesí Theogony30.
After those lines, Tzetzes goes on with his account of the antehomerica, but
does not provide any other allegorical explanation until the episode of Achilles in
Skyros (vv. 433-467). While Parisí judgment is a controversial episode, mentioned
only by earlier chroniclers, references to the story of Achilles in Skyros are almost
non-existent in Byzantine literature. This episode was probably unfamiliar to Byzantine scholarship since Homer and most classical authors never mention it31. Tzetzesí
source here is probably Apollodoros, who describes the episode in his Bibliotheca,
a text with which Tzetzes was well acquainted32. However, it was hard for a Byzan29
See A. Goldwyn, Theory and method in John Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad and Allegories
of the Odyssey, «Scandinavian Journal of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies» III (2017) 141-171.
He notices how «the first five-hundred lines, then, were the grammarianís chance to impress his imperial patron and win her approval for the remaining» (p. 149); however, he considers this sample a
«programmatic allegory» which «offered Tzetzes the chance to put the theoretical model of allegorical
analysis he had delineated in the Exegesis to work in a narrative form» (p. 145). In my view, this last
remark is inaccurate for two main reasons: the threefold definition of allegory given in the Exegesis is
not the one applied in the Allegories which follow the scholion quoted supra. Furthermore, as I will
demonstrate in the next section his allegorical ability is not the only skill Tzetzes wanted to demonstrate
in those lines (see infra).
30
Irene the Sebastokratorissa ñ not to be confused with Bertha-Irene of Sulzbach! ñ was the
widow of Sebastokrator Andronikos, second son of John II Komnenos (cf. M. Jeffreys-E. Jeffreys, Who
was Eirene the Sevastokratorissa?, «Byzantion» LXIV/1 (1994) 40-68: 40); for her role as a patron see
E. Jeffreys, The sebastokratorissa Irene as patron, «Wiener Jahrbuch f`r Kunstgeschichte» LX (2012)
177-194. For more chronological details on the composition of the work see infra.
31
For an overview of the classical sources see T. Gantz, Early Greek Myth. A Guide to Literary and Artistic Sources, London 1993, 581.
32
See Apollod. III 13,8. It is also certain that Tzetzes not only knew Apollodorusí Bibliotheca
(cf. e.g. N.G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, London-Cambridge (MA) 19962, 207) but he could still
read the entire work, including the lost part that can now be reconstructed only through epitomes. On
this last point and on the older hypothesis that Tzetzes compiled Apollodorusí Epitome Vaticana see J.
Michels, Tzetzes epitomator et epitomatus? Excerpts from Ps.-Apollodorusí Bibliotheca, John Tzetzesí
Lycophron commentary and Chiliades in Vaticanus Gr. 950, «Byzantion» XC (2020) 1-18.
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tine reader to accept at face value a myth in which the greatest warrior of all times,
Achilles, dresses up like a woman in order to avoid going to Troy. Tzetzes knew it,
so he provides an allegorical explanation to interpret it: when the myth says that
Achilles in Skyros was concealing himself in womanís clothes, he was just hidden
by the love and cares of his mother who knew his destiny of death; but when
Odysseus, Nestor and Palamedes came to the island to recruit soldiers for the battle,
Achilles heard about the expedition and decided to sail for Troy33. This explanation
makes use of the historical allegory: Thetis is not a goddess, but just a worried mother. What Tzetzes does here is extremely similar to what he did with the judgment of
Paris. By contrast, both Malalas and Manasses completely ignore the episode of
Achilles on Skyros; probably, because they did not know it or, if they did, they could
not find a way to justify it.
Thus, in these first five hundred lines, Tzetzes interprets two episodes allegorically. In the first one he provides the controversial mythical judgment with the
explanation already given by historians, plus his original and richer version; for the
second one, he revives a less-known myth, adding an original historical allegory.
This was his best card to impress the court. My point here is that, in these first five
hundred lines, while Tzetzes certainly does focus on showing off his allegorical
skills, his real competitors seem to be chroniclers and historians rather than Homeric
scholars. If this had to be an allegorical account of the Homeric Iliad, why does he
prove his skills with episodes which Homer does not even mention? The answer is
simple: the focus here is not on allegory. Tzetzes wants to demonstrate his skills as
a scholar and particularly as a ëhistorianí who uncovers hidden and forgotten stories.
33
Prol. vv. 437-442, 454-457, 461, 465-467: iE8/ =Ó E8_<.+/%,20' E8/Ú 2-4 >C'<7*(, /
›( _-j%?8Ú( 2Ù, EW<81-, Q_W/8' $.,0'38\0 / 30Ú &ˆ, E0/?7,-'( O&2-./$G, 3/.E2W18,-(
ÕE@/C8, / 2-4 k=.&&7*( "J_% =Ó lJP0,2-( &ˆ, F2/+32-'(, / 302+=%<-( Q$7,82- 2Ù "J_-( E/-2'1#&0(, / 2-'0S2%, [C-.&J 2',0 &-_:, F<<%$-/J0, [Ö] F<<Ï 3028\C8 1%2/'3X 30Ú ='0ES/Z
EW?Z, / M $.,0'38J0, [,=.&', ‹,W10&0, -O 14?-'. / Â( k=.&&8ˆ( 30Ú V7&2*/ =Ó 182Ï 2-4
I0<01#=-.( / mE0,20C-4 ='#/C-,2- E+,20( &2/02-<-$-4,28(, / -O 1Ó, $.,0'3*=7&28/-' 30Ú
2G, =8'<G, F,?/aE*, [Ö] F2/+32-.( QE8<7$-,2-, n$-., 2:, -93-./J0, [Ö] ; =o >C'<8S(, ›(
n3-.&8 ='o Q3&2/028J0, <W$-.(, / D/*Y3Ù, F,0E%=p 30Ú 2/7C8' E/Ù( 2:, 1+C%,, / F_/-,2'&2#&0( 30Ú 1%2/Ù( 30Ú 20S2%( 10,28.1+2*,, «This nonsense has been said about Achilles, that, being
fearful of war, he dressed up as a woman and concealed himself among the girls at the loom, but when
Odysseus tossed swords along with the spindles he revealed himself, by preferring the sword. But this
tale has the following wise allegorical explanation [Ö] but held him back with her fervent maternal
love, which the myths call womenís clothing. When Odysseus, Nestor, Palamedes were going around
to recruit everyone for the army, some more effeminate and cowardly men [Ö] chose the spindles, that
is, housekeeping. [Ö] But Achilles, when he heard talk of an expedition, heroically leaped up and ran
off to war, heedless of his mother and her prophecies» (transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 35-37).
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Once he has told the story ñ if needed ñ he untangles its allegorical nature to reveal
the factual truth.
3. Two Byzantine romances
These Prolegomena are not a preface to an exegetical paraphrase. As it was shown
in the first section, their macro-structure is fairly different from the first half of the
Exegesis of the Iliad which could readily have been transposed into verse. The first
five hundred lines were a sample that Tzetzes presented to the court, but his
knowledge of history, myth and allegory is not the only weapon to impress ñ he also
wanted to prove his skills as a writer of romance.
As Goldwyn has already noticed, the Prolegomena draw a lot from Malalasí
version of the antehomerica, and they are not just limited to the episode of Paris as
a rhetorician34: he adds that «the fidelity with which Tzetzes follows the plot of
Malalas in his prolegomena is remarkable»35. However, in those lines there is a point
in which he innovates greatly: the meeting of Paris and Helen. While Malalasí
account is plain, Tzetzes lingers on the characterisation of the two lovers, adding a
pinch of romanticism to the story. Here is Malalasí account (V 3,1-8 Thurn):
W/ .X 7Ó 7'$3"'/ .Ù/ Y"/F%&*/ 12Ú .T/ Z4;.,/ EA8'$[*/.& \'Ú P8."4)]
!&Ú .^ _Ã4?2` 1/ .^ a*4.G/` 2D%"' 8A/F(, .T/ b%F/,/ !&."%E"9/ 1/
.X 2&4&7")8] .*S 2&%&.)*A &Ã.0+ "6+ .Ù 1B4'8E0/&' <".Ï .0+ c-E4&+
.0+ 8A33"/)7*+ .*S Y"/"%$*A 1! dF%*2*+ !&Ú .0+ Z%A<F/,+ 1! 3F/*A+
.0+ _Ã4?2,+. ¡ 7Ó d$4'+ 2&4&!GM&+ "6+ .Ù/ 2&4$7"'8*/ !&Ú 24*8"8@,!e+ .X !$%%"' .0+ b%F/,+ !&Ú .T/ /"D.,.&, (%,E"Ú+ f4B.' "6+ &Ã.T/
!&Ú 7'Ï .0+ c-E4&+ .0+ 8A33"/)7*+ Y"/"%$*A .0+ d"%*2)7*+ !&Ú .0+
Z%A<F/,+ 1! 3F/*A+ .0+ _Ã4?2,+ Õ2*/*E"G8&+ .T/ b%F/,/.
While Menelaos was staying in Crete and sacrificing to Zeus Asterios and
Europe in the city of Gortyn, it happened that Helen, came down into her
palace garden to take a walk with Aithra, Menelaosí relative through Pelops,
and Klymene, of the family of Europe. Paris looked out into the garden and
noticed Helenís beauty and youth. Falling in love with her, he seduced her

34
Cf. A. Goldwyn, John Malalas and the Origins of the Trojan war in Byzantium, «Troianalexandrina» XV (2015) 23-49: 27.
35
Ibid. 30.
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with the aid of Aithra, Menelaosí relative through Pelops and Klymene, of the
family of Europe36.
The version of Malalas is essential ñ not to say dry ñ but, as Goldwyn notices,
it presents two interesting novelistic features: the love at first sight and the role of
Aithra as an intermediary between the lovers37. Tzetzes clearly draws the basic ideas
from that, not only keeping these features, but further adding two ekphraseis of the
lovers (prol. 357-381):
g 7Ó Y"/F%&*+, %&(e/ .Ï 7G87B4& .Ï 7J4&,
&Ã.Ù+ 24Ù+ Z4;.,/ f2%"A8"/ I/"!& .0+ EA8)&+,
P%Fh&/74*/ .Ù/ d$4'/ 7Ó !&.F%"'M" .*9+ *-!*'+,
.4'$!*/.& !&Ú 7G* <Ó/ Õ2$4@*/.& .J/ @4D/B/,
›4&9*/ 2$/A !&Ú %"A!D/, "6+ 5%'!)&/ *N*/,
@4A8D.4'@&, 7&8G.4'@&, !&Ú .J/ >(4*(*8.4G@B/,
@&4*2*24D8B2*/ 2*%G, !&Ú Õ2*<"'7'J/.&,
8A/.*<*%D3*/, "–%&%*/, .X .$@"' 7Ó .J/ %D3B/,
2*%%$!'+ >2*2.G*/.& %"2.D.&.*/ 8'F%*A,
!&.Ï .Ï+ ƒ4/"'+ i+ #&<Ó/ !%08'/ >!&/EA%%)7&+K
j+ .T/ b%F/,/ !&.'7e/ .Ù 7"'%'/Ù/ 1/ !;2]
And Menelaos, taking the ill-omened gifts,
sailed to Crete for the sacrifice,
leaving Alexandros Paris in his house.
He was thirty-two years of age,
very handsome and fair-skinned, tall and lean,
with thick and delicate golden hair,
a very cheerful demeanour, and gentle smile,
concise yet eloquent, swift in speech,
often spitting out very refined spittle
like the birds we call goldfinches.
At sunset, he saw Helen in the garden
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Transl. by E. Jeffreys-M. Jeffreys-R. Scott, The Chronicle of John Malalas, Melbourne
1986, 46-47.
37
See Goldwyn, John Malalas cit. 17. Goldwyn rightly points to Dictys as Malalasí source,
but it is hard to say precisely what Dictysí text contained, since we have only the Latin translation; see
Gainsford, o.c. So it is hard to tell whether those novelistic features are an original feature of Malalasí
work or derived from Dictys.
36
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<".Ï 7*A%)7B/ .J/ &Ã.0+ !&Ú 3A/&'!J/ k.F4B/,
"6!*8'Óh Õ2$4@*A8&/ @4D/B/ .T/ 5%'!)&/
!$%%*+ *“8&/ ><)<,.*/, hF/,/ .T/ 5%'!)&/,
Õ2Ó4 @'D/& 7Ó %"A!;/, !&Ú .4A#"4Ï/ .Ù 8J<&,
"Ã24D8B2*/ !&Ú "–4'/&, !&Ú .J/ !&%%'*#4GB/,
"ÃD#E&%<*/, Õ34D#E&%<*/, @&4*2*24*8B2*S8&/,
"–@"'%*/, >/E,4D@"'%*/, !&Ú <"%'.*#B/*S8&/,
"–<&8.*/, 2A44&!)[*A8&/, !&Ú !&%%'.4&@,%*S8&/,
2Q8' ."42/*9+, 2Q8' !&%*9+ 2&8J/ Õ2"4."4*S8&/,
ƒ8*/ 5 2%,4*8F%,/*+ #&'74D!A!%*+ 8"%;/,
Õ2"4."4"9 .J/ ><A74J/ /A!."4'/J/ >8.F4B/.
l*'&G.,/ *“8&/ !&.'7e/ P%Fh&/74*+ b%F/,/,
12%;3, .&G.,+ f4B.', !&Ú .&G.,/ >#&42$h&+,
>/."4&8E")8,+ !&Ú &Ã.0+, .0+ c-E4&+ 8A/"43*G8,+,
with her slave girls and other female attendants.
She was twenty-six years of age,
inimitably beautiful, of unusual stature,
her skin whiter than snow and tender of body,
with a pretty face and nose and beautiful eyebrows,
and pretty eyes, liquid eyes, with cheerful demeanour,
beautiful lips, flowery lips and honeyed voice,
with beautiful breasts, rosy cheeks and graceful neck,
surpassing all women in every delight and every beauty,
as much as the full moon, the shining orb of the moon,
surpasses the dim stars at night.
Such was Helen upon whom Alexandros gazed;
he was smitten with love for her and stole her away,
and she loved him in return with Aithraís cooperation38.
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Paris and Helen are not described as historical figures, but as lovers who are
destined to love each other and suffer ñ like all the main characters of a romance.
Tzetzes starts by focusing on Paris ñ the main character of the account up to this point
ñ describing his features and perfect beauty, then he focalises through him when he
goes down to the garden and sees Helen: the ekphrasis of Helenís beauty starts only
when Paris first sees her, as if the reader saw her through Parisí eyes.
38

Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 29-31.
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Another author, Manasses, uses a similar approach. While Malalasí chronicle
is, according to Ingela Nilsson, «the starting point for the Byzantine tradition of nonHomeric Troy matter»39, it follows that Manasses makes him his main source for the
Trojan section of his chronicle. In this section, however, Manasses does also something very similar to what Tzetzes does: he adds an ekphrasis to Malalasí story, but
only about Helenís beauty (vv. 1155-1169):
>2*7,<"9 Y"/F%&*+, %")2".&' d$4'+ <D/*+,
.T/ Y"/"%$*A 3&<".T/ !&.Ï .Ù/ *:!*/ (%F2"'.
m/ 5 3A/T 2"4'!&%%;+, "–*#4A+, "Ã@4*A8.$.,,
"Ã2$4"'*+, "Ã24D8B2*+, (*J2'+, @'*/D@4*A+,
k%'!*(%F#&4*+, R(4$, @&4).B/ 3F<*/ n%8*+,
%"A!*(4&@)B/, .4A#"4$, !$%%*+ n/.'!4A+ f<2/*A/,
.Ù 24D8B2*/ !&.$%"A!*/, 5 2&4"'Ï C*7D@4*A+,
.Ù 24D8B2*/ 12)@&4', .Ù (%F#&4*/ ›4&9*/,
!$%%*+ >/"2'.;7"A.*/, &Ã.D(&2.*/, &Ã.D@4*A/H
f(&2." .T/ %"A!D.,.& C*7D@4*'& 2A48)/,,
›+ "- .'+ .Ù/ 1%F#&/.& ($M"' %&<24o 2*4#G4p,
7"'4T <&!4$, !&.$%"A!*+, qE"/ 1<AE*A43;E,
!A!/*3"/0 .T/ "–*2.*/ b%F/,/ @4,<&.)["'/.
¡4o .&G.,/ P%Fh&/74*+, R%)8!".&' .X !$%%"'H
!&Ú .) 2*%%Ï !&Ú 2"4'..Ï <&!4,3*4"9/ !&Ú 34$#"'/;

1155

1160

1165

Then Menelaus went off on a journey, but Paris was left alone. He saw Menelausí wife in her house. She was very beautiful, had fine eyebrows, good colouring, beautiful cheeks, a splendid countenance and large eyes. Helen was
snow-white, with flirtatious eyes, delicate, a grove full of graces, white-armed,
tender and with an inspirational beauty. Her face was quite white and her
cheeks were rosy. She had a pleasing face and beautiful eyes. Her beauty was
simple, enhanced by her natural colouring. A reddish hue tinted her white skin,
as if someone had painted ivory a brilliant crimson. Her neck was long and
entirely white. This gave rise to the myth that the delightful Helen had been
born of a swan. Alexander saw her and was captivated by her beauty. Why go
on talking and writing so much and at such length?40
39
I. Nilsson, From Homer to Hermoniakos: some considerations of Troy matter in Byzantine
literature, «Troianalexandrina» IV (2004) 9-34: 17.
40
Transl. by L. Yuretich, The Chronicle of Constantine Manasses, Liverpool 2018, 62.
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The similarities between the texts of Tzetzes and Manasses are striking. They
draw from the same source, but they also enrich the text in the same way, giving it
the nuance of a novel. Manassesí longer passage on the love story of Helen and Paris
functions much better in terms of novelistic style, with Nilsson writing that «the
episode functions like a miniature novel displaying Tyche, Eros, the heroineís beauty
and the elopement in less than thirty verses. The authorial intervention in v. 1169 is
the last signal, the author winking at his audience: the hero falls in love»41. Tzetzes
does not go so far; he sticks to history, to a faithful account of the story, while still
sketching a novelistic portrait of the star-crossíd lovers.
It is impossible to say who was inspired by whom, as it is extremely difficult
to go into chronological detail. According to Yuretich, «Manasses is likely to have
composed the SC [scil. Synopsis Chronike] in the years between 1145 and 1148»42.
But it is also quite difficult to date Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad, although some
boundaries can still be set: Bertha arrived in Constantinople in the summer of 1142
and married Manuel I in January 1146; we also know that Tzetzes wrote the fourth
book of the Allegories of the Iliad after the wedding43. This means that the two works
were written in more or less the same period and ñ as already discussed ñ the two
authors must have been in contact with one another. However, what really matters
is that, in these first five-hundred lines, Tzetzes gives not only an allegorical explanation, but adds a quick reference to the novelistic tradition as well. It cannot be ruled
out that, in doing so, he wants to prove himself better than Manasses, but in what respect? Manasses, in fact, writes a chronicle not an allegorical work, and so why does
Tzetzes have to compete with a chronicler? The answer is simple: because Tzetzes
was writing an historical work too ñ not really a chronicle, but something closer to
a chronicle than to an exegesis. In the previous paragraphs I have shown that the
Prolegomena do not fit the standards of exegetical prefaces; on the contrary, Tzetzes
tries to carefully report the historical events of the Trojan war, using allegory if the
account turns out to be mythical or untrustworthy. In addition, on a key episode like
the meeting of Paris and Helen he draws from the tradition of Byzantine chroniclers
Nilsson, o.c. 22.
Yuretich, o.c. 3.
43
For a more detailed discussion on the dating of the Allegories see Rhoby, o.c. 159-160. who
sees the weeding between Bertha and Manuel as a terminus post quem. The evidence of Book IV comes
from schol. Alleg. Il. IV 47 (p. II, 609 Matranga), see the discussion in H. Giske, De Ioannis Tzetzae
scriptis ac vita, Rostochii 1851, 48-49. For an account of Bertha-Eirene see E. Tounta, Westliche politische Kanzleipropaganda und byzantinische h"fische Literatur im Dienst der Weltherrschaftsideologie: die Feierliche Ankunft Berthas von Sulzbach (1142) und ihr Ableben in Konstantinopel (1160),
«Byzantina» XXVIII (2008) 137-160: 139.
41
42
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and highlights the novelistic features of the love story in a ëdialogueí with one of his
contemporaries. Looking more closely, it is clear that the work Tzetzes presents to
the court does not belong to the exegetical tradition, but falls squarely into the genre
of the chronicle. It looks like an historical account of the Trojan War.
4. The entire Iliad
It is straightforward to assume that these first five-hundred lines were meant to be
just a ëpreviewí of the rest of the work as we now read it: an allegorical metaphrasis
of Homerís Iliad written in political verse. However, this might not be the case. In
fact, throughout the prologue, Tzetzes repeats multiple times that he is not sure about
what to write; in addition, he gives ambiguous definitions of the work he is writing
and appeals more than once to the princess to tell him what kind of oeuvre she wants.
In the Prolegomena, Tzetzes is quite vague the first time he mentions the work
he is about to begin, but this description could still fit the Allegories as we know
them today (prol. 28-31):
>%%Ï .Ù/ <F3&/ .Ù/ (&Eˆ/ ‹!"&/Ù/ g<;4*A,
.Ù/ 2Q8&/ 2"4'8#)33*/.& !G!%] .T/ *6!*A<F/,/,
(&.Ù/ !"%"G"'+ V2&8' !&Ú 2*4"A.Ù/ 2*'08&',
›+ YBr80+ .T/ W4AE4Ï/ s84&,%).&'+ 2$%&'.

30

But the great and deep Ocean of Homer
which tightly binds in a circle the whole world round;
you order it to be made accessible and passable to all
as Moses made the Read Sea to the Israelites long ago44.
Tzetzesí duty will be to make Homer approachable to any reader; however, it
is not clear how. The Allegories certainly do this, but there is no clear mention of an
allegorical paraphrase. Ten lines later we arrive at the list of the contents which
Tzetzes is going to cover, and references to the work he is writing go into deeper
detail (prol. 41-49)45:
Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 5.
This section is defined as a prologue of the work by Tzetzes himself in schol. 41 (p. II, 599
Matranga) D 302Ï l#2-/0( E/-73?8&'( 2G, 38_0<0J*, 30Ú E/-302+&20&'( <8$-17,%, 30Ú
ÕEW&C8&'(q 302Ï =Ó E-'%2Ï( E/-?8*/J0 30Ú E/-r_#$%&'(, n2-' E/-='#$%&'(q 3s, -O l#2-/8(
L<<*( _0&J 2:, E/-='#$%&',, ì This is what in the case of the orators is called proekthesis (ëopening
statementí) or prokatastasis (ëpreambleí) or hyposchesis (ëpromiseí), but in the case of the poets, pro44
45
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Z&Ú 7T %*'2Ù/ 2".$8&8& .Ï+ E")&+ >!*$+ 8*A,
24Ù 2$/.B/ 24J.*/ <$/E&/" .*S 2*',.*S .Ù 3F/*+,
2&.4)7&, !&Ú 3"//;.*4&+, <".Ï .J/ 7'7&8!$%B/,
!&Ú @4D/*A+ *N+ 1.G3@&/", !&Ú 2D8&+ 34$#"' ()(%*A+,
!&Ú 2*S !&Ú 2J+ 1hF%"'M" .Ù/ ()*/ ."%"A.;8&+.
Z&Ú 7T !&Ú .T/ Õ2DE"8'/ <$E" .0+ s%'$7*+
!&.Ï %"2.Ù/ .T/ 8G<2&8&/, !&Ú .Ï+ <*4#Ï+ b%%;/B/.
_:.& 7í, "6 EF%"'+, <".í &Ã.Ï !&Ú 2Q8&/ s%'$7&,
·82"4 !"%"G"' EF%,<& .Ù 8D/, <".&2*';8B.

45

So now open wide your divine ears,
Learning first of all the lineage of the poet,
His native land, his parents, along with his teachers,
And when he lived and how many books he wrote,
And when and how he died at the end of his life.
And learn also the subject matter of the Iliad,
All of it, in detail, and the bodily appearance of the Greeks.
Then, if you wish, after this also the entire Iliad,
As your wish commands, I will rewrite and recast46.

45

Lines 42-45 describe the content of the first 130 lines47; next, Tzetzes promises
to write the matter of the Iliad (.T/ Õ2DE"8'/ .0+ s%'$7*+) specifying that the
outline will be complete and precise (!&.Ï %"2.Ù/ .T/ 8G<2&8&/); after this, he
will describe the bodily appearance of the Greeks, which is the section at vv. 508723 ñ something similar to what Malalas does in his chronicle48. In the final part,
theoria (ëprefaceí) or proyphēgēsis (ëoutlineí), prodiēgēsis (ëpreliminary accountí), although the orators use the term prodiēgēsis in a different wayî. I thank Marc Lauxtermann for the help with this translation. On the prokatastasis see Aglae Pizzoneís chapter in this volume, especially the passage from
the Logismoi published on pp. 49-62.
46
Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 5-7.
47
On this point see the macro-structure of the Prolegomena.
48
See Malal. V 13-28; for an analysis of this passage and in particular of the vocabulary used
by Malalas see E. Jeffreys-M. Jeffreys, The language of Malalas: Portraits, in E. Jeffreys-B. Croke-R.
Scott (edd.), Studies in John Malalas, Sydney 1990, 231-244. A similar list of heroes can also be found
in Manasses vv. 1222-1241 Lampsidis. This is of course another hint that, up to this point, the Prolegomena belong more to the genre of chronicles than to that of exegesis. On this passage see also V.F.
Lovato, Portrait de h#ros, portrait dí#rudit : Jean Tzetz!s et la tradition des eikonismoi, «MEG» XVII
(2017) 137-156.
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Tzetzes offers to transform (<".&2*';8B) the ëentire Iliadí (2Q8&/ s%'$7&) as
well, if you wish ("6 EF%"'+) and in the way you command (·82"4 !"%"G"' EF%,<&
.Ù 8D/). This last two lines are rather ambiguous. It might be argued that Tzetzes is
now talking about the work we now read ñ as the verb <".&2*';8B might suggest;
but, instead, he might just be suggesting that, after the heroesí description, he will
bring to completion the account on the Trojan War he had started ñ as also another
passage seems to imply49. What is clear from these lines is that the completion of the
work was all but certain: Tzetzes does not know whether Bertha-Eirene wants it or
not, and he is not even sure about the form this work should take. The real question,
however, concerns the expressions he uses: what do .T/ Õ2DE"8'/ .0+ s%'$7*+ .T/
8G<2&8&/ or 2Q8&/ s%'$7& really mean? Are they somehow equivalent?
In Greek, there is hardly a word more polysemic than Õ2DE"8'+, but here,
quite clearly, it is used in the meaning of ësubject of a poem or a treatiseí50. Stephanus
also says that Õ2DE"8'+, when it refers to materiam et argumentum operis alicuius,
may be equivalent to 2"4'*@;, ësummaryí51. One could see this as a simple reference
to the kind of summaries that, in medieval manuscripts, were meant to be an introduction to the poem they preceded52. However, The Õ2DE"8'+ which Tzetzes promises to deliver is not just the subject of the Iliad, but, as he specifies, the ëentire subjectí of the Iliad, an expression which recurs in later passages, with the difference
that the adjective indicating completeness is shifted from Õ2DE"8'+ to s%'$+53. The

49
This interpretation is supported by a comment Tzetzes makes while he is listing the heroes
in prol 660-661: 30Ú 2Ï( 1-/_+( 1-' 1+,?0,8 2Ï( 2G, F/'&2-27/*,, / 30Ú 2W28 Eb&0, 2:, Õ_:,
17C/' 2-4 27<-.( 1+?f(, «learn now from me the appearances of the best of them, and then you will
learn the whole weave through the end» (transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 51).
50
Cf. LSJ9 1882.
51
ThGL VII, 334 C.
52
Cf. P. Mertens, Songe díH#cube. Pomme de discorde et autres «Antehomerica», «AC»
XXIX (1960) 18-29: 18-19. G. Spatafora, Antehomerica e Posthomerica nella letteratura bizantina,
«MEG» VI (2006) 205-214: 206 also observes that «fin dal VI secolo [Ö] la ripresa dei racconti omerici
t sempre accompagnata da una precisa volontu da parte dellíautore di riordinare gli eventi secondo un
asse narrativo perspicuo che parta dallíF/C# dei fatti narrati». This is also how Johannes Haubold interprets the Prolegomena: «The Allegories start off with extensive introductory material (fully
one fifth of the text) on the life of Homer and the prehistory of the Trojan War, a typical feature of
Byzantine manuscripts of Homer», see J. Haubold, The scholiast as poet: Tzetzes and his Allegories of
the Iliad, «BICS» LXIV (2021) 73-80: 75.
53
See e.g. prol. 86-88 ><<Ï 30Ú C/W,-, 1+?8 1-' 2Ù, 2-4 ;1#/-. E/G2-,, / 30Ú 2:,
Q38J,-. 28<8.2#,q 8T20 &0_G( F3-S&8'( / 2Ù, ,-4, 30Ú 2:, ÕEW?8&', E+&%( 2@( )<'+=-(, «But
first learn from me about Homerís early years and his death; then you will hear clearly the sense and
the meaning of the whole of the Iliad» (transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 9); 133-134 !E8Ú <-'EÙ,
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result of this shift is essentially equivalent to 2Q8& s%'$+, the words Tzetzes uses
to describe the ëthird sectioní; this latter expression carries a very specific meaning
in Tzetzesí writings, as it can be seen from the introductory scholion to his Little and
Big Iliad (p. 101 Leone):
g 2&4e/ 2*',.;+, #'%*8G/.*<*+ t/ !&Ú .0+ ‹#"%")&+ .J/ /FB/ #4*/.)[B/, 8A/*2.'!J+ .T/ 2Q8&/ s%'$7& 1/ .^ 2&4*G8` ()(%] 1hFE".*.
The present poet ñ since he loves brevity and has at heart the benefit of the
young ñ exposed the entire Iliad in the present book, in a synoptic way.
The 1,600 lines of the Little and Big Iliad ñ roughly the length of two short
books of the Iliad ñ start from Parisí birth and end after the sack of the city54. So, the
introductory scholion means that Tzetzes will tell ìthe entire Iliadî going through
the events of the war from the beginning until the end. Tzetzes was well aware that,
in doing so, he put himself in opposition with Homerís Iliad, which only focuses on
Achillesí wrath55.
In the Prolegomena, Tzetzes uses this expression multiple times56 and, after
the digression on the Judgement of Paris, he starts his account on Troy precisely
from where the Little and Big Iliad begins: Hecubaís ominous dream57. Yet, in fact,
181+?%30( 30Ú ?+,02-, ;1#/-., / 1+,?0,8 2:, ÕEW?8&', 2@( N<%( )<'+=-( «Well, since you have
learned the details of Homerís death, learn the subject matter of the entire Iliad» (ibid. 13).
54
For more details on title and extent of the work see n. 15 ; for a discussion of the term Eb&0
)<'+( in the Little and Big Iliad see U. Mondini, Composing the g'3/-18$+<% )<'+(, «vyZ» CXIV/1
(2021) 350-353 as well as his contribution to the present volume.
55
In Byzantium there is not a clear-cut distinction between the Trojan matter (meaning all the
legends and events of the war) and the Homeric epic. As noted by Nilsson, «poetic licence allowed
authors to express non-Homeric Troy matter in a Homeric style, or Homeric legends on vernacular
verse, or to mix material from different sources» (o.c. 11-12). For further passages in Tzetzes see e.g.
Exeg. Il. p. 67,12-20 or 71-73, where Tzetzes wonders why Homer started the Iliad from Achillesí
wrath ñ w'02J =Ó FEÙ 2@( 1#,'=-(; The Prolegomena of the Allegories of the Iliad answers differently
from the Exegesis on this particular question, see vv. 1148-1170. For others Byzantine authors who talk
about ìthe Iliadî as the events of the Trojan War and not just about the poem see e.g. Eust. in Il. I 7,1518 or 12,33-37 van der Valk. On 28th February 2020 I delivered a paper at the Oxford University Byzantine Society graduate conference on The boundaries of the Iliad in 12th-century Byzantine literature
where I discussed and analysed the issue more thoroughly.
56
See supra and also n. 53.
57
Prol. 176-178 !E8Ú =Ó 30Ú ><7"0,=/-, [$3.-( R, x3+j%, / $8,,@&0' _<7$-,20 =0<Ù,
Q=W3%&8, ¿,8J/-'(, / M( E+&0( QE./EW<%&8 2Ï( 5/a*, E8/'Ca/-.(, «When Hekabe was pregnant
with Alexandros, she dreamed that she gave birth to a flaming torch, which burned all the Trojan
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the Prolegomena do not contain an account of the whole Trojan matter, but rather a
detailed allegorical account of the events which precede the beginning of the Homeric poem. Now, there are two remaining options for the meaning of Õ2DE"8'+:
Tzetzes either means the account of the antehomerica which he gives, or he had
something in mind which he then failed to accomplish. A possible answer is given
half-way through the Prolegomena (vv. 476-487, 493-495):
Y$E" .Ï+ .*G.B/ !%;8"'+ 7Ó 24J.*/ !&Ú /&A&4@)&+
!&Ú .Ï+ <*4#Ï+ "68F2"'.& .Ï+ .J/ >4'8.*.F4B/K
":.& %*'2D/ <*' <".í &Ã.Ï <$E`+ .Ï .*S 2*%F<*A
!&.Ï %"2.Ù/ .Ï 8G<2&/.& 8."/J+ 2"2%&.A8<F/B+,
*—.B+ fl+ i/ >/F3/B!&+ g<;4*A+, u.,8'@D4*A+,
_Ã4'2)7&+, vA!D#4*/&+, Z*%%*GE*A+ ." !&Ú vF8@&+,
!&Ú \)!.A/ 8A334&M$<"/*/ !&%J+ .T/ s%'$7&,
l4'#'*7?4*A+, ZDU/.*/, !i/ k!&.Ù/ ('(%)&,
*Ã! i/ %"2.*<"4F8."4*/ *—.B+ 1h,!4'(?8B,
!&Ú .D." .<;<&.' (4&@"9 2$/.& 8A3!"!%"'8<F/&,
q2B+ 2Q+ ¡ (*A%D<"/*+ 1/ 2D/] (4&@A.$.]
>/"3/B!F/&' .*9+ 2*%%*9+ 7*!^ ('(%'*E;!&+ [Ö]
.Ï 2$/.& 2"4'F!%"'8& .<;<&.' (4&@A.$.],
First learn their names and the ships under their command
and then the appearance of the leaders;
after that you may learn from me the rest about the war
in detail, everything, in a compressed and an expansive way.
Thus not even if you had read Homer and Stesichoros,
Euripides, Lycophron, Kollouthos and Lesches,
and Dictysís well-written Iliad,
Triphiodorus and Quintus, even a hundred books, not
even then would you have learned the story in greater detail,
since I have incorporated everything in abbreviated form,
so that anyone who wishes may seem to the masses
to have read whole libraries with minimum effort [Ö]
I included everything in a very short section,

territory» (transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 15). See also Carm. Il. I 39-61; the same episode is also the
starting point of the Troy matter in the Exegesis of the Iliad, pp. 58,4-16 and 61,2-15.
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¡2D8& *Ã@ "Õ4;8"' .'+ *Ã7í k!&.Ù/ ('(%)*'+,
!&Ú >4!"8E^ .Ù Z4$.*+ 8*A .*9+ *N82"4 7'&34$#B.
containing more than one would find even in a hundred books,
and let your Majesty be content with everything I write down58.
In this rhetorical hyperbole Tzetzes mentions many authors whose focus
was on the posthomerica (i.e. the events after the death of Hector), such as Euripides, e.g. the Trojan Women or ñ especially ñ Hecuba59, and epic poems by
Triphiodorus or Quintus Smyrnaeus60. From this passage, it seems clear that
Tzetzes intended to write a complete account of the Trojan War that included
the posthomerica ñ so complete, in fact, that it could have replaced an entire
library. One might object that by this point Tzetzes had already written such a
work, the previously-mentioned Little and Big Iliad. That work, however, was
written in hexameters, making it quite hard to read: the vocabulary is Homeric,
and the scholia must also be read in order to fully understand the work61. At this
particular point, Tzetzes wanted to offer the princess a work with similar content, but in political verse, more readable even without the complex exegetical
apparatus of the hexametric poem62: a work tailored for a foreign empress. The
work he had in mind was probably close to his Theogony, a retelling of another
popular topic in classical literature; this time, however, Tzetzesí work would

Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 37-39.
Hecuba was one of the tragedies of the school triad, together with Orestes and Phoenissae;
see B. Baldwin, Euripides in Byzantium, in J.R.C. Cousland-J. R. Hume (edd.), The Play of Texts and
Fragments, Leiden-Boston 2009, 433-443: 436
60
The fact that Stesichorus and Leschesí Trojan works were already lost clearly highlights
the rhetoric behind this passage which aims to present Tzetzesí work as the top of an entire tradition.
However, as Martina Savio rightly observes, «In questo caso Tzetze non critica gli autori che líhanno
preceduto: semplicemente, conoscendo i bisogni del proprio pubblico, effettivo o potenziale, li presenta
ad esso come superati in quanto ormai t ëinutile legerlií da quando cít líopera di Tzetze»: Polemica e
invettiva nelle opere di Giovanni Tzetze: screditare i concorrenti e pubblicizzare ëlíeccellenza tzetzianaí, «RFIC» CXL/1 (2018) 181-238: 196.
61
See Mondini in this volume, and Cardin o.c. 105-108: «The scholia appended by Tzetzes
to his own poetic text are not intended only for the explanation of learned material. Of course, we find
the voice of the teacher, who explains rhetorical grammar and metrical features [Ö] But we also find
the voice of the author [Ö] We might say the same for Carmina Iliaca: the unity of poetic text and
scholia, where erudition and inventiveness coexist».
62
The scholia to the Allegories of the Iliad are not many and not even comparable to the ones
of the Little and Big Iliad, where they are an essential part of the work; see the previous note.
58
59
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not be swift and unprepared, as he describes his Theogony, but he will display
the best of his abilities63.
If Tzetzes really had such a work in his mind ñ an account of the Trojan War
in political verse ñ a logical question, then, is: why did Tzetzes eventually write an
allegorical paraphrase of the Iliad? The answer may lie in what he tells Bertha-Eirene
at lines 500-504:
_6 <F@4' 7í *”2"4 34$M&'<"/ .<;<&.*+ 8<'!4*.$.*A
.Ù E"9*/ !&Ú #'%$/E4B2*/ *Ã! >4!"8E^ 8*A Z4$.*+,
E"%;8"' 7Ó <".$#4&8'/ !&Ú 8.)@B/ .J/ g<;4*A,
!&EÏ 24*"92D/ <*) .'/"+, ›+ 1! .*S 8*S .*S Z4$.*A+,
›+ w4&!%0+, .Ù/ n"E%*/ !&Ú .*S.*/ 1!."%F8B.

500

If up to now, your divine and benevolent Majesty is not content
With this very small section we have written,
And wishes additionally a translation of Homerís verses,
As many have previously told me on your Majestyís behalf,
Like Herakles, I will complete this labor as well64.

500

This passage is different from what Tzetzes said previously at vv. 41-49. This
is the first time where he clearly mentions a paraphrase (<".$#4&8'+) of Homerís
lines offered as an additional option65 ñ it probably resulted from a request which
had already been put forward by some members of the princessí staff. Here Tzetzes
clears away the ambiguity of vv. 41-49. He uses the technical term <".$#4&8'+ and
specifies that the paraphrase will only focus on Homeric poetry and not on the entire
Iliad (2Q8& s%'$+). It is clear now that this Homeric paraphrase will be something
different from what he has written so far, and he will move to that kind of project
only should she not be satisfied with what Tzetzes already presented her. Looking at
the Allegories as we read them today, it is clear that she was not satisfied. Tzetzes,
in fact, abandoned the idea of a full account of the war in political verse, and started
writing an allegorical metaphrasis of Homerís Iliad.

On his own description of the Theogony see Theog. 23-25. On the fact that Tzetzes wants
to prove himself as the best and most accurate writer see the observations in §2 and 3, but also prol.
476-487 quoted supra.
64
Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 39.
65
For the genre of metaphrasis in Byzantine poetry see Lauxtermann, o.c. 225-246.
63
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Another proof of this change is in the last lines of the Prolegomena, when
Tzetzes is about to start the Homeric paraphrase. In that last section, Tzetzes tells
two different versions of the causes behind Achillesí rage: vv. 956-1147 contain Tzetzesí version, which includes Palamedesí execution plotted by Odysseus; vv. 11481203 contain Homerís version, which is essentially a brief summary of the first book
of the Iliad. After this, the author concludes the Prolegomena with the following remark (vv. 1204-1214):
lÏ 7Ó %*'2Ï 8A/x7*A8'/ g<;4*A !&Ú .J/ n%%B/.
Z&Ú .*S g<;4*A <F/ 18.'/ 5 ê%#& C&M]7)&
.T/ <0/'/ 2"4'F@*A8& .&G.,/ .*S P@'%FB+H
13e 7í *Ã! *:7& .Ù/ 8!*2Ù/ .J/ 8J/ 1/EA<,<$.B/,
"-." 8A/.D<B+ 2&/."%J+ (*G%"' <" .&S.& 34$#"'/,
"-." 24Ù+ 2%$.*+, <"4'!J+, !"#&%&'B7"8.F4B+,
.*S ê%#& !&Ú .*S y0.& 8*' !&Ú .J/ %*'2J/ 34&<<$.B/
.Ï+ Õ2*EF8"'+ 34$#"'/ <" .Ï+ >/&3!&'*.F4&+,
.Ù .)+, !&Ú .)+ 2&4$ .'/*+, !&Ú .)/*+, 1#*/"GE,,
!&Ú <"4'!J+ >%%,3*4"9/ ¿%)3& .J/ @4,8)<B/.
l&@FB+ 7,%BE;.B <*'H 7'&2*4J 3Ï4 2$/A.
The rest agrees with Homer and the others.
And the first book of Homer
includes the wrath of Achilles;
but I do not know why you want these aids to memory,
whether you wish me to write these things briefly
or expansively, in detail and in their entirety,
of the First, the Second and the remaining chapters
to write the more necessary sections of the story,
the what, and the who by whom, and whose, was killed,
and to interpret allegorically in detail some of the useful matters.
Tell me quickly, for I am at a complete loss66.

1205

1210

1205

1210

Tzetzes does not know what to do or what to write. These lines undoubtedly
exaggerate a situation of stall Tzetzesí had in the writing process ñ a situation which
only the intervention of the patron could have overturned; however, this does not
exclude that he really found himself in the circumstance he describes: Tzetzes does
66

Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 91.
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not know what to write because the courtís staff has not told him clearly. He reached
the causes of Achillesí wrath ñ the turning-point from the antehomerica to the homerica ñ and is now left with two options: he could turn the text to a metaphrasis or just
stick to his original plan. The princess ñ or, more probably, someone in her staff ñ
finally tells Tzetzes what he has to write, so the plan changes and he starts the paraphrase of the first book of the Iliad. Paraphrasing the first book means that Tzetzes
will have to tell the Homeric version of Achillesí wrath again: he is aware that he is
going to repeat himself, so he bluntly writes it down (Alleg. Il. I 1-3):
l0+ ê%#& 5 Õ2DE"8'+ g<;4*A C&M]7)&+,
µ/& 24Ù+ 8T/ ‹#F%"'&/ 2$%'/ 12&/&%$(B,
.$7" 7,%*9 !&.Ï %"2.Ù/ V2"4 1/E$7" #4$8B.
The subject matter of the first book of Homer,
to repeat it again for your benefit,
states in detail these matters which I will describe here67.
Hence, Tzetzes writes Briseisí affair again (2$%'/). But now he has been told
what to write and the work can actually start. A good start is half the battle; this was
not a good start, and so there will still be a lot of fighting to complete the oeuvre.
Tzetzes loses the Imperial patronage half-way through the work and a new sponsor,
Konstantinos Kotertzes, takes over from the beginning of Book XVI68.
5. A matter of titles?
So far, I have tried to break down the Prolegomena in order to understand the reasons
behind its composition and structure. Tzetzes started with a different work in mind,
an account of the whole war, but ended up following the imperial requests and wrote
a metaphrasis of the Iliad. As a matter of fact, this first failed attempt has not been
discarded, but kept as an introduction. A trace of this change in both matter and genre
can be spotted in the title of the work the manuscript tradition presents: ’2DE"8'+
Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 93.
There is a great difference in style between the books written for the princess and the ones
written under Kotertzesí patronage. Given this distinction, I think that Tzetzes lost the imperial support
after he had completed the allegories on Book XIV; Book XV shows already many similarities with the
style of the second half of the oeuvre, so it was probably a transitional book before the small prologue
ñ at the start of Book XVI, see Alleg. Il. XVI vv. 1*-7* ñ where Tzetzes officially announces the change
of patron.
67
68
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.0+ g<;4*A s%'$7*+ >%%,3*4,E"98& 2&4Ï sB$//*A 34&<<&.'!*S .*S l[F.[*A, ìthe story of the Homeric Iliad allegorised by John Tzetzes the grammarianî69.
The word Õ2DE"8'+ is still there, but its nuance has now changed: it is no
longer the hypothesis of the ëwhole Iliadí, but only of Homerís Iliad. This might seem
an excessive emphasis on the role of a genitive, but it is actually a clear distinction
made by Tzetzes himself (Exeg. Il. p. 67,12-20):
s%'Ï+ 5 2&4*S8& 2*),8'+ 12'3F34&2.&', ›+ .Ï+ .J/ s%'FB/, L.*' .J/
l4?B/, 8A<#*4Ï+ 2"4'F@*A8& [Ö] g<;4*A 7Ó 24Ù+ >/.'7'&8.*%T/ .J/
<'!4J/ s%'$7B/H !&Ú 3Ï4 vF8@,+ ¡ dA44&9*+, Z'/&)EB/ .F .'+ v&!"7&'<D/'*+ !&Ú ¡ W4AE4&9*+ \'D7B4*+, l4'#'D7B4D+ ." !&Ú ZDU/.*+ ¡ u<A4/&9*+ !&Ú I."4*' s%'$7&+ 8A33"34&#;!"8&/.
The present poem is called Iliad because it contains the misfortunes of the
Ilians, i.e. the Trojans [Ö] The Homeric Iliad has to be seen in opposition to
the small Iliads: Lesches of Pyrra, the Spartan Cinaethon, Diodorus the Erythrean, Tryphiodorus and Quintus Smyrnaeus and other too have written Iliads.
Hence, ’2DE"8'+ .0+ g<;4*A s%'$7*+ is the title the work should have
according to the manuscript tradition. ’2DE"8'+ is the word Tzetzes uses to define
his work; the word whose recurrences in the Prolegomena give an account of its
compositional history70.
According to the manuscript tradition, the Prolegomena do not seem to have
a specific title, even if some manuscripts have ñ after the title of the entire work
quoted supra ñ an additional description, which Matranga prints as title for the entire
introduction (p. I, 1): .Ù 24**)<'*/ 24Ù+ .Ù !"%"S8&/ 24D8B2*/ VM&8E&' .Ù/
l[F.[,/ .&G.,+ .0+ 8A334&#0+, ìThe prooimion [addressed] to the person who
ordered Tzetzes to undertake this workî.

69
Seven manuscripts bear this title, while five present a slightly different form ’EW?8&'( 2-4
;1#/-. F<<%$-/%?8\&0 E0/Ï )*+,,-. $/01102'3-4 2-4 56726-.. It must be added that in some
others the first pages are missing, so it is not possible to read the title at all.
70
The title which is commonly given to the work now comes from only three manuscripts,
one of which, Par. gr. 2707, was used by Boissonade to prepare his editio princeps in 1851. The title
reads ><<%$-/J0' 89( 2:, )<'+=0 ;1#/-. E-,%?8\&0' y*+,,f $/01102'3X 2X 56726f, whence
the name Allegoriae Iliadis printed on the cover of the edition.
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The word prooimion must be intended in strict Hermogenic terms; this means
that it cannot entail the whole Prolegomena but it refers just to the relatively small
section dedicated to the empress. In fact, in the first book of On Invention, Hermogenes says that every prooimion is divided into four parts: an introduction (protasis),
a supporting statement or argumentation (kataskeuē), an explanation (apodosis), and
final conclusion (basis)71. Tzetzes wrote a set of scholia to that work adding some
comments on the panegyrical prooimion (schol. Hermog. pp. 49,31-50,5 Cramer)72:
.Ï 7F 3" 2&/,3A4'!Ï #F4"' <F4, .F88"4&
24D.&8'/, !&Ú !&.&8!"AT/, >2D7*8'/ !&Ú ($8'/.
7'?/A<*/ >2D7*8'+ f%&@" !%08'/ #F4"'/.
!&%"9.&' 3Ï4 >2D7*8'+ V<& 8ˆ/ >h)B8"'.
q.&/ *“/ %F3` .'+ E&44J/, >2D7*8'+ !&%"9.&'.
>h)B8'+ 7Ó %F3".&', q.&/ .'+ =!"."G`.
Panegyrical [scil. prooimia] have four parts:
protasis, plus kataskeue, apodosis and basis.
The apodosis happens to have a double name.
In fact, it is called both apodosis and axiosis.
When someone talks to encourage is called apodosis,
axiosis when someone supplicates.
So, according to Tzetzes, the apodosis can take two different names: apodosis,
when someone says something aimed to encourage; axiosis, when someone supplicates. This distinction is perfectly reflected in the scholia to the final section of the
dedication to the princess:

Here Tzetzes is commenting on Hermog. Inv. I 5: zS$38'20' =Ó Eb, E/--J1'-, Q3 E/-2+&8*(, •2'( Q&2Ú, Q3 2G, 10?%1+2*, 8Õ/'&3-17,% 2G, E/-38'17,*,, Q" „, =# 2-' 30Ú $J,820',
Q3 3020&38.@(, Q" FE-=W&8*(, •2'( Q&2Ú, F"J*&'(, Q3 j+&8*(, { &.,+$8' 2:, E/W20&', 30Ú 2:,
FEW=-&',. «Every prooimion is composed of a protasis, which is invented from the precepts laid down
above, from which you can certainly find one; a kataskeuē; an apodosis, which is an axiosis; and a
basis, which joins together the protasis and the apodosis» (Transl. by G.A. Kennedy, Invention and
Method: Two Rhetorical Treatises from the Hermogenic Corpus, Atlanta 2005, 25-27).
72
The edition is J.A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca e codd. Manuscriptis bibliothecarum
Oxoniensium, IV, Oxonii 1837. A critical edition of John Tzetzesí exegesis on the Hermogenian corpus
is in preparation by Aglae Pizzone; see also her chapter in this volume.
71
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scholia
(p. II, 599 Matranga)
ad v. 32: >2D7*8'+, z/
M"A7J+ .'/Ó+ !&Ú
>h)B8'/ !&%*S8'/.
ad v. 35: >h)B8'+

ad v. 37: ($8'+

ad v. 32: apodosis,
which some falsely call
axiosis
ad v. 35: axiosis
ad v. 37: basis
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Alleg. Il. prol.
32-40 Boissonade
L7, @B4J 24Ù+ .Ù/ "=4<D/, !&Ú 3%?..,+ (&!.,4)p
2%;h&+ &Ã.Ù/ .*9+ 8G<2&8' 2*4"G8'<*/ 2*';8B,
!&Ú ($E, .Ï >EF&.& .*G.*A #&/"9.&' 2Q8'/.
P%%í >/&@&'.'[F8EB8&/ &= <B<*8!D2*' 3%J88&',
1hA%&!."9/ .' !&Eí 5<J/ *68.4*G<"/&' .X #ED/].
Â+ 3Ï4 &= 2$%&' 34$#*A8' .Ù/ \)& <AE*A43)&'
<".&(&%"9/ "6+ <D4#B<& 2'E;!B/ .*ˆ+ l'.Q/&+,
*—.B !>3e /S/ (*G%*<&' .4D2*'+ *6!*/*<)&+
<".&($%%"'/ .*ˆ+ •4B&+ 8A334$<<&8' 2'E;!B/.
I am already advancing sequentially, and with the staff
of my tongue
I strike it and will make it passable for everyone
and its invisible depths will be revealed to all.
But let the critical tongues, stung by jealously,
be deflected from bursting out in rage against us.
For just as the ancient fables write Zeus
gave the Titans an ape-like form,
so too here I wish, following the doctrine of discretion,
to change heroes into apes in my work73.

The proomion ends with a basis. Hence, it ends at v. 40, after which Tzetzes
starts illustrating his plan of telling Homerís biography and the story of the whole
Iliad74. An important parallel is, again, Tzetzesí Theogony, where the first forty-eight
lines in Leoneís edition are occupied by a long praise of his patron Irene the Sebastokratorissa. Even in that work there is a scholion at the beginning of this praise (schol.
1 Leone): 24D%*3*+ 24Ù+ .T/ 8"(&8.*!4&.D4'88&/.
Despite the different word used ñ 24D%*3*+ instead of 24**)<'*/ ñ this
parallel further proves that the word 24**)<'*/ in the Allegories does not refer to
the whole Prolegomena, but only the small section for Bertha-Eirene. Boissonade,
in fact, does not call it prooimion, but uses the word Prolegomena to indicate all the
73
74

Transl. Goldwyn-Kokkini, o.c. 5.
See supra, §4.
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lines before the start of the metaphrasis. This clever intuition gained a place in the
scholarship on the Allegories of the Iliad and the name has also been used by the
modern translators75. So, while we must acknowledge that the manuscript tradition
does not give this section a name at all, it is good practice to stick with the modern
editorial history of this text and use the non-original one given by Boissonade.
6. Conclusion
The structure of the Prolegomena was shaped by the troublesome relationship with
the imperial patronage and all the different stages which led to the composition of
the Allegories of the Iliad are still visible in the text of this ëintroductioní. As Tzetzes
states at vv. 46-47, his first idea was to write an historical account of the ëwhole
Trojan matterí. After completing the first five hundred lines, he presented them to
the patron as a sample of his skill as allegorist, historian, and narrator, suggesting
that he might also write an allegorical metaphrasis of the Iliad, if the princess so
desired. Nonetheless, Tzetzes kept on writing after this intermezzo, including the list
of the Greeks and Trojans based on Malalas, and finally reached the point where the
Homeric Iliad starts. The imperial commands were, apparently, still too imprecise,
but at this stage it was at least clear that it was an allegorical metaphrasis they wanted. So that is what he delivered.
Over time, this attempt to begin a different work was not deleted. Instead, it
was kept as an introduction to the metaphrasis. We owe this state of things to the
manuscript transmission no less than to the author himself. The former passage
should not be taken for granted: textual transmission could change the way a text
was initially arranged, especially when an allegorical metaphrasis of an epic poem
comes after more than a thousand lines of introduction. In fact, there are two manuscripts (Laur. conv. soppr. 48, Pal. gr. 222) which left out the Prolegomena entirely76. In the manuscripts this first long section does not have a specific title, but it still
plays an important role in providing the reader with essential information on Homer
and the antehomerica. The importance of this introduction as a source of background
knowledge for the Homeric poems is shown by its reception. There is one manuscript
(Bodl. Barocc. 194) which contains only the Prolegomena and leaves out the rest. In
addition, other manuscripts or works contain some of its lines: ff. 49-50 of Vindob.

For Boissonade see o.c. 4; for the title of the modern translation see also n. 23.
In particular, the Pal. gr. 222 breaks up the work and present each metaphrasis at the end
of the corresponding book of the Iliad.
75
76
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phil. gr. 321 contain vv. 507-814 of the Prolegomena after Tzetzesí Theogony77 and
in the final folia of Bodl. Auct. T.4.3 a later hand copied some lines from Tzetzesí
account of Parisí judgment78. In addition, some lines on Hecubaís dream were quoted
by Maasí Vergn!gter Lexicograph in Cracov. 262679. Another case worth mentioning is the role of the Prolegomena as a source for the events of the Trojan war before
the Iliad for example in the Antehomerica Uffenbachiana80.
An apparently bulky and rhetoric-heavy introduction contains hidden secrets:
the vicissitudes of its author and patrons, changes of plans and ideas. There is nothing
casual or rushed in the composition of the Prolegomena; it is the clash of two different projects in a single oeuvre which, in the end, finds balance and unitary purpose.
ALBERTO RAVANI
alberto.ravani@exeter.ox.ac.uk

Cf. H. Hunger, Katalog der griechischen Handschriften der $sterreischen Nationalbibliothek, I: Codices Historici, Codices Philosophici et Philologici, Wien 1961, 409-418.
78
This extract was spotted by Jeffreys, The Judgment cit. 129. In its original state the manuscript containd exclusively medical texts, but at ff. 207v-208r a much later hand added vv. 89 and 136139 of the Prolegomena under the name The Story of the Apple.
79
On the Lexicograph see P. Maas, Der vergn%gte Lexicograph, «ByZ» XXXVIII (1938) 5867. These lines were first spotted by Niels Gaul (ê,0&&0 ê,0&&0 &3WE8' ñ F%rstin Anna, bedenke!
Beobachtungen zur Schedo- und Lexikographie in der sp&tbyzantinischen Provinz, in L.M. Hoffmann
(ed.), Zwischen Polis, Provinz und Peripherie. Beitr&ge zur byzantinischen Geschichte und Kultur,
Wiesbaden 2005, 663-704), but it was Filippomaria Pontani who identified them as vv. 172-204 of the
Prolegomena (Achille líocchio degli d!i: Antehomerica Uffenbachiana, «RHT» IV (2009) 1-30: 10 and
n. 37).
80
Cf. Pontani, o.c. 9-14.
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Metapoiesis versus allegory:
Psellos and Tzetzes on Iliad IV 1-4

In 1974 Cyril Mango gave his inaugural lecture at Oxford, where he claimed that
Byzantine authors do not refer to each other directly1. It is an effective statement
which continues to make one think, especially since Tzetzes (1110-1180) refers by
name to his predecessor Psellos (1018-1081) (Allegories of the Iliad IV 47-53)2:
!" #$%&'(Ú), )" *$+%,-Ú) „.$ /$&˜0 )&+ 1ı$+,
·23$% 4$55Ù0 6.Û.,7$1 ¡ 3Ì12&-&0 68$91&0,
3,Û:;1 &Ã8 &<., 3=0 $>3$91, ¢ 8,Ú 23&'.Ì:;1 ?%,.
@Ã.Ó1 AÏ% 3%Ù0 BÙ1 À)C%&1 D3$% -C2Ú1 68$91&0E
F2˜1B%&G, 3%Ù0 .ı7,1 AÏ% $>2Ú B"1 H)C%$Û,1,
·23$% :;" 8,Ú /Ì1,B&0, 8,Ú B=1 F1B+/$B&˜1B;1.
H À)C%&0 61B,I/, AÏ% F2B%&5&A=1 1I1 A%Ì-$+.

50

Do not assume that the gods here are the Cherubim or Seraphim,
As that wise all-wise Psellos taught,
I do not know whether to say he was being playful or serious.
For what he says has nothing to do with Homer,
For they are incompatible with Homerís doctrines,
Just as life and death, and other opposites.
For here now Homer writes as an astrologer.

50

This passage appears to contradict the ëbold conjectureí3 proposed by Mango,
since Tzetzes in the twelfth century refers to Psellos in the eleventh by name. The
interest is not in the fact that a Byzantine was able to indicate another, but in Tzetzesí
disagreement with Psellos over allegorical interpretation of classical texts.
1
C. Mango, Byzantine Literature as a Distorting Mirror. «An inaugural lecture delivered before the University of Oxford on 21 May 1974», Oxford 1975, especially p. 16.
2
This and all other translations from the Allegories of the Iliad are taken from A.J. GoldwynD. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the Iliad, Cambridge MA 2015.
3
«Bold ideas, unjustified anticipations, and speculative thought, are our only means for interpreting nature: our only organon, our only instrument, for grasping her.» K. Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery, London 1992, 280.
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Allegorical interpretation is manifold, since one may interpret the same passage in many, even contradictory, ways. Adam Goldwyn in 2017 has classified the
allegorical readings of Tzetzes as being threefold: rhetorical, natural, and mathematical4. That brings us to the main point of Tzetzesí text: he thinks Psellos may be
making a joke (IV 49). Dismissing something as being funny is an easy escape route,
when one considers an opinion as dissenting from ëcommon senseí5. Indeed, the crux
of the matter lies in the definition of common sense, as «the deposit of prejudices
laid down in the mind before age eighteen»6. If Tzetzes was born in 1110, then his
prejudices would be settled by ca. 1128. By that date it would at first appear that
Psellosí allegorical method was out of fashion at least until 1158, the date before
which Tzetzesí poem was composed7.
Fortunately, we can investigate the other side, since Psellosí essay has survived (Philosophica Minora 1.42 Duffy). Indeed it is one of a number of other allegorical readings undertaken by Psellos. Curiously most of these are transmitted only in
Par. Gr. 1182:
Or. Min. 33: Circe
Phil. Min. 1.42: Iliad IV 1
Phil. Min. 1.43: Tantalos
Phil. Min. 1.44: Sphinx
Phil. Min. 1.45: Cave of Ithaka
Phil. Min. 1.54: Hephaestus
Theol. 1.35: Psalm 59
Theol. 1.38: Isaiah 7
Theol. 1.43: allegory of Gregory of Nazianzus on Easter
Theol. 1.72: Susanna 1
Theol. 1.110: Hebrew customs
Allegory was a familiar technique employed by Psellos. However, before going to his text, it is worth looking at the point of contention (Iliad IV 1-4):
4
A. Goldwyn, Theory and method in John Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad and Odyssey,
«Scandinavian Journal of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies» III (2017) 141-172, especially 144.
5
Common sense in Aristotle De an. 3.1, 425a27. Contra Plato argues that opinion is between
ignorance and knowledge Resp. 5.478d5-9 and Tim. 37b.
6
L. Barnett, The Universe and Dr. Einstein: Part II, «Harperís Magazine» 196 (May 1948),
473, Column 1.
7
The date of composition is generally between 1146, the date when Bertha married Manuel
I (1143-1180), and 1159, when she died.
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@J .Ó /$&Ú 3Ï% KC1Ú 8,/L)$1&+ †A&%M;1B&
G%'2NO 61 .,3N.O, )$BÏ .N 2-+2+ 3MB1+, P(C
1N8B,% 6&+1&GM$+E B&Ú .Ó G%'2N&+0 .$3Q$22+
.$+.NG,Bí F55L5&'0, R%S;1 3M5+1 $>2&%M;1B$0E
The gods sat and spoke beside Zeus,
in the golden hall. Among them mistress Hebe
poured the nectar. They greeted each other
with golden goblets, looking at the city of the Trojans.
The text is surprisingly rare in the TLG. A search for the phrase 8,/L)$1&+
†A&%M;1B& gives only nineteen occurrences, and the main surviving allegorical
reading of the passage is actually from Psellos himself. The essay seems to be by
Psellos for two reasons: 1) Tzetzesí attribution, 2) the admixture of pagan and Christian knowledge and erudition fused together.
Paolo Cesaretti8, followed also by Anthony Kaldellis9, has pointed out in his
volume on Byzantine allegorical interpretation in the eleventh and twelfth century,
that Psellos tends to be more philosophical and Tzetzes more literary10. I follow Cesarettiís interpretation, but I am rather surprised by Tzetzesí questioning of Psellosí
method. This requires us to look at Psellosí essay and its structure in more detail:
1-15: Biblical justification of allegorical interpretation
16-25: choice of Iliad IV 1-4
26-31: Drunken banquet not an obstacle for interpretation
32-47: Zeus = life (Iliad IV 1)
48-65: if Zeus = life, then those around him are angels
66-72: Golden hall as heavenly (Iliad IV 2)
73-81: Banquet is heavenly (Iliad IV 2)
82-98: Hebe is being and becoming (Iliad IV 2)
99-110: Nectar concerns unity and distinction of three persons, providence,
judgement (Iliad IV 3)
111-122: We are not perfect intellect (ñ)
P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo),
Milano 1991, 125-204.
9
«Allegory was not part of a consistent philosophical approach»: A. Kaldellis, Classical
scholarship in twelfth-century Byzantium, in C. Barber-D. Jenkins (edd.), Medieval Greek Commentaries on the Nicomachean Ethics, Leiden 2009, 1-44, especially 27.
10
Cesaretti, o.c. 21.
8
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123-137: Heavenly Troy (Iliad IV 4)
138-141: Make bitter stories sweet
Psellos claims that the gods present in the passage in the Iliad may be interpreted as Christian angels (especially at 48-65). The argument begins by claiming
that the etymology of the word ëZeusí is life, :;T, based on Platoís Cratylus11.
Therefore, it is life which presides the gathering. Moreover, Psellos quotes the gospel
of John 14:6 where Jesus defines himself as life12. Psellos claims that, if Zeus is life
and if life is Jesus, then those around Zeus are the same as those around God. The
Gods around Zeus are therefore the angelic host.
The argument is based on two premisses: 1) the identification of Zeus as life,
2) the identification of Jesus as life13. Therefore Psellos accepts as true both the statements from Platoís Cratylus and the Gospel of John. Since both Jesus and Zeus have
beings who are beside each of them, these beings must be the same since they both
are beside Life. The arguments are valid; one may question the premises. As is usual
with Psellos, he focusses mostly on a philosophical argument. Once he has established this reading, he explains the remainder of the passage.
He is not interested in the golden hall, about which he simply indicates that
gold implies a distance from the earthly world14. While this may seem rather abstract,
one should not forget that the Gold Hall (Chrysotriklinos) is one of the main halls of
the Imperial palace. The hall also had dining tables and is described in the tenth
century by Liutprand of Cremona as the finest in the palace15. Psellos points out that
the different cups and chalices in the room fit with the variety of reality as contrasted
with the simplicity of the divine16. What is interesting in this hall is the connection
between the variety of reality and the divine. Indeed, the focus is on Hebe who he
interprets allegorically as ìbeing and becomingî17. The focus of the essay is clearly

Plat. Crat. 396a8-b3, Procl. Theol. Plat. V 79,7-11 Saffrey-Westerink.
!"#"$ %&'( ) $* +#( "$,$ - ).)* /%$ - %!-0"$% /%$ - 1(- )&."$* "23"'" 42)* ')5 42%
"$ ,- .$ ",)& (Alexandrinus); qa˛ imma Iesus: ik im sa wigs jah sunja jah libains. ainshun ni qimi˛ at
attin, niba ˛airh mik (Argenteus). It is worth remembering that Psellos probably had access to the text
of the Gospel of John which was officially copied for the Emperor Constantine (305-337): F. Lauritzen,
Nonnos and Wulfila, «Parekbolai» IX (2019) 19-30.
13
The step which Psellos leaves out is the idea that Jesus and Zeus are the same since they
are both equal to life.
14
Phil. Min. 1,42,66-71 Duffy.
15
Liutprand Cremonensis, Antapodosis 5,21 (PL CXXXVI 886B).
16
Phil. Min. 1,42,78-81 Duffy.
17
Phil. Min. 1.42.82-84 Duffy.
11
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Hebe and derives from Proclusí commentary on the Timaeus, III 310,21-23 Diehl
(though not pointed out in the fontes of Philosophica Minora):
&>1&G&$9 A&I1 ,ÃB&90 U P(C, 8,Ú 3V1&1B$0 BÙ 1N8B,%, -,2Ú1 &J 3&+CB,V, 8,Ú BÙ1 W5&1 ,>2/CBÙ1 8M2)&1 ¡%=2+1E
Hebe pours nectar for them and they drink, as the poets say, and they see the
entire visible world.
Proclus is here identifying the gods with superior beings within his metaphysical system. In his commentary on Proclusí Elements of Theology, E.R. Dodds,
Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford, said: «that Homerís Olympians, the most vividly conceived anthropomorphic beings in all literature, should have ended their
career on then dusty shelves of this museum of metaphysical abstractions is one of
timeís strangest ironies»18. This quotation allows one to seek the root of Psellosí
interpretation. Indeed, Dionysius the Areopagite in his Celestial Hierarchy had
claimed that angels were superior beings like intellects19. The reference to intellects
is connected specifically with the Neoplatonism of Proclus. One may single out
proposition 111 of Proclusí Elements of Theology, which points out that the Gods
are followed by the divine intellects and then by the individual intellects20. Thus in
Psellosí essay the Gods beside Zeus are inferior to him and coincide with entities
below the One but above humans. These entities in Dionysius the Areopagite were
identified as the Angels described in the Bible. This direct appeal to Proclus is a
familiar technique in Psellos. Indeed all the the other main allegorical essays refer to
Proclus. Therefore, Psellos simply identifies the Gods described as intellects (1ı$0)
in Proclus with the angels also described as 1ı$0 in Dionysius the Areopagite.
Moreover, the connection between the One and the intellects in Proclus is similar to
that of the Christian God in relation to the angels.
This is not an empty rhetorical exercise. The question of nectar poured by Hebe is central to Plotinus, Ennead VI 7,35, where he distinguishes between the wise
intellect and the loving intellect21, the latter being drunk with nectar22. This loving
intellect explores what is beyond the intellect. Proclus defines 3%ı1&+, as what is
E.R. Dodds, Proclus. Elements of Theology, Oxford 19672, 260.
Dion. Areop. De Celesti Hierarchia II 7,9-8,5 Heil-Ritter.
20
Procl. Elem. Theol. 111 Dodds.
21
The question is discussed by J. Dillon, The concept of two intellects: a footnote to the history of Platonism, «Phronesis» XVIII/2 (1973) 176-185.
22
Plot. Enn. VII 35,23-25 Henry-Schwyzer, a reference to Plat. Symp. 203b5.
18
19
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beyond and before the intellect23, and it is an activity of the Gods, identified as Homerís divinities in Iliad IV 1-4. Psellos in the essay indicates that the contemplation
of the heavenly Troy (as a 1&CBÙ0 8ı2)&0) is connected with the capacity to contemplate beyond the intellect (3%&1&CB+8=0).24 This Iliadic mysticism reflects Proclean
Neoplatonism and Christian monasticism. The topic of what is above and beyond in
the intellect (3%ı1&+,) was rather important when Psellos was young. Indeed, Niketas Stethatos (ca. 1000-ca. 1065)25, a student of Symeon the New Theologian (9491022)26, had written an entire essay on the question of pronoia employing ideas from
Dionysius the Areopagite.27
Psellos does not refer to this interpretation as an allegory but as a metapoiesis.
A rendition from falsehood to truth. This seems to be a point of difference between
Tzetzes and him. As Cesaretti pointed out, this is a philosophical undertaking, rather
than a rhetorical device. Psellosí essay 42 on Iliad IV 1 is also interesting, since it
contrasts allegory of individual elements (done by students) and metapoiesis from
falsehood to truth (done by him) (Phil. Min. 1,42,138-141 Duffy):
@”B&0 ¡ )I/&0, ,—BC B&I X$Y.&'0 3%Ù0 B"1 F5L/$+,1 )$B,3&VC2+0, Z1
Õ)$90 3%Ù0 BÏ0 8,/í [8,2B&1 F55CA&%V,0 3%&G$+%+:M)$1&+, \]2B&1 ^1
&Ã B_ 3&BV)O )M1&1 5MAO B&ˆ0 `5)'%&ˆ0 F3&85Y2,+B$, F55Ï 8,Ú B&ˆ0
`5)'%&ˆ0 3&BV)&'0 3&+L2,+B$
This is the myth, this is the transformation of falsehood into truth. You did it
by allegorizing each element. It would be easier, if you not only washed off
the bitter with the drinkable water, but if you made the bitter drinkable.
Psellos claims here that allegory is a way of avoiding interpretation, by transposing the letter but not the spirit of a text. The appearance of an acceptable truth is
not a discussion of the philosophical nature of the text, or why one may agree or disagree with it on the basis of oneís own beliefs.
Tzetzes refers explicitly to Psellosí interpretation of the text as an allegory.
Moreover, he says that Psellos was mistaken and that the passage should be read
astrologically (IV 53):
Proposition 120 generally on pronoia and specifically Procl. Elem. Theol. 106.5-9 Dodds.
Phil. Min 1,42,124-125 Duffy.
25
F. Lauritzen, Areopagitica in Stethatos: a chronology of an interest, «Vizantijskij Vremennik» LXXIII (2014) 199-215.
26
H. Alfeyev, Saint Symeon the New Theologian and the Orthodox Tradition, Oxford 2000.
27
Niketas Stethatos, Oratio 6,46,1-6 Darrouz6s.
23
24
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¡ À)C%&0 61B,I/, AÏ% F2B%&5&A=1 1I1 A%Ì-$+.
For here now Homer writes as an astrologer.
It is worth remembering that the husband of Bertha of Sulzbach (Ü1159),
Manuel I (1143-1180), wrote a defence of astrology28. The Emperor was criticized
for his excessive interest in the subject29. Thus Tzetzes seems on safe ground, by
claiming that the gods of Iliad IV 1-4 are heavenly bodies rather than angels. He
seems to be conforming to the interest endorsed by the emperor Manuel I. Indeed,
imperial culture is important for such texts. The two interpretations of the text of
Iliad IV 1-4, that of Psellos and that of Tzetzes, should be considered also in their
historic context.
The empires looked very different. When Psellos was made consul of the philosophers in 104730. the empire stretched from the Euphrates to the Danube, as the
eastern half of the Roman Empire had done at the time of the emperor Hadrian (117138). The empire at the time of Tzetzesí allegories was a place full of Latins and
Selcuks and Jerusalem was under Crusader rule, something unimaginable at the time
of Psellos. Moreover, Manuel I had married a westerner, Bertha of Sulzbach, who
was from Bavaria. She may have had numerous qualities, but a drawback was clearly
her lack of knowledge of Greek culture and literature. It is for this reason that Tzetzesí Allegories were written for her. One sometimes underestimates how knowledge
of the Iliad was considered a basic element of humanistic culture in Byzantium.
Psellos claims he was familiar with the entire poem by the age of eleven31. Psellos
gives an insight into Homeric culture in Byzantium and moreover tells us how Maria
Skleraina, the mistress of the emperor Constantine IX sometime between 1042-1045,
was challenged with a line from the Iliad during a court procession. He notes she
completed the quotation by heart pronouncing it correctly (Chron. VI 61 Reinsch):

F. Cumont-F. Boll, Catalogus codicum astrologorum Graecorum, Brussels 1904, 108-140.
Apparently, the defence was written between 1147 and 1159. For the interest in astrology see also Nicet.
Chon. Hist. 95,29-96,35 van Dieten. See also P. Magdalino, L'Orthodoxie des astrologues: la science
entre le dogme et la divinaition a Byzance (VIIe-XIVe siecle), Paris 2006.
29
Vat. Gr. 1056, a fourteenth-century manuscript of a twelfth-century work, gives the horoscopes for the coronations of Alexios I Komnenos in 1081 and Manuel I Komnenos in 1143.
30
J. Lefort, Trois discours de Jean Mauropous en 1047, «T&MByz» VI (1976) 265-303.
31
Psell. In matr. 354-365 in U. Criscuolo, Michele Psello. Autobiografia: encomio per la
madre, Naples 1989.
28
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a)N5$+ B&+ 2'1$+5$A)N1;1 3&BÓ B=1 Õ3&A%,)),B$'&)N1;1 U)=1, 3&)3"1 ,J 3$%Ú B"1 (,2+5V., 63&+&I1B&E 3%&b$2,1 .Ó ,ÃBL B$ 8,Ú U F.$5-"
c$&.S%,, 8,Ú )$Bí 68$V1C1 U 2$(,2BL (B&YBO AÏ% ,ÃB"1 B_ 8,+1_ F7+S),B+ ,J (,2+5V.$0, .M7,1 &—B; B_ ,ÃB&8%QB&%+, B$B+)L8$2,1)E ›0 .í
&“1 3%&b$2,1, dA$ .Ó ,ÃBÏ0 U 3&)3" 63Ú /N,B%&1, 8,Ú BMB$ B,YBC1 &J
3&55&Ú 3%SB;0 6/$Q2,1B& 2')3,%+&I2,1 B,90 (,2+5V2+, B=1 B+0 3$%Ú
B"1 8&5,8$V,1 3&5ˆ0 B&IB& ." BÙ 3&+CB+8Ù1 †%N), 3;0 F3$-/NA7,B&,
BÙE «@Ã 1N)$2+0», 3$%,+BN%; )" 2'1B$V1,0 BÙ e3&0E U .Ó BMB$ )Ó1 &Ã.Ó1
3%Ù0 BÙ1 5MA&1 63$2C)L1,B&, 63$Ú .Ó U 3&)3" 6B$5N2/C, .+N8%+1NB$ BÙ1
$>%C8MB,, 8,Ú BÙ1 5MA&1 F1N8%+1$, )C.Ó1 Õ3&2&5&+8V2,2, B"1 -;1"1,
F55í ¿%/&$3L2,2, BÙ ƒ1&), F8%+(=0E ›0 .í ¡ $>%C8f0 B"1 J2B&%V,1 B_
F8%+(&I1B+ 8,BN5$7$, 8,Ú &J 3&55&Ú D), B_ 5MAO 3%Ù0 B"1 g%)C1$V,1
8,BN1$'2,1, -%&1L),B&0 ,ÃBV8, 68$V1C 35C2/$92,, F)$V($B,+ B&I 6A8;)V&' BÙ1 63,+1NBC1 &Ã8 ¿5VA&+0 B+2Ú1, &Ã.Ó -,Y5&+0, F55í &h0 68$V1C
8$G%i2/,+ 8,Ú F)$V($2/,+ $j;/$1. k,Ú µ1, A$ ,ÃBl &µ B$ ?55&+ 8,Ú ,J
(,2+5V.$0 2')31N;2+ )Q5+2B,, BÙ g8Q2BO ¢ g8Q2Bm &>8$9&1 6.V.&'
3,%NG$+1 ¡ ,ÃB&8%QB;%.
I will give an example of this. One day, when we, the imperial secretaries,
were all together, the empress's retinue were taking part in a procession. Zoe
herself and her sister Theodora walked in this procession, followed by the
Augusta (a new title granted to her by the empresses, at the instigation of
Constantine). As they were on their way ñ the route led them to the Theatre
and this was the first time the ordinary people had seen Sclerena in company
with Zoe and Theodora ñ one of the subtle flatterers softly quoted Homerís ìIt
were no shameÖî but did not complete the lines. At the time Sclerena gave
no sign of having heard these words, but when the ceremony was over, she
sought out the man who had uttered them and asked him what they meant. She
repeated his remark without a single mistake, pronouncing the words exactly
as he had whispered them. As soon as he told her the story in detail, and the
crowd showed its approval of his interpretation of the anecdote, as well as of
the quotation itself, she was filled with pride and her flatterer was rewarded
for his compliment. The presents she gave him were not a few, nor were they
paltry trifles, but such as she was used to receiving and giving in her own circle. As a matter of fact, the emperor had given her a private fund for presents
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to individuals of either sex, in order to win the sympathies of the court, and
especially of the two empresses32.
Thus, in the mid-eleventh century Psellos dealt with an audience who was
meant to know the Iliad, and large sections of it by heart. Tzetzes was dealing with
a foreign princess who seems to have never heard of the Iliad before she reached
Constantinople. Psellosí essay appears to have been written for students who found
it difficult to interpret the Iliad in a Christian manner. Such a method was not unsual
and he tells us how his teacher used to be an expert of transposing the Odyssey into
a Christian framework in ca. 1034 (Oratio Funebris 4,6,5-21 Polemis)33:
n3$+." AÏ% o.$+ B&ˆ0 p55C1,0 )'2BC%+S.$+0 ƒ1B,0 8,Ú B$5$B+8&ˆ0 BÏ
3&55Ï 8,Ú F3M%%CB&1 eG&1B,0 B"1 F5L/$+,1 Õ3Ù -,'5&BN%O B_ 2GL),B+, 3$%+b%$+ BÙ 3$%+8Q5')), 8,Ú BÙ 6A8$8%'))N1&1 F3$AY)1&' /$S%C),. R&+A,%&I1 ,ÃB_ U )Ó1 8,/+$)N1C 3,%í H)L%O G%'2i 2$+%Ï 2BQ2+0 B+0 6.M8$+ Bi0 3$%+-&%q0 B&I 3,1BM0, ê%C0 .Ó .$2)&Y)$1&0 ¡ /')Ù0
6A+1S28$B& F%%LBO .'1Q)$+ B=1 5MA;1, W2B+0 B$ .+.,28,5+8Ù0 8,Ú .+Ï
B=1 ‡B;1 Bi0 X'Gi0 6-+81&Y)$1&0 8,Ú W2B+0 &j8&/$1 D55$B,+, U .Ó -V5C
3,B%V0, 3%Ù0 Z1 &J 3$%Ú BÙ1 r.'22N, F3Ù Bi0 8,B,-,%),BB&Y2C0
†3$VA&1B&, U ?1; Õ3$1&$9B& π$%&'2,5L), 61 t 3%SB;0 A$A$1C)N1&'0 ¡
3&5'3,/"0 &”B&0 G=%&0 6.N7,B&, 61 u .L, $> )" 3%Ù0 68$V1C1 63$+A&V)$/,, Bl Bi0 U.&1i0 F3QBm .$5$,:M)$1&+, $>0 /C%V;1 >.N,1 F3Ù B=1
Since he knew that the Greeks were mysterious, that they were mostly secretive, and that they concealed the truth under a rather lowly form, he removed
the cover and revealed the hidden meaning. Therefore, he thought that
Homerís hanging golden chain was a pause in the movement of everything.
He recognized that bound Ares was a spirit with the ineffable power of words,
who, as a teacher, reached the soul through the ears and leapt from home. He
understood that the beloved fatherland, towards which Odysseusí companions
hurried away from the sorceress, was the heavenly Jerusalem, in which this
place of suffering received those who were first born and where, if we had not
rushed towards it, enticed by pleasureís deception, we would have been

32
Translation by E.R.A. Sewter, Fourteen Byzantine Rulers: The Chronographia by Michael
Psellos, Harmondsworth 19662.
33
Psellos indicates he undertook studies of advanced poetry at the time of the death of Romanos III (1028-1034): Chron. IV 4,1-3 Reinsch.
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8%$+BBM1;1 )&%-=1 )$/+2BQ)$/,. R&+&IB&0 H)C%V.C0 68$91&0 d1, &Ã
8,BÏ B&ˆ0 3&55&ˆ0 3%&2NG;1 B_ A%Q)),B+, &Ã.Ó /$5AM)$1&0 B_ )NB%O
B"1 F8&L1, &Ã.Ó B_ -,+1&)N1O .+.&Y0, F55Ï BÙ F3M/$B&1 8Q55&0 :CB=1,
5MAO 8,Ú /$;%Vv .+,2Gf1 B"1 —5C1 8,Ú $j2; B=1 F.YB;1 A$1M)$1&0.
transformed into beasts from superior shapes. He was such a Homeric scholar.
He was not better than many in writing, nor did he charm oneís hearing with
verse, nor did he give in to appearance, but he sought the concealed beauty,
taught the matter philosophically, and gained access to the secret recesses.
What Psellos describes in this passage is metapoiesis. Psellos seems to have
taught his students what his teacher had taught him. Indeed in Oratio Minor 33 he
refers to reading the myth of Circe of the Odyssey in this way34. Psellos is clear on
the difference specifically in this text where he says: you students allegorize, I render
true. Maistor Niketas does the same. He employs the term elsewhere but seems to
indicate that the difference between the two terms is one of interpretation. While
allegory seeks parallel readings, a metapoiesis interprets and renders true.
So, one may limit oneself to claim that Psellos has a philosophical interpretation for an audience which knew the Iliad well, while Tzetzes had a rhetorical
reading suited for an audience which did not know the Iliad at all. This would conceal
the ongoing debate among these thinkers. Among other details, Tzetzes is proud to
descend from those very people which demoted Psellos at court, namely the Alans35.
Psellos claims that the Homeric Gods of Iliad 4.1-4 designate entities which Christians define as angels, according to Dionysius the Areopagite. These intermediary
entities have specific characteristics which were explored philosophically by Neoplatonists such as Proclus. On the other hand, Tzetzes dismisses such a reading by
claiming that these entities are rather more similar to planets and stars. This view is
clearly Aristotelian. The notion that planets are divine is present in Aristotleís Metaphysics36. This would have two main obstacles in eleventh century Constantinople:
the Neoplatonist Iamblichus (245-325) asks how it is possible that the stars be considered Gods37, the other being that astrology was condemned by Church Fathers
34
Oratio Minor 33,17-19 Littlewood in A.R. Littlewood, Michaelis Pselli oratoria minora,
Leipzig 1985.
35
See F. Lauritzen, Nations and minorities in Psellosí Chronographia (976-1078), «Studia
Ceranea» IX (2019) 319-331.
36
Arist. Metaph. ! 1073a14-15
37
Iambl. De Myst. I 17,2-4. For a discussion about the question see Dodds, o.c. 268 (commentary on propositions 128 and 129).
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such as John of Damascus (676-749)38, since it denies free will. Tzetzes is aware of
such objections. Such different readings reveal that an essay such as 42 was not written in jest. On the contrary it tackles directly the question of divine contemplation
and divine activity, which was central both in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. It
also tackles those Neoplatonic passages which discuss and dismiss the notion of
planets as divine and reveals an underlying problem both for Psellos and Tzetzes.
Mango was right that Psellos in these types of essays does not refer to his contemporaries, even though he is touching directly on a topic which was important and
well known at the time. He does not give names but facts and interpretations. Alexander Kazhdan explains it thus: «the allusive commentary on current affairs that the
literary fiction of the empire masked with antiquated vocabulary and antiquated
subjects was thoroughly understood and appreciated by its readers»39. If one combines Mango and Kazhdanís views it seems that Tzetzes was rather unusually ëflogging a dead horseí40.
FREDERICK LAURITZEN
frederick.lauritzen@scuolagrandesanmarco.it

Expositio Fidei 21,122-125 Kotter.
A.P. Kazhdan-A.W. Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture in the Eleventh and Twelfth
Centuries, Los Angeles 1990, 140.
40
John Bright, referring to the Great Reform act of 1867.
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!"#Ï $%& $'(()#*& $+,$*& (+-%&:
Myth and criticism in Tzetzes

This paper will discuss a short and significant attestation provided primarily by John
Tzetzes on the alleged four members of the much-discussed Peisistratusí ëcommissioní, which was gathered together in order to edit the Homeric epics. Nigel Wilson
terms this piece of information «the most striking example» of «some unusual
information which he [sc. Tzetzes] alone provides»1. Unusual here is the list of the
members of the commission, with names ñ a corrupt Epiconcylos(?), Onomacritus
from Athens, Zopyrus of Heraclea, and Orpheus of Croton. They ìwere arranged
together more than two hunderd years before Ptolemy Philadelphus and Zenodotusí
correction with Peisistratusí effort by the following four intellectuals: Epiconcylus,
Onomacritus of Athens, Zopyrus of Heracleia, and Orpheus of Crotonî (!"Ù #$%&'()*+ &%Ú !,-$.+*+ /+$%012+ 31',-4%)'0 1'5 6$,%#7,8'0 &%Ú 19: #$'";<(-*:
=>+'#.1'0 (0+1-;-)(%: (!'0#? 3-$($(1"@1'0 !%"Ï 12+ 1-((@"*+ 1'A1*+
('82+, B!$&'C&A,'0 D+'4%&")1'0 1- E;>+%)'0 =*!A"'0 1- F"%&,-<1'0
&%Ú G"'1*+$@1'0 D"87*:, Tzetz. Prooem. II 31-38, 33 Koster2).
How does Tzetzes use the myth of the Peisistratean recension and why is his
evidence important? The names of four alleged scholars (sophoi) working under
Peisistratus appear for the very first time here in Tzetzes. Where did he take these
exact names from? The question whether the decision to provide the members of a
mysterious commission of Peisistratus with names should be viewed as part of
Tzetzesí creativity, or to stems from a certain combination of sources that he had
access to, including information from his library, should be posed. Although a synchronic contextualisation would demand the knowledge and skills of a Byzantinist,
and not a classicist, some attempt can be made in order to analyse this passage on
both diachtronic and synchronic levels. And of course the question of reliability of
the data provided by Tzetzes should be posed as well.
This is a significant piece of information not only for Byzantinists, but also
for those who are interested in the history of scholarship, and especially of preN. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium. London 1983, 194. See also M. Savio, Polemica e invettiva nelle opere di Giovanni Tzetze: screditare i concorrenti e pubblicizzare líìeccellenza tzetzianaî,
«RFIC» CXLVI/1 (2018) 181-238: 187-190.
2
The text is quoted according to Scholia in Aristophanem, IA: Prolegomena de comoedia,
ed. W.J.W. Koster, Groningen 1975, pp. 22-38 (§XIa). All translations from Greek are my own.
1
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Alexandrian scholarship. In the present paper the historical background of the
passage will be considered and then this will will be placed in Tzetzes' scholarly
environment.
City-rulers and legislators have been frequently credited in the later tradition
with 'transmitting' the Homeric text. Thus three figures - the legendary lawgiver of
Sparta Lycurgus, the initiator of the Panathenaic Festival (unless it was his son
Hipparchus) Peisistratus, and his son Hipparchus were said to have discovered,
collected and popularized the Homeric poems. At the same time, two sixth-century
BCE Athenians ñ Solon and (more frequently) Peisistratus ñ were credited with
interpreting and interpolating Homer (see below). Thus Peisistratus and Hipparchus
are at the epicentre of both legends and must have played some role in the history of
the Homeric text. We will discuss the evidence for each separately although this is
intermixed and not always clearly distinguishable.
From as early as the fourth century BCE a view is attested that Homer was
recited at the Panathenaea under a regulation ascribed to Solon and/or Peisistratus or
the Peisistratids. According to the fourth-century historian Dieuchidas (BNJ 485 F
6), Solon did more than Peisistratus to throw light on Homer (4H,,'+ '“+ I.,*+
À4>"'+ /8<1$(-+ ¢ 3-$()(1"%1':, Diog. Laert. I 57). Solon is praised for his
abilities in explaining Homer and providing an order for public recitations of Homer.
The account of regulation is identical in Dieuchidas and the contemporary pseudoPlatonic dialogue Hipparchus, only that the author of the latter ascribed the activities
to Peisistratus' son Hipparchus: Hipparchus is said to have first brought the poems
of Homer to this land, and required the rhapsodes at the Panathenaia to go through
them in sequence by taking turns (JK!!@"LM, N: [Ö] 1Ï JO4P"'0 Q!> !"21':
/&.4$(-+ -R: 1S+ C9+ 1%01>+), &%Ú †+@C&%(- 1'ˆ: T%UM#'ˆ: 3%+%-;>+%)'$:
/V Õ!',PU-*: /8-V9: %Ã1Ï #$$7+%$ ·(!-" +5+ Q1$ 'µ#- !'$'5($, Hipp. 228b)3.
The third-century historian Hereas of Megara (FGrH 486 F 1) wrote that
Peisistratus for political reasons (L%"$W.4-+'+ E;>+%)'$:) had inserted the verse
Od. XI 631 into the text of the Odyssey (/4X%,-Y+ -R: 1S+ Z4P"'0 +7&0$%+) and
deleted one verse (fr. 298 M.-W.) from the Hesiodic corpus (1Ù Q!': /& 12+ F($.#'0 3-$()(1"%1'+ /V-,-Y+, Plut. Th. 20,2).
3
H.A. Shapiro, Hipparchos and the Rhapsodes, in C. Dougherty-L. Kurke (edd.), Cultural
Poetics in Archaic Greece: Cult, Performance, Politics, Cambridge 1993, 92-107; B. Graziosi, Inventing Homer: The Early Reception of Epic, Cambridge 2002, 201-228; G. Nagy, Homer the Classic,
Cambridge MA 2009, 354-449; L. H!bner, Homer im kulturellen Ged!chtnis. Eine intentionale
Geschichte archaischer Homerrezeption bis zur Perserkriegszeit. Stuttgart 2019, 109-117. See also D.
Collins, Master of the Game. Competition and Performance in Greek Poetry. Washington DC 2004,
192-202.
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Further sources are late. Cicero in his De oratore (55 BCE) refers to Peisistratus who ìwas outstanding in eloquence in such a way, that he excelled in education and literatureî (ita eloquentia floruit, ut litteris doctrinaque praestaret) and who
ìis said to have been the first who arranged the books of Homer, scattered previously,
in the form that we have them nowî (primus Homeri libros confusos antea sic disposuisse dicitur, ut nunc habemus, Cic. De Or. III 137).
Solonís and Peisistratusí ëphilologicalí activities such as their alleged interpolation of several passages into the Homeric text are frequently referred to. For
political ëAthenizingí reasons some changes have been made in the Catalogue of
Ships. Strabo, reporting on the island Salamis, claimed that some sources say it was
Peisistratus, some Solon, who inserted in the Catalogue of Ships immediately after
the verse [\%: #í /& I%,%4Y+': ]C-+ #0'&%)#-&% +9%: the verse (19(- #í ]C*+,
µ+í E;>+%)*+ µ(1%+1' 8@,%CC-: (Il. II 558), and either Peisistratus or Solon ñ or
both ñ use Homer as a witness that the island from the beginning belonged to the
Athenians (4@"10"$ L"P(%(;%$ 1^ !'$>1? 1'5 1S+ +9('+ /V _"L9: E;>+%)*+
Õ!@"V%$, Strab. IX 1,10). Importantly, Straboís vocabulary (such as 'Ã !%"%#7L'+1%$ #Ó 1'5;í '` &"$1$&'Ú ìthe critics do not accept itî), and also his quotations,
reveal that he had access to hypomnemata such as those of Didymus, Aristonicus,
and others4.
Pausanias reports on Peisistratean associates' scholarly activities, such as
changing a word (4-1%!'$9(%$ 1Ù ƒ+'4%) in Iliad II 573 (Paus. VII 26,13)5. Aelian
says that Peisistratus collected and ìpublishedî Homeric epic ((0+%C%Ca+ _!78>+- 1S+ b,$@#% &%Ú D#A((-$%+, Ael. VH 13,14). Julius Africanus in a fragmentary
encyclopaedic work Cesti (G-(1')) which has been ascribed to him, quotes Odyssey
XI 51. The author explains that the Peisistratids ìwhilst they stitched together the
other verses, they cut off these, judging that at that point they did not belong to the
course/row of the poetryî (1Ï ],,% (0+"@!1'(+)1-: Q!> 1%51% _!7(L$(%+, _,,.1"$% 1'5 (1')L'0 19: !'$P(-*: /&-Y /!$&")+%+1-:, Jul. Afr. Cest. 18 in P.Oxy.
412 coll. i-ii)6.
See T.W. Allen, Pisistratus and Homer, «CQ» VII/1 (1913) 33-51: 38-39. The verse Il. II
558 is omitted in the manuscript Ven. A, and the whole catalogue is omitted in T.
5
On the political interests behind this change, see T.W. Allen, Argos in Homer, «CQ» III/2
(1909) 81-98: 85, and Allen, Pisistratus cit. 35-36. Thus Allen believed that the statement about the
casual alteration of /,'0())#' into 1,'0())#' may have proceeded from the Sicyonians who destroyed the town.
6
The Greek text quoted is based on J. Hammerstaedt, Julius Africanus und seine T!tigkeiten
im 18. Kestos (P.Oxy.412 col. II), in M. Wallraff-L. Mecella (edd.), Die Kestoi des Julius Afrikanus
und ihre "berlieferung, Berlin-New York 2009, 53-69: 57.
4
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Finally, according to the eleventh-century scholion T (in the ëTownley Homerí, copied in 1059 CE) and Eustathius, the whole Book X of the Iliad (the socalled Doloneia) was not part of the transmitted poem but composed separately, and
only under Peisistratus was this interpolated into the corpus of the Iliad (Õ!Ù #Ó
3-$($(1"@1'0 1-1@L;%$ -R: 1S+ !')>($+, schol. T Il. X 1 Erbse)7. Before starting
to analyse Tzetzesí statement on Peisistratusí associates it should be clear that Peisistratus and his enigmatic ëcommissioní were firmly credited with arranging and
making interpolations to Homeric epic8.
Tzetzes' passage reads as follows (Prooem. II 31-38, 33 Koster):
12+ c,,>+)#*+ #Ó X)X,*+, ›: &%Ú !"',%Xa+ Q8>+, 1Ï: 1"%C$&Ï: 4Ó+
#$<";*(- #$í E,-V@+#"'0 1'5 [R1*,'5, 1Ï: 19: &*4M#)%: #Ó #$Ï 1'5
d0&.8"'+':, #$Ï #Ó =>+'#.1'0 1'5 B8-()'0 1Ï: 12+ ,'$!2+ !'$>12+,
1Ï: ¡4>"-)'0: #Ó &%1í /V%)"-1'+, !"Ù #$%&'()*+ &%Ú !,-$.+*+ /+$%012+
31',-4%)'0 1'5 6$,%#7,8'0 &%Ú 19: #$'";<(-*: =>+'#.1'0 (0+1-;-)(%: (!'0#? 3-$($(1"@1'0 !%"Ï 12+ 1-((@"*+ 1'A1*+ ('82+, B!$&'C&A,'0 D+'4%&")1'0 1- E;>+%)'0 =*!A"'0 1- F"%&,-<1'0 &%Ú
G"'1*+$@1'0 D"87*:. '—1* 4Ó+ /+ L".+'$: 1'5 3-$($(1"@1'0 1'Y: 17((%"($ 1'A1'$: ('8'Y: %` ¡4>"$&%Ú (0CC"%8%Ú 1-4%L)'$: !-"$8-".4-+%$
(0+-17;>(%+ &%Ú X)X,'$ /C7+'+1'e L".+'$: #í, ›: Q8>+, 1'5 6$,%#7,8'0
!%"Ï 1'5 =>+'#.1'0 ‹";<;>(%+.
From the Greek books, as I said in my introduction, he (Ptolemy) had corrected the tragic texts through Alexander of Aetolia, the texts of comedy through
Lycophron, and the books of all other poets through Zenodotus of Ephesus;
the Homeric books which in a special category were arranged together more
than two hunderd years before Ptolemy Philadelphus and Zenodotus' correction with Peisistratus' effort by the following four intellectuals: Epiconcylus,
Onomacritus of Athens, Zopyrus of Heracleia, and Orpheus of Croton. In such
a way then at the time of Peisistratus Homeric texts circulated in pieces were
7
See the detailed study on this question by C. Du2-M. Ebbott, Iliad 10 and the Poetics of
Ambush: A Multitext Edition with Essays and Commentary. Washington D.C. 2010: https://chs.harvard.
edu/CHS/article/display/4278.casey-du2-and-mary-ebbott-iliad-10-and-the-poetics-of-ambush.
8
For Peisistratusí or the Peisistratidsí ëeditioní of the Homeric poems, see R. Pfeiffer,
History of classical scholarship: from the beginnings to the end of the Hellenistic age. Oxford 1968, 68; M. L. West, Geschichte des Textes, in J. Latacz, Homers Ilias. Gesamtkommentar. Prolegomena,
M!nchen-Leipzig 2000, 27.38: 29; and R. Fowler, The Homeric Question, in Id. (ed.), The Cambridge
Companion to Homer, CUP 2004, 220-234; 224, n. 16.
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collected together by these four intellectuals, and the books appeared. At the
time, as I said, of (Ptolemy) Philadelphus they were corrected by Zenodotus.
As it is obvious from the comparison of Tzetzes' passage with the texts discussed above, it is noteworthy that Tzetzes comes to the number 'four' (!%"Ï 12+
1-((@"*+ 1'A1*+ ('82+), and gives specific names to the members of the commission: Epiconcylus, Onomacritus of Athens, Zopyrus of Heracleia, and Orpheus
of Croton. It is also noteworthy that the discussion of the commission occurs not in
a ëHomericí but in an ëAristophanicí treatise by Tzetzes. In the Prolegomena to Aristophanesí comedies Tzetzes begins with an account of the emendation of ancient
texts in Hellenistic Alexandria. Zenodotus is then stated to be particularly interested
in the text of Homer. At this point early Athenian activity which had taken place in
the reign of Peisistratus when Homeric text was prepared, is reported. The alleged
members of Peisistratus' commission are called by name in two other sources, related
to the treatise Prolegomena de comoedia Aristophanis by Tzetzes: an anonymous
(contemporary?) text, the so-called Anonymous of Cramer, first occured in Par. gr.
2821 (XV c.)9 and a derivative Latin version, known as the Scholion Plautinum (Vat.
Lat. 11.469, XV c.)10. In all probability a source containing these names of Peisistra9
R. Janko, Aristotle on Comedy: Towards a Reconstruction of Poetics II. London 1984, 910. In the Anonymus of Cramer we find similar content (II 43-48, 43-44 Koster): %Ï3 45 6( )78'97Ï3
:;5<#'4$03 %(, ›3 =.>8' (?"@', 7#Ú AB70.$+' 49+$>@)#'%,. %Ï3 45 6( ",98%97Ï3 C8'04,%,3
"$&%,' 7#Ú —)%($,' :$D)%#$E,3 49+$>@)#'%,. 7#D%,9 %Ï3 ¡F8$97Ï3 GH4,FI7,'%# 4-, 6$#FF#%97,Ú J"Ú K(9)9)%$*%,B %,L :>8'#D+' %B$*'',B 495>87#' ,Õ%+)Ú )",$*48' ,–)#3 %Ù "$D'M
J"(7$D>8)#' 4Ó 7#%í #Ã%Ù' J7(N',' %Ù' 7#9$Ù' Õ"í :$9)%*$E,B 7#Ú C8',40%,B, O;;+' ƒ'%+'
%,-%+' %&' J"Ú K%,;(F#D,B 49,$>+)*'%+'. ,P 4Ó %5))#$)D %9)9 %Q' J"Ú K(9)9)%$*%,B 490$>+)9' R'#.5$,B)9'M S$.(N T$,%+'9*%U, C+"-$V W$#7;(@%U, S',F#7$D%V :>8'#DV 7#Ú X"97,67-;V, ìAlexander (of Aetolia), as I said before, and Lycophron corrected the dramatic texts. Zenodotus firstly and then Aristarchus corrected the poetic texts. However, Homeric books, which were
scattered previously, were thus arranged by seventy-two grammarians at the time of Peisistratus the
tyrant of Athens. They were considered at the same time by Aristarchus and Zenodotus and the others
who were correcting at the time of Ptolemy. Other sources ascribe the correction under Peisistratus to
a certain four persons: Orpheus of Croton, Zopyrus of Heraclea, Onomacritus of Athens and Epiconcylus.
10
pp. 48-49, ll. 19-24 Koster: Ceterum Pisistratus sparsam prius Homeri poesin ante Ptolemaeum Philadelphum annis ducentis et eo etiam amplius sollerti cura in ea quae nunc extant redegit
volumina, usus ad hoc opus divinum industria quattuor celeberrimorum et eruditissimorum hominum,
videlicet Concyli, Onomacriti Atheniensis, Zopyri Heracleotae et Orphei Crotoniatae; nam carptim
prius Homerus et nonnisi dificillime legebatur, ìBesides Peisistratus through a skillfull careful rendering of the poetry of Homer, scattered earlier, made the books as they are now, two hunderd years and
even more before Ptolemy Philadelphus, employing for this divine work the diligence of four of the
most illustrious and the most erudite men, such as Concylus, Onomacritus of Athens, Zopyrus of
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tusí commission, common to Tzetzes and the anonymus Cramer-author, probably
circulated in twelfth-century Byzantium.
Two questions at least may be posed here: Who were these particular ìfour
intellectualsî? And why are they important for Tzetzes or his source?
A certain Epiconcylus remains enigmatic and the reading may be corrupt.11
Allen discussed the anonymus Cramer-passage and the name Epiconcylus as given
by the manuscripts: B!$&'C&A,M V and the Cambridge ms Bd. 11.70 (XV c.); &%Ú
/!$ &'C&A,M M; &%Ú *&%C /!)&'C&0,M, marg. *%;>+'#*"* /!)&,>+ &'"#0,)*+$
P.12 E;>+'#<"* /!)&,>+ &'"#0,)*+$ in margine in P is perhaps a correction of
&%C /!Ú &'C&A,M. Allen argued the scribe must have found the marginale in his
original; the other manuscripts omitted it. «It is to be presumed the immediate original ran &%Ú &%1f E;>+.#*"*+ /!)&,>+ &'"#0,)*+% B!$&'C&A,M &1,., and that
when &%1f E;>+.#*"*+ /!)&,>+ &'"#0,)*+% got into the margin owing to the
homoearchon of /!)&,>+ and B!$&'C&A,M without its preposition it was assimilated to the case of the other proper names»13. The Latin version in the scholion Plautinum reads videlicet Concyli. However, ìConcylusî remains equally enigmatic.
The most important attestation provided by this manuscript is the marginal
reference to the source perhaps of all four members ñ the early-mid first-century
BCE Stoic philosopher Athenodorus Cordylion. Athenodorus had been in charge of
the library at Pergamon (Diog. Laert. VII 34; Plut. Cat. 10,1-2). It was perhaps at
Pergamon that Homeric epic was originally presented as the work of Peisistratusí
enigmatic commission. The Pergamenes searched for an older authority to their rival
Alexandrian Homeric scholars14. This remains of course hypothetical, but as a hypothesis it explains the origin and a fixed and steady transmission of the myth of Peisistratusí ëeditorial boardí.
The next name in Tzetzesí list, Onomacritus of Athens, on the other hand, is
the most famous of this group. He was known as an industrious compiler of oracles
(L">(4',.C':), an interpolator, and a forger of purportedly older oracles and
poems15. The job of L">(4',.C': itself, attested as early as the mid-sixth century
Heracleia, and Orpheus of Croton. For before Homer was read in pieces, not without tremendous effort.î
S.H. Newhall Pisistratus and his edition of Homer, «Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences» XLIII/19 (1908) 491-510: 500-501; Wilson o.c. 194-195. A copy of Tzetzesí text belonged to the Italian humanist Georgius Merula who produced the editio princeps of Plautus.
11
On possible reconstructions, see Allen, Pisistratus cit. 37-38. See also M.L. West, The
Orphic Poems, Oxford 1983, 251.
12
T.W. Allen, Homer, the Origins and the Transmission, Oxford 1924, 232-233.
13
Allen, Homer cit. 232 n. 1.
14
Allen, Homer cit. 233.
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BCE, was in fact powerful, as such a person bore considerable influence over political decision-making. Furthermore, this occupation was close to scholarly work.
Unlike 4@+1$:, from whom L">(4',.C': was 15 repeatedly and explicitly distinguished, it required collecting books, working with written archives and presupposed
selective quotations and the interpretation of texts16. Thus Herodotus reports that
Onomacritus was hired by Peisistratus with the aim of compiling the oracles of
Musaeus (#$%;71>+ L">(42+ 12+ g'0(%)'0) and then banished from Athens by
Peisistratus' son Hipparchus, allegedly for inserting an oracle into the verses of
Musaeus (/4!'$7*+ /: 1Ï g'0(%)'0 L">(4.+, Hdt. VII 6) but in fact for political
reasons.17 Though the Peisistratean people had exiled Onomacritus from Athens,
they came with him (according to Herodotos) to Xerxes at Susa, and said reverential
words concerning him (,-C.+1*+ 12+ 3-$($(1"%1$#7*+ !-"Ú %Ã1'5 (-4+'ˆ:
,.C'0:) and Onomacritus recited from his oracles (&%17,-C- 12+ L">(42+).
It is thus no wonder that the scholia to the Odyssey depict Onomacritus as
having made an interpolation of three verses, Odyssey XI 602-604 (schol. H Od. XI
604 Dindorf = fr. 8 D'Agostino: 1'51'+ Õ!Ù D+'4%&")1'0 /4!-!'$9(;%) 8%($+.
J. MartYnez Onomacritus the forger, Hipparchus' scapegoat?, in Id. (ed.), Fakes and Forgers of Classical Literature: Ergo decipiatur!, Madrid 2011, 217-226; M.S. Jensen, Writing Homer: A
Study Based on Results from Modern Fieldwork, Copenhagen 2011, 302-312.
16
Hdt. I 62,4; VII 6,3; VII 143,3; Ar. Pax 1045-1047, 1070-1071; Av. 959-991; Thuc. II 21,3;
VIII 1,1. On E$8)F,;06,9 see more in L.E. Rossi, Gli oracoli come documento d'improvvisazione, in
C. Brillante-M. Cantilena-C.O. Pavese (edd.), I poemi epici rapsodici non omerici e la tradizione orale,
Padua 1981, 203-230; H.A. Shapiro, Oracle-mongers in Peisistratid Athens, «Kernos» III (1990) 335345; J.E. Fontenrose, The Delphic Oracle, Its Responses and Operations, Berkeley 1978, 145-165; J.
Dillery, Chresmologues and manteis: Independent diviners and the problem of authority, in S.I.
Johnson-P.T. Struck (edd.), Mantike: studies in ancient divination, Leiden-Boston 2005, 167-231. On
Onomacritusí practices and the deliberate mistreatment of his name by his rivals in competing genres,
see R.P. Martin, Onomakritos, rhapsode: composition-in performance and the competition of genres
in 6th-century Athens, in A. GuzmZn-J. MartYnez (edd.), Animo decipiendi? Rethinking Fakes and
Authorship in Classical, Late Antique and Early Christian Works, Groningen 2018, 89-106.
17
Hdt. VII 6; see H. Diels, Die Anf!nge der Philologie bei den Griechen, «Neue Jahrb!cher
f!r das klassische Altertum, Geschichte und deutsche Literatur» XXV (1910) 1-25: 10-11; A.C. Cassio,
Early editions of the Greek epics and Homeric textual criticism in the sixth and fifth centuries BC, in
F. Montanari (ed.), Omero tremila anni dopo, Roma 2002, 105-136: 116; E. DíAgostino, Onomacriti
testimonia et fragmenta, Pisa 2007, 33-40; M.A. Flower, The Seer in Ancient Greece, Berkeley 2008,
63-64. On the political context of Greek-Persian relations in Herodotus and Onomacritusí manipulations of oracles, see Shapiro, Oracle-Mongers cit.; J. Haubold, Serse, Onomacrito e la ricezione di
Omero, in G. Zanetto et al. (edd.), Momenti della ricezione omerica: Poesia arcaica e teatro, Milano
2004, 19-35: 26-35; A. Hollmann, The Master of Signs: Signs and the Interpretation of Signs in Herodotus' Histories, Washington DC 2011, 216-217; MartYnez, o.c.; and Martin, o.c. On the alleged forgery
of Orphic poems, see West, The Orphic Poems cit. 40; D'Agostino, o.c. xviii-xxi.
15
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†;71>1%$ #7, ìThis is said to have been inserted by Onomacritus. In fact, it has been
athetizedî). These verses are dated later than the main text, as Heracles is not deified
in either the Iliad or the Odyssey, but he is attested as a god in a number of late sixthcentury BCE vases and inscriptions.18 Thus the interpolator of these verses emphasized the importance of the new cult of Heracles at Athens, while at the same time
revealing «the impossibility of doing away with a traditional and unalterable episode
involving the dead Heracles»19. Finally, Aristotle in his Politics refers to a certain
lawgiver Onomacritus (1274a22-31). It remains open whether this Onomacritus was
identical with the Onomacritus of Athens, but in any case this presupposes a further
link between the ruler Peisistratus and the lawgiver Onomacritus. So much for Onomacritus.
The next sophos in Tzetzesí list is an obscure Zopyrus of Heraclea, who was
perhaps an early Pythagorean, known from the catalogue in Iamblichus (though as a
Tarentine)20. He was considered to have written the poems with cryptic titles the
G"%1P", and perhaps the 37!,': and the h)&10'+ which were also attributed to the
sixth-century BCE Pythagorean philosopher Brontinus (the titles should perhaps be
understood as metaphors for cosmogonic processes)21. However, I have found nothing suggesting any relationship with Peisistratus' court or activities.
The last member of the ëcommissioní referred to in Tzetzes' list is Orpheus of
Croton. He is mentioned as an epic poet in the Suda too (' 657 Adler: G"'1*+$@1>:,
/!'!'$.:). The second/first-century BCE historian and grammarian Asclepiades of
Myrlea ñ thus the Suda ñ credited Orpheus with being associated with Peisistratus,
with some poems having been written in all probability at a later stage (N+ 3-$($(1"@1M (0+-Y+%$ 1^ 10"@++M E(&,>!$@#>: 8>(Ú+ /+ 1^ ij X$X,)M 12+ k"%44%1$&2+. h-&%-1>")#%, E"C'+%01$&@e &%Ú ],,% 1$+@, ìAsclepiades says in Book
VI of On the Grammarians that he was an associate of Peisistratus the tyrant. The
Ten-years-duration, the Argonautica, and some othersî)22. The name Orpheus must,
according to Martin West, have been invented as the author of an Orphic poem23.

See the parallels in Cassio, o.c. 116 n. 52.
Cassio, o.c. 116 n. 52. On the interpolation of these verses in the context of competitive
rhapsodic performance, see Martin, o.c. 100.
20
Iambl. VP 267. West, The Orphic Poems cit. 10.
21
West, The Orphic Poems cit. 10-12, 249-251.
22
On Asclepiadesí 1$#FF#%97,D / K($Ú 1$#FF#%97&' and his position in the debate on the
Pisistratean recension see L. Pagani, Asclepiade di Mirlea. I frammenti degli scritti omerici, Roma 2007,
35-36.
23
West The Orphic Poems cit. 249-250.
18
19
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Another fact is noteworthy here. The concidence that all Peisistratusí associates are somehow connected with Orphic-Pythagorean circles suggests that perhaps at the same time as the ëeditioní of the Homeric poems an ëeditioní of Orpheus
might have been in the process of being prepared24. Nagy considers Tzetzesí narrative transmitted further in Cramer's Anonymous in the context of Orpheus in the time
of Peisistratids25. Nagyís focus is on the word #$7;>&%+ (ëarrangedí) with reference
to the organizing of the Peisistratean recension by the four ëarrangersí. In Herodotus
Onomacritus is called an ìarranger of the oracles of Musaeusî (#$%;71>+ L">(42+
12+ g'0(%)'0, Hdt. VII 6,3). Such arrangement indicates a mode of a textual transmission that in later times, however, was viewed as «antithetical and even detrimental to poetry»26. Alternatively, Allen, speculating on the enigmatic Epiconcylus,
argued that, among the Pythagoreans, names in -0,': or -,': are frequent.27 Diels
and Kranzís Vorsokratiker contain the Pythagoreans IA,,':, B!)(0,':, ECA,':,
ê(10,':, l&&-,':, l&&$,': (DK 58A), m@;0,,': (DK 24B1). Points of contact
between Orphic and Homeric poetry as well as the similariries in the organization of
Homeric as well as Orphic poetry in the time of Peisistratids are thus probable28.
There is no direct proof for this hypothesis in the sources, but as a statement it adds
a pebble of sorts to the mosaic of early scholarly work.
Some further significant arguments recently have been added to this. The
Athenian ërecensioní was particularly important in the context of the circulation of
the Ionic copies of the Homeric epics. The Ionic copies seem to have been written in
the Euboean alphabet (if one can speak about alphabets used in the sixth century
BCE)29. However, as Cassio argues, given the fact that Samos and Chios monopolized the epic texts early on, Ionic copies in the sixth century BCE meant East Ionic

Clem. Strom. I 21,131,1-5. On an association with Orphic poetry, cf. also Paus. XI 22,7; on
Orphic compositions connected to Onomacritus, cf. also Paus. VIII 31,3 and Plut. Pyth. or. 407b, and
see Martin, o.c. 98-100. See further West, The Orphic Poems cit. 250.
25
G. Nagy, Homer the Preclassic, Berkeley-Los Angeles 2010, 348-352.
26
Nagy, Homer the Preclassic cit. 348.
27
Allen, Homer cit. 234.
28
Nagy, Homer the Classic cit. 250: «The poetry associated with Orpheus stems from a preHomeric tradition ñ that is if we define pre-Homeric in terms of earlier periods when Orphic poetry
was not yet differentiated from what later became Homeric poetry».
29
B.B. Powell, Homer and the Origin of the Greek Alphabet. Cambridge 1991; C.J. Ruijgh,
DíHom#re aux origines protomyc$niennes de la tradition $pique: analyse dialectologique du langage
Hom$rique, avec un excursus sur la cr$ation de líalphabet grec, in J. P. Crielaard (ed.), Homeric Questions. «Essays in Philology, Ancient History and Archaeology, including the Papers of a Conference
organized by the Netherlands Institute at Athens, Athens, May 15, 1993», Amsterdam 1995, 1-96.
24
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and not West Ionic, and Euboean copies perhaps never reached Athens30. Furthermore, since the late sixth century BCE Ionic letters have constantly been in use in
the Attic alphabet. It is thus difficult to underestimate the significance of the story
that Peisistratus and Peisistratids institutionalised the epic recitations. Though they
were of course not responsible for the final fixing of the text, they played a crucial
role in its Athenizing development31.
In order to deal with the last question I wanted to discuss in this paper ñ
Tzetzesí reasons for providing the information on Peisistratus' recension of Homeric
epic ñ we should turn from Classical antiquity to twelfth-century Byzantium, when
Homeric poetry was especially loved and studied 32 . Tzetzes, «a great expert on
Homer»33, prefaced his scholia with a discussion of the different kinds of poetry,
commenting on the life of the famous ancient poets and the contexts and the background of their works34.
Furthermore, the pattern of the list of names used in the discussed passage on
Peisistratusí commission is frequent in Tzetzes, who accorded a particular meaning
to names35. I will provide here three examples from various works. In his Theogony
Tzetzes writes (vv. 27-31):
Cassio, o.c. 111.
On the end of rhapsodic creativity around this time, see A. Aloni, Líintelligenza di Ipparco.
Osservazioni sulla politica dei Pisistratidi, «QS» XIX (1984) 109-148: 123; Cassio, o.c. 116. See also
S. West, The transmission of the text, in A. Heubeck-S. West-J.B. Hainsworth, A Commentary on
Homer's Odyssey, I, Oxford 1988, 33-48: 39.
32
On Homer and scholarship in twelfth-century Byzantium, see A. Basilikopoulou-Ioannidou,
W R'#65''8)93 %&' 6$#FF*%+' 7#%Ï %Ù' IB[ #?&'# (?3 %Ù \B]*'%9,' 7#Ú ¡ ÀF8$,3, Athens
1971; G. Morgan, Homer in Byzantium: John Tzetzes, in C.A. Rubio-C. W. Shelmerdine (edd.), Approaches to Homer, Austin 1983, 165-188; A. Kaldellis, Hellenism in Byzantium: The Transformations
of Greek Identity and the Reception of the Classical Tradition, Cambridge 2007, 234-247, 301-307; F.
Pontani, Sguardi su Ulisse. La tradizione esegetica greca all' Odissea, Roma 20112, 157-199; A.J.
Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the Iliad, Cambridge MA 2015, xvi-xx; F. Pontani,
Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (529ñ1453), in F. Montanari (ed.), History of Ancient Greek
Scholarship: From the Beginnings to the End of the Byzantine Age, Leiden-Boston 2020, 373-529, 440469. See also M. Cardin, Teaching Homer through (Annotated) Poetry: John Tzetzesí Carmina Iliaca,
in R.C. Simms (ed.), Brillís Companion to Prequels, Sequels, and Retellings of Classical Epic, LeidenBoston 2018, 90-114, with further bibliography.
33
Pontani, Scholarship cit. 452.
34
A. Kaldellis, Classical scholarship in twelfth-century Byzantium, in C. Barber-D. Jenkins
(edd.), Medieval Greek Commentaries on the Nicomachean Ethics, Leiden 2009, 1-43: 29-30; B. van
den Berg, John Tzetzes as didactic poet and learned grammarian, «DOP» LXXIV (2020) 285-302.
35
F. Budelmann, Classical commentary in Byzantium: John Tzetzes on ancient Greek literature, in R. Gibson-C. Kraus (edd.), The Classical Commentary: History, Practices, Theory, LeidenBoston-K^ln 2002, 141-169: 150-151.
30
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,7C* !%"">()n
›: 'Ã#í o+ p(%+ c&%1Ù+ À4>"'$ &%Ú g'0(%Y'$,
D"87-: &%Ú F()'#'$, E+1)4%L'$ &%Ú dY+'$,
&%Ú !@+1-: ],,'$ !'$>1%Ú &%Ú ;-'C'+'C"@8'$,
&"-Y11'+ o+ QC"%U%+ /4'5 1Ï !-"Ú 1'A1*+ !@+1%.
I say frankly that not even if there were a hundred Homers, Musaeuses, Orpheuses, Hesiods, Antimachuses, and Linuses, or indeed all the other poets
and authors of Theogonies, would they have written better on this subject.
In the prologue to the Allegories of the Iliad he makes a point revealing a
strong authorial presence and challenging the ancient authorities (prol. 480-484)36:
'—1*: fl: o+ _+7C+*&%: Z4P"'0:, I1>($L."'0:,
qÃ"$!)#%:, d0&.8"'+%:, G',,'A;'0: 1- &%Ú d7(L%:,
&%Ú h)&10+ (0CC"%U@4-+'+ &%,2: 1S+ b,$@#%,
r"$8$'#<"'0:, G.s+1'+, &o+ c&%1Ù+ X$X,)%Ö
Thus if you had read Homers, Stesichoruses, Euripideses, Lycophrons, Colluthuses and Lescheses, and Dictys, who wrote beautifully an Iliad, Triphiodoruses and Quintus, and a hundred booksÖ
In letter 6 to Isaac Comnenus, Tzetzes lists the great ëgrammariansí (C"%44%1$&')) of the past, such as Hermes, Belesys, Palamedes, Sisyphos, Dictys, Teucrus,
Archimedes, following by the Attic ëgrammariansí Cephalus, Ctesiphon, Timarchus,
Demosthenes and such like37.
These examples suggest that the pattern of the list of names was used as a rhetorical figure to emphasize the argument, the mixture of real and possibly mythic
names being employed with deliberate intent. The significance of name for Tzetzes
is also evident from the notorious authorial presence in his commentaries, which is
noteworthy in the context of the frequently anonymous Byzantine reworkings of
older commentaries38. The Exegesis of the Iliad begins with the following claim (p.
3,3-5 Papathomopoulos)39:
On authorial strategies in the prologue of the Allegories of the Iliad see Alberto Ravaniís
chapter in this volume; cf. also that by Ugo Mondini on the Carmina Iliaca.
37
I. Grigoriadis, _+*''83 `]5%]83. a"9)%,;#D, Athens 2001, 274; Kaldellis, Classical
scholarship cit. 26-27.
38
Budelmann, o.c. 150-151.
36
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!%$(Ú+ Z4>"$@#%$: c"4Ps'+ ‡!%(% #2"'+ 39
C"%44%1$&Ù: !-")%,,% 4'CP(%: b*@++>:,
1Ù+ rW71W> &%,7'0($+ /!*+04)>+ /"7'+1-:.
I gave the interpretation as a gift to the young Homerids, I, the very hardworking grammarian Ioannis, whom they call Tzetzes, using a surname.
The decision to provide the members of a mysterious commission of Peisistratus with names should thus be viewed both as a component part of Tzetzesí creativity, or/and as a certain combination of sources that he had access to. Tzetzes used
the myth of the Peisistratean recension alsewhere. Thus representing various locations around the Mediterranean which were claimed to have been Homer's ëhomesí
and revealing Homerís way from Smyrna to Athens, Tzetzes quoted an epigram from
the Anthologia Graeca (XI 442) where the Athenian Peisistratus is speaking about
the Homeric poems (p. 10,16-17 Papathomopoulos):
1Ù+ 47C%+ /+ X'0,%Y: 3-$()(1"%1'+, N: 1Ù+ À4>"'+
t;"'$(%, (!'"@#>+ 1Ù !"Ú+ _-$#.4-+'+.
Peisistratus, great in counsels, who gathered Homer that previously was sung
scatteredly40.
Further down in the same text Tzetzes refers to the topic again. He narrates on
Homer's poverty and invokes the myth of Peisistratus' recension. This poverty is
evident, says Tzetzes, from the fact that the Homeric poems were previously recited
in a scattered way (1Ï 1'A1'0 !'$P4%1% (!'"@#>+ !"<>+ /,7C-1'), preserved
on some rotten sheets of paper (/+ (%!"'Y: 1$($ L@"1%$: 8-".4-+%), and later
gathered by Peisistratus the Athenian (u &%Ú (0+P;"'$(-+ —(1-"'+ ¡ E;>+%Y':
3-$()(1"%1':, p. 56,11-15 Papathomopoulos)41. Further down in the same treatise
Tzetzes represents a more detailed account of the myth. Because of Homerís poverty,
the poems were initially written down on sheets of paper (/+ L@"1%$: v!,2: 87"-(;%$), but Peisistratus, the most philological (3-$()(1"%1': #Ó ¡ 8$,','C<1%Here and below the text is quoted according to M. Papathomopoulos, a<I68)93 _+*'',B
1$#FF#%97,- %,B `]5%],B (93 %8' bFI$,B _;9*4#, Athens 2007.
40
Cf. Vit. Hom. 8 and 9 (XI and XII c.) where the same Peisistratus epigram is transmitted.
See M.L. West, Homeric Hymns, Homeric Apocrypha, Lives of Homer, Cambridge MA 2003, 308.
41
E. Cullhed, The blind bard and ëIí: Homeric biography and authorial personas in the
twelfth century, «BMGS» XXXVIII/1 (2014) 49-67: 64.
39
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1':), made a proclamation at the time of Solon that those who had verses of Homer
should bring them to him, and he would pay a golden coin for each verse (1Ù+
QL'+1% Q!> Z4P"'0 _!'&'4)W-$+ %Ã1Ï !"Ù: %Ã1Ù+ &%Ú c&@(1'0 Q!'0: L"0('5+ _+1$8'"1)W-(;%$ +.4$(4%). Peisistratus collected the texts and gave them to
seventy-two grammarians for each to study, and then received a copy of each composition ('—1* #Ó (0+%C-)"%: %Ã1@, cX#'4P&'+1% &%Ú #A' C"%44%1$&'Y: c+Ú
c&@(1M /!7#*&- &%1í R#)%+ _+%1-;-*">&7+%$ &%Ú (0+;-Y+%$ %Ã1@, p. 68,8-19
Papathomopoulos)42. Peisistratus is thus a metonymy for a ëpatroní, a ëMaecenasí,
and Tzetzes uses this metonymy addressing his new patron Constantine Cotertzes (¡
#í -ÃC-+S: 3-$()(1"%1': G'17"1W>: G*+(1%+1Y+':, Alleg. Il. XVI 4).
Significantly, Budelmann points to an important characteristic of Byzantine
authors, who felt the distance between Classical Antiquity and their contemporary
era somewhat differently from today. Thus Byzantine writers were aware that Homer
had died a long time ago, but they felt that the gap could sometimes be bridged, and
felt that the ancient material was still alive. Budelmann argues that when Tzetzes
used Oppian as the fishing ground to find food for his readers he was acting very
much as a scholar of his time43. This constitutes another way of explaining Tzetzes'
transmission of the narrative, including precise data on the members of Peisistratus'
commission.
Furthermore, a period of great poverty in his life is known, during which
Tzetzes was obliged to sell his books one by one44. This fact should help to explain

Tzetzesí source for this narrative, which he modifies however, is schol. Dion. Thrax p. 29,
16-30, 24 Hilgard. See Cullhed, o.c. 64-67 and E. Matusova, The Meaning of the Letter of Aristeas in
Light of Biblical Interpretation and Grammatical Tradition, and with Reference to its Historical
Context, G^ttingen 2015, 54-56. On Tzetzesí references to the myth of Peisistratusí recension cf. also
schol. Exeg. Il. 3,9-10 p. 417 Papathomopoulos GH4,FI7,'%# 7#Ú 4-, 6$#FF#%97,Ú )ˆ' :$9)%*$EV
Õ"Ù K(9)9)%$*%,B R<9+>5'%(3, %Ï cFI$,B ",9IF#%# )",$*48' .($0F('# )B'%(>(D7()#' 7#Ú
%Ï3 #Ã%&' ;5<(93 7#Ú P)%,$D#3 J"(<86I)#'%,, and schol. Exeg. Il. 68,3 pp. 458-459 Papathomopoulos: :$9)%,%5;83 —)%($,3 d' ",;ˆ K(9)9)%$*%,B 7#Ú %&' )B'%(>(970%+' cFI$,B %Q'
HDH;,', O;.# 4Ó J"56$#e(' cFI$,B 7#Ú Hf%#. The reference to the Septuagint whilst using the
number 72 (GH4,FI7,'%# 7#Ú 4-, 6$#FF#%97,N3) might be significant: the Letter of Aristeas (early
II c. BCE) recounts the translation of the Hebrew Law into Greek by seventy-two interpreters (,P
"*'%(3 GH4,FI7,'%# 4-,, Ep. Arist. 50). On the popularity of the number 72 in Hellenistic times, see
Matusova, o.c. 60-62. On the blending of Homeric and Biblical scholarship, see also I. Varillas SZnchez,
La edici%n del libro sagrado: el ëparadigma alejandrinoí de Homero al Shahnameh, «Interfaces: A
Journal of Medieval European Literatures» IV (2017) 85-102: 85-94.
43
Budelmann, o.c. 164.
44
Ep. 75; Exeg. Il. p. 22,1-11 Papathomopoulos; Hist. VIII 176, 173; X 332, 452-453; XII
397, 4. See Cullhed, o.c. 66; Cardin, o.c. 93; and Philip Ranceís chapter in this volume (p. 427-430).
42
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errors made in his recollections and quotations of classical texts45. On the other hand,
we know that Tzetzes often provided correct chronological information and was not
devoid of critical judgement46. He was definitely not a person who took for true everything he read.47
To sum up. Tzetzesí specific use of the myth of the Peistratean recension in
the preface to Aristophanesí comedy is not his own creative invention. Tzetzes repeatedly alluded to this narrative, however, moulding out of Peisistratus a symbol of
scholarly patronage. Tzetzesí hypothetical sources or the sources of his source for
this particular passage on the four sophoi can be traced back to a number of historians: the fifth-century BCE Herodotus, the fourth-century BCE Dieuchidasí Megarian History, the early third-century BCE Hereas of Megara, the early first-century
BCE Strabo, the grammatian Asclepiades of Myrlea (second-first century BCE), the
Stoic philosopher Athenodorus Cordylion, the geographer Pausanias, and the Homeric scholia. However, none of these sources provides the information exactly in
the way it is provided by Tzetzes. Peisistratusí associates are mentioned as a group,
some of them such as Onomacritus and Orpheus are mentioned in a number of
sources specifically as Peisistratusí associates, Epiconcylus may have appeared in
this context in Athenodorus Cordylion. Zopyrus of Heracleia remains enigmatic.
Belonging himself to a long tradition of Homeric criticism and positioning
himself as a revisor of the Homeric corpus at a time of flourishing Homeric scholarship, Tzetzes found parallels in an episode of early Homeric transmission, revealing
significant authorities for his own activities. The four members of Peisistratusí
commission are listed by name in detail, not at random, but as a necessary part of
the continuation and tradition Tzetzes was deliberately choosing for himself.
ANNA NOVOKHATKO
anovokhatko@lit.auth.gr

Wilson o.c. 190-191.
Refuting the suggestion that Galen (died in 199 CE) was a contemporary of Christ, placing
Galen in the reign of Caracalla (ascended the throne in 196 CE): Ep. 81 and Wilson, o.c. 193.
47
He criticized Proclus in his interpretation of Hesiodís Erga: Wilson, o.c. 194-195. This
piece of information could be «derived from the scholiasts on Dionysius Thrax, one of whom, Heliodorus, Tzetzes singles out for abuse, claiming that as a young man he had been misled by the scholiast
into thinking that Zenodotus and Aristarchus were contemporaries of Peisistratus» (ibid.).
45
46
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Gli scholia ad Euripide riposano in gran parte ancora sullíedizione di E. Schwartz1,
che deliberatamente opt! per selezionare solo il materiale antico, ad eccezione dei
rari casi in cui anche uno scolio pi" recente riportasse informazioni che lo studioso
tedesco considerava in qualche modo importanti. Ne consegue che ñ allo stadio attuale delle ricerche ñ soprattutto per quanto riguarda i tre drammi della triade (Ecuba,
Oreste e Fenicie), # difficile avere uníidea complessiva, precisa e del tutto affidabile
del contenuto degli scholia risalenti all'epoca bizantina. Tra gli studiosi che si sono
occupati della faccenda, G$nther si focalizza soprattutto sugli interventi dei dotti di
et% paleologa ai drammi triadici, mentre la recente pubblicazione di D.J. Mastronarde
dedica un intero capitolo all'ipotesi di un eventuale contributo di Giovanni Tzetze2
agli scholia euripidei3. Líintera questione della paternit% tzetziana di alcune note rimane tuttavia ben lungi dall'essere chiarita. In questa trattazione, per forza di cose
parziale, ci si baser% in massima parte sugli scholia non triadici, dal momento che #
pi" facile identificare in essi quale sia il materiale antico e quale invece quello bizantino o pi" tardo.
Testimone capitale per l'intera questione # un codice conservato nella Biblioteca Vaticana: il Vat. gr. 909 (V) che contiene nove drammi euripidei con scholia
(nellíordine: Ecuba, Oreste, Fenicie, Medea, Ippolito, Alcesti, Andromaca, Troiane
e Reso). Si tratta di un manoscritto celeberrimo e molto importante sia per il testo
1
Cf. E. Schwartz, Scholia in Euripidem, I-II, Berolini 1887-1891. Di pi! recente pubblicazione sono gli scholia al Reso in G. Merro, Gli scol! al Reso euripideo, Messina 2008 e allíIppolito in
J. Cavarzeran, Scholia in Euripidis Hippolytum, Berlin-Boston 2016. Gli scholia tricliniani alla triade
sono editi in L. De Faveri, Die metrischen Trikliniusscholien zur byzantinischen Trias des Euripides,
Stuttgart 2002; quelli a Elettra, Eraclidi e Ippolito rispettivamente in G. Basta Donzelli, Un filologo
ispirato al lavoro: Demetrio Triclinio, in AA.VV., Syndesmos, «Studi in onore di R. Anastasi», II,
Catania 1994, 7-27; M.G. Fileni, Demetrio Triclinio revisore del codice Laur. Plut. 32,2 (L): i cantica
degli Eraclidi di Euripide, «QUCC» n.s. LXXIX (2005) 65-97; e J. Cavarzeran, Gli scol! metrici
tricliniani allíIppolito nel Laur. pl. 32,2, «Eikasmos» XXVII (2016) 313-339.
2
Sulla biografia di Tzetze si vedano N.G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, Londra 19962,
190-196 e F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (529-1453), in F. Montanari-S. MatthaiosA. Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, I, Leiden-Boston 2015, 297-455:
378-385.
3
Cf. D.J. Mastronarde, Preliminary Studies on the Scholia to Euripides, Berkeley 2017, 7789.
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tragico che per il materiale scoliastico4. Dal punto di vista materiale, # composto da
una carta di pessima qualit%, non molto ben conservata; líinchiostro in vari punti
tende a sparire. La stesura del codice # stata collocata da Wilson5 tra il 1250 e il
1280: a questíepoca risalgono le mani dei due copisti6 (A e B) di testo e scholia che
vanno entrambe normalmente sotto la sigla V7. Tale dettaglio non # di poca importanza, in quanto significherebbe che questo testimone appartiene ad un periodo che
precede líinteressamento ad Euripide da parte degli studiosi di epoca paleologa, e
che gli scholia tr%diti dal solo V (segnati con una Ü da Schwartz) rifletterebbero dunque líanalisi retorica e grammaticale del XII secolo o di epoca precedente8, nonch&
la testimonianza di un commento anche ai drammi non triadici in et% bizantina. Ai
primi decenni del XIV # con ogni probabilit% da collocare invece V3 (o V2 nellíedizione degli scholia allíIppolito, v in Murray e Barrett, b in Wecklein)9; # questa la
mano successiva (e di difficile lettura) di un dotto che, purtroppo quasi del tutto
ignorata nell'edizione di Schwartz, interviene nel codice con diversi scopi: corregge
il testo, inserisce variae lectiones (non tutte registrate negli apparati delle moderne
edizioni critiche), aggiunge diversi scholia ñ altri li integra ñ circa vari argomenti
come grammatica, retorica, lessicografia, mitografia, etica, usi arcaici e citazioni di
autori antichi; a queste note vanno aggiunte anche moltissime parafrasi e brevi spiegazioni di versi poco chiari10. Come si vedr% subito di seguito, questa mano si rivela
essere essenziale per la questione degli scholia ëtzetzianií ad Euripide.
4
Il manoscritto V " descritto accuratamente in P. Schreiner, Bibliothecae Apostolicae Vaticanae codices manuscripti recensiti: Codices Vaticani Graeci 867ñ932, [Citt# del Vaticano] 1988, 106109; H.-Chr. G$nther, The Manuscripts and the Transmission of the Paleologan Scholia on the Euripidean Triad, Stuttgart 1995, 225 e nellíesaustivo capitolo dedicatogli in Mastronarde, o.c. 199-223.
5
Cf. N.G. Wilson, rec. di G. Zuntz, An Inquiry into the Transmission of the Plays of
Euripides, Cambridge 1965, «Gnomon» XXXVIII (1966) 334-342: 342. Con lui concorda anche Mastronarde, o.c. 199-206. A. Turyn, The Byzantine Manuscript Tradition of the Tragedies of Euripides,
Urbana 1957, 90-91 e Schreiner, o.c. 108-109 propongono invece una data compresa tra il 1280 ed il
1300.
6
Le sezioni di testo ad opera di ognuno dei due sono doviziosamente identificate in Mastronarde, o.c. 217-223.
7
Dalle continue lacune lasciate da questi copisti risulta assai evidente che il loro antigrafo
era danneggiato o molto antico e di difficile lettura. Gli scholia allíIppolito, che ho potuto collazionare
integralmente, sono chiaramente frutto di una collazione di almeno due diverse fonti: se questo lavoro
di collazione sia stato svolto dai copisti di V o fosse gi# compiuto nel loro antigrafo, " questione difficile
da dirimere. Cf. Cavarzeran, Scholia cit. 38-39.
8
Cf. Mastronarde, o.c. 200-206.
9
Cf. Mastronarde, o.c. 215. Il terminus ante quem " la copia del Neap. II.F.9 (Y), che riporta
le note di V3 ed " stato vergato nel periodo 1320-1230.
10
Cf. Cavarzeran, Scholia cit. 38.
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Per prima cosa, dunque, appare opportuno indagare gli scholia alle tragedie
euripidee in cui viene esplicitamente fatto il nome dellíerudito bizantino.
Si tratta di pochissimi passi: schol. Eur. Hec. 1220 e Med. 1201 Schwartz, e
Hipp. 656b Cavarzeran.
schol. Eur. Hec. 1220 p. 87,25 Schwartz ('()*+,)*-.): /0Ô102. )3) 4)1Ú 1*3
5)6(Ô7-8 'Ô)2. 9Ï: ¡ ;(-:<)=>. V (A)
In questo caso il breve scolio11 pare essere stato pensato esattamente per la
spiegazione lessicale di questo verso, come dimostra il )3), per giunta non estraneo
allíuso di Tzetze (cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Ran. 798a Koster /0Ô102. +Ó) *—1? 1*@1*A 7*)3) 9:ÌB(-). Il termine 5)6(,. viene messo in relazione con '()C= o con termini
affini anche nel commentario al Pluto di Aristofane: schol. Ar. Plut. 548 Massa
Positano (rec. 1) riporta D +Ó) '()Û= +(+(1:2+Ô)2 571Ú) E)6(-= e schol. Ar. Plut.
582 Massa Positano (rec. 2) chiosa ',)(1=- per mezzo di '=:=;:271-F<. 5)6(G.
571- F=Ú '1?;ı.12. In effetti sulla differenza tra i due termini si concentra schol. Ar.
Plut. 548 Massa Positano (rec. 2) 6-=BÔ:(- 9Ï: [Ö] 5)6(G. [Ö] 'Ô)2. [Ö] 5)6(H.
I 1-)*. 71(:-7Fı+()*. [Ö] 'Ô)2. 6Ó ¡ ;(-:*(:9Ì12. F=Ú 1Ô;)2. 1-)Ù. E+'(-:*.8 JÔ9(1=- 4'Ù 1*3 1Ï 0?=:FK E;(-) 5F 1*3 '*)(L) F=Ú 'Ô)(7M=- F=Ú 5:9Ì0(7M=- (ìinfatti cí# differenza tra 5)6(G. e 'Ô)2. [...] 5)6(N. # chi # privato di qualcosa, ',)2. invece il lavoratore manuale ed esperto in un mestiere; deriva dal fatto
che si guadagna da vivere per mezzo della fatica, dello sfiancarsi e del lavorareî).
Proprio a questo scolio tzetziano rimanda la seconda parte del testo che si sta esaminando, in cui viene detto che ',)2. # il ;(-:<)=>. Questa parola non # mai attestata
altrove in Tzetze, per quanto mi # possibile appurare, ma il concetto # lo stesso che
viene espresso nel gi% citato scolio al Pluto: in entrambi i casi ',)2. viene definito
colui che ha capacit% artigianali. In questo frangente non sembrano sussistere elementi nel testo per negare la paternit% di Tzetze. Lo stesso si pu! concludere per quel
che riguarda lo scolio alla Medea13:
schol. Eur. Med. 1201 p. 205,22 Schwartz (9)OM*-. 46NJ*-.): 1*3 /0Ô10*@8
5) 1*L. 7-=9ı7- F=Ú 1*L. 71ı+=7-8 1C)?); 1<) P=:+ÌF?). 1Ù 7;ıJ-*) 6Ó
PJ@=:(L8 ›7=)(Ú 9Ï: 1Ï PÌ:+=F= ¿6ı)1=. (Q;*). Vi (B)

A riguardo si veda anche Mastronarde, o.c. 80.
Va ricordato che spiegazioni simili si trovano anche al di fuori dell'opera tzetziana. Cf. e.g.
Poll. III 110 Bethe; Hsch. * 2747 Cunningham; ps-Zonar. col. 1528, 8 Tittmann.
13
Su questa nota si " soffermato gi# Mastronarde, o.c. 81.
11
12
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(con mandibole invisibili): Di Tzetze. Con la mandibola e la bocca di chi? Del
veleno. Lo scolio dice sciocchezze, come se infatti i veleni avessero i denti.
Tzetze qui polemizza con l'interpretazione antica di questo verso (p. 205,1719 Schwartz): accusa infatti, non a torto, lo scolio di dire sciocchezze (BJ@=:(L).
Nella produzione scoliastica di epoca bizantina, líuso di questo verbo e di questa
espressione per criticare uno scolio o líautore stesso # confinato al solo Giovanni
Tzetze. Si vedano ad esempio schol. Hist. III 89-91, 363 Leone o schol. Ar. Nub. 6a
Holwerda, Plut. 1082 Massa Positano (rec. 2), Ran. 1225 Koster.
Líultimo scolio che menziona Tzetze non # vergato da uno dei copisti di V,
ma dalla mano successiva V3:
schol. Eur. Hipp. 656b Cavarzeran14 ((Ã7(R,.): S:-71*1ÔJ2. B27Ú) 6ÛF=-*)
F=Ú I7-*) 6-=BÔ:(-)8 6ÛF=-*) EJ(9*) 1Ù (T. 4)M:˘'*@., I7-*) 6Ó 1Ù (T.
M(*˜.. /0Ô102. 6Ô B27-) 6-=BÔ:(-) I7-*), 6ÛF=-*), (Ã7(RÔ., 6ÛF=-*) (T.
0<)1=. 4)M:˘'*@., (Ã7(RÓ. (T. M(*˜., I7-*) (T. )(F:*˜.8 IM() F=Ú D
1=BG. V3
1-4 cf. schol. Ar. Plut. 682 Massa Positano (rec. 2) 345Ô67 0Ó ›2 0-(8Ô)*- *Ã4*9Ó2 :(Ú 0Û:(-67 :(Ú ;4-67 :(5Ï :')-6&6<Û(7= 5Ù *Ã4*9Ó2 <Ï) .)Ù2 >*Ù7 &Ô<*5(-, 5Ù 0Ó 0Û:(-67 .)Ù2
?@75(2 A7>)˘.6'2, .)Ù2 56ˆ2 5*>71:ı5(2 0Ó ;4-67= ;>* :(Ú ¡4Û(2 8(BÓ7 5Ï2 5(CÏ2 :(Ú
56ˆ2 D75(8-(4B6˜2. 7E7 0Ó ¡4Û(7 .()(F)145-:@2 A&&G 6Ã :(5(F)145-:@2 [Ö]. (—51
0-(86)Ì D45-7 *Ã4*96E2, 0-:(Û6' :(Ú ¡4Û6', :H7.*) ¡ I&Ì5J7, K5- 0Ó :(Ú ¡ .6&ˆ2
íL)-4565Ô&12 0-(C6)Ï7 ¡4Û6' Bı76' 8(4Ú :(Ú 0-:(Û6', 5Ù ;4-67 D.Ú >*@7 &Ô<675*2, 5Ù
0Ó 0Û:(-67 D.G A7>)˘.J7 ; cf. etiam Men. Rh. 316, 18 || 4 ƒ>*7-5(8M: cf. etiam Eust. in Il.
IV 990,2 van der Valk; schol. rec. Soph. Aj. 1405e Christodoulos
1 *Ã4*9Ó2 post 814Ú7 add. V3, postea delevit || :(Ú s.l. V3

((Ã7(R,.): Aristotele sostiene che 6ÛF=-*) e I7-*) abbiano un significato differente: 6CF=-*) lo riferivano agli uomini, I7-*) invece agli dei. Tzetze per!
dice che hanno diverso significato I7-*), 6ÛF=-*) ed (Ã7(RÔ.: 6ÛF=-*) (si
usa) per i vivi, (Ã7(R,. per gli dei, I7-*) per i morti, donde anche (la parola
¡7C=) per tomba.

14
Approfitto di questa sede per correggere e migliorare alcuni scholia di V3 in cui compaiono
errori di lettura nellíedizione, cosa ora possibile grazie alle nuove riproduzioni del manoscritto disponibili nel sito della Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.
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In questo caso, come si nota in apparato, lo scolio # sostanzialmente una riduzione di quello di Tzetze al Pluto, in cui si spiega il termine ¡7C=) del v. 682 della
commedia. Si pu! osservare tuttavia che in questo caso, a differenza dei due precedenti, lo scolio non sembra esattamente modellato sul verso euripideo, ma pare
invece essere un riadattamento, nemmeno troppo accurato, dello scolio tzetziano,
tantí# che inizia spiegando la differenza tra 6CF=-*) e I7-*) quando il v. 656 contiene (Ã7(R,.. Líattribuzione a Tzetze di questa breve notarella, a mio parere, richiede
molta pi" cautela. Il fatto che l'erudito venga qui nominato non credo sia per forza
garanzia di paternit%; potrebbe invece essere dovuto al fatto che líanonimo dotto che
si cela in V3 stia citando líopinione di Tzetze, dalla quale trae quanto gli serve per
commentare il testo euripideo. Non # certo impossibile che si tratti di uno scolio tzetziano, ma non sembrano esserci elementi solidi per líattribuzione.
La stessa situazione di ambiguit% si ritrova analizzando alcuni altri scholia di
V3, i quali, sebbene riconducano a dottrina tzetziana, da essa si discostano in qualche
modo. Sono riportati qui di seguito15.
schol. Eur. Hipp. 384b Cavarzeran (J,7;=-): JÔ7;=- F@:C?.16 JÔ9*)1=- 1Ï
1<) R=)=˜7?) 5:9=71G:-=, '=:Ï 1Ù ì1*ˆ. J=*ˆ. U7;(-)î. ':˘2) 9Ï:
4)(V9+Ô)= W7=) F=Ú *X R*@Jı+()*- 'Ì)1(. 1Ù) ;(-+<)= (T7G:;*)1* 5F(L7( MÔJ*)1(. M(:+=)MK)=-, F=Ú F=MG+()*- =T7;:*ˆ. Jı9*@. ':Ù. 4JJGJ*@. 4)Ô'(+'*). IM() F=Ú 5FJGM2 JÔ7;2 D —R:-.. V3
1-3 schol. Hes. Op. 491b Gaisford 5Ù <Ï) .(&(-Ù7 5Ï F(&:*+(, :(Ú .Ì75( 5Ï D)<(45N)-(
5Ï .E) KF675( H>')( O7= P :(Ú &Ô4F(2 D:Ì&6'7, ;5- 6Q .Ô715*2 *34*)FıB*76-, :(Ú BR&&67 D7 F*-B@7- D7 5S >*)B(Û7*4>(- &Ô4F(2 :(Ú 8&'()Û(2 &ı<J7 4'7Ô.&*:67. D7 5S A)64ÛBT 6“7 :(-)S, .()Ì0)(B*, 814Ú, 5U7 D7 56+2 F(&:*Û6-2 :(>Ô0)(7, ¢ 5Ù :(>V4>(- D7
5S 4S 6W:T, :(Ú >*)B(Û7*4>(- :(5Ï 5U7 D7 56+2 F(&:*Û6-2 5@7 .*7*45Ô)J7 :(>Ô0)(7
|| 3-4 &X4F1 ñ —9)-2: cf. Suda & 310 Adler; ps.-Zonar. col. 1296,1 Tittmann

(J,7;=-): J,7;=- sono dette propriamente le officine degli artigiani, perch&
1*ˆ. J=*ˆ. U7;(-) (la gente vi si ferma). Un tempo infatti erano aperte e tutti
quelli che lo desideravano potevano entrarvi díinverno per scaldarsi, e stando
seduti si scambiavano líun líaltro parole volgari. Perci! la —R:-. (tracotanza)
# anche chiamata J,7;2.
óó

15
16

Cf. Mastronarde, o.c. 83-85.
Devo la lettura di :')/J2 a Mastronarde, o.c. 83 n. 60.
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schol. Eur. Hipp. 820d Cavarzeran17 (4J=71Y:?)): 4JÌ71*:(. JÔ9*)1=- *X
/(J;L)(., F=Ú 9Ï: JÔ9(1=-8 5) 1=L. SMG)=-. E:<:>=-)*) 1Ù —6?: 1Ù
M=JÌ77-*) 6-Ï 1Ù +H B˜(7M=- 1Ù) 7L1*). ¿)ı+=1= 6Ó =Ã1<) ZF=1=L*.,
[(9=JG7-*., [-+˘). 4'Ù 1Y1( 6Ó 5FJGM27=) F=Ú 'Ì)1(. *X F=F*Ú F=Ú
RJÌ'1*)1(. 1*ˆ. \JJ*@.. 4JÌ71*:(. '=:Ï 1Ù 12:(L) 1Ï. ]J=.. V3
1-4 cf. Zenob. V 41 Y*&FÛ7J7 [Ö] (:(Ú <Ï) 5S 5V2 Z5'<Ù2 —0(5- 5U7 <V7 :(5())(Û7675*2
H<6767 D.6Û6'7) 0˜6 D<Ô76756 [<*Bı7*2, ZÛBJ7 :(Ú \Û:J7 ; Suda 5 293 Adler; Tz. Hist.
VII 113, 119-128 Y*&F+7*2 O4(7 0N 5-7*2 5@7 8>67*)@7 0(-Bı7J7, / ]:5(+62, ^*<(&N4-62 À)B*7ı2 5* :(Ú _˜:62, / :(Ú 0U \-:˘7 5* :(Ú ^-B`7 :(Ú a5*)6- 4ˆ7 56˜56-2. / 6”56Z5'<Ù2 5S —0(5- b(Û7675*2 <V7 †:Ì).6'7, / 5)68Ï2 A7>)˘.6-2 4.*˜0675*2 BU <Û7*4>(B10ı&J2. / 6”56- 0Ó :(Ú ]&Ì456)*2 *34Ú :(Ú I(&(B7(+6-. / D7 5S 51)*+7 5Ï2 H&(2 BÔ7
(H&1 0í D45Ú7 [ 9&Ì91) / ]&Ì456)*2 D4FN:(4- .)648'*45Ì517 :&V4-7. / 5S 0Ó .(&ÌB(-2
:(Ú F*)4Ú b(Û7*-7 Z5'<Ù2 5Ù —0J) / .)Ù2 A:().Û(7 :(Ú 8>6)Ï7 :Ô:&175(- I(&(B7(+6- ;
ibid. XII 447, 829-831 Y*&F+7*2 O4(7 0Ô 5-7*2 5@7 8>67*)@7 0(-Bı7J7 / ]:5(+62, ^*<(&N4-62, À)B*762 5Ó :(Ú _˜:62 / ^-B`7 ¡B6E 5* :(Ú \-:˘7; Tz. Theog. 84 ]:5(+62, ^*<(&N4-62, c)B*7ı2 5* :(Ú _˜:62, 87 6µ.*) Z5'<Ù2 5S —0(5- b(Û7675*2 <V7 †:Ì).6'7 || 4
cf. Et.Gen. ( 400 Lasserre-Livadaras ¢ ¡ 5Ï A&(45Ï 51)@7, 56'5Ô45- 5Ï F(&*.Ì ; Et.Gud.
p. 81,7 De Stefani; Tz. Hist. XII 447, 826-827 ]&Ì456)*2 6Q H&(2 5* 51)6E75*2 :(Ú 5Ï2
9&Ì9(2= / ¡ Y?Ô5?12, 6Q D7 H&(-2 0* 5*Û)675*2 :(Ú 5(+2 9&Ì9(-2

(4J=71Y:?)): i Telchini vengono chiamati 4JÌ71*:(., e difatti si dice che
ad Atene spargessero acqua di mare perch& il grano non crescesse. I loro nomi
sono Ecateo (sic), Megalesio e Mimone. Da quel momento vennero denominati cos^ anche tutti coloro che sono malvagi e che danneggiano gli altri. La
parola 4JÌ71*:(. deriva da 12:(L) 1Ï. ]J=. (tenere il sale).
óó
schol. Eur. Hipp. 878 Cavarzeran (4'Ù [Ö] *U;*+=-): 4'ı [Ö] *U;*+=-8 *X
9Ï: S11-F*Ú 1Ï _G+=1= +(1Ï 1<) ':*MÔ7(?) JÔ9*@7-. V3
cf. schol. Ar. Nub. 224a Holwerda :Ì5*-.Ô: :')ÛJ2 :(5*-.*+7 D45- 5Ù ì:(5Ì 5-762 *3.*+7î.
7E7 0Ó A55-:@2 ì:Ì5*-.*î A75Ú 56E ì*3.Ôî. B*5Ï <Ï) .)6>Ô4*J7 íL55-:6Ú &Ô<6'4- ; ibid.
476a :(Ú d.&@2 íL55-:6Ú B*5Ï .)6>Ô4*J7 5Ï .&*ÛJ C(4/

(4'Ù [Ö] *U;*+=-): 4'ı [Ö] *U;*+=-. Gli Attici infatti dicono i verbi con le
preposizioni.
óó
Ho corretto rispetto al testo edito (cf. Mastronarde, o.c. 84 n. 61) e:f51 in e:(5(+62 e
56E0* in 5g5*.
17
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schol. Eur. Hipp. 887c Cavarzeran (‚ 'Ì1(: `ı7(-6*)): 'Ì)1=. +Ó) 1*ˆ.
M@+-F*ˆ. 'JH) 1*ˆ. J(J*9-7+Ô)*) E;*)1=. M@+Ù) JÔ9*@7- (Q)=- @X*ˆ.
`*7(-6<)*., 1*ˆ. 6Ó 4Jı9-71*) E;*)1=. @X*ˆ. ê:(?.. V3
1-2 56ˆ21 ñ I64*-0@762: cf. schol. Lyc. 157, pp. 74,30-75,1 Scheer 56ˆ2 <Ï) >'B-:6ˆ2 :(Ú
A70)*Û6'2 :(&6E4- .(+0(2 :(Ú D)(45Ï2 I64*-0@762 ; Hist. II 51, 745-748 h14*ˆ2 'QÙ2
O7 ]55-:6E L3<XJ2 :(Ú 5V2 LW>)(2 / ›2 0Ó A70)*+67, K8(4(7 .(+0( 56E I64*-0@762= /
56ˆ2 >'B-:6ˆ2 <Ï) 4iB.(75(2 :(Ú .f75(2 56ˆ2 A70)*/6'2 / 'QÙ2 :(Ú 8/&6'2, D)(45f2
8(4- 56E I64*-0@762 || 2-3 56ˆ2 ñ ê)*J2: cf. ps.-Plut. de Hom. 1057 5U7 0Ó ]>17R7 5S
ê)*-, 5Ù &6<-:Ù7 5S A&6<Û45T ; Tz. Alleg. Il. XVI 186 *W56'7 ¡ ê)12, :(Ú >'Bg2, :5*/7*I(5)g:&T 56E567 ; schol. Alleg. Il. prol. 314, p. 601,7-8 Matranga ê)12 0Ó ¡ 0-f.')62 >'BÙ2
:(Ú A&g<-4562 :(Ú 867-:g2 ; cf. etiam Eust. in Il. II 33,17 van der Valk ¡ 0Ó jL)12 761>*Û1
k7 >'BÙ2 A&ı<-4562, ibid. II 149,13-14 ê)12, l<6'7 >'BÙ2 H:(-)62 :(Ú A&ı<-4562

(o padre Poseidone): tutti gli irascibili ma che hanno un animo razionale si
dice che siano figli di Poseidone, coloro che invece ce hanno irrazionale (si
dice che siano) figli di Ares.
óó
schol. ined. Eur. Med. 686 [f. 138r] (7*BÙ. 9Ï: a)H:): ;:27+*Jb12) J,9*@7- 1Ù) `-1M,=. V3
cf. schol. Lyc. 494b, p. 187,30-32 Scheer A.6)@7 0Ó 0-Ï 5Ù7 F)14BÙ7 .()(<Û7*5(- *32 Y)6-?V7( .)Ù2 I-5>Ô( 5Ù7 F)14B6&˜517

(infatti líuomo ! saggio): Pitteo lo chiamano ;:27+*Jb12) (solutore di oracoli).
Nel primo caso ñ nello schol. Eur. Hipp. 384b Cavarzeran ñ viene presentata
una spiegazione che ritrova un chiaro parallelo in uno scolio ad Esiodo composto da
Tzetze; in questíultimo tuttavia mancano sia líetimologia della parola J,7;=-, abbastanza curiosa e assente altrove, sia la nota lessicale finale, che potrebbero essere
state aggiunte da V3 a partire dal preesistente scolio di Tzetze alle Opere e Giorni.
Anche nel secondo esempio ñ lo schol. Eur. Hipp. 820d Cavarzeran ñ V3 si riallaccia
a due opere in versi dellíerudito, le Chiliades e la Theogonia (vd. apparato), e da esse
(anche se non sono le uniche fonti che ne parlano) riprende verosimilmente la storia
dei malvagi Telchini, che con líacqua dello Stige rendevano la terra sterile. V3 per!
compie innanzitutto un'imprecisione sui nomi, omettendo Ormenos e Lykos e corrompendo il nome di Aktaios in un evocativo ma pur sempre errato Hekataios; in
secondo luogo travisa líetimologia di 4JO71*:(., facendola derivare da ]J=.
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12:(L) anzich& \J=. 12:(L), come fa Tzetze, che si premura anche di spiegare
come \J2 significhi RJOR2. In questo caso, se lo scolio # opera di Tzetze, deve essere
stato corrotto in qualche momento della tradizione manoscritta, perch& non concorda
con quanto questi afferma nelle Chiliades. c allora pi" probabile che V3, come gi%
evidenziato, abbia attinto da Tzetze parte del contenuto, mentre parte l'avrebbe desunto da altre fonti o composto di suo pugno.
Di natura composita # forse anche lo schol. Eur. Hipp. 887 Cavarzeran: la
prima osservazione, secondo cui i M@+-F*C sono detti figli di Poseidone, si presenta
molto simile nelle Chiliades, mentre la seconda, riguardante i figli di Ares, non # di
matrice esclusivamente tzetziana, ma si ritrova anche nel coevo Eustazio di Tessalonica. Molto pi" legato allíesegesi, in questo caso grammaticale, di Tzetze # lo schol.
Eur. Hipp. 878 Cavarzeran, in cui viene fatto notare líuso delle preposizioni nei verbi
da parte degli scrittori attici: la medesima considerazione ricorre due volte nel commentario alle Nuvole di Aristofane. Interessantissima, infine, # la presenza dellíepiteto ;:27+*Jb12. riferito a Pitteo nello schol. Eur. Med. 686; questo termine in
greco # un hapax che compare proprio in uno scolio di Tzetze a Licofrone riferito
proprio a Pitteo. Anche in questo caso pu! sembrare facile attribuire líosservazione
a Tzetze, ma il J,9*@7- fa pensare che qui V3 stia riportando quanto detto da quella
che egli riteneva una qualche autorit%, forse líerudito stesso.
Somiglianze con le opere di Tzetze si possono rilevare anche nella notarella
di stampo evemeristico che V3 inserisce a fianco del v. 337 dellíIppolito. Nonostante
questa spiegazione non sia avanzata dal solo Tzetze, che, anzi, la desume da fonti
antiche, questi ne parla tuttavia in pi" punti della propria opera, sia nelle Chiliades
che negli scholia a Licofrone.
schol. Eur. Hipp. 337c Cavarzeran (+K1(:): D `=7-BÌ2 †:Ì7M2 /=˜:*@
71:=129*3. V3
cf. Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 17a (Plut. Thes. 19, 5); Palaeph. 2; ps.-Heraclit. Incred 7; Philoch.
FGrHist 328 F 17b (G. Sync. 191,19); Tz. Hist. I 19, 528-529 56i5T 5S Y(i)T 45)(51<S,
6ÃFÚ 96m 0Ó 5(i)T / [ I(4-8f1 ^/7J62 <'7U &(>)6:6-56E4( ; ibid. XII 409, 399-400 ›2
I(4-8fn 4'7*)<@7 5o ^/7J62 4'?i<T / *32 5Ù7 56E Y(i)6' K)J5( 56E 45)(51<6E :(Ú
B/p-7 ; schol. Lyc. 1301, p. 367,10-16 Scheer 6”562 ¡ íL45Ô)-ı2 D45-7 ¡ :(Ú ^-7˘5(')62,
*qF* 0Ó, ·2 8(4-, 5(˜)6' .)ı4J.67, O7 0Ó I(4-CÌ12 'QÙ2 <*771>*Ú2 (Ã5o Õ.Ù ^Û7J62
:(Ú 5(˜)6', r7 ¡ s(Û0(&62 D.6Û14*7, ¢ 5Ù A&1>Ó2 Õ.Ù Y(˜)6' 56E 45)(51<6E t :(Ú
;B6-62 u7 DB'>*˜>1 5(˜)6' .)ı4J.67 KF*-7 ; de Tauro cf. etiam Plut. Thes. 19,3 (Demon
FGrHist 327 F 5)

(madre): Pasifae si innamor! del generale Tauro.
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Non # per! líunico scolio di V3 che contiene spiegazioni evemeristiche del
mito, le quali sembrano suscitare grande interesse per il copista. Come si vedr% nei
casi seguenti, esse hanno poco o nulla da spartire con il racconto tzetziano del mito.
schol. Eur. Hipp. 454 Cavarzeran (d(+,J2.): `*J@+G6?), R=7-J(˜. 1-.,
5:=7M(Û. 1-)*. 9@)=-Fı., d(+ÔJ2. F=J*@+Ô)2., R:*)1<) F=Ú 471:='<)
E1@;() =Ã1H) 4'*M=)(L), 6-Ù F=Ú 1Ï *TFG+=1= =Ã1K. 5F=˜M27=). )*M(@7=+Ô)?) <1-)<)> I1- ¡ e(ˆ. WJM( +-9K)=- =Ã1f +(1Ï R:*)1<) F=Ú 471:='<), 5F=˜M2 F=Ú 1Ù) '=L6= 4'Ô6?F() 4)=1:ÔB(7M=- (Ã1@;<. F=Ú
(Ã7(R<.. V3
cf. Malal. II 15, p. 30,59 Thurn 5U7 0Ó Z*BÔ&17, 5U7 H&&17 (Ã56E >'<(5Ô)(, *Ã.)*.*45Ì517 6“4(7 .Ì7', D8Û&14Ô7 5-2 ¿7ıB(5- I6&'BN0J7, 'QÙ2 L3>*)ÛJ762 4'<:&15-:6E, D:
56E <Ô76'2 :(5(<6BÔ76' 56E IÛ:6' s-ı2= v7 .)65)*wÌB*762 K8>*-)*7, A8í ß2 K4F*7
'Qı7. :(Ú D7 5S KF*-7 (Ã5U7 D7 <(45)Ú 5Ù7 .(+0( F*-B@762 ƒ7562 D<Ô76756 A45)(.(Ú
B*<Ì&(- :(Ú 9)675(Û= :(Ú D>)6N>1 [ :ı)1 Z*BÔ&1, :(Ú 5Ù BÓ7 9)Ô862 .()*'>ˆ2 D<Ô7714*7 B17@7 x.5Ì, (Ã5U 0Ó BU Õ.*7Ô<:(4( 56ˆ2 .ı76'2 D5*&*˜514*7= :(Ú K.*Bw*7 ¡
yÌ0B62 5Ù 9)Ô862 *32 5U7 \'4Û(7 F˘)(7, :A:*+ D5)Ì81= 0-Ï 56E56 0Ó 4'7*<)Ìw(756,
;5- ¡ z*ˆ2 5Ù &6-.Ù7 F)ı767 5V2 B15)-:V2 (Ã56E <(45)Ù2 D7 5S 30ÛT :ı&.T D8˜&(p*7,
0-ı5- BÔ)62 ?JV2 K4F*7 .()Ï 5Ù7 F)ı767 5V2 <*77N4*J2 (Ã56E D:5)J>*Û2

(di Semele): Polimedonte, un re, si era innamorato di una donna di nome Semele. Accadde che ella morisse a causa di tuoni e fulmini, perci! anche la sua
abitazione bruci!. Avendo alcuni alterato líaccaduto dicendo che Zeus era
giunto per unirsi con lei con tuoni e fulmini, (ella) bruci! e affid! il figlio affinch& fosse allevato felicemente e rispettosamente.
Si tratta qui della razionalizzazione del mito di Semele, che, secondo il compilatore V3, altri non era che una donna amata da un re e morta a causa di un incendio;
il mito sarebbe sorto dopo la corruzione dei fatti da parte di alcuni ignoti. Tale
racconto # completamente assente nellíopera di Tzetze18, e líunico tentativo di interpretare il mito sembra essere quello di Giovanni Malala. Comparabile a questo # un
altro scolio, sempre allíIppolito:
schol. Eur. Hipp. 740b Cavarzeran (Fı:=- g=ÔM*)1*.): +3M*. B,:(1=1*-*31*.819 I1- '*1Ó Õ'Ù 1*3 '=1:Ù. hJÛ*@ '-71(@M(Ú. ¡ g=ÔM?) 1*3
18
Tzetze parla di Semele in schol. Ar. Nub. 311a e 311b Holwerda in termini mitologici, senza
mai avanzare letture evemeristiche.
19
Correggo quanto "dito in Scholia cit. in quanto ora chiaramente leggibile nelle riproduzioni.
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5Ji7=- 1Ù ]:+= 41=F1ı1(:*) =Ã1Ù BÔ:?) EF=@7() 1H) 1:Û12) 0˘)2)
1H) F(F=@+Ô)2). ¿:9-7M(Ú. 6Ó ¡ e(ˆ. 5F(:Ì@)?7() =Ã1Ù) F=Ú F=12)Ô;M2 5'Ú 1Ù) h:-6=)ı). =X *“) 46(JB=Ú =Ã1*3 FJ=Û*@7=- =Ã1Ù) +(1(RJGM27=) (T. =T9(Û:*@.8 F=Ú 1Ù B(:ı+()*) '=:í =Ã1<) 6ÌF:@*), 'G9)@1=F=Ú '*-(L jJ(F1:*). 4)=7F(@G8 *”1*. ¡ g=ÔM?) @XÙ. W) R=7-JÔ?. 1H)
4:;H) J=Rk) '=:Ï 1*3 R=7-JÔ?., j9*@) 1*3 '=1:Ù. =Ã1*3. '*JJÏ F=Ú
6(-)Ï 4'(:9=0ı+()*. F=Ú 1*ˆ. 4)M:˘'*@. F=F*'*-<) 5'-R*@J(@M(Ú. 4'ı 1-)?) 4'ıJJ@1=-, 5+':27Ì)1?) F=Ú 1Ï R=7ÛJ(-=. BG+2 6Ó 5'Ô::-l() ›. ¡ e(ˆ. =Ã1Ù) 5F(:=˜)?7(). =X 6Ó 46(JB=Ú =Ã1*3 6-Ï 1Ù
'ÌM*. 1Ù '(:Ú g=ÔM*)1= 9()ı+()*) '(:-'=M(L. 9()ı+()=- (T. '*1=+Ù)
m=@1Ï. ER=J{J}*). 6-ı'(: *X 021*3)1(. '=:=9()ı+()*- 5'Ú '*1=+Ù)
{F=Ú} 1Ï. +Ó) *ÃF (—:-7F*), 4)1Ú 6Ó 5F(Û)?) (Õ:ı)1(. 1:Û= 71(JÔ;2
=T9(Û:*@ Õ'ÔJ=R*) 1Ï. '=:MÔ)*@. 6()6:*37M=-. ¿)ı+=1= 6Ó =Ã1=L.
g*ÛR2, n=+'(1˘, oU9J2. F=Ú 'ÌJ-) ¡ ê1J=. +@M(˜(1=- BÔ:(-) 1Ù) 'ıJ*)
5'?+Ì6-*), p 46˜)=1*). 4)H: 9Ì: 1-. +=M2+=1-Fı., 471:*Jı9*. ê1J=.
W) F=J*˜+()*. q 5+@M(˜7=)1* BÔ:(-) 1Ù) *Ã:=)ı). ':<1*. 9Ï: F=1˘'1(@7() \71:= 6-í „) E6(->( 72+(L= ;(-+˘)?) F=Ú 1Ô:+*)=. F=-:<). V3
1-5 fere ad verbum schol. Dion. Per. 291 M$ller; cf. etiam Plat. Tim. 22c; Aristot. Mete. 345a;
schol. Od. XVII 208 Dindorf; Diod. Sic. V 23, 2; Palaeph. 52; Tz. Hist. IV 137, 360-378 || 6
A7(4:*'N: cf. ps.-Heraclit. Incred. tit. A7(4:*'U ¢ >*)(.*Û( B˜>J7 5@7 .()Ï 8˜4-7 .()(0*06BÔ7J7 ; cf. etiam Hermog. Prog. 5a || 6-9 6”562-D:*)(˜7J4*7: scholiastae fontem
agnoscere nequivi; de historico interpretamento Pha{thontis fabulae cf. Tz. Hist. IV 137, 379382 | | 10-15 (Q ñ LW<&1: cf. ps.-Heraclit. Incred. 36 5(˜5(2 C(4Ú7 Dp A7>)˘.J7 (3<*Û)6'2
<*7Ô4>(-. 6Ã 56E56 0Ô, A&&Ï 0-Ï 5Ù .Ì>62 56E A0*&C6E *32 5Ù7 í|)-0(7Ù7 (Õ5Ï2 K9(&67.
0-Ù 6Q ?156E75*2, D.Ú 5Ù7 .65(BÙ7 .()(<*7ıB*76- :(Ú 5Ï2 BÓ7 6ÃF *Õ)ı75*2, 5)Û( 0Ó
45*&ÔF1 (3<*Û)J7, Õ.Ô&(967 (Ã5Ï2 A.60*70)J>V7(-. {ƒ76B( 0Ó (Ã5(+2 %6Û91, _(B.*5˘, LW<&1} || 14 B(>1B(5-:g2: cf. Tz. schol. Lyc. 879, p. 284,22-23 Scheer ê5&(2 <Ï)
B(>1B(5-:Ù2 O7 _Û9'2 A7N) ; schol. Hes. Op. 382d Gaisford <Ô<67* 0Ó :(Û 5-2 _Û9'2 A7U)
B(>1B(5-:˘5(562, jL5&(2 5U7 :&V4-7; schol. Aesch. PV 425c-d Herington || A45)6&g-<62:
cf. schol. Arat. 16 Martin; Diod. Sic. III 60, 2 (Dionys. Scyt. FGrHist 32 F 7); Eus. PE II 2,46
et IX 17,9; Malal. III 3, p. 49,33 Thurn; G. Sync. 175,4; Suda . 2506 Adler; G. Cedr. I 144;
Tz. schol. Hes. Op. 382d Gaisford (Exc. Pleiad. Tz. 2, p. 550, 15 Martin); schol. Lyc. 482, p.
175, 8-10 Scheer; Eust. in Od. 1390,14 Stallbaum; schol. rec. Aesch. PV 450 Dindorf

(fanciulle, di Fetonte): viene riferito un mito di questo genere: un tempo Fetonte, dopo che il padre gli aveva affidato la guida del carro, lo condusse con
negligenza e bruci! la terza fascia della terra, quella ora arsa. Zeus, adiratosi,
lo fulmin! e lo fece precipitare nellíEridano. Le sorelle, mentre lo piangevano,
vennero tramutate in pioppi neri. La lacrima che scorre su di esse si solidifica
e forma líambra. Confutazione: questo Fetonte era il figlio di un re che prese
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il potere da tale re, ovvero suo padre. Poich& compie molte azioni terribili e fa
del male agli uomini, fatto oggetto di una congiura da parte di alcuni, che
danno anche fuoco alla reggia, viene ucciso. Le sue sorelle, disperate a causa
del dolore per Fetonte, si gettarono nel fiume. E dunque quelli che si recarono
al fiume non le trovavano; rinvenendo per! al loro posto tre tronchi di pioppo
nero supposero che le giovani fossero diventate alberi. I loro nomi erano Febe,
Lampeto ed Egle. E ancora, il mito racconta che Atlante portasse sulle spalle
la volta celeste, il che # impossibile. Infatti vi era un matematico, un astronomo chiamato Atlante di cui si raccontava che ìportasse il cieloî, perch& per
primo osservava gli astri per mezzo dei quali mostr! i segni del cattivo tempo
e i confini delle stagioni.
Nellíapparato # possibile rilevare come lo scolio sia in gran parte derivato da
varie fonti: per il racconto del mito dagli scholia a Dionigi Periegeta, per la parte finale, a proposito delle sorelle di Fetonte, dallo pseudo-Eraclito. c interessante innanzitutto la struttura dello scolio, nel quale dapprima viene enunciato il racconto come
tramandato e successivamente, con la dicitura 4)=7F(@N, desunta dal titolo dellíopera dello pseudo-Eraclito (4)=7F(@H ¢ M(:='(Û= +˜M?) 1<) '=:Ï B˜7-) '=:=6(6*+Ô)?)) viene introdotta la spiegazione evemeristica: Fetonte sarebbe lo scapestrato figlio di un re che arriva a farsi detestare dai propri sudditi per le sue male
azioni, tanto da venire ucciso e bruciato nella propria reggia. Anche in questo caso
V3 si sofferma sul fatto che si sia diffusa una versione diversa da quanto davvero accaduto, ma soprattutto líinterpretazione risulta essere completamente differente da
quella che si trova in Hist. IV 137, 381-390, legata invece anche ad uníosservazione
di Plutarco (fr. 189 Sandbach) per cui il mito sarebbe derivato dalla caduta di una
sfera di fuoco nelle terre dei Celti:
g=,M?) R=7-J,?. 1-. hJC*@ '=L. 6-B:(b?)
(T. 1Ù) _2M,)1= '*1=+Ù) 7@:(Ú. 5)='(')C92.
=X 7b)=-+*- 6í 5',)M27=) '(:-'=M<. 5F(L)*).
5'(Ú 6í 5F(L7( 'O:(-7-) †J(F1:*BY:= 6,)6:=,
1Ï. 46(JBO. +() E'J=7=) =T9(C:*@. 9(9*),)=-,
1Ù 6OF:@*) 6Ó jJ(F1:*) 5F(C)?) 4'*::,*).

385

Fetonte, un qualche figlio di un re, guidando il carro verso il suddetto fiume
(i.e. líEridano) fu trascinato e anneg!. Le parenti si addolorano profondamente
per lui. Poich& l^ si trovano alberi produttori di ambra, ci si invent! che le sorelle erano divenute pioppi neri, e che su di esse la lacrima scorre come ambra.
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1=31= _21*:-Fr1(:*) *—1?. †JJ29*:NM2.
¡ `J*b1=:;*. 6Ó J,J@F() *—1? B@7-F?1,:?.,
7B=L:=) '@:Ù. 1f s(J1-Ff 9:OB?) 59F=1=7FKl=-,
t:-6=)*3 7R(7MK)=- 6( _(CM:*-. 5+'('1?F@L=).

390

Queste cose, dette pi" in modo da retore, sono state rese cos^ come alle-goria.
Plutarco díaltra parte ha risolto cos^, in modo pi" legato allo studio della
natura, scrivendo che una sfera di fuoco sarebbe precipitata nella terra dei
Celti e che si sarebbe spenta una volta caduta nelle correnti dellíEridano.
Neppure i nomi delle tre figlie di Helios corrispondono a quelli che enumera
Tzetze in Hist. IV 137, 368-369 oU9J2 F=Ú n=+'(1C2 6(, g=,M*@7= ':Ù. 1=b1=-.
/ F=Ú h+-M,= +(1í =Ã1<) ¡+*3 F=Ú u-?>C''2, ma si rifanno allo pseudo-Eraclito.
Le ultime righe dello scolio riguardano invece Atlante, menzionato poco dopo nello
Ippolito al v. 747. Anche questo personaggio viene letto in modo evemeristico: si
ipotizza infatti che si tratti in realt% di un astrologo di cui veniva detto che portava
l'asse del cielo come metafora per la sua grande conoscenza degli astri e dei loro movimenti. Questa spiegazione # abbastanza diffusa anche in altri autori, con líeccezione della definizione di +=M2+=1-FY. per Atlante: questa la si pu! rinvenire, ancora una volta, in schol. Lyc. 879 e schol. Hes. Op. 382d, oltre che in schol. Aesch.
PV 425c-d.
Quello che si pu! concludere da questi tre scholia # che V3 presenta una tendenza evemeristica assai spiccata e affronta la mitologia antica in modo singolare.
Le spiegazioni che avanza non sembrano essere strettamente correlate con líesegesi
tzetziana, anzi sembrano essere frutto di interventi autoschediastici e ingegnosi da
parte del copista V3 (che probabilmente corrisponde allíautore). In questíottica, lo
scolio che parla del generale Tauros # probabilmente debitore nei confronti di Tzetze,
ma non vi # necessit% di pensare che esso sia opera di questíultimo. Eppure, come si
# visto, non mancano delle importanti ed evidenti similarit%. A questo proposito, allo
stile di Tzetze riconduce lo scolio di V3 al v. 1013 dell'Ippolito20:
schol. Eur. Hipp. 1013b Cavarzeran (1*L7- 7rB:*7-)): BJ@=:(L vÃ:-'Û62..
'Ì)1(. 9Ï: 5'-M@+*37- 1K. R=7-J(Û=., 6-í w) F=Ú 'ıJ(+*- F=Ú +Ì;=-. V3
(ai saggi): Euripide dice schiocchezze. Tutti infatti desiderano il regno, a causa del quale (avvengono) guerre e battaglie21.
20

Cf. Mastronarde, o.c. 85-87.
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Come si # potuto notare in precedenza per lo schol. Eur. Med. 1201 Schwartz,
viene anche in questo frangente utilizzato il verbo BJ@=:,?, qui non riferito per!
ad uno scolio ma ad Euripide in persona, o meglio a quanto egli scrive ai vv. 10131015 dellíIppolito: 21
4JJx ›. 1@:=))(L) D6b; 1*L7- 7˘B:*7-)
•F-71Ì 9í, Ü(T +H 1Ï. P:Ô)=. 6-ÔBM*:()
M)21<) I7*-7-) a)6Ì)(- +*)=:;Û=22.
Regnare piace? Oh no, non certo ai saggi,
a men che non si neghi che il potere
guasta la mente a quelli che seduce23.
Lo scoliasta (chiunque egli sia) mostra cos^ il suo disaccordo con quanto il
poeta sostiene. Questo genere di critica ad Euripide # presente solamente in questo
scolio di V3 ed appartiene indubbiamente al modo di esprimersi di Tzetze, come si
pu! facilmente notare negli scholia ad Aristofane, dove il Nostro non si esime dal
dire pi" volte che il commediografo BJ@=:(L24. Pare davvero difficile attribuire a
un dotto dellíepoca in cui era attivo V3 un'osservazione e un lessico di questo tipo,
estranei ai commentari di et% paleologa; díaltronde generalmente costui si limita a
parafrasi, note erudite di mitografia e grammatica o a citazioni da altri autori25.
c arduo, in definitiva, riuscire a trarre delle conclusioni. Per quanto concerne
gli scholia di V, le due testimonianze addotte non sembrano portare elementi atti ad
impedire una loro attribuzione a Tzetze. Pi" problematico # per! capire quale fosse
líampiezza di questo intervento sulle tragedie euripidee: parrebbe in effetti strano
21

Riecheggia qui forse líomerico (3*Ú <Ì) 56- K)-2 5* 8Û&1 .ı&*B6Û 5* BÌF(- 5* di Il. I

177.
Il testo segue líedizione di W.S. Barrett, Euripides. Hippolytos, Oxford 1964.
Traduzione di F.M. Pontani.
24
Cf. e.g. schol. Ar. Ran. 358a Koster :(5Ï 0Ó (Õ56E 7E7 ¡ :JB-:ı2, ›2 ¡ }*&&*)68ı7512,
8Ô)*- 5Ù <)ÌBB(= 8&'()@7 <Ï) 7E7 (Ã5Ù2 4F*0Ù7 D7 ;&T 56˜5T 5S 0)ÌB(5- 8&'Ì)6'2 A.6:(&@7 56ˆ2 x5Ô)6'2 :JB-:6˜2 ; Ran. 1144a Koster ¡ :JB-:Ù2 ¢ :6-B˘B*762 ¢ B*>˜J7 4'7*5Ìp(56=
[Ö] ›2 :(Ú 7E7, 8&'()*+, :(Ú BÔF)- 5Ô&6'2 56E56 .6-*+ ; Ran. 1225 Koster 5o0* ¡ :JB-:Ù2 8&'()*+ BÔF)- 5Ô&6'2.
25
Líunico scolio di #mbito morale vergato da V3 " schol. Eur. Hipp. 380c Cavarzeran, che va
in una direzione completamente differente sia per contenuti che per stile: ;)(= [ 8˜4-2 56E A7>)˘.6'
D.Ú BÓ7 <***> ›2 .)Ù2 5Ù A<(>Ù7 bÔ.*-, :J&˜*5(- 0Ó A.Ù 5V2 :(:V2 .)6(-)Ô4*J2= ·45* 5Ù BÓ7
dB()5Ì7*-7 6Ã 8'4-:ı7, 5Ù 0Ó 6ÃF dB()5Ì7*-7 8'4-:ı7.
22
23
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che egli si fosse limitato a due brevi note. Se si accetta la paternit% tzetziana, si pu!
ipotizzare che i due copisti di V annoverassero tra le loro fonti almeno una in cui
erano confluiti sporadici frustuli di un pi" ampio commento di Tzetze che gi% alla
met% del tredicesimo secolo era perduto nella propria interezza. In alternativa # possibile pensare che le note di Tzetze ad Euripide fossero assai contenute nel numero e
nellíestensione. Entrambe queste supposizioni per! possono soltanto limitarsi a rimanere mere congetture, almeno fino a quando non si sar% compiuta un'indagine pi"
approfondita sulle fonti di V in tutte le tragedie che il codice contiene e pi" in generale sulla tradizione degli scholia ad Euripide; si potrebbe cos^ appurare se gli scholia
di V, quando non condivisi dagli altri veteres, possano recare altri frammenti attribuibili a Tzetze26. Lo stesso studioso bizantino parla del proprio lavoro su Euripide in
schol. Ar. Ran. 1328 Koster:27
¡ 6í vÃ:-'Û62. 1Ù 4)*-F(-*':ı7?'*) E;(- 5'ÛJ2'1*) F=Ú 1Ù 5)=)1-*37M=- =Ã1Ù. m=@1y 5) '*JJ*L. F=Ú \JJ= ]11= R:=;Ô=, ]'(: (T MÔJ*- 1-.
4F:-R<. 9)<)=-, 4)=J(>Ì7M? RÛRJ*) 5+G), 5) z '=)1*Û?) 7*B<) ':=9+=1(Û=. Õ'ÔR=J*) J*9-7+*L., vÃ:-'Û6*@ +Ó) 6:Ì+=1= '()1GF*)1= 6˜*,
F=Ú m1Ô:?) '=)1*Û=. 1Ô;)2. 7*B<) RÛRJ*@. mF=1Ù) 5))(=F=Û6(F=8 „)
'=7<) J*9-7+*ˆ. RÛRJ*. +Û= 5+*3 '(:-Ô;(- 71Û;*-. TÌ+R*-. 1*L. 'J(Û*7-), *ÃF ¿JÛ9*-. 6Ó F=Ú +Ô1:?) m1Ô:?). F=Ú {1(:=- 6Ó RCRJ*- 7'*:O62)
5+*ˆ. E;*@7-) m1,:?) 7*B<) J*9-7+*b., *Ã +O12) F=Ú 4)=-1C?. *Ã6Ó
F=1í E;M:=) 5'(+R=C)*)1Y. +*b 1-)?) 4JJÌ 1-)=. +Ó) 5JÔ9;*)1*. 1*3
'(:Ú 1H) 1Ô;)2) {)(F= 'J2++(J*3. F=Ú 1*3 6-=+=:1Ì)(-) ':=9+Ì1?) ¢
;:ı)?), ¢ =Ã1*ˆ. JÔ9(-) m=@1*L. 5)=)1Û=.
Euripide denota biasimevole incoerenza, contraddizioni interne in molti passi
e altri difetti minori. Se qualcuno volesse conoscerli con precisione, legga un
mio libro, in cui ho sottoposto a revisione i lavori di sapienti díogni genere:
per Euripide cinquantadue drammi e centodiciannove libri di altri sapienti di
ogni tipo. Di tutti questi un unico mio libro contiene le revisioni, perlopi" in
metro giambico ma non pochi anche in altri metri. E altri libri riportano in modo sporadico le mie revisioni ad altri sapienti; non li attacco a caso, n& senza
ragione, n& per inimicizia nei confronti di alcuno, ma alcuni li rimprovero per
líuso errato dellíarte e perch& sbagliano eventi o cronologia, oppure perch&
contraddicono se stessi.
26
27

A questo proposito cf. Mastronarde, o.c. 72-73.
A riguardo cf. Mastronarde, o.c. 86-89.
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Le critiche che Tzetze muove qui alla poesia di Euripide non sono molto diverse da quelle degli scholia antichi28. Per il nostro scopo # tuttavia pi" utile cercare
di ricostruire in che modo lo studioso sia intervenuto sul testo del tragediografo29. In
questo passo líerudito bizantino scrive di aver letto e sottoposto a critiche in un suo
volume, il RCRJ*. 1<) J*9-7+<)30, 52 drammi di Euripide, oltre che 119 libri di altri
dotti31. Per quanto riguarda l'affermazione sulle sue conoscenze del tragico ateniese,
l'informazione che un cos^ elevato numero di tragedie euripidee fosse ancora disponibile nel dodicesimo secolo appare quantomeno problematica, per cui si sarebbe
portati a pensare piuttosto ad una vanteria o ad ipotizzare che nel computo Tzetze
annoverasse anche le epitomi o degli argumenta32. A proposito degli scholia di V di
cui si # trattato, si pu! essere tentati di pensare, in via chiaramente del tutto ipotetica,
che siano stati tratti da questíopera di Tzetze; # doveroso per! notare che nessuno tra
quelli analizzati in questa sede e riferibili in qualche modo al dotto bizantino (sia di
V che di V3) mostra la minima traccia di essere in versi33. Sembra invece adattarsi
meglio al materiale presente in V quanto Tzetze afferma poco dopo nel medesimo
passo, ovvero che ìaltri libri riportano in modo sporadico le mie revisioni ad altri
sapientiî. Se questo era il normale modo di procedere che adottava Tzetze, non #
28
Sul non rispetto dellío3:676B/( e delle coerenza narrativa nella tragedia di Euripide si
vedano ad esempio R. N$nlist, The Ancient Critic at Work: Terms and Concepts of Literary Criticism
in Greek Scholia, Cambridge 2009, 27-33, e Cavarzeran , Scholia cit. 13-15.
29
Sulla questione si veda Mastronarde, o.c. 86-87.
30
Sui _6<-4B6/ si veda il recente lavoro di A. Pizzone, Self-authorization and strategies of
autography in John Tzetzes: the Logismoi rediscovered, «GRBS» LX (2020) 652-690, e il contributo
della medesima studiosa nel presente volume.
31
C. Wendel, Tzetzes 1, in RE VII/A (1948) 2004 propone che il numero 52 sia riferito al
numero di note lasciate da Tzetze e non al numero di drammi.
32
Cf. Koster app. ad loc.: at ipsa dramata aperte indicantur, quae Tz. non cuncta ipsa legisse
puto, sed maxima parte ex argumentis eorum vel similibus fontibus cognovisse; vd. anche W.J.W.
Koster, rec. di M. van der Valk, Eustathii Archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis commentarii ad Homeri Iliadem pertinentes, I, Leiden 1971, «Mnemosyne» ser. 4, XXVI/4 (1973) 404-411: 408, e D.F. Sutton,
Evidence for lost dramatic hypotheses, «GRBS» XXIX (1988) 87-92. Dello stesso avviso " Mastronarde, o.c. 87. Tuttavia M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide, Bari 1999, 100-102 e 160-162 mostra
come Tzetze si sia spesso rivelato molto affidabile nelle informazioni che riferisce riguardo alle sue
fonti. Per lo stato dellíarte a riguardo si veda E. Magnelli, Un nuovo indizio (e alcune precisazioni) sui
drammi ëalfabeticií di Euripide a Bisanzio tra XI e XII secolo, «Prometheus» XXIX (2003) 193-212:
194 n. 10. Sulla conoscenza diretta dellíAutolico e del Sileo si vedano V. Masciadri, Autolykus und der
Sylen. Eine "bersehene Szene des Euripides bei Tzetzes, «MH» XLIV (1987) 1-7, e W. Luppe, Zur
,Lebensdauerë der Euripides-Hypotheseis, «Philologus» CXL (1996) 214-224: 219-220.
33
L'unico scolio ad Euripide in V che contiene un verso di epoca bizantina " schol. Eur. Hipp.
1090b Cavarzeran ;):6-2 .*01>*Ú2 5V2 5)686E .()í ApÛ(7, ma non sembra possibile collegarlo allo
ipotetico intervento di Tzetze.
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impossibile allora che abbia apposto poche note sparse in uno o pi" codici euripidei
e che poi esse siano entrate, in parte o del tutto, direttamente in V o in uno degli
antigrafi usati dai due copisti del manoscritto. Quanto il contenuto di questi scholia
fosse simile a quello delle critiche mosse da Tzetze nel proprio libro, non # possibile
saperlo, anche se schol. Eur. Med. 1201 Schwartz e schol. Eur. Hipp. 1013b Cavarzeran parrebbero adattarsi bene al soggetto dell'opera. Del tutto diverso # il caso di V3.
Questo compilatore non usa le medesime fonti dei due copisti di V e scrive in un
periodo successivo e in un contesto culturale differente, al tempo di Tommaso
Magistro e di Demetrio Triclinio. Molti degli scholia che appone sono parafrasi, ma
altri dimostrano che dietro questo anonimo V3 si nasconde la mano di un copista
dotto del XIV secolo, con molteplici ed eruditi interessi34. Tra gli altri, alcuni di questi interventi appaiono proprio far riferimento all'esegesi di epoca paleologa, come
ad esempio lo schol. Eur. Hipp. 5c Cavarzeran, ma almeno anche uníaltra breve nota,
inedita, qui riportata:
schol. Eur. Alc. 150 [f. 201r] 1Ù )3) 4)1Ú 1*3 6N, ›. 1Ù ì7C9= )@) m71r.î
(Ai. 87) '=:Ï d*B*FJ(L. V3
cf. Thom. Ecl. Att. 249,10-12 F)@75(- 0Ó 6Q 5)(<-:6Û 5* :(Ú :JB-:6Ú :(Ú x5Ô)T 7E7, &(B9(76BÔ7T BÓ7 A75Ú 56E 0N, KF675- 0Ó KBC(4Û7 5-7( F)ı76', ›2 .()Ï Z6C6:&*+ D7 LW(75ì4Û<( 7'7 x45~2î.

Particolarmente indicativo per il modo di procedere di V3 # uno scolio al f.
128r della Medea, anchíesso inedito:

Le note allíIppolito del solo V3 possono essere cos• suddivise, pur grossolanamente, per
argomento, escludendo parafrasi e glosse: antichit# (653d), citazioni da altri autori (122b; 231c; 403a),
grammatica (5c; 148d; 304a2; 586b2; 878b; 1256a2; 1352c), greco volgare (148c), lessicografia (77a3;
384b; 385b; 418b; 811b; 820d; 836c; 862a; 913b; 1172d; 1189d; 1253c), mitologia (11b; 146a2; 314a4;
337c; 372b; 454; 464c; 560a; 683a2; 740b; 953d), morale (380c; 1055a), retorica (82a; 137a2; 179;
446a; 447b; 482b3; 525b; 731; 1036c), variae lectiones (41a; 118c; 593c; 615c; 630d; 690b; 841b;
882c; 919b; 965b; 984b; 986c; 992f; 1002d; 1011e; 1053; 1064c; 1084b; 1114c; 1138b; 1145b; 1274b;
1293d; 1362a; 1403; 1446), varie (455d; 887c; 1013b; 1466b). Per una selezione di passi nellíIppolito
si veda Cavarzeran, Scholia cit. 40.
34
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schol. Eur. Med. 352 [f. 128r] 72+(L*) I1- ·7'(: ¡ À+2:*. M,J?) (T'(L)
›. 9,9*)( D+,:= '(:-B:O0(- *—1?.8 ìtk. +Ó) M(Ï ':*7(RG7=1* +=F:Ù) |J@+'*) [Ö] B<. 5:Ô*@7=î, j1*- 4'=99,J*@7=, ìF=Ú \JJ*-. 4M=)O1*-7-î (Il. II 48-49). ':*7ÔM(1* 6Ó 1Ù ìM(Ìî, µ)= +@M-F<. )*2Mf8 1K.
9Ï: 7?+=1*(-6*3. t*3. 571- 1Ù 499ÔJJ(-) B<. 1y 1( u-} F=Ú 1*L.
\JJ*-. 4M=)Ì1*-7-) *X*)(Ú 6~6*@;*37=). I'(: 62J*L 4JJ29*:-F<. 1Ù
D+Ô:=. *–72. 1ı) 1( 4Ô:= eK)=, j9*@) uÛ=, '(B?1Û7M=- F=Ú 1Ï J*-'Ï
6Ó 71*-;(L= F=1Ï 1Ù 59;?:*3). <À+2:*.> +Ó) EB2 <B<.> 4'=99,JJ(-)
M(*L. 1H) +@M-FH) t< 4B@')Û0*@7=) *•*) 5F(Û)*@., ¡ 6Ó '=:k) '*-21H.
4JJ29*:-F<. ìM(*3 J=+'Ì6=î (Med. 352) 1H) D+Ô:=) B27Û. V3
fere ad litteram Eust. in Il. I 262,32-263,8 van der Valk

Da notare che Omero, volendo dire che arriva il giorno, faccia una perifrasi di
questo genere: ìE la dea Aurora sal^ sullíalto Olimpo [Ö] annunciando la
luce agli altri immortaliî. Vi aggiungeva il ìdeaî perch& fosse inteso mitologicamente. c proprio difatti dellíAurora personificata líannunciare la luce a
Zeus e agli altri immortali, come se portasse una torcia. Questo indica allegoricamente líilluminare Zeus-aere e per quanto possibile gli altri elementi.
Omero diceva che líAurora del mito annunciasse agli dei la luce, come se li
svegliasse, il presente poeta chiama invece allegoricamente il giorno ìlampada del dioî.
Líosservazione # tratta in modo estremamente letterale dal vastissimo commentario di Eustazio allíIliade. Il motivo sta nel fatto che líarcivescovo di Tessalonica cita in questo passo un verso dalla Medea di Euripide: quel che fa il compilatore dello scolio # modificare vÃ:-'C62. 6Ó in ¡ 6Ó '=:k) '*-21N. per armonizzarlo al contesto. Anche in questo caso V3 rivela cos^ di riadattare materiale tratto da
altre fonti, solo che, al posto di Tzetze, qui viene utilizzato Eustazio.
In conclusione, da quanto # stato possibile appurare, sembra pi" probabile,
nonch& pi" cauto, ritenere che il compilatore degli scholia V3 non avesse accesso a
delle note tzetziane ad Euripide, ma che conoscesse bene líopera dell'erudito e che
da essa traesse le informazioni che gli erano utili nella sua esegesi alle tragedie
euripidee: a volte fedelmente, a volte con varianti che appaiono autoschediastiche o
persino con interpretazioni non corrette o corrotte in certi punti, in certi casi affiancandole ad altre fonti. Come sí# appena visto, il medesimo procedimento viene
utilizzato da V3 anche per Eustazio (autore coevo a Tzetze, il che farebbe pensare ad
una propensione di questo copista per líesegesi del XII secolo). Non sussistono
díaltra parte motivi per negare líesistenza di un commento di Tzetze ad Euripide, ma
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credo sia pi" facile rinvenire quel che ne rimane, qualunque ne sia líorigine, negli
scholia di V invece che negli interventi di V3, che appaiono frutto di un erudito che
tra le sue varie letture annoverava Tzetze, autore di cui riporta la dottrina spesso in
modo erroneo, quando non vi aggiunge del proprio. A questa ricostruzione si sottrae
per! lo scolio 1013b allíIppolito, che mal si adatta allo stile di V3 e che usa un
linguaggio molto particolare ed estraneo a quello tipico di questo copista. O si risolve
la questione pensando che in questo frangente imitasse Tzetze, oppure bisogna concludere che anche la mano V3 includa al suo interno qualche frustulo di note tzetziane
ad Euripide (lo scolio díaltronde # indubbiamente riferito al verso). La faccenda
rimane per ora irrisolta, ma rimane la speranza che un pi" approfondito studio degli
scholia ad Euripide possa gettarvi nuova luce.
JACOPO CAVARZERAN
cavarzjacopo@gmail.com

Tzetzesí verse scholia on Thucydides and Herodotus:
A survey with new evidence from Laur. Plut. 70,3

John Tzetzes must be one of the best-known Byzantine authors for non-Byzantinists.
His numerous commentaries on and allusions to ancient authors render him a
recurrent reference for classicists. Similarly, his boastful erudition and aggressive
sense of competition frequently crystallize into a strong authorial figure that may
appeal to the modern reader. However, the vastness of his work and his context and
motivations for writing remain still a fruitful field of research for Byzantinists1. This
paper will address one particular aspect of Tzetzesí literary and didactic endeavours,
namely verse scholia. In doing so, it will also try to shed light on the general stances
Tzetzes adopts towards the Hellenic cultural heritage, especially on the interplay
between the texts commented upon and Tzetzesí persona and milieu2.
A major part of Tzetzesí literary output indeed consists of commentaries or
texts somehow subordinated to others. Consider, for example, the wide corpus of
scholia devoted to Aristophanes, Hesiod and Lycophron or the traces of larger commentaries on Pindar, Oppian and the tragedians3. There are also the Exegesis of the
* I would like to thank Kristoffel Demoen and Floris Bernard for their advice and support in
writing this paper. I extend my thanks to Maria Tomadaki and Aglae Pizzone, who have generously
shared with me their research on Tzetzes, and to Enrico Emanuele Prodi, for his valuable remarks and
for organizing an inspiring conference.
1
The best comprehensive modern monograph on this author is C. Wendel, Tzetzes, Joannes,
in RE VIIA (1948) 1959-2011, although many valuable contributions have been published since then.
The present volume will surely contribute to an up-to-date overview of Tzetzesí life and oeuvre.
2
For Tzetzesí works on the classics, cf. A.P. Kazhdan-A.W. Epstein, Change in Byzantine
Culture in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, Berkeley-Los Angeles-London 1985, 133-138; F.
Budelmann, Classical commentary in Byzantium: John Tzetzes on ancient Greek literature, in R.K.
Gibson-C.S. Kraus (edd.), The Classical Commentary. Histories, Practices, Theory, Leiden-BostonK!ln 2002, 141-169; A. Kaldellis, Hellenism in Byzantium: The Transformations of Greek Identity and
the Reception of the Classical Tradition, Cambridge 2007, 301-307; Id., Classical scholarship in
twelfth-century Byzantium, in C. Barber-D. Jenkins (edd.), Medieval Greek Commentaries on the
Nicomachean Ethics, Leiden-Boston 2009, 1-43; F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (5291453), in F. Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos (eds), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, I, Leiden-Boston 2015, 297-455: 378-385.
3
On Aristophanes: Jo. Tzetzae commentarii in Aristophanem, I: Prolegomena et commentarium in Plutum, ed. L. Massa Positano, Groningen 1960; II: Commentarium in Nubes, ed. D. Holwerda,
Groningen-Amsterdam 1960; III: commentarium in Ranas et in Aves, argumentum Equitum, ed. W.J.W.
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(first book of the) Iliad, the Allegories both of the Iliad and the Odyssey, and works
strongly dependent on the classical tradition, such as the Carmina Iliaca or the
Theogonia4. Tzetzes not only comments on ancient authors, but also on himself. We
have Tzetzean annotations that clarify his Carmina Iliaca, his Theogonia, his Exegesis of the Iliad, his Allegories of the Iliad and of the Odyssey, his Letters, and his
Histories5. And what else is the Histories, the most representative of his works, if
not an extensive versified commentary on the Letters6?
The present work will only focus on a part of these commentaries, namely on
scholia written in verse that comment on sections of texts in the margins of the
manuscripts containing them. These verse scholia are of a different nature from other
rather self-standing commentaries in verse, such as the Histories, whereas they share
features with the genre of book epigrams. Book epigrams are poems in and on books,
since the book is both the subject of the poem and the object where it is ëinscribedí7.
Koster, Groningen-Amsterdam 1962. On Hesiod: Th. Gaisford, Poetae Minores Graeci, II, Leipzig
1823, 1-459. On Lycophron: E. Scheer, Lycophronis Alexandra, II, Berlin 1908; see also Thomas
Cowardís chapter in this volume. On Pindar: A.B. Drachmann, Scholia vetera in Pindari carmina, III,
Leipzig 1927, 205; cf. M.J. Luzzatto, Leggere i classici nella biblioteca imperiale: note tzetziane su
antichi codici, «QS» XLVIII (1998) 69-86: 84-86. On Oppian: U.C. Bussemaker, Scholia et paraphrases in Nicandrum et Oppianum, Paris 1849, 260-375. On the tragedians: S. Allegrini, Note di Giovanni
Tzetzes ad Eschilo, «AFLPer» IX (1971/1972) 219-233; F. Bevilacqua, Il commento di Giovanni
Tzetzes a Sofocle, «AFLPer» XI (1973/1974) 557-570; D.J. Mastronarde, Preliminary Studies on the
Scholia to Euripides, Berkeley 2017, 77-89; and Jacopo Cavarzeranís chapter in this volume.
4
Exegesis: M. Papathomopoulos, #$%&'()* +,-../0 &123324)5/6 4/6 78948/0 :;* 4<.
=3%1/0 +>)-?2, Athens 2007; Allegories of the Iliad: J.F. Boissonade, Tzetzae allegoriae Iliadis, Paris
1851, cf. A.J. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the Iliad, Cambridge MA-London
2015; Allegories of the Odyssey: H. Hunger, Johannes Tzetzes, Allegorien zur Odyssee, Buch 13-24,
«ByzZ» XLVIII (1955) 4-48 and Id., Johannes Tzetzes, Allegorien zur Odyssee, Buch 1-12, «ByzZ»
XLIX (1956) 249-310, cf. A.J. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the Odyssey, Cambridge MA-London 2019; Carmina Iliaca: P.L.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Carmina Iliaca, Catania
1995, cf. Id., Giovanni Tzetzes. La leggenda troiana (Carmina Iliaca), Lecce-Rovato 2015; Theogonia:
Id., Ioannis Tzetzae Theogonia, Lecce-Rovato 2019.
5
Carmina Iliaca: Leone, Carmina cit. 102-243; Theogonia: Leone, Theogonia cit. 65-70;
Exegesis: Papathomopoulos, o.c. 417-460; Allegories: J.A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca e codd. manuscriptis bibliothecarum Oxoniensium, III, Oxford 1836, 376-384 and P. Matranga, Anecdota Graeca,
II, Rome 1850, 599-618; Letters and Histories: Ioannis Tzetzae Epistulae, ed. P.L.M. Leone, Leipzig
1972, 158-174 and Ioannis Tzetzae Historiae, ed. P.L.M. Leone, Galatina 2007, 529-569. Even the
poems that follow the Histories are furnished with scholia, cf. P.L.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Iambi,
«RSBN» VI-VII (1969/1970) 127-156: 147-151.
6
Cf. A. Pizzone, The Historiai of John Tzetzes: a Byzantine ëbook of memoryí?, «BMGS»
XLI (2017) 182-207.
7
On book epigrams, cf. M.D. Lauxtermann, Byzantine Poetry from Pisides to Geometres:
Texts and Contexts, I, Wien 2003, 26-34, 132, 197-212 and F. Bernard-K. Demoen, Byzantine Book
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It can be said, therefore, that verse scholia are book epigrams commenting on specific passages and found next to them in the manuscripts8.
I will consider Tzetzesí verse scholia qua book epigrams, i.e. paying particular
attention to their contexts of occurrence in manuscripts and to the relationship they
establish with the main text and its readers. Book epigrams are derivative and accessory texts that, in fact, paradoxically, try to organize and control the interpretation
of the main text. Their liminal condition, on the other hand, may also attest to how a
given text was read by and how it interacted with the Byzantine society. Yet verse
scholia constitute a special case of book epigrams. First, the regular position of book
epigrams is either at the beginning or the end of the book, oeuvre, or chapter they
refer to, whereas verse scholia occupy the external margin of the folios. Second, unlike book epigrams, which normally consider the production and circulation, the
content, author or readership of the text at issue as a whole, verse scholia refer only
to particular passages of texts and are attached alongside them in the manuscripts.
Tzetzes himself is the author of typical book epigrams9, but he is also a main
exponent of the genre of verse scholia. He is surely one of the few writers of verse
scholia whose authorship can be easily detected. Verse scholia are, as a rule, anony-

Epigrams, in W. H!randner-A. Rhoby-N. Zagklas (edd.), A Companion to Byzantine Poetry, LeidenBoston 2019, 404-429, with further bibliography. Cf. also the ever-growing corpus collected at the
Database of Byzantine Book Epigrams (DBBE, www.dbbe.ugent.be), based at Ghent University. On
Tzetzes and the epigrammatic genre more broadly, see the chapter by Corinne Jouanno in this volume
(pp. 222-223 n. 58).
8
I am currently working on the edition, translation and commentary of unedited cycles of
verse scholia on Herodotus and Niketas Choniates that will be presented in forthcoming publications.
9
Such as the ones preceding his Exegesis of the Iliad (Papathomopoulos, o.c. 3; cf. Budelmann, o.c. 151), surrounding his schol. Ar. Pl. in different manuscripts (Massa Positano, o.c. lxxxiv,
xcii, 233,18-24, cf. A. Pizzone, Self-authorization and strategies of autography in John Tzetzes: The
Logismoi rediscovered, «GRBS» LX (2020) 652-690: 679), or attached to his schol. Lyc. (Scheer, o.c.
1,3-6, 398,4-13, cf. C. De Stefani-E. Magnelli, Lycophron in Byzantine poetry (and prose), in C. Cusset". Prioux (edd.), Lycophron: !clats díobscurit!, Saint-"tienne 2009, 593-620: 615-616 and C. De
Stefani, The end of the ìNonnian Schoolî, in K. Spanoudakis (ed.), Nonnus of Panopolis in Context,
Berlin-Boston 2014, 375-402: 391-392), schol. Opp. (A. Colonna, Il commento di Giovanni Tzetzes
agli ëHalieuticaí di Oppiano, in Lanx satura Nicolao Terzaghi oblata, Genoa 1963, 101-104; Id., De
Oppiani Vita antiquissima, «BPEC» XII (1964) 33-40; De Stefani, o.c. 392) and schol. Hes. Op. (A.
Colonna, I Prolegomeni ad Esiodo e la Vita esiodea di Giovanni Tzetzes, «BPEC» II, 1953, 27-39). For
Tzetzean book epigrams on the tragedians, cf. M. Tomadaki-E. van Opstall, The tragedians from a Byzantine perspective: Book Epigrams on Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, «MEG» XIX (2019) 193220. For further inquiries, I refer the reader to DBBE and the catalogues of I. Vassis, Initia carminum
Byzantinorum, Berlin-New York 2005 and Initia carminum Byzantinorum, Supplementum I, «Parekbolai» I (2011) 187-285.
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mous10, but the literary production of Tzetzes is characterized by acerbic gestures of
self-assertion and promotion and a spirit ready for polemics that, together with
formal and stylistic elements, help us to recognize the works of his hand. This degree
of self-awareness as an author and Tzetzesí construction of himself as an authority
go together with his didactic intention, which reflects the teacher-student relation but
also the competition among teachers11. In general verse scholia react in a more
spontaneous and emotional way to the main text, adopting attitudes of awe, disbelief
or reprobation at the author or the text, or setting comparisons with current affairs.
Within this scenario, the display of erudition and the didactic purposes are typical
Tzetzean hallmarks. These kinds of marginalia, however, deserve to be studied not
only as a mere medium for accessing the meaning of the main text, nor as a repository
of older commentaries, nor as a window to Byzantine society, but also as literature
in their own right. The literariness of verse scholia seems to be more evident given
their versified nature12.

10
Cf. e.g. the efforts to identify the authors of verse scholia in Vat. Gr. 130 in C.M. Mazzucchi, Leggere i classici durante la catastrofe (Costantinopoli, maggio-agosto 1203): Le note marginali
al Diodoro Siculo Vaticano gr. 130, «Aevum» LXVIII (1994) 164-218 and LXIX (1995) 200-258.
11
On Byzantine didactic poetry, cf. e.g. M.D. Lauxtermann, Byzantine didactic poetry and
the question of poeticality, in P. Odorico-P.A. Agapitos-M. Hinterberger (edd.), «Doux rem"de...»
Po!sie et po!tique # Byzance, Paris 2009, 37-46 ; W. H!randner, The Byzantine didactic poem ñ A
neglected literary genre? A survey with special reference to the eleventh century, in F. Bernard-K.
Demoen (edd.), Poetry and its Contexts in Eleventh-century Byzantium, Farnham-Burlington 2012, 5567; Id., Teaching with verse in Byzantium, in H!randner-Rhoby-Zagklas, o.c. 459-486. On Tzetzes, cf.
now B. van den Berg, John Tzetzes as didactic poet and learned grammarian, «DOP» LXXIV (2020)
285-302, and Ugo Mondiniís chapter in this volume.
12
For a call to study Byzantine scholia in their own context, cf. O.L. Smith, Medieval and
Renaissance commentaries in Greek on classical Greek texts, «C&M» XLVII (1996) 391-405. For the
risk of considering Byzantine literature only as a source for historical information, cf. C. Mango, Byzantine Literature as a Distorting Mirror. «An inaugural lecture delivered before the University of Oxford
on 21 May 1974», Oxford 1975. For what verse means in Byzantine literature, cf. e.g. E.M. Jeffreys,
Why produce verse in twelfth-century Constantinople?, in Odorico-Agapitos-Hinterberger, o.c. 219228; Lauxtermann, Byzantine didactic poetry cit.; P. Magdalino, Cultural change? The context of
Byzantine poetry from Geometres to Prodromos, in Bernard-Demoen, o.c. 19-36: 30-33; F. Bernard,
Writing and Reading Byzantine Secular Poetry, 1025ñ1081, Oxford 2014, 31-57.
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Tzetzes ëaccountantí of historians: some general trends from the verse scholia on
Thucydides
This paper will investigate Tzetzesí verse scholia on the two main classical historians, Thucydides and Herodotus13. At first sight, Tzetzesí verse scholia on these
authors show common trends as regards form and content. They address textual
issues of the ancient manuscripts where they are found and comment upon the
grammar, style and classical references of the main text. The larger and probably
better-known cycle of epigrams is devoted to Thucydides and found in the margins
of Heidelberg, Pal. gr. 252 (tenth century). Luzzatto identifies fifty verse scholia in
the margins of this authoritative manuscript of Thucydides (E for the editors)14. Let
us begin with the last line of f. 133v, where a symbol is placed over !"#$%&' in Thuc.
IV 8,7 and repeated in the lower margin to open a verse scholion (nr. 25):
13
For Tzetzesí verse scholia on Thucydides, cf. K. Hude, Scholia in Thucydidem ad optimos
codices collata, Leipzig 1927; R. Scott, The classical tradition in Byzantine historiography, in M.
Mullet-R. Scott (edd.), Byzantium and the Classical Tradition, Birmingham 1981, 60-74; B. Baldwin,
Tzetzes on Thucydides, «ByzZ» LXXV (1982) 313-316; E.V. Maltese, La storiografia, in G. CambianoL. Canfora-D. Lanza (edd.), Lo spazio letterario della Grecia antica, II: La ricezione e líattualizzazione
del testo, Rome 1995, 355-388: 370-371; M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucidide: note autografe sul
Codice Heidelberg Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999; D.R. Reinsch, Byzantine Adaptations of Thucydides, in A. Rengakos-A. Tsakmakis (edd.), Brillís Companion to Thucydides, Leiden-Boston 2006, 755778: 757-758; A. Kaldellis, Byzantine Readings of Ancient Historians, Abingdon-New York 2015, 6579; Pontani, o.c. 384-385. For Tzetzesí verse scholia on Herodotus, cf. M.J. Luzzatto, Note inedite di
Giovanni Tzetzes e restauro di antichi codici alla fine del XIII secolo: il problema del Laur. 70,3 di
Erodoto, in G. Prato (ed.), I manoscritti greci tra riflessione e dibattito, Florence 2000, 633-654; R.
Cantore, I marginalia dei primi trentaquattro fogli del Laur. Plut. 70. 3 (A) di Erodoto, «BollClass»
XXXIII (2012) 3-32; Ead., Per la storia del testo di Erodoto. Studi sulla famiglia romana, Bologna
2013, 82-93.
14
Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. I follow her numeration of the epigrams and print her text with
minor changes after inspection of the manuscript (available online at https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/
diglit/cpgraec252/0001). The interpretation of these epigrams follows closely Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore
cit. and Kaldellis, Byzantine Readings cit. Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are mine. Luzzatto also claims that the epigrams are autograph, i.e. jotted down in this manuscript by Tzetzes himself.
Significantly, the same hand is found again in the margins and interlinear spaces of a manuscript with
Tzetzesí commentary on Hermogenes and traces of his @/&)(3/A (Voss. Gr. Q. 1). Aglae Pizzone first
published about these findings at the blog of the Centre for Medieval Literature: John Tzetzes in the
margins of the Voss. Gr. Q1: discovering autograph notes of a Byzantine scholar (https://cml.sdu.dk/
blog/john-tzetzes-in-the-margins-of-the-voss-gr-q1-discovering-autograph-notes-of-a-byzantine-schol
ar). Cf. now Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 654-656. Note that the same hand also wrote verse scholia
in Voss. Gr. Q. 1, similar to those of E (cf. e.g. Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 680). Cf. infra and
Pizzoneís contribution to the present volume.
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(")*+,' !-.%!"#$*/$-' 0..&!1 .+234
567.6,8 9+,':' 3;< .,=< "2>,&< 3%3%&$?7',<
@A9*,>>,' ,Ã >+BC%&-<, D""í E.- ?2','.
.,ˆ< F,8FB",8< @í G-$,' @8$?-*%$.B.,8<
H3-'.-I,J @A9*,>>- .-8.-K >+B9%&',
,L .Ù $!2.,< 9:< ›< .Ù 9:< 9-$Ú $!2.,<,
(A+!/< .+-97'.%< I,&+%:$& .M< '7-<.

5

(")*+,', !-.%!"#$*/$-' in the Attic manner
every one of you sensible men, persuaded by the words of Tzetzes,
do not write with a diphthongue [%&], but only with eta,
and leave the most ignorant buffaloes
to write these with diphthongues everywhere,
5
those who call the darkness light just as they call the light darkness,
bred in the pigsties of the new Circe15.
This is one of the numerous verse scholia suggesting corrections or explaining
orthography. But in this epigram we can also observe four characteristic dimensions
of Tzetzesí dialogue with the ancient texts, their tradition, and their reception. First,
the author gives instructions to a student-reader-scribe (25,1-3), supported by a
display of grammatical expertise and knowledge of ancient Greek dialects. Second,
Tzetzes represents himself as a reliable source of authority, which is enhanced by
the use of his own name in 25,2 as in the third person. Third, the attack to contemporary scholars, disparaged with offensive and witty names, is a hallmark of Tzetzesí
polemical discourse (25,4-7)16. Fourth, an allusion to Thucydidesí obscurity in 25,6,
Transl. after Kaldellis, Byzantine Readings cit. 73; cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 18-20.
For example, B/CB2>/* (25,4) or similar terms are repeatedly used by Tzetzes to demean
his adversaries (cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 19 n. 20; P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the blemish
examiners: a Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition, «MEG»
XVII, 2017, 1-57: 11ss.; and Yulia Mantovaís chapter in this volume): e.g. Hist. V 28, 828; IX 298,
958; IX 299, 960 and 967; X 316, 178; XI 369, 215, 221, and 224; schol. Hist. I 17, 396; III 66, 61; III
98, 617; IV 4, 837 (pp. 533,5, 542,1, 544,7, 548,19 Leone); schol. Ep. 1 (p. 159,6 Leone); schol. Ar.
Plut. 543 (p. 131,25 Massa Positano) and Nub. 965a (p. 596,14 Holwerda), which is the same as schol.
Opp. Hal. I 266 (recte I 200; p. 276,54 Bussemaker). Circe, on the other hand, is mentioned in another
polemical context in Hist. X 306, 64-76 (cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 20; Agapitos, o.c. 18-21).
Now, one may wonder whether the ìnew Circeî (25,7) constitutes only an ornamental use of the myth
(cf. 34,2), or a particular patroness and her circle are meant here too; Tzetzes himself worked for female
commissioners (cf. e.g. A. Rhoby, Ioannes Tzetzes als Auftragsdichter, «GLB» XV (2010) 155-170).
On Tzetzesí misogyny, cf. Agapitos, o.c. 15-17, to which the hostility towards the mythographer Demo
15
16
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that is, a stylistic censure of the main text. The beginning of the poem (25,1-3) presents, therefore, a positive and constructive movement, while the final section (25,47), a rather negative and polemical one. The stances that Tzetzes adopts towards the
main text and its author and towards the scribe, the reader and his competitors can
be observed further throughout the cycle.
In the right and lower margin of f. 26r, for example, two verse scholia (nrr. 34) comment on the orthography of two different words at Thuc. I 63,2-3, N33M< and
.+,3-=,'17. The intervention seems to be motivated by corrections in the manuscript
by a later hand of N33M< into N33%=<. Through insistent imperatives (>+BC,' 3,2;
>+B9% 3,4, 3,6, 4,1, 4,4), Tzetzes teaches the reader how to write properly, again
according to the Attic dialect (0..&!1 .+234 3,2; 0..&!O.-.- 3,3; 0..&!:< 4,2).
Tzetzes contrasts his learned opinions with the ones of his opponents (cf. .&< 3,1)18.
The construction of himself as an authority converges with the impertinence towards
the author of the main text, dubbed as cub or puppy ($!P"",< 3,3).
These strategies can adopt an even harsher and less tolerant way. In f. 185r,
containing Thuc. V 18,1-5, two verse scholia occur in the right margin (nrr. 33-34).
Tzetzes first criticizes a passage of the text (paraphrased in 33,1-2) for its confusing
syntax, calling it a solecism. This time, he does not want to justify Thucydidesí obscure style by invoking a feature of his dialect (33,3-4)19:

can be added (e.g. Alleg. Od. prol. 32-34; cf. P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche
ermeneutiche (XI-XII secolo), Milan 1991, 138-139 and H. Hunger, Allegorische Mythendeutung in der
Antike und bei Johannes Tzetzes, «JDByz» III (1954) 43-44; M. Savio, Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza, Rome 2020, 141-161). In fact, in Hist. X 306,
64-76 the E4:F.A2 of Circe and her filthy followers is contrasted with the 49F.' of a female writer,
empress Eudokia. Now Pizzone brings forward new evidence of the same elements in a similar
polemical context from the rediscovered fragment of the @/&)(3/A. Her explanation of these images
through the socio-historical background of twelfth-century Constantinople is very compelling and it is
not at odds with a possible allusion to a patroness. Cf. Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 667-672.
17
The two words are marked in the main text with the same symbol that opens nr. 3. There is
no clear separation between poems nrr. 3 and 4 and thus they could be considered as one single poem.
Cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 61-63.
18
In the manuscript, the accent in 4A* indicates that 3,1 is a question: πHHI* 4A* J$K1L,(:
?AML/&&/. &1-M,.; (ìWho corrected NHHI* by writing a diphthong?î).
19
He does so elsewhere. Cf. verse scholion nr. 29 (f. 183v): &>K(('* .O'(/. P44)5I* :Q.2)
4O?:, [Ö] 3'?í 2“ (O>/)5/. 3'?23R* .O:) 4O?:. (ìUnderstand that this is characteristic of the Attic
dialect [Ö] so under no circumstances think this is a solecismî). Cf. also the formulaic verse (/>/)5/:)?9*, /Ã (O>/)5/. 40&F-.:) (ìIt has the aspect of a solecism, but it is no solecismî) that occurs in
nrr. 15 (f. 93v), 28 (f. 183v) and 47 (f. 290r). Cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 28-29, 105-106, 114-115,
126-127.
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567.6/< $,",&!A6,8$&' Q'.B..%& "2>,&<R
,Ã! ,S@%' 0..A!&$?- .,8.,K "7>%&'.
Tzetzes classifies this among the solecisms of speech,
he just cannot call this an Atticism20.
The last four verses of this poem (33,5-8) address outspokenly the author in
the second person and strike again against his abstruseness, as deceptive and contrary
to the .7I'/. We can fully understand now the attack against Tzetzesí adversaries
in poem 25,6: not only do the buffaloes ignore the .7I'/ of the Attic dialect, but
they also praise Thucydidesí misleading $!2.,< (33,8). Moreover, in the beginning
of the second verse scholion in f. 185r (34,1-2), Tzetzes compares the stylistic difficulties of the author, addressed again by Tzetzes in the second person (.Ù $Ù' $!,.%&'2', 34,1), with those provoked by the scribe. The labour of the scribe is a constant target of Tzetzesí complaints and satirical remarks, as the formulaic label !23+,< F&F",>+B9,8 reveals (see poems nrr. 30-31, ff. 183v-184v) 21.
Tzetzesí criticisms, however, are not limited to grammatical, stylistic or textual remarks. He even calls into question the content of what Thucydides recounts.
At the beginning of Book VI, Thucydides refers to the etymology of Italy, allegedly
derived from the name of a Sicilian king22. In our manuscript the passage is marked
with a cross that also introduces a verse scholion in the right margin of f. 214r (nr.
35), after the heading $/?%AT$-& N$.,+A-'. In this epigram, Thucydides is again
addressed in an irreverent way and his etymology rejected: ,Ã! G$.&' ,—.T< ,Ã@-?:<, U,8!8@A@/ (ìIt is not like this, Thucydides, not at allî, 35,1). An alternative
aetiology is told, involving Heracles and the Latin word uitulus (35,2-9)23. The poem
is closed by a warning addressed to ancient historians with significant programmatic
overtones (35,10-11):
567.6/' 3-"-&Ù< 3;< 3.,,J I+,',>+B9,<R
"-*%=' >Ï+ -Ã.Ù' ,Ã@Ó @-A?T' V$IP%&.

Transl. after Kaldellis, Byzantine Readings cit. 75; cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 35-39.
Cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 26, 30.
22
Thuc. VI 2,4: 52Ú S F˘12 EHÙ +42>/6, B2()>Ô,* 4).Ù* T)5:>R., 4/–./32 4/64/ UF/.4/*, /—4,* +42>Û2 JH,./3Ì(L'.
23
For the sources of Tzetzes and loci similes in his oeuvre, cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit.
77-78. To these it could be added schol. Lyc. 1232 (p. 353,3-8 Scheer).
20
21
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Every one of you ancient historians fear Tzetzes,
not even a supernatural spirit can escape his notice24!
The mission to correct the style and grammar and control the truth and consistency of the classics is asserted openly, such as in schol. Ar. Ran. 1328 (pp. 1077,491079,89 Koster)25:
„' 3-$:' (sc. FAF"T') ",>&$?,ˆ< FAF",< ?A- Q?,J 3%+&7I%& $.AI,&< VB?F,&< .,=< 3"%A,$&', ,Ã! ¿"A>,&< @Ó !-Ú ?7.+T' W.7+T'R !-Ú X.%+-& @Ó FAF",& $3,+B@/' Q?,ˆ< GI,8$&' W.7+T' $,9:' ",>&$?,P<, ,Ã ?B./' !-Ú
D'-&.AT< ,Ã@Ó !-.í GI*+-' Q3%?F-A','.2< ?,P .&'T', D""B .&'-< ?Ó'
Q"7>I,'.,< .,J 3%+Ú .Y' .7I'/' X'%!- 3"/??%",J< !-Ú .,J @&-?-+.B'%&' 3+->?B.T' ¢ I+2'T', ¢ -Ã.,ˆ< "7>%&' W-8.,=< Q'-'.A- [Ö] .-P./'
Q?,J .Y' FAF",' D'-"%ZB?%',<, [$.&< \' >% (!-Ú add. cod.) F,P",&.,,
]V$IP",8 .% %—+,& !-Ú ^Ã+&3A@,8 !-Ú \""T' 3,"":' -V.&B?-.-, 3"/??%"%A_ .) 3%+Ú .Y' .7I'/' !-Ú .Y' D"`*%&-' Õ3,3%3.T!2.-< .,=< ",>&$?,=<, ,Ã ?7'.,& @&Ï C%8@,J< (C%8@:< cod. ut vid.) >%",&B6,8$-' !T?4@A-' ,Ã@Ó @8$?7'%&-'.
Of all these books, one book of mine contains the accounts, most of them in
iambic verses, but quite a few also in other metres. And other books have here
and there my accounts of other wise men, not because I attack moved by
enmity towards some, nor in vain or without reason, but rather censuring some
for an error regarding the .7I'/ or for missing the facts or the chronology, or
because they say things contradicting themselves [Ö] After reading this book
of mine, whoever would want to, would find the faults of Aeschylus, Euripides
and many others, included in my accounts for their error regarding the .7I'/
or the truth, yet not for the sake of jesting comedy or ill will with falsehood.
The Accounts (a,>&$?,A) here mentioned is the title of a work by Tzetzes,
widely considered to be lost until in 2020 Aglae Pizzone brought to light a manu24
Transl. after Kaldellis, Byzantine Readings cit. 76; cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 75-76.
However, note that E seems to read H2>2)/V*.
25
After consultation of the manuscript (Ambr. C 222 inf., http://213.21.172.25/0b02da82800
51c1e, f. 103r), I was able to make two minor improvements to Kosterís edition (I keep his punctuation).
On this manuscript (last quarter of the XII c., copied by a scholar closely connected with Tzetzes), cf.
C.M. Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): Il codice e il suo autore, «Aevum» LXXVII
(2003) 263-275 and LXXVIII (2004) 411-440.
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script where parts of it are preserved. Tzetzesí description leads us to an identification of them with our verse scholia. First, these accounts are in verse, mainly
comment upon ancient authors and can also be found occasionally ($3,+B@/') in
other manuscripts. Second, the motivations in Tzetzesí enterprise of watching (Q"7>I%&') the form (.7I'/) and content (N$.,+A-) of the text commented upon match
precisely those of his verse scholia26.
In the long poem nr. 8 (f. 45r) on Thucydides, which is probably the bestknown of the series together with nr. 50 (f. 326v), Tzetzes defines his role in a similar
way. He claims that he is the only one entitled to judge according to the .7I'/ the
writings of this puppy ñ again the disrespectful nickname ñ and all ancient and new
literature (8,7-9):
.Ï< $8>>+-9Ï< !+A'%&' @Ó .%I'&!1 .+234
$!P"",8 .% .,8@Ú !-Ú 3-"-&:' !-Ú '7T'
567.6,8 ?2',8 IB+&$?- @8$?-*%$.B.,8

26
On the @/&)(3/A, cf. primarily Pizzone, Self-authorization cit., who corrected a long-lasting
misunderstanding in Wendel, o.c. 1990, 2004 (cf. e.g. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 74 n. 18), by which
the Accounts were equated to Tzetzesí commentary on Hermogenes in political verse (C. Walz,
Rhetores Graeci, III, Stuttgart-TWbingen-London-Paris 1834, 670-686; J.A. Cramer, Anecdota Graeca
e codd. manuscriptis bibliothecarum Oxoniensium, IV, Oxford 1837, 1-148). As Pizzone points out,
the catalogue of the library already records some of its verses in ff. 212v-239v: cf. K.A. De Meyier,
Codices Vossiani Graeci et Miscellanei, IV, Leiden 1955, 93. Pizzone masterfully reconstructs the
possible stages of composition of the oeuvre and the associations between imperial administration,
authenticity and authorship that emanate already from its title; cf. also A. Pizzone, Bureaucratic
discourse, signature and authorship in John Tzetzes: a comparative perspective, «ACME» LXXIII
(2020) 43-67. The connection of the @/&)(3/A with Tzetzesí verse scholia has been first proposed by
Luzzatto (Leggere i classici cit. 71-72 and Tzetzes lettore cit. 156-161), who also refers to Hist. VI 50,
399-403, where Tzetzes specifies the objects of his critiques, among which historians and chroniclers
(N(4/1)5/Ú 52Ú F1/.)5/Ú). When consulting these books, that did not belong to him (X. EBAB>'*), he
annotated the necessary accounts in their margins: J5:A.2)* (sc. BAB>/)*) H21:.9&12M: 4/ˆ* >/&)(3/ˆ* /œ* U?:). The same work is alluded to in Hist. XI 369, 349-354, where Tzetzes repeats the goal
of censuring the content and the form (Y>>/0* Z:0?R*, E49F.,* ?:, /œ* [>:&$:. ¡ 78948'*) in his
Book of Accounts („. BAB>/* \>' &9&12H42) 4R. @/&)(3R. 4] 78948^). Book of Accounts is in fact
the title proposed by Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 160 n. 12, considering also schol. Ar. Ran. 100a (pp.
732-733,6 Koster). There, Tzetzes defends Euripides from unfair criticism, different from the real problems addressed in the Accounts (/ÃF ›* S3:V* 4/V* 4R. (/MR. >/&)(3/V* ?)52A,* J5:V./. J>9&$23:., /_(H:1 JF1I.), again for the sake of truth and without ill will (/Ã 52Lí Õ3`* MLO.a M:1O3:./*, E>>Ï H1Ù* E>%L:)2.).
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To judge according to the criteria of the .7I'/ the works
of this puppy and of the ancients and moderns
is the gift of Tzetzes alone, the most ignorant one27.
These lines recall the final verse of Tzetzesí Iambi, the series of poems following his Histories: 567.6/< ",>&$.Y< .:' 3-"-&:' !-Ú '7T' (v. 360, p. 146 Leone).
The word ",>&$.`< (ìaccountantî) in this sphragis connects again the verse scholia
with the a,>&$?,A28. Notably, the same formula is used as the title for the excerpts
of the a,>&$?,A in the Voss. gr. Q. 1, f. 212v: 567.6,8 ",>&$?:' .:' 3-"-&:' !-Ú
'7T'29. Another recurrent motif in this context is the apparently self-deprecatory use
of @8$?-*`<. Notice that the same epithet is given to the buffaloes in the aforementioned verse scholion 25,430. The same goes for D?-*`<, employed to refer both
to his enemies and to himself31. These terms are frequently associated with a dispute
with the prefect Andronikos Kamateros regarding court patronage and the teaching
of rhetoric32. With this characterization, Tzetzes seems to ironically impersonate his
adversaries. Many of these elements in fact meet in Hist. XI 369, 246-249:
D""í b@/ $% $8'7I%%' ¡ D?-*Y< Q3B+I4,
¡ ",>&$.Y< .:' 3-"-&:', ,” @&í VB?FT' FAF",<
.:' a,>&$?:' >+-??-.&!:', c/.2+T', 9&",$29T',
.:' ?%.+&!:', N$.,+&!:', ?/I-'&!:', .:' \""T'.
But the ignorant in the eyes of the prefect already confused you,
the accountant of the ancients, the author of the iambic book
of Accounts of the grammarians, rhetoricians, philosophers,
the metricists, historians, mechanicians, and others.
Transl. after Kaldellis, Byzantine Readings cit. 72 and Pontani, o.c. 384; cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 46-58.
28
Cf. Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 206; Ead., Self-authorization cit. 672 n. 61, 682-685; Ead.,
Bureaucratic discourse cit. 51-53. Whether this ÕH/&12M% (v. 359, p. 146 Leone) corresponds to the
Iambi, the Histories or another work by Tzetzes remains unclear (Leone, Iambi cit. 130).
29
Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 656-657. Cf. www.dbbe.ugent.be/occurrences/19745.
30
Cf. also the occurrences of ?0(32L%* in the polemical Iambi (vv. 261, 230 p. 141 Leone;
260, p. 143 Leone).
31
E.g. Hist. IX 273, 408; IX 278, 656-659; IX 280, 688-690, 702-707; X 306, 64-76; X 319,
240-242; XI 369, 210-224, 286, 349-354; XII 398, 85-91; XII 399, 223-246. Cf. also the title of the last
of the Iambi (Leone, Iambi cit. 145).
32
For Andronikos Kamaterosí episode, cf. e.g. Leone, Iambi cit. 128-130; Agapitos, o.c. 2227; Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 185-186; Ead., Self-authorization cit. 669, 671 n. 56, 682 n. 91.
27
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A similarly explicit prescriptive instance occurs in the left and lower margin
of E, f. 184v (verse scholion nr. 32 ad Thuc. V 17,2). Tzetzes explains a syntactical
and rhetorical figure that deepens the obscurity of Thucydides (32,1). After attacking
again the rhetoricians who defend Thucydidesí style (32,2-3), Tzetzes sets the guidelines for writing history properly (32,4-5)33:
.A< N$.,+,P'.T' D!+&FY< !-'d' ?B*%R
$-9Y< ?%.í ƒ>!,8 !-Ú .-IP<, 3%&*,J< >7?T'.
Learn which is the precise rule for historians:
clear with grandeur and swift, full of persuasion34.
In this regard, Herodotus (.Ù' ?%"&I+Ù' e+2@,.,' Q' .,=< "2>,&<, 32,8) is
to be preferred over Thucydides, Tzetzes implies at the end of this poem35.
Tzetzesí verse scholia on Herodotus: fragments of a larger scholarly project
Of course, Tzetzes knew Herodotus well. His verse scholia on Herodotus are probably less known, but they echo in several ways the ones on Thucydides, at least those
edited by Luzzatto36. Tzetzesí verse scholia on Herodotus are preserved only in Florence, Laur. Plut. 70,3 (tenth century, A for the editors)37. Different later hands annotate the margins and interlinear spaces of this manuscript, in which some epigrams
These guidelines are reconsidered and amplified in the final lines of the famous last poem
of the cycle (f. 326v). Tzetzes closes his verse scholia on Thucydides explaining how historians should
write according to the 49F.' (poem nr. 50,14-16; cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 132-138). Needless
to say, these lines brim with rhetorical technical terms. Cf. Tzetzesí commentary on Hermogenes,
Cramer, Anecdota Graeca IV cit. 125,7-9 = Walz, o.c. 686,2-4.
34
Transl. after Kaldellis, Byzantine Readings cit. 75; cf. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 31-35.
35
Cf. schol. Carm. Il. I 22c (p. 111,10 Leone).
36
Luzzatto, Note inedite cit.
37
Available online at http://mss.bmlonline.it/s.aspx?Id=AWOItLNNI1A4r7GxML8h&c=
Herodotus. The date of the manuscript is in fact still a matter of debate, especially the issue of its stratigraphy. On palaeographic and codicological grounds, there is a consensus that the manuscript has two
main parts (ff. 1-238 and ff. 239-376). Now, it remains an open question whether both parts are dated
to the same period or the first is later and archaizing, and whether the first 26 folios represent yet a third
stratum. Luzzatto (Note inedite cit.) supports the latter, whereas Cantore (I marginalia cit. and Per la
storia cit. 70, 82-93) proposes that the first half (ff. 1-238) has been annotated after a collation with a
manuscript from the Roman family of Herodotusí textual tradition. Cf. also e.g. M.L. Agati, ëDigrafismoí a Bisanzio. Note e riflessioni sul X secolo, «Scriptorium» LV (2001) 34-56: 53-56; G. De Gregorio, LíErodoto di Palla Strozzi (cod. Vat. Urb. gr. 88), «BollClass» XXIII (2002) 31-130: 37-38 n. 19.
33
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can be found38. Six certainly Tzetzean poems copied by a Palaeologan hand were
edited for the first time by Luzzatto39. The first five verse scholia, in ff. 5v (Hdt. I
23) and 10r (Hdt. I 39-41), deal with orthographic and dialectal issues, most of them
discussed in similar terms by Tzetzes elsewhere40. The didactic imperatives directed
to a young reader and accompanied by the first-person pronoun in the dative case
pervade these epigrams. The polemic against his adversaries and competitors is not
absent either. The mentions of the .7I'/, on the other hand, do not surprise as the
main concern of these verse scholia is grammar. The other main Tzetzean target,
regarding the truth and consistency of the text commented upon, is the protagonist
of the last and longest poem edited by Luzzatto. In the lower margin of f. 26r, written
in five columns and three lines, a verse scholion comments on Hdt. I 94,2-341. Here,
38
Marginalia from various origins meet in A, such as the Planudean hand in the upper margin
of f. 1r and the lower one of 376v, Nikephoros Gregoras in the external margin of f. 218v, or the
interlinear conjecture in f. 315r (cf. B. Hemmerdinger, Les manuscrits díH!rodote et la critique verbale,
Genoa 1981, 88; C.M. Mazzucchi, Diodoro Siculo fra Bisanzio e Otranto (cod. Par. gr. 1665),
«Aevum» LXXIII, 1999, 385-421: 385; Luzzatto, Note inedite cit. 651-652, 654). Another hand commenting on Hdt. I 161 in f. 41v (U(4) 52Ú b4912 c2&.'(A2 524Ï ?C().d ›* J1:V /”4/* J. 4/V* ƒH)(L:.) can be added to this list, among others (cf. e.g. the external margin of 69r, 86v, 101r, the effaced
upper margin of 92v). But even if the first section of this manuscript is throughout supplemented with
accents and breathings by a later hand (Agati, o.c. 53), only the first folios are more heavily loaded with
marginal scholia and interlinear glosses. Luzzatto (Note inedite cit.) and Cantore (I marginalia cit. and
Per la storia cit. 70) maintain that one single hand from the Palaeologan period copied all these notes
in the first 34 folios (or 26 according to Luzzatto), but in fact there seem to be many similar and contemporary Palaeologan hands filling these margins. Cf. infra.
39
Some prose notes, possibly fragments of other epigrams, can be ascribed to Tzetzes too. Cf.
Luzzatto, Note inedite cit. 649-650; Cantore, I marginalia cit. 20-22; Ead., Per la storia cit. 83-89.
Traces of a larger scholarly project on Herodotus by Tzetzes can also be observed in a scholion to Hdt.
III 75 found in other manuscripts (Cantore, Per la storia cit. 79, lege b204Ù.).
40
Cf. Luzzatto, Note inedite cit. 642-645. For example, the issue discussed in the poem in f.
5v can be found again in schol. Hist. I 17, 396 (p. 533,3-9 Leone). Moreover, the wording and subject
of the first two verse scholia in f. 10r have parallels in Tzetzesí verse scholia to Ar. Plut. 82 (p. 28,110 Massa Positano), Ar. Ran. 1137 (p. 1033,15-20 Koster), and Ep. 4 (p. 161,1-12 Leone). Cf. also
Luzzatto, Leggere i classici cit. 74-76; Ead., Tzetzes lettore cit. 95-102; R. Cantore, Citazioni erodotee
nei commentari omerici di Eustazio, «BollClass» XXIII (2002) 9-30: 29-30; Ead., I marginalia cit. 1214; Ead., Per la storia cit. 90s.; Agapitos, o.c. 10-11.
41
Luzzatto, Note inedite cit. 646-648. Cf. also Ead., Leggere i classici cit. 70-72; Ead., Tzetzes
lettore cit. 158-159; Cantore, Citazioni erodotee cit. 28-29; Ead., I marginalia cit. 16-20. The passage
commented on is actually in the previous folio (25v). As in other verse scholia in this manuscript, Luzzatto normalizes and emends the text of this epigram. She proposes (491&:42) in v. 2, where the text
seems to read (4:1.)5<. (cf. Luzzatto, Note inedite cit. 647 n. 49; Cantore, I marginalia cit. 20 n. 17;
the same abbreviation for -.)5- occurs in v. 2 of the poem in f. 5v), but I would be inclined to read a
word related to (4:19,. She also corrects 4Ï* b>A5412* in v. 3 into 42V* b>A5412)* and 4%.?: 4<.
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Herodotus claims that the Lydians invented a series of games later adopted by the
Greeks42. Tzetzes, who refers to himself in the accustomed third person in v. 1 and
as DFAF"/< in v. 243, reacts against Herodotusí report with an epigram. He offers a
handful of Homeric quotations to confute the Lydian origin of these games (vv. 510) and some objections to imprecisions and contradictions in the passage (vv. 1113)44. Therefore, the objective of this verse scholion is not the .7I'/, but the other
elements summarized in schol. Ar. Ran. 1328 Koster: veracity of facts and chronology and internal coherence45. Tzetzes states his mission once again in v. 4: 3B'.-<
Q"7>I%& 3-'.-I,J C%8@/>2+,8< (ìHe censures every liar everywhereî)46.
So far, the typology of Tzetzean verse scholia on Thucydides and Herodotus
reveals itself consistent. The motives for Tzetzesí interventions are the ones of the
Accounts, enumerated in the aforementioned schol. Ar. Ran. 1328. They consider
either the grammar and rhetorical devices of the main text at the level of the .7I'/,
or its content at the level of the N$.,+A-. In this last regard, they especially supervise
the external agreement of what is told in the main text with what is told in other
reliable sources and the internal agreement of what is told in the main text with what
is told elsewhere by the same author. The scholiastic programme of Tzetzes involves
a didactic, learned and self-assertive moment and a polemical one, which confronts
equally his enemies, the author and the scribe. Both extremes, the generous lesson
and the ruthless criticism, are complementary, since they imply a superior status of
F1I(). in v. 6 in 4-(?: 4Ï* F1%(:)*, but these seem less necessary (cf. Cantore, I marginalia cit. 1920). In v. 14 Luzzatto prints ¡ .6. JH)(5/H%(2* instead of the manuscriptís e .6. JH:(5OH'(2.
42
This passage is referred to in schol. Exeg. Il. 13,2, pp. 429,16-430,6 Papathomopoulos.
43
Cf. e.g. Hist. VI 50, 401; VI 53, 470; VIII 176, 173; Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 190-192.
44
Cantore (I marginalia cit. 12-14, 16-20) argues that in these epigrams in A Tzetzes actually
comments on a text closer to the Roman family of Herodotusí textual tradition. Particularly, this last
verse scholion would react to a summary filling a lacuna. Accordingly, the second person would address
the copyist of such text.
45
Cf. another example of Tzetzesí observation of consistency in schol. Lyc. 497 (p. 181,2129 Scheer). This scholion has been identified as verse by Thomas Coward in this volume, pp. 378-380.
46
Herodotus himself is called a liar in strikingly similar terms in schol. Hes. Op. 652 (recte
654; p. 368,21-22 Gaisford): ¡ f1O?/4/*, ¡ J. H/>>/V* J3/Ú J>:&FL:Ú* ›* Z:0?'&/1R.. In this
particular scholion on Hesiod, Tzetzes seems to refute Hdt. II 53,2, but he explicitly admits to having
censured Herodotus on many other occasions. Hdt. V 58 could be at stake in Hist. XII 398, 85-118,
where many Tzetzean motifs occur, such as the self-demeaning irony and the U>:&F/* of liars and their
wrong chronology. But, most remarkably, Tzetzes closes the discussion by admitting that these liars
(among whom presumably Herodotus) misled him, ìhad I not examined them in inescapable accounts
and in the Tzetzean wayî (Y.H:1 /Ã5 J$'4-5:). / J. E>2L%4/)* >/&)(3/V* 52Ú 78:48)5] 4] 41OHa). These passages constitute thus yet further possible testimonies of an extensive Tzetzean commentary on Herodotus.
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the speaker and the ignorance of the addressee47. Both extremes also meet as they
pursue public recognition in a struggle against competitors for court patronage.
A new verse scholion in political verse on Hdt. I 32,1 in Laur. Plut. 70,3
There are other verse scholia in A not treated by Luzzatto that seem to escape this
classification. First, an epigram published by Cantore can be read in the lower margin
of f. 2v, written in a single line. The poem is preceded by a sign repeated in Hdt. I
8,3 (f?- @Ó !&*:'& Q!@8,?Ô'4 $8'%!@˜%.-& !-Ú .Y' -V@: >8'g), over the word
!&*:'&. Moreover, a monogram for ›+-=,', a common way of calling attention to
notabilia, is found in the left margin next to the words of Gyges. The same word
reappears at the beginning of the poem48:
Â+-=,' ›< @Ó !-Ú 3-'B"/*%< 37"%&
hP>,8 .Ù c/.Ù' ,S@-< ›@Ú .Ù' .+23,'.
How beautiful and also entirely true
the words of Gyges are, you know this way.
Cantore suggests that Tzetzes may have composed these verses, although their
tone is remarkably different from the ones edited by Luzzatto. Herodotusí version of
the episode of Gyges is reproduced by Tzetzes elsewhere, but he makes no special
mention of the proverb highlighted by the verse scholion49. The amazement and approval expressed in this verse scholion correspond better to the emotional reactions
that usually underlie non-Tzetzean verse scholia. It does not seem to fall under
Tzetzesí scholarly programme of controlling the accuracy of ancient texts, nor does
it show any degree of self-promotion.

This superiority can also be read in moral terms. The verb J>9&F:)., recurrent in these
contexts, synthesizes the commentatorís control over grammar, facts and morals. In the longest verse
scholion to Thucydides, Tzetzes even affirms (8,17): H'&2Ú &-1 :;() 4] BAa 52>] 49F.2) (ìFor the
49F.2) are sources for a good lifeî, cf. Hist. X 306, 71). On moral undertones in Tzetzesí polemics and
self-representation, cf. Agapitos, o.c. 13-16; Pizzone, The Historiai cit. 203-206; van den Berg, o.c.
299-301. On the other hand, Tzetzes is well aware of the aggressiveness of his attitude, as he repeatedly
denies arbitrariness or animosity in his critiques to ancient authors (cf. supra, schol. Ar. Ran. 100a and
1328 Koster).
48
Cantore, I marginalia cit. 22; Ead., Per la storia cit. 84.
49
Cf. Hist. I 3, 148-156; VI 54, 476-479; VII 120, 191-198.
47
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An inspection of the manuscript allowed me to find another verse scholion in
A not edited by Luzzatto or Cantore, in the right margin of f. 8r (fig. 1)50. The verse
scholion comments on the beginning of the famous answer of Solon to Croesus in
Hdt. I 32,1 and reuses some of its vocabulary51:
i8??-+.8+%=<, e+2@,.%, .Ù *%=,' .:' j""`'T'
!-Ú .-+-I:@%<, 9*,'%+2', D'B?%$.,' !-!A-<R
%S3-< !-Ú >Ï+ ›< GI,8$& .Ï 3+B>?-.- 3-'$29T<.
You testify, Herodotus, to the deity of the Greeks
as troubling, envious and full of evil.
In fact you also say wisely how things are.
The question is whether this new verse scholion was composed by Tzetzes or
not. Besides some partial formal parallels52, its subject matter does not correspond to
The hand that copied this epigram, even if contemporary, seems to be quite different from
the one responsible for the other verse scholia. Two distinct types of scripts can be observed in this
same f. 8r. Consider the marginal note \12 \>/. ›12V/. (also occurring next to the same passage in
Angel. gr. 83, f. 6v) marking the continuation of Solonís response (Hdt. I 32,2). The script of this note
is similar to the one of the other Tzetzean verse scholia, whereas it differs at first sight from the one of
the new verse scholion on Hdt. I 32,1. In the interlinear glosses to (H:1FL:Ú$ (Hdt. I 32,1) the same
phenomenon occurs. The first two synonyms above (H:1FL:Ú* (g)M:Ú* >0H'L:Ú*) are written in a
script closer to the one of the epigrams edited by Luzzatto, whereas the last two (4212FL:Ú* L03,L:Ú*)
are in the thicker script of the new verse scholion in this same folio (cf. Cantore, I marginalia cit. 6;
Ead., Per la storia cit. 85). Similarly, in f. 8v some variants of the text are written in the interlinear
space. Above the famous line /—4, ‚. h1/V(: H`. J(4) Y.L1,H/* (03M/1% (Hdt. I 32,4), the thinner
script wrote ¢ ‚ over ‚. and the thicker one wrote `* over H`. (cf. H.B. Rosin, Herodoti Historiae, I,
Leipzig 1987, 21; Cantore, I marginalia cit. 10; Ead., Per la storia cit. 85). However, the distinctive
traits of the hand writing the new verse scholion (e.g. straighter terminal strokes of 1 and ligature :) ;
the ligatures for 1/, 2F, :1, (/ ; more compressed and less wavy abbreviation for 52A) could be ascribed
to a lack of space or simply to a darker ink (cf. Cantore, I marginalia cit. 5; cf. e.g. another case in
Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus cit. 275). Whether it is one hand that annotates on separate occasions or they
are different hands from the same milieu and period, these notes come from various origins and are
closely intertwined with the complex history of the text (cf. Cantore, I marginalia cit. 22).
51
Hdt. I 32,1: ‚ h1/V(:, JH)(4Ì3:.ı. 3: 4Ù L:V/. H`. JÙ. ML/.:1ı. 4: 52Ú 4212FR?:*
JH:)1,4j* E.L1,H'Û,. H1'&3Ì4,. HÔ1).
52
For example, (033214019, (v. 1) is used by Tzetzes elsewhere (e.g. Hist. VI 85, 860;
schol. Ar. Plut. 612, p. 144,10 Massa Positano), but always to introduce a quotation that supports Tzetzesí point (as here Herodotus agrees with Tzetzes by quoting Solon?). Another significant, yet not
conclusive, coincidence occurs in schol. Hes. Op. 174 (recte 176; p. 144 Gaisford). He defines Hesiodís
silver age as 525A2* H2.4/A2* E.-3:(4/. (cf. v. 2).
50

Fig. 1: Firenze, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ms. Plut. 70.3, f. 8r
Su concessione del MiC
k vietata ogni ulteriore riproduzione con qualsiasi mezzo
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his regular types of interventions. Tzetzes alludes to the meeting of Solon and Croesus in his Histories, but he never considers the well-known topos of the divine jealousy53. The archaic and classical concept of the divine 9*2',< is treated by Tzetzes,
for example, in schol. Ar. Plut. 87 (pp. 29,15-30,8 Massa Positano), but differently
from the new verse scholion. He does not criticize it, but he explains it allegorically:
.Ù @Ó ìD'*+O3,&< 9*,':'î Q3Ú .,J !-*í N$.,+A-' k&Ù< X'%!- .,J >%",&-$?,J .M< !T?4@A-<, [.& 9*,'%+2< Q$.&' ¡ l%ˆ< .,=< D'*+O3,&<R D""/>,+&!:< @Ó Q3Ú .M< %N?-+?7'/< !-Ú .PI/<, [.& 9*,'%+B Q$.&' m .PI/ .,=<
D'*+O3,&< !-Ú ,Ã! Qn .,ˆ< DZA,8< 3",8.%=', D""í Q.P9"T$%' ·$3%+ .Ù'
o",J.,'R 3",8.A6%& >Ï+ ›< Q3Ú .Ù 3"%=$.,' 3,'/+,P<, D"&./+A,8< !-Ú
$8!,9B'.-<, .,ˆ< DZA,8< @Ó 3",8.&$?,J 3-+-.+7I%&.
Whereas ìenvying mankindî is said for the sake of the humour of comedy
with reference to the story of Zeus, because Zeus is jealous of mankind. But
allegorically this is said with reference to the destiny and fortune, because
fortune is jealous of mankind and does not let the worthy people become rich,
but was blinded like Wealth. For fortune enriches especially the wicked ones,
the sinners, the slanderers, and omits the worthy of enrichment.
Normally pagan gods and myths are allegorized by Tzetzes, that is, interpreted
as rhetorically embellished ways of talking about cosmic or natural phenomena and
elements, psychological processes, or, in a rather euhemeristic approach, historical
facts and persons54. Allegory, indeed, constitutes the third column of Tzetzesí didactic and scholarly agenda, as stated in schol. Hes. Op. 382 (p. 248,16-21 Gaisford)55:
Cf. Hist. I 1, 22-54; III 71-73, 236-238; IV ep. ad Lach. 572; V 5, 376-381; VIII 177, 184189. Of course, this omission could be understood in itself as implied censorship. The criticism of this
key element of Herodotean religion seems to be inaugurated in Plut. On the Malice of Herodotus 857f858a. On its reception, cf. e.g. A. Ellis (ed.), God in History: Reading and Rewriting Herodotean
Theology from Plutarch to the Renaissance, Newcastle upon Tyne 2015; Id., The jealous god of ancient
Greece: Interpreting the classical Greek notion of MLO./* L:R. between Renaissance humanism and
Altertums-wissenschaft, «Erudition and the Republic of Letters» II (2017) 1-55.
54
On Tzetzesí allegorical method and practice, cf. e.g. Hunger, Allegorische Mythendeutung
cit.; Id., Allegorien 13-24 cit. 4-7; Cesaretti, o.c. 125-204; P. Roilos, Amphoteroglossia: A Poetics of
the Twelfth-Century Medieval Greek Novel, Washington, D.C 2005, 124-127; Goldwyn-Kokkini,
Allegories of the Iliad cit. xii-xvi (= Eid., Allegories of the Odyssey cit. xv-xviii); Leone, La leggenda
troiana cit. IX; A. Goldwyn, Theory and method in John Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad and Allegories
of the Odyssey, «Scandinavian Journal of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies» III (2017) 141-171;
M. Cardin, Teaching Homer through (annotated) poetry: John Tzetzesí Carmina Iliaca, in R. Simms
53
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¢ C%8@M .&'Ï N$.,+A-' Q"7>I,&?%' ¢ @&,+*,A/?%', b .& ?8*:@%< D""/>,+,A/?%', ¢ D.7I'T< >%>+-??7',' .%I'&!:< @&->+B9,&?%', ,Ã ?%.-+$A,&<
"2>T' $8'*`!-&<, ,Ã !2?34 c/?B.T', D""Ï $-9%= !-Ú 3%+&3%6A4 .)
"7Z%&, ›< ¡ @&@-$!-"&!Ù< .+23,< 3-+-!%"%P%.-&.55
Either I censure or correct a false story, or I allegorize some myth, or I cross
out with .7I'/ something written without .7I'/, not with a highbrow style,
nor with boastful words, but with clear and accessible diction, as the didactic
way of writing prescribes.
Tzetzesí commentaries orbit around this triad: .7I'/, N$.,+A- and D""/>,+A-. The latter is chosen by Tzetzes to deal with the divine 9*2',< in Ar. Plut.
8756, whereas in the new verse scholion to Hdt. I 32,1 the allegorical interpretation
is replaced by a plain repudiation of a pagan religious notion.
On the other hand, it is true that the typically Tzetzean polemical tone subsists
in the new verse scholion, even if paganism is not a typical object of Tzetzesí attacks.
There is also the direct dialogue with the author, addressed in v. 157. Another problem
is how we should understand the 3-'$29T< in v. 3. As we have seen, certain negative terms as @8$?-*`< or D?-*`< can be used both literally and ironically by Tzetzes. The same seems to apply to positive adjectives used sarcastically as derogatory58. Therefore, it is ambiguous whether the last verse of the new verse scholion
indeed recognizes the report of Solonís adage as a complaint by Herodotus against
the nature of pagan deities, or whether it rather ironically rejects beliefs with which
Herodotus probably agreed.
Tzetzesí verse scholia in general do not dwell on religious questions and, if
they approach the issue of paganism in ancient Greek literature, they are not condemnatory. There is one book epigram, however, that shows striking similarities with the
(ed.), Brillís Companion to Prequels, Sequels, and Retellings of Classical Epic, Leiden-Boston 2018,
90-114: 95-98.
55
Cf. van den Berg, o.c. 292-293.
56
In a very Tzetzean way, since Zeus is often interpreted as fate. Cf. e.g. Exeg. Il. p. 179 Papathomopoulos: l:ˆ* &-1, ›* :QH/., 52Ú :N32139.' 52Ú 4CF' 52>:V42).
57
Herodotus is also addressed by Tzetzes in the vocative in another polemical context (Hist.
II 50, 736-743).
58
Cf. e.g. H-.(/M/* in Tzetzesí polemical Iambi (vv. 12, 108, 347, pp. 134, 137, 146 Leone);
in schol. Ar. Ran. 1160a (p. 1039,2-3 Koster) or schol. Ep. 31 (p. 166,10 Leone) against schedographers
(cf. Agapitos, o.c. 12-13); in Hist. IV 4, 847, 849; XI 369, 355; in Alleg. Il. IV 48, polemicizing with
Psellos (cf. Frederick Lauritzenís chapter in this volume); cf. also the (/M/Ú B/CB2>/) in schol. Ar.
Plut. 543 (p. 131,25 Massa Positano).
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new verse scholion in A. In a number of manuscripts at the end of Aeschylusí Prometheus Bound a series of book epigrams can be found. One of them is ascribed to
Tzetzes in some manuscripts59:
0'*í „' .Ù 3J+ @7@T!-< D'*+O3T' >7'%&
.+PIp FA_ 9B+->>& 3+,$3%3/>?7',<R
.Ù 3J+, o+,?/*%J, q F+,.,=< QI-+A$T
—"/ 3+Ù< D!B?-.,' %Õ+7*/ 9"2>-,
¿+>M< !-.Ï $,J 3+Ù< *%:' 38+$,8?7'/<.
]V$IP"%, .A 9#<; .,ˆ< *%,P< $,8 3+,$97+%&<
3B$I,'.-< -V$I+:< Q! *%:' ¡?,.+23T';
!-Ú 3:< \+- "7"/*-< $-8.Ù' %V< .7",<
*%,ˆ< $%FB6T' .,ˆ< 3-*/.,ˆ< .Y' 9P$&',
!-Ú ?Y @8'-.,ˆ< Q!98>%=' .&?T+A-<;
As a result of giving the fire to the human race,
you are consumed fixed by force to a ravine.
The fire, Prometheus, which you bestowed on mortals,
was the fuel for the untiring flame
of the wrath ignited by the gods against you.
Aeschylus, what do you say? Do you present your gods
as suffering shamefully from gods of a similar nature?
And how then do you not notice yourself finally
that you worship gods by nature capable of suffering,
and not capable of escaping punishments?

5

10

5

10

The first half of this poem (vv. 1-5) refers to the punishment inflected on Prometheus by other gods and seems to sympathize with him60. In the second half (vv.

I follow the edition by C.J. Herington, The Older Scholia on the Prometheus Bound, Leiden
1972, 240-242. There are disagreements about the structure of this epigram. Some editors consider it
as part of a longer poem (cf. E. Cougny, Epigrammatum Anthologia Palatina cum Planudeis et Appendice nova epigrammatum veterum ex libris et marmoribus ductorum, III, Paris 1927, 414, IV 83;
Allegrini, o.c. 228), some as two separate poems (cf. Vassis, o.c. 23, 58; Tomadaki-van Opstall, o.c.
197-198; https://www.dbbe.ugent.be/types/3434 and https://www.dbbe.ugent.be/types/3436). Tzetzesí
authorship tends to be supported by modern scholarship: cf. Herington, o.c. 43-44; Allegrini, o.c. 227230; Tomadaki-van Opstall, o.c. 196-200.
60
A remarkable parallel of these verses can be found in the epigram closing Ep. 9 (p. 18,1417 Leone; cf. the chapter by Giulia Gerbi in this volume, pp. 141-142), explained and allegorized in
59
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6-10), the author of the play is addressed in the vocative exactly as in the new verse
scholion in A. Moreover, not only does this epigram attack ancient Greek religion as
such, but it also rebukes Aeschylus for portraying and believing in gods subject to
evil feelings. The criticism of the passions of pagan deities can be ascribed to someone who loves to rationalize them, like Tzetzes. However, this ascription remains
uncertain, since Tzetzes normally chooses to explain allegorically instead of just
mocking or reproaching61.
Conclusion: Tzetzean authorship and the question of the metre
To conclude, a final consideration on the authorship of these poems not edited by
Luzzatto. Were these two verse scholia to Hdt. I 8,3 and I 32,1 composed by Tzetzes?
There is no self-promotion in them, or attacks against adversaries, or grammatical
and historical erudition. The verse scholion in f. 2v of A seems to be a simple
profession of approval and admiration, a standard verse scholion, improvised and
emotional. Tzetzesí verse scholia can also be described as improvised and emotional,
but they often offer a scholarly dimension and a didactic purpose, not to mention his
self-referential remarks. And even if the truthfulness praised in v. 1 and the use of
the second person in v. 2 can allude to a didactic setting, the verse scholion does not
seem to be openly provoked by the usual reasons for Tzetzes to intervene in the text
of a classical author. These, we have observed, are threefold: the correctness of the
form (.7I'/), the accuracy of the content (N$.,+A-) and the explanation of a possible hidden message (D""/>,+A-). The latter could have been expected in the new
verse scholion in f. 8r, but this epigram rather chooses to directly condemn the pagan
element in Hdt. I 32,1. On the other hand, the new verse scholion reproduces, together with some interesting Tzetzean parallels, the dynamics of the G"%>I,<, i.e. the
quality control and censure of the text under consideration. This key concept of
Tzetzesí method of commentary underlies the possibly caustic address to Herodotus
in the new verse scholion to Hdt. I 32,1.

Hist. VI 82, 830-840 (cf. schol. Hes. Op. 47ss., pp. 73,20ss., 80,26ss. Gaisford; see also the contribution
to this volume by Tommaso Braccini).
61
It is true that allegory seems to occur more frequently in prose scholia or in larger works by
Tzetzes. Allegorical interpretation is seldom employed in his verse scholia. Cf., however, Tzetzesí
verse scholion allegorizing the myth of Atlas that serves as schol. Aesch. PV 428 (Herington, o.c. 137,
cf. 44 n. 1; Allegrini, o.c. 225-226) and as schol. Opp. Hal. I 619 (recte I 622; p. 293,48-55 Bussemaker;
cf. A. Zumbo, Una misconosciuta ÕHOL:()* H:1Ú ê4>2.4/* di Giovanni Tzetzes (Schol. Oppian. Hal.
1,622), «RSBN» XXXIII, 1996, 275-278).
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Therefore, even if these two verse scholia fit less evidently within Tzetzesí
methodological framework, Tzetzesí authorship cannot be rejected outright. This
especially applies to the new verse scholion in f. 8r of A. Yet another prominent feature makes Tzetzes a better candidate for the authorship of this epigram. The poem
was composed in political verse, a metre frequently employed by Tzetzes elsewhere
but unusual in other verse scholia, among which the dodecasyllable prevails62. However, the growing popularity of this accentual fifteen-syllable metre allowed it to
feature more and more in many genres. Tzetzesí use of the political verse is above
all linked with teaching and commissions by members of the court. This metre is
associated with playfulness, and the accessibility of its rather prosaic rhythm renders
it a perfect medium to convey (and possibly to memorize) a lesson. In this regard,
the use of political verse in the new verse scholion to Hdt. I 32,1 is exceptional but
not entirely alien to the Tzetzean contexts of occurrence of this metre. It must be remembered that the accounts, the name of a Tzetzean work closely related to his verse
scholia, are said to be composed ìmost of them in iambic verses, but not few in other
metresî (schol. Ar. Ran. 1328, p. 1077,52-53 Koster)63. In a marginal scholion to this
passage, Tzetzes clarifies: ìNote: I read 57 books and I wrote succinctly all the meaning in popular versesî ($/?%AT$-&R D'7>'T' @Ó '6r FAF",8< !-Ú .Ù' ',J' 3B'.$8',3.&!:< G>+-9,' 3-'@`?,&< $.AI,&<, p. 1079,90-92 Koster)64, namely political verses. Two inferences can be made from this scenario. First, political verse can
be regarded by Tzetzes as a metre65. Second, some of Tzetzesí accounts, whether
62
On the history, features, and functions of political verse, cf. e.g. M.J. Jeffreys, The nature
and origins of political verse, «DOP» XXVIII (1974) 141-195; W. H!randner, Beobachtungen zur
Literar%sthetik der Byzantiner. Einige byzantinische Zeugnisse zu Metrik und Rhythmik, «ByzSlav»
LVI (1995) 279-290: 280-285; M.D. Lauxtermann, The Spring of Rhythm. An Essay on the Political
Verse and Other Byzantine Metres, Vienna 1999; Bernard, o.c. 229-251.
63
However, in Hist. XI 369, 247 only dodecasyllables are mentioned. Cf. supra.
64
Koster states that this scholion corresponds approximately to v. 50, but in fact in Ambr. C
222 inf., f. 103r, the marginal note seems to be divided and the first part is written next to v. 44. A
strong punctuation (:ñ) occurs after BAB>/0* (as for the abbreviation of BAB>/0*, cf. Kosterís apparatus
and Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus cit. 273) and at the end after (4AF/)* (the manuscript actually reads
U&12‾, maybe U&12Z2?). In a footnote, however, Koster denies any connection of these political verses
with the Accounts. He proposes to identify them with the Histories. On synopsis and poetry, cf. Bernard,
o.c. 238-240; van den Berg, o.c. 291 n. 58; and Ugo Mondiniís chapter in this volume, pp. 242-248.
65
This moderates the opinion of M.J. Jeffreys, o.c. 156: «For Tzetzes, the political verse was
not a meter». In the opening verses of his Iambi (1-5, p. 134 Leone), Tzetzes also refers to his Histories
as 3/C('* 39412 M91/0(2 4I* E&014A?/* (ìcarrying the metres of the vulgar museî) and to some
metrical violations regarding rhythm, feet and quantity. He also enumerates the H-.?'3/* c/6(2
together with iambic (dodecasyllabic), hexametric and prose works in a catalogue of his oeuvre in schol.
Ar. Ran. 897a (pp. 954,16-955,4 Koster).
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they were collected in a book of Accounts from annotations in the margins or copied
from the Accounts in the manuscripts, were written in political verse66. At this point,
it would not surprise us to find the new verse scholion in A among the lines of a
postulated section of this work of Tzetzes, most likely as part of a longer commentary
on Herodotus.
JULImN B"RTOLA
julian.bertola@ugent.be

This is now confirmed by Pizzone, Self-authorization cit. 663-668, who even publishes the
first verses of the passage in political verses from the Accounts in Voss. gr. Q. 1, conveniently entitled:
T4AF/) ?'3K?:)*. @/&)(3Ù*, 4I* n13/&9./0* 49F.'* (f. 222v; cf. De Meyier, o.c. 93). Pizzone, Selfauthorization cit. 678ss. convincingly argues that the accounts could have been written in unbound
writing material ((F9?', (F9?)2, (F:?-1)2).
66

Towards a new edition of Tzetzesí Commentary on Lycophron

John Tzetzes (ca. 1110/12-1170/1180), the teacher and scholar, calls himself the author of very many texts1. He is known for his impressive commentaries on Hesiodís
Works and Days2, some of Aristophanesí plays3, and Lycophronís Alexandra.4 While
the Commentary to Lycophron is attributed to his brother Isaac in the manuscripts,
it is more likely that it was written under Johnís direct attention5. All three works,
*
I thank the audiences in St Andrews and at Caí Foscari for their comments on the oral
versions of this chapter. I thank the library staff at the Center of Hellenic Studies in Washington DC,
the Institute of Classical Studies in London, the Vatican, the Ambrosiana, and El Escorial for their
assistance in consulting editions and manuscripts.
1
Hist. V 17, 586. In 1150, he explained to one Ioannes that he made a living exclusively by
his pen and would starve if he stopped writing; the letter (Ep. 75) makes comparisons between his
situation and those of several ancient writers, particularly Plato during his Sicilian period. He also
claimed that God had never made a man with a better memory than his, and he knew all books by heart;
yet, though he was of an excellent family, he chose to live a very simple life, thinking human life was
vanity (Hist. I 11, 276-90). Cf. also Hist. I 31, 848-50. Tzetzes also thought of himself as an independent
teacher and scholar, despite the job offers that he received (Ep. 19), and he also said: !"#Ú $%$&%#'()*
+Ï, - )./0&1 23+456.% (ìMy head happens to be my libraryî, Alleg. Il. XV 87).
2
Th. Gaisford, Poetae minores Graeci, III, Oxford 1820; see also A. Colonna, I ìProlegomeniî ad Esiodo e la ìVita esiodeaî di Giovanni Tzetzes «BPEC» II (1953) 27-39 and III (1954) 45-55.
3
Full commentaries on the triad Wealth, Clouds, Frogs, a set of notes on Birds, and a preface
to Knights are edited in D. Holwerda-W.J.W. Koster-L. Massa Positano, Jo. Tzetzae Commentarii in
Aristophanem, I-III, Groningen 1960-1964.
4
See E. Scheer, Lycophronis Alexandra, I-II, Berlin 1881-1908, and C.G. M7ller, 8900):#3
)0Ú 8;566#3 2#< =>?2>#3 94@&%0 .AB C3)@/,#60, Leipzig 1811. He is also the author of several
corpora of notes now lost or unpublished, e.g. to Sophocles (see F. Bevilacqua, Il commento di Giovanni
Tzetzes a Sofocle, «AFLPer(class)» XI (1973/1974) 559-570), to Oppian (F. Napolitano, Esegesi bizantina degli ìHalieuticaî di Oppiano, «RAAN» XLVIII (1973) 237-254), and to Porphyryís Eisagoge
(see Chr. Harder, Johannes Tzetzesí Kommentar zu Porphyrius D.,Ú DÔ62. /;6E6, «ByzZ» IV (1895)
314-318). Aglae Pizzone is working on Tzetzesí commentary on Hermogenes and the Logismoi: see
her contribution to this volume and the bibliography cited there. The Exegesis of the Iliad was composed before 1143: see M. Papathomopoulos, FGH+*9%B 8;Ì66#3 +,0""02%)#< 2#< =>Ô2>#3 .AB 216
I"H,#3 8&%ÌJ0, Athens 2007, 19 with F. Montana, The oldest textual witness of John Tzetzesí Exegesis of the Iliad, in M. Ercoles et al., Approaches to Greek Poetry, Berlin-Boston 2018, 107-131.
5
See C. Wendel, Tzetzes. Johannes in RE VIIA/2 (1948) 1959-2010; P.A.M. Leone, La tradizione manoscritta degli Scholia in Lycophronem (4), «SOC» VIII/2 (2004) 5-22: 5-7; and S. Hornblower, Lycophron. Alexandra, Oxford 2015, 105-106 on the very likely Johnian authorship of the commentary. I suspect John used his deceased brotherís name and memory to help market the commentary.
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preserved intact down to the present day, address pivotal texts in the late antique and
Byzantine curriculum, and they all interact with their respective corpora of scholia
vetera, as well as providing their own comments, where Tzetzes contests, differs, or
diverges from them6. These commentaries are a treasure trove of mythographical
material, quotations of lost works, and pointed comments7.
This chapter marks the first steps towards a new edition of Tzetzesí Commentary on Lycophron. Having briefly summarized the manuscripts and their relationships, the main topic of this chapter is to offer some samples of Tzetzesí commentary
that are not dependent on the scholia vetera by considering matters such as Tzetzesí
self-referential third person statements, spontaneous versifying, rationalising statements or allegories, and polemics against the poet8. This chapter demonstrates Tzetzesí genuine additions to the ancient exegesis on Lycophron, considers the sources
available to him, and the overlaps between his commentary and other exegetical
scholia and his own works, in order to demonstrate his working methods9.
6
The importance of Tzetzes in the history of Classical scholarship, after recent reassessments
(see M. Gr7nbart, Byzantinisches Gelehrtenelend ñ oder: Wie meistert man seinen Alltag?, in L.M.
Hoffmann (ed.), Zwischen Polis, Provinz und Peripherie. Beitr!ge zur byzantinischen Geschichte und
Kultur, Wiesbaden 2005, 413-26: 143; F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (529-1453), in
F. Montanari-S. Matthaios-A. Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, I,
Leiden-Boston 2015, 297-455: 378-85), still needs a comprehensive, in-depth reappraisal, see P. Cesaretti, Tzetzes, John, in A. Grafton-G.W. Most-S. Settis (edd.), The Classical Tradition, Cambridge MALondon 2010, 957). On the reception of Lycophron in Byzantine poetry, see C. De Stefani-E. Magnelli,
Lycophron in Byzantine poetry (and prose), in C. Cusset-K. Prioux (edd.), Lycophon: "clats díobscurit". «Actes du colloque international de Lyon et Saint-Etienne, 18-20 janvier 2007», Saint-Etienne 2009,
593-620.
7
They also show elements of oral delivery, see e.g. schol. Hes. Op. 198 Gaisford and schol.
Ar. Ran. 897a Koster.
8
Tzetzes defines three kinds of allegory: rhetorical, natural, and mathematical (i.e. in astrological and astronomical terms). See H. Hunger, Allegorische Mythendeutung in der Antike und bei
Johannes Tzetzes, «JLByz» III (1954) 35-54; P. Cesaretti, Allegoristi di Omero a Bisanzio. Ricerche
ermeneutiche (XI#XII secolo), Milano 1991, 127-204; A. Goldwyn, Theory and Method in John Tzetzesí Allegories of the Iliad and Allegories of the Odyssey, «SJBMGS» III (2017) 141-171 on Tzetzesí
allegorical method. The use of the third person by Tzetzes could be seen as not only a sign of his ego
and manner, but also his imitation of the scholia vetera of the Classical authors, who likewise refer to
Hellenistic and Imperial era scholars in the third person in reporting their opinions and preferences (e.g.
ìAristarchus/Didymus saysÖî), so Tzetzes is also imitating the scholarly style of the scholia.
9
Maria Jagoda Luzzatto has shed light on Tzetzesí working methods: Leggere i classici nella
biblioteca imperiale: note tzetziane su antichi codici, «QS» XLVIII (1998) 69-86; Tzetzes lettore di
Tucidide. Note autografe sul codice Heidelberg Palatino Greco 252, Bari 1999; Note inedite di Giovanni Tzetzes e restauro di antichi codici alla fine del XIII secolo: il problema del Laur. 70, 3 di Erodoto,
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Tzetzesí approach to classical authors in general goes well beyond selfcelebration and a weary re-statement of ancient material. He often would not confine
himself to elucidating the phrase in question, and instead would use the lemma as a
starting-point for little treatises on various topics. He had access to good libraries in
Constantinople10. He also would often wish to consult the earliest copies of a text11.
The Commentary on Lycophron often supplies dozens of quotations of, or allusions
to, extant or lost poetical works (among the latter, a number of fragments of the Epic
Cycle and of lost Euripidean tragedies, drawn probably from anthologies or later
authors), and it displays a thorough familiarity with a vast range of handbooks and
lexica, but above all with the exegetical corpora to other authors, starting from
Homer. Tzetzesí acquaintance with unusual texts is demonstrated by the fact that he
was the last known reader of a work containing the archaic lyric poet Hipponax (e.g.
schol. Lyc. 219 Scheer, which cites Hipp. fr. 3 West)12; he was familiar, well before
Planudesí rediscovery post-1295, with Ptolemyís Geography13, Ptolemy Chennusí
cumbersome New History, the early books of Cassius Dioís historiographical work14,
and some of Callimachusí works and fragments (Hymn 4,102; frr. 235 [= Hec. 9
Hollis], 618, 641-653 Pfeiffer)15. Given the poor editorial state of Tzetzesí commentaries, they may yet conceal more fragmentary works. Tzetzes had direct or indirect
access to the text and scholia to Apollonius of Rhodes, Euripides, Homer, Pindar,
Lycophron, Dionysius Thrax, Dionysius Perigetes, and Nicanderís Alexipharmaka
in G. Prato (ed.), I manoscritti greci tra riflessione e dibattito. «Atti del V Colloquio Internazionale di
Paleografia Greca (Cremona, 4ñ10 October 1998», Florence 2000, 633-654.
10
Schol. Ar. Plut. 733 Massa Positano.
11
e.g. schol. Ar. Plut. 137 Massa Positano: F$#3&@"*6 "Ó6 !G06#,'#<6 .AB D&52#B, +,5/.%6 2. D5620 D,#9/3EB =>?2>#3 2,@D#%BM !D.Ú JN OB -"PB Q6 936;'(90B +,5/.%6, D,E2#6
D0&0%Ï6 #Ã) !/.<,? "#% $:$&#6 ¢ )R6 JSN ¢ 2,.TB U) +. 2E6 6.#+,5/;6, ›B V&&#6 !G V&&*B
W6#,'#:*6 92:4#6. Tzetzes would also become annoyed with bad copyists, see e.g. schol. Ar. Plut. 137
Massa Positano: $?$*&#% J39"0'.TB $%$&#+,5/#%.
12
H. Degani, Hipponactis testimonia et fragmenta, Stuttgart-Leipzig 19912, 23; O. Masson,
Les fragments du po$te Hipponax, Paris 1962, 42-52 on Tzetzesí use of Hipponax. On Tzetzesí reliability as a witness of ancient fragments see M. CannatX Fera, Giovanni Tzetzes e i ìgiambiî di Archiloco
(fr. 215 W. = 20 T.), in D. Castaldo-F.G. Giannachi-A. Manieri (edd.), Poesia, musica e agoni nella
Grecia antica. «Atti del IV convegno internazionale di YZ[\] (Lecce, 28-30 ottobre 2010)», «Rudiae»
XXII-XXIII (2010/2011) II, 694ñ710, esp. 705-706 with earlier bibliography.
13
Cf. Hist. XI 396, 888-889. See F. Pontani, The world on a fingernail: An unknown Byzantine map, Planudes, and Ptolemy, «Traditio» LXV (2010) 177-200, and Chiara DíAgostiniís chapter
in this volume.
14
e.g. schol. Lyc. 1232 Scheer. Part of Book XV was paraphrased by Tzetzes (Hist. II 35,
109-128); on that passage see Philip Ranceís chapter in this volume, pp. 452-456.
15
N.G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, London 19962, 196.
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and Theriaka16. He tweaks and incorporates bits of the scholia vetera into his own
commentary. It is also likely that Tzetzes had a sourcebook of quotations17. He also
had access to Demosthenes, Pausanias, Plutarch, and Stephanus of Byzantium. Most
importantly, he is indebted to Pseudo-Apollodorusí Bibliotheca and Palaphaetusí On
Incredible Tales, where he versified elements in his Historiai and made extense use
in the Lycophron commentary. Tzetzes also made use of his own commentaries and
other poetic works, where he elaborates or summarises in one work points made in
another.
In terms of the legacy of the Lycophron commentary, the oldest preserved ms.
of the Odyssey with scholia (Heidelberg Pal. gr. 45, of 1201) displays on its margins
mainly glossographical and mythographical material, partly drawn from the exegetical works of John Tzetzes, including to Lycophronís Alexandra18. The scholia to
Oppianís Halieutica are substantial (much larger than the poem itself) and fall into
three groups: A, B, and C. The A scholia appear to derive primarily from the work
of Tzetzes. Finally, Eusthathius copies verbatim Tzetzesí notes on Lycophron in his
own works19. The Epitome Vaticana of ps.-Apollodorusí Bibliotheca, discovered by
Richard Wagner in 1885 in a fourteenth-century ms. (Vat. gr. 950), was considered
to be the work of John Tzetzes who, in the twelfth century, used the Bibliotheca (and
Palaphaetus) for the compilation of the Commentary to the Alexandra and for his
Historiai20. Johanna Michels, however, has shown that Wagnerís hypothesis was

See e.g. M. Geymonat, Scholia in Nicandri Alexipharmaca, cum glossis, Milan 1974, 1213 on the Nicander scholia and Tzetzes, e.g. schol. Nic. Al. 77c, 248c, 450e Geymonat, cf. also Lyc.
631, 652, 621. Cf. also schol. Pind. Isth. 1,44a, 4,33a Drachmann, schol. Ap. Rh. III 1242-1243 Wendel,
and schol. Lyc. 646 Scheer.
17
See M. Cardin-F. Pontani, Hesiodís fragments in Byzantium, in Ch. Tsagalis (ed.), Poetry
in Fragments: Studies on the Hesiodic Corpus and its Afterlife, Berlin-Boston 2017, 245-88, for examples from the Hesiodic corpus.
18
See F. Pontani, Sguardi su Ulisse: la tradizione esegetica greca all'Odissea, Rome 2005,
218-225 and D. Arnesano-E. Sciarra, Libri e testi di scuola in Terra díOtranto, in L. Del Corso-O.
Pecere (edd.), Libri di scuola e pratiche didattiche dallíantichit% al Rinascimento, II, Cassino 2010,
425-473: 433-440 on this ms.
19
Wilson, o.c. 201, e.g. schol. Lyc. 731 Scheer and schol. Ar. Plut. 415 Massa Positano. See
D.JW. Koster-D. Holwerda, De Eustathio, Tzetza, Moschopulo, Planude Aristophanis commentatoribus, «Mnemosyne» VII (1954) 136-156 on the relationship between the two.
20
A. Diller, The Text History of the Bibliotheca of Pseudo-Apollodorus, «TAPhA» LXVI
(1935) 296-313: 304. E.g. schol. Lyc. 50 Scheer draws on [Apollod.] II 7,7 [160] and schol. Lyc. 838
Scheer is known to depend upon the Bibliotheca.
16
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wrong and that the epitomes are unlikely to be by Tzetzes himself, but by an epitomator of Tzetzesí works21. Any overlaps between the Epitome and Tzetzes ought to
be considered as a legacy of the Commentary, rather than as a source. Therefore, it
is important to mark out and explain Tzetzesí genuine additions to the bulk of ancient
exegesis. It is also worth noting that when the Byzantineís contributions are overtly
declared as such, they present his characteristic features, such as rationalising allegories and a polemical attitude against the author.
Summary of the manuscripts and printed editions
There are currently 72 or 73 mss. that contain Tzetzesí commentary on Lycophronís
Alexandra, and 17 or 18 that contain fragments or excerpts22. Those listed below
(tab. 1) and marked with an * are the important witnesses or codices principes23.
The stemma below (fig. 1) is drawn from Leoneís observations on the relationships between the mss. and his reconstruction of the families and their relationship
to the scholia vetera to Lycophron. It demonstrates the status quo and may change
upon further investigation: for example, Leoneís A (Ambr. C222 inf.) has been redated by Carlo Maria Mazzucchi to an earlier time (ca. 1185-95) than when Leone
studied it24. Leone had gone into detail about mss. that transmit Tzetzesí commentary
and prolegomenon. I use Leoneís sigla in my apparatus bar M!llerís Vitt. 1 (= Pal.
gr. 40), since Leone did not give the ms. a siglum on the grounds that the quality and
quantity of the transmitted scholia in the ms. is strongly curtailed25. I include it to
demonstrate M!llerís sources and emendations.
21
J. Michels, Tzetzes epitomator et epitomatus? Excerpts from Ps.-Apollodorusí Bibliotheca,
John Tzetzesí Lycophron commentary and Chiliades in Vaticanus gr. 950, «Byzantion» XC (2020)
115-132.
22
For a full list see Appendix below. For a series of studies of the mss. that contain Tzetzesí
commentary, see P.A.M. Leone, La tradizione manoscritta degli scholia in Lycophronem (1), «QC» III
(1991) 33-76; (2), «QC» IV-V (1992-1993) 45-58; (3), «QC» n.s. I (2002) 95-122; (4) «SOC» VIII/2
(2004) 5-22; (5), «QC» ns. II (2003) 101-121; (6), ibid. 123-150; (7), «QC» n.s. VI (2007) 5-18. For a
summary of the main mss. see O. Masson, Notes sur quelques manuscrits de Jean Tzetzes, «Emerita»
XIX (1951) 104-116: 107-111. Leone focused on the Prologomenon. Hornblower, o.c. 100-112 is a
summary and is derived from P.M.J. Fraserís unpublished notes with a few additions by Hornblower.
Fraserís piece seems to be an English translation of the relevant section of Wendel, o.c.
23
For the scope and purposes of this chapter I have examined only the codices principes:
AVF by autopsy and SPQHL through high-definition digital images.
24
See C.M. Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): il codice e il suo autore,
«Aevum» LXXVII (2003) 263-275 and LXXVIII (2004) 411-437, and the Appendix below.
25
Pal. gr. 40 is however mentioned by Leone, La tradizione (1) cit. 44 and (4) cit. 10.
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Tzetzes had access to some mss. that contained some scholia vetera, but not
all of them (t). A helpful ms. in the collation of Tzetzesí commentary is Marc. gr.
476 (Leoneís A of the scholia vetera), from the eleventh century, which contains
scholia vetera not incorporated into the commentaries of Tzetzes26. This can help us
to separate examples where Tzetzes follows the scholia vetera which he had access
to and where he adds his own comments. Tzetzes made three revisions / editions of
his commentary (rec. a, b, c). Of the codices principes, C represents the first edition,
KLSV the second edition, and AP the third edition. E is mainly a third edition ms.,
but has been influenced indirectly by C, and has indirectly influenced KL. Leoneís
q, which is the most recent redaction of Tzetzesí commentary, however, needs to be
reassessed due to the revised earlier dating of A (ca. 1185-1195). A future stemma
also needs to consider the influence or contamination of the mss. of the Etymologica
and of ps.-Apollodorusí Bibliotheca.
The first printed edition of the commentary was by Arnoldus Arlenius Peraxylus (ca. 1510-1582), which was printed in Basel in 154627. He makes a number of
conjectures and had access to a selection of mss. (e.g. CPFL) through his travels as
a publishing agent and diplomat. This Dutch humanist, collector, philosopher, and
poet was trained in Bologna. He was the Librarian of the Spanish Ambassador in
Venice from 1542 and was an agent for booksellers in Basel. He catalogued the
manuscripts in the collection of the Spanish Ambassador, and he also travelled to
Ferrara, Florence, Frankfurt, and Paris. According to the prefatory epistle, he completed his edition in Bologna. There is no apparatus or notes on the text. It also contained the Historiai with a Latin translation. John Potterís 1697 edition (reprinted in
1702)28 contains a Greek text and facing Latin verse translation of Willem Canter
(1542-1575) with the corresponding scholia attributed to Isaac printed underneath.
The edition was based on manuscripts held in Oxford and on the editions of Joseph
Scaliger (1540-1609), Canter, and Johannes Meursius (van Meurs, 1579-1639). It
also contained the Latin commentaries of Canter, Meursius, and Potter himself, as
well as the Latin verse translation of Scaliger and Canterís verse summary of the
poem (Epitome) in Anacreontic metre(!). The next printed edition, in 1803, was by
26
It also contains the text and scholia of Aratusí Phainomena. See D. Kidd, Aratus. Phaenomena, Cambridge 1997, 43.
27
!"#$%&'(') *+,-.(/&. 0Ù 1#'023(Ù( 4'567., #.Ú 4'+"7.8,10.0'( 29) .Ã0Ù 0':0'
;1.#5'" 0': <=,0='" >-?@67.. Lycophronis Chalcidensis Alexandra, sive Cassandra: poema quidem obscurum etiam doctis appellatum, etc. Basel 1546.
28
!"#$%&'(') 0': A.+#3/,B) *+,-.(/&., #.Ú 29) .Ã0Ù 0':0' ;1..#5'" 0': <=,0='"
>-?@67.. Lycophronis Chalcidensis Alexandra, cum Graecis Isaacii Tzetzis commentarii, etc., cura &
opera Iohannis Potteri, Oxford 1697.
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Leopoldo Sebastiani, who leans towards authorship by John rather than Isaac Tzetzes29. It contains a Greek text with scholia beneath it and an apparatus, emendations,
and a facing Latin translation of the Alexandra. There is also a Latin translation of
Tzetzesí commentary with some notes at the back. His main mss. were those kept in
the Vatican (Vat. gr. 117, 915, 916, 972, 1306, 1307, 1421, 1476). He also consulted
Potterís edition of Lycophron. As will be seen in the apparatus of the examples
below, several of Sebastianiís corrections are found in mss. which he did not have
access to. Shortly afterwards, the edition of Christian Gottfried M!ller followed, in
181130. It remains the most detailed edition, though his collations were confined to
mss. from Germany (Wittenberg, now in Heidelberg, and his hometown of Zeitz),
and readings from Sebastianiís edition31.
The last printed edition by Eduard Scheer was in 1908, the second volume of
his two-volume edition of Lycophron and scholia32. It is not user-friendly at all and
is full of labyrinthine inconsistencies. Scheer combines all the scholia, and most of
those presented are Tzetzean, but where Tzetzes and scholia vetera diverge, Scheer
prints the text in two columns, with Tzetzesí commentary on the right-hand side.
Scheerís scholia vetera do not always match up with the more recent collations of
the scholia vetera by Leone33. While he consulted more manuscripts than Sebastiani
and M!ller, Scheer still missed out on three codices principes (S, K, and F). Scheerís
method was to prioritise C (Par. gr. 2723) as the primary witness, with V (Vat. gr.
1306) and A and E (Ambr. C222 inf. + Pal. gr. 18) as secondary witnesses. Scheer
also gave too much value to La (Vindob. phil. gr. 282). This edition received only
two reviews, which pointed out important flaws in Scheerís construction of the text.
Schultz stated that Scheerís compilation with C as a ìfoundation textî and omissions
supplied by V and AE, which Scheer indicated by *Ö*, was not correct34. In fact, C
was an abbreviated version of the other two, given the several omissions present in

29
!"#$%&'(') 0': A.+#3/,B) CD11.(/&. 0Ù 1#'023(Ù( 4'567., #.Ú 29) .Ã0Ù 0':0'
;1..#5'", 7E++'( /Ó ;BD(('" 0': <=,0='" >-?@67.. Lycophronis Chalcidensis Cassandra obscurum poema, ope XVI. Codicum MSS. sanioribus subinde lectionibus restitutum, etc., studio et impensis
Leopoldi Sebastiani, Rome 1803.
30
MFller, o.c.
31
MFller (followed by L. Bachmann, Lycophronis Alexandra, Leipzig 1830) used the following abbreviations: Vitt. 1 (= Pal. gr. 40), Vitt. 2 (= Pal. gr. 18 = E), Vitt. 3 (= Pal. gr. 272 = M), and
Ciz. (= Ciz. gr. 69 = Ha).
32
Scheer, o.c.
33
P.A.M. Leone, Scholia vetera et paraphrases in Lycophronis Alexandram, Galatina 2002.
34
H. Schultz, rec. Scheer, o.c., «GGA» CLXXII (1910) 19-35, summarised without reference
in Hornblower, o.c. 106-108.
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the ms.35 C ought to be viewed as an exemplar of the first edition of the Commentary,
and therefore, correct readings in V and/or E which are corrupt in C should be
incorporated into the edited text as part of the revised versions of the Commentary.
Furthermore, A has been redated as likely having been copied by one of Tzetzesí
own students36. Holzinger, noting Zacherís observations on Tzetzesí commentary on
Aristophanesí Wealth, refined this position, believing that any early work by Issac
had been supplanted by Johnís later efforts, citing the status of the mss. of John
Tzetzesí commentaries on Aristophanesí Wealth, which seem to have also undergone revisions37. Although Tzetzes made three editions of the Commentary, C remains useful for showing the development of Tzetzesí commentary technique and
his own editorial processes. Finally, there is no real apparatus in Scheerís edition,
and there are no consistent sigla between the two volumes. Parallels are not pointed
out regularly, and it is not always clear what is scholia vetera, recentiora, or Tzetziana. It is a surprisingly disappointing edition given how long Scheer spent working on it (well over thirty years) and missed out on opportunities to point out Tzetzesí
sources and parallels within his own works, given the number of editions of other
corpora of scholia and Tzetzesí works which were available at the time. Therefore,
a new critical edition is needed.

Schultz, o.c. 24 notes that «Die Pariser Hs. verliet ihre Sonderstellung als Redaktion des
Isaac Tzetzes, und es steht wohl jetzt nichts mehr im Wege, sie als eine verkFrzte Redaktion des in der
Klasse bc reicher Fberlieferten Kommentars des Johannes Tzetzes anzusehen». Scheerís S5 and S6,
intermediary and conjectured mss., do not exist: see Schultz, o.c. 27 and Wendel, o.c. 1978.
36
Mazzucchi, o.c.
37
C. Holzinger, rec. Scheer, o.c., «BPhW» XXXII (1912) 513-524, citing K. Zacher, Die
Handschriften und Classen der Aristophanesscholien, Leipzig 1888, 602. See now L. Massa Positano,
Jo. Tzetzae commentarii in Aristophanem, I: Prolegomena et commentarium in Plutum, Groningen
1960, LXXX-CVI. John Tzetzesí commentary on Aristophanesí Wealth would seem to have undergone
revisions and expansion in its second edition. The earlier edition is preserved in U (Vat. Gr. Urb. 141),
which does not diverge much from the scholia vetera, whereas Amb (our A) and Lut (Par. suppl. Gr.
655) show a more developed and opinionated commentary. One can compare the mss. of Demetrius
Tricliniusí commentary and edition of Aeschylus, which likewise shows evidence of an earlier edition
and subsequent revision by the author. See A. Turyn, The Manuscript Tradition of the Tragedies of
Aeschylus, New York 1943, 100-116, and Id., The Byzantine Manuscript Tradition of the Tragedies of
Euripides, Urbana IL 1957, 253 n. 238 on Vat. Gr. 1824 and O.L. Smith, Studies in the Scholia on
Aeschylus: The recensions of Demetrius Triclinius, Leiden 1975, 55-113 for further analysis.
35
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Some samples of Tzetzesí Commentary to Lycophron
In the proposed edition of Tzetzesí Commentary, there will be a critical text and
apparatus with a facing translation, followed by explanatory notes. Per custom, the
apparatus will be divided between testimonia and variant readings. The apparatus
testimoniorum will be subdivided into three sections: firstly, overlaps with the Tzetzean corpus where comments, interpretations, and passages are repeated or developed elsewhere by Tzetzes; secondly, the sources for Tzetzesí commentary, such as
the scholia vetera, Etymologica, or other classical and Byzantine authors; thirdly,
instances where Tzetzesí comments have been used as a source e.g. by Eustathius or
the scholia to Oppian. The explanatory notes will describe aspects of Tzetzesí style
and methods, or how he uses or manipulates his sources, or what his interpretations
tell us about Tzetzesí intellectual milieu, concerns, and lines of reasoning.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Critical text
Apparatus testimoniorum
a.
Overlaps within Tzetzesí corpus
b.
Tzetzesí sources, e.g. scholia vetera, Etymologica, other scholia
c.
Someone using Tzetzes as source, e.g. Eusthathius.
Apparatus criticus
Translation
Notes

For these examples below, I quote the passage of Lycophron being commented in order to situate the commentary within its literary context. Words highlighted
in bold are the ones being commented on. The translation of the Alexandra is adapted
from Hornblower and Mooney, while the translations of the scholia are my own.
1. Schol. Lyc. 111, pp. II, 57-59 Scheer
"#$% &'("Ú &)*+,"-,. (/012. 345,"
!"#$%, &'()*+,- ./.01,2% 3"/4#,-567%,
-6" &78-1)2" 9:;," ,Ã+ ƒ<7= >?3)="
<80)Ù" 32)2/+*;=$@2 +AB ¿"7C)2-:"
+7"2D. AE*$$:" ‹;1"2=$= &1@"=2.
When, on Dragonís isle, you have fulfilled your desire,
in Akte, the realm of the two-formed earth-born king,

110

(Lyc. 110-114)
110
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you will not see a second day of marriage,
but will have a cold embrace, the stuff of dreams,
grasping the bed with your empty arms.
óó
111a F+-G.] -G. F--=+G., F5H"I". F+-6 &Ó ;1/,"-2= 2J F5G"2= K-= F+-7ˆ.
(+7C":" (L2$C;78$7" ¢ K-= A+-# ($-=, -,8-1$-= 3),L7L;H@1"H +2Ú +7=@1"H -Ù
3;7D," @1),. 7M. 5*;2$$2". íN--=+G. &Ó "G$,. O P2;2@C..
111a Strab. IX 1,3; Et.Gen. . 378-379, Et.Sym. . 448-452 Lassere-Livadaras | G#0? >103 Ö 29)
8D+.11.( : Apollod. FGrHist 244 F 185 ap. Steph.Byz. . 176 Billerbeck '—0B @Ï& >#+?86 /3Ï 0Ù
4$+" 72&') .Ã0H) #.83#(2I18.3 >3) 8D+.11.( | *#0? = Attica : Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 93;
Euphor. fr. 37,1 Lightfoot; Call. Ia. 4,68 = fr. 194,68 Pfeiffer; Lyc. Alex. 504, 1339; Paus. I 2,6; Hellad.
Chrest. ap. Phot. Bibl. 534a.25-26 (p. VIII, 182 Henry); Et.Magn. s.v. *#0?, *003#$) pp. 54, 167
Gaisford; Et.Gud. s.v. *003#$) p. 230 De Stefani; Et.Gen. . 378, 1380, Et.Sym. . 1543 LassereLivadaras; Eust. in Il. I 436 van der Valk; Eust. in Od. p. 1568 Stallbaum; Eust. in Dion. Per. p. 177
Bernhardy | G#0? = litus/ora : Eur. Hel. 1673; Apoll. Rhod. II 354; Strab. IX 1,3; Steph. Byz. . 176
Billerbeck; Et. Gen. . 379 Lassere-Livadaras
111a *86(J( : 0J( *86(J( FL | *#0K Scheer : *#0.Ú FEML | +,@'(0.3 : +,@20.3 Peraxylus |
>#25(B( Scheer : .Ã0J( SPHaVitt 1 : .Ã0H) EML | >103 <L *003#K> Sebastiani, quod non opus
erat | 0'"0,103 : 0':0M N103 MFller | 29) 8D+.11.( : 29) 0K( 8D+.11.( M | íO003#H) : 0H)
íO003#H) SMLP | íO003#H) /Ó (H1') L P.+.75) om. C, fort. del.?

111a ì«of Akte» of Attica, of Athens. Athens is called Akte because Akteus had
ruled them or because it is an akte (ëpromontoryí), that is to say, it juts out and lies
for the most part into the sea. Salamis an the island of Attica.
óó
111b.1 &=@4)E,8 /H/7",Q. $+H3-,80C2.R O F--=+6 /Ï) S" L2$=;7C2 -,Q >1+),3,.R (;5T" /Ï) A3Ù P*7:. 34;7:. NM/?3-,8 -Ï. F5#"2. $8"U+=$7. P*=.
&Ó +2-' NM/83-C,8. O F5H"V ;1/7-2=, ·. EH$= W*)2B (cf. BNJ 103 F39).
111b.1 Hist. V 19, 658-662; schol. Ar. Plut. 773 Massa Positano
111b.1 Hecat. BNJ 264 F 25; Anaximen. BNJ 72 F 50; Plat. Tim. 21e; schol. Plat. Tim. 21e Greene;
Diod. Sic. I 28,4; Charax BNJ 103 F 39; schol. vet. Ar. Plut. 773b Chantry | PD3) = *86(E : cf. etiam
Hdt. II 28; II 59; II 169; Plat. Tim. 21e; Strab. XVII 1,18; Paus. IX 12,2; Orig. Contra Celsum V 29
111b.1 Q( R.13+25. : R.13+25. Q( SEFLP | 0': om. P | >+8S( @Ï& G4Ù PD2B) : @Ï& om. M :
>+8S( '“( G4Ù PD2B) C : PD2B) om. S | 1"(T#312] 1"(T#612 CP | PD3) /Ó : PD3) @Ï& Vitt. 1
Ha
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111b.1 ìthe realm of the two-formed earth-born kingî: for Attica was ruled by Cecrops. For having come from the Egyptian city Sais, he founded Athens. Sais according to the Egyptians means Athena, as Charax [of Pergamum] says.
óó
111b.2 &C@,)E," &Ó +2Ú &=E8G ;1/,8$= -Ù" >1+),32 &=Ï -Ù (+ -I" -,Q
&)*+,"-,. ¿&4"-:" (B7;57D" -I" 32)Ï -,Q >*&@,8 $32)1"-:" (" X#L2=.R
,”-,. S" L2$=;7ˆ. F5H"2C:". ¢ &=Ï -Ù &?, A"&)I" E86" +2Ú @1/75,. Y07=" ¢
&=Ï -Ù &?, E:"Ï. (3C$-2$52= NM/83-C2" +2Ú Z;;H"C&2 [, ›. ;H),Q$=", K-= -Ï
\": A"5)]3,8, -Ï &Ó +*-: &)*+,"-,. 7^07". +2Ú A;;H/,)I" ¡ _H@,$51"H.
(60,30) EH$Ú" K-= -6" A;+6" ›@,C:-, -` &)*+,"-=, A"5)]3% &1 /7 -6" E)4"H$="R (/T &Ó ,—-:. A;;H/,)I, K-= A/25Ù. L2$=;7ˆ. /7/,"T. 3V$2" 5H)=:&C2"
(5"I" ,—-:. Õ31-2B7" ›. @C2" $?@3",=2" 3*"-2. Y07=", +2Ú A/25Ù" O/7@4"2
+2Ú 2Ã-,+)*-,)2. &=Ï -2Q-2 /,Q" 2Ã-Ù" ;1/,8$= &=E8G. ¢ ›. 7”)," (" a:*""b
F"-=,07D (V 5 Thurn) K-= 3)4-7)," 2J +25' Z;;*&2 /8"2D+7. 5H)=:&I. ·$37)
-Ï \;,/2 +2Ú ,Ã +2-Ï $8c8/C2" (@C/"8"-,. ,J /,Q" 32D&7. -4-7 @,",E87D.
S$2"R @H-1)2 /Ï) @4"H", 32-1)2 &' ,Ã+ (37/C":$+,". L2$=;7?$2. &' ¡ >1+),< -G. F--=+G. +2-1328$7 -Ù 5H)=I&7. -G. @CB7:. +2Ú A"&)*$= ",@C@,=.
(3,CH$7 -Ï. /8"2D+2. $8"*3-7$52=. (37Ú /,Q" (+ -,?-,8 ,J 32D&7. 32-1)2
+2Ú @H-1)2 (/"])=$2" -,Q. 2M-C,8. 2Ã-,D. -G. /7""#$7:. &?, -8/0*","-2.
E?$7:", &=E86. +2Ú ¡ >1+),< (+;#5H ›. -,Q-, 3,=#$2. 2Ã-4..
111b.2 /&D#'(0')Ö>( U?R.3) : schol. Lyc. 495 Scheer | ;BD((V *(03'W2I Ö : de Cecrope et
matrimonio cf. etiam Hist. I 174-177; V 19, 664-667
111b.2 Charax BNJ 103 F 38 ap. Eust. in Il. IV 228,16-19 van der Valk | /X' %B(Ï) >4510.18.3
O9@"405.( #.Ú Y++6(5/. : Diod. Sic. I 28,4; Charax BNJ 103 F 39 | 0Ï Z(B G(8&[4'", 0Ï /Ó #D0B
/&D#'(0') 2\W2( : schol. vet. Ar. Vesp. 438b Koster; schol. vet. Ar. Plut. 773c Chantry; [Apollod.]
14,1 (177); Hesych. / 2306 Cunningham; Hygin. Fab. 48; Ant. Lib. 6; Diod. Sic. I 28; Ar. Vesp. 438;
Suda # 1272 Adler, cf. etiam /31[7.0') ap. Diod. Sic. IV 12,5; Hymn. Orph. 70,5 | /&D#'(0') Ö
>( U?R.3) : schol. vet. Lyc. 111b Leone; schol. Pind. Isth. 7,13 Drachmann, cf. etiam schol. Ol. 2,16c,
Pyth. 5,101b Drachmann | ¡ ]67'18,(6) %61Ú( Ö 0K( %&$(613( : [Dem.] 60,30 | ;BD((V
*(03'W2I Ö : Io. Malalas Chron. IV 5 Thurn; de Cecrope et de matrimonio cf. etiam schol. vet. Ar.
Plut. 773e Chantry; Ath. XIII 555d (cf. O. Andrei, A. Claudius Charax di Pergamo. Interessi antiquari
e antichit! cittadine nellí et! degli Antonini, Bologna 1984, 71 et n. 4); Eust. in Il. IV 940,28-30 van
der Valk; Eust. in Dion. Per. 391 Bernhardy; fort. Philoch. BNJ 328 F 96
111b.2 /Ó #.Ú /3%"H +,@'"13 : /Ó +,@'"13 #.Ú /3%"H SFEM : /Ó +,@'"13 #.Ú /37$&%'" @6@2(':)
/Ó L | /3%"H : /37$&%'" @6@2(':) EM | C,#&'4. /3Ï : C,#&'4. ^ /3Ï SEF | 0J( 4.&Ï 0':
CD/7'" 14.&,(0B( >( U?R.3) : om. SFP | /3Ï 0Ù Ö R.13+2ˆ) *86(.5B( : om. FEML | %"K( :
%B(K( C | '”0') Q( : '”0') /Ó Q( S | _03 : om. P | /X' %B(Ï) : /X' L | #.Ú G++6@'&J( : ›)
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G++6@'&J( F : ¡ G++6@'&J( SC : ¡ 42&Ú G++6@'&J( L | #.Ú Scheer : _42& EM : _ Vitt. 1 Ha |
0K( G+#K( : #.0Ï 0K( G+#K( M : 0K( om. L | ›7'5B0' SE : ‹7'3[86 Sebastiani : _7'3') F et codd.
| 0` /&D#'(03 P : 0` om. Scheer | @':( .Ã0Ù( +,@'"13 : @':( +,@'"13 .Ã0Ù( EL | /&D#'(03 : 0`
/&D#'(03 F | 86&3B/5.( : 86&3[/6 @([76( Vitt. 1 Ha | 4D(0.) om. F : 4D(0. H | NW23( : NW23(
.Ã0a SL : NW23( 29) .Ã0'( C : NW23(, .Ã0'( Peraxylus | .Ã0Ù( +,@'"13 /3%"H. ^ ›) 2”&'( om. F
| Y++D/. : Y++D/') M | 0$02 7'('%"2I) : 7'('%"2I) 0$02 P | R.13+2X1.) : R.13+2X) EM | ¡
om. !ML | ('757'3) M, cf. Hist. V 19, 664 : ('757B) cett. | ># 0'X0'" : ># 0'", 03) s.l. L | .Ã0'I)
Vitt. 1 Ha : .Ã0J( SEML | .Ã0$) Peraxylus : .Ã0'I) M : 29) .Ã0J( L

111b.2 They call Cecrops &C@,)E," (ëtwo-formedí), i.e. two-natured, because he
came out of the dragonís teeth when Cadmus sowed them in Thebes. He was the
king of the Athenians. (He is called ëtwo formed) either because he had the stature
and size of two men, or because he knew two languages, Egyptian and Greek, or as
they stupidly say, because he had the upper part of a man and the lower part of a
dragon. And Demosthenes (60,30), allegorising, says that he seemed to have the
strength of a dragon, and the wisdom/understanding of a human, but I interpret it
allegorically in this way: being a good king, he subdued the wildness of his people
so that they all had one agreement, and a good leader and ruler. On account of these
things, they say he was &=E8G (ëdouble formí). Or, as I found in John of Antioch
(Malalas), because previously the women of Greece used to mate wildly like cattle,
not in marriage. As a result, then the children were of one form, for they knew only
their mother, not their father. When he ruled Attica, Cecrops stopped the savagery
of this sexual intercourse and he made the women join themselves to lawful husbands. Since, accordingly, the children recognised that their father and mother, who
were responsible for their birth, happened to have two (different) natures, Cecrops
too was called two-natured because he had done this himself.î
óó
111c /H/7",Q. K-= ¡ d)=054"=,. (+ -G. /G., ·. E2$=", A"7&45H. F5H"V. /Ï)
(;5,?$H. 3)Ù. eE2=$-," 9"7+7" K3;:" +2-2$+78G. ()2$57Ú. eE2=$-,.
(&C:+7, +2-2;2LT" &Ó, ›. A"-13=3-7" 2Ã-` O F5H"V, 37)Ú -,ˆ. @H),Q. 2Ã-G.
A37$31)@H"7", O &Ó @8$2057D$2 ()C% 7M. /G" -Ù" /4"," A31))=<7", A"7&45H
&Ó ¡ d)=054"=,. A3Ù -,Q ()C,8 +;H57Ú. +2Ú -G. 05,"4. K57" 3*"-2. F5H"2C,8.
/H/7"7D. E*$+,8$=" A3Ù -,?-,8. \;;,= &1 E2$=" K-= ;83)4/7:. O F--=+6 +2Ú
,Ã&13,-7 ÕE' f-1):" (5"I" (BH;*5H$2" ,J (" 2Ã-g &=Ï -Ù \cH;," -G. 2Ã-I"
0])2., K57" 2Ã-,ˆ. 2Ã-405,"2. +2Ú /H/7"7D. YE2$2". +2Ú -Ù 37)Ú F5H"V.
+2Ú hE2C$-,8 ,—-:. ($-="R F5H"i -="= L2$=;C&= -g +2Ú j2;7"C+b ;7/,@1"b,
58/2-)Ú &Ó j),"-1,8 Õ32)0,?$b, eE2=$-,. /*@% @=/7Ú. /7""i d)=054"=,",
k. (L2$C;78$7 -G. F--=+G.R 3,;;2Ú /Ï) S$2" +2Ú F5G"2= +2Ú FE),&C-2= +2Ú
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,Ã @C2 ,Ã&Ó @85=+6 ›. -Ï 3,;;Ï -I" ¿",@*-:". /H/7"7D. ;1/7= -,ˆ. F5H"2C,8., (37Ú (+ -I" d)7057=&I" Y0,8$= -Ù /7",.R -Ù" /Ï) >*&@," E2$Ú $37D)2=
(" -g /g &)*+,"-,. ¿&4"-2. +2Ú A"2E8G"2= -,ˆ. d)7057C&2..
111c Athena et Hephaestus et Erichthonius : Hist. I 4, 175-176; V 19, 671-672 | ¡ b&3W8$(3') G4Ù
<0':> >&5'" #+682Ú) #.Ú 0H) W8'($) : schol. Lyc. 158a Scheer | 0Ù( @Ï& CD/7'( Ö b&2W825/.) :
Schol. Lyc. 495 Scheer
111c schol. vet. Lyc. 111b Leone; schol. D Il. II 547 van Thiel; ëAmelesagorasí FGrHist 330 F 1 |
*86(E) @Ï& Ö _4+B(: [Apollod.] III 14,6 (188); Paus. I 14,6; Serv. in Georg. III 113, Ecl. 4,62 ThiloHagen; Nonn. XIII 171-179 | Athena et Hephaestus et Erichthonius : Call. Hec. fr. 70 Hollis; schol.
Eur. Med. 824-825 Schwartz; Paus. I 2,6; [Apollod.] III 14.6 (188); schol. Il. II 547 Erbse; Hygin. Fab.
166; Serv. in Georg. III 113 Thilo-Hagen | +"4&$@2B) L *003#K : Thuc. I 2,5 (cf. S. Hornblower, A
Commentary on Thucydides, I, Oxford 1991, ad loc.) | >42Ú ># 0J( b&2W823/J( NW'"13 0Ù @2(') :
schol. Eur. Hipp. 151d1,1-2 Cavarzeran; schol. Eur. Med. 825 Schwartz | 0Ù( @Ï& CD/7'( Ö
b&2W825/.): schol. vet. Lyc. 111b Leone
111c ¡ om. LCP | *86(E) @Ï& >+8'X16) : *86(E( @Ï& >+8':1.( EML | L om. EL | .Ã0H) om.
EM : .Ã0'ˆ) Vitt. 1 Ha | L *86(E om. P | @K( P | ¡ om. L | #+682Ú) #.Ú 0H) W8'($) : #.Ú 0H)
W8'($) #+682Ú) F | 0': E : on. cett. | @6@2(2I) F : @6@2(':) EH | %D1#'"13( : +2@'"13 F |
+"4&$@2B) : +"4&$@2. EML | L *003#K om. P | >8(J( Ö W[&.) : >8(J( 'c >( .Ã0d >-6+D861.(
/3Ï 0Ù Z=6+'( 0H) .Ã0H) W[&.) P | >8(J( om. M | .Ã0$W8'(.) : .Ã0$#0'(.) L | N%.1.( :
N%61.( E : N%612 M : 29) N%61.( L | #.Ú 0Ù : 0Ù /Ó M | *86(E) #.Ú om. F | e.+2(5#V C :
e2+'(5#V FEMP Vitt. 1 Ha : R2+2(5#6 SAL : R3+'(5#V V | +2@'7,(V : #.+'"7,(V M | e&'(0,'"
: e&$(0'" EM : e&'(0.36 L | Õ4.&W'X1V om. C | 0H) *003#H) : 0H) om. SAL | Q1.( #.Ú om.
ML : Q1.( om. P | 'Ã : 'Ã/Ó P | 7"83#K SEML : 0':0' /Ó 7"83#Ù( CP : 'Ã/Ó 7"83#J) Sebastiani
: om. F | ›) 0Ï 4'++Ï Ö 0'ˆ) b&2W825/.) om. M : ›) #.Ú 0Ï +'34Ï 0J( ¿('7D0B( @6@2(2I) E
: ›) #.Ú 0Ï +'34Ï 0J( ¿('7D0B( SFL : ¿('7D0B( <@6@2(':) 1#640'"W5.)> @6@2(2I) Sebastiani
| @6@2(2I) +,@23 Ö 0'ˆ) b&2W825/.) om. SVFLCP | >42Ú : >423/K Sebastiani | /&D#'(0') :
/&.#'(05'") Sebastiani | G(.%"H(.3 : G(.%:(.3 Sebastiani

111c ìearth-bornî because Erichthonios, they say, rose from the ground. For when
Athena came to Hephaestus to have armour prepared, Hephaestus lusted after her,
pursued her, seized her and, since Athena resisted him, he ejaculated around her
thighs, and she cast the offspring to the ground with a flock of wool, and Erichthonios sprang up; he was named after after Y)=," (ëwoolí) and 05]" (ëearthí) hence
from this they say that all Athenians are earthborn. Others say that Attica has poor
soil and its inhabitants were never driven out by other peoples on account of the
sorry state of their land, whence they said that they were autochthonous and
earthborn. And the story about Athena and Hephaestus goes like this: Hephaestus
joined in marriage a princess Athena, also called Balenike, who was the daughter of
Bronteos (íThundererí), and he fathered Erichthonios, who ruled Attica. For there
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were many Athenas and Aphrodites, not one neither mythical, as the majority of
names. He calls the Athenians ëearth-borní since their race descends from the
Erechtheids. For they say that Cadmus sowed dragonís teeth into the ground and out
sprang the Erechtheids.
Tzetzes here takes the opportunity to delve into Athenian proto-history. He
comments on the meaning of F+-G., &=@4)E,8 (/H/7",Q. $+H3-,80C2.), and
/H/7",Q.. 111a offers two interpretations of the meaning of A+-#, either an earlier
name for Attica derived from the name of an early king (Akteus), or just a descriptive
term for the coastline of Attica. Tzetzesí source text, without acknowledgement, is
Stephanus of Byzantium: he seems to be summarising him ñ as Stephanus cites his
sources whereas Tzetzes does not ñ and the Etymologicum Genuinum for these two
meanings. Strabo may have been another source, since he too discusses both
meanings. Presumably the scholia vetera, which supply the first meaning, were
Tzetzesí starting point for his research. íN--=+G. &Ó "G$,. O P2;2@C. comes from
the Etymologicum Magnum, and may have been added after Tzetzes did his first
edition of the Commentary, as the passage is not found in C, but it could also be a
piece of Etymologica that has slipped into the text.
111b shows how Tzetzes uses his sources and corrects them, and how he
deploys his learning in both his scholarly works and his poetry. These two passages
(111b.1 and 111b.2) are about the origin of Cecrops and the meaning of ëdoubleformí/ëdouble shapeí in regard to the appearance and activities of this early Athenian
king. According to Charax of Pergamum (BNJ 103 F 39), a historian of the Roman
Imperial era, to whom Tzetzes refers (·. EH$= W*)2B), Cecrops came from Sais in
Egypt, and Sais was also a name for Athena38. Tzetzes likely came across this reference to Charaxís works in the scholia to Aelius Aristides (pp. 17,24 and 18,7 Dindorf). Other interpretations of &C@,)E,./&=E86. are that Cecrops was the height of
two men, or bilingual in Egyptian and Greek, or he was half-man and half snake. On
the last interpretation (-Ï \": A"5)]3,8, -Ï &Ó +*-: &)*+,"-,. 7^07"), Tzetzes
disagrees (›. ;H),Q$="); in fact he is actually disagreeing with an interpretation
found in the scholia vetera to Aristophanes. It is understood that either the reader
may know these passages from their own knowledge, or Tzetzes is just being
dismissive39. Ironically the half-man and half-snake meaning is in fact correct, as
On Charax of Pergamum see O. Andrei, A. Claudius Charax di Pergamo. Interessi antiquari e antichit! cittadine nellí et! degli Antonini, Bologna 1984; G. Squillace, Charax of Pergamon (103),
in I. Worthington (ed.), Brillís New Jacoby, 2016: http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1873-5363_bnj_a103 (accessed 2nd July 2018).
39
Cf. %.1Ú @D& 03(2) G1#240$02&'3 #.Ú G4.5/2"0'3 _03Ö in §4 below.
38
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Cecrops was often depicted in this way in ancient Greek art40. The reference to
Cadmus in 111b.2 and 111c, where Tzetzes mentions another instance of earthborn
humans involving dragons, comes from the scholia vetera to Lycophron and is
derived from the scholia to Pindar, and the point is repeated later by Tzetzes in his
Commentary to Lycophron (495 Scheer).
Tzetzes cites or refers to some of his sources that are not included in the earlier
known scholary discussions on Cecrops: John of Antioch and Demosthenes. He
refers to and paraphrases Demosthenesí Funeral Oration, indicating that he had
access to a copy of the speech or had another text that quoted the work41. The
interpretation of Demosthenes was that Cecrops was a man with the strength of a
dragon. Tzetzes uses John of Antiochís Chronicle as a reference point on Cecropsí
institution of marriage rites in Attica. ›. 7”)," indicates that Tzetzes had consulted
a copy of the Chronicle and had actively sought the work. Tzetzes may again have
come across this in Charax (BNJ 103 F 38), although that fragment is found in
Eustathius and refers to Erichthonius as the legislator, but the same story regarding
Cecrops is found in Athenaeus and the scholia vetera to Aristophanes. In his Commentary to Aristophanes, Tzetzes also refers to Cecrops as having come from Sais
in Egypt and having instituted laws in Athens, and states (without going into detail)
that any other interpretations of Cecrops are without foundation42. Tzetzes in his
Historiai goes into further detail on points made in the Commentary about the
background of Cecrops. In fact, the overlaps between the two passages are striking
and suggests that Tzetzes used the same sources for both, and that one work influenced the other or were written down at the same time, though which of the two did
so cannot be determined due to dating issues with both works (V 19, 639-683):
See e.g. ëKekropsí 1, 2, 9, 11, 16 LIMC6.
[Dem.] Or. 60,30: f/21.( C2#&'45/.3 0Ù( >."0J( G&W6@Ù( 0Ï 7Ó( ›) N103( /&D#B(,
0Ï /M›) N103( Z(8&B4') +2@$72('(, 'Ã# Z++'8,( 4'82( ¢ 0` 0K( 1X(213( <7Ó(> .Ã0': 4&'1'7'3':( G(8&[4a, 0K( G+#K( /Ó /&D#'(03 («The Cecropidae were well aware that their founder was
reputed to have been part dragon, part human, for no other reason than this, that in understanding he
was like a man, in strength like a dragon»: N.W. DeWitt-N.J. DeWitt, Demosthenes, VII, Cambridge
MA-London 1949, 31).
42
Schol. Ar. Plut. 773 Massa Positano: W[&.( 02 C,#&'4') : 0Ï) *8?(.). g) C,#&'h >#
PD2B) 0H) O9@X403'" >+8[(óPDi) /Ó L *86(E .9@"405B) #.+2I0.3ó#05=23 0Ï) *8?(.) 29)
ƒ('7. PD2B) #.Ú ($7'") >-2:&2 127('ˆ) #.Ú 7"&5. W&610Ï 0'I) *003#'I) 4&'124$&312(. _03
/Ó /&D#B( #.Ú Z(8&B4') ¡ C,#&'h #.Ú 4D(0. 0Z++. 05) W&25. @&D%23( >(8D/2 #2(J); ìëAnd
the land of Cecropsí: Athens. Coming from Sais in Egypt ñ ëSaisí is Egyptian for ëAthenaí ñ Cecrops
founded Athens in the name of Sais, and he devised venerable laws and made countless benefactions
to the dwellers of Attica. That Cecrops was dragon and man and all the rest of it, what need is there to
write it idly here?î
40
41
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l)I-,. m3*"-:" F--=+G. ¡ 89"*,: L2$=;7?7=,
¡ 3)I-,. ¡ +2;,?@7",. +2Ú &'+-;% -,=I$&7,
¢ <#' (9.0=,% >1&*?1 &@, 4*Ù% ($",% 0A501,
¢ ›% BCCD&,% E(40'*,% "7Ú FG.-4#67% .CH33/%,
¢ ›% #Ï "D#I &*D"I1 (Ó1, J1=*I4,% &Ó #Ï J1I.
¡ K/(,3=91/% -*02 @Ó" >CC/.,*0L1 (51;7=,
$8"H/,)7D" &7 37E8+]., A;;H/,)7D" &' ,Ã&4;:.R
ìn=&7$2" >7+),3C&2= @1", EH$C", ›. K-= >1+),<
A;+6" (U+7= &)*+,"-=, -6" $?"7$=" A"5)]3%.î
¡ MN9#N/% O73'C0@0'1 &0 4*PI% #Ù1 J1&*7 C9.0',
›% "7Ú O7*OD*,-% #,ˆ% 7Ã#Q #7Ú% (D57'% R##/(91,-%,
#Q +'C71=*H4S #,2 >1&*Ù% #,3,2#,1 3-1&0&93=7',
›% T1 3?(7 C,.6N03=7' (/&U>4,34V3=7' =9C0'1.
+2Ú \;;:. -,Q-," &'+-$ -Ù" >1+),32 +2;,Q$="R
7W #?1 BCCX1I1 4*)#0*,1 .-17L"0% "7=U BCCD&7
,Ã5 ·340* 121 YZ0@.1-1#, 1,(6(I% #,L% >1&*D3',
&6"/1 "#/1?1 &U Y(6.1-1#, 4V3' #,L% O,-C,(91,'%.
[371 C,'4Ù1 (,1,+-0L% ,—#I% ,W 47L&0% #)#0,
()17% Y4'.'1H3",1#0% (/#9*7%, (; 47#9*7%.
Â. &Ó A3, -G. P*7:. 34;7:. NM/83-C2.ó
P*o. &'($-Ú" O F5H"V -g NM/83-C:" /;]$$bó

640

645
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ìCecrops was the first of all the rulers of Attica. He was called the first and
double-born in such way, either because he had the size of two men in height,
or because he knew both the Egyptian and the Greek tongue, or because he
had the lower body of a dragon but the upper parts of man. Demosthenes
perhaps wanted to craft an allegory, but he was cut for court oratory, not at all
for allegory: ìThe Cecropids knewî, he says, ìthat Cecrops had the strength
of a dragon and the intelligence of a man. But Tzetzes says that the man
ruled gently, so that even the barbarians whom he defeated in battle became
so attached to his benevolence that they wished to be regarded as one body
with him and never to be separated. They call Cecrops double-born for another reason too. In ancient times in Greece the women of Greece would not
marry men lawfully like now, but like beasts they would copulate with everyone who wanted. So children at the time were single-born, in that they only
knew their mothers, not their fathers. And because Cecrops came from the
city of Sais in Egyptóin the Egyptian language ëSaisí is Athenaó
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@7-Ï -Ù" +2-Ï ‡/8/," +2-2+;8$@Ù" (+7D","
¡ >1+),< 32)2/1/,"7" F5#"2=. -G. Z;;*&,.,
-2?-2. F5#"2. +7+;H+T. (+ P*7:. NM/?3-,8,
3,;;,D. (;8$=-1;H$7 +2Ú \;;,=. -g Z;;*&=,
1,(,=0#0L "7Ú .-17'ξÚ #,ˆ% .D(,-% #,ˆ% 1,(6(,-%,
Yξ „1 47L&0% Y.1H"0'371 #,ˆ% &@, +-#,34)*,-%,
#Ù 4*Ú1 ()1/1 .'1H3",1#0%, ›. YEH", #;1 (/#9*7.
<=01 ¡ 89"*,: &'+-X%, "4@,=. ›. &7CB2. -2Q-2R
,”-,. m3*"-:" F--=+G. 3)I-,. (@L2$=;7?7=,
+2Ú >7+),3C&2. (B 2Ã-,Q E2@Ó" -,ˆ. F5H"2C,8..
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to Athens in Greece after that great cataclysm, he called it ëAthensí after Sais
of Egypt; and among the many ways in which he benefitted the Greeks, he
also legislated lawful matrimony for women, from which children came
to know both their parents, whereas previously they only knew their
mother, as I said. So Cecrops is double-born because he showed these customs. He was the first of all rulers of Attica and from him we call the Athenians ëCecropidsí.
In both passages, Tzetzes made use of Demosthenes; the order of points of
interpretation are very similar, though the point about connections between Athens
and Egypt comes later in the Historiai, and both offer Tzetzesí own interpretation,
though with some differences. In the Commentary, Tzetzes reinterprets Demosthenesí allegorical interpretation that Cecrops was a good ruler and engaged in ordering
all the living beings under one authority; whereas in the Historiai, Tzetzes maintains
the point about Cecrops as a good ruler but adds a new point about him as a benevolent ruler of all the barbarians.
In 111c, Tzetzes provides further mythographical information beyond Cecrops about the birth of Erichthonios, derived mainly from the scholia vetera to
Lycophron and the D-scholia to Homer, and probably the scholia to Euripides. Athena fought off an attempted rape by the god Hephaistos, shortly after his divorce from
Aphrodite. She wiped his semen from her leg and threw it upon the earth (Gaia)
which conceived and bore a son Erikhthonios. Athena felt a certain responsibility for
this child and raised it as her own in the temple of the Acropolis. Elements of the
story are also found in pseudo-Apollodorus and Pausanias.
In this discussion on Athenian proto-history, Tzetzes conflates together several sources. Some are marked out, and those that are not can be detected on further
investigation. They indicate the range of sources that he had available to him, his
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research methods, but most interestingly how Tzetzesí researches are deployed in
both his poetic and prose works, and the development and variations in his learning
and arguments.
2. Schol. Lyc. 497, p. II, 181 Scheer
-)C-,. &Ó -,Q @*)<2"-,. (+ +,C;H. 31-)2.
+1;:) /C/2"-,. K3;2, -,Q 3,-' 7M. ;10,.
;25)2D," 2Ã-4+;H-,. a&2C2 34)=.
R N?3U Y% \'&/1 µB7-2= +2-2=L*-=.,
5)#",=$=" (+-2+7D$2, p,8"C-,8 -,+*.R
k" &# 3,-' A/)]$$,"-2 >)H$-]"H. Y0=.
+-7"7D, 32-*B2. 3-1)"2" A/)C% L1;7=,
K-2" -7+4"-,. 2M0@*;:-,. (. 01)2.
O 32-),@#-:) -Ù" &"4E% -75)2@@1","
L*;b "7,/"Ù" $+?@",".

495

500
(Lyc. 494-502)

The third is the son of the man who took the giantís weapons
from the hollow rock. To his furtive bed
the Idaian heifer shall come, self-summoned,
she who will descend, still living, to Hades,
emaciated with grief, the mouther of Moutinos;
whom once, when he is out hunting, a Krestonian viper
will kill, striking his hell with its fierce sting,
after his grandfatherís mother, the prisoner, has placed
in his fatherís hands the child reared in darkness,
the young cub.

495

500

óó
497a q cI$' 7M. r=&H"R E7Q, 3I., s?+,E),", A"2+4;,852 /)*E7=.
("2"-C2 $?@32$= +2Ú $28-` 3;1,";
\": /Ï) 7M3T" $2D. /)2E2D. @7-),+)4-,=.
ì„" -6" @Ó" 2Ã-43)7@"," O -,+Ï. +4"=.
02",Q$2 +785@` 07C$7-2= &=2$E*/,.,
;7?$$,8$2" \-H" A/0C3,8" $-7"2/@*-:"î (316-318)
[/,8" 02)*&)t $8@37$7D-2= +2Ú 52"b,
K-2" -Ù +2;;C38)/," a;C,8 31&,"
u;;H" $-)2-Ù. 31)$7=7" 7Ã$57"7D +)*-7=,
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-2Q-2 3),7=3T" "Q" ("2"-C:. ;1/7=.R
-6" /Ï) 52",Q$2" 3)Ú" 37$,Q$2" 02)*&)t
2“5=. A"=$-i. +2Ú "7+),D. 2Ã-6" 3*;="
5"#$+,8$2", ›. E#., $8@E,)2D. -,Q p,8"C-,8
X)#$$H. (0C&"H. 3),$L,;g -75"H+4-,..
497a Carm. Il. III 736 0K( /M Z&. !.'/5#6( >(Ú WD17.03 /,-.0' @.I., cf. F. Iacobs, Ioannis Tzetzae
Antehomerica, Homerica et Posthomerica, Lipsiae 1793, 171; cf. etiam schol. vet. Lyc. Alex. 65a Leone
et Carm. Il. III 597 | Versus Tzetzae in commentariis e.g. schol. Hes. Op. 41, p. 65 Gaisford; schol.
Thuc. in cod. Pal. gr. 252 f. 45r ap. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 49-51 et tab. 3
497a schol. vet. Lyc. 314a, 319a, 495, 497 Leone | Fabula Laodices : Hegesippus FGrHist 391 F 4a;
Euphor. frr. 97-99 Lightfoot; Lyc. 314, 503; Parthen. fr. 16 Lightfoot; [Apollod.] Epit. V 25; Tryph.
660-663; Quint. Smyrn. XIII 544-551 | Munitus : Euphor. frr. 97-99 Lightfoot, fort. 186 Lightfoot;
Eust. in Il. I 403,4 van der Valk >( 'j) #.Ú ¡ k$(30'), g( ;B(3#J) 720Ï 0': " 4&'%,&23 ¡ !"#$%&B( (v. 497) | #.++54"&@'( ;+5'" 4,/'( : Eur. Suppl. 618 (Thebas), cf. etiam Eur. Bacch. 1202 |
U&?116) >W5/(6) : Lyc. 499 C&610[(6) NW3) et schol. vet. Lyc. 499b Leone U&l#3#Ù) ƒ%3) ;
Euphor. fr. 98.3 Lightfoot ap. schol. Lyc. 495 Scheer
497a m codd. : ¢ S : L Potter | %2: om. C : ‚ Peraxylus | 720&'#&$0'3) EMFCPSp.c., V in marg :
72@.#&$0'3) Sa.c., L | .Ã0$4&27('( : .Ã0$4&24('( F | W.(':1. #2"87` : #2"87` W.(':1. P |
G@W54'"( : G@W5('"( M : G@W54'" Peraxylus : 4&'234S( C : 4&Ú( 294S( FLP | +,@23) : @&D%23)
F | 4&'1R'+d CP : 4&'1R'+.I) SEML

497a ìshe still living Ö to Hadesî: Alas, why, Lycophron, do you write inconsistently, contrary to everyone and especially yourself? For earlier you had wrought in
metre (vv. 316-318): «One of you will be swallowed up completely in deep cleft / of
the gaping earth which bore her, / when she sees, with groans of anguish, her approaching doom»; that is to say, she (sc. Laodice) fell into a ravine and to her death,
whenever the Greek army with firm strength sacked the plain crowned with the
towers of Ilium, having foretold these things now you speak contrariwise. For the
one who had previously died after falling into a ravine you now raise back from the
dead and (you send her) back dead among the dead, as you say, for the fate of Mounitos who died by the bite of the Thracian viper.
Tzetzes reproaches Lycophron for inconsistency in his account of the story of
Laodice, a sister of Cassandra, who was swallowed up by the earth at the fall of Troy
and so avoided slavery43. Earlier on (vv. 316-318), Lycophron had alluded to this
Schol. vet. Lyc. 497 Leone: m =J1M >( n3/Vo !.$/3#6, 4'&8'"7,(6) 0H) <&'5.), 6–-.0'
#.Ú #.024$86 29) @H( /3Ï 0Ù 7K @2(,18.3 .Ã0K( /'X+6(.
43
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story; here she is mentioned again as the mother of Mounitos by Akamas, who is one
of the five Cyprian founders in this section of the Alexandra. Tzetzes reproaches
Lycophron in verse, using the poetís own words to chastise him. He quotes the earlier
passage on Laodice and complains about Lycophron raising Laodice from the dead
and so reproaches Lycophron for inconsistency44. While amusing, Tzetzes is not
being entirely fair to Lycophron here, who seems to be offering a motivation for her
death. 5)#",=$=" (+-2+7D$2 (v. 498) need not imply that Laodice died from grief
for Mounitos, as there were many things for her to lament (e.g. the capture of Troy,
besides her personal danger) in the previous passage45.
Regarding Tzetzesí style here, there are some interesting phrases that show
Tzetzesí knowledge of classical poetry and continuities within his own Commentary.
+2;;C38)/," [Ö] 31&," is used by Euripides to describe Thebes (Suppl. 618), here
Tzetzes applies it to Troy. Tzetzesí X)#$$H. (0C&"H. qualifying Munitus is a conflation of Lycophronís own >)H$-]"H. Y0=. (v. 499) with the accompanying scholia veteraís X)t+=+Ù. ƒE=. and Euphorionís reference to the death of Mounitos by
a snake (37;])=,. [Ö] —&),., fr. 98,3 Lightfoot), which is transmitted in Tzetzesí
Commentary to Lycophron on line 49546. @7-),+)4-,. (ìwrought in metreî) is a
Tzetzean coinage. Tzetzes elsewhere reproaches scholarly predecessors and the
authors in verse47.
3. Schol. Lyc. 719, p. II, 234 Scheer
,” $G@2 &ω̊ (X371#0% Y/0:),= +4)H.
;,=L2D$= +2Ú 5?$5;,=$= l2)57"43H" L,I"
Y-7=2 +8"&2",Q$=" ,M:"Ù" 57*".

(Lyc. 719-721)

44
Tzetzes himself is given to mythographical inconsistency, e.g. Carm. Il. I 154-161. where
he conflates the two embassies and has Menelaus, Odysseus, Palamedes, Acamas, and Diomedes all go
to Troy to demand Helen back and all protected by the goodwill of Antenor.
45
J.L. Lightfoot, Hellenistic Collection: Philitas, Alexander of Aetolia, Hermesianax, Euphorion, Parthenius, Cambridge MA-London 2009, 329 n. 126.
46
Euphorion, presumably, had a story where Laodice was swallowed up by the earth. Pausanias (X 26,8) complains that Euphorionís version is improbable.
47
E.g. schol. Hes. Op. 41, p. 65 Gaisford and the autograph annotation in Pal. Gr. 252 f. 45r
published by Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore cit. 49-51 and Tav. 3. See N. Zagklas, «How many verses shall
I write and say?»: Poetry in the Komnenian period (1081ñ1204), in W. Hprandner-A. Rhoby-N.
Zagklas (edd.), Brillís Companion to Byzantine Poetry, Leiden-Boston 2019, 237-263: 254-255 for
other examples.
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There the locals will construct a tomb for the maiden,
and will honour her with yearly libations and sacrifices of oxen,
Parthenope, the bird-goddess.
óó
719a &ω̊ @#$2"-7.R -Ù &,v @=+)Ù" ¡ wc1-cH. /)*E7= -=57Ú. \":57" 2Ã-,Q @2+)Ï" +2C EH$=" K-= (+-7C"7-2= Õ3Ù -,Q @v +2Ú Y$-= +,="6 $8;;2LG. -Ï /Ï)
A@7-*L,;2 (+-7C",8$=", ¡34-7 ¡ @7-)=+Ù. L,?;,=-,. 7M &Ó @1/2 EH$Ú -,Q-4
-=. /)*E7=", /=":$+1-:, K-= F--=+g (+-*$7= -,Q-, /1/,"7 +2Ú @6 +-H":&I.
+2Ú A"2=-C:. /)2E1-:.
719a 0Ù Ö 73#&Ù( : schol. Ar. Plut. 215, 508 Massa Positano, schol. Ar. Nub. 549a Holwerda, schol.
Ar. Ran. 822a, 935 Koster | 0Ù /'q 73#&Ù( Ö #'3(K 1"++.RH : schol. Lyc. 804b Scheer | >#025(20.3
Ö G003#d >#0D123 : schol. Ar. Plut. 156, 508, 905 Massa Positano | #06(B/J) : Hist. V 16, 571
c10'&3#'Ú #06([/23)
719a Schol. vet. Lyc. 719b Leone /B7?1.(02)o /3Ï 0Ù 7,0&'( @&D%20.3 7,@. | 0Ï @Ï& G720DR'+. >#025('"13( : schol. Od. II 94d, IV 472c Pontani; schol. Opp. Hal. I 650, p. 295 Bussemaker;
Eust. in Il. I 339,28 et 524,15 van der Valk
719a /B7?1.(02) SVBD : /'7?1.(02) CTAE, cf. Et. Magn. s.v. /J7., p. 293,12-20 Gaisford | ¡
<=,0=6) Ö %613( _03 om. Vitt. 1 Ha | Z(B82( : Z(B Peraxylus | >#025('"13( Scheer : >#025('"13
Vitt. 1 Ha : >#025(23 S : om. EM | ¡4$02 S Vitt. 1 Ha : ¡4$0.( V | R'X+'30' SFC : R'"+20. Vitt.
1 Ha | 7,@. %61Ú 0':0$ 03) : 7,@. 03) 0':0$ L : 7,@. %61Ú 03) 0':0$ Peraxylus | @&D%23( :
@&D%23 F? : @&D%218.3 EM | 29 /Ó 7,@. Ö 03) @&D%23( : 29 /Ó 7,@. %615 03) 0':0' @&D%23( S
| @3(B1#,0B : @3(B1#,0B +,@23( SFL : @3(B1#,0B +,@23( /B7 P | #.Ú 7K Ö @&.%,0B om. Vitt.
1 Ha | @&.%,0B : @&D%20.3

719a ìwill constructî: Tzetzes writes the &,- short placing a long over it and he says
that it is lengthened by the mu and it is a common syllable. For the liquid and nasal
consonants lengthen (the preceding vowel) whenever the metrician wishes. And if
anyone says to write this long, let him be aware that this happens by Attic lengthening and let him not write brutishly and for no reason.
This passage is a pseudo-future reference to the establishment of a cult of Parthenope in Campania (vv. 719-721). Tzetzes states that he writes the participle form
of &:@*: with an omicron, &,-. Tzetzes ëcorrectsí the Lycophron text on metrical,
grammatical, and aesthetic grounds to write &,- with an omicron while scanning the
syllable as long. Here, he also diverges from the scholia vetera which say that &,@is metrically impossible and should be scanned as long (schol. vet. Lyc. 719b Leone).
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&:@*: with the omega is attested elsewhere in Lycophron, and here it is metrically
fine48. The codices principes of Tzetzesí commentary and the Alexandra preserve
both readings, usually with a small omicron written above the omega in the main
text. Scheer prints an omega above the &,- as he is following C. Tzetzes corrects
Lycophron based on the ìcommon syllableî (+,="6 $8;;2L#), a concept used by
Roman and Byzantine-era metricians and grammarians49. There are three types of
+,="6 $8;;2L# ; in this case Tzetzes has supposed that &,- is a syllable lengthened
through ìAttic lengtheningî (F--=+g (+-*$7=). The phraseology that Tzetzes uses
(-Ï /Ï) A@7-*L,;2 (+-7C",8$=") comes from the scholia to the Odyssey50. Another authority for Tzetzes on this was the Etymologicum Magnum, which remarks
on the spelling and prosody of &I@2 and its derivatives51. Elsewhere, Tzetzes offers
corrections on similar lines of reasonings based on the +,="6 $8;;2L#, prosody, or
dialect, e.g. schol. Lyc. 804b Scheer and schol. Ar. Plut. 508 Massa Positano. In the
case of the latter, he was correct to do so. Here, Tzetzes was not correct to emend
the text, but his reasoning can be understood within a Classical and Byzantine tradition of learning. The adverb +-H":&I. (ëbrutishlyí) is a hapax legomenon coined
by Tzetzes; in another passage uses the adjective +-H"]&H. (Hist. V 16, 571).
4) Schol. Lyc. 805, pp. II, 253-255 Scheer
]9*./ &1 @=" 52"4"-2, w8)$H"I" ƒ),.
(" x,)-8"2Ct &1B7-2= 37E;7/@1",",
K-2" $-7"*c:" +G)2. (+3"7?$b LC,"
32=&4. -7 +2Ú &*@2)-,., q" +-7C"2. 34$=.

805

48
Cf. Lyc. 48, 593, 1272 for further examples of /B7DB with N. Guilleux, La fabrique des
hapax et des proton legomena dans l'Alexandra, entre connivence et cryptage, in C. Cusset-r. Prioux
(edd.), Lycophron : "clats dí obscurit". «Actes du colloque international de Lyon et Saint-rtienne, 1820 janvier 2007», Saint-rtienne 2009, 221-236: 226 on the uses and spelling of this verb in Lycophron.
/B7DB, with an omega, is also used in Ap. Rhod. II 531 for the building of a tomb or altar. See K.
Ziegler, Lykophron (8), RE XIII/2 (1927) 2316-2381: 2348-2350 on the versification of Lycophron. Of
interest, s.&82($46( (v. 720) is an anapaest, the one and only in the Alexandra.
49
See Marc Lauxtermann in this volume on Tzetzes, metre, and the #'3(K 1"++.R?.
50
Schol. Od. II 94d Pontani >(Ú 72@D&'313(: _03 #.Ú /3M t(Ù) ì7î #.+J) NW23 ¡ 105W')o 0Ù
@Ï& G720DR'+'( >#025(23, IV 472c Pontani G++Ï 7D+M ‡%2+2): >#025(23 0Ù G720DR'+'( 0Ù ì%2î.
51
Et. Magn. s.v. /J7. Gaisford (293.12-20, esp. 16-20): ]J7.: 0Ù 'u#67., ># 0': /'7J
/'7?1B, /$767.o #.Ú #.0Ï 1"@#'4K(, /J7.. <Ù /Ó /'7J 4.&Ï 0Ù /,7B. <Ï @Ï& 29) Bq +?@'(0.
R.&X0'(. v?7.0. 0` 2q 25) 'qo /,7B, /'7Jo (,7B, ('7J. ¢ G4Ù 0': /,7B /$7., #.Ú /J7. #.0M
N#0.13(. ^ ># 0': /'7J /'7?1B, /2/$76#., /2/$767.3, /J7. 0Ù 'u#67.. w&D%20.3 /3Ï 0': Bq
72@D+'"o #.Ú #.0Ï G4'#'4K( @5(20.3 /Jo /$7. /Ó 0Ù /3/$72('(, /3Ï 0': ' 73#&':.
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810
(Lyc. 805-811)

Perge, the Tyrrhenian mountain in Gortynaian territory,
805
will receive him [Odysseus] when dead and cremated,
as he breathes out his life, lamenting the fate
of his son [Telemachus], and of his wife [Circe], whom her husband kills
and then follows her on the path to Hades,
his throat slit by a sisterís slaughter,
810
the cousin [Cassiphone] of Glaukos and of Apsyrtos.
óó
805a. O l1)/H ƒ),. w8)$H"C2. Y"52 EH$Ú -Ù" y&8$$12 +7D$52= +21"-2 ("
x,)-8"2Ct. 3I. <&Ó> ¡ 2Ã-Ù. (" zÃ)8-*"b -G. {37C),8 +2Ú w8)$H"Ct +7D$52=
$8"1LH; +2Ú ¡ @Ó" wc1-cH. +2+,3;*$-:. 2Ã-4" EH$= -Ù" s8+4E),"2 /)*E7="
+2Ú ("2"-C:. ,Ã @4"," -,D. \;;,=., ›. Y&7=B7 3,;;*+=., A;;Ï +2Ú 2Ã-Ù"
f28-`, ·$37) +2Ú ("-285,D EH$= /)*<2= +2Ú (" -` +2-:-1): $-C0% -`
;1/,"-= K-2" $-7"*c:" -Ï. +G)2. -,Q 32=&Ù. wH;7@*0,8 +2Ú -G. &*@2)-,.
>C)+H. A3,5*"b! +2Ú EH$= /7;I" 3,;;Ï 7^"2= -Ï ("2"-C2 ("-2Q52! |" @Ó" K-=
52"T" 3)]H" Õ3Ù wH;7/4",8 "Q" 3*;=" ›. cI" A3,5"#$+7= &=Ï -Ù" 5*"2-,"
>C)+H. +2Ú wH;7@*0,8. +2Ú |" @Ó" 7^"2= -,Q-4 EH$=" ("2"-C," +2Ú A"2+4;,85,", &7?-7)," &Ó A"2+4;,85," E6. -,Q-,, ‚ s?+,E),"! cI"-,. y&8$$1:. ¢
-75"H+4-,. (3=/2@C2 /1/,"7 wH;7@*0,8 -,Q y&8$$1:. +2Ú >2$$=E4"H. -G.
>C)+H. 32=&4.! 7M @Ó" cI"-,., 3*"-:. ,Ã 3),2"7D;7" 2Ã-Ù" ¡ wH;1/,",. ›.
\/":$-," ñ (/C":$+7 /Ï) }" -,Q-," M&T" (" -,D. -,Q 32=&Ù. /*@,=. ñ! 7M &Ó
-75"H+4-,., 3I. ¡ [&H 52"T" 3*;=" ·$37) A3Ù @H02"G. +:@=+G. c::57Ú. Õ3Ù
$,Q 32)7=$*/7-2= -6" >C)+H" 52",Q$2" 5)H"I" +2Ú wH;1@20," +2Ú -` 3*57=
2Ã-I" -7;78-I"; (@,Ú @Ó", ‚ s?+,E),", A"2+4;,852 -2Q-2 +2Ú /7;,=:&1$-2-2 E2C"7-2=, ,Ã @4"," &Ó -Ï -,=2Q-2 $Ï ~#@2-2, A;;Ï +2Ú -Ï -I" 37=):@1":"
(" -,D. -,=,?-,=. $8@@207D" $,=! E2$Ú /*) -="7. A$+73-4-7),= +2Ú A32C&78-,= K-= 52"4"-2 -Ù" y&8$$12 Õ3Ù wH;7/4",8 >C)+H E2)@*+,=. A"1$-H$7" O
3),2"2=)757D$2 wH;7@*0% +2Ú @H&' 2Ã-6" (/7D)2= &8"2@1"H. +2Ú ;,=3Ù" O
32),=@C2 (3Ú -2?-b 373;#):-2=
ì\;;:" M2-)Ù. 2Ã-Ù. 9;+7$=<"> L)?:"î (Eur. fr. 1086 Kannicht)
¢ ›. ¡ "7+)Ù. (+7D",. ¡ $:-6) P=@:"C&,8 (Sim. fr. 96,3-4 Sider = 85 FGE) +2Ú
2—-H -` y&8$$7D -75"H+8D2 0*)=-2. 32)107=. -2Q-* EH$=" ¡ wc1-cH. 37)Ú
-,?-:" -I" +2+,3;*$-:" +2Ú A"2+,;,?5:" +2Ú ("2"-C:" -,Q -7 +7D$52= -Ù"
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y&8$$12 (" {37C)% +2Ú w8)$H"Ct +2Ú Y-= 3;1," 37)Ú -,Q Õ3Ù wH;7/4",8
52"*-,8 2Ã-,Q +2Ú 3I. 3*;=" E2C"7-2= cI" +2Ú 5"#$+:" &=Ï -Ù" 5*"2-,"
>C)+H. +2Ú wH;7@*0,8. \;;,= &7 E2$= 37)Ú @Ó" -,Q 3)]-,8 ;4/,8 K-= $:.
@7-7-15H A3' zÃ)8-*":" +2Ú {37C),8 7M. w8)$H"C2". +2Ú -,Q-, @Ó" -`
wc1-cb ›. (04@7"," 3=52"4-H-,. ,Ã 32"-20,Q A34L;H-," E2C"7-2=, &=Ï &Ó -Ù
(" 3,;;,D. -Ù" s8+4E),"2 -,=,Q-," 7Õ)C$+7=", -,=2Q-2 3*"-2 @=$7D. \;;,=
&1 E2$=" K-= A"2=)757Ú. ¡ y&8$$7ˆ. Õ3Ù wH;7/4",8 3*;=" Õ3Ù -G. >C)+H.
E2)@*+% A"1$-H +2Ú (/#@2-, >2$$=E4"H" wH;7@*0%, lH"7;43H &' (" p2+*):" "#$,=. (/#@2-, wH;7/4"%.
805a schol. vet. Lyc. 805b Leone; [Apollod.] Epit. VII 34-37 | L s,&@6 Ö #2I18.3 1"(,R6 : schol.
vet. Lyc. 806 Leone (= Theopomp. FGrHist 115 F 354); paraphr. Lyc. 805-806 Leone; Arist. fr. 507
Rose | xÃ&"0D(V 0H) y425&'" : schol. vet. Lyc. 799b Leone (= Arist. fr. 508 Rose), paraphr. Lyc.
799 Leone; Steph. Byz. 2 169 Billerbeck; schol. Carm. Il. I 383c, p. 156 Leone) cognoscit constitutionem Ithacensium Aristotelis (frr. 504-509 Rose). 4.&'375. Ö z+#213<(> R&XB( (Eur. fr. 1086
Kannicht) : cf. Suda 2 3691 Adler; Plut. Mor. 88c, 71e, 481a, 1110e; Galen. De sanitate tuenda V 1,9
(CMG V/4.2, p. 136,2); Greg. Naz. Or. 2,13; Floril. Monac. 142, p. 277 Meineke; Eust. in Il. III 337,6
van der Valk; fons Eustathii est Plutarchus, fortasse et Tzetzae | ¢ ›) Ö 1B0K& P37B(5/'" : Anth.
Pal. VII 77; schol. Aristid. Or. 2,160,14, p. III, 533 Dindorf, cf. etiam Hist. I 24, 633-638 | Z++'3 /,
%.13( Ö G(,106 : schol. vet. Lyc. 805b Leone | #.Ú >@?7.0' C.113%$(6( <6+27DWa : schol. vet.
Lyc. 808a Leone, nomen Cassiphones inser. Tzetzes | s6(2+$46 Ö <6+2@$(a : Teleg. argum. 4, fr.
6 West; Hygin. Fab. 127; [Apollod.] Epit. VII 37; Eust. in Od. p. II, 117,19-20 Stallbaum = Teleg. fr.
6 West
805a L s,&@6 Ö >( w'&0"(.5l om. C | L SFLP, om. Peraxylus | w'&0"(.5l : w'&0"(5l VFP,
Peraxylus et Sebastiani in textu scholiorum, sed w'&0"(.5l in textu | 4J) /Ó ¡ .Ã0Ù) SF : 4J) */Ó*
¡ .Ã0Ù) Scheer : 4J) '“( ¡ .Ã0Ù) V : ¡ om. L : /Ó om. C | xÃ&"0D(V Scheer : 2Ã&"0E13 N/Ca S4
Vitt. 1 Ha : xÃ&"0E13 SVLPC : 0D13 F | <"&16(5l : >( <"&16(5l SVLP : <"&16(5.) Peraxylus :
om. F | #2I18.3 1"(,R6 Ha Vitt. 1 pro #2I0.3 VLC : >( w'&0"(5l #2I0.3 FP : 1"(,R6 om. SC |
#.#'4+D10B) .Ã0$( %613 0Ù( !"#$%&'(. @&D%23( : .Ã0$( %613 0Ù( !"#$%&'(. #.#'4+D10B)
@&D%23( P | ›) N/23-2 4'++D#3) SVFL | G++Ï #.Ú : #.Ú om. L | .Ã0Ù( t."0` : t."0': C :
.Ã0Ù( om. Peraxylus | ·142& #.Ú >(0."8'I SPC : #.Ú ·142& >(0."8'I L : ·142& >(0."8Ú VEM
: ·142& #.Ú >(0.:8. F | %613 @&Dh.3 #.Ú om. C : %613 @&Dh.3 Sebastiani : %613 >(@&.%.3 F |
0Ï) om. C | #.Ú %613 @2+J( SEMFP : @2+J( om. C | (:( 4D+3( : (:( om. C | /2X02&'( /Ó
G(.#$+'"8'( : /2X02&'( /Ó #.Ú G(.#$+'"8'( CEM | #.Ú z( 7Ó( Ö G(.#$+'"8'( EMF : #.Ú z(
7Ó( 0':0$ %613( 2\(.3 S : z( 7Ó( 0':0$ %613( 2\(.3 L : 2\(.3 om. P | #.Ú z( 7Ó( Ö ‚ !X#'%&'(
: /2X02&'( #.Ú G(.#$+'"8'( 0':0', %613(, ‚ !X#'%&'( Peraxylus | %K) 0':0' : 0':0' %K) L :
0':0' %615(() SVF : %615 0':0' C | >43@.75. @,@'(2 : >43@.75.( @2@'(,(.3 Sebastiani |
<6+27DW'" : <6+27DWa C | 0': {/"11,B) om. P | 4D(0B) om. F : 4D(0B( M : 4.(0'Ã L | @Ï&
om. P | 0':0'( 9/S( >( : 0':0'( 9/S( .Ã0Ù( >( Sebastiani | ¡ om. LP : L C | 8.(S( 4D+3( : 8.(S(
4D+.3 M | 4.&231D@20.3 : 4.&D@20.3 M | #.Ú 0` 4D823 Ö 1Ï v?7.0. : >7'Ú 7Ó( G(.#$+'"8.
0.:0. %.5(20.3 'Ã 7$('( /Ó 0Ï 0'3.:0. C | >7'Ú 7Ó( Ö %.5(20.3 : >7'Ú 0.:0., ‚ !X#'%&'(,
G(.#$+'"8. #.Ú @2+'3B/,10.0. %.5(20.3 SVEL : >7'Ú 7Ó( 0.:0., ‚ !X#'%&'(, G(.#$+'"8.
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#.Ú @2+'3B/,10.0. %.5(20.3 FP (‚ om. P) : >7'Ú 7Ó( G(.#$+'"8. 0.:0. %.5(20.3 C | #.Ú 0Ï
0J( : #.Ú 0J( LP | >( 0'I) 0'3'X0'3) om. C | G1#240$02&'3 #.Ú G4.5/2"0'3 om. C | _03 om. F
| .Ã0K( H : t."0K( Sebastiani | >4Ú 0.X0V Sebastiani : >4M .Ã0V H : >4M .Ã0?( L | #.Ú .—06
Scheer : #.Ú (:( .—06 codd. | #.Ú : om. EM | 8.(D0'" .Ã0': #.Ú 4J) 4D+3( %.5(20.3 : 8.(D0'"
.Ã0': #.Ú 0': 4J) %.5(20.3 4D+3( FP | 8.(D0'" : 8.(D0'( FP : 8.(D0') Sebastiani | _03
8.($(0. 0Ù( {/"11,. : _03 #.Ú 0Ù( 8.($(0. #.Ú 0Ù( {/"11,. S | <6+27DWa : <6+27DW'" S |
.Ã0K( : .Ã0Ù( Peraxylus | 1B0K& Ö #.Ú .—06 0` : 4.0K& Ö #.Ú .—06 0` SL | Z++B( Ö R&XB(
: vid. app. in TrGF V/2 1012 | 42&Ú 0'X0B( 0J( Ö 8D(.0'( C5&#6) #.Ú <6+27DW'" om. C | 42&Ú
0'X0B( 0J( om. P : 42&Ú 0J( L | G4M xÃ&"0D(B( : G4M e&"0D(B( | #.#'4+D10B( #.Ú
G(.#'+'X8B( : #.Ú om. S | 42&Ú 0': Õ4Ù <6+2@$('" 8.(D0'" : Õ4Ù om. SL | %.13 42&Ú 7Ó( 0':
: %.13 ># 7Ó( 0': S : %.13 G4Ù 0': L | 438.($060') : 438.($060'( Peraxylus | 4.(0.W': :
4.(02+J) SVF : 4.(0'02 L : 4D(0. Peraxylus | G4$R+60'( : G4$R+60. Peraxylus | /3Ï /Ó 0Ù Ö
4D(0. 7312I om. C | 0'3.:0. 4D(0. 7312I : 0'3.:0. 4'++Ï 7312I( : 4D(0. 0Ï 0'3.:0. 7312I(
SVFLP | /Ó om. SF | ¡ om. SVLFC | Õ4Ù <6+2@$('" : Õ4Ù 0': <6+2@$('" S | Õ4Ù 0H) C5&#6)
: 0H) om. L : Õ4Ù 0'I) 0H) C5&#6) P | _03 u1B) Ö >@?7.0' <6+2@$(a : _03 72020,86 G4Ù
2Ã&"0D(B( 29) 4,&@6(, ¢ _03 7:8') %,&20.3, _03 720Ï 0Ù G(2+2I( .Ã0Ù( 0Ù( <6+,@'('( L C5&#6
%.&7D#'3) G(,10612(, ¡ /Ó <6+,@'(') s6(2+$46( >( 7.#D&B( (?1'3) >@?7.0' EM | 0'3':0'(
: 0':0'( F | %.&7D#a : %.&7D#'3) SFP | #.Ú >@?7.0' C.113%$(6( <6+27DWa om. F : >@?7.0'
C.113%$(6( post <6+2@$(a P : C.113%$(6( om. C | #.Ú >@?7.0' Ö <6+2@$(a om. EM |
s6(2+$46 AF : s6(2+$46( cett.

805a Perge is a mountain in Etruria, where he says that Odysseus lies buried and
cremated in Gortynaian territory. How did the same person come to lie buried in
Eurytana in Epirus and in Etruria? And Tzetzes says that Lycophron writes in an illconceived way, contradicting not only the other (authors) ñ as he has shown many
times ñ but even himself, just as he says he has written here and in the following
line, which says ìwhen he dies lamenting the fate of his son Telemachus and his wife
Circeî. And laughing he says that the contradictions here are many. One is that
Odysseus died at the hands of Telegonus, and now again living he dies on account
of the death of Circe and Telemachus. And he says this one thing is a contradiction
and an inconsistency, and the second inconsistency that you say is this, O Lycophron: when Odysseus was alive or dead, a marriage occurred between Telemachus,
son of Odysseus, and Cassiphone his daughter by Circe. If (It happened) when he
was alive, Telegonus certainly wouldnít have killed him without recognizing him,
for he would have recognised him having seen him at his sonís wedding; if instead
(it happened) when he was dead, how could you bring him back in, dead as he was,
coming back to life as from a comedy trick to mourn Circeís death and Telemachusí
and then die from grief of them? These things, o Lycophron, seem to me to be irregular and most ridiculous, not only the things you have said here, but also those
said by those seeking to fight your corner. For some rather thoughtless and ignorant
people say that when Odysseus was killed by Telegonus, Circe resurrected him with
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drugs ñ she who had already been killed by Telemachus and who hadnít been able
even to resurrect herself. Well then, she fulfils the proverb:
«He treats others while a mass of wounds himself»
Or like that dead man who saved Simonides, she too does favours to Odysseus when
she is already dead. This is what Tzetzes says about these plot holes and inconsistencies and contradictions ñ Odysseus being buried in Epirus and in Etruria, and again
concerning his death at Telegonusí hands, and how again he appears alive and dies
because of the death of Circe and Telemachus. And this seems to Tzetzes not entirely
to deserve rejection, in that it has some plausibility; but since in many places he
found Lycophron to be like that, he hates all such things. And others say that Odysseus, having been killed by Telegonus, was resurrected by Circe by means of a drug,
and he married Cassiphone to Telemachus, and Penelope was married to Telegonus
on the islands of the Blessed.
This passage of the Alexandra concerns the fate of Odysseus in Italy and the deaths
of Circe and Telemachus. Tzetzes reminds us a couple of times in this passage that
he has reproached Lycophron for inconsistencies several times. In the previous passage (§3), Tzetzes reproached Lycophronís inconsistencies on mythology in verse,
here it is in prose. In particular he quibbles about the fate and burial of Odysseus in
Etruria rather than in Epirus. This extended passage of commentary sees Tzetzes
deploy an almost Socratic line of argument (ìif this is the caseÖî etc.), use quotations and references to other literary works, and in some cases overlap, again, with
his own poetic and scholarly output. Tzetzes despairs of Lycophron for putting two
contradictory versions together, for glossing over any inconsistencies, and says that
he writes +2+,3;*$-:., which is another Tzetzean adverb. He even thinks that
Lycophron is joking around with the reader (A3Ù @H02"G. +:@=+G. Ö /7;,=:&1$-2-2 E2C"7-2=).
Lycophron has Telegonus take Odysseusí body to Etruria, who will die there
lamenting the fate of Telamachus and of Circe. The first son of Odysseus follows
Circe to Hades having been killed by Cassiphone, his stepsister by Circe. The main
sources of contention for Tzetzes are the scholia vetera and paraphrasis antiqua to
this passage and Proclusí summary of the Trojan Cycle or a similar summary available to Tzetzes. The inconsistency is that Odysseus, in the Telegony, died at the
hands of Telegonus, who was his son by Circe and who did not know who Odysseus
was, on Ithaca in Greece. Subsequently, Telemachus marries Circe, and Telegonus
marries Penelope (argum. 4 West). The scholia vetera state that Circe resurrected
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Odysseus and he died a second time in Etruria52. Cassiphone was a daughter of
Odysseus by Circe and the sister of Telegonus. After Odysseus had been resurrected
by Circe, following his death by Telegonus on Ithaca, Telegonus gave Cassiphone
in marriage to Telemachus, who, however, she killed, because he had put to death
her mother Circe for the death of Odysseus. Tzetzes refers to the authors of these
versions as A$+73-4-7),= +2Ú A32C&78-,=. He poses a series of questions to
demonstrate the inconsistencies in Lycophronís version, but in the end, Tzetzes just
thinks that the tomb and Odysseusí body was moved from Epirus to Etruria, so that
he died once but the remains were relocated.
In describing the abilities and activities of Circe, Tzetzes quotes, without
naming the author, a tragic fragment attributed to Euripides (fr. 1086 Kannicht: \;;:" M2-)Ù. 2Ã-Ù. 9;+7$=<"> L)?:"), indicating that although Circe was a healer
Tzetzes mockingly points out that she was unable to resurrect herself. The Euripidean authorship is stated by the Suda, but the verse is quoted a few times by Plutarch, whose works Tzetzes had access to (see below), and by Galen and Gregory of
Nazianus without a specific reference to Euripides but either to ìthe tragedianî
(which can be understood as Euripides) or as 32),=@C2. The reference to a Simonidean epigram (¡ $:-6) P=@:"C&,8, cf. Sim. fr. 96,3-4 Sider = 85 FGE) is something that he quotes in full in the Historiai (I 24, 633-638)53. The epigram attributed
to Simonides is a dedication by a poet to an anonymous man who saved the poetís
life, but the name of the man is not important, rather the honour of the anonymous
man having an epigram composed by the poet. Presumably Tzetzes came across the
epigram in the Anthology or in the scholia to Aelius Aristides. While he probably
had access to mss. of both works, Tzetzes, in the aforementioned passage from the
Historiai, refers to Aelius Aristides, thereby suggesting that his main source for the
Simonidean epigram was Aristidesí Orations with the scholia. In this part of the
Commentary to Lycophron, Tzetzesí reference to this epigram is about disparaging
Circeís role as Odysseusí saviour.

M.L. West, The Epic Cycle: A Commentary on the Lost Troy Epics, Oxford 2013, 138-139
thinks that this Etruscan episode was not in the Telegony, as Penelope would not have been able to
marry Telegonus. There were traditions going back to at least Theopompus about Odysseus in Etruria,
see E. Occhipinti, Tyrrhanoi, visti con gli occhi dei Greci: Cortona, un caso ìsospettoî di ktisis greca,
in P. Giammellaro (ed.), Visti dallíaltra sponda. Interferenze culturali nel Mediterraneo antico, Rome
2010, 163-185.
53
'”0') ¡ 0': C25'3' P37B(5/'" >10Ú 1.B0?&, / _) #.Ú 028(6S) =J(03 4.&,1W2 WD&3(.
(«This man is the saviour of Simonides of Ceos, who, although dead, paid his debt of gratitude to the
living»). See D. Sider, Simonides. Epigrams and Elegies, Oxford 2020, 363-367 on this epigram.
52
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Tzetzes takes, it seems, a more pedagogical approach to his handling of Lycophronís account of the fate of Odysseus. The series of logical questions and hypotheses indicate perhaps a way of conveying to his students and readers how to approach
inconsistencies in an author and indeed reproach that very author directly ((@,Ú @Ó",
‚ s?+,E),", A"2+4;,852 -2Q-2 +2Ú /7;,=:&1$-2-2 E2C"7-2=Ö). In doing so,
Tzetzes schools both his students and the author he is commentating upon.
5) Schol. Lyc. 1301, p. II, 367 Scheer
2“5=. /Ï) —L)=" -6" L2)7D2" m)32/G.
>,8)G-7. A"-C3,="," a&2D,= +*3),=
cH-,Q"-7. 2M0@*;:-," [@3)78$2" 34)="
(" -28),@4)E% -)*@3=&,. -83]@2-=
P2)23-C2" _=+-2D," 7M. A"*+-,),"
&*@2)-2 >)#-H. !3#9*S $-)2-H;*-b.
For next, the Kouretes, the boars of Ida,
seeking reprisals for the grievous act of rape
dragged off a Saraptian girl
as prisoner, in a ship with a bull-shaped ensign,
to the Diktaian palace,
to be a bride for Asteros the Cretan commander.

1300
(Lyc. 1296-1301)

1300

óó
1301a ,”-,. ¡ F$-1)=,. ($-=" ¡ +2Ú p="]-28),., 7^07 &Ó, ·. E2$=, -2?),8
3)4$:3,", S" &Ó l2$=E*H. 8JÙ. /7""H57Ú. 2Ã-g Õ3Ù pC":,. +2Ú -2?),8, k" ¡
_2C&2;,. (3,CH$7", ¢ -Ù A;H5Ó. Õ3Ù w2?),8 -,Q $-)2-H/,Q Ä +2Ú K@,=,. Å"
(@857?5H -2?),8 3)4$:3," Y07=". ,”-,. &Ó ¡ s8+4E):" -Ù" F$-1)=," ;1/7=
_C2 32-1)2 7^"2= -,Q P2)3H&4",., pC":,. +2Ú Ç2&2@*"58,..
1301a Pasiphae et taurus : Tzetz. Hist. I 19, 487-490 | Pasiphae et Taurus imperator/legatus : schol.
Lyc. 1214 Scheer; Hist. I 19, 524-534; XII 409, 399-400 | Europa mater Sarpedonis, Minōis et
Rhadamanthi : schol. Lyc. 1283 Scheer
'”0') Ö k3([0."&') : Paus. II 31,1 (Taurus nomen Minotauri) cf. etiam [Apollod.] III 1,4 (11) | g(
¡ ].5/.+') >4'5612( : [Apollod.] III 15,9 (215); Serv. in Aen. VI 14 Thilo | ¢ 0Ù G+68Ó) Õ4Ù <.X&'"
0': 10&.06@': : Palaeph. 2 Festa (6-7); schol. Eur. Hipp. 337c Cavarzeran; Jo. Antioch. #$. 1,18
Mariev ~ fr. 6,15, p. IV, 544 FHG, cf. Tzet. schol. Lyc. 1214 Scheer; Lact. in Stat. Ach. 192, p. III,
495,14-20 Jahnke (Pasiphae et Taurus imperator/legatus) | *10,&3'( Ö |./.7D(8"') : Diod. Sic.
IV 60,2-3; [Apollod.] III 1,1 (3), 1,3 (8); Hes. fr. 140 Merkelbach-West et Bacch. fr. 10 Maehler ap.
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schol. D Il. XII 397 van Thiel; Hes. fr. 141,12-14 Merkelbach-West; Mosch. 2,165-166; Diod. Sic. IV
60,2; V 78,1; 84,1; Hygin. Fab. 155,2, 178,1; Ov. Fast. V 617-618; Hor. Carm. III 27,73-76; Eust. in
Il. III 654,13-17 van der Valk | Q( /Ó s.13%D6) "cÙ) @2((682Ú) .Ã0d Õ4Ù k5(B') #.Ú 0.X&'"
(Pasiphae et taurus) : [Apollod.] III 1,4 (9-10), 15,9 (215); schol. Eur. Hipp. 887a Cavarzeran; Hygin.
Fab. 40,1-2; Zenob. IV 6; Ov. Met. IX 735-737; Diod. Sic. IV 77,1-3; Phil. Imag. 1,16; Palaeph. 2 Festa
(6-7); Lact. in Stat. Ach. 192, p. III, 494-495 Jahnke | <.X&'" 0': 10&.06@': : Philoch. FGrHist
328 F 17a ap. Plut. Thes. 19,5, F 17b ap. Eus. Chron. 785; Palaeph. 2 Festa (6-7); Ps.-Heraclit. Incred.
7; Plut. Thes. 25,2, cf. etiam Demon FGrHist 327 F 5 ap. Plut. Thes. 19,3 (Taurus imperator Minōis) |
Taurus, filius Minōis : Nonn. D. XIII 223, XL 285 | Asterius, rex et vir Europae : Hes. fr. 140
Merkelbach-West et Bacch. fr. 10 Maehler ap. schol. D Hom. Il. XII 397 van Thiel; Nonn. D. I 354, II
695; schol. vet. Lyc. 1301 Leone; [Apollod.] III 1,3 (8); Et. Magn. s.v. k5(B), p. 588,25 Gaisford |
Asterius, vitricus Sarpedonis, Minōis et Rhadamanthi : [Apollod.] III 1,1 (3-7)
1301a '”0') ¡ *10,&3') : ¡ *10,&3') '”0') SFL | Q( /Ó : Q( /Ó #.Ú? C | s.13%D6) "cÙ) : "cÙ)
s.13%D6) L : "cÙ) s.13%D6) "c(Ù)) S | .Ã0d Õ4Ù k5(B') : .Ã0d ># k5(B') F | #.Ú 0.X&'" :
#2(0.X&'" Vitt. 1 Ha | Õ4Ù <.X&'" : G4Ù 0': <.X&'" C | ¡ om. Ha Vitt. 1 | }( om. L | >7"82X86
: >7"82X/6 Vitt. 1 Ha | +,@23 ]5. 4.0,&. 2\(.3 C : ]5. 4.0,&. 2\(.3 +,@23 MFller : ]5. 4.0,&.
+,@23 2\(.3 FLP : ]5. #.Ú 4.0,&. 2\(.3 S : ]5. +,@23 4.0,&. 2\(.3 Peraxylus

This is Asterios and he is the Minotaur. He had, so they say, the face of a bull, and
he was born the son of Pasiphae and by the bull of Minos, (a process) which Daedalus
made (possible), or the truth was he was the son by Tauros the general who was said
to have the face of a bull. Lycophron means Asterios to be Zeus the (step-)father of
Sarpedon, Minos and Rhadamanthys.
This mythographical passage is very short in comparison to previous passages (§1,
§3). It is from a section of the Alexandra (1296-1311) on the abduction of Europa,
and other hostile acts by Cretans. Lycophron himself rationalises the myth, but teases
with nods to the better-known version (34)=" means here ëgirlí, but also ëyoung
heiferí). Lycophron follows the Herodotean version (I 2,1), where Europa was abducted by men (Cretans), not by a god, but he also uses elements of the metamorphosis
story. Tzetzes, rationalising the story further, says that the Minotaur was the human
son of a general Tauros who commanded Minosí army (1298), rather than the famed
mythical beast. Tzetzes first refers to the traditional myth, then asserts that the real
father of the Minotaur was a human who just had a bull-shaped face, and that
Lycophron meant Asterios to be understood as the step-father to Sarpedon, Minos,
and Rhadamanthys.
The story of Pasiphae and the bull is an old and common one. The pivot to the
ìtrue storyî (-Ù A;H5;1.) of the myth of Tauros the general as the lover of Pasiphae
is found in Plutarchís Life of Theseus, which goes back to Philochorus; interestingly,
Tzetzes owned a copy of Plutarchís Lives, which for a time he refused to sell unlike
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his other books54. Another source for this story would have been Palaephatus. Both
versions of the story also feature in the Historiai (I 19, 487-490 and 524-534; XII
409, 399-400) and demonstrates another overlap between Tzetzesí poetry and scholarly works. In the Historiai, Tzetzes gives a more detailed account than in this section of the Commentary.
Conclusions
The five passages above demonstrate the variety of materials that Tzetzes had access
to and the various points of interpretation he could comment upon. They also show
how limited Scheerís edition was and what could have been placed into the apparatus to better elucidate Tzetzesí learning and sources. The need and rewards of a
new edition of the Commentary to Lycophron are hopefully clear. Among the difficult poetic works Tzetzes explained to his pupils, Lycophronís Alexandra held a
place of pride. Tzetzes virtually eclipses the original by treating it as a pretext for
every kind of learned excursus, be it in the realm of prosody or etymology, of grammar or mythography, of ethical or allegorical interpretation. Whether or not this
commentary was conceived and used in and for everyday school practice, it shows a
plurality of approaches and offers a suitable floor for Tzetzesí polemic against Psellosí didactic methods, digressions and Christianising allegories55: Tzetzes displays a
very philological mind indeed.
THOMAS R.P. COWARD
thomas.coward@me.com

Exeg. Il. p. 22,3-8 Papathomopoulos. On this passage see also Philip Ranceís chapter in
this volume (pp. 427-430). Tzetzes mentions Tauros earlier in the Commentary (schol. Lyc. 1214). The
story of Pasiphae and Tauros is also found in the Latin tradition: Serv. in Aen. VI 14 Thilo and Lact.
Plac. in Stat. Ach. 192 Jahnke. A reference is also made to it by the second hand of a ms. (Cavarzeranís
V2, dated after AD 1250-1280) of schol. Eur. Hipp. 337c Cavarzeran (7H02& : L s.13%D6 †&D186
<.X&'" 10&.06@':). V2 had material derived from John Tzetzes, see J. Cavarzeran, Scholia in
Euripidis Hippolytum, Berlin-Boston 2016, 40. Further remarks on Tzetzesí presence in the Euripides
scholia can be found in Jacopo Cavarzeranís chapter in this volume. As for the books Tzetzes needs to
consult in order to find information (Hist. XII 397, 2-6), Tzetzes is able to repeat by heart their contents
as if he could hold them once again in his hands (Hist. I 11, 278-279); he is liable to error, but his mind,
working as a library (Alleg. Il. XV 87-88), allows him to display a huge amount of data (Hist. VIII 176,
173-80). See Wendel, o.c. 2008 for more examples.
55
On Tzetzes and Psellosí allegories see Frederick Lauritzenís chapter in this volume.
54
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Appendix
The Appendix below lists all the manuscripts and the sigla used by several scholars and has notes on the key
features of the codices principes. The arrangement by family groupings is reconstructed from Leoneís articles on
the manuscript tradition of the Commentary, though I have added several MSS to this list that are not included by
Leone and those which only contain excerpts of the Commentary.
Conspectus siglorum
Mss.
Codices Tzetzae
Commentaria Tzetzae
q
* Ambr. C222 inf., ff. 109r-176r
Par. gr. 2839
Ambros. A 200 inf.
Bodl. Misc. gr. 192
Matrit. gr. 4808
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
"56
* Scor. R-I-18, ff. 3-102r
* Vat. gr. 1306
Vat. gr. 972
56

Leone, La tradizione (6) cit. 123-130.

saec.
c. 1140-1190
c. 1185-1195
xv-xvi
1491
post 1496
xvi
2nd June 1255
xiii
xv

Scheer Masson Leone Hurst
t
s4 + s5
T
T
c/!1

A

A
Aa
Ab
Ac
Ad

S

S

b/IIb V

V
Va

M3

Hornblower
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Neap. gr. II F.15
Par. gr. 2725
Vat. Ottob. gr. 313
Ambr. gr. A 57 sup.
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
#57
* Par. gr. 2403, ff. 58r-99v
Mutin. gr. 51, ff. 116r-87v
Marc. gr. 475, ff. 211r-42v
Ambr. C 32 sup.
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
&58
! = K, Ka, Kb, Kc
* Laur. Plut. 32,17
Riccard. gr. 69, ff. 4r-111v
Monac. gr. 241, ff. 1r-198v
Vat. gr. 916
" = L, La, Lb, Lc
Neap. gr. II F.16
Vindob. phil. gr. 282
Neap. gr. II F.15 (om. prol.)
Palat. gr. 356, ff. 163v-165r
(prol. tantum)
57
58

Leone, La tradizione (4) cit. 11-14.
Leone, La tradizione (4) cit. 15-20.

Vb
Vc
Vd
Ve

xv
xvi
xvii
xv
xiii
xv
xv

b

Q
Pc

P
Pa
Pb

xiii/xvi
deest L
xiv
xv
xvi (init.) southern Italy Kc

K
Ka
Kb

xv
xvi
xv
xiv

L
La
Lb/Vb
Lc

D

$%
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z59
Vat. gr. 1421
Par. gr. 2836
Casan. gr. 1281
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
j61
Bodl. gr. Seld. supra 18, ff. 67r-126v
Par. gr. 2838, ff. 6r-126v
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
h62
Pal. gr. 264 diorthota Tzetzae?
Ciz. gr. 69
Vat. Pal. gr. 158, ff. 1r-136r
Par. gr. 2890
Vratisl. Rehdig. gr. 32
Laur. Plut. 32,20
Laur. Plut. 32,29
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
k = familia Cretensis63
Palat. gr. 272
59
60
61
62
63
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xiv
R

xv
xv

'
(

xv
xvi
xiv-xv
1498
xv-xvi
xvi

G
Ga

d

H
Ha
Hb
Hc

xv
xv
xv

J
Ja
Jb

xv-xvi

M

Leone, La tradizione (6) cit. 137-142.
This is the siglum given to it by Leone, l.c. A different ms. (Vat. gr. 117) is labelled as F by Leone in Scholia vetera cit.
Leone, La tradizione (4) cit. 21-22.
Leone, La tradizione (6) cit. 137.
Leone, La tradizione (5) cit. 101-121.
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Vat. gr. 1586
Ottob. gr. 369
Vat. Pal. gr. 139
Scor. gr. 143
Vindob. phil. gr. 43
Par. gr. 2837
Matrit. gr. 4551

xv
xvi
xv-xvi
xvi init.
1541
xvi
xv

Ma
Mb
Mc
Md
Me
Mf
Mg

Ottob. gr. 65

xv

O

Bodl. Barocc. 153
Par. gr. 2724
Ambr. I 24 inf., ff. 2v-145v
Vat. Barb. gr. 249, ff. 1r-3r, 7r-130v
Vat. Pii II gr. 17
Scor. R-I-6, ff. 1r-112v
Casan. gr. 424

xv
xvi
xv
xv-xvi
1479?
xv
xvi

N
Na
Nb
Nc
Nd
Ne
Nf

Laur. Conv. soppr. 170
Neap. gr. II F.14 ff. 18r-142v
Vat. gr. 1471
Ambr. B 160 sup.
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
Codd. sine familia
* Par. gr. 2723 ff. 3-73v
* Pal. gr. 18 ff. 9r-96v
Vat. gr. 1910

xv-xvi
xv
xv
xvi

Q
Qa
Qb
Qc

June 1282
xiii
xiii-xiv

C/Ia P
E/c/!2 H

C
E

C
E

)%
!#
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* Vat. gr. 117 ff. 30-113
Laur. Plut. 32,36
Taurin. gr. 299 ff. 1r-172v
Ambr. P 11
Marc. gr. IX 22 ff. 1v-97v
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
Codd. qui desunt in Leone
Vat. gr. 915, ff. 213-214
Pal. gr. 40 ff. 65v-86v
Poznan, Biblioteka Uniwersytecka
R 32, ff. 64-176v
Bodl. Barocc. 153
Lond. BL Burney ms. 89
Lond. BL Royal ms. 16 D IV
Scor. gr. R-I-9, ff. 188r-345r
Scor. gr. X-IV-18, ff. 1r-61r
Par. gr. 456, ff. 1r-75v

xiv
xv?
xv
xvi
xvi
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F64

1290-ante 1311
xiv
xv
xv
xv (1/2)
xvi
xvi
xvi
xvi vel xvii

Codd. cum excerptis scholiorum Tzetzianorum
1201-2
Pal. gr. 45, ff. 231v-3r
Vat. gr. 915, ff. 213-214
1290-ante 1311
Neap. gr. II D 4, ff. 1-6
xiii
N/Ca
xiii-xiv
Laur. Plut. 32,52 ff. 120v-121v
xiv init.
Vat. gr. 927, f. 29r
f. avusulm ex alio codice. ANONYMUS, scholia in Alexandram vv. 1362-1371; f. 29v uacuum
64
This is the siglum given to it by Leone, Scholia vetera cit. A different ms. (Vat. gr. 1421) is labelled as F by Leone in La tradizione (6) cit.
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Vat. gr. 1825 f. 161
Laur. Plut. 31,8, ff. 208r-44v
Vat. gr. 1421, ff. 200r-39v
Pal. gr. 356, ff. 163v-165r
Vat. gr. 950, ff. 50r-68r
xiv
Ambr. C32 sup.
Vat. Barb. gr. 112
Par. gr. 3069
Vat. Pal. gr. 139
Matrit. gr. 4808
xvi
Vat. gr. 1826 ff. 344-379
Ambr. N 177 ff. 1-24
Ambr. P 11
óóóóóóóóóóóóóóó
Scholia vetera
Coislin. gr. 345
Marc. gr. 476
Vat. gr. 117, ff. 30-113
Neap. II D 4, ff. 1r-6v (prol. et schol.)
gemellus Neap. II D 4
Vat. gr. 1307
Scholia minora et glossemata
Vat. gr. 1841, ff. 117v-22v
Vindob. phil. gr. 124, ff. 13r-16v
Vindob. phil. gr. 257, ff. 132r-143v
Vat. Pal. gr. 142, ff. 82r-112v

xiv
xiv
xiv
xiv

Lc

xv
xv (ante 1494)
ca. May 1491
xv-xvi init.

Poliziano legit
Poliziano legit
Mc

Ad

xv-xvii
xvi
xvi
x
x-xi
xiv
xv

xiii-xiv
xvi
xv
xv-xvi

s + s2
s3
V

W

cum versione Latina

B
A
F
N/Ca
m
V
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Editions of Tzetzesí Commentary on Lycophron (in chronological sequence)
Arnoldus Arlenius Peraxylus, !"#$%&'(') *+,-.(/&. 0Ù 1#'023(Ù( 4'567., #.Ú
4'+"7.8,10.0'( 29) .Ã0Ù 0':0' ;1.#5'" 0': <=,0='" >-?@67. = Lycophronis
Chalcidensis Alexandra, siue Cassandra: poema quidem obscurum etiam doctis
appellatum, sed ita eruditissimis Isacii Tzetzis grammatici commentarijs (quae &
doctissimo cuicq[ue] uehementur desiderata sunt hactenus, & simul nunc primum
in lucem eduntur) illustratum atq[ue] explicatum, ut tam historiarum & fabularum,
quam aliarum quoque reconditarum scitucq[ue] dignarum rerum studiosi, horum
editione magno se thesauro ditatos, agnoscere merito possint, Basel 1546.
John Potter, !"#$%&'(') 0': A.+#3/,B) *+,-.(/&., #.Ú 29) .Ã0Ù 0':0' ;1..#5'" 0': <=,0='" >-?@67.. Lycophronis Chalcidensis Alexandra, cum Graecis
Isaacii Tzetzis commentarii, etc., cura & opera Iohannis Potteri, Oxford 1697.
Leopoldo Sebastiani, !"#$%&'(') 0': A.+#3/,B) CD11.(/&. 0Ù 1#'023(Ù(
4'567., #.Ú 29) .Ã0Ù 0':0' ;1..#5'", 7E++'( /Ó ;BD(('" 0': <=,0='" >-?@67. = Lycophronis Chaloidensis Cassandra obscurum poema, ope XVI. codicum mss.
sanioribus subinde lectionibus restitutum, fideliori interpretatione exornatum, et
accurata paraphrasi explicatum: cum Isaaci vel potius Johannis Tzetzae commentario ex postrema Oxoniensi editione ad fidem XIII. exemplarium bis mille ferme in
locis emendato, notabiliter aucto, Latine reddito, et illustrato. accedunt fragmenta
undique collecta, variantes lectiones, emendationes, et indices necessarii. Studio et
impensis Leopoldi Sebastiani, Rome 1803.
Christian Gottfried MFller, ;1..#5'" #.Ú ;BD(('" 0': <=,0='" 1G$+3. 29) !"#$%&'(. nunc primum emendavit, notis illustr., comm. additit et indicibus instruxit
C.G. M!ller, I-III, Leipzig 1811.
Eduard Scheer, Lycophronis Alexandra, I-II, Berlin 1881-1908.
Codices principes
A = Ambr. C222 inf. (Martini-Bassi 886) consists of 362 folios, written on paper
(350mm x 256mm). The Alexandra with Tzetzean commentary ff. 109r-176r. It is
an illustrious codex carrying a first-rate recension of Pindarís Olympians (1-12) and
Theocritusí Idylls, as well as a remarkable collection of dramatic (Aeschylus, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Lycophron) and narrative poetry (Hesiod, Oppian, Dionysius the
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Periegete, Aratus), and a number of other poetical and grammatical texts. Mazzucchi
has convincingly shown that A was copied out in 1185-1195 by a pupil and junior
assistant of John Tzetzes and John Camaterus65. The copy may have been made in
the Church of the Holy Apostles in Constantinople, not far from the Monastery of
the Pantokrator, where Tzetzes had had a residence66. A copy of this ms. was owned
by the Italian humanist Merula67.
E = Pal. gr. 18, now in Heidelberg, was probably owned at the end of the thirteenth
century by a Nikolaos Goudeles (see f. 264r), possibly a paroikos at Radolibos68. E
is generally assumed to be from the fourteenth century; but a date towards the end
of the thirteenth has been hypothesized69. The text is laid out sometimes in one
column, sometimes in two. It is written on silky paper, in quartos, consisting of 264
folios (247 x 173mm). There are corrections by a second hand. E contains Aeschylusí Persians, Hesiodís Works and Days (with Tzetzesí commentary), the Hesiodic
Shield without scholia, nine verses on Xerxes by a later hand, Euripidesí Hecuba
with scholia, the gospel of Luke, and the beginning of the Cyclica theoria of Cleomedes. Bachmann and MFller knew this ms. as Vitt(enbergensis) II as E was briefly at
Wittenberg in 1881/2, but now it resides in Heidelberg70. Folios 9r-96v contain the
Alexandra and Tzetzesí commentary, and there is a portrait of Lycophron in the
process of writing the Alexandra at the bottom of f. 8v and another of Tzetzes and
Lycophron on f. 96v (see the frontispiece of this volume). It also contains an eclectic
mix of Classical and Byzantine texts. Three plays of Aeschylus (PV, Sept., and Pers.)

On A, see Mazzucchi, o.c.
Mazzucchi, o.c. (II) 435. See Ep. 22 and 79, pp. 39,10-12 and 117,15-16 Leone.
67
Some of Tzetzesí Prolegomena to Comedy ended up in the Latin Scholium Plautinum in a
Renaissance copy of Plautus: see W.JW. Koster, Scholium Plautinum plene editum, «Mnemosyne»
XIV (1961) 23-37; Wilson, o.c. 195; and Anna Novokhatkoís chapter in this volume.
68
See H. Stevenson Sr., Codices manuscripti Palatini Graeci Bibliothecae Vaticanae descripti, Rome 1885, 9-10; Turyn, The Manuscript Tradition cit. 56 on H. See also Nikolaos 171 in PBW
2016: http://pbw2016.kdl.kcl.ac.uk/person/Nikolaos/171/.
69
On the dating, see O.L. Smith, Scholia Graeca in Aeschylum quae exstant omnia, II/2:
Scholia in Septem ddversus Thebas, Leipzig 1982, VII.
70
Stevenson, o.c. XXXIV; Bachmann, o.c. XXVI. Scheer in vol. I of his edition and Mascialino
in his Teubner incorrectly name E as Palatinus Graecus 218, instead of 18.
65
66
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and the Hesiodic triad71. The readings in E are similar to those found in the families
of % and k.
L = Laur. Plut. 32,17 is a thirteenth-century ms. of 191 folios containing only the
Alexandra and Tzetzesí commentary. It was written on parchment by two hands (one
XIII c., the other XV c.?). It contains the text with interlinear glosses and Tzetzesí
commentary with his prolegomena and a four-line epigram about the poem.
C = Par. gr. 2723 is written on parchment of varying quality and contains many
errors. It contains 245 folios. The ms. consists of four codices by four different
copyists bound together. For the copyist of the section of Lycophron with Tzetzesí
commentary (ff. 3-73v), the copyist writes one line out of two and uses two very
different scripts, one for the poetic text, of big letters and archaic style, the other of
small letters and less applied for the commentary of Tzetzes. From one folio to another, the hand of the two scripts varies considerably. The part of C containing the
Alexandra and commentary originated from a scriptorium in the library of the SHrail
at Constantinople.72 According to a subscription on folio 76v, C was completed in
June 1282, thereby suggesting that this particular copy of the Alexandra and Tzetzesí
commentary was made in Constantinople. The ms. was further annotated in the fourteenth century, and then was bought by Antoine Galland and sent to Paris before
1688. The scribe of C, as shown by the colour of the ink, took various readings from
the ms. which he was copying from, and afterwards wrote between the lines and in
the margin and even inserted in the text (C2) other readings from another ms., from
which he inserted interlinear scholia and glosses, which were mostly not derived
from the commentary of Tzetzes. There is a second hand, and corrections by a third
hand. C or a copy of C may have been a source for S (Scor. R-I-18). G (Par. gr.
2836) is also related to C.
S = Cod. Scor. R-I-18 was completed on 2nd June 1255 by Joannes the priest (f. 106)
and was likely copied out in Otranto, southern Italy73. S is a palimpsest consisting of
71
See E. Cingano, The Hesiodic Corpus, in F. Montanari-A. Rengakos-Chr. Tsagalis (edd.),
Brillís Companion to Hesiod, Leiden-Boston 2009, 91-130 on the transmission of Hesiod, and Turyn,
The Manuscript Tradition cit. on the triad of Aeschylus.
72
H. Omont, Inventaire sommaire des manuscrits grecs de la Biblioth!que Nationale, III:
Ancien fonds grec: belles lettres, Paris 1888, 31.
73
See R. Devreesse, Les manuscrits grecs de líItalie m"ridionale. Histoire, classement, pal"ographie, Vatican City 1955, 50 on the probability that the ms. was made in Otranto. It is possible that
this ms. is referred to in a library catalogue from a library in the Salento (Par. Gr. 549, pre-1320), see
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102 parchment folios (252 x 170mm). The text of the Alexandra with John Tzetzesí
commentary (ff. 3-101v) was copied over a text of John of Damascus and John
Chrysostom from the eleventh century74. It was acquired by Philip II of Spain on 16th
June 1567 and has been in El Escorial since then. V is descended from S. The text is
laid out in two or three columns.
V = Vat. gr. 1306 is a thirteenth-century ms. of 191 folios containing only the Alexandra and Tzetzesí commentary. It is a descendent of S. V was copied in the south
of Italy in the Salento region, possibly at S. Nicola di Casole75. It is written on paper
or parchment and there are three hands. Ff. 121-132, 211-2, 342-372, 511-542, 731-742,
761-802 have traces of faint ink indicating a single column palimpsest.
P = Par. gr. 2403 was written on oriental paper and consists of 308 folios (250mm
x 150mm)76. The Fettaugenmode script dates P from the second half of the thirteenth
century to the early fourteenth. It was originally called ìHurault-Regius 2794î after
Jean Hurault de BoistaillH, the French Royal Ambassador to Venice in 156177. It had
previously resided in the Monastery of San Antonio di Castello in Venice. It was
destined to scholarly uses78. The text is arranged in columns, one to three in number.
Black ink for text and commentary, red for interlinear glosses, initials. Ff. 58r-99v
contain Lycophronís Alexandra and Tzetzesí commentary. The commentary takes
up the majority of the page, with a few words or at most two lines of the Alexandra
per page. From f. 80 (~Lyc. 547) the central margin is damaged by the wear of the
A. Jacob, Une biblioth!que m"di"vale de Terre díOtrante, «RSBN» XXII-XXIII (1985-1986) 284-315:
297.
74
P.A. Revilla, Catalogo de los codices griegos de la Biblioteca de El Escorial, I, Madrid
1936, 65-67.
75
M. Buonocore, Bibliografia dei fondi manoscritti della Biblioteca Vaticana (1968-1980),
II, Vatican City 1986, 890; M. Ceresa, Bibliografia dei fondi manoscritti della Biblioteca Vaticana
(1981-1985), Vatican City 1991, 376; Leone, La tradizione (1) cit. 41-42 with n. 4, 76; D. Arnesano, Il
ìCopista del Dioscorideî. Un anonimo salentino del secolo XIII, «BollClass» XXIV (2003) 29-55: 3641 with pl. 3; E. Sciarra, La tradizione degli scholia iliadici in Terra díOtranto, Roma 2005, 37, 133,
259 n. 58.
76
See J. Irigoin, Histoire du texte de Pindare, Paris 1952, 264-265; D. Jackson, The Greek
manuscripts of Jean Hurault de Boistaill", «SIFC» II/2 (2004) 209-252; Pontani, Sguardi su Ulisse cit.
277-282 on Q.
77
Omont, o.c. II, 253-254.
78
A. Dain, # propos de lí"tude des po!tes anciens $ Byzance, in D. Harlfinger (ed.), Griechische Kodikologie und Text%berlieferung, Darmstadt 1980, 225-233: 226.
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thumb from holding the book open. Fol. 17 also contains some verses by John
Tzetzes on various genres of poetry. There are interlinear scholia mostly from the
commentary of Tzetzes, some variae lectiones added by the scribe, and a small
number added by a later hand (P2). P is a learned ms. which contains Aratus,
Homerís Odyssey, Proclus, Nicander, and Pindar, all with accompanying scholia. P,
despite its errors, preserves interesting readings, and it may have been used for
teaching purposes79. Like A, it contains the Odyssey with scholia (ff. 177-308)80, and
Leoneís G (= Par. gr. 2836), a parchment codex of 106 folios from the fifteenth
century, is related to P81.
F = Vat. gr. 117 is a codex of 113 folios from the fourteenth century. It contains a
copy of Dionysius Periegetes and the Alexandra with Tzetzesí commentary (ff. 30113). Leone could not firmly assign it to one of the families as it has a mix of readings
found across the second and third editions of the Commentary.

79
80
81

Dain, o.c. 226.
See Pontani, Sguardi su Ulisse cit. 277-282, 374-377.
See D. Muratore, La biblioteca del cardinale Niccol& Ridolfi, Alessandria 2009.

Borders to cross the bounds:
John Tzetzes and Ptolemyís Geography in twelfth-century Byzantium

John Tzetzes was always intimately concerned with the past, showing a passionate
attitude towards the legacy of ancient literature. This strong engagement, indeed,
finds its main instantiations in Tzetzesí constant reference to ancient authors: his
self-comparison and ultimately rivalry with Homer, for instance, blurs chronological
boundaries emphasizing instead the timelessness of literature1; in his Chiliades, the
insistent literary and mythological digressions serve also as autobiographical tools2;
finally, in his signature and self-depiction as !"#$%&'( &)* +,!,$)* -,Ú *./*
(Iambi v. 360, p. 130 Leone)3 which he probably added as a conclusion to the final
1
For the relation, the reprise and eventually the competition between Tzetzes and his wellknown source and model, see E. Cullhed, The blind bard and ëIí: Homeric biography and authorial
personas in the twelfth century, «BMGS» XXXVIII (2014) 49-67; V. Lovato, Ulysse, Tzetz!s et
lí"ducation # Byzance, in S.M.M. Nicholas-T. Kampianaki-L.M. Bondioli (edd.), From Constantinople
to the Frontier. The City and the Cities, Leiden-Boston 2016, 326-342.
2
The reference to the past is here taken into a broad sense: the Greek as well as the Roman
past are equally used. For the use of Roman past in particular, see S. Xenophontos, ëA living portrait
of Catoí: self-fashioning and the classical past in John Tzetzesí Chiliades, «EBiz» II (2014) 187-204,
and V.F. Lovato, Hellenising Cato? A short survey of the concepts of Greekness, Romanity and barbarity in John Tzetzesí work and thought, in K. Stewart-J. M. Wakeley (edd.), Cross Cultural Exchange
in the Byzantine World, c. 300-1500 A.D., Oxford-New York 2016, 143-157. Specifically for the
autobiographical subject in the Chiliades, see A. Pizzone, The autobiographical subject in Tzetzesí
Chiliades: An analysis of its components, in C. Messis-M. Mullett-I. Nilsson (edd.), Storytelling in
Byzantium. Narratological Approaches to Byzantine Texts and Images, Uppsala 2018, 287-304.
3
ìAuditor of the ancient and of the modernî: P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae iambi, «RSBN»
XVI-XVII (1969/1970) 127-156: 130. This is the last verse of the third iambic poem attached to the
Historiai in the second recensio, called B by Leone. If recensio B embodies Tzetzesí conclusive textual
arrangement, this line might be regarded as a sort of sphragis for the whole work. In confirmation of
this, also the lost work titled Logismoi stands out. From what can be deduced from some references in
schol. Ar. Ran. (100a, p. 733,5 Koster; 1328, p. 1976,43 Koster) and in Hist. XI 369, 247-249 and 353354, this work had the declared intent to judge and to assess criticism against authors, ancient and
modern, and their style. Again, not only Tzetzes put the past and the present on the same level, but he
also positioned himself on a higher level. According to his education and his culture, indeed, he is able
and eventually allowed to judge both present and past. On the Logismoi see some considerations in
M.J. Luzzatto, Tzetzes lettore di Tucicide. Note autografe sul Codice Heidelberg Palatino Greco 252,
Bari 1999, 160-162, and recently, see the contribution of Aglae Pizzone in this volume together with
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version of his Chiliades, past and present are deliberately set on the same level. Such
a constant engagement involves a variety of textual genres. As he elucidates, when
accounting for his critical remarks, "0 +"$1&,Ú -,Ú %2##3,456(, 78&"35(, !"#"#394"$, / 0%&"3$-"Ú -,Ú :3"*$-"Ú -,Ú &5:*$-"Ú +,*&"6"$4, they are all object of
scrutiny, in a way thus all contributing to creating a link between the past and Tzetzesí present. Among the large number of authors known and mentioned by Tzetzes,
the second-century mathematician, astronomer and geographer Claudius Ptolemy
holds a noteworthy position. In particular, Tzetzes was acquainted also with Ptolemyís geographical treatise, the Geography, an eight-book-long treatise containing a
list of toponyms and meant to enable the drawing of maps. Although the Byzantine
reception of Ptolemyís Geography has been repeatedly addressed in the last decades,
very scant attention has been devoted to its treatment by Tzetzes. Modern scholars
have hitherto focused mainly on the workís problematic textual tradition. Ptolemy
wrote his treatise around the middle of the second century AD; the first preserved
manuscripts, however, date to the late thirteenth century, with a gap of one millennium from the original composition5. Traditionally, this ërediscoveryí of the Geography is associated with the activity of Maximos Planudes and, given the presence of
maps in some manuscripts, scholarly discussion has been revolving almost exclu-

the recent details on the rediscovery of some folia of the Logismoi and on their chronology in Ead.,
Self-authorization and strategies of autography in John Tzetzes. The Logismoi rediscovered, «GRBS»
LX (2020) 652-690. One of the conditions making Tzetzes able to be ìauditor of the ancient and of the
modernî is his memory, always depicted as prodigious. On Tzetzesí memory as an apt tool see A.
Pizzone, The Historiai of John Tzetzes: A Byzantine ìbook of memoryî?, «BMGS» XLI/2 (2017) 182207: 190-200.
4
Hist. VI 50, 399-400: ìthe poets and prose-writers, rhetors and logographers, historians,
chroniclers and all sorts of technical writersî. The edition of reference is P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae
Historiae, Galatina 20072. If not otherwise pointed out, the text always follows this edition. On this
passage, see specifically Luzzatto, o.c. 156-157.
5
See the latest edition of the text by A. St!ckelberger-G. Grasshoff (edd.), Handbuch Der
Geographie. Griechisch-deutsch Einleitung, Text und Ubersetzung, Index, Basel 2006. On the textual
transmission see F. Mittenhuber, The tradition of texts and maps in Ptolemyís Geography, in A. Jones
(ed.), Ptolemy in Perspective. Use and Criticism of his Work from Antiquity to the Nineteenth Century,
Dordrecht-Heidelberg-London-New York 2010, 95-119; O. Defaux, The Iberian Peninsula in Ptolemyís Geography. Origins of the Coordinates and Textual History, Berlin 2017. For the recensio of the
existent Greek manuscripts of Ptolemyís Geography see R. Burri, Die ìGeographieî des Ptolemaios
im Spiegel der griechischen Handschriften, Berlin-Boston 2013, esp. 63-519 with the description and
the catalogue of the extant manuscripts.
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sively on the issue of the origin and ëoriginalityí of late thirteenth-century maps6.
Specifically, modern experts have been trying to ascertain whether the maps were
just copies of ancient originals or whether they should be considered as a later and
new Byzantine addition7. This still-blurred picture, however, hardly takes into account earlier Byzantine engagements with Ptolemyís Geography. And yet Tzetzesí
direct references to this work show that Ptolemyís treatise was actively read and
commented upon at least as early as the twelfth century.
The present paper attempts to partially fill this gap in the study of the Byzantine reception of the Geography by examining Tzetzesí engagement with Ptolemyís
text. Not only does Tzetzesí work shed a new light on Planudesí alleged ërediscoveryí of the Geography, but he also offers an invaluable case study to explore the role
played by geography in the cultural context of Komnenian Constantinople and in the
education of its intellectual and political elites. Indeed, Tzetzes is not the only intellectual of his time concerned with geographical knowledge in Constantinople.
Roughly around the same period, his contemporary Eustathios of Thessalonike was
equally interested in geography and authored a commentary on the Periegesis of
Dionysius of Alexandria. To illustrate the centrality of geography in twelfth-century
intellectual discourse, I will first proceed to a close analysis of some lines from
Tzetzesí Chiliades featuring direct quotations from Ptolemyís Geography. Second,
building on my reading of this text, I will draw a comparison between two different
and competing geographical models so as to better understand the social, cultural
and political meaning of geography in the context of twelfth-century Constantinople.
Specifically, I will endeavor to disentangle the reasons behind Tzetzesí interest in
Ptolemy, offering a new understanding of the Geography within this specific context
of reception.Even though Ptolemyís work is mentioned several times in Tzetzesí
oeuvre8, his direct knowledge of the Geography emerges starkly in a particularly
The earliest preserved manuscripts completed with a set of maps ñ as it was meant to be in
the original project by Ptolemy ñ date to the end of the thirteenth century and they are related to each
other in terms of textual tradition. Urb. gr. 82 presents 27 maps as well as Seragl. G. İ. 57. Fabr. gr.
23, 2°, instead, is fragmentary and features only three maps. They have been associated with the agency
of Maximos Planudes since A. Diller, The oldest manuscripts of Ptolemaic maps, «TAPhA» LXXI
(1940) 62-67. On the topic, a reassessment of some questions taken for granted has been offered recently by I. P"rez Mart#n-G. Cruz Andreotti, Geography, in S. Lazaris (ed.), A Companion to Byzantine
Science, Leiden-Boston 2020, 231-260: 255-259.
7
The bibliography is vast. For a detailed summary of the debate with relevant literature see
Mittenhuber, The Tradition cit. 95-119.
8
This is not the only mention of Ptolemyís works in the Chiliades, but it is the longest. For
the other citations of Ptolemy see Hist. II 36, 167-168, where his Tetrabiblios is mentioned; in Hist. II
6
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pregnant passage of the Chiliades9. This massive work ñ more than 12,500 political
verses ñ is a commentary on his personal collection of letters, offering multiple
digressions on a variety of themes and thus allowing us to get a sense of Tzetzesí
engagement with previous authors and ancient sources. In the eleventh book Ptolemy
is introduced as the primary and main source helping Tzetzes to describe geographically the regions of Mysia. This detail, firstly noticed by Carl Wendel10, was then
picked up by scholars interested in classical reception as well as in Byzantine literature. In his generally critical presentation of Tzetzes, Nigel Wilson cast some doubts
on his first-hand knowledge of Ptolemyís Geography11; Patrick Gautier Dalch;, on
the contrary, while dealing with the matter in his study of the Western reception of
the Geography, took Tzetzesí words as unquestionable evidence of direct knowledge
and, thus, of the presence of Ptolemyís geographical treatise in Byzantium, something rather exceptional in that it dates to almost two centuries before its supposed
rediscovery by Maximos Planudes12; from a different perspective, Filippomaria Pontani saw in Tzetzesí knowledge of Ptolemy evidence of his familiarity with a wide
range of texts, including rare ones13.
Despite the interest paid by modern scholars and the doubts concerning the
source of Tzetzesí knowledge, however, there have been very few attempts to understand this specific context of reception and the reasons why Tzetzes decided to use
the Geography for his work. This lack of analysis is partly due to the treatment that
has been often devoted to Tzetzesí entire work, and in particular to his Chiliades.
The latter has been mainly considered as an unfruitful repository of their authorís
erudition, not worthy of closer scrutiny. Only recently the trend has changed, and
new approaches aim at looking at Tzetzesí work both in its general logic and in its
55-58, 886-890, in the discussion about Thales and his discovery of lunar eclipses, Ptolemy is presented
as one of many to whom the Metonic cycle (period of 19 years, common multiple of the solar year and
the lunar month) is attached after Meton himself; in Hist. VIII 212, 581-589 and in Hist. VIII 225, 783785, Ptolemyís work as geographer is central as he is the only one claiming that the Ocean does not
encircle the entire $%&$'()*+ as all the other geographers believed.
9
The title Historiai is the one used by Tzetzes, while the more common title Chiliades comes
from the division made by the first editor N. Gerbel in Basel in 1546, who arbitrarily allocated 1000
verses to each book. For a description of the structure of the Historiai see Pizzone, The Historiai cit.
182-207: 184-190.
10
C. Wendel, Tzetzes, Johannes, RE VII/A (1948) 2003-2004.
11
N.G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, London 19962, 196.
12
P. Gautier Dalch", La G"ographie de Ptol"m"e en occident, 4.-16. si!cle, Turnhout 2009,
79-81.
13
F. Pontani, Scholarship in the Byzantine Empire (529-1453), in F. Montanari-S. MatthaiosA. Rengakos (edd.), Brillís Companion to Ancient Greek Scholarship, I, Leiden 2015, 297-455: 382.
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peculiar features against the political, social, and cultural context of twelfth-century
Constantinople14. Building on these recent developments, I will now consider some
especially relevant lines of historia 396 featuring in the eleventh book of the Chiliades, where Ptolemy is explicitly brought to the fore and repeatedly mentioned.
1. Historia 396: ìthe regions of <2%=, happen to be twoî
In historia 396, a section of Ptolemyís Geography is quoted in detail. In tune with
the general structure of the Chiliades15, the title of the historia &.&,3&"* "Ã >?(,
@!!Ï &A #.*5$ <2%B( C%&$ («Fourth, he is not Russian, but Mysian by race»)16 is
taken from one of the letters from Tzetzesí collection, specifically from letter 8017.
Here, Tzetzes addresses his friend the metropolitan Leo Charsianites of Dristra18,
complaining about two gifts he had received, a small writing set and a slave. The
latter, in particular, is the main reason behind Tzetzesí complaints. The slave, now
called Theodore after having changed his name from Seblados19, is so unwelcome to

14
Suffice it to mention here the work carried out by Aglae Pizzone aimed at recognizing
Tzetzesí authorial persona mainly in his Chiliades seen in its essence of a commentary: see Pizzone,
The autobiographical subject cit. 287-304; Ead., The Historiai cit. 182-207. On a different perspective,
Eric Cullhed and Valeria F. Lovato aim at understanding the literary world in which Tzetzes lived and
acted, moving into the social and cultural framework of Komnenian Constantinople: see respec-tively
E. Cullhed, The Blind Bard cit. 49-67, and Lovato, Ulysse cit. 326-342. Recently, see also M. Savio,
Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza, Roma 2020.
Eventually, also the conference at the origin of the present volume has been a milestone in collecting
the newer approaches on the figure of Tzetzes; on his persona (as instructor, commentator, disruptor)
see particularly the chapters by Valeria F. Lovato and Ugo Mondini.
15
This is the method used throughout Chiliades to introduce the comments on the letters:
generally, a sentence is retrieved, and it then gives the cue for further digressions or explanations.
16
For the complete English translation of the letter, see J. Shepard, Tzetzesí letters to Leo at
Dristra, «ByzF» VI (1979) 191-239 (reprinted in Id., Emergent Elites and Byzantium in the Balkans
and East-Central Europe, Farnham 2010): 196-198.
17
For the edition of the letters see P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae epistulae, Leipzig 1972.
The letters to Leo of Dristra constitute a small corpus inside the collection of letters. Apparently, Leo
and Tzetzes were close friends. Tzetzes addressed to him five letters, a substantial number considering
that only Tzetzesí pupil Alexios, the nephew of the prostobestiarios, received a larger number of letters,
namely nine. On Alexios see M. Gr!nbart, Prosopographische Beitr$ge zum Briefcorpus des Ioannes
Tzetzes, «J,Byz» XLVI (1996) 175-226: 191-193. For considerations on Tzetzesí friendship with the
metropolitan of Dristra and a deep analysis of the corpus, see Shepard, o.c. 191-239: 228-232.
18
Today Silistra, in Northern Bulgaria on the river Danube.
19
See Shepard, o.c. 191-239: 215-228 for further details.
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Tzetzes that he carefully lists seven reasons why he is unsuitable for work20. The
fourth reason introduces the notion of his ëethnicityí: «He is not Russian, but
Mysian». Given the context, the expression appears as quite derogatory in itself and
is left without further explanations. One might expect to find some clarification in
the Chiliades. However, when Tzetzes comments on the letter, the slave is completely left aside, and the focus turns to the regions of <2%=,, to which most of historia
396 is devoted. Such an ambiguous statement, thus, turns out to be the pretext for a
discussion on geography21. Tzetzes introduces the subject by addressing a fictive
pupil and explains what his student is supposed to know about these regions, using
Ptolemyís Geography as source. Tzetzes starts ex abrupto, by introducing the geographical theme, <2%=, (Hist. XI 396, 884-889):
<2%=,( :?3,( #=*/%-5 &,D&,( &2#:9*5$* ED"F
G=,* &'* +53Ú H9I-"* -,Ú J!2G+"* <2%=,*,

885

Know that the regions of <2%=, happen to be the following two:
one Mysia (is) located near (the river) Caicus and (mount) Olympus, 885

In Tzetzesí words, the slave is a complete failure: he needs too much help and attention, it
is difficult to communicate with him, he is lazy, weak and insolent. To put it in Tzetzesí words: «For,
firstly, on account of his tender years, although I need him to serve me, I am his slave rather than he
mine. Secondly, being scarcely able to feed one slave, now I take on this second one and foster him,
and as I do not have abundant means for a living, I sell the things which I need most for their sake.
Third, being ignorant of my language ñ for I do not know how to go barbarian ñ he makes a fuss and
laughs at me. Fourth, he is not Russian but Mysian by race. Fifth, he is left-handed. In addition, sixth,
he does not wish to learn, but does want to feed. Seventh, he is utterly unrobust and at deathís door,
and he is teaching the other slave to be the same». (Shepard, o.c. 191-239: 197).
21
The focus of the letter is on the slave whereas the focus of the historia is on geography,
starting from the slaveís geographical origin. The partial inconsistency of the themes tackled in the
letter and in the historia might point to the idea that Tzetzesí collection of letters was fictional and
meant exclusively for a school context, as it has been suggested (see A. Kaldellis, Classical scholarship
in twelfth-century Byzantium, in Ch. Barber-D. Jenkins (edd.), Medieval Greek Commentaries on the
Nicomachean Ethics, Leiden-Boston 2009, 1-43: 28-29). On Tzetzesí fictitious letters see also the contribution by Giulia Gerbi in this volume. The debate on Tzetzesí Letters and their reality or fictionality
is broad, and likely there is no single convincing answer applicable to the entire collection. However,
in short, the Chiliades were meant to comment on the letters, also in an original way that was not always
equivalent to the original lettersí approach, be that real or fictional. The Chiliades were a rewriting as
much as a commentary, and as such they could be innovative. To put it in Pontaniís words, «Tzetzesí
attitude towards the heritage of ancient exegesis is rarely a passive one» (Pontani, o.c. 380). As the text
here analysed suggests, he had the same attitude towards his own work.
20
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K!!1* <2%=,* #=*/%-5 &2#:9*5$* &'* LÃ##3=,*,
&'* -,Ú +53Ú &Ù* M9*"2N$*, ·%+53 C#O *"G=P/,
-,Ú Q&"!5G,6"( %-"&5$*)( +53$1#8%5$ #3945$,
R*+53 C#O G5&.43,%, &"6%E5 &"6( S,GN5="$(.
the other Moesia, you shall learn, is Hungary,
and it is located near the (river) Danube, as I think,
and as Ptolemy obscurely writes in a geographical description,
exactly what I paraphrased in the following iambic verses.
The topic proves immediately rather complex. Two different regions are
called <2%=,. To clarify the ambiguity, Tzetzes provides some identifying characteristics for both of them: the first one, Mysia, ìlocated near the river Caicus and
Mount Olympusî, is in Asia Minor, while the second one, Moesia, corresponding to
Hungary, is a Roman province ìlocated near the river Danubeî in Europe22. Tzetzesí
source is named upfront: Ptolemy reports all the details in his geographical description. Subsequently, from line 889 to 969, boundaries, cities, rivers and populations
of the two areas are presented. Since the regions are two, they are dealt with separately, one after the other. Overturning their initial order, Tzetzes starts from dealing
with the European Moesia which in turn is divided into two regions, Moesia Superior
and Inferior. For each of them, Tzetzes reports geographical details taken from

22
The names of the regions are spelled the same way in Tzetzesí text, but the English translation will ñ for easier reference ñ distinguish two different spellings, namely Mysia and Moesia. This
demarcation has been used for instance in the last edition of Ptolemyís Geography to distinguish
between the two homonymous regions (see ed. St!ckelberger-Grasshoff, o.c.). In any case, the ambiguity between European Moesia and the Asiatic Mysia has a long-standing tradition due to the fact that
the Greek toponym -'./0 does not allow a linguistic differentiation between the regions. Mysia,
namely the region in the northwest of Asia Minor, was so named after the Thracian tribe of the Mysi
migrated there by the twelfth century BC. Simply, this region is where the Thracians inhabited in Asia
Minor, internally distinguished only by their names and not for any administrative or ethnic characteristic. The difficulty in the differentiation in Asia Minor is pointed out by Strabo, who at the same time
equates the Mysians to all the other Thracians living on the European territory, as they eventually do
not differ so much between each other (Strab. XII 4,4). For further information, see the entries for
ëMoesi, Moesiaí and ëMysiaí in Brillís New Pauly and, generally, ODB II 1389. Nevertheless, this term
carries with it a variety of referents. From the eleventh century onwards, it was not univocal, rather it
pointed alternatively to the region where Pechenegs, Hungarians, or other Slavic populations lived. See
G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, II, Berlin 1958, esp. Mysoi, 208.
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Ptolemy, following his source most scrupulously23. While expressing his criticism
towards the obscurity of his source, Tzetzes always uses his source as a blueprint
and moves to the other regions of Mysia. The lines from 953 to 970 represent the
description of the Asiatic areas. The Asiatic Mysia too is divided into two parts,
namely Small (vv. 953-958) and Great Mysia (vv. 959-969). Even though this
section is shorter than the previous one, the descriptive pattern is roughly the same:
cities, rivers and populations are thoroughly listed.
Tzetzes discloses to his reader ñ his imaginary student that resurfaces time and
again in the Chiliades ñ also the methodology he followed to handle Ptolemyís text.
Throughout the historia, Tzetzes refers allusively but consistently to a preexistent
work, a metaphrasis of the Geography, written in Byzantine dodecasyllables. Tzetzes seems to have extrapolated a few lines from this longer metaphrasis24 so as to
The problem is to define exactly where Tzetzes took all this set of information. For Ptolemyís Geography is divided into eight books, with books II and III containing Europe, book IV Africa,
and books V to VII Asia. The two regions called Mysia thus are not consecutive in the original work
and the parts paraphrased by Tzetzes correspond to a few sections of books III and V. In handling his
source, Tzetzes creates an alternative order and a narrative that does not just summarize the source text
but reorganizes it into a different product, with a trait díunion offered by two distant regions sharing
the same name. The essence of the rationale sustaining Tzetzesí metaphrasis of the Geography is
captured by the words used by Eric Cullhed in introducing Eustathiosí Parekbolai: the commentaries
«are used as a series of hooks to facilitate the interplay between memory and archive in organizing the
diversified mass of knowledge required to qualify as logios in the textual life of middle Byzantium».
And again, this knowledge «is only as valuable as it is productive. It must inspire and support literary
creativity, and thus Eustathios privileges new connections, associations and learned sidetracks over
explication of meaning» (Cullhed, Eustathios cit. 4). I believe the same attitude might apply to Tzetzesí
approach to the Geography.
24
Tzetzes refers to such a metaphrasis throughout the 113 lines of historia 396. The first piece
of information given and then repeated at the end of the historia is that it was composed in iambic
verses: 1*234 567 (38)940.0 8$:.;3 8$:< %0(=3/$>< (v. 889: ìexactly what I paraphrased in the
following iambic versesî); ?@67 .ˆ* 0Ã8A 8$ˆ< %B(=$'< .'.84)9C, / &B(28C*, DE/..C*, .'.84$90:< 5*0*8/0>< (vv. 975-976: ìSo, I twist my iambs following him / turning and rolling them with
conflicting convolutionsî); F& 8G* %B(=C* 8G* 5(G* †&+&H3>< (v. 990: ìYou had heard from my
iambic versesî). Then, it is frequently mentioned as a parallel to the content of the historia: 80I80
(38094B.0< (Ó* 3%4J&3>* 2BE>* (v. 913: ìI had already mentioned these facts in my metaphrasisî);
&@* 8K (38094B.3> ;Ó 8L< M4N&+< O9+* (v. 933: ìas I said also in the metaphrasis of Thraceî);
-38B 8>*0< ;Ó (P &0Q3RL< 8G* .8/SC*, / 3%.Ú* 5* 0Ã8K 8K (38094B.3> 8B;3 (vv. 939ñ940: ìAfter
some lines which are not immediately subsequent, / these details are also in that paraphraseî); ?@*
8$:< ¡4>.($:< 6L< -0&+;H*C* O9+* (v. 943: ìAnd I said it also when I defined the land of the
Macedoniansî). At the end, it is underlined how Ptolemyís obscurity reflects into the metaphrasis
whose text is reported in the historia: T ?E0U;>$< 64B93> 63 .'(239'4()*0, / &@67 .ˆ* 0Ã8A
23
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ëcopy-pasteí them into the historia25. The use of deictic adjectives in the historia
under scrutiny supports this hypothesis. The metaphrasis, which must have been a
massive work, is unfortunately not preserved, except for these few lines. Apparently,
Tzetzes carried out such a demanding task despite some reservations he had towards
his source. Throughout the historia, Tzetzes appears quite critical of Ptolemyís style:
the geographer is accused of writing %-"&5$*)( (v. 888), of presenting elements
%2G+5423G.*, (v. 951) and +5423G.*/( (v. 992). In other words, Ptolemy is
blamed for being obscure, confused and eventually inconsistent. Because of Tzetzesí
disparaging comments, we are tempted to conclude that the scholar did not have a
very high opinion of Ptolemy and his work26. However, despite these stylistic flaws,
surprisingly, Tzetzes follows meticulously the text offered by his source, which ends
up affecting and shaping the scholarís own style, as Tzetzes himself is forced to
admit (vv. 952 and 975). Be that as it may, the geographical data reported in Tzetzesí
historia are taken directly from Ptolemyís Geography.

8K;3 8K (38094B.3> (vv. 951-952: ìClaudius write it confusedly, / as I do following him in this
metaphrasisî). Since, unfortunately, such a metaphrasis is not preserved, little evidence can be drawn
from these few lines. On the issues concerning the genre of metaphrasis, see J. Signes CodoVer,
Towards a vocabulary for rewriting in Byzantium, in Id.-I. P"rez Mart#n (edd.), Textual Transmission
in Byzantium. Between Textual Criticism and Quellenforschung, Turnhout 2014, 61-92; in the same
volume, see also the remarks in M. Hinterberger, Between simplification and elaboration: Byzantine
metaphrasis compared, 33-60; more recently see also S. Constantinou, Metaphrasis: Mapping premodern rewriting, in Ead.-C. HWgel (edd.), Metaphrasis: A Byzantine Concept of Rewriting and Its Hagiographical Products, Leiden-Boston 2020, 3-60.
25
The conclusion is supported also by the scholion to v. 890 (p. 564 Leone): º0(=$> 5($Ú 5&
8L< 3%< 8P* X8$E3(0/$' SC4$6409/0* (38094B.3C<, ìmy iambs drawn from the metaphrasis of
Ptolemyís Chorographyî. On that, see also Gautier Dalch", o.c. 80.
26
Ptolemy is not the only author blamed for his obscuritas by Tzetzes. A case in point for
such accusations is presented by Maria Jagoda Luzzatto in her analysis of Tzetzesí notes on the ms.
Heidelberg, Pal. gr. 252, where the author on charges is nothing but Thucydides (see Luzzatto, o.c. 3539). As she points out, a note in f. 185r claims that Thucydidesí 6409L< .&H8$< dramatically invalidates readersí understanding (Luzzatto, o.c. 36). In the same folio, Tzetzes annotated below again his
disapproval towards Thucydides and also towards a =>=E>$64B9$<, as they are both affected by
.&$83>*H*. Tzetzesí vituperation of the historianís obscuritas reached its peak in the last scholion of
the ms. edited and commented by Luzzatto, where Tzetzes accused Thucydides of hiding the true
history under his linguistic and stylistic deviousness, compromising a clear understanding for not
learned people (Luzzatto, o.c. 132ñ138). For Tzetzesí attitude of acting as ëauditorí of different authors,
see above, n. 3. For his notes on mss. of Thucydides and Herodotus, and his attitudes towards historians
and scribes alike, see the chapter by JuliYn B"rtola in this volume.
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2. vv. 975ñ997: a change in tone
After a painstakingly precise outline of the two regions of Mysia with details on
borders, rivers, cities and populations, Tzetzes picks up again on the main theme (vv.
970ñ974), offering some of the geographical details he had expanded upon earlier.
From v. 975 onwards, however, Tzetzes suddenly changes tone and stops following
directly his source. He says:
H@#O %ˆ* ,Ã&A &"ˆ( S9GN"2( %2%&3.4/,
-9G+&/*, T!=%%/*, %2%&3"4,6( C*,*&=,$(.
UGV( -,!56* <2%"ˆ( EÓ &"ˆ( L–##3"2( *B5$.
W"$,X&, #39Y,( -,Ú &"%,X&, N$N!=,,
ñ -Z* "Ã G5&5#3941%,* "[( *B5$ &3B+"$(,
+3/&"%:5E\ -56*&,$ EÓ -,Ú +5423G.*, ñ
%2#-!1&$-"6( ]E"^, -,Ú +"="$( &B&5,
&"6( C* !B#"$( &5!"X%$, G8&"$ N,3N93/*,
:5=3/* EÓ :"=3/*, "[%+53 ]-3$*,* !B#"$(.

975

980

So, I twist my iambs following him
975
turning and rolling them with conflicting convolutions.
You should also understand that we call Moesians the Hungarians.
As I wrote such and so many books,
ñ please, consider them as such even if they were not copied
but they lay all drafty and mixed up ñ
980
I seemed to senators and those who in that time
distinguished themselves in speeches, worse not even than barbarians,
but even worse than sows, because of the speeches they judged27.
27
The references to speeches, public, and judges seem to allude to an actual performative
context where a sort of speech contests took place followed by a judgement. On the so-called theatron,
see M. Gr!nbart (ed.), Theatron: Rhetorische Kultur in Sp$tantike und Mittelalter/Rhetorical Culture
in Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, Berlin-New York 2007. More specifically on the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, see M. Mullett, Aristocracy and patronage in the literary circles of Comnenian Constantinople, in M. Angold (ed.), The Byzantine aristocracy IX to XIII centuries, Oxford 1984, 173-201
and F. Bernard, Writing and reading Byzantine secular poetry, 1025ñ1081, Oxford 2014, esp. 253-290.
Striking parallels can be found in the text from the Logismoi edited by Aglae Pizzone in this volume
(pp. 68-73) and in the iambic poems attached to the recensio B of Tzetzesí Historiai (see Leone, Iambi
cit. 134-146). As the major target of Tzetzesí criticism in these iambic poems is the educational system
affecting the education of the young, those parallels bring this historia closer to the same context. For
instance, for the very mention of the judges, see Iambi 305-315, 331-333 (pp. 144-145 Leone).
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&"ˆ( "œ( C&=G,(, "Ã -9&"$E, &A &3B+d.
e- &)* S9GN/* &)* CG)* †-1-B5$(,
&\( H!,2E="2 &5 %2##3,4\( <2%)* #.*1,
+B!5$( &5 &"D&/* -Z* !,!a +5423G.*/(.
û, &Ù !"$+Ù* &Ù* *."* #5/#394"*.
f*/3=%G,&, #Ï3 "ÃE,G)( <2%)* !.#5$,
E8G"2(, +B!5$(, ƒ31 &5, 752G9&/* :D%5$(,
-,Ú +,*&,:a EÓ &"X&" +"$56 %2##394/*.
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985

990

995

Therefore, O city queen of cities,
I tearfully lament you twice and three times.
985
I fear, I fear that perhaps you may fall
to the hands of the barbarians and you would become barbarian yourself.
I fear that a donkey and then a sow were allotted to you in that time,
those whom you honoured, I donít know why.
You had heard from my iambic verses
990
and from the work of Claudius about the tribes of the Moesians,
their cities, even though he spoke confusedly.
And the new geographer, please drop him henceforth!
He doesnít explain anywhere the hallmarks of the Moesians,
people, cities, mountains, flows of streams,
995
and so does he every time he writes something down.
For when he says one thing, he omits thousand others.
In this passage, the focus shifts to the work composed by Tzetzes to adapt
Ptolemyís material resulting into a metaphrasis penned by adapting, ìturning and
rollingî his iambic verses (vv. 975-976); second, with a sort of ring composition,
Tzetzes points out and stresses the main and immediate goal his pupil should pursue
through this historia: he is expected to understand that Moesians and Hungarians are
the same population. Then, the focus diverts from pure geography to broader considerations on the cultural, political, and social life of Constantinople. The latter
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conceptual nexus becomes a pretext to complain and to criticize the alleged progressive barbarization of the capital.
At the outset, Tzetzesí outburst is inspired by the scarce appreciation met by
his many and great books. Tzetzes laments his frustrated expectations and a wrongfully low consideration of him by people professionally trained in the art of speaking,
who accuse him of being worse than a barbarian and a sow. Instead of honoring him,
the city and its intellectual and political elites allotted important tasks and awarded
honors to someone else, to ìa donkey and then a sowî. As if this were not enough, a
lamentation is then addressed to the city of Constantinople, bewailed ìtwice and
three timesî28. The peak is reached with the formula "Ã -9&"$E, &A &3B+d29 at
verse 989, an expression that encapsulates all of Tzetzesí bitterness, resentment and
sense of powerlessness. As those primarily responsible for this deplorable situation,
Tzetzes reproaches the %2#-!1&$-"=, the senators30, as they were able to gain the
attention and the favour of the city along with political control over it, even though,
in Tzetzesí opinion, they did not deserve it.
At the end of the passage, the harsh criticism against Constantinople and its
social structure shows a shift in focus and centers again on the topic of geography.
Tzetzesí invective is aimed at another geographical author, the ìnew geographerî,
as Dionysius Periegetes was dubbed in the scholia31, whom Tzetzes described as
utterly unreliable. As Tzetzes himself explains in a scholion and Gautier Dalch; has
pointed out32, calling Dionysius ënewí is nothing but a pun based on contrast, since
Dionysius, in fact, is an earlier author and therefore it is Ptolemy who should be
called the ìnew geographerî instead. Dionysius is discredited for his lack of details,
This line goes back to the lamentation in the first part of Lycophronís Alexandra where the
following lines are to be found: Z8)*C, .8)*C .3 ;>..Ï &0Ú 84>2E[, ;$4Ù< / 0“Q>< 24Ù< @E&P* &0Ú
;>04206Ï< ;H(C* / &0Ú 2I4 5*0'6B\$'.0* 0%.8C8J4>$* (69-71). The city here lamented is Troy
and an image of destruction is depicted with violence and fire everywhere. Tzetzes himself commented
this work and complemented the text with scholia; see Thomas Cowardís chapter in this volume. Note
the variation of the verb .8)*C which Tzetzes intensifies into &080.Q)*C and puts into an emphatic
position at the end of the line.
29
The expression has often been adopted by rhetors and other theological writers, also with a
reference to a sort of feeling, soul disposition that cannot be fully understood, eventually something
perceived a sort of disease. Such an expression is typically used by Tzetzes specifically in situations
where he reaches the peak of his anger and outrage. A similar expression, for instance, can be found in
the third Iamb attached to the recensio altera of the Chiliades: see Iambi 314, p. 145 Leone: $Ã& $];0
2G< 9B*0> ;Ó &0Ú 2$/^ 84H2^.
30
For the label of ìsenatorsî and its meaning in this context, see below.
31
_Ù* *)$* 8Ù* `>$*U.>$*a 3%4C*>&G< ;Ó *)$* 3]2$*a 243.=U834$< 6Ï4 $”8$< b* X8$E3(0/$' (p. 565 Leone).
32
Gautier Dalch", o.c. 81.
28
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as proven by the case of <2%=,. And this is just one example out of many: according
to Tzetzes, every time Dionysius says one thing, ìhe omits thousand othersî.
This historia, therefore, can be safely divided into three main sections: the
geographical core with the paraphrased quotation from Ptolemy on the two regions
called <2%=, ; an invective against Constantinople and its elites, a class of selfproclaimed intellectuals unable to recognize true eloquence; and finally, a section
connected again with geography, emphasizing Ptolemyís superiority over Dionysius
Periegetes, perhaps the most studied geographer in Byzantium. The last section of
the historia, apparently disconnected from Tzetzesí earlier geographical concerns,
provides in fact further insights into Tzetzesí broader preoccupations and into his
social position in the Byzantine capital, shedding new light on the entire historia.
3. Ptolemy, a choice on the fringes
Besides Tzetzesí knowledge of Ptolemyís Geography and his consequent metaphrasis, this historia provides information on Tzetzesí reasons and methodology in engaging with ancient authorities. A sound knowledge of carefully selected ancient
sources constitutes Tzetzesí ideal teaching method. This historia speaks to his choice
in respect of geographical sources. Ptolemy and Dionysius Periegetes are the authors
taken in consideration and, from the very beginning, Tzetzes gives his preference to
the former. The bad press enjoyed by Dionysius Periegetes, however, is puzzling.
If we look at the Chiliades, Dionysius is mentioned three times and in none of
them he is the target of Tzetzesí criticism33. Furthermore, in the manuscript Ambr. C
222 inf., dated to the end of the twelfth century and written in a context close to
Tzetzesí milieu, as shown by Mazzucchi34, Dionysius is mentioned in more than one
His name appears in Hist. IV 139, 402 as a source to tell the story about the tombs of
Cadmus and Harmonia which used to rattle together and produce sounds for the Illyrians when some
evil arises; in Hist. VIII 218, 718, he is mentioned as a source in contrast to Ptolemy in the number of
the cities present in the British Isles; again, in Hist. XII 450, 876-878, his Periegesis is explicitly mentioned, again as a source dealing with the women of the Sauromates.
34
For a thorough study of the manuscript, see C.M. Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf.
(Graecus 886): Il codice e il suo autore. Parte prima: il codice, «Aevum» LXXVII (2003) 263-275;
Id., Ambrosianus C 222 inf. (Graecus 886): il codice e il suo autore. Parte seconda: líautore, «Aevum»
LXXVIII (2004) 411-440. The codex is linked so closely to Tzetzesí milieu that there is even the strong
possibility that Tzetzesí hand is present in the codex. On Dionysius Periegetes and his approach in an
educational context, see in particular Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf. Parte seconda cit. 421. For
an analogous phenomenon but in relation to the poet Simonides, see the paper by V. Lovato, From
Plato to Cato and back again. Friendship and patronage in Tzetzesí Letters and Chiliads, «C&M»
LXX (2022) 59-98.
33
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occasion as a good example of poetry together with authors like Aratus and Pindar35.
Thus, it is somewhat surprising that, in the passage discussed here, Tzetzes advises
his readers to disregard his works: û, &Ù !"$+Ù* &Ù* *."* #5/#394"*, ìAnd the
new geographer, please drop him henceforth!î. Given Dionysiusí generally positive
reception, such an emphatic rejection is worth being investigated more closely.
In about the same period as Tzetzes worked on this part of the Chiliades,
another contemporary eminent scholar was concerned with geography in Constantinople. After 1165, Eustathios of Thessalonike wrote a detailed commentary on the
Periegesis of Dionysius36. Such work, besides offering a close commentary to the
hexameters composed by the Periegetes, is preceded by a telling prefatory letter by
the author. This introduction contains Eustathiosí methodology, his authorial intentions, and explicitly mentions his addressee, John Doukas Kamateros, a young member of the broader imperial family37. Eustathiosí prefatory piece helps us understand
something more about the geographical culture of the Komnenian period. While
explaining his way of approaching the text of Dionysius, Eustathios talks about
Dionysiusí handling of geographical details in a way that is somewhat reminiscent
of the passages by Tzetzes that we have just read. But let us read Eustathiosí very
words (in Dion. Per. epist. ll. 136-167, pp. 205-206 Miller):
See Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf. Parte seconda cit. 423-424 reporting what can be
read at f. 339r: cEE$< 2$>+8P< $Ã& O.8> &43/88C* (P ¡ X/*;04$<a ¡ ê408$<; &0Ú ¡ 2$Eˆ< X34>+6+8J<a.
36
For some considerations on the date of the composition on the commentary on Dionysius
Periegetes, see Cullhed, Eustathios cit. 7-9. Generally on Eustathios see S. Ronchey-P. Cesaretti, Eustathii Thessalonicensis exegesis in canonem iambicum pentecostalem, Berlin-M!nchen-Boston 2014, 730; more specifically on his teaching activity, especially in relation with his commentaries, see Pontani,
o.c. 385-393.
37
The identity of Eustathiosí addressee, however, is problematic due to the rather common
combination of names. For a detailed account of the Kamateros family and the different John Doukas
attested, see J. Darrouzds, Georges et D!m!trios Tornik!s: Lettres et Discours, Paris 1970, 43-47, 49
(genealogy of the family). Four men named John are mentioned there. For the John Kamateros,
patriarch of Constantinople, whose annotation is recognized in the ms. Ambr. M 66 sup., see recently
C.M. Mazzucchi, Líex libris di Giovanni Camatero e versi inediti di Tzetzes nel codice Ambrosiano M
66 sup., «Aevum» XCIII/2 (2019) 441-447. For the traditional interpretation of Eustathiosí pupil, see
D.I. Polemis, The Doukai: A Contribution to Byzantine Prosopography, London 1968, 127-130. This
proposal, however, has been discussed and not accepted by more recent analyses. For the discussion,
see A.P. Kazhdan, John Doukas: An attempt of de-identification, «Le parole e le idee» XI (1969) 242247; P. Karlin-Hayter, 99: Jean Doukas, «Byzantion» XLII (1972) 259-265; A.F. Stone, The Grand
Hetaireiarch John Doukas: The career of a twelfth-century soldier and diplomat, «Byzantion» LXIX
(1999) 145-164: 145-147; C. Messis, Litt"rature, voyage et politique au XIIe si!cle: líEkphrasis des
lieux saints de Jean ìPhokasî, «ByzSlav» LXIX (2011) 146-166: 148.
35
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-,Ú "Ã- @*,+!13"6 GÓ* ›( @&5!\ 5S+B*&, &Ù* M$"*D%$"*, "[( EÓ C-56*"(
C:38%,&", +!,&2-?&53"* C+5^.3:5&,$, ›( +3.+5$ !B#d +5PA, -,Ú ›(
"["* 5S+56* C-G2P)* &\( C-5=*"2 0%&"3=,( j+,* 5k &$ *B%&$G"* +3"%5+$!$+,=*5$ K!!/( ,Ã&'*, -,Ú &Ù !5:`Ó* S%:*)( C^9#5$ +53$&&B&53"*,
-,Ú &Ù &"X @-3",&"X !=:*"* C-`53,+5D5$, -,Ú &Ù +"!ˆ EÓ &"X +B*"2
+,3,$356&,$, ›( Z* j+53 T&.3/`.* +"`5* ]G5!!5* @*,!.#5%`,$ ¡ @-3"?G5*"( @+"*1&Ú C*&5X`5* ]:"$ -&V%`,$ -,&9 &$*, Õ+"G*1G,&$%GB*, R%,
#5 •-5$ +3Ù( &Ù G.&3$"*, lE1 E. +"2 -,Ú 5S( &Ù @*,#-,6"* &"X +39#G,&"(. M$"*2%=d GÓ* #Ï3 CG.!1%5* ¡!$-\( &$*"( +53$1#8%5/( #\( -,Ú
C`*)* C+5!5D%5/(F +B`5* EÓ ¢ &"6( &B+"$( ,0 -!8%5$( ¢ &"6( ]`*5%$*, ¢
&=*, &Ï C+í ,Ã&"6( %2G+&?G,&,, "Ã +9*2 &$ T-,%&,:"X C-56*"( C* !B#d
`.%`,$ †`.!1%5*F mG6* EÓ 5S( R%"* C+$N9!!5$ %2##5*)( &"6( &"X M$"*2%="2 &Ù &"$"X&"* 42!,:`8%5&,$. H,Ú &"X&" +3,#G,&52BG5*"$ "Ã E$"3`"DG5`, &Ù* +53$1#1&'*, "–&5 &$ &)* E\`5* "Ã E5B*&/( C!!5$4`.*&/*
@*,+!13"XG5*, ›( -,Ú @*B+$* ]4,G5*, @!!Ï &'* &\( G5&3$-\( C+5!5D%5/( @*9#-1* +,3,G2`"DG5`, E$Ï &Ù !=:*"* &\( @-3"9%5/(. Æ #93 &$(
And it (my work) does not supplement Dionysius as if he were incomplete in
what he says, rather it goes through his subject more broadly as it befits a
prose work, and so to say, squeezing out any nutritious ingredient from his
narrative38, it further fattens it and it expands the unadorned diction with
greater abundance of detail; it (my work) caters to the appetite of the listener,
and takes away the great part of the pain, so that perhaps the listener might get
from here without effort as a way of commentary all the details which he
would otherwise have had to recover get there only allusively, in so much as
it is fitting as such and perhaps even to the extent that the subject-matter
requires. For Dionysius cared about a kind of universal periegesis of the earth
and about a survey of nations; but, hence, he did not want to affix anywhere
in his work the names to places and populations nor their attributes. We, for
our part, will take care of this sort of things in so much they befittingly contribute to Dionysiusí words. And in doing this, we do not amend the Periegetes
will not restore the periegesis, neither do we fill up those details that he unduly
left out, but ñ as we have also said earlier ñ we assuage the constraint of the
metrical exposition due to the appetite of the listener. For who being self38
On the imagery on cooking and banqueting in Eustathios, see P. Agapitos, Literary haute
cuisine and its dangers. Eustathios of Thessalonike on schedography and everyday language, «DOP»
LXIX (2015) 225-241.
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Z* 4$!"G,`56* 5SE?(, 5n&, E' @-"D%,( &"X M$"*2%="2 #\( o"$/&)* -,Ú
g"-3)* -,Ú p5%%,!)* -,Ú <,-5EB*/* C* E2%Ú* ]+5%$ G*1%,G.*"2
+3Ù( GB*"* ƒ*"G,, -,Ú G1E.* &$ +!."* C^$%&"38%,*&"( +53Ú ,Ã&)*, "ÃZ* 5S( E."* !$:*5D%5&,$ +!,&D&53"* G,`56* &$ +53Ú ,Ã&)*; +"`8%5$ Eí
Z* ¡ 4$!"+52`8(, "nG,$, -,= &$ +53Ú <2%)* @-"X%,$, ›( Eí ,–&/( -,Ú
+53Ú o5N3D-/*. LÃ- @*,+,D%5$ Eí ,Ã&Ù* "ÃEÓ &Ù &\( g$ND1(, "ÃEÓ G'*
&Ù &\( _%=,(, "–&í "“* qÃ3?+1( ƒ*"G, Y$!B*, 5S G8 &$ -,Ú +53Ú &"D&/*
,S&$"!"#"DG5*"* #*?%5&,$. WÙ Eí RG"$"* -,Ú C+Ú K!!/* P1&8%5$ :/3)*,
-,Ú G.*&"$ -,Ú +53Ú +B!5/*.
consciously eager of learning, after having heard Dionysius recording the land
of the Beothians, Lokrians, Thessalians, and Macedonians in two verses only
by name, and telling then nothing more about them, would not reasonably
desire eagerly and greedily to learn something broader about them? One curious, I suppose, would desire also to hear something about the Mysians just as
much as about the Bebryces. And neither the mere name of Africa nor of Asia,
nor indeed of Europe will give the curious listener rest, unless he will get some
explanation about them too. And he will seek the same also about other
regions, to say nothing about cities.
Even though perhaps more subtly, Eustathios blames Dionysius for the same
reasons as Tzetzes did: some pieces of information provided by the geographer are
neither exhaustive nor complete. Some populations like the Mysians, are even recorded ìonly by nameî. However, if Tzetzes recommends his pupil to ìleave aside
the geographerî and choose another source, namely Ptolemy, despite his obscure
style, Eustathios adopts a different strategy. Instead of rejecting Dionysius, he enriches his text, as he says, by ìdiscarding the constraint of the metrical subjectî and
effacing the difficulties for his pupil.39 This does not only imply minutely detailed
comments, it also entails the inclusion of changes and additions to the original source
so as to make the work more palatable for his pupils40. In this respect, Eustathiosí
approach is very different from Tzetzesí.
Given such a different method, Tzetzesí criticism against Dionysius has in
fact a twofold target: its explicit aim is the scanty information provided by the PeriFor Eustathiosí different kinds of audience, see useful remarks in A. Pizzone, Audiences
and emotions in Eustathios of Thessalonikeís Commentaries on Homer, «DOP» LXX (2016) 225-244
(with a translation of roughly the same passage at pp. 229-230).
40
For an overview of attention for Classics in the Byzantine twelfth century, especially in
respect to the genre of commentaries, see Kaldellis, o.c.
39
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egesis, while its implicit aim is the method chosen by Eustathios in commenting on
Dionysius41. In fact, methodology is key here. To further underline his stance, Tzetzes repeats time and again throughout the historia that he follows almost blindly
Ptolemyís text even though the latter, at times, can appear obscure. And yet, neither
additions nor simplifications are included into Ptolemyís text. Moreover, Eustathios
appears to know Ptolemy too. In fact, he used the Geography as a source in the introduction of his commentary to the Periegesis, when explaining the differences
between chorography and geography42. The issue is not simply the choice of a suitable geographical source, rather it necessarily concerns the right approach to it.
Eustathiosí acquaintance with Ptolemyís Geography makes methodology even more
central. Tzetzesí criticism does not stem exclusively from the flaws of Dionysiusí
geographical work. What proves crucial is the method developed in dealing with
Dionysius as a geographical source.
What is more, Eustathios is not a neutral figure in relation to Tzetzes. Both
active teachers and competing intellectuals in the Komnenian Constantinople, they
represent two poles of the same cultural economy43. Eustathios, part of the patriarchal school with the prestigious title of G,r%&/3 &)* 71&B3/*, represented a more
centralized ëinstitutionalí learning at the top of education in Constantinople44. Tze41
For another facet of the competition between Tzetzes and Eustathios see Valeria F. Lovatoís
contribution to this volume, as well as a passage in Philip Ranceís (pp. 472-474).
42
See J. Akujervi, Pausanias' Periegesis, Dionysius Periegetes, Eustathiusí Commentary,
and the construction of the periegetic genre, in D. Searby-E. Balicka Witakowska-J. Heldt (edd.),
`G4$* f$;$2$>&/E$*. «Studies in honour of Jan Olof Rosenqvist», Uppsala 2012, 41-52: 45-47.
Furthermore, Eustathios mentions Ptolemy also in comparison with other geographers, showing thus a
vast geographical knowledge. For instance, discussing the shape of the Caspian Sea and its alleged
connection with the Ocean (in Dion. Per. 718, p. 344 M!ller), Eustathios compares Dionysiusí and
Ptolemyís opinion, proving his knowledge of both. See also P. Cassella, Sul commentario di Eustazio
a Dionigi Periegeta, in P. Volpe Cacciatore (ed.), Líerudizione scolastico-grammaticale a Bisanzio,
Napoli 2003, 27-36.
43
As Agapitos has aptly summarized, the «two men (i.e. Tzetzes and Eustathios) stand at a
substantial distance within the social, cultural and educational spectrum of Komnenian Constantinople». See P. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the blemish examiners: A Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition, «MEG» XVII (2017) 1-57: 6.
44
For the patriarchal school, see as a milestone the studies by R. Browning: The Patriarchal
School at Constantinople in the twelfth century, «Byzantion» XXXII (1962) 167-202 and XXXIII
(1963) 11-40. Nevertheless, the role of the (0g.8C4 8G* f+8H4C* gives a hint of the overlap between
the different schools on the one hand, and the political and educational context, on the other hand. The
master of rhetoric was appointed by the Emperor. Even though such a title, being a wholly secular
official, entailed membership of the Senate, the man appointed to this position was also part of the
patriarchal school, where he acted as a court representative. See A. Kazhdan-A.W. Epstein, Change in
Byzantine culture in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, Berkeley-Los Angeles-London 1985, 126-130.
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tzes, on the other hand, belonged to the fringes of the elites, embodying what has
recently been defined by Panagiotis Agapitos as the Byzantine «middle class»45. The
distance between the two scholars is even wider if we consider that Tzetzes struggled
his entire life to gain more recognition, without ever succeeding46. Additionally, his
relationship with Eustathios bordered on intellectual theft and plagiarism, as the
latter used more than once Tzetzesí works without crediting him47.
47
Given this framework and the two scholarsí long-standing rivalry, Tzetzesí
stance toward Dionysius and Eustathios has an even broader purport so that it uncovers a deeper polemic against Constantinopolitan elites, designated through the term
%2#-!1&$-"=. Although Eustathios, being G,r%&/3 &)* 71&B3/*, was in fact automatically part of the Senate, and therefore implicitly part of the group of ìsenators
and those distinguished in speechesî who harshly attacked Tzetzes, the invective
seems to cover a broader spectrum. The overlap between the group of the ìsenatorsî
and the figure of Eustathios points thus to an issue that is key to a full understanding
of the passage, namely what does Tzetzes precisely mean while referring to ìsenatorsî. At face value, the term designates the members of the Byzantine Senate, reinstitutionalized in Constantinople by the eleventh century and still in place during
the Komnenian period, but it is, in fact, more nuanced than it might appear at first
45
For a discussion of the attribution, see P. A. Agapitos, ëMiddle-classí ideology of education
and language, and the ëbookishî identity of John Tzetzes, in J. Stouraitis (ed.), Ideologies and Identities
in the Medieval Byzantine World, Boston-Berlin (forthcoming).
46
A case in point of Tzetzesí striving and frustration is represented by the violent quarrel with
the eparch Andronikos Kamateros around 1160, where Tzetzes disparages the eparchís poor judgement
on his rhetorical skills. The details of this event are still blurred as it is not clear which position or
special occasion Tzetzes aimed at (for a fine-tuning of the question, see the contribution by Aglae Pizzone in this volume). Nevertheless, Tzetzesí disappointment and anger not to have been properly judged
transpires throughout his late works ñ mainly, the final books of the Historiai and the commentaries to
Aristophanes and to Hermogenes ñ leading into the iambic poems attached to recensio B of Chiliades,
a letter (Ep. 89, pp. 129-130 Leone), and a long comment in the Chiliades (Hist. XI 369, 210-224 and
353-358). Such a situation is likely also in the background of the present historia, as the specific temporal indication expressed by 8H83, emphasized by its final position in vv. 981 and 988, suggests by
pointing to a specific period in time or to a specific situation. Beyond the style, the context fits such a
situation too: Tzetzes failed a concrete occasion at his disposal to change his social position, from the
margins to the predominant and influential centre. The only way to gain centrality stands thus in criticizing the ënewí schedography and in proposing an alternative in order to reassess the social order from
which he had been excluded.
47
This plagiarism has been investigated by E. Cullhed, Diving for pearls and Tzetzesí death,
«ByzZ» CVIII (2015) 53-62: 55-60; Id., The blind bard cit. 61-63. In both papers, the author reports
some «incriminating» examples and refers to T. Conley, Byzantine criticism and the uses of literature,
in A. Minnis-I. Johnson (edd.), The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, II: The Middle Ages,
Cambridge 2005, 667-692.
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glance. The dignity of senator was seldom an exclusive office in twelfth-century
Constantinople. The aggregation of offices in the same person was a common occurrence, so much so that it led to an increasing overlap between the institutions themselves, as the case of the appointment to G,r%&/3 &)* 71&B3/* clearly shows48. It
is therefore not surprising that Tzetzes equates the senators with those who master
and judge speeches, hinting at a performative setting familiar to Byzantine education49. And yet, resentment against senators persistently surfaces also in other passages where Tzetzes vehemently opposes the educational system50. Educational and
political context go hand in hand, given the overlaps between cultural, social and
political life in the capital. Even though the actual institutionalization, organization,
and specific syllabi of the different educational organizations in Constantinople are
hard, if not impossible, to pinpoint, clearly Tzetzes attacks the school ësystemí in
which the intellectual as well as the political elites were involved51. Elsewhere, too,
Tzetzes heavily criticizes and downgrades the schools for their educational program
based on a wrong methodology. Here the target of his criticism is the same.
What is more, as it has been stressed, the leading Constantinopolitan schools
shared a common method of teaching, based on the exercise of schedography.
Tzetzes is particularly aggressive and polemical against this widespread rhetorical
exercise adopted as a new learning practice in the middle Byzantine period52. In the
See M. Loukaki, Les Gr%ces # Ath!nes. &loge díun gouverneur byzantine par Nikolaos
Kataphl'ron, Berlin-Boston 2019, 7-8, offering the telling example of Nikolaos Kataphlhron.
49
On the performative and often competitive background of Byzantine education in the eleventh and twelfth century, see Bernard, o.c. esp. 253-266.
50
Effective parallels are to be found, for instance, in Tzetzesí Iambi (see Leone, Iambi cit,
134-144), especially in the first poem where the peak of the criticism towards the educational system
in the capital is to be found. There, in fact, Tzetzes pounces on the educational method used to train the
young students through a detailed description of the possible paths that a boy could undertake.
51
On the Constantinopolitan school system, see the overview offered by Kazhdan-Epstein,
o.c. 120-133, and Pontani, o.c. 385. However, the clear boundaries and the setting of higher education
in Constantinople are still nebulous. What is indisputable is, on the one hand, the influence played by
the Church, and on the other hand, the importance of the theatron, the stage where the intellectuals
were summoned to prove themselves. Bibliography on the topic is vast. See at least U. Criscuolo, Chiesa ed insegnamento a Bisanzio nel XII secolo: il problema della cosiddetta «Accademia Patriarcale»,
«Siculorum Gymnasium» XXVIII/2 (1975) 373-390; M. Angold, Church and Society in Byzantium
under the Comneni, 1081ñ1261, Cambridge 1995, esp. 89-98.
52
In the last few years, the topic of schedography has been widely addressed, also specifically
in Tzetzesí works. See Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 1-57; Id., Grammar, genre and patronage in
the twelfth century: a scientific paradigm and its implications, «J,Byz» LXIV (2014) 1-22. On riddles,
see also Mazzucchi, Ambrosianus C 222 inf. Parte seconda cit. 426-430. On the literary interpretation
48
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historia under scrutiny, the expression :5=3/* EÓ :"=3/* at verse 983 stands out as
a sharp pointer to this polemic. If read with the Byzantine pronunciation, in fact, the
phrase sounds as the repetition of the same sound, being formed by two homophonic
but not homographic words. This is precisely the kind of riddles which populated
schedographic exercises and puzzles; entailing a similarity of sounds but not of
meaning, they were riddles for pupils to decode53. More to the point, Tzetzes considers schedography to be not only negative per se. In his opinion, schedography provided only a superficial knowledge of the ancient sources and did not truly educate
pupils, preventing a correct learning of the linguistic canon centered on classical
models and distorting the Attic Greek model. Tzetzesí attitude towards schedography is reminiscent of his criticism of Dionysius Periegetes and, consequently, of the
Byzantine intellectuals who, like Eustathios, preferred this ìnewî geographer over
the more reliable Ptolemy. Here, Tzetzes appropriates the language of the people and
the teachers who are criticizing him, like Eustathios, with the clear intent to mock
them at the same time54.
The blame, thus, falls upon the schools concerned with higher education,
among which we can certainly count the patriarchal school ñ of which Eustathios
was a prominent representative ñ and their common method of teaching. Throughout
Tzetzesí works, epithets like ëbuffaloesí or ëpigsí are frequently found with reference
to teachers adopting the practice of schedography55. From a mere matter of rhetoric
dealing with schedography, thus, the polemic gets to touch upon culture and possibly
even upon moral values: once exposed to such a practice, pupils indeed become

of schedography and the image of the ìpigs of Circeî, frequently adopted by Tzetzes in describing his
adversaries, see V. Lovato, Odysseus the schedographer, in P. Marciniak-B. van den Berg-D. Manolova
(edd.), Preserving, Commenting, Adapting: Commentaries on Ancient Texts in Twelfth-Century Byzantium, Cambridge forthcoming.
53
For an exhaustive definition of the schedographic practice, see Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 7-8. As he underlines, furthermore, «the text [of a schedos], punctuated in an erratic manner,
was filled with strange words and phrases giving no meaning. The pupils had to decode this ìriddleî
(64/9$< or *H+(0) and to rewrite it correctly. The puzzles were based on similarities of sound, called
@*8/.8$>S0 (ìcorrespondencesî) [Ö] that need to be acoustically decoded».
54
Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 21 talks about a «parodistic strategy».
55
Many are the passages where Tzetzes mocks these teachers throughout the Chiliades. For
some examples commented in different contexts, see Agapitos, Grammar, genre cit. 12-13; Id., Blemish
examiners cit. 18-20; V.F. Lovato, Hellenising cit. 155-157. See also Leone, Iambi cit. 134-144. As
Aglae Pizzone shows in her contribution to this volume, such an invective against alternatively ìbarbariansî, ìbuffaloesî, or the =04=B4C* &$'.8C;/0 from which he categorically distances himself was
also at the core of the Logismoi. On Tzetzesí vituperative posture (with a specific focus on the scholia
to the Chiliades) see Yulia Mantovaís chapter in this volume.
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ëbarbarizedí56. In the historia discussed above, the damages of this wrong educational system are such that Tzetzes fears that the entire city might ìfall / to the [Ö]
barbariansî and that the city itself might ìbecome barbarianî once controlled by
barbarized persons, namely a ìdonkey and a sowî. Once the city is completely barbarized, it will inevitably prize and honor the barbarians. This is the irreparable consequence of the decline of education. Tzetzesí shock at depicting this setting is so
strong that it leads him to perform a lamentation on the ìqueen of the citiesî.
Against this background, the adjective ënewí referred to Dionysius is neither
just ironic nor a simple chronological tag. Indeed, it ends up becoming a cultural
signpost that labels Dionysius as an author favored by the group of the ënewí
intellectuals, dedicated to schedography and thus progressively infecting society. Far
from being a virtue, it is for his very ënewnessí that he should be dropped57. Ptolemy,
therefore, remains the only possible alternative geographical model, which is bound
to guarantee the right education, to improve the educational system, and eventually
to forge better community members.
This constant and deliberate overlap between geography and education finds
its final instantiation in the term ëbarbarianí58. If read against this context, this
adjective is first and foremost related to the concept of culture and of a proper education. As has been shown by Valeria F. Lovato59, indeed, this notion is often used by
Tzetzes in relation to the educational background, the paideia of a man and it
partially loses its reference to the idea of ethnicity. However, the situation presented
here offers a more nuanced case. The lines where the idea of ëbarbarizationí is
presented certainly refer to the cultural and teaching background described above:
the term ëbarbarianí implies a lack of cultural knowledge and of an apt education
based on reading ancient authors in a comprehensive and solid way. Nevertheless,
the entire context of the historia here discussed, with its explicit reference to geoSee Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 17-20.
Apparently, a ënewí kind of schedography emerged in the middle of the twelfth century, as
proves the famous account of Anna Komnene (Alexiad XV 7,9). For an analysis of the passage, see
Agapitos, Grammar, genre cit. 5-6, and A. Garzya, Intorno al Prologo di Niceforo Basilace, «J,Byz»
XVIII (1969) 57-71. The rhetoric of ënewí and therefore inferior to old standards surfaces also in the
Logismoi (see Aglae Pizzone in this volume).
58
The term is also put in a strong position into the lines of this historia: it occupies always
the last part of the line and it is found always in a different case. Such attention cannot be accidental. It
might probably point ironically to the hallmarks used by the kind of education defined as ëbarbarianí
by Tzetzes. With such a method and by the use of these rhetorical features, Tzetzes is mocking again
those teachers considering a great thing this formal approach to the text, neglecting categorically the
content, mostly in respect to the ancient source which is eventually what constitutes the education.
59
See Lovato, Hellenising cit. 143-157.
56
57
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graphy, allows us to go a step further. With the concern for countries, boundaries
and populations, the idea of ethnicity carried along from the wordís Classical meaning somehow surfaces. The cultural and the geographical connotations proceed thus
concurrently, and they end up overlapping somehow. Here, Tzetzes plays with the
concept of ëbarbarianí, maintaining in the background both meanings. The connection between geography and education, indeed, is offered by Tzetzes himself in the
Chiliades (Hist. IX 280, 703-708):
H,Ú #Ï3 CN,3N,3?`1%,* "0 +!5="2( %:5E"23#=,$(,
N=N!"2( @*,#$*?%-"*&5( &)* +,!,$)* "ÃEB!/(,
›( &B+"2(, :?3,(, +39#G,&, #$*?%-5$* %,45%&9&/(,
-,Ú `1%,23"ˆ( @3D5%`,$, !B#"2( %"4)* +,*&"=/*,
&)* @G,`)* -,+8!/* E5 +!"-a !,N23$*`?E5$
GB*c &Ù* *"X* +3"%.:"*&5( -,Ú -5-,+1!52G.*c.

705

For most of them have been barbarized by schedourgy,
not reading any of the books of ancient writers,
in order to know most clearly about places, lands and affairs,
705
and to draw in treasures, namely, the discourses of various wise men;
instead, they turn their minds only to the labyrinthine
and vulgar complexity of ignorant tavern-keepers60.
An adequate education is not only essential to have a widespread comprehension but aims at providing a detailed knowledge ìabout places, lands and affairsî. A
geographical competence too contributes to scaffold oneís path towards Knowledge61. Geography appears as a fully-fledged part of this education, and as in any
other field, it should be pursued through the appropriate sources and the appropriate
method, which are completely incompatible with those used to train barbarians. By
proposing a different geographical model, therefore, Tzetzes stimulates a construcSee Agapitos, Blemish examiners cit. 17-18
Beside the pure geographical competence, it is worth noting that travel as such was a
traditional theme in the exegesis, often associated with the pursuing of knowledge. Such a long-standing
tradition finds perfect embodiment also in twelfth-century Constantinople, with the works of Eustathios
and Tzetzes which, needless to say, extensively commented upon the most famous literary travel of
Odysseus in the Homeric poems. For the analysis of such a theme used as a rhetorical tool by Eustathios
and Tzetzes, see V.F. Lovato, The wanderer, the philosopher and the exegete. Receptions of the Odyssey in rwelfth-century Byzantium, in C. Ferella-C. Breytenbach (edd.), Paths of Knowledge. Interconnection(s) between Knowledge and Journey in the Graeco-Roman World, Berlin 2018, 217-240.
60
61
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tive discussion since the selection of a specific geographical model and of a given
approach entails direct consequences for society. By criticizing the education that
impacted on the social structure of Komnenian society, as discussed above, Tzetzes
also voices his claim to a better position in this very society, aiming at being finally
granted the honor and the reputation he deserves. His social status is marginal: he is
accused of being a barbarian and a sow by people gravitating around the court and
the school system. The opposition is thus between a centre, represented by what, for
simplicityís sake, might be labelled as an ëinstitutionalizedí education, and the
margins where Tzetzes finds himself. The scholar constantly fights to gain more
importance while acting on the fringes of the society as an independent intellectual
figure. This opposition results into a distance and such a distance is vast. By recommending a different geographical ideal, I believe, Tzetzes places the quarrel on
another level, claiming for himself more recognition and centrality so as to escape
the margins.
In conclusion, therefore, once geographyís many facets are revealed, it becomes central especially when it comes to a conceptually adequate model to convey
Tzetzesí social and cultural concerns. First, as a technical subject, it should convey
geographical details and thus, it is necessary to select a source where information is
actually provided; even obscurely, Ptolemy offers details whereas Dionysius ìdoes
not explain anywhereî what he should. Secondly, geography represents a conceptually adequate model for Tzetzes to find a new position in society. As an integral
part of the educational canon, the selection of the sources and the choice of an
accurate approach are highly relevant: they could deeply affect oneís educational
path, that is to say that they have an impact on the first essential step to gain a position
in the social milieux of the capital and climb the political ladder. A high position on
the educational ladder corresponds to a high position on the social ladder and
consequently, in the political hierarchy too62. Geography, therefore, is not neutral63.
62
For another pupil of this generation, see the figure of Gregory Antiochos in M. Loukaki,
Gr"goire Antiochos, &loge du patriarche Basile Kamat"ros, Paris 1996, 3-28; see specifically pp. 5-12
for useful remarks on the higher education in Constantinople during the twelfth century, presented as
essential to enter an administrative career. Further, on the importance of education in Komnenian
society, see T. Creazzo, Retorica, filosofia e gestione del potere a Bisanzio fra XI e XII secolo: alcune
considerazioni, in T. Creazzo-C. Crimi-R. Gentile-G. Strano (edd.), «Studi Bizantini in onore di Maria
Dora Spadaro» Acireale-Roma 2016, 131-144; M. Gr!nbart, Paideia connects: the interaction between
teachers and pupils in twelfth-century Byzantium, in S.Steckel-N.Gaul-M.Gr!nbart (edd.), Networks of
Learning: Perspectives on Scholars in Byzantine East and Latin West, c. 1000ñ1200, M!nster 2016,
17-32. Education, indeed, was an essential step in starting a career in administration and also represented a social mark and was sign of social representation. Education and administrative career go hand
in hand, being the former the necessary condition for the latter.
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Rather, it relates to issues of education, culture, politics and ultimately of centrality
and marginality. Margins, in particular, have a multivalent dimension in this broader
geographical perspective, from the spatial ëbarbaricí borders of the Empire embodied by the regions of <2%=, to the fringes of twelfth-century Byzantine elites. This
tension between centre and margins active on the spatial dimension and reflected in
cultural, social and ultimately political aspects constantly maintains also a temporal
dimension. Tzetzes indeed uses a geographical work of Ptolemy, dated almost to a
thousand years earlier, to address contemporary issues. Once again, Tzetzes uses an
ancient work pertaining directly to the past to talk about his present, although he
never labels it as ënewí.63
CHIARA DíAGOSTINI
cdagostini@sdu.dk

As firmly stated by the geographer John B. Harley (J.B. Harley, The New Nature of Maps:
Essays in the History of Cartography, Baltimore 2001, 150-168), maps are never neutral as they are
closely linked to power. Here, maps are not directly concerned but the same definition applies to
geography as a subject-matter: geography is not neutral for Tzetzes as it contributes to reassessing his
and othersí social, political, and educational position.
63

Tzetzes and the mechanographoi:
The reception of Late Antique scientific texts in Byzantium

One of the better-known episodes of the life of John Tzetzes ñ or at least of his
literary and social persona ñ occurs in his Exegesis of the Iliad, written ca. 1140,
where he bemoans years of professional failure and adversity with typically learned
obscurantism (Exeg. Il. p. 22,1-11 Papathomopoulos)1:
!Ã"Ó #Ï$ %&'Ï '!ˆ( ')( *+,-./0+( 1,+2')$&( '$Û'!, 3'!( 42'Û 1!5,
'Ì6& "7 -825 'Ô'&$'!,9 :..7 ;<"!1ı, 1!5 3'!( 42'Û, 'Ì6& "7 -825, ƒ#"!!,, 4= !” :0$Ì%'>( 4##>,5Ì?>,, 'Ï( @0Ì2&( 41!A <Û<.!B( C..!'C..+, :0!"5"!ˆ( ¿.Û#!B '51D1&'!(, %&'Ï 'Ù, *BE&#ı$&, 2F( <5<.5!GÌ#!( #-,ı1-,!( %&'&<Ô<$>%&, 0.), 1ı,!B 0B%'Û!B H,ı(, I0-$ -J2Ú
*.!B'Ì$6!B *&$Ì..+.&, %&Ú 1&E+1&'5%K, "5&Gı$>, '-1&6Û>, '5,K,9
L 0Ì,'& '!M( 1F ')( '!˜'>, "B,Ì1->( 405#,˘1!25, !Ã"Ó 6&.%!A NB?&,'Û!B ,!1Û21&'ı( -J25, C=5&9
For it is not, as in the case of Penelopeís suitors, a third year for me, soon to
be a fourth, but for me it is a seventh year, soon to be an eighth, from when,
unprofitably withdrawing into a corner, giving away all my books one after
the other for a small price, I became, in the Pythagorean manner, a book-eating
moth and have consumed them, excepting only one volume, which is
Plutarchís Parallel Lives, and some various mathematical morsels, all of
which, to those who do not recognise their value, are not worth a brass coin of
Byzantion.
* I am grateful to Enrico Emanuele Prodi for his invitation to a stimulating conference on
Tzetzes, to the Universit! Caí Foscari Venezia for its hospitality, and to the other participants for their
comments and company. For subsequent remarks and/or assistance with bibliography I thank Baukje
van den Berg (Vienna), Marc Lauxtermann (Oxford), Ugo Mondini (Vienna), Enrico Emanuele Prodi
(Oxford), and Hans Michael Schellenberg (D"sseldorf). All translations from Greek are my own.
1
M. Papathomopoulos, #$%&'()* +,-../0 1234435)6/7 5/7 89:59/0 ;<* 5=. >4%2/0
+?)-@3, Athens 2007. For discussion of this passage, with further bibliography, see C. Wendel, Tzetzes
(1), RE VII/A (1948) 1959-2011: 1961; N.G. Wilson, Scholars of Byzantium, London 19962, 190-191;
T. Braccini, Erudita invenzione: riflessioni sulla Piccola grande Iliade di Giovanni Tzetze, «IFilol
Class» IX (2009/2010) 153-173: 159-160 with n. 21; M. Savio, Screditare per valorizzare. Giovanni
Tzetze, le sue fonti, i committenti e la concorrenza, Rome 2020, 12-13, 62-68.
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Now apparently in his late twenties, Tzetzes alludes to a murky scandal seven
years earlier, when he was abruptly dismissed from a salaried post with the Eparch
of Beroia and obliged to make his way on foot back to Constantinople2. Since then,
struggling on low or irregular income from writing and teaching, he has been forced
to sell off his library, cheaply, book by book, just to survive. Essentially, Tzetzes has
sold books in order to eat. Metaphorically, reborn as a ìbook-eating mothî, by way
of a strained analogy to Pythagorean metempsychosis, Tzetzes has ìconsumedî
(%&'&<Ô<$>%&) his books (p. 22,6-7 Papathomopoulos)3. Only two items remain in
2
The foundational study of the chronology of Tzetzesí life is Wendel, o.c. 1960-1965, who
established the conventional termini ca. 1112 ñ post-1180/1185. Recently M. Gr"nbart, Byzantinisches
Gelehrtenelend ñ oder: Wie meistert man seinen Alltag, in L.M. Hoffmann-A. Monchizadeh (edd.),
Zwischen Polis, Provinz und Peripherie. Beitr!ge zur byzantinischen Geschichte und Kultur, Wiesbaden 2005, 413-426: 424-425, drew attention to the tenuity of the evidence for the last 20-25 years of
the traditional dating, whereby the secure terminus post quem becomes the death of the Empress BerthaEirene in 1159/1160 (Gr"nbart, o.c. 425 n. 72 cites Alleg. Il. XVI prol.; see correctly Alleg. Od. prol.
16). It is generally assumed that some of Tzetzesí later letters belong to the early/mid-1160s, though
none can be firmly dated to this decade: M. Gr"nbart, Prosopographische Beitr!ge zum Briefcorpus
des Ioannes Tzetzes, «JAByz» XLVI (1996) 175-226: 176-177, 219-223. See discussion of additional
considerations in E. Cullhed, Diving for pearls and Tzetzesí death, «ByzZ» CVIII/1 (2015) 53-62; A.
Pizzone, Saturno contro sul mare díIsmaro. Una nuova fonte per lí(auto)biografia di Tzetze, in A.
Capra-S. Martinelli Tempesta-C. Nobili (edd.), Philoxenia: Viaggi e viaggiatori nella Grecia di ieri e
di oggi, Milan 2020, 75-94, esp. 85-88. Date of Tzetzesí Exegesis of the Iliad: Wendel, o.c. 1961-1962,
1966, correcting older studies, sets the termini as 1138 to mid-1145, wherein he plausibly argues for
ca. 1140, or in any case around Tzetzesí twenty-eighth year. Citing older scholarship, Papathomopoulos, o.c. 19* assigns the composition to shortly before mid-1143.
3
Previous editors, following a variant manuscript tradition, read (B* C)C?)/&2ÌD/*, ìscribe
of your [book]î, rather than (=* C)C?)/DÌ&/*, ìbook-eating mothî. Accordingly, C)C?)/DÌ&/*, seemingly a Tzetzean neologism, is not found in, e.g., LSJ9, LBG or yet TLG. In consequence also, some
older studies construed this passage somewhat differently. Tzetzes clarifies his meaning in a scholion
(ed. Papathomopoulos, o.c. 443,14-15): 635Ï 5Ù. E0F3&ı23. G3Û9,. ;<2H6;). ›* 5/7 E0F3&ı2/0
4;5;4I0J˘(;)* @/$Ì9/.5/*, ìI have said jestingly ëin the Pythagorean mannerí, as Pythagoras held
opinions about the transmigration of soulsî. See H. Felber, Quellen der Ilias-Exegesis des Joannes
Tzetzes, Zurich 1925, 24: «Er macht seiner gedr"ckten Stimmung Luft, nicht ohne Galgenhumor, wenn
er sagt, er sei nun zufolge der Pythagoraeischen Metempsychose aus einem B"cherschreiber zu einem
B"chervernichter geworden». Recently, Savio, o.c. 62-65, reading 635Ï 5Ù. E0F3&ı23. as simple
self-comparison to a celebrated ancient intellectual, sees the primary function of Tzetzesí metaphorical
6353CÔC2,63 as a self-promotional claim to having committed books to memory before selling them.
Elsewhere Tzetzes presents himself as one who lives ñ or literally eats ñ by means of his intellect and
literary production, a characterisation encapsulated in recherchK vocabulary and inventive neologizing:
L&&?,55/&Ì(5,2 (cf. Ar. Av. 1695-1696), ìeating by oneís eloquenceî, and .//&Ì(5,2, ìeating by
oneís witî, in Ep. 75 (pp. 109,17-110,3 Leone); Hist. X 353, 759-769. See V.F. Lovato, Living by his
wit: Tzetzesí Aristophanic variations on the conundrums of a ëprofessional writerí, «BMGS» XLV/1
(2021) 42-58.
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his possession. One is a single-volume copy of Plutarchís Lives ñ clearly more important than food. The other is an assemblage of mathematical texts. Tzetzes opines
that readers ignorant of this discipline could not appreciate the significance of such
works. In this vignette, Tzetzes combines two rhetorical motifs that pervade his
writings: the undeserved poverty of true scholars, exemplified by his own often
precarious circumstances4, and the ignorance, incompetence or banality of contemporary literati and educators, in comparison to his own erudition, talent and originality. In his later works, from the mid-/late 1150s, in which genuine autobiographical testimony and competitive authorial self-representation become less easily
distinguished, Tzetzes frequently asserts that he is writing ìbooklessî (:<Û<.+() ñ
apparently his own neologism ñ or ìwithout booksî (C,-B <5<.Û>,), as a way of
excusing potential inaccuracies or lapses, while simultaneously vaunting his phenomenal memory and unparalleled extempore compositional skills5. But Tzetzesí
complaints of hardship in the late 1130s/early 1140s seem to record actual material
constraints on composition: in a scholion to a subsequent passage of his Exegesis of
the Iliad, regarding the meaning of comets, he wistfully observes that seven years
earlier, in his twenty-first year (ca. 1133), he had still enjoyed access to all the relevant books on this subject, before that fateful affair at Beroia deprived him of all
such learning6. Furthermore, the details of Tzetzesí residual library have a seemingly
authentic specificity. The enduring popularity of Plutarchís Lives in tenth- to twelfth-

Gr"nbart, Byzantinisches Gelehrtenelend cit. 413-426. For potential ëHomericí associations
of poverty see E. Cullhed, The blind bard and ëIí: Homeric biography and authorial personas in the
twelfth century, «BMGS» XXXVIII/1 (2014) 49-67, esp. 58-61, 64-67. For the verb L&&,.)Ì9,, as
used here, see LBG 433, s.v., «sich in einen Winkel zur"ckzeihen Ö»; cf. Hist. I 11, 286: MF; 5Ù. D)?/&N.)/. O2;5)(-4'. CP/., ìwhence I chose a life lurking in cornersî.
5
E.g. Hist. VI 50, 399-403 (401: Q. RCÛC?'*), VI 53, 469-470 (470: RCÛC?S G;D06ı5) 4/));
VIII 176, 169-183 (173: RCÛC?'*; 179: C)C?P,. T.;0F; &2-D;(F3)); 12.1-6 (4: T.;0 C)C?Û,. &2ÌD,.); Alleg. Il. XV 87-89; cf. also Hist. IX 284, 744-754; X 329, 355-361. On this literary-rhetorical
motif in Tzetzesí writings see now Savio, o.c. 58-65. For practices of memorisation and imagery of
memory in Tzetzesí Histories see A. Pizzone, The Historiai of John Tzetzes: A Byzantine ìbook of
memoryî?í, «BMGS» XLI/2 (2017) 182-207, esp. 190-200, 205-207.
6
Schol. Exeg. Il. pp. 421,3-422,3 Papathomopoulos. See Wendel, o.c. 1961-1962. For
Tzetzesí knowledge of comets and celestial divination see also schol. Alleg. Il. IV 66-67 in ms. Par. gr.
2644, ed. J.F. Boissonade, Tzetzae Allegoriae Iliadis, Paris 1851, 103, n. ad 67, and J.A. Cramer,
Anecdota Graeca e codicibus manuscriptis bibliothecarum oxoniensium, III, Oxford 1836, 380,23-31.
See the remarks of Cramer, o.c. iv; M. Mavroudi, Occult science and society in Byzantium: Considerations for future research, in P. Magdalino-M. Mavroudi (edd.), The Occult Sciences in Byzantium,
Geneva 2006, 39-95: 79.
4
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century Byzantium hardly requires demonstration7, and it should occasion no surprise that Tzetzes retained this ìone volume onlyî (1ı,!B 0B%'Û!B H,ı() ñ or at
least wished his readers to believe so. In contrast, a strict reading of this passage
suggests that Tzetzesí mathematical collection was something less than a complete
codex ñ ìsome various mathematical morselsî (1&E+1&'5%K, "5&Gı$>, '-1&6Û>,
'5,K,). Modern readers have inferred a collection of extracts and/or a physically
damaged manuscript containing fragmentary texts ñ and perhaps therefore unattractive to the secondhand book market ñ though they miss the point that Tzetzes chose
this unusual usage of '-1Ì65& presumably because he wished to continue his metaphor of ìeatingî books8. Seemingly overlooked by most or all previous studies,
Tzetzesí own scholion to this passage clarifies certain aspects and relates a further
deterioration in his situation (p. 443,16-20 Papathomopoulos)9:
O&'-<$˘E+ 1!5 %&Ú ¡ *.!˜'&$6!(, %&Ú ,A, 0&,'-.K( C<5<.!5 %&E-2'D%&1-,, 0.F, "Ó 'K, 1&E+1&'5%K, '-1&6Û>,, L "5Ï 'Ù %&'-$$5%,>1Ô,!,
'- %&Ú 2&E$Ù, G&#-M, !Ã "B,Ì1-E&9 !Ã"-Ú( #Ï$ 1F #5,˘2%>, &Ã'Ì, -J(
!Ã"Ó, 4=>,D2&5'!.
The Plutarch also has been consumed by me, and now we are rendered entirely
bookless, excepting the mathematical morsels, which, on account of being
both shrivelled and defective, we are not able ìto eatî; for no one who does
not know them would pay out anything for them.
In this later and more piteous scenario, the mathematicians become Tzetzesí
only remaining reading material.
Tzetzesí historical, allegorical, and exegetical writings do not display an
exceptional passion for or expertise in mathematics or other sciences ñ though, in
this respect, he does not significantly differ from other authors in twelfth-century
Constantinople. Nevertheless, he names numerous ëscientificí or ëtechnicalí authors,
broadly construed, and cites their works to elucidate, enliven or verify historical
7
See now M. Gr"nbart, Plutarch in twelfth-century learned culture, in K. OikonomopoulouS. Xenophontos (edd.), Brillís Companion to the Reception of Plutarch, Leiden-Boston 2019, 265-278.
8
Wendel, o.c. 1961: «einige Bruchst"cke mathematischer Schriften»; Wilson, o.c. 190-191:
«some fragmentary mathematical texts [Ö] Whether the mathematical works were retained because
the copy was too poor to have any value in the secondhand book trade must remain uncertain»; Braccini,
o.c. 160 n. 21: «i ìframmenti di diversi matematiciî»; Savio, o.c. 64 and 65 n. 82: «alcuni «frammenti»
di natura scientifico-matematica».
9
I am grateful to Enrico Emanuele Prodi for drawing this scholion to my attention.
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events, literary meanings and natural phenomena. Investigation of Tzetzesí citations
and vocabulary in this sphere reveals that, consistent with typically popularised and
anecdotal traditions about ancient science, his interests lay not in pure mathematical
theorems but in their practical applications and reported demonstrations, unsurprisingly, given that his historical ambitions and literary tastes encompass celebrated
achievements in mechanical technology and military engineering. More generally,
he extols the sciences of classical antiquity and compiles lists of writers and works
on geometry, mechanics, hydraulics, optics, pneumatics, and poliorcetics, partly to
authenticate the comparative breadth and depth of his learning10. The following selective study of interaction between Tzetzesí oeuvre and ancient scientific literature
has two primary objectives. First, to evaluate Tzetzesí references to mathematical,
technological, and paradoxographical authors, including works that are otherwise
unattested or no longer extant; to attempt to distinguish his first-hand knowledge of
texts from mere literary posturing; and to examine how Tzetzesí citations relate to
the known textual traditions, manuscript transmission, and scholarly reception of
classical science in Byzantium. Second, to analyse examples of Tzetzesí use of scientific texts, and in particular his efforts to combine historical narrative and technical
exposition. In this regard, instances where his sources are known and extant supply
a methodological template for studying other cases where his technical source is
uncertain or lost. In addition, discernible parallels with the writings of Tzetzesí nearcontemporaries, John Zonaras and Eustathios of Thessaloniki, potentially point to
intertextuality and/or common source-material, while elucidating the intellectual
background to Tzetzesí knowledge and choice of subjects.
Tzetzes and the mechanographoi
In five passages of his various works Tzetzes mentions or cites multiple 1+6&,!#$ÌG!5. The term 1+6&,!#$ÌG!( appears to be unique to Tzetzesí verse and was
possibly his own coinage. This collective designation generally refers to authors on
applied mathematics, mechanics and/or technology, sometimes but not exclusively
in military contexts11. It is synonymous with 1+6&,5%!Û and presumably also with
On the place of ëscience(s)í in Tzetzesí self-promotional rhetoric see Braccini, o.c. 157160; Savio, o.c. 64-68.
11
Tzetzes employs 4'J3./&2ÌD/* in three instances: Alleg. Il. V 14; Hist. II 35, 155; XII
457, 969. Modern lexica wrongly infer necessarily military-technological writers: LSJ9 s.v. 4'J3./&2ÌD/*, «writer on military engineering»; LBG s.v. 4'J3./&2ÌD/*, «kriegstechnischer Schriftsteller». The only documented cognate is 4'J3./&23DP3, apparently a ìtechnological treatiseî, found only
10
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'-6,5%!Û, whom Tzetzes includes in a list of literary genres in which he claims to be
well read12. Under the label 1+6&,!#$ÌG!5, Tzetzes includes also famous engineers
of the distant past to whom no writings, extant or lost, are otherwise ascribed; he
thus seems, at least, not to distinguish pure theorists from practitioners. Furthermore,
he adduces documented authors in connection with topics that do not occur in their
extant writings and/or as authorities in fields on which they are not otherwise known
to have written. Modern readers have therefore long suspected that Tzetzes compiled
lists of names and book titles known to him, as displays of his erudition and reading,
but with little, if any, actual acquaintance with their texts, while in some cases
ascribing writings to famous figures who never wrote at all. In addition, repetition
of certain names and their recurring position within a verse raise further suspicions
that some names were selected ñ and were certainly so positioned ñ primarily owing
to their metrical suitability in iambic decapentasyllabic composition13. Prosody may
similarly account for Tzetzesí use ñ or even coinage ñ of 1+6&,!#$ÌG!(14. By far
the most frequently mentioned scientific figure in Tzetzesí oeuvre is Archimedes,
who seemingly exercised a peculiar fascination, though his relative prominence may
merely reflect Archimedesí longer-term status as the most famous mathematician
and ëinventorí of antiquity and a semi-divine miracle-worker in classical literature
and its Byzantine reception15. In particular, Tzetzes exhibits recurrent interest in the
legendary story of how Archimedes used a mirror or mirrors to reflect and concenin the Greek translation (ca. 1015) of Apomasar/Albumasar (Abū Maëöar), De revolutionibus nativitatum, ed. D. Pingree, Leipzig 1968, 93.8; see LBG s.v. 4'J3./&23DP3, «kriegstechnische Schrift».
12
For 4'J3.)6/Û: schol. Carm. Il. II 45b (p. 166,4-5 Leone): 63Ú /U T2)(5/) 5V. 4'J3.)6V.,
¡Gı(/) G;2Ú G02/G/)W3* 63Ú FÔ(;,* G/?Ô4,. (0&&;&23DH63(). (listing the same authors described as 4'J3./&2ÌD/) at Alleg. Il. V 14-18). For 5;J.)6/Û: Hist. VI 50, 399-400: XU G/)'53Ú 63Ú
(0&&23D;Y*, Z%5/2;*, ?/&/&2-D/), / U(5/2)6/Ú 63Ú J2/.)6/Ú 63Ú 5;J.)6/Ú G3.5/Y/). Cf. XI 369,
247-249: ¡ ?/&)(5=* 5V. G3?3)V., /” @)í <-4C,. CPC?/*, / 5V. ?/&)(4V., &234435)6V., Z'5[2,.,
D)?/([D,., / 5V. 4;52)6V., U(5/2)6V., 4'J3.)6V., 5V. T??,..
13
E.g. the frequency with which verses terminate \2J)4H@'*, \2J)4%@/0* or \2J)4%@'.,
even in close proximity: Alleg. Il. V 10, 15; Hist. II 35, 153, 159; XII 457, 965, 972.
14
Hist. II 35, 155: ]2,. 63Ú ^P?,., E-GG/* 5; !"Ú #$% &'(")*+,-.*% ; XII 457, 969:
L$ „. ]2,., \.F:4)/* !"Ú #$% &'(")*+,-.*% ; Alleg. Il. V 14: X—5, @Ó @2_. 6;?;˜/0() #Ì)/0% &'(")*+,Ì.*1. In contrast to the last-cited verse, in a prose version of the same material in schol.
Carm. Il. II 45b (p. 166,4 Leone) Tzetzes substitutes 4'J3.)6/Û.
15
The classic study of Archimedesí life and writings remains E.J. Dijksterhuis, Archimedes,
Groningen 1938 (in Dutch); enlarged Engl. transl. by C. Dikshoorn, Copenhagen 1956; revised ed.
Princeton 1987, with appended survey of scholarship by W.R. Knorr (at 419-451); citations hereafter
are from the 1987 edition. See subsequent bibliography in I. Schneider, Archimedes: Ingenieur, Naturwissenschaftler, Mathematiker, Munich 20152. For Archimedesí Roman reception see M. Jaeger, Archimedes and the Roman Imagination, Ann Arbor 2008.
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trate the sunís rays and thereby burn vessels of the Roman fleet during the siege of
his native Syracuse by Marcus Claudius Marcellus in 213-212 BC16. Near-contemporary sources and derivative accounts, unsurprisingly, make no mention of solar
reflection or any such naval catastrophe17. The tale of Archimedesí burning-mirror(s)
first emerges as incidental allusions in unconnected texts around the mid- to late
second-century AD, possibly indicative of its genesis in Greek revivalist culture of
the Second Sophistic18. This fictive episode was thereafter repeated and embroidered
during Late Antiquity19, and seems also to have attracted renewed interest in
eleventh- and twelfth-century Byzantine scholarship that may assist in locating Tzetzes within contemporary intellectual currents (see below).
A brief diachronic survey of the five passages relating to mechanographoi,
insofar as their dating and sequence can be established, reveals common characteristics. First, Tzetzes touches on an Archimedean theme, albeit obliquely, in his earliest Homeric work, conventionally titled the Carmina Iliaca or P5%$!1-#Ì.+ Q.5Ì(.
Carm. Il. II 44-48 (with schol. II 46a); Alleg. Il. V 10-12; Hist. II 35, 121-131, 156; IV Ep.
ad Lach. 505-506; XII 457, 967; S. Lucia 11 (p. 94,10-13 Papadopoulos-Kerameus); see also references
to Archimedesí reputed writings on burning-mirrors at Hist. II 35, 156 and XII 457, 968, and to burningmirrors generally at XI 381, 589. The bibliography on Archimedesí ìburning-mirror(s)î is immense
and venerable, but often incomplete, speculative and lacking dialogue between philological, historical,
and scientific scholarship. See collections of sources in L.J. Heiberg, Quaestiones Archimedeae,
Copenhagen 1879, 39-41; P. Ver Eecke, Les Oeuvres compl"tes díArchim"de suivies des Commentaires
díEutocius díAscalon, I, Li`ge 1960, xix-xxii; Dijksterhuis, o.c. 28-29; with discussions of the evidence
in e.g. I. Schneider, Die Entstehung der Legende um die kriegstechnische Anwendung von
Brennspiegeln bei Archimedes, «Technikgeschichte» XXXVI/1 (1969) 1-11; D.L. Simms, Archimedes
and the Burning Mirrors at Syracuse, «Technology and Culture» XVIII/1 (1977) 1-24 (to be read with
some caution); W. Knorr, The Geometry of Burning-Mirrors in Antiquity, «Isis» LXXIV/1 (1983) 5373, esp. 53-55; R. Rashed, Les catoptriciens grecs, I: Les miroirs ardents, Paris 2000, 317-320; P. Jal,
Archim"de et les miroirs ardents: quelques remarques, «REL» LXXXV (2007) 39-45; F. Acerbi, I
geometri greci e gli specchi ustori, «Matematica, cultura e societ!» (2007-2008 [2011]) 187-230, esp.
190-200 (who misconstrues the historical sources and textual interrelationships of Byzantine authors).
17
See Polyb. VIII 3-7, 12, 37, with F.W. Walbank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius, II,
Oxford 1967, 69-78; with derivative Livy XXIV 33-35 and Plut. Marc. 14-19, and (via Livy) Sil. XIV
292-340. Cf. also Polyaen. Strat. VIII 11,1. As Plutarch had access to other, now-lost sources, his
silence has additional significance, especially given his familiarity with concave burning-mirrors used
as temple gadgetry: Plut. Num. 9,6-7.
18
Galen, De temperamentis III 2 (I, 657-658 K"hn) (ed. G. Helmreich, Leipzig 1904; add. S.
Besslich, Stuttgart 1969², 93,5-20); ps.-Lucian, Hippias 2 (ed. N. NilKn, Leipzig 1906, I/1, 19,5-9). In
the same period, see generally also Apul. Apol. 16,2-6. See subsequently Dio XV, fr. 57,35 (ed. U.P.
Boissevain, Berlin 1895-1901, I, 232-233), on which see below, pp. 452-457.
19
Anthemios of Tralles will be discussed in detail below. See also Olymp. in Gorg. 38,2 (ed.
L.G. Westerink, Leipzig 1970, 194,13-16).
16
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Following the premature debacle of his administrative career, Tzetzes composed this
condensed narration of the Trojan War in hexameters as a literary-educational
ìshowpieceî to further his efforts at securing employment or patronage in Constantinople (ca. 1133-1140)20. An episode in Iliad V (1-8), in which Athena invests Diomedes with a flame-like aura, prompts Tzetzes to draw a contrastive analogy with
historically distant events at Syracuse (Carm. Il. II 44-48):
Á( 'K, 1&$,&1R,>, S5!1T"+( 3,E!$- 1R22!,,
'-U6-25 .&10/1-,!( 0B$Ú '-6,T-,'5 :G.R%'V,
!Ã6 !W!, G.!#R-2%- XB$&%!2Y!5! %&'/0'$!B,
'Z [í\$651T"+( G./#& -µ.%B2-, †-.Y!5!,
0$)2- "Ó P]$%!B P&$%R..!B ,R&( ^J,-]"&!,

45

As Diomedes leapt into the midst of those doing battle,
from his arms shining with an artificial fire without flame,
not such as blazed from a Syracusan mirror,
by which that Archimedes drew flame from the sun
and burned the ships of Aenean Marcus Marcellus.
These verses, overlooked in all previous studies of the Archimedean tradition,
attest Tzetzesí interest in this topic from his earliest writings21. More intriguing than
this brief allusion, however, is the likewise neglected scholion that Tzetzes wrote on
his own verse, which incorporates a catalogue of distinguished 1+6&,5%!Û (schol. II
45b Leone)22:
20
P.A.M. Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Carmina Iliaca, Catania 1995. For authorial objectives and
literary-educational contexts see selectively: Braccini, o.c.; M. Cardin, Teaching Homer through
(annotated) poetry: John Tzetzesí Carmina Iliaca, in R. Simms (ed.), Brillís Companion to Prequels,
Sequels, and Retellings of Classical Epic, Leiden-Boston 2018, 90-114; F. Conca, Líesegesi di Tzetzes
ai Carmina Iliaca, fra tradizione e innovazione, «Koinonia» XLII (2018) 75-99; B. van den Berg, John
Tzetzes as didactic poet and learned grammarian, «DOP» LXXIV (2020) 285-302; U. Mondini, Composing the b)62/4;&Ì?' +?)Ì*. Macro- and microstructure of a Byzantine Homeric poem, «ByzZ»
CXIV/1 (2021) 325-354; and Ugo Mondiniís contribution to this volume. The termini for the date of
composition, ca. 1133-1140, can perhaps be narrowed to ca. 1138-1140; see P.L.M. Leone, I ìCarmina
Iliacaî di Giovanni Tzetze, «QC» VI/12 (1984) 377-405: 377-378; Cardin, o.c. 93-94 with nn. 11-12.
21
To my knowledge, only Braccini, o.c. 158-160 has cited and discussed these verses.
22
Leone, Carmina Iliaca cit. 165,17-166,10. A very corrupted text of this scholion was previously published in G.B. Schirach, Ioannis Tzetzae Carmina Iliaca, Halle 1770, 45-46, and reprinted
with some emendations in B. ten Brink, Hipponactea, «Philologus» VI (1851) 35-80, 215-227: 225226, but both publications appear to have passed unnoticed by scholars of Archimedes.
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0B$Ú '-6,T-,'59 %Ì'!0'$!, 1+6&,+'Ù, -86-, 40Ú ')( :20Û"!( ¡ S5!1D"+( "ı%+25, 0B$Ù( :0!2'Û.<!,, ·20-$ %&Ú \65.-˜(, 0$Ù( 4%0'ı+25,
'K, 0!.-1Û>, %&E_ `.5&%)( :%'M,!( G-$ı1-,!, %&Ú 'a :,'&,&%.Ì2-5
0$!2-05'-M,!, '!M( :0-5$!'Ô$!5( 'F, "ı%+25,. !—'> 0&$&%-.-˜!,'&5
"$b, %&Ú !c C$52'!5 'K, 1+6&,5%K,, ¡0ı2!5 0-$Ú 0B$!0!5d&( %&Ú EÔ2->(
0!.Ô1>, 2B##-#$&GD%&25, \$651D"+( %&Ú ef$>, %&Ú *Ì00!( %&Ú S5!,˜25!( %&Ú X˘2'$&'!( %&Ú O'+2Û<5!( %&Ú gÛ.>, %&Ú g5.-'&Û$5!( %&Ú
\,EÔ15!( %&Ú Q2ı+( %&Ú I2!, 3#%$5'!, GA.!, 1+6&,5%ı,, %Ì'!0'$& 40Ú
'- .ıG>, '-6,b2E&5 %&Ú 40Ú :20Û">,, -J "B,&'ı,, %&Ú 40Ú E>$Ì%>, %&Ú
1&6&5$K,, I0>( 0&,'!Û>( '!M( 4,&,'Û!5( %&'Ì0.+=5( #Ô,!5'!.
With an artificial fire: Diomedes had a mirror devised on his shield, shining
forth an apparition of fire, which, just like Achilles, brought about alarm
among the enemy through a solar ray and by reflection intensified the apparition for the more inexperienced. That it be done in this way is also recommended by the best of those mechanicians who have written about fire-making
and arrangement of wars: Archimedes and Heron and Pappos and Dionysios
and Sostratos and Ktesibios and Philon and Philetairios and Anthemios and
Isoes, and all those accepted into the class of mechanicians, to contrive mirrors
both on crests and on shields, if possible, also on breastplates and swords, in
such a manner that the opponents might be completely struck with amazement.
Tzetzesí following scholion, to the phrase XB$&%!2Y!5! %&'/0'$!B, ìfrom
a Syracusan mirrorî (II 46), will be discussed below. While the Carmina Iliaca is
securely located in the 1130s, the date of Tzetzesí scholia ñ whether contemporary
with the verses or a later accretion(s) ñ has not been demonstrated, even where inherent instabilities in the textual transmission of the scholia can be resolved. Correspondingly, overall assessments of this work remain partly impressionistic ñ whether
originally a sample teaching text replete with paratextual apparatus or a virtuoso
display of hexametric composition subsequently modified to a didactic purpose23. In
any case, although the relative chronology is uncertain, a second and almost identical
catalogue occurs in a slightly later work in the same context. In his Allegories of the

For the textual tradition see Leone, Carmina Iliaca cit. v-xxxii, citing numerous preliminary studies. Recent scholarship on the Carmina Iliaca has tended to assume or imply the contemporary
integrity of Tzetzesí verses and scholia: e.g. Cardin, o.c. 93 n. 11, 101-105; Mondini, o.c. esp. 330-331.
23
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Iliad, in a section written probably in the early to mid-1140s24, Tzetzes once more
seeks to rationalize the allegedly supernatural brilliance of Diomedesí arms and
armour with a technological ñ or techno-allegorical ñ explanation: Diomedes has
contrived to make his helmet and shield in some way like a mirror, which can,
ìwithout flamesî (:G.-#Ô(), reflect the sunís rays so as to dazzle and alarm the
enemy. It is unclear whether Tzetzes here imagines Diomedesí helmet and shield to
be highly polished or fitted with reflectors. By way on contrast, he again differentiates Archimedesí use of an actual ìburning mirrorî (%&B2'5%Ù, %Ì'!0'$!,) to
ignite the Roman fleet at Syracuse and likewise lists those mechanographoi whose
writings, he alleges, recommend reflective military equipment in the manner of
Diomedes (Alleg. Il. V 1-24)25:
hı'- 'Z S5!1D"-5 "- 'ı.1&, %&Ú %&$'-$Û&,
` \E+,b 0&$Ô26+%- "!=Ì2&2& 'Ù, C,"$&9
4% 0-$5%-G&.&Û&( "Ó '!˜'!B %&Ú ')( :20Û"!(
0A$ :G.-#Ó( :,Ô%&5-, I1!5!, 'Z %B,Ì2'$!B.
PÌE- 'Ù :..+#ı$+1& '!A'!, 15%$Ù, Õ0Ì$6!,.
i S5!1D"+( EÔ.>, "- 'ı'- #,>2E),&5 0b25,
%Ì'!0'$!, %&'-2%-˜&2-, :20Û"5 %&Ú 'Z .ıGV
0B$Ù( 4%0Ô10!, "ı%+25, :%'M25 '&M( `.Û!B,
!W!, 4,), %&Ú 7^65.-M Gı<+'$!, 0!.-1Û!5(9
!Ã %&B2'5%Ù, "Ó %Ì'!0'$!, !W!, 'Ù \$651D"!B(,
Then to Diomedes daring and endurance
Athena has given, glorifying the man;
from his helmet and his shield
a flameless fire lit up similar to the Dog Star.
Learn now this allegory, though it is a minor one.
Diomedes, wishing then to be recognised by everyone,
contrived a mirror with his shield and crest,
which by the sunís rays sent forth an apparition of fire,
and instilled in the enemy as much terror as Achilles;
not a burning mirror like that of Archimedes,

24
25

66-67.

5

10

5

10

A. Rhoby, Ioannes Tzetzes als Auftragsdichter, «GLB» XV/2 (2010) 155-170: 159-165.
Boissonade, o.c.105-106; minor variants in P. Matranga, Anecdota Graeca, I, Rome 1850,
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j0-$ ¡ #Ô$>, 3G.-=-, ¡.%Ì"&( '!A P&$%Ô..!B
4% ')( :,'&,&%.Ì2->( `.Û!B 'K, :%'Û,>,9
:..7 :G.-#Ó( -J( 0'ı+25, '&#1Ì'>, 4,&,'Û>,.
k—'> "Ó "$l, %-.-˜!B25 0Ì,'-( 1+6&,!#$ÌG!5
(gÛ.>, %&Ú g5.-'&Û$5!(, Q2ı+(, \$651D"+(,
ef$>, %&Ú S5!,˜25!(, X˘2'$&'ı( '- %&Ú *Ì00!(,
¡ *&..&"b(, \E+,&M!( 2ˆ, 'Z \0!..!"˘$V,
O'+2Û<5!(, \,EÔ15!( 1-'Ï '!A *&'$!%.Ô!B(,
4= „,0-$ :,-#,˘%-51-, 0!..Ï( 1+6&,!B$#Û&(),
'!5&A'& 1Ó, 'Ï %Ì'!0'$& .ıG!5( %&Ú '&M( :20M25,,
-J "B,&'Ù,, %&Ú E˘$&=5 %&Ú 20ÌE&5( m1& '!˜'>,,
I0>( 0&,'!Û>( 3%0.+=5( -n+ '!M( 4,&,'Û!5(.
h!5!A'!, 36>, %Ì'!0'$!, '!M( ¡0.!M( S5!1D"+(,
-J( 1Ô2!, 0&$-52Ô"$&1- 'Ù 2'ı1& '!A 0!.Ô1!B Ö
with which the sage man burned Marcellusí ships
with the reflection of the sunís rays,
but flameless, to alarm opposing regiments.
All the mechanical writers urge that it be done in this way
(Philon and Philetairios, Isoes, Archimedes,
Heron and Dionysios, Sostratos too and Pappos,
Palladas, Athenaios, along with Apollodoros,
Ktesibios, Anthemios, together with Patrokles,
from whom we have read about many mechanical constructions),
[to make] such mirrors for crests and shields,
and, if possible, for breastplates and swords as well,
so that the opponents would be completely awestruck.
Diomedes, having such a mirror in his weaponry,
ran right into the jaws of battle Ö
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The names listed here include all those found in Tzetzesí scholion to his Carmina Iliaca, arranged in a different order dictated by metrical considerations, together with a few additions: Palladas, Athenaios, Apollodoros, and Patrokles. Some of
these mechanographoi, like Archimedes, are mathematical or technological authors
whose writings are at least partly extant, ranging in date from the Hellenistic era to
Late Antiquity ñ Philon of Byzantium (fl. ca. 200 BC), Heron of Alexandria (fl. 40s60s AD), Apollodoros of Damascus (fl. 100-120), Pappos (fl. 320s-340s) and Anthe-
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mios of Tralles (ca. 474-ca. 534). Furthermore, \E+,&M!(, sometimes construed as
a qualifying ìAthenianî ethnic of the preceding Palladas, is more plausibly identified
as Athenaios Mechanicus (fl. 20s BC)26. The writings of Ktesibios (fl. ca. 250 BC),
widely cited by subsequent authors, have not survived and were evidently lost long
before Tzetzesí era. Philetairios is otherwise documented only in Histories II 34,
where Tzetzes cites his now-lost work on harbour construction, seemingly irrelevant
here, unless perhaps it also discussed lighthouses27. Other names apparently belong
to celebrated figures of ancient engineering to whom no writings are ascribed.
Sostratos can only be Sostratos of Knidos (fl. 300), the reputed architect-engineer
(and/or sponsor) of the Alexandrian Pharos, included here simply by association with
a canonical wonder of long-distance reflection28. With some stretch of the imagination, but little confidence, Dionysios has been identified with a homonymous military engineer of Alexandria, mentioned only by Philon of Byzantium as the inventor
of a repeating catapult29. Others in this list ñ Isoes, Palladas and Patrokles ñ are entirely unknown30; it is tempting to deem them fabrications by Tzetzes or his source(s). More to the point, Tzetzes appears to refer specifically to writings on catoptrics, the branch of geometrical optics concerned with the reflective properties and
applications of plane and concave/convex (parabolic and spherical) mirrors, including burning-mirrors. Of the listed authors, no more than three ñ certainly Anthemios,
probably Heron and possibly Archimedes ñ wrote in this field. At least to judge by
26
Boissonade, o.c. 105 prints (v. 17): ¡ E3??3@c* \F'.3Y/* (ˆ. 5d \G/??/@˘2e, whence
A.J. Goldwyn-D. Kokkini, John Tzetzes. Allegories of the Iliad, Cambridge MA-London 2015, 153
translate «Palladas the Athenian and Apollodorus». Given that this would be the only ethnic in the list,
alternative punctuation in Matranga, o.c. I, 66: ¡ E3??3@c*, \F'.3Y/*Ö allows the possibility that
\F'.3Y/* is a separate name, referring to the mid-/late first-century BC technical writer Athenaios
Mechanicus. See thus A. Jones, Pappus of Alexandria, Book 7 of the Collection, Part 1: Introduction,
Text, and Translation, New York 1986, 37. This view is supported by lexical parallels between Tzetzes'
Histories and the treatises of Athenaios and Apollodoros, which are conjointly transmitted within a
poliorcetic corpus in tenth- and eleventh-century codices. See below, n. 50.
27
See below, p. 475-477.
28
See now A. Meeus, The career of Sostratos of Knidos: Politics, diplomacy and the Alexandrian building programme in the early Hellenistic period, in T. Howe-E.E. Garvin-G. Wrightson
(edd.), Greece, Macedon and Persia. Studies in Social, Political and Military History in Honour of
Waldemar Heckel, Oxford 2015, 143-171.
29
Philon, Bel. 73.21-77.8 (Schfne), Engl. transl. E.W. Marsden, Greek and Roman Artillery:
Technical Treatises, Oxford 1971, 146-153, with commentary at 177-178 (n. 106). See also Id., Greek
and Roman Artillery: Historical Development, Oxford 1969, 75, 88-89, 94. For this suggestion, with
argumentation, see Jones, o.c. 37.
30
Schirach, o.c. 45, emended +(ı'* to +(ı6235'*; repeated in ten Brink, o.c. 225. Leone,
Carmina Iliaca cit. 166,7 app. crit. ascribes this emendation to ten Brink.
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the surviving texts and/or testimonia, none of them mentioned the eccentric combat
application that Tzetzes infers from Iliad V31. In short, this extendable list of authorities is largely fanciful and disingenuous; even the authentic authors cited are not
known to have written anything germane to the topic.
Third, in Tzetzesí scholia to Aristophanesí Clouds, imprecisely dated to between the mid-1140s and mid-1150s32, Aristophanesí phrase ‚ %&..Y0B$#!, 2!GY&,, ìO fair-towered wisdom!î (Clouds 1024) occasions a panegyric to mechanics
(schol. Ar. Nub. 1024a Holwerda)33:
Anthemios: see below, pp. 460-465. Heron: testimonia and potential fragments of Heronís
Catoptrica, along with [ps.-Ptolemy] De speculis, considered by some to be a Latin rendering of
Heronís lost Greek text, are edited with German transl. in L. Nix-W. Schmidt, Heronis Alexandrini
Opera quae supersunt omnia, II/1: Mechanica et Catoptrica, Leipzig 1900, 301-373, 394-399.
Archimedes: ëfragmentsí (some are strictly testimonia) of a Catoptrica ascribed to Archimedes are
collected in J.L. Heiberg, corr. E.S. Stamatis, Archimedis Opera omnia cum commentariis Eutocii, II,
Stuttgart 1972², 549-551, fr. 17-21 (C. Mugler, Archim"de. Oeuvres, IV: Commentaires díEutochius et
Fragments, Paris 1972, 207 admits only Heiberg fr. 17), with textual emendations in A. Rome, Notes
sur les passages des Catoptriques díArchim"de conserv#s par Th#on díAlexandrie, «Annales de la
SociKtK Scientifique de Bruxelles» LII (1932) 30-41; Id., Commentaires de Pappus et de Th#on
díAlexandrie sur líAlmageste, II, Rome 1936, 347,5-348,2, n. 1; and discussion in Knorr, o.c. esp. 5355, 70-73; W. Knorr, Archimedes and the pseudo-Euclidean Catoptrics: Early stages in the ancient
geometric theory of mirrors, «AIHS» XXXV (1985) 28-105; Schneider, Archimedes cit. 72-74; Acerbi,
I geometri cit. 190-192. On catoptrical writings in general see selectively A. Lejeune, Recherches sur
la catoptrique grecque díapr"s les sources antiques et m#di#vales, Brussels 1957; G.J. Toomer,
Diocles, On Burning Mirrors: the Arabic Translation of the Lost Greek Original, Berlin-HeidelbergNew York 1976, esp. 3-21; W. Knorr, The Geometry cit.; J.P. Hogendijk, Diocles and the geometry of
curved surfaces, «Centaurus» XXVIII (1985) 169-184; A. Jones, On some borrowed and
misunderstood problems in Greek catoptrics, «Centaurus» XXX (1987) 1-17; J. Sesiano, Les miroirs
ardents de Diocl"s, «MH» XLV (1988) 193-202; G. Simon, Aux origines de la th#orie des miroirs: sur
líauthenticit# de la Catoptrique díEuclide, «RHS» XLVII/2 (1994) 259-272; Rashed, o.c. xi-xxv; F.
Acerbi, The geometry of burning mirrors in Greek antiquity: Analysis, heuristics, projections, lemmatic
fragmentation, «AHES» LXV/5 (2001) 471-497; Acerbi, I geometri cit.; B. Machado Mota, The
astronomical interpretation of Catoptrica, «Science in Context» XXV/4 (2012) 469-502.
32
Tzetzesí commentary on selected comedies of Aristophanes (Wealth, Clouds and Frogs)
must postdate the mid-1140s, since, when writing its prologue, he took the opportunity to admit and
correct an error concerning Homeric scholarship that his younger self had unwittingly perpetrated in
his Exegesis of the Iliad (pp. 68,12-69,4 Papathomopoulos). No secure terminus ante quem has been
established, but striking echoes of Aristophanesí Frogs in Tzetzesí Ep. 1, dated ca. 1155, may point to
his concurrent engagement with this project. See H. Giske, De Ioannis Tzetzae scriptis ac vita, Rostock
1881, 61-63; Wendel, o.c. 1966-1967, 1974-1977; L. Massa Positano, Jo. Tzetzae commentarii in Aristophanem, I: Prolegomena et commentarium in Plutum, Groningen 1960, xxxix-xlii.
33
D. Holwerda, Jo. Tzetzae commentarii in Aristophanem, II: Commentarium in Nubes,
Groningen-Amsterdam 1960, 621,12-622,4.
31
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‚ %&..Y0B$#!, 2!GY&,: [Ö] (621.20) %&Ú <]E+ %&Ú 1T%+ 0-.&#K, 4%1-'$!A2& '!M( 1+6&,T1&25, %&Ú %5,!A2& <]$+ :../%!'&, ›( %&Ú 'F, #),
0b2], '5,&( 1-'/6!B( &Ã')( Õ0526,-M2E&5 %5,-M,, -J "!Ea '5( &Ã'!M(
;'-$!( '/0!( 3=> ')( #)(, 4, j 'F, <&$B!B.%Ù, 1+6&,F, 4052'T2-'&5;
'Ù 0-$&5!A2E&5 0!'&1!ˆ( 0$Ù( :,]$$!B,, '!1a [BE15?/1-,& 0.!M&
'-%'&Y,-2E&5, 'Ù "Ó 1B$5]"&( 2'$&'K, Õ0-$'$-6!U2&( :$5E1!ˆ( 'K,
"&%'U.>, "5] '- #)( %&Ú E&.]22+( 42'$&'-B1R,!B( H,Ù( :,E$>0&$Y!B
#+$&,"$&$Y!B `''b2E&5 '!M( 1+6&,T1&25,, !W!( o, ¡ `1R'-$!( %&Ú 0],'>,, „, -n0>, 0$-2<U'-$!(, ¡ <B?],'5!( gY.>,, \$651T"+( %&Ú Xp2'$&'!(, q$>, %&Ú *]00!( %&Ú 1B$5]"-( .!50&Y.
ìO fair-towered wisdom!î [Ö] measuring out both depths and lengths of seas
with machines, and moving prodigious weights, as even some practitioners of
this [wisdom] promised to move the entire earth, if some other place outside
the earth might be given to them, where one will know how to use the weightlifting machine; the traversing of rivers against the current, by fitting together
boats in sequence at a cutting; the defeat of myriad-strong hosts beyond
reckoning, campaigning both on land and sea, by the machines of one small
withered old man, such that he was for us the most senior of all those of whom
I speak, Philon of Byzantion, Archimedes and Sostratos, Heron and Pappos
and myriad others.
Some of the mechanical applications outlined here clearly refer to Archimedes34. Tzetzes alludes to Archimedesí reported claim that, given a place to stand, he
could move the earth, which later tradition variously associated with a weight-lifting
or ship-launching mechanism35. Face-saving Roman accounts of the siege of SyraHolwerda, o.c. 621, app. ad 21-23.
Tzetzes quotes differently worded versions of Archimedesí dictum at Hist. II 35, 110-111,
132-133; III 66, 63-65. For the ancient sources and historical and technological contexts: Dijksterhuis,
o.c. 14-18, supplemented by P. Ver Eecke, Note sur une interpr#tation erron#e díune sentence díArchim"de, «AC» XXIV (1955) 132-133; R.P. Duncan-Jones, Giant cargo-ships in antiquity, «CQ» n.s.
XXVII/2 (1977) 331-332; F. Meijner-A.W. Sleeswyk, On the construction of the ìSyracusiaî (Athenaeus V. 207 A-B), «CQ» n.s. XLVI/2 (1996) 575-578; J.M. Turfa-A.G. Steinmayer, The Syracusia as
a giant cargo vessel, «IJNA» XXVIII/2 (1999) 105-125; Jaeger, o.c. 103-109; M. Bonino, Notes on the
Syrakosia and on Archimedesí approach to the stability of floating bodies, in S.A. Paipetis-M. Ceccerali
(edd.), The Genius of Archimedes ñ 23 Centuries of Influence on Mathematics, Science and Engineering. «Proceeding of an International Conference held at Syracuse, Italy, June 8-10, 2010», HeidelbergNew York-London, 251-264; G. Di Pasquale, The ìSyrakousiaî ship and the mechanical knowledge
between Syracuse and Alexandria, ibid. 289-301.
34
35
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cuse, by land and sea, arguably the most famous historical episode of Archimedesí
biography, commonly credit initial Roman reverses to the singular genius of one ìold
manî rather than Syracusan martial superiority36. In contrast, the reference to a
pontoon bridge is broadly reminiscent of some poliorcetic treatises, though neither
language not content points to a particular source37. Although Tzetzes does not use
the term mechanographoi in this case, he concludes with a much-reduced selection
of now-familiar exemplars: four extant writers ñ Philon, Archimedes, Heron and
Pappos ñ and a famous engineer, Sostratos, to whom no writings are ascribed. Surprisingly, given Tzetzesí singling out of Archimedes as the most significant mechanician, his name occurs second in the list. Tzetzes perhaps accorded first place to
ìthe Byzantine Philonî on account of his (anachronistic) Constantinopolitan affiliation. A pairing of Archimedes and Sostratos, as engineering wonder-workers, is
precedented in classical literature38.
Fourth, in compiling his Histories (or Chiliades) from the mid-to-late 1150s39,
as an expansive self-promoting metrical commentary to his self-edited letter collection, Tzetzes unremarkably touched upon the lives and works of celebrated mechanographoi. He devotes Histories II 35 to ìArchimedes and some of his machinesî
(*-$Ú \$651T"!B( %&Ú '5,K, &Ã'!A 1+6&,K,), where he revisits, among other
See generally Dijksterhuis, o.c. 26-29; Jaeger, o.c. 75-122; and further below, pp. 452-465.
A single genius or old man: Polyb. VIII 3,3 (4Û3 I0JH), 7,7-9 (4Û3 I0JH, G2;(C˜5'. g.3 h0236/(Û,.); Livy XXIV 34,1 (unus homo); Plut. Marc. 17,1-2 (I0J= 4Û3); Sil. XIV 338 (calliditas Graia
atque astus pollentior armis). Cf. ¡ &Ô2,. also at Tzetzes, Hist. II 35, 118, 131, 147; III 66, 63; IV Ep.
ad Lach. 505.
37
E.g. Apoll. Poliorc. 189,1-193,5 (Wescher), Greek text with Engl. transl. in D. Whitehead,
Apollodorus Mechanicus, Siege-matters (E/?)/26'5)6Ì), Stuttgart 2010, 64-67, with commentary at
132-136; Syrianus [formerly Anon.], De re strategica 19, in G.T. Dennis, Three Byzantine Military
Treatises, Washington DC 1985, 63-69. For this topic in military literature see generally S. Cosentino,
Per una nuova edizione dei Naumachica ambrosiani. Il De fluminibus traiciendis (Strat. XII.B.21),
«Bizantinistica» III (2001) 63-107.
38
E.g. ps.-Lucian, Hippias 2 (ed. N. NilKn, Leipzig 1906, I/1, 19,5-9).
39
The received text of Tzetzesí Histories is a product of multi-stage textual evolution and
revision, resulting in two differently formatted, author-supervised recensions. See H. Spelthahn, Studien zu den Chiliaden des Johannes Tzetzes, Munich 1904, 18-35; Wendel, o.c. 1993-1997; P.A.M.
Leone, Ioannis Tzetzae Historiae, Galatina 20072, esp. xxxix-lxiv. The period of (at least initial) composition can be dated by certain references to sebastos Andronikos Kamateros as iG32J/* (Eparch of
the City), an office he entered between 1155 and 1157 and held till at least 1161 but not after 1166; see
Tzetzes, Ep. 101 and 103, and Hist. IX 278, 656; XI 369, 210-211, 223, with Wendel, o.c. 1964-1965,
1999-2000; Gr"nbart, Prosopographische Beitr!ge cit. 217, 220; P.A. Agapitos, John Tzetzes and the
blemish examiners: a Byzantine teacher on schedography, everyday language and writerly disposition,
«MEG» XVII (2017) 1-57: 22-26.
36
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Archimedean traditions, the legendary tale of Archimedesí use of solar reflection to
burn the Roman fleet during the siege of Syracuse. Tzetzesí presentation of Archimedesí burning-mirror(s) will be discussed in detail below; it suffices here to observe
his concluding source-notice (Hist. II 35, 152-159):
i SY>, %&Ú S5/">$!( #$]G-5 'F, c2'!$Y&,
%&Ú 2ˆ, &Ã'!M( "- 1R1,+,'&5 0!..!Ú '!A \$651T"!B(,
\,ER15!( 1Ó, 0$p'52'!, ¡ 0&$&"!=!#$]G!(,
q$>, %&Ú gY.>,, *]00!( '- %&Ú 0b( 1+6&,!#$]G!(,
4= „,0-$ :,-#,p%-51-, %&'!0'$5%Ï( 4=]r-5(
%&Ú 0b2&, C..+, 1]E+25, 'K, 1+6&,5%>']'>,,
<&$B!B.%/,, 0,-B1&'5%T,, 'Ï( Õ"$!2%!05%]( '-,
%:% '!U'!B "Ó '!A #R$!,'!( 'K, <Y<.>, \$651T"!B(.
Dio and Diodorus write the story,
and along with them many refer to Archimedes:
Anthemios the paradoxographer, foremost,
Heron and Philon, Pappos too and every writer on mechanics,
from whom we have read about ignitions using mirrors
and every other lesson of those most skilled in mechanics,
on lifting-screws, pneumatics, well-sinking too,
as well as from the books of this sage Archimedes.

155

155

Tzetzes adduces two narrative historians who, he claims, report this story ñ
Cassius Dio and Diodoros. He lists also previously cited technological writers who
mention Archimedes, in this or another context, principally Anthemios of Tralles,
here styled a ìparadoxographerî though in fact an architect and writer on applied
geometry, along with three authors on mathematics, mechanics and/or engineering
ñ Philon, Heron and Pappos, as well as other unnamed mechanographoi allegedly
influenced by Archimedesí writings on diverse other topics.
Fifth, Tzetzes similarly devotes Histories XII 457 to ìWhat Archimedes
achieved in words and deeds when alive and still achieves by his writingsî (*-$Ú
'K, !W( .ı#!5( %&Ú 3$#!5( ?K, 4.B25'Ô.+2-, \$651D"+( %&Ú '!M( 2B##$Ì11&25, 3'5 .B25'-.-M). Starting with a cross-reference to his earlier Archimedes-related
section (II 35), Tzetzes seeks to corroborate his remarks with a preliminary and
typically disputational source-notice (Hist. XII 457, 964-974):
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hF, \$651T"!B( -—$s( "- '$5&%!2'F, %&Ú 0R10'+,.
h5,Ó( <5<.Y!, .R#!B25, t, #$]r&5 \$651T"+,,
4#u "Ó '!U'!B :,&#,!ˆ( "5]G!$& <5<.Y&,
<ñ ñ> 'Ï %-,'$!<&$5%], %&'/0'$>, 'Ï( 4=]r-5(,
%&Ú 'Ï 4052'&2Y"5& %&Ú ;'-$& <5<.Y&,
4= „, q$>,, \,ER15!( %&Ú 0b( 1+6&,!#$]G!(
'Ï Õ"$5%] '- 3#$&r&, %&Ú 'Ï 0,-B1&'5%] "-,
<&$B!B.%] '- 2U10&,'& %&Ú E&.&22!"!1R'$&(.
*!..Ï '!5&A'& :,&#,!ˆ( <5<.Y& \$651T"!B(,
:%!U>, !µ0-$ .R#!B25, t, 1/,!, #-#$&GR,&5,
0]26> %&Ú .R#> 'Ï &Ã'], Ö
The [story] of Archimedes you may find at [passage] thirty-five.
Some say Archimedes wrote one book,
but I myself have read various books by this man,
<ñ ñ> the Centre of Gravity, the ignitions by mirrors,
and the Epistasidia and other books,
from which Heron, Anthemios and every writer on mechanics
also wrote on hydraulics and pneumatics,
on lifting-screws of all kinds and nautical odometry.
Having read many such books of Archimedes,
hearing those who say that he has written only one,
I am affected and have this to say, Ö
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Thereafter (vv. 975-990) Tzetzes develops his discussion of the number of
Archimedesí works into an obscure comparison with a story concerning the husband
of St Thekla the protomartyr. Tzetzes again names Heron and Anthemios (but not
Philon or Pappos), apparently as foremost examples of, rather than distinct from, all
mechanographoi who have been influenced by Archimedesí diverse multi-volume
oeuvre. Both these passages of Tzetzesí Histories (II 35 and XII 457) are a casual
mvlange of scientific learning, and there seems little point in attempting to identify
particular named authors as sources for each of the topics listed, especially as Tzetzes
twice resorts to the cover-all anonymous authority of ìevery writer on mechanicsî
(0b( 1+6&,!#$]G!(). If some of the listed authors wrote on hydraulics, pneumatics,
lifting-screws and/or catoptrics, none is known to have written on well-sinking (II
35, 158) or nautical odometry (XII 457, 971). Here also Tzetzes emphatically refutes
an opinion, of some unspecified commentators, that Archimedes wrote only one
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work, on the grounds that Tzetzes himself has read (4#u Ö :,&#,!ˆ() ìvariousî
and ìmany such booksî ("5]G!$& Ö 0!..Ï '!5&A'& <5<.Y&), or seemingly knows
of at least three, though one struggles in some cases to distinguish titles from descriptions40. Leaving aside Tzetzesí doubtful claim to direct acquaintance with Archimedean texts, we will see below that the disputed number of Archimedesí works, along
with other aspects of Tzetzesí language and content, has potential significance for
identifying his source.
Finally, in a sixth passage, in a somewhat different but related vein, Tzetzes
devotes an entire section of his Histories (XI 381) to, in effect, an encomium ìOn
geometry and opticsî. Here, in contrast, he cites no authorities, but these verses are
crucial for understanding his connection to textual traditions of scientific literature.
In the first half, he lists the many and diverse applications of geometry, ranging
across civil and military engineering ñ particularly bridges, harbours and siegecraft,
and touching on the fields of mechanics, hydraulics, metrology and catoptrics. The
second half (from v. 617) concerns optics, and mostly comprises a summary of optical principles applicable to painting and sculpture. In particular, Tzetzes discusses
the effects of visual distortion on the perception of images that have been placed at
various heights, and the consequent need for artists to adjust the form of figures in
order to ensure that they appear in proportion when viewed from ground level (Hist.
XI 381, 586-641):
!"#Ú $"%&"'#()* +)Ú ¿,'-+.*
w->1-'$Y& 6$T251!( 0!..&M( 1+6&,!B$#Y&5(,
0$/( '- H.%U2-5( 'K, <&$K,, :,&#>#](, :GR2-5(
0-'$!0!10!ˆ( %&Ú 1+6&,Ï( C..&( 0!$E+'+$Y!B(,
%&Ú 0$Ù( 4%0B$&%'p2-5( "- 'Ï( :0Ù 'K, %&'/0'$>,
On geometry and optics
Geometry is useful for many mechanical constructions,
for drawing weights, launching [ships], discharging
stone projectiles and other destructive machines,
and for setting ablaze by means of mirrors
Tzetzes specifies three Archimedean works: 1. 5Ï 6;.52/C32)6- (967), apparently a lost
treatise concerning the centre of gravity; cf. Simp., in Cael. II 14 [297a 8] (ed. J.L. Heiberg, Berlin
1894, 543,30-33); 2. 635[G52,. 5Ï* L$-I;)* (967, cf. Hist. II 35, 156: 635/G52)6Ï* L$-I;)*),
though clearly not a title, evidently refers to catoptric writings transmitted under Archimedesí name;
see above, n. 31; 3. 5Ï LG)(53(P@)3 (968), otherwise unknown and of undetermined content.
40
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%&Ú 2>2'5%]( "- 0/.->, C..&( 1+6&,!B$#Y&(.
xB25'-.F( #-GU$&5( '- %&Ú .51-,!0!5y&5(,
%&Ú 1+6&,&M(, &z E&B1&21Ù, 0!5!A25, 4, 'Z <YV,
›( 'Ï 6&.%b %&Ú =U.5,& %&Ú 25"+$b %&Ú 'C..&
0Y,-5,, %5,-M2E&5, GER##-2E&5 %&Ú ;'-$& '!5&A'&,
%&Ú 'Ù 1-'$-M, "Ó 1+6&,&M( 2'&"Y!B( ')( E&.]22+(,
%&Ú #), '!M( ¡"!1R'$&5( "- %&Ú ;'-$& 1B$Y&
#->1-'$Y&( 0RGB%-, 3$#&, 0&,2/G!B 'R6,+(.
*R,'- "B,]1-5( "- &Ã')( &W( #Y,!,'&5 'Ï 0],'&.
i 2GF, %&Ú 'Ï 0!.U20&2'&, 1!6.Ù( %&Ú ¡ %!6.Y&(
%&Ú 2ˆ, &Ã'!M( ¡ C=>, "- 1-'Ï 0-$5'$!6Y!B.
N&$B!.%!ˆ( 6-.p,&( 1- 'Y "R!, "5&#$]G-5,;
{-.p,&( ¿$B%'$Y"&( '- %&Ú 'Ï( ¡0.!6-.p,&(
%&Ú 'Ï( :10R.!B( 4.&G$](, 6-.p,&( %&.!B1R,&(,
%&Ú 0b2&, C..+, 1+6&,F, 4% 'K, 0!$E+'+$Y>,,
'Ï( :,&#,!U2&( <]$+ '-, [p2'&%&( 1!,!%p.!B(,
"5%p.!B( %&Ú '$5%p.!B( '- %&Y #- '!ˆ( '-'$&%p.!B(,
:G-'5%]( '- 1+6&,Ï( !W!, 'Ï( 0-'$!</.!B(,
and other mechanical constructions for protecting cities.
It is profitable for bridges too and harbour works,
and for machines that inspire awe in life,
as the bronze and wood and iron and still other parts
drink, move, creak and other such things,
and for the measuring of nautical stadia with machines,
and the earth with odometers and myriad other
works born of geometry, a most ingenious art.
It has five powers, by which all these things are accomplished.
The wedge and the compound pulleys, lever and the screw,
and with them the axle with a revolving wheel.
What need for me to delineate weight-lifting pent-houses?
Mining-tortoises too and the armed-tortoises
and the light mantlets, called tortoises,
and every other machine of destructive purposes,
those for determining weights too, one-legged stands,
two-legged and three-legged too, and even the four-legged,
and ballistic machines, such as the stone-throwers,
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%&Ú %&'&0R.'&( 'K, <-.K, 0],'&( %&Ú #&2'$&GR'&(,
%&Ú '!ˆ( 0!$E!A,'&( "- %$5!ˆ( 'K, 0/.->, 'Ï '-Y6+,
%.Y1&%&( %&Ú %&$6T25& %&Ú 0U$#!B( Õ0!'$/6!B(,
%&Ú 0b2&, C..+, 1+6&,F, 'Y "R!, 0&$-##$]G-5,;
*K( '- E&.]22s #-GB$!A, %&Ú 0!'&1!M( 0K( "R!,,
%&Ú 0K( "Ó 'Ï %5<p'5& %&Ú 0!"&0Ï 'a ER2-5,
6$-u, %&'&2%-B]?-2E&5 'Ï ')( .51-,!B$#Y&(,
%&Ú 'Ï( :,&%&E]$2-5( "- %&Ú %.-ME$& 'K, .51R,>,.
Î, 0],'>, '!U'>, %&Ú .!50K, 1T'+$ #->1-'$Y&.
O&Ú ¿0'5%F "Ó 2B,'-.-M 2ˆ, 'a #->1-'$Y|
0!..&M( 1Ó, C..&5( 1+6&,&M( %&Ú 'R6,s 'a ?>#$]G>,
%&Ú :#&.1]'>, 'R6,&5( "- %&Ú :,"$5&,'!B$#Y&5(.
S-M #Ï$ %&Ú —r+ 2B,!$b, %&Ú 1T%+ %&Ú 'Ï <]$+,
µ,& %&Ú ƒ$#&,& 0!5a @$1/"5& 'Z —r-5,
'Z 1T%-5 %&Ú 'Z <]$-5 '- :,].!#& ¡1!Y>(,
%&Ú 'Ï( 1!$GÏ( "Ó 'K, #$&0'K, %&Ú 'K, 0.&2'K, ›2&U'>(.
ê..>, ¿$#],>, "-M'&5 #&$ 'Ù 2U11-'$!, 'Ù —r!(,
›2&U'>( %&Ú 'Ù 1)%!( "- %&Ú 2U11-'$/, '5 <]$!(,
and all catapults for darts and belly-bows,
and the rams that destroy the walls of cities,
ladders and universal-joints and wheeled towers,
and what need is there to write of every other machine besides?
And how one ought to build bridges over a sea and how over rivers,
and how the caissons should be and of what sort in the arrangement,
which must be prepared for the construction of harbours,
and the dredging and booms of the harbours.
Geometry is the mother of all of these things and the rest.
And optics, together with geometry, contributes
to many other machines and to the art of painters
and arts of statuary and sculptural works.
For one needs also to comprehend heights and lengths and weights,
so that one might also make works in keeping with their height,
and with their length and weight, too, similarly proportionate,
and the forms of the paintings and the statues likewise.
For the proportionate height needs different sorts of works,
likewise also the length and some kind of proportionate weight,
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C..>, "Ó 'Ï 1&%$/'-$&, H'R$>, 'Ï <$&6R&
¡1!Y>( ?>#$&GY&5( "- %&Ú :,"$5&,'!B$#Y&5(.
À2& 1Ó, 3##52'& ')( #)( 1R..!B25 2']25, 36-5,,
2B11R'$!B( 36-5, 'Ï( 1!$GÏ( m0&,'& '&A'& 0$R0-59
I2& "í -J( C$25, 2U11-'$!, :,-#-$E),&5 "R!5,
6$-u, 0!5-M, %&Ú 'Ï( 1!$GÏ( 4%-Y,>, @"$!'R$&(.
À2& "í -J( —r!( Õr+.Ù, 1-'&$25!A2E&5 1R..-5,
6$-u, 4%-Y,>, 'Ï( 1!$GÏ( 'K, :2B11R'$>, 0.]''-5,,
›( }, -J( —r!( .]<>25 2'],'& 'F, 2B11-'$Y&,9
'Ù —r!( %.R0'-5, -n>E- %&Ú #Ï$ 'F, E->$Y&,.
O}, 2U11-'$!, 0!5T2-5&( '!M( %]'> 'F, -J%/,&,
C,> 2'&E-M2&, n"!5( C,, !“2&, 2B11-1B%BM&,.
ê,0-$ "Ó 0.]2s( 'F, 1!$GF, :2U11-'$!, '!M( %]'>,
'Ù —r!( 0].5, 2U11-'$!, "-5%,U-5 'F, -J%/,&.
k—'>( Õ0]$6-5 6$T251!( 0!..!M( #->1-'$Y&,
%&Ú 2ˆ, &Ã'a %&Ú ¿0'5%a %&Ú 1b..!, ?>#$&GY&5(.
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the longer for some, the shorter for others,
similarly with paintings and sculptural works.
Whatever is destined to be placed very close to the ground,
it is fitting that all these things have proportionate forms;
while whatever needs to be raised to a proportionate elevation,
630
one must also make the forms of these things fuller.
But whatever is destined to be raised up to a lofty height,
one must shape the forms of these disproportionately,
so that at a height they might assume the established proportion;
for the height is wont also to capture the visual perception.
635
And if you had made the image proportionate to those below,
you would see that, once placed above, it becomes compressed.
But if you have shaped the form disproportionately to those below,
the height again shows the image in proportion.
Thus geometry is useful for many things,
640
and, together with optics, especially for paintings.
Tzetzes and Pappos of Alexandria
Tzetzesí Histories XI 381 is quoted here in full because it both exemplifies his presentation of scientific knowledge and betrays something about his sources and meth-
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odology. In both language and content, his survey of applied geometry exhibits close
correspondences with the scientific writings of Pappos of Alexandria, to an extent
and of a nature that cannot be explained by mere chance. Papposí Collection (Synagoge), probably compiled during the first half of the fourth century, is a large and
composite mathematical compendium, based substantially on the works of earlier
mathematicians. Tzetzesí text bears marked similarities to two passages of Collection VIII, which comprises a definitional history of mechanics and a largely derivative miscellany of mechanical propositions that is primarily indebted to Heron41:
Ö %&Ú ;'-$& 1B$Y&
#->1-'$Y&( 0RGB%-, 3$#&, ,)/01234 'R6,+(.
!5/'" 64/7&"-* 6" )Ã'.* )8* $(/3/')- 'Ï ,7/').
9 02:/ +)Ú 'Ï ,3;<0,)0'), &3=;Ù* +)Ú ¡ +3=;()*
+)Ú 0ˆ/ )Ã'3>* ¡ ?ξ%/ 6" &"'Ï ,"#-'#3=(34.
600
(Hist. XI 381, 596-600)
h)( &Ã')( "R 42'5, E->$Y&( 'Ù "!EÓ, <]$!( 'a "!E-Y2s "B,]1-5 %5,)2&59
'!A'! #Ï$ \$651T"!B( 1Ó, -—$+1& [.R#-'&5] 1+6&,5%/,, 4Gí j .R#-'&5
-J$+%R,&59 "/( 1!Y (G+25) 0!A 2'K %&Ú %5,K 'F, #),. q$>, "Ó ¡ \.-=&,"$-ˆ( ,7/4 0)2@* &Ã'!A 'F, %&'&2%-BF, 4=RE-'! 4, 'A +);34&5/B
C)#34;+A, .)11& .&<u, I0-$ 4, '!M( 1+6&,5%!M( :0R"-5=-,, 3,E& %&Ú
,"#Ú '@/ "D 64/7&"%/ "5&.&1<],-5, '!B'R2'5, '3E '" 02F/Ù* +)Ú &3=;3E +)Ú +3=;(34 +)Ú ,3;40,70'34 +)Ú ?ξ3/3* G/ 'A ,"#-'#3=(B,
"5í „, 'Ù "!EÓ, <]$!( 'a "!E-Y2s "B,]1-5 %5,-M'&5 [%&Eí H%]2'+, "U,&15,]. 4, "Ó 'A C)#34;+A "5Ï 'B10],>, ¿"!,'>'K, 0&$&ER2->( 4%Y,-5
'Ù "!EÓ, <]$!( 'a "!E-Y2s "B,]1-5, ')( "5&1R'$!B '!A 'B10],!B 0$Ù(
'F, "5]1-'$!, '!A C=!,!( ./#!, 46!U2+( ~, -• 0$Ù( &•, '!A %5,!B1R,!B
<]$!B( Õ0!%-51R,!B '&.],'>, 65.Y>,, ')( "Ó %5,!U2+( "B,]1->( Õ0!%-51R,+( '&.],'>, -•.
(Papp. VIII propos. 10 xi §19 [1060,1-15])

Papp. VIII, ed. F. Hultsch, Pappi Alexandrini Collectionis quae supersunt, Berlin 1876-8,
III/1. On Pappos and his oeuvre see P. Ver Eecke, Pappus díAlexandrie, La Collection math#matique,
Paris-Bruges 1933, ix-cxx, with a detailed summary of the Collection at xiii-cxiv; A. Jones, Pappus cit.
1-26, digesting older scholarship. For Collection VIII specifically see Ver Eecke, o.c. ci-cxiv; S.
Cuomo, Pappus of Alexandria and the Mathematics of Late Antiquity, Cambridge 2000, 91-126.
41
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H)#43;+3ˆ* 6-.p,&( 1- 'Y "R!, "5&#$]G-5,;
{-.p,&( ¿$B%'$Y"&( '- %&Ú 'Ï( ¡0.!6-.p,&(
%&Ú 'Ï( :10R.!B( 4.&G$](, 6-.p,&( %&.!B1R,&(,
%&Ú 0b2&, C..+, &F=)/:/ 4% 'K, 0!$E+'+$Y>,,
'Ï( I/)$,!U2&( <]$+ '-, [p2'&%&( &3/3+J;34*,
6-+J;34* +)Ú '#-+J;34* '" +)( $" '3ˆ* '"'#)+J;34*,
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(Hist. XI 381, 601-606)
h!2&A'& 1Ó, !“, ,"#Ú '3E C)#34;+3E, '@/ 6Ó 0$!-5$+1R,>, "D 64/7&"%/ 4% 'K, q$>,!( 'F, 3%E-25, 405'!1p'-$!, 0!5+2/1-E& 0$Ù( Õ0/1,+25, 'K, G5.!1&E!U,'>,, 0$!2ER,'-( 3'5 %&Ú 'Ï 0-$Ú '.* &3/3+J;34
+)Ú 6-+J;34 +)Ú '#-+J;34 +)Ú '"'#)+J;34 &F=)/.* I/)$%&Y>(
.-#/1-,&, 1T 0!'- %&Ú 'K, <5<.Y>, 4, !W( '&A'& #R#$&0'&5 :0!$Y&
#R,+'&5 'Z ?+'!A,'59 %&Ú #Ï$ `1-M( %&'Ï 0!..Ï 1R$+ "5-GE&$1R,!5(
4,-'U6!1-, :,]$6!5( '- %&Ú :'-.R25 <5<.Y!5(. 0R,'- '!Y,B, !Ã2K, "B,]1->, "5í „, 'Ù "!EÓ, <]$!( 'a "!E-Y2s <Y| %5,-M'&5, :,&#%&M/, 42'5, ']
'- 26T1&'& &Ã'K, %&Ú 'Ï( 6$-Y&( 3'5 "Ó %&Ú 'Ï ¿,/1&'& 4%ER2E&5.
:0!"R"!'&5 "Ó Õ0Ù '!A q$>,!( %&Ú gY.>,!( %&Ú "5/'5 &c 0$!-5$+1R,&5
"B,]1-5( -J( 1Y&, C#!,'&5 GU25,, %&Y'!5 0&$Ï 0!.ˆ "5&..]22!B2&5 '!M(
26T1&25,. ¿,/1&'& 1Ó, !“, 42'5, ']"-9 ?ξ%/ G/ ,"#-'#3=(B, &3=;1*,
,3;<0,)0'3/, 02K/, +)Ú 0$Ù( '!U'!5( ¡ %&.!U1-,!( C0-5$!( +3=;()*.
(Papp. VIII propos. 24 xxxi §52 [1114,22-23/1116,1-15])
The specificity of the parallelism is striking42. Tzetzes refers (v. 598) to five
ìpowersî ("B,]1-5(), that is, five basic apparatus for lifting and moving weights.
Among extant Greek mathematical texts, both the concept and its terminology only
otherwise occur in Papposí Collection VIII43. Pappos clarifies that he had in turn
derived this system from Heronís Mechanics, which now survives only as a ninthcentury Arabic translation44. Tzetzes names the five devices (verses 599-600): wedge
(2GD,), compound pulley (0!.U20&2'!,), lever (1!6./(), screw (%!6.Y&(), and
axle with a revolving wheel (C=>, 1-'Ï 0-$5'$!6Y!B); the same five devices, using
identical vocabulary, are listed in Collection VIII, in propositions 10 and 24. Tzetzes
See also preliminary remarks of Jones, Pappus cit. 41.
Papp. VIII propos. 10 xi §19 (1060,4-10); propos. 24 xxxi §52 (1114,22-23/1116,1-15).
44
Heron, Mechanics II 1-6 explains the manufacture and function of each device, before
treating their applications; see Nix-Schmidt, o.c 94-112 (Arabic text with German transl.). Cf. also fr.
I 1 (256,6-30) and II 1 (272,1-18) (= Papp. VIII propos. 10 xi §19 and 24 xxxi §52).
42
43
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reproduces the sequence in Papposí first passage, with a single transposition,
presumably for metrical reasons; the sequence in Papposí second passage, seemingly
replicating Heronís original text, differs entirely45. Correspondingly, Tzetzes refers
(vv. 605-606) to constructions that are one-, two-, three- and four-legged (1!,!%p.!B(, / "5%p.!B( %&Ú '$5%p.!B( '- %&Y #- '!ˆ( '-'$&%p.!B(); again this terminological combination is otherwise found only in Collection VIII, proposition 2446.
In some instances, it is possible to trace the influence of even Papposí non-technical
vocabulary in Tzetzesí wording: for example, Tzetzesí use of adjective 0Ì,2!G!(
(v. 597), in reference to the ìmost ingenious artî of geometry, was apparently inspired by 0],B 2&GK( that immediately precedes in Papposí text, in reference to
Heron. In addition, Tzetzesí knowledge of Papposí Collection VIII would explain
his previously noted assertion that ìsome say Archimedes wrote one bookî (XII 457,
965), a point Tzetzes vigorously contests. This otherwise unparalleled and patently
false statement is explicable by reference to the preface of Collection VIII, where
Pappos reports an opinion, attributed to Karpos of Antioch, that Archimedes had
written only one work specifically in the field of mechanics ñ but, by implication,
wrote other books on other topics. Tzetzesí peculiar statement would therefore reflect his misunderstanding of Papposí text47. The preface of Collection VIII, in summarising diverse practical applications of ìmechanical theoryî (` 1+6&,5%F E->$Û&), may in fact be the main inspiration for Tzetzesí panegyric on applied geometry
(XI 381), even if further linguistic parallels are slight and similar passages occur
elsewhere in Late Antique mathematical literature48. More generally, it is instructive
Hist. XI 381, 599-600: wedge, pulley, lever, screw, axle; Pappos, Collect. VIII propos. 9
§19 (1060,8-9): wedge, lever, screw, pulley, axle; cf. propos. 24 xxxi §52 (1116,13-15): axle, lever,
pulley, wedge, screw; likewise Heron, Mech. II 1 (94,10-12) and following chapters.
46
Pappos again drew this concept, and presumably its vocabulary, from Heronís lost Mechanics: see Arabic version, Mech. III 2-5 (202-212). Tzetzes substitutes the noun ZV(53$ for 4'J3.H in
Papposí text; on this rare term see below, n. 50.
47
Papp. VIII praef. §3 (1026,9-12): jÌ2G/* @Ó G/˜ D'(). ¡ \.5)/J;ˆ* \2J)4H@' 5Ù. h0236ı()/. k. 4ı./. C)C?Û/. (0.5;53JÔ.3) 4'J3.)6Ù. 5Ù 635Ï 5=. (D3)2/G/)W3., 5V. @Ó T??,.
/Ã@Ó. †$),6Ô.3) (0.5Ì$3), ìKarpos the Antiochene says somewhere that Archimedes the Syracusan
had written only one book on mechanics, the one about making spheres, but that he did not deem it
worth writing on any other [mechanical] matters.î See also remarks of Jones, Pappus cit. 39.
48
Papp. VIII praef. §1-3 (1022,3-1028,3), with remarks of Cuomo, o.c. 104-109. Linguistic
parallels: e.g. Tzetzesí assertion that ìgeometry is the mother of all of these things and the restî (XI
381, 616: Î. G-.5,. 5/l5,. 63Ú ?/)GV. 4%5'2 &;,4;52P3) corresponds to the statement in Papp.
VIII praef. §3 (1026,24): ìas [geometry] is in fact the mother of arts Öî (4%5'2 /“. ·(G;2 /“(3
5;J.V. Ö; bracketed as interpolation by Hultsch 1029, n. 1). For another Late Antique definitional
survey of geometry see e.g. Procl. in Eucl. prol. I 41,3-42,8; prol. II 63,9-18 (ed. G. Friedlein, Leipzig
1873). Scholarship has long maintained that this section of Proklosí commentary comprises or incorpo45
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that Pappos frequently cites his sources and predecessors, which for the two passages
presented here were Archimedes, Heron and Philon. Even if Tzetzesí own lists of
mechanographoi entail wilful intellectual posturing, the tendency to compile authorities is therefore inherent in his source-material. This in turn might harden the suspicion that Tzetzesí own citations of the writings of Archimedes, Heron, and Philon
are second-hand references.
Accordingly, in both wording and substance, there are clear affinities between
passages of Tzetzesí Histories XI and XII, and Papposí Collection VIII. There are
three possible explanations. First, and most economical, is that Tzetzes drew directly
on Papposí text. Second, as Pappos himself cites now-lost mechanical writings of
Heron, it remains possible that Tzetzes also had direct access to Heronís original
work, and thus the similarities are attributable to independent use of common sourcematerial; the consensus of mathematical historians that Heronís Greek text did not
survive into the twelfth century makes this a less likely prospect. Third, Tzetzes may
have known another Heron-derived text; if so, it closely resembled Papposí Collection VIII and disappeared without leaving any other trace. The balance of probability
strongly favours the first option. Perhaps more important than identifying the specific source, however, is recognition of an immediate textual relationship, which
cannot be accounted for in terms of recollected content or diction, however much
Tzetzes boasts his ìbooklessî compositional skills. Tzetzesí use of this material is
highly selective ñ even superficial ñ and gives no reason to infer a more profound
comprehension of the subject. His apparent neglect of all other books of Papposí
Collection, which are mostly concerned with pure geometry, seemingly affirms Tzetzesí primary interest in applied mechanics, unless he knew VIII as an independently
transmitted text49. Also striking is Tzetzesí creative adaptation and linguistic
virtuosity. For example, restricting enquiry to the short passage quoted, in vv. 602605 Tzetzes employs arcane and often exceptionally rare terminology not otherwise
encountered outside ancient and/or Byzantine poliorcetic treatises (e.g. 6-.p,+
¿$B%'$Y(, 602; C10-.!( 4.&G$], 603; [K2'&=, 605)50, as well as vocabulary that
rates a fragment of Geminosís Philokalia, see recently J. Evans and J.L. Berggren, Geminosʼs Introduction to the Phenomena: a Translation and Study of a Hellenistic Survey of Astronomy, Princeton-Oxford
2006, 248 (F 1).
49
Evidence for the compositional integrity of Papposí Collection and possible prior autonomy
of VIII: Jones, Pappus cit. 15-21, 24-26, 41, n. 85, though deeming independent transmission of VIII
in the twelfth century unlikely.
50
The phrase J;?N.3* ¿20652P@3* (Hist. XI 381, 602), ìmining tortoisesî, applied to movable shelters used by sappers, otherwise occurs only in two ancient poliorcetic treatises, and one derivative Byzantine text: first, Ath. De mach. 19,3-20,3 (Wescher), Greek text with Engl. transl. in D.
Whitehead-P.H. Blyth, Athenaeus Mechanicus, On Machines (E;2Ú 4'J3.'4Ì5,.), Stuttgart 2004,
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is otherwise unattested (¡0.!6-.p,+, 602)51. Even if we assume that Tzetzes attempts here a lexical pastiche of jargon typically encountered in technological writing, his knowledge and choice of vocabulary points to at least passing acquaintance
with specimens of this (sub-)genre of military literature.
Tzetzes and Anthemios of Tralles
There is another passage of the Histories in which Tzetzesí familiarity with an extant
scientific text is demonstrable. In this instance, his use of such material may serve to
exemplify his methodology, and in particular his efforts to combine historical
narrative and technical exposition. Returning to Tzetzesí account of Archimedesí
construction of a burning-mirror(s) during the Roman siege of Syracuse in Histories
II 35: as previously noted, in this section Tzetzes adduces Cassius Dio and Diodoros
as his historical sources for Archimedesí technological feats (v. 152), while he cites
this pair of authors also regarding other episodes during the siege (134-138). Evidently Tzetzes had consulted both historians, whether recently or in the past, as he
believed (in fact erroneously) that their accounts conflicted, though this misconception stems from his own careless reading52. Furthermore, throughout his Histories,
52-53, with commentary at 118-120 (note that the citation of Anna Komnena, Alexiad XIII 2,3 (p.
389,62 Reinsch-Kambylis) should read ¿2065P@3* not ¿20652P@3*; see LBG s.v. ¿2065P*); second,
Apoll. Poliorc. 138,19 (Wescher): J;?,.V. @)/20652P@,., described at 143,6-147,6, Greek text with
Engl. transl. in Whitehead, Apollodorus cit. 38-41, with commentary at 84-88. Apollodoros is in turn
the source of Anon. [formerly ps.-Heron], Poliorcetica parangelmata 2,1-2, 13,2-5, 47,16-17, ed. D.F.
Sullivan, Siegecraft: Two tenth-century instructional manuals by ëHeron of Byzantiumí, Washington
DC 2000, 28, 44-46, 96, with commentary at 159, 183.
Tzetzesí wording 5Ï* R4G:?/0* L?3D2-*, J;?N.3* 63?/04:.3* (Hist. XI 381, 603), ìthe
light mantlets [grapevines], called tortoisesî similarly recalls Apoll. Poliorc. 141,7-8 (Wescher): J;?N.3)* L?3D23Y*, 3m 63?/7.53) T4G;?/), ìwith light tortoises, which are called grapevinesî cf. also
143,4-5, which are the only other instances of this terminology; see Greek text and Engl. transl. in
Whitehead, Apollodorus cit. 38-39, with commentary at 82-83.
The noun ZV(53$ (Hist. XI 381, 605), a ìstandî, only otherwise occurs in a short anonymous
(tenth-century?) tract on the construction of a siege tower, which in its manuscript tradition is appended
to Apollodorosí Poliorcetica The sole edition is Constructio Helepolis quae dicitur Corvus (j353(6;0= n?;Gı?;,* 6ı236/* ?;&/4Ô.'*), ed. M. ThKvenot, Veterum mathematicorum opera, Paris
1693, 43-48; ZV(53$ occurs throughout the text. See also LBG s.v.
In addition, one could also note that the term &3(523D:5'* (Hist. XI 381, 605) is otherwise
found only in two artillery treatises: Heron, Bel. 7 (81,2 Wescher); Biton, Bel. (61,12-67,4 Wescher).
51
The term ¡G?/J;?N.' (XI 381, 602), ìarm(our)ed tortoiseî, appears to be a hapax: LSJ9
s.v.; TLG Online (2021).
52
Hist. II 35, 152: > oP,. 63Ú o)[@,2/* &2-D;) 5=. U(5/2P3., within a general sourcenotice (vv. 152-159) for the life, discoveries, and writings of Archimedes (see above). At vv. 134-138
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Tzetzes frequently cites Dio and Diodoros as historical authorities, in combination
or individually53. Although the relevant sections of both Dioís and Diodorosí histories have not survived in their original form, we are fortunate that John Zonaras, in
compiling his Epitome of Histories, probably in the 1120s to early 1130s54, drew
extensively on the now-lost first 21 books of Dioís History concerning the Roman
Republican era (but not, it would seem, on Diodorosí Bibliotheca), and thus Zonaras
derived his account of Archimedesí role in the defence of Syracuse from the same
passage of Dio as Tzetzes had read55:

Tzetzes remarks that the two authors differ in their accounts of how Syracuse fell, whether as Diodoros
(635Ï o)ı@/2/.), by treachery, or as Dio (;p5; 635Ï 5Ù. oÛ,.3), by a nocturnal Roman attack when
the Syracusans were celebrating a festival. Tzetzes confuses two stages of the same narrative: the
seizure of the outer city during the festival of Artemis (Polyb. VIII 37; Livy XXV 24; Plut. Marc. 18)
and the subsequent capture of the citadel of Achradina by treachery (Livy XXV 25-31; Plut. Marc.
18,4).
53
Dio and Diodoros also cited together at Hist. I 27, 703; III 68, 85; 69, 102; 70, 157; IV 132,
280; IX 275, 563-6; Dio alone: II 34, 87; III 69, 87; 111, 880; V 21, 109; VI 60, 522; Diodoros alone:
I 16, 393; 22, 596; 25, 671; 27, 703; 32, 970; II 32, 18; 33, 36; 38, 562; 39, 570; III 91, 389; 95, 451;
113, 942; V 15, 562; VI, 53, 465; 74, 703; VIII 252, 978; IX 275, 518; XII 399, 181, 253, 258, 261.
See also C. Harder, De Joannis Tzetzae historiarum fontibus quaestiones selectae, Kiel 1886, 58-59,
61-62; J.M. Moscovich, Dio Cassius, Tzetzes, and the ìHealthful Islandsî, «AHB» VIII/2 (1994) 5053.
54
See chronological evidence and arguments in T.M. Banchich-E.N. Lane, The History of
Zonaras, from Alexander Severus to the Death of Theodosius the Great, London-New York 2009, 2-7.
55
Zonaras, Epit. hist. IX 4 (ed. L. Dindorf, II, Leipzig 1869, 262,25-263,8); cf. also XIV 3,2830 (ed. T. B"ttner-Wobst, Bonn 1897, III 137,14-138,11). Zonarasí dependence on Dio is mostly charted in older Quellenforschungen: W.A. Schmidt, $ber die Quellen des Zonaras, in L. Dindorf, Ioannis
Zonarae Epitome Historiarum, VI, Leipzig 1875, i-lx, esp. xxiv-xxxix; H. Haupt, Neue Beitr!ge zu den
Fragmenten des Dio Cassius, «Hermes» XIV (1879) 431-446; T. B"ttner-Wobst, Die Abh!ngigkeit des
Geschichtsschreibers Zonaras von den erhaltenen Quellen, in A. Fleckeisen (ed.), Commentationes
Fleckeisenianae, Leipzig 1890, 121-170 esp. 140-169; U.P. Boissevain, Cassii Dionis Cocceiani Historiarum Romanarum quae supersunt, I, Berlin 1895, ii-vi, civ-cv; K. Ziegler, Zonaras, in RE X/A (1972)
718-732: 725-729; I. Grigoriadis, Linguistic and Literary Studies in the Epitome Historion of John
Zonaras, Thessalonica 1998, 118-120, 196-197; V. Fromentin, Zonaras abr#viateur de Cassius Dion :
% la recherche de la pr#face perdue de líHistoire romaine, «Erga-Logoi» I (2013) 23-39.
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%&Ú '!A P&$%Ô..!B 2'$&'+#!A 0!'R "- 'K, €>1&Û>,
'a XB$&%!˜2s +)'Ï $./ ,#30CÌ;;3/'3* +)Ú ,ı/'3/,
'5,Ï( 1Ó, 0$K'!, &F=)/)>* I/"Û;+40"/ ¡.%Ì"&(,
%&Ú 0$Ù( 'Ù XB$&%!˜25!, '-M6!( &"'"%#Û0)*
&Ã'Ì,"$!B( 0Ì.5, 'Z <BEZ %&'Ô0-10-, IL#ı%*.
P&$%Ô..!B "í :0!2'D2&,'!( 15%$ı, '5 'Ï( ¡.%Ì"&(,
¡ #Ô$>, 0Ì.5, m0&,'&( 0!5-M XB$&%!B2Û!B(
&"'"%#ÛM"-/ "˜,&2E&5 .ÛE!B( @1&=5&Û!B(,
%&Ú 'Ù, %&EÔ,& 0Ô10!,'& <BEÛ?-5, 'Ï( ¡.%Ì"&(.
›( PÌ$%-..!( "í :0Ô2'+2- <!.F, 4%-Û,&( 'ı=!B,
H=Ì#>,ı, '- +Ì'3,'#3/ 4'Ô%'+,-, ¡ #Ô$>,,
:0Ù "Ó "5&2'D1&'!( 2B11Ô'$!B '!A %&'ı0'$!B
15%$Ï '!5&A'& %Ì'!0'$& E-Ú( '-'$&0.b #>,Û&5(
%5,!˜1-,& .-0Û25 '- %&Û '525 #5##.B1Û!5(,
1Ô2!, 4%-M,! 'ÔE-5%-, I+'Û/%/ '@/ N;Û34
1-2+1<$5,)( %&Ú E-$5,)( %&Ú 6-51-$5>'Ì'+(.
:,&%.>1Ô,>, "- .!50Ù, -J( '!A'! 'K, :%'Û,>,
3=&r5( •$E+ G!<-$Ï 0B$˘"+( '&M( ¡.%Ì25,
And when Marcellus the Roman general was
attacking Syracuse both by land and sea,
[Archimedes] at first hauled up some ships with machines,
and raising them to the height of the Syracusan wall,
suddenly sent them down into the depths, men and all.
When Marcellus had withdrawn his ships a short distance,
again the sage man made it possible for all the Syracusans
to raise up stones the size of a wagon
and by hurling them one by one to sink the ships.
Once Marcellus had withdrawn them a bowshot away,
the sage man constructed a kind of hexagonal mirror,
while at an interval commensurate to the size of the mirror
he set small mirrors such as these, fourfold, at angles,
which could be moved both by plates and certain small hinges,
and he set this up amid the rays of the sun
at midday, whether in summer or mid-winter.
Afterwards, when the rays were reflected in this mirror,
a terrifying fire was ignited on the ships
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%&Ú '&˜'&( :0-'ÔG$>2-, 4% 1D%!B( '!=!<ı.!B.
!—'> ,5%l 'Ù, PÌ$%-..!, '&M( 1+6&,&M( ¡ #Ô$>,.

130

and at the distance of a bowshot he reduced them into ashes.
Thus did the sage man with his machines prevail over Marcellus.

130

(Hist. II 35, 112-131)
%&Ú "5í 4.&6Û2'!B }, &Ã'Ï( 46-5$˘2&'!, +)Ú +)'Ï $./ +)Ú +)'Ï
LÌ;)00)/ O&) ,#30C);P/ 'Z '-Û6-5, -J 1F ¡ \$651D"+( &F=)/)>* 40Ú
0.-M2'!, &Ã'!ˆ( 40!Û+2-, :,'526-M,. %&Ú .ÛE!B( #Ï$ %&Ú ¡0.Û'&( 1+6&,D1&25, :0&$'K, %&EÛ-5 '- 4=&05,&Û>( &Ã'!ˆ( %&Ú :,Ô20& "5í ¿.Û#!B. '&M( '- ,&B2Ú %&Ú '&M( 0B$#!Gı$!5( H'Ô$&( 405$$Û0'>, I/">;+Ô
'- &Ã'Ï( %&Ú &"'"%#ÛM%/ IL#ı%* †GÛ-5, ·2'- 41050'!˜2&( -J( 'Ù
—">$ [˜1s <&0'Û?-2E&5. %&Ú 'Ô.!( 2˜10&, 'Ù ,&B'5%Ù, 'K, €>1&Û>,
0&$&"ı=>( %&'Ô0$+2-. +Ì'3,'#3/ $Ì# '- 0$Ù( 'Ù/ •;-3/ :,&'-Û,&(
'D, '- I+'>/) &Ã'!A 4( &Ã'Ù -J2-"Ô=&'! %&Ú 'Ù, :Ô$& :0í &Ã')( 'a
0B%,ı'+'5 %&Ú 'a .-5ı'+'5 '!A %&'ı0'$!B 0B$˘2&( G.ı#& '- 1-#Ì.+,
4=Ô%&B2- %&Ú 0b2&, &Ã'F, 4( 'Ï( ,&A( Õ0Ù 'F, '!A 0B$Ù( ¡"Ù, ¡$1!˜2&( 4,Ô<&.- %&Ú 0Ì2&( %&'Ô%&B2-,.
And [Marcellus] would have seized [Syracuse] in the shortest time, attacking
the walls simultaneously both by land and sea, had not Archimedes made it
possible for them to resist for a long time with his machines. For suspending
both stones and soldiers on machines, he suddenly let them down and quickly
drew them up again, and launching other [machines] on to the ships and towerbearing vessels, he hauled them up and, raising them aloft, suddenly released
them so that they plummeted into the water with a crash and were submerged.
Finally in an incredible manner he burned up the entire Roman fleet. For by
tilting a kind of mirror toward the sun he concentrated the [sunís] ray upon it,
and owing to the thickness and smoothness of the mirror he ignited the air
from this ray and kindled a great flame, the whole of which he directed upon
the ships that lay at anchor in the path of the fire and he burned them all.
(Zonaras, Epit. hist. IX 4)
The degree of parallelism, in language and content, between these two twelfthcentury Dio-derived texts is such that, prior to the report of a mirror (v. 122), it is
difficult to discern any details that Tzetzes might have taken from Diodoros rather
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than Dio, as Tzetzes is himself the sole potential witness to this part of Diodorosí
Bibliotheca. The crucial difference lies in the description of the burning-mirror. Both
Zonaras and Tzetzes record, in near-identical wording, ìa kind of mirrorî (Zonaras:
%Ì'!0'$!, #Ì$ '5; Tzetzes: '5 %Ì'!0'$!,), providing independent testimony to
the presence of this phrase in their common source, Dio56. Moreover, in a much later
passage, Zonaras unambiguously confirms that Dio was the source for his previous
account of the siege of Syracuse, including Archimedesí use of a burning-mirror;
Zonaras did not draw this detail from another source nor is it his own elaboration57.
Long-running scholarly controversy has variously located the protracted composition of Dioís History between the 190s and 230s58. Beyond speculation, it is not
known whence Dio obtained this information about a mirror, but, as previously observed, the story is not otherwise attested before the early/mid-second century AD59.
Dio states that Archimedesí employed one burning-mirror, while previous and subsequent sources, if they specify, refer to several mirrors; this may suggest that Dio
drew on a variant tradition independent of the sources known to other authors60. In
See remarks of Haupt, o.c. 438-439.
Zonaras, Epit. hist. XIV 3,30 (ed. T. B"ttner-Wobst, Bonn 1897, III 138,5-11): 6Ì5/G523
&Ï2 q@;53) J3?6;7(3) G02Dı23 ¡ E2ı6?/* [Ö] r GÌ?3) 5Ù. \2J)4H@'. LG)./B(3) ¡ oÛ,.
U(5ı2'(;, 5V. s,43Û,. 5ı5; G/?)/26/˜.5,. h02Ì6/0(3., ìFor the story goes that Proklos
wrought burning-mirrors [Ö] this, Dio narrates, Archimedes long ago thought up, when the Romans
were besieging Syracuse.î See further discussion below. Seemingly unaware of the extensive historiographical scholarship (see above nn. 53 and 55), specialists in the history of science have repeatedly
failed to appreciate the significance of Dio or the nature of the textual relationship. Simms, o.c. 7-10,
21, 24 wrongly doubts whether the lost section of Dioís History even mentioned a mirror. W.R. Knorr,
Catoptrics, in OCD³, 303 asserts «legends of Archimedesí use of great burning mirrors Ö are the
product of Byzantine imaginations.» Again, Acerbi, I geometri cit. 198-200 discounts Dio and mistakenly makes the Archimedean tradition transmitted by Tzetzes and Zonaras (and Eustathios) wholly
dependent on the technical writings of Anthemios of Tralles.
58
See most recently A.M. Kemezis, Greek Narratives of the Roman Empire under the Severans. Cassius Dio, Philostratus and Herodian, Cambridge 2014, 282-293, for evidence, arguments and
bibliography.
59
See above, p. 433. Dio claims (Hist. I 2) to ìhave read almost everything anyone has written
about them [Romans]î (R.:&.,. 4Ó. G-.53 ›* ;<G;Y. 5Ï G;2Ú 3Ã5V. 5)() &;&2344:.3), but rarely
mentions his sources. Potential sources for the Second Punic War have been identified in lost historical
works of Coelius Antipater and Valerius Antias, but nothing is known of the content of either text; see
A. Klotz, $ber die Stellung des Cassius Dio unter den Quellen zur Geschichte des zweiten punischen
Krieges, «RhM» LXXXV (1936) 68-116.
60
Among preceding references, while ps.-Lucian, Hippias 2 recorded only that Archimedes
5Ï* 5V. G/?;4Û,. 52)H2;)* 6353D?Ô$3.53 5u 5ÔJ.S, ìignited the enemyís warships by art(ifice)î,
Galen, De temperamentis III 2 (I, 657-658 K"hn) stated that he did this @)Ï 5V. G02;Û,., ìby means
of burning-mirrorsî. In the early sixth century, Anthemios, E;2Ú G323@ı$,. 4'J3.'4Ì5,. §5 (p. 85,
56
57
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contrast, it is not possible to demonstrate conclusively that Diodoros did or did not
refer to a burning-mirror(s). In the extant text of an earlier book, Diodoros promises
to discuss Archimedesí inventions when he reaches an appropriate juncture; however, to judge by Tzetzesí treatment of the siege and fall of Syracuse, Diodoros appears to have provided no significant variant or supplementary information. Furthermore, if Diodoros, apparently writing over a three-decade period from the 30s to 50s
BC, did mention a burning-mirror(s), he would thus predate the earliest witnesses to
this story by some two centuries, during which others who wrote at length about
Archimedesí role in the siege, notably Livy and the well-read Plutarch, are entirely
silent on this matter61.
While Zonaras says nothing further regarding the mirrorís design, Tzetzes
provides technical specifications for a complex multi-unit solar reflector. This comprises a central hexagonal mirror, to each side of which, at commensurate intervals,
adjustable smaller mirrors are attached, ìfourfoldî, by links and hinges (vv. 122125). Tzetzesí technical source now becomes our primary interest. Before proceeding with this enquiry, however, it is necessary to point out evidence of this source
elsewhere in Tzetzesí oeuvre. Unnoticed by all previous studies of Archimedesí
burning-mirror(s), two other works by Tzetzes contain very similar accounts. First,
elements of this description recur in Tzetzesí only known endeavour in hagiography,
a brief Memorial to St Lucia of Syracuse, probably written in 1154 or possibly 1158,
in connection with one of two Sicilian embassies to Constantinople, and thus roughly
contemporary with the composition of his Histories. In this inventive literary fantasy, Tzetzesí makes the saint a proud descendant of Archimedes. When St Lucia acclaims her forebearís achievements, her remarks on his defence of Syracuse are
essentially a prose digest of Histories II 35, 112-130, employing the same or similar

7-9 Heiberg), to be discussed below, wrote that 63Ú &Ï2 /U 4;4.'4Ô./) G;2Ú 5V. ÕGÙ \2J)4H@/0*
5/7 F;)/5Ì5/0 6353(6;03(FÔ.5,. <L6637(3)> /Ã @)í n.Ù* L4.'4ı.;0(3. G02Û/0 R??Ï @)Ï
G?;)ı.,., ìfor the authorities on what was contrived by the most god-like Archimedes recall that he
effected ignition not by means of a single burning-mirror but by several.î
61
Diod. V 37,4: F304-(3) @v T. 5)* ;<6[5,* 5/7 5;J.P5/0 5=. LGP./)3. /Ã 4[./. L. 5/l5/)*, R??Ï 63Ú L. T??/)* G/??/Y* 63Ú 4;P9/(), @)3C;C/'4:./)* 635Ï Gc(3. 5=. /<6/04:.'., G;2Ú
„. 5Ï 635Ï 4:2/* M53. LGÚ 5=. \2J)4%@/0* w?)6P3. i?F,4;. R62)CV* @):$)4;., ìOne may marvel
at the inventiveness of the technician, not only in this device [the ìArchimedeanî screw], but also in
many other and greater ones, which have been celebrated across the whole inhabited world, and which
we shall accurately describe in detail when we come to the period of Archimedes.î See, for example,
the early assessment of Heiberg, o.c. 39: sed putaverim eum [Tzetzem] ex illo [Diodoro] nihil nisi
narrationem de morte Archimedis hausisse. See recently the same conclusions by Jal, o.c. 39-45.
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vocabulary, including details about the burning-mirrors, now pluralised62. Second,
and more remarkably, most of the details of the mirror reported in Histories II 35 are
also found in a long scholion that Tzetzes wrote on his Carmina Iliaca, the erudite
ìshowpieceî he had composed two decades earlier in the 1130s. As noted above, in
this his earliest Homeric work, Tzetzes first offered a rationalising interpretation of
the flame-like glare emitted by Diomedesí armour (Il. V 1-8), with a contrastive
reference to Archimedesí burning of the Roman fleet63. Tzetzesí scholion elaborates
the line (schol. Carm. Il. II 46a Leone): !Ã6 !W!, G.!#R-2%- XB$&%!2Y!5! %&'/0'$!B, ìnot such as burned from a Syracusan mirrorî64:
XB$&%!2Y!5! %&'/0'$!B9 ¡ \$651T"+( !”'!( 40Ú QR$>,!( o, %&Ú *BE&#/$!B, #R$>, #->1R'$+( 1+6&,5%Ù( XB$&%!U25!( 'F, `.5%Y&, 4##ˆ( ¿#"!T%!,'& 4'K,, ~( 1B$Y& 1Ó, 0-0!Y+%-, ;'-$&, :..Ï %&Ú P]$%-..!,
'Ù, 2'$&'+#Ù, 'K, €>1&Y>, 'a XB$&%!U2s 0!.R1V <&$-M %&'Ï #)( %&Ú
E&.]22+( 405'-ER,'& 1-#].!5( 2B,RE$&B2- 1+6&,T1&25. 0$K'& 1Ó,
#Ï$ 1+6&,Ï( 4% '!A '-Û6!B( %&E5-Û(, &Ã'Ì,"$!B( :,Ô20& 'Ï( '$5D$-5(
4%-Û,!B %&Ú 1-'->$Û?>, -J( —r!( %&Ú %&'&20K, -J( 'F, EÌ.&22&,
From a Syracusan mirror: this Archimedes lived at the time of Hieron and
Pythagoras, a sage geometer [and] mechanician of Syracuse, close to eighty
years of age, who had made countless other things, but also used great machines to crush Marcellus, the Roman general, as he beset Syracuse with heavy
fighting on land and sea. For first, letting down machines from the wall, he
drew up the triremes of [Marcellus], men and all, and raising them aloft to a
height and dragging them down into the sea,
S. Lucia 11, ed. A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, Varia Graeca Sacra. Сборник греческих
неизданных богословских текстов IV–ХV веков, St Petersburg 1909, 80-97, with Archimedesí defensive machines at 94,4-13, and specifically 94,10-13: ;< @Ó 63Ú 5ı$/0 C/?=. RG/(53Û'(3. L6 5V.
5;)JV. G2Ù* 5Ù GÔ?3&/*, L. n$3&˘./)* 635ıG52/)* 5;523G?/˜4;./)* [sic] ?34GÌ@3* w?Û/0
@;Jı4;./* 63Ú 53˜53* D?Ô&,. R.53.36?Ì(;()., ìand if they [the Roman ships] withdrew out to
sea a bowshot from the walls, he received the light of the sun in hexagonal fourfold[?] mirrors and by
means of reflections set these [ships] ablaze.î See also 83,9-17. On the authorship and date of this work
see P.L.M. Leone, SullíHypomnema in S. Luciam di Giovanni Tzetzes, «Rivista di Bizantinistica» I/2
(1991) 17-21. Leone favours composition in 1154; an alternative dating to 1158 is not entirely excluded.
63
Carm. Il. II 44-48. The comparison between Diomedes and Archimedes recurs at Alleg. Il.
V 1-24. See previous discussion at pp. 434-439.
64
Leone, Carmina Iliaca cit. 166,13-167,13. See also remarks of Braccini, o.c. 158-160.
Previous scholarship seemingly overlooked the defective text of this scholion previously published in
Shirach, o.c. 46-48.
62
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Õ0!<$B6Û!B( 40!Û-5. '!A P&$%Ô..!B "Ó 'Ï( .!50Ï( ¿.%Ì"&( 0!$$˘'-$!, '!A '-Û6!B( 0-.&#5˘'-$!, %&E-.%˜2&,'!(, 1+6&,D1&25 0Ì.5, ¡
&Ã'Ù( \$651T"+( 'Ù, %&EÔ,& 'K, XB$&%!B2Û>, 40!Û-5 .ÛE!B( 2G-,"!,b, @1&=D$-5( %&Ú 0Ì.5, 'Ï( ¿.%Ì"&( <BEÛ?-5,. :0!#,!ˆ( "Ó ¡ P]$%-..!( 'Ù, '-Y6!B( 40Y0.!B, '/=!B <!.F, 0/$$>E-, -µ.%B2- '&U'&(9 ¡ "Ó
%]'!0'$!, H=]#>,!, 0!5T2&( 0!"5&M!, 'Ù 1R#-E!( %&Ú :,&'-Y,&( &Ã'/,
›( :0R6-5, 4= n2!B "5&2'T1&'!( 1-2+1<$5,)(, E-$5,)( %&Ú 6-51-$5,)(
`.Y!B :%'M,!( %&Ú E-Ú( 0&$íH%]2'+, 4%-Y,!B #>,Y&, ;'-$& 'R''&$&
15%$/'-$& %]'!0'$&, 'a :,&%.]2-5 ')( :%'M,!( 'Ï( ¡.%]"&( 4,R0$+2- '!2!A'!, :G-2'+%BY&(Ö
he left them below the surface. When Marcellus had pulled back the rest of
his ships further out to sea away from the wall, again with machines the same
Archimedes made it possible for each one of the Syracusans to sling stones
the size of a wagon and again to sink the ships. Giving up on sailing against
the wall, Marcellus pulled them back as far as a bowshot, but [Archimedes],
having made a hexagonal mirror, one foot in dimension, and tilted it so that it
was at an equal distance from the midday rays of the sun, in summer or midwinter, and having set at each angle of that [hexagonal mirror] four other
smaller mirrors, by the reflection of the rays he set the ships on fire when they
were so far awayÖ
The scholion continues at some length up to the capture of the city and Archimedesí death, incorporating references to his prior discoveries. As previously discussed, the chronology of Tzetzesí scholia to his Carmina Iliaca remains uncertain. In
this case, however, the evidence permits some tentative inferences. Insofar as Histories II 35 and Zonaras IX 4 are independent witnesses to Dioís text, instances of
verbal correspondence between the scholion and Zonaras alone suggest that, whenever Tzetzes wrote this scholion, he did not merely rework material found in Histories II 35 but referred separately to Dioís account. That is to say, the scholion and
Histories II 35 appear to be distinct projects and possibly belong to different
periods.65 Furthermore, arguably in favour of an early dating of the scholion is the
incidence of errors or conflicting details (the reference to Pythagoras, the size of the
Note, for example, that the phrase R.35;P.3* 3Ã5[ in Tzetzesí scholion finds a direct parallel in the Dio-derived passage of Zonaras IX 4 (G2Ù* 5Ù. •?)/. R.35;Û.3*), but not Hist. II 35. That
the scholion draws independently on Dioís text is best illustrated by the wording 63F);Û*, 3Ã5Ì.@2/0*
R.Ô(G3, where 63FÛ;) Ö R.Ô(G3 is found in Zonaras IX 4 but not in Hist. II 35, while 3Ã5Ì.@2/0*
is found in Hist. II 35 but not in Zonaras IX 4.
65
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mirror, Archimedesí age), all of which are omitted or seemingly corrected in Histories II 35, and can thus be explained as the mistakes of a younger Tzetzes66. If this
inference is correct, Tzetzesí interest in this theme and access to the relevant historical and technical sources may go back to his earliest writings.
In any case, to supplement Dioís narrative, Tzetzes drew additional information about Archimedesí mirror(s) from a second source, which scholarship has long
recognised as a work entitled On Paradoxical Mechanisms (*-$Ú 0&$&"ı=>, 1+6&,+1Ì'>,), written by Anthemios of Tralles, the early sixth-century architect,
physicist and geometer. A substantial but truncated section of this treatise survives67.
In addition, a near-contemporary anecdote, recorded in the 570s, implies Anthemiosí
practical experimentation in this field, by alleging his construction of a concave,
disk-shaped solar reflector on his property, so that he might terrify a neighbour with
sudden beams of light68. Tzetzes may well acknowledge a special indebtedness to
Anthemios in the source-notice that concludes Histories II 35, where he lists

The chronological reference LGÚ +:2,./* x. 63Ú E0F3&[2/0, as it stands, is inexplicable.
Certainly Archimedes lived during the reign of Hieron II of Syracuse (r. 269-215 BC), but no Pythagoras figures in the cityís history in this period. If the famous philosopher is meant, he lived in the sixth
century BC and has no documented connection with Syracuse. Here also the stated foot-wide dimension
(G/@)3Y/. 5Ù 4:&;F/*) of the hexagonal mirror finds no parallel in Hist. II 35 nor, as will be shown
below, in Tzetzesí technical source. The almost 80-year lifespan (5=. w?)6P3. L&&ˆ* ¿&@/%6/.53
L5V.) of Archimedes in the scholion conflicts with the implication at Hist. II 35, 108 that he died aged
75 (J2ı./0* 5; LC@/4H6/.53 63Ú GÔ.5; G32;?3˜.,.), though the source of either statement is unknown and Tzetzes may merely elaborate ancient indications of Archimedesí old age (see above n. 36).
67
The sole manuscript witness to the Greek text is Vat. gr. 218 (1r-2v). The most frequently
cited edition is by J.L. Heiberg, Mathematici Graeci Minores, Copenhagen 1927, 77-87. For the sake
of continuity, Heibergís pagination/lineation is retained below. At least two Arabic versions of Anthemiosí work are also variously preserved: Rashed, o.c. 217-244 (textual tradition), 286-321 (Arabic
texts, French transl. and annotations). A revised edition of the Greek text is edited by M. Rashed in R.
Rashed, o.c. 343-359, with ten emendations, based on the Arabic tradition and/or re-examination of the
Vaticanus under ultraviolet light; only one emendation substantively affects the passages discussed
below. English translation and commentary: G.L. Huxley, Anthemius of Tralles: A Study in Later Greek
Geometry, Cambridge MA 1959, 6-19. On grounds of content, style and method, some scholars have
identified the so-called Fragmentum mathematicum Bobiense, which treats inter alia the focal
properties of parabolic and spherical mirrors, as part of Anthemiosí work. Greek text: Heiberg, o.c. 8792; repr. in Huxley, o.c. 53-58 with Engl. transl. and commentary at 20-26. Date and authorship:
Huxley, o.c. 27-33; Knorr, The Geometry cit. esp. 63-70, with older bibliography. Rashed, o.c. 220 n.
8, 264-271 contests this view.
68
Agath. Hist. V 8,3-4, ed. R. Keydell, Berlin 1967, 173,18-23, on which see below, n. 104.
See generally Huxley, o.c. 1-5, with bibliography; PLRE IIIA, 88-89, s.v. Anthemius 2.
66
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ìAnthemios the paradoxographerî as ìforemostî among those authors who mention
Archimedes69.
In order to understand Tzetzesí methodology, it is necessary to examine briefly the content, nature and aims of Anthemiosí work. The transmitted text comprises
three optical problems. The second enquires: ìHow shall we cause combustion by
means of the sunís rays in a given position that is not less than a bowshot away?î As
historical background, Anthemios outlines principles established by preceding geometricians and introduces the tradition that Archimedes had used mirrors to burn the
Roman fleet. Anthemios observes that this proposition would seem to be impossible
ìaccording to those who have set out the construction of so-called burning-mirrorsî
(%&'Ï 1Ó, '!ˆ( 4%E-1Ô,!B( 'Ï( 'K, .-#!1Ô,>, 0B$Û>, %&'&2%-BÌ(), inasmuch as, using the types of mirrors they discuss ñ namely concave parabolic mirrors
ñ combustion occurs only if the target is aligned with the direction of the sunís rays,
while, again ìaccording to the explanations of the ancientsî (%&'Ï 'Ï( 4%EÔ2-5(
'K, 0&.&5<K,>), burning over so great a distance would require a mirror of unfeasibly colossal dimensions in order to attain the required focal length70. Nevertheless,
since ìArchimedes cannot be deprived of the fame ("ı=&), unanimously reported by
all authors, that he burnt the enemy ships using the sunís rays, it is reasonable to
suppose that the problem can be solvedî71. On the premise that ìcombustion with
burning-mirrors occurs in no other way than by conducting many rays to one and the
same pointî (` 'K, 0B$Û>, 3=&r5( %&Eí ;'-$!, !Ã #Û,-'&5 '$ı0!, ¢ 'Z 0.-Û!,&( :%'M,&( -J( 'Ù, ;,& %&Ú 'Ù, &Ã'Ù, 'ı0!, 2B,Ì#-2E&5), Anthemios opines
that this could most easily be achieved ìthrough many menî ("5Ï 0.-5ı,>, :,"$K,)
collectively aiming individual hand-held plane mirrors at a single point72. Anthemios
concludes that this method, which is consistent with the testimony of all earlier
authors that Archimedesí burnt the Roman fleet using several mirrors, is thus the

69
Hist. II 35 and 103-104: 63Ú (ˆ. 3Ã5/Y* @Ó 4:4.'.53) G/??/Ú 5/7 \2J)4%@/0*, / \.F:4)/* 4Ó. G2N5)(5/. ¡ G323@/$/&2-D/*, ìand along with them [Dio and Diodorus] many refer to
Archimedes: Anthemios the paradoxographer, foremostÖî Tzetzes cites Anthemios also at Hist. XII
457, 969 and Alleg. Il. V 18.
70
Anthemios §2 (81,22-82,8)
71
Anthemios §2 (82,9-12): LG;)@= @Ó 5=. \2J)4H@/0* @ı$3. /ÃJ /yı. 5Ô L(5) 63F;?;Y.,
zG3(). ¡4/?ı&,* U(5/2'FÔ.5/*, ›* 5Ï* .37* 5V. G/?;4Û,. @)Ï 5V. w?)36V. i630(;. R65Û.,.,
R.3&63Y/. ;Ã?ı<&,*> 63Ú 635Ï 5/75/ @0.35Ù. ;{.3) 5Ù G2ıC?'43Ö Anthemios evidently draws
on earlier sources, both historical and geometrical, but the evidence for what these might have been
remains ambiguous, see remarks of Knorr, The Geometry cit. esp. 62-63.
72
Anthemios §3 (83,8-23)
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most likely explanation73. Anthemios then proposes another solution ìso that we do
not go to the trouble of imposing this [task] on many menî (µ,& "Ó 1F "B26-$&Û,>1-, 0.-Û!25, '!A'! 405'Ì''!,'-()74. As verbal correspondences (marked in bold)
indicate, it was this following section that inspired Tzetzesí account of Archimedesí
burning-mirror at Syracuse (Anthemios §2 tit., §3-4):
<•. *K( }, -J( 'Ù, "!EÔ,'& 'ı0!, :G-2'K'& !Ã% 3.&''!, ¢ 'ıξ34 C3;:/
%&'&2%-BÌ2!1-, Qξ)R-/ #Û,-2E&5 "5Ï '@/ N;-)+@/ I+'Û/%/.Ö
#•. [Ö] 32'> 40Û0-"!, Sξ)$%/-+Ù/ Q03,'#3/ 'Ù ^NwS‚ƒ %&Ú '!˜'V 0&$&%-Û1-,& ;'-$& I1!5& Q03,'#) Sξ)$%/-+Ï %&Ú 2B,+11Ô,& 'Z 0$!'Ô$V %&'Ï 'Ï( -J$+1Ô,&( ^N, Nw, wS, S‚, ‚ƒ, ƒ^ -ÃE-Û&( :0Ù •''!,!(
¿.Û#V "5&1Ô'$!B, "B,Ì1-,& "Ó %5,-M2E&5 0-$Ú 'Ï( -J$+1Ô,&( -ÃE-Û&( ¢
;",Û6%/ 2B,&0'K, 0$!2%!..5?!1Ô,>, &Ã'!M( ¢ '@/ ;"$3&Ô/%/ $-$;4&Û%/. -J '!Û,B, 4, 'Z &Ã'Z 4050Ô"V '!A 1Ô2!B %&'ı0'$!B 0!5D2!1-,
-8,&5 %&Ú 'Ï 0Ô$5= 32!0'$&, ` :,Ì%.&25( "+.!,ı'5 ¡1!Û>( 'a 0Ì2s
2B,EÔ2-5 #-,D2-'&5. -J "Ó 1Ô,!,'!( '!A 1Ô2!B ›2&,-Ú :%5,D'!B "5Ì
'5,!( 405,!Û&( -Ã6-$K( 0$!2'5E-1Ô,+( m0&,'& 'Ï 0Ô$5= 40Ú 'Ù 1Ô2!,
405,-˜2!1-,, ").!,, ›( %&Ú &c :0í &Ã'K, :,&%.˘1-,&5 :%'M,-( 40Ú 'Ù,
1Ô2!, 'ı0!, '!A 4= :$6)( 42ı0'$!B 0&$&#Û,!,'&5. 'Ù &Ã'! "F
2. How shall we cause combustion by means of the sunís rays in a given position
that is not less than a bowshot away? Ö
3. [Ö] Let there be a plane hexagonal mirror ^NwS‚ƒ and adjacent to it other
similar hexagonal mirrors and connected to the first along those straight lines
^N, Nw, wS, S‚, ‚ƒ, ƒ^, each with a slightly smaller diameter and capable of
being moved about those straight lines, being linked together either by plates
glued to them or by the so-called small hinges. If, then, we place the
surrounding mirrors in the same plane as the central mirror, the reflection
[from each mirror] is obviously in the same direction in every case. But if the
central [mirror] is left, as it were, unmoved and, by suitably applying a degree
of ingenuity, we incline all the surrounding [mirrors], it is clear that the rays
reflected from the [surrounding mirrors] will arrive at the central point of the
original mirror. So then, by proceeding in this way
Anthemios §5 (85,7-9): 63Ú &Ï2 /U 4;4.'4Ô./) G;2Ú 5V. ÕGÙ \2J)4H@/0* 5/7 F;/5Ì5/0
6353(6;03(FÔ.5,. <L6637(3)> /Ã @)í n.Ù* L4.'4ı.;0(3. G02Û/0 R??Ï @)Ï G?;)ı.,., ìfor the
authorities on what was contrived by the most god-like Archimedes recall that he effected ignition not
by means of a single burning-mirror but by several.î
74
Anthemios §3 (83,24)
73
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0!5!A,'-( %&Ú ;'-$& 0Ô$5= 0-$5'5EÔ,'-( 'K, -J$+1Ô,>, 32!0'$& %&Ú
"B,Ì1-,& ,-˜-5, 40Ú 'Ù 1Ô2!, {%&Ú} 'Ï( :0í &Ã'K, :%'M,&( -J( 'Ù &Ã'Ù
2B,&#Ì#>1-,, ·2'- 2B,&#!1Ô,&( @0Ì2&( %&'Ï 'Ù, -J$+1Ô,!, '$ı0!,
'F, 3=&r5, 4, 'Z "!EÔ,'5 'ı0V 0!5)2&5.
"•. %Ì..5!, "Ó ` &Ã'F Qξ)R-* #-,D2-'&5, -J 'Ô'#)25, ¢ %&Ú 0Ô,'- 42ı0'$!5( "!E-Û+ 'Ï '3-)E') 0B$Û& :,Ï H0'Ï ƒ,'& 'Ù, :$5E1Ù, %&Ú :G-2'K25 0˜&&"'#3/ :..D.>, 6-Ì0'F&) %&'7 :,&.!#Û&, '!A ')( 4=Ìr->(
"5&2'D1&'!(, ·2'- 'Ï( :%'M,&( 'Ï( :07 &Ã'K, '-1,!˜2&( :..D.&(
0.Ô!, "˜,&2E&5 0!5-M, 'F, -J$+1Ô,+, 4%0˜$>25,. 4, H,Ú #Ï$ 'ı0V 'K,
42ı0'$>, ƒ,'>, %&'7 ¿=B'Ì'&( $%/Û)* &c :,&%.Ì2-5( :..D.&( 'Ô1,!B25,, ·2'- 26-"Ù, 0Ì,'& 'Ù, 0-$Ú 'Ù, C=!,& 'ı0!, E-$1&5,ı1-,!,
"5&<0B$!A2E>&5Ö75
and placing other mirrors around those previously described, which can incline towards the central [mirror], we conduct the rays from them to the same
[point], so that all the [rays] conducted in the manner described cause combustion at the given point.
4. The same combustion will occur more effectively if [individual plane] burningmirrors such as these, to the number of seven apiece, were to be assigned to
four or even five [composite] mirrors, and these were standing at a
commensurate distance from one another in proportion to their distance from
the [point of] combustion, in such a manner that the rays from them intersect
one other and are more able to cause the said ignition. For when the mirrors
are in one place, the reflected rays intersect one another at very accute angles,
so that almost the whole area surrounding the axis is heated and bursts into
flamesÖ76
Tzetzes extracted and greatly condensed key elements of Anthemiosí technical exposition, discernible in individual terms and phrases, and inserted them into
the framework of Dioís historical account. In doing so, he appears to have misunderstood the context and operation of Anthemiosí reflective device. First, and crucially,
two stages of scientific discourse must be distinguished, despite the rather vague
transition from a conjectural reconstruction of Archimedesí likely method to a new
proposal for an alternative solution. Anthemios reasons that, if Archimedes did in
75
Heiberg, o.c. 83,27-84,17 with selected emendations in Rashed, o.c. 356. See further below
n. 81 on textual and interpretative difficulties at §4 (84,18-20).
76
The English translation by Huxley, o.c. 13-14 differs in many respects.
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fact burn the Roman fleet by solar reflection, he most probably did so by deploying
many individual hand-held plane mirrors to concentrate the sunís rays on a single
point of combustion. The complex multi-unit reflector, in contrast, is expressly Anthemiosí own invention ñ ìwe devised the followingî (%&'&2%-BÌ2>1-, !—'>(),
in essence his improvement upon Archimedes, which employs the same optical
principles, but has the stated objective of economising on manpower. Accordingly,
Tzetzes transformed Anthemiosí ingenious quasi-geometrical speculation into Archimedesí historical invention. The most likely point of confusion is Anthemiosí
concluding statement: ìand I think that there is no other means of causing burning at
this distanceî (%&Ú !81&5 1F -8,&5 '$ı0!, <;'->$!, ')( :0Ù '!˜'!B '!A "5&2'D1&'!( 4%%&˜2->()77. Here Anthemios means simply that combustion over the
given distance can be achieved only by using multiple (plane) mirrors, in accordance
with the universal report that Archimedes ìeffected ignition not by means of a single
burning-mirror but by severalî (<4%%&A2&5> !Ã "5í H,Ù( Ö 0B$Û!B :..Ï "5Ï
0.-5ı,>,)78. Tzetzes, however, could easily have misunderstood the ìmeansî ('$ı0!,) in question to be Anthemiosí own multi-unit contraption, as outlined in the
immediately preceding text. Second, older scholarship puzzled over what Tzetzes
meant or understood by 15%$Ï '!5&A'& %Ì'!0'$& E-Ú( '-'$&0.b #>,Û&5( (Hist.
II 35, 124), ìsetting small mirrors such as these, fourfold, at anglesî79. Assuming he
does not mean ìfourfold in anglesî, namely square mirrors, which would glaringly
contradict Anthemiosí text80, Tzetzes appears to envisage a sequence of four smaller
mirrors affixed to each side of the central hexagonal mirror. This interpretation is
now supported by Tzetzesí scholion to the Carmina Iliaca (II 46): ìand having set
at each angle of that [hexagonal mirror] four other smaller mirrorsî (%&Ú E-Ú( 0&$í
H%]2'+, 4%-Y,!B #>,Y&, ;'-$& 'R''&$& 15%$/'-$& %]'!0'$&). Although Anthemiosí specification for ìplacing other mirrors around those previously describedî
(;'-$& 0Ô$5= 0-$5'5EÔ,'-( 'K, -J$+1Ô,>, 32!0'$&) clearly envisages more than
one row of smaller mirrors arranged concentrically around the central mirror, he
nowhere specifies how many smaller mirrors should be sequentially attached to each
side of the hexagon. In fact, in the received text, Anthemios mentions the number
four only in the context of an obscurely worded proposal that optimal combustion
Anthemios §5 (85,10-11)
Anthemios §5 (85,7-9)
79
Interpretative difficulties posed by Tzetzesí 5;523G?c are discussed by L. Dupuy, Fragment díun Ouvrage grec díAnth#mius, Sur les Paradoxes de M#canique, Paris 1777, 29-35; Huxley,
o.c. 36-37.
80
Anthemios §3 (83,28) expressly specifies g5;23 M4/)3 i(/G523 n$3&,.)6-, ìother similar hexagonal mirrors.î
77
78
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may be obtained by constucting four or even five reflector-units, each comprising
seven mirrors (i.e. a central hexagon with six side-mirrors). Modern editors and
translators have found this easily miconstrued and probably corrupt passage no less
challenging81. Third, in both his poetic account of events at Syracuse (Hist. II 35,
121, 130) and his scholion to the Carmina Iliaca (II 46a Leone), Tzetzes specifies
that Marcellus withdrew his ships over a bowshotís distance from the cityís seawalls,
a detail not found in Zonaras. Tzetzes introduced this measurement to the siege narrative purely because Anthemios set himself the task of projecting the sunís rays
over that distance82. It follows that this information was not to be found in Dioís
narrative. Finally, again in both his Histories (II 35, 127) and the scholion, Tzetzesí
unintelligible reference to the sunís midday beams in both summer and mid-winter
ñ that is to say, at the solstices ñ is irrelevant to the historical circumstances of
Syracuse in 213 BC; in fact Tzetzes has interpolated this unrelated detail from the
preceding problem in Anthemiosí thesis83. In short, while Tzetzes displays a degree
of familiarity with Anthemiosí work that is indicative of current or recent access to
the text, his handling of this technical material suggests a high degree of misconception and/or carelessness.

Anthemios §4 (84,18-20), where Heiberg edits: ;< 5Ô523(). ¢ 63Ú GÔ.5; L(ıG52/)* @/F;Û' 5Ï 5/)3753 G02Û3 R.Ï nG5Ï ƒ.53 5Ù. R2)F4[. (app. crit. l. 19: «L(ıG52/)*] incertum»), with
the apparent meaning ìif [individual plane] burning-mirrors such as these, to the number of seven
apiece, were to be assigned to four or even five [composite] mirrors.î Some modern attempts to translate
Heibergís text are self-evidently incorrect, e.g. French transl. in P. Ver Eecke, Les opuscules math#matiques de Didyme, Diophane, et Anth#mius, suivis du fragment math#matique de Bobbio, Paris 1940,
54, and English transl. in Huxley, o.c. 14, both seemingly under the influence of the French rendering
by Dupuy, o.c. 15. More recently, where Heiberg and prior editorial consensus discerned the uncertain
reading L(ıG52/)* or 635ıG52/)*, Rashed, o.c. 233-234 (with n. 25), by means of an ultraviolet lamp,
read G2/(˘G/)*; see thus the revised Greek text at 356,15 (app. crit.) and mathematical analysis at
253-255. This reading would entail assigning composite reflectors ìto four or even five people.î As an
additional complication, Rashed, o.c. 233-234 (n. 25), 308 observes that Uṭāridiís Arabic version here
reads nawāḥin, ìplacesî, implying that the translator-paraphrast read 5ıG/)*, thus ìto four or even five
places.î A further possible source of confusion, which has defied satisfactory explanation in modern
scholarship, is Anthemiosí preceding remark at the beginning of §3 (83,25-26): ;Õ2Û(6/4;. &Ï2, ›*
/Ã6 i?355/. 6@| R.36?Ì(;,. J2}9;) 5Ù ¿D;Y?/. L$3DFB.3), ìwe find that no less than twentyfour reflections are needed to cause the required combustionî, from which, whatever the intended
meaning, a reader might potentially infer ìfourfoldî side-mirrors on each side of the hexagon. See
Knorr, The Geometry cit. 54 with n. 4.
82
Anthemios §2 (81,19-21).
83
Anthemios §1 (79,1-8). The nature of this error was already noted by Dupuy, o.c. 31-33;
see also Huxley, o.c. 37.
81
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Some literary contexts: Archimedes in eleventh- and twelfth-century literature
Tzetzes was one of several Byzantine authors in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
who referred to or discussed Archimedesí burning-mirrors. A brief survey, which
does not aim to be comprehensive, opens lines of enquiry concerning textual interrelationships and common sources, while locating Tzetzesí ëmathematicalí interests in
contemporary intellectual and belletristic currents.
After a long silence since the sixth century, renewed interest first re-emerges,
perhaps predictably, in the writings of Michael Psellos, who mentions this story in
four works84. In his short tract On the Echo-chamber in Nikomedeia, Psellos seeks
to present a natural-scientific explanation for an acoustic phenomenon inside a particular domed structure, in response to those who consider this sound effect to be miraculous or due to concealed artifice. Following an exploratory visit, as Psellos is not
able to substantiate his theory with the reproducible experimental results that some
required, he defensively adduces, as ancient precedent, another scientific theorem
that is not vitiated merely by variable results in its practical application: ìsince also
Archimedes the Sicilian knew that from certain mirrors, which have received the
appropriate preparation and have been placed facing towards the sunís rays, fire will
be kindle at a commensurate distance, and indeed he prepared many such [devices]
by which he defended the walls of his native city, thereby kindling whole funeral
pyres among the enemy, but he did not find the target with all of the devices. For it
was necessary that the iron was not fashioned to be too concave nor disproportionately curved nor to have a smooth surfaceî (40-Ú %&Ú \$651T"+( ¡ X5%-.Ù(
„"-5 1Ó, ›( 4= 4,/0'$>, '5,K, %&'&2%-BF, 'F, 0$!2T%!B2&, "-=&1R,>, %&Ú
0$Ù( `.5&%Ï( :,'5'-ER,'>, :%'M,&( 0A$ 4% 2B11R'$!B "5&2'T1&'!( 4=&GET2-'&5, %&Ú 0!..Ï '!5&A'] #- %&'-2%-U&%- "57 „, 'Ï '-Y6+ ')( 0&'$Y"!(
"5-GB.]=&'!, '!M( 0!.-1Y!5( 0B$%&…Ï( I.&( 4%-ME-, :,]r&(, !Ã% 40Ú 0],'>,
"Ó 'K, ¿$#],>, '!A 2%!0!A 40-'U#6&,-,. 46$), #Ï$ 1T'7 C#&, %!M.!, -8,&5
'Ù, 405'-6,p1-,!, 2Y"+$!, 1T'7 :2B11Ô'$>( %B$'!A2E&5 1D'- .-Û&, 36-5,
'F, 405GÌ,-5&,)85. Similarly, in two orations Psellos alludes to Archimedes and
84
For Psellosí knowledge of ancient Greek scientific texts see generally A. Kaldellis, Hellenism and Byzantium. The Transformations of Greek Identity and the Reception of the Classical Tradition, Cambridge 2007, 202-209.
85
J.M. Duffy, Michaelis Pselli Philosophica minora, I: Opuscula logica, physica, allegorica,
alia, Stuttgart-Leipzig 1992, 109,92-100 (XXXI). See recently A. Papalexandrou, Perceptions of sound
and sonic environments across the Byzantine acoustic horizon, in S. Ashbrook Harvey-M. Mullet
(edd.), Knowing Bodies, Passionate Souls. Sense Perceptions in Byzantium, Washington DC 2017, 6785: 79-80, with an Engl. transl. of the whole text at 84-85.
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burning-mirrors. In one occasional speech, When He Resigned from the Rank of
Protasekretis, dated to ca. 1055, Psellos describes some of the scientific demonstrations that he has personally conducted for his pupils, inspired by the writings of
Heron and Archimedes. Having outlined several hydraulic and pneumatic mechanisms, he claims ìa mirror too was fashioned by me, from which truly fire, spurting
forth spontaneously and applied at a distance, incredibly burns to ashesî (%]'!0'$/, 'R 1!5 4=-Y$#&2'! :G7 !” "F 0A$ &Ã'!1]'>( 4=&../1-,!, 'Ù 4% "5&2'T1&'!( 0&$&'5ER1-,!, 0&$&"/=>( '-G$!M)86. In his Encomium on John Mauropous, delivered in or shortly after 1075, Psellos clarifies that the process of ìconsuming with divine fireî (E-YV 0B$Ú %&'&G.R#>,) differs from earthly conflagrations
and is ìnot like when Archimedes of Sicily with certain machines made lightning
burst forthî (!Ã6 ›( ¡ 4% X5%-.K, \$651T"+( 1+6&,&M( '525, :2'$&0Ï( 4%-ME-,
4%0B$$+,Y?>,)87.
The most peculiar reference to Archimedesí burning-mirrors, however, occurs
in the Concise History, ascribed in its unique manuscript to Psellos and in recent
scholarship generally accepted as authentically his88. In this series of idiosyncratic
biographical sketches of emperors, the miscellany of unrelated details recorded
under Anastasios I (491-518) includes a notice about the celebrated philosopher
Proklos, the foremost exponent of the Neoplatonist school in Athens (Hist. synt. 69):
†0Ú '!˜'!B *$ı%.!( ¡ 1Ô#&( •,E-5 G5.ı2!G!(, ~, 4#u 1-'Ì #- *.Ì'>,&
'ÛE+15, :,F$ XB$5&,!A 1Ó, 1&E+'F( '!A 2!G!A, Õ0-$<&.u, "Ó 1&%$Z 'Ù,
"5"Ì2%&.!, %&Ú 'F, H..+,5%F, 2!GÛ&, 'Z H&B'!A 'Ô.-5 2B10-$&,Ì1-,!(. k”'!( :,&#,!ˆ( 0Ì,'& 'Ï \$651D"-5&, 0!..Ï "Ó %&Ú &Ã'Ù(
0$!2-G-B$˘,, „, 4%-M,!( †#,ı+2-, %Ì'!0'$& 6&.%-˜2&( 0B$Gı$& 'K,
Under his rule flourished the great Proklos, a philosopher whom I place after
Plato. This man was a pupil of the wise Syrianos, but surpassed his teacher by
far and perfected Greek wisdom to his own standard. He read all Archimedesí
works, but he himself made besides many discoveries that Archimedes did not
perceive. Having wrought fire-bearing mirrors, he
'-56K, :0s˘$+2- %&Ú 0A$ 4%-ME-, %&'Ï 'K, 0!.5!$%!˜,'>, 'F, 0ı.5,
A.R. Littlewood, Michaelis Pselli Oratoria minora, Leipzig 1985, 35,173-175 (VIII).
Encomium on John the Most-reverend Metropolitan of Euchaita and Protosynkellos, ed.
G.T. Dennis, Michaelis Pselli Orationes panegyricae, Stuttgart 1994, 163,558-561 (XVII).
88
Text and Engl. transl.: W.J. Aerts, Michaelis Pselli Historia Syntomos, Berlin-New York
1990 (here 52,36-43). Summary of recent scholarship: W. Treadgold, The Middle Byzantine Historians,
Basingstoke-New York 2013, 282-289.
86
87
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<&$<Ì$>, 4=-%-$&˜,>2-.
suspended them from the walls and thence shot out thunderbolts against the
barbarians besieging the city.
Even without the wondrous ray-guns, this information is obviously erroneous,
not least because Proklos (410/12-485) died six years before Anastasiosí accession89.
Insofar as this episode has any ëhistoricalí basis, it must be set during the protracted
military revolt of the magister militum Vitalian against Anastasios in 513-1590. A
detailed, near-contemporary account by John Malalas, successively epitomised and
modified in subsequent chronographic works, reports that Vitalianís assault on
Constantinople in 515, with predominantly non-Roman troops, was repulsed thanks
to an incendiary device invented by ìthe philosopher Proklos of Athens, a man of
renown.î Yet Malalas, in contrast, narrates that this Proklos advised Anastasios on
the preparation and use of an inflammable chemical compound, based on ìpure
[unrefined] sulphurî and somehow involving the sunís rays, whereby the imperial
forces burned Vitalianís ships and men91. Modern assessments of Malalasí account

89
See PLRE II 915-919, s.v. Proclus 4. See remarks by Aerts, o.c. 140-141; J. Duffy, Proclus
the philosopher and a weapon of mass destruction, in M. Gr"nbart (ed.), Theatron: Rhetorische Kultur
in Sp!tantike und Mittelalter, Berlin 2007, 1-11, esp. 5-7; Treadgold, o.c. 283.
90
Vitalianís revolt: F.K. Haarer, Anastasius I: Politics and Empire in the Late Roman World,
Cambridge 2006, 164-179; M. Meier, h5302,F;Ú* @)í w4c*. Der Aufstand gegen Anastasios im Jahr
512, «Millennium» IV (2007) 157-237, with cited bibliography.
91
Malalas, Chronographia XVI 16, ed. H. Thurn, Berlin-New York 2000, 330,28-332,94,
here selectively quoted: ¡ @Ó C3()?;ˆ* \.3(5Ì()/* G2~'. 4Ó. x. 4;53(5;)?Ì4;./* @)Ï b32Û./0
5Ù. D)?ı(/D/. E2ı6?/. 5Ù. \F'.3Y/., T.@23 G;2)Cı'5/. (330,32-34) Ö 63Ú L6Ô?;0(;. ¡ 3Ã5Ù*
D)?ı(/D/* L.;JFB.3) 5Ù ?;&ı4;./. F;Y/. TG02/. G/?˜, ;<G•. 52)CB.3) 3Ã5Ù ›* ;<* 4Y&43
?;G5ı., 63Ú @Ô@,6; 5d 3Ã5d b32Û.e, ;<2'6•* 3Ã5d M5) MG/0 ZÛI;)* i$ 3Ã5/7 ;p5; ;<* /{6/.
;p5; L. G?/Ûe 4;5Ï 5Ù R.35;Y?3) 5Ù. •?)/., ;ÃFÔ,* zG5;53) ¡ /{6/* ¢ 5Ù G?/Y/. 63Ú ÕGÙ G02Ù*
R.3?Û(6;53). (331,42-47) [Ö] i?;&/. @Ô 5).;* L. j,.(53.5)./0Gı?;) M5) RGÙ 5B* FÔ24'* 5/7
w?Û/0, ›* ?;G5ı535/. ƒ.53, 5Ù F;Y/. TG02/. Z)G5ı4;./. ;<* 5Ù. RÔ23 zG5;53) 63Ú D0()6ı.
L(5) 5/75/ (332,91-93); ìThe Emperor Anastasius had recently, through Marinos [the praetorian
prefect], sent for the philosopher Proklos of Athens, a man of renown [Ö] and this philosopher ordered
a large quantity of what is known as pure sulphur to be brought in, saying that this was to be ground
into a fine compound, and he gave this to the same Marinos, saying to him, ëWherever you throw this
either into a house or on to a ship after the sun has risen, the house or the ship will immediately catch
alight and be destroyed by fireí [Ö] Some people in Constantinople said that it was from the heat of
the sun that the pure sulphur caught fire when thrown into the air, since it is so fine, and that this is its
natural property.î Derivative texts: e.g., John of Nikiu, Chronicle 89,78-80, Engl. transl. R.H. Charles,
London 1916, 130-131; Georgius Monachus, Chronicon IX 15, ed. C. de Boor-P. Wirth, II, Stuttgart
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range from acceptance of a mostly reliable report, probably derived from a wellplaced oral informant soon after Vitalianís defeat, to dismissal of a largely or wholly
fictitious tale, concocted by Malalas himself. Correspondingly, depending on which
of these interpretations is preferred, Malalasí protagonist becomes either another,
later philosopher named Proklos from Athens, reportedly well known, but documented only by Malalas and dependent sources, or merely a fictive doublet of the famous
Neoplatonist, also ìof Athensî, anachronistically transposed to events three decades
after his death. Between these extremes lies room for partial conflation of two real
and homonymous individuals92. In any case, these historical controversies aside, it
seems most likely that Psellos (or his source) erroneously interpreted, hastily misread, inaccurately remembered or creatively adapted a version of these events, derived from Malalas or more plausibly an intermediary abridgement, which included
the key elements of a philosopher called Proklos and an incendiary invention. The
known sources of the Concise History offer modest scope for this possibility93. Even
allowing that the Concise History overall abounds in similarly gross errors and shortcomings, which for some readers are sufficient to cast doubt on Psellosí authorship94,
one struggles to explain or excuse this particular flight of fancy. Psellosí first-person
assertion that, in his view, Proklos stands second only to Plato is affirmed both by
1978², 619,16-620,2; Symeon Logothetes, Chronicon 102,2, ed. S. Wahlgren, Berlin-New York 2006,
134,2-7.
92
PLRE II 915-919 distinguishes two homonymous philosophers of Athens: Proklos 4 (915919) and Proklos 8 (919). For a positive assessment of Malalasí account, see e.g. E. Jeffreys-B. CrokeR. Scott (edd.), Studies in John Malalas, Sydney 1990, 6, 11, 16, 209, inferring that Marinos, the
praetorian prefect mentioned in Malalasí text, is likely to have been his chief informant; see also PLRE
II 726-728, s.v. Marinus 7. In contrast, Duffy, Proclus cit. 1-11, argues that the episode is Malalasí own
invention and that its protagonist Proklos is unhistorical.
93
The limited Quellenforschungen of the Concise History have identified resemblances with
(a version of) the Chronicle of Symeon the Logothete: Aerts, o.c. xv, xxiii-xxiv, 139-140 (cited as
ëEcl[oge]. Hist[oriarum].í); J.N. Ljubarskij, € G2/(,G)6[5'53 63) 5/ Ô2&/ 5/0 b)J3%? •;??/l‚
h0.;)(ƒ/2- (5'. )(5/2Û3 5/0 C093.5)./l /043.)(4/l, transl. A. Tzelezi, Athens 20042, 259-261;
Treadgold, o.c. 285-286. Symeon very concisely reports Vitalianís revolt: #Dí /” „)53?)3.Ù* ¡ …2†$
R.5Ì23* 63Ú G323?3C•. …2‡63* 63Ú h6˜F3* x?F;. g,* 5/7 \.ÌG?/0 G23)@;˜,.. R??Ï .3043JH(3.5/* 3Ã5d b32Û./0 5/7 ÕGÌ2J/0 4;5Ï 5/7 4'@)6/7 G02Ù* 63Ú F;Û/0 RG˜2/0, /” 635;(6;˜3(; E2ı6?/* ¡ D)?ı(/D/*, 635ÔD?;$; 5Ï* .37* 5V. C32CÌ2,.. ¡ „)53?)3.Ù* iD0&; 4;5ˆ
¿?Û&,. @)3(,F;Û* (102,2 [Wahlgren, 134,2-7]), ìUnder whom, Vitalian the Thracian, having risen up
and taken hold of Thrace and Scythia, came plundering as far as Anaplous. But Marinos the prefect
fought a naval battle with him using the Medic fire and pure sulphur, which Proklos the philospher
prepared, and burned the ships of the barbarians. Vitalian saved himself by fleeing with a few men.î
Only through extreme carelessness, defective memory or willful elaboration could 4;5Ï 5/7 4'@)6/7
G02Ù* 63Ú F;Û/0 RG˜2/0 have been construed as Psellosí 6Ì5/G523 G02Dı23.
94
See bibliography in Treadgold, o.c. 283-288.
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similar statements elsewhere in Psellosí oeuvre and his demonstrable indebtedness
to selected Proklean works in his own philosophical writings95. Although Proklos
often cites or refers to Archimedes, nothing in his extant works could have conceivably suggested a knowledge of or interest in theoretical and/or applied catoptrics96.
During the twelfth century, this Archimedean tradition appears to have become more widely known and elaborate, at least to judge by the writings of Tzetzes
and his near-contemporaries, Zonaras and Eustathios of Thessaloniki. When Zonaras
compiled his Epitome of Histories, perhaps barely a decade before Tzetzesí earliest
writings, not only did he reproduce the reference to ìa kind of mirrorî that he encountered in Dioís account of the siege of Syracuse in 213-12 BC, as previously
discussed, but also, much later in his work, he interpreted variant historical-literary
traditions concerning Vitalianís revolt in 515 in light of this ancient Syracusan
episode (Epit. Hist. XIV 3,28-30)97:
Ö:,'5%&'Ô2'+ '!˜'V "5Ï P&$5{&},!A '!A Õ0Ì$6!B ¡ \,&2'Ì25!(, %&Ú
%&Ú ,&B1&6Û&( #-,!1Ô,+( 3% '5,!( 1+6&,)( 0&$Ï *$ı%.!B '!A 0Ì,B
#-#-,+1Ô,&( ('ı'- #Ï$ •,E-5 40Ú G5.!2!GÛ| %&Ú 4, '!M( 1+6&,D1&25,
'Ì '- '!A 0-$5<!D'!B 4, '!˜'!5( \$651D"!B( m0&,'& "5-.Eu, %&Ú &Ã'Ù(
4%-Û,!5( 0$!2-=-B$˘,) 'Ù ,&B'5%Ù, 'K, 4,&,'Û>, %&'-0!.-1DE+. %Ì'!0'$& #Ï$ ‡"-'&5 6&.%-A2&5 0B$Gı$& ¡ *$ı%.!(, %&Ú '&A'& 4% '!A
ÖAnastasios opposed him [Vitalian] through Mari{a}nos the Prefect, and a
naval battle took place and the opposing fleet was defeated as a result of a
certain device constructed by the famous Proklos (for at that time he flourished
in philosophy and in mechanics, having perused all the disciplines in which
Archimedes was renowned, and having himself made additional discoveries
in these fields). For the story goes that Proklos wrought burning-mirrors and
'-Û6!B( 'K, 0!.-1Û>, ,-K, :0&5>$)2&5 %&'Ô,&,'5, '!˜'!5( "Ó 'K, '!A
95
See now D.J. OíMeara, Michael Psellos, in S. Gersh (ed.), Interpreting Proclus: From
Antiquity to the Renaissance, Cambridge 2014, 165-181, with bibliography.
96
The only allusion to Archimedesí military engineering in Proklosí oeuvre known to me
occurs in his prefatorial survey of geometry in Procl. in Eucl. prol. I 41,5-8 (ed. G. Friedlein, Leipzig
1873): Ö• 5; ¿2&3./G/)‰6= 5V. 635Ï G[?;4/. LG)5'@;P,. ¿2&-.,., /y3 @= 63Ú \2J)4%@'*
?:&;53) 6353(6;0-(3) 5V. G/?;4/l.5,. 5=. h02-6/0(3. R40.5)6Ï ƒ2&3.3, ìÖand the enginemaking [art] of engines suitable for war, as indeed Archimedes is said to have constructed defensive
engines against those waging war on Syracuseî. Duffy, Proclus cit. 6-7 proposes that Psellos, familiar
with but sceptical of Malalasí account, introduced a feat of mechanical engineering more worthy of the
great Neoplatonist philosopher.
97
T. B"ttner-Wobst, Ioannis Zonarae Annales, III, Bonn 1897, 137,18-138,11.
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`.Û!B :%'Û,>, 0$!2<&.!B2K, 0A$ 4%-ME-, 4%%-$&B,!A2E&5 %&'&G.Ô#!, 'Ù, ,+Û'+, 'K, 4,&,'Û>, 2'$&'ı, %&Ú ,)&( &Ã'Ì(, ~ 0Ì.&5 'Ù,
\$651D"+, 405,!)2&5 ¡ SÛ>, c2'ı$+2-, 'K, €>1&Û>, 'ı'- 0!.5!$%!˜,'>, XB$Ì%!B2&,.
when he suspended them from the wall opposite the enemy ships and the rays
of the sun fell upon them, fire burst forth from them and consumed the opposing naval force and the ships themselves; this, Dio narrates, Archimedes long
ago thought up, when the Romans were besieging Syracuse.
Both the content and wording of Zonarasí brief account of Vitalianís defeat
outside Constantinople indicate that he amalgamated two sources, an ultimately
Malalas-derived narrative and the notice about Proklos in Psellosí Concise History:
¡ "Ó <&25.-ˆ( \,&2'Ì25!( 0$ˆ+, 1Ó, o, 1-'&2'-5.Ì1-,!( "5Ï P&$Û,!B
'Ù, G5.ı2!G!, *$ı%.!, 'Ù, \E+,&M!,, C,"$& 0-$5<ı+'!,
(Malalas, Chronographia XVI 16, p. 330,32-34 Thurn)
:,'5%&'Ô2'+ '!˜'V "5Ï P&$5{&},!A '!A Õ0Ì$6!B ¡ \,&2'Ì25!(, %&Ú
%&Ú ,&B1&6Û&( #-,!1Ô,+( 3% '5,!( 1+6&,)( 0&$Ï !#ı+;34 '!A 0Ì,B
#-#-,+1Ô,&( ('ı'- #Ï$ T/L"- 40Ú 2-;3032Û| %&Ú 4, '!M( 1+6&,D1&25,
'Ì '- '!A 0-$5<!D'!B 4, '!˜'!5( U#=-&V634* O,)/') "5-.Eu, %&Ú
&Ã'Ù( 4%-Û,!5( ,#30"ξ"4#˘/) 'Ù ,&B'5%Ù, 'K, 4,&,'Û>, %&'-0!.-1DE+. +Ì'3,'#) #Ï$ ‡"-'&5 =);+"E0)- ,4#2ı#) ¡ *$ı%.!(, %&Ú '&A'&
4% '3E '"Û=34* 'K, 0!.-1Û>, ,-K, I,)-%#.0)- %&'Ô,&,'5, '!˜'!5( "Ó
'K, '!A `.Û!B :%'Û,>, 0$!2<&.!B2K, ,E# G+">L"/ G++"#)4/!A2E&5
%&'&G.Ô#!, 'Ù, ,+Û'+, 'K, 4,&,'Û>, 2'$&'ı, %&Ú ,)&( &Ã'Ì(, Ö
(Zonaras, Epit. hist. XIV 3,28-30)
†0Ú '!˜'!B !#ı+;3* ¡ 1Ô#&( T/L"- 2-;ı0323*, ~, 4#u 1-'Ì #- *.Ì'>,& 'ÛE+15, [Ö] k”'!( :,&#,!ˆ( ,Ì/') 'Ï U#=-&V6"-), 0!..Ï "Ó %&Ú
&Ã'Ù( ,#30"2"4#˘/, „, 4%-M,!( †#,ı+2-, +Ì'3,'#) =);+"˜0)*
,4#2ı#) '@/ '"-=@/ I,W˘#F0" %&Ú ,E# G+">L"/ %&'Ï 'K, 0!.5!$%!˜,'>, 'F, 0ı.5, <&$<Ì$>, Gξ"+"#)˜/>2(Psellos, Hist. synt. 69)
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An alternative possibility that both Psellos and Zonaras independently drew
on a lost common source, which had already incorporated the two traditions, is less
easily compatible with the broader evidence for Zonarasí use of Psellosí Concise
History98. Zonaras wrote while in retirement in the island monastery of St Glykeria
and, in his prologue, remarks on his isolation and lack of necessary books99. He was,
therefore, not always able to check his sources or avoid glaring inaccuracies100, while
his expression ‡"-'&5, ìso the story goesî, may imply circumspection in this case.
Nevertheless, whatever information was available to him regarding Vitalianís revolt,
Dioís report of Archimedesí burning-mirror at Syracuse appears to have corroborated the feasibility of their military application more than seven centuries later.
Finally, Archimedesí burning-mirrors recur in the Homeric Commentaries of
Eustathios (ca. 1115-ca. 1195/7, Archbishop of Thessaloniki from 1178), Tzetzesí
longer-lived and more successful contemporary. In his voluminous Commentaries
on the Iliad, in addition to two incidental references to Archimedes101, Eustathios
refers more expansively to this story in his comments on Iliad V (1-8), the same
verses concerning Diomedesí divinely-bestowed gleaming aura as were discussed
above in relation to Tzetzesí Carmina Iliaca and Allegories of the Iliad. Eustathios
notes that unspecified predecessors have drawn a connection between the Homeric
heroís dazzling equipment and Archimedesí burning-mirrors, though Eustathios also
introduces other elements of this tradition102:

98
Aerts, o.c. 52-53 (app. crit.), 139-140 notes the resemblances, but at xiii-xv, xxiv entertains
the possibility that the (in his view, spuriously attributed) Concise History postdates and is dependent
on Zonaras. See Treadgold, o.c. esp. 283 n. 62, 396 with n. 38, asserting the opposite. See also the more
cautious remarks of Duffy, Proclus cit. 6 n. 16; A. Karpozilos, „093.5)./P )(5/2)6/P 63) J2/./&2-D/), III: (11/* ñ 12/* 3<.), Athens 2009, 166-167.
99
Zonaras, Epit. hist. praef. 2 (ed. L. Dindorf, I, Leipzig 1868, 5,12-17), 4 (I, 9,12).
100
For example, at Epit. hist. XIV 3,23-25 (pp. III, 136,19-137,10 B"ttner-Wobst), immediately preceding his account of Vitalianís revolt, Zonaras inserts an anecdote concerning Theoderic the
Ostrogoth, whom he describes as ìthe ruler of Africaî (¡ 5B* \D2)6B* w&;4˘.).
101
Eust. in Il. I 191,7-8 van der Valk: MF;. 63Ú ¡ G/?04%J3./* \2J)4%@'* 4)_ G2/(C/?u
G/??Ï C:?' RD);Ú* n635[&J;)2 G2Ù* 5V. C3??/4:.,. L6?%F', ìwhence also the ever-inventive
Archimedes is hailed for having sent forth, with one touch, a hundred-handed, many missiles towards
their targetsî; in Il. III 394,1-2 van der Valk: ?:&;53) @Ó g?)$ 63P 5) 4'J3.B* ;{@/*, r G2V5/*
;Õ2•. \2J)4%@'* ;Ã@/6P4'(; Ö, ìit is said that a helix is also some other kind of device, which
Archimedes was reputed to have been the first to discover Öî
102
Eust. in Il. II 5,1-7 van der Valk.
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û"!=- "R '525 %&Ú %&'!0'$5%T, '5,& 40Y,!5&, 1-1+6&,)2E&5 'Z S5!1T"-5 3, '- 'a &Ã'!A, ›( -J%/(, 0-$5%-G&.&Y| %&Ú 'a :20Y"5, %&Ú !—'>
.Y&, %&'&B#-M, 'Ï( ƒr-5( 'K, -J( &Ã'Ù, <.-0/,'>,, I'- :,'5%$ˆ 0$Ù(
.]10!,'& •.5!, 32'$&0'!, %&E7 ‰, "F '&U'+, 1RE!"!, \$651T"+( 1Ó, ¡
2!Gp'&'!( 0!.-15%Ï( 4,-0U$52- ,)&( ›( !W] '5( %-$&B,!</.!(9 \,ER15!( "R '5( —2'-$!, #-Y'!,& 0!,+$Ù, %&'&2'$]0'>, %&Ú !—'>( 4%G!<K, 1&%$Ï, H&B'!A :0ˆ%52-.
Some have thought that a kind of reflective invention had also been devised
for Diomedes, seemingly on both his helmet and shield, such that it completely
dazzled the vision of those looking at him, when it flashed in direct sunlight,
by that very method whereby Archimedes, the wisest of men, set warships on
fire, like some hurler of thunderbolts; a certain Anthemios later brought down
lightning upon a disagreeable neighbour and so alarmed him that he drove him
far away from his own home.
In all probability, the anonymous ìsomeî who favoured such a rationalising
technological explanation for this Homeric episode included ñ or were none other
than ñ Tzetzes, with whose writings Eustathios was demonstrably familiar, though
in this case independent use of a common source cannot be excluded103. In addition,
Eustathios adduces here a sixth-century anecdotal tale about Anthemios, as reported
around a generation later by Agathias in a digression to his Histories, in which the
architect-geometer applies his hydraulic and catoptrical expertise to terrorising a
disputatious neighbour, including the construction of a concave solar reflector
designed to simulate lightening104. Subsequently, in two passages of his CommentaEustathiosí knowledge of Tzetzesí works: W.J.W. Koster-D. Holwerda, De Eustathio, Tzetza, Moschopulo, Planude Aristophanis commentatoribus, I, Mnemosyne VII/2 (1954) 136-156; Wilson, o.c. 199-201; T. Conley, Byzantine criticism and the uses of literature, in A. Minnis-I. Johnson
(edd.), The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, II: The Middle Ages, Cambridge 2005, 669-692:
684; Cullhed, Diving cit. 58-60; and the chapters by Chiara DíAgostini and Valeria F. Lovato in the
present volume.
104
Agath. Hist. V 7-8, ed. R. Keydell, Berlin 1967, 172-173, esp. 8,4 (173,19-23): @Û(6/. 4Ó.
&Ì2 5).3 L(ıG5;2/0 @Û6'. L(6;03(4Ô./., 63Ú †2Ô43 ÕG/6/)?3).ı4;./. 53Y* 5/7 w?Û/0 R.5;2;Û@,. R65Y(). L.;GÛ4G?3 5B* 3p&?'*, 63Ú ;{53 4;5Ì&,. LDí g5;23 G/??=. RF2ı/. 3Ã5d 635'6ı.5)9; ?34G'@ı.3, ›* ŠGÌ.5,. LDí /—* ‹. DÔ2/)5/ R4C?˜.;(F3) 5Ï* ƒI;)* 63Ú (632@34˜55;)., ìFor, setting towards the sunís rays a kind of disc, prepared in the manner of a mirror and
gently curved, and filling it with sunlight, he then reflected it [the light] in the other direction and
suddenly shot a great beam into [the neighbourís room], so as to dull the sight of everyone it might fall
upon and dazzle them.î The translation by J.D. Frendo, Agathias, The Histories, Berlin-New York
103
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ries on the Odyssey, Eustathios briefly notes that unnamed historical works (4= c2'!$5K,) report Archimedesí achievements in the field of catoptrics and, again, that
Anthemios imitated this marvel, according to Agathias105. These observations have
no parallels in Tzetzesí Allegories of the Odyssey.
Tzetzesí lost sources
Tzetzesí handling of the tale of Archimedesí burning-mirrors has wider implications
for both investigating his sources and understanding how he used them. In this
instance, he sought to insert information from Anthemiosí treatise on geometrical
optics into the narrative framework of Dioís Roman history. These two sources are,
respectively, extant, as a substantial excerpt, and lost, but indirectly recoverable (via
Zonaras). Tzetzesí effort to combine historical narrative and technical exposition
here potentially offers a methodological guide for studying other cases where his
technical source is uncertain or lost. For reasons of space, one example must suffice.
Immediately preceding his excursus ìOn Archimedes and some of his
machinesî (II 35), Tzetzes devotes Histories II 34 in part to another celebrated feat
of ancient engineering: ìOn Trajan and bridging the Danubeî (*-$Ú h$&…&,!A %&Ú
#-GB$˘2->( '!A Š‹2'$!B). This survey of Trajanís exploits includes an account of
the famous stone bridge over the Danube constructed for that emperor by the
architect-engineer Apollodoros of Damascus, sometime between Trajanís two Dacian Wars (AD 101-102, 105-106), from Pontes (modern Kostol) to Dobreta (modern
Turnu Severin) (Hist. II 34, 68-75, 87-97)106:

1975, 143 interprets ;{53 4;5Ì&,. to mean «then turned the disc round», once it was full of light, in
order to shoot in the opposite direction. I prefer to understand 4;5Ì&,. more simply (and scientifically)
as ìreflectingî the aforementioned 3p&?'. See further E. Darmstaedter, Anthemios und sein ìk&nstliches Erdbebenî in Byzanz, «Philologus» LXXXVIII (1933) 477-482; Huxley, o.c. 2; A. Kaldellis, The
makings of Hagia Sophia and the last pagans of Rome, «JLA» VI/2 (2013) 347-366: 357-358.
105
Eust. in Od. V 128, ed. J.G. Stallbaum, Eustathii archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis commentarii ad Homeri Odysseam, Leipzig 1825-6, I, 206,25-26: 5;J.,4:./0* ¡4/P,* \2J)4%@;), 5Ï* @)ˆ
L.[G52,. ›* /y/. R(523G3P3* 63l(;)* /” 4)4'5=* 63Ú \.F:4)/* ¡ G32Ï 5d \&3FPŒ, ìthose who
have devised the lightening-like combustions, as it were, using mirrors, similar to Archimedes, of whom
Anthemios was also an imitator, according to Agathiasî; in Od. XI 235, p. I, 411,15-16 Stallbaum: 63Ú
3U 5/7 \2J)4%@/0* @Ó 630(5)63Ú @)Ï 635[G52,. R(523G3Ú @'?/7.53) L$ U(5/2)V., ìand Archimedesí burning lightning-bolts using mirrors are made known by historiesî; there follows another allusion to Anthemiosí simulated earthquake and lightening, as reported by Agathias.
106
Cf. also Hist. IV Ep. ad Lach. 503-504.
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S5Ù 0!5-M 'F, #RGB$&, 0$Ù( 'Ï( 405<&2Y&(.
Œ ER25( ')( #-GU$&( "- '!5!U'>( µ"$B'&Y 0>(.
‚n%!25 .YE!5 2'-$-&Ú '-'$]#>,!5 1-#].&5,
0.]'!( H=T%!,'& 0!"K,, 'Ù "í —r!( 0.F, E-1RE.>,,
0!"K, ›( H%&'/, -J25 0-,'T%!,'& .&6!A2&5.
•%]2'+ "í H<"!1T%!,'& %&Ú H%&'Ù, '!ˆ( 0/"&(
:..T.>, :G-2'T%&25,, @rM25 "Ó 2B,"!A,'&5.
k—'> 1Ó, 4#-GU$>2- h$&…&,Ù( 'Ù, º2'$!,.
Ö
hF, c2'!$Y&, #R#$&G-, ¡ O]225!( ¡ SY>,,
C..!5 0!..!Y '- 6$!,5%!Ú 'K, 4052T1>, C,"$-(.
h)( "Ó #-GU$&( 1R1,+'&5 '&U'+( ')( 0&$52'$Y&(
&Ã'Ù( ¡ g5.-'&Y$5!( 4, x51-,!0!5y&5(
%}, '&M( Ž-1-.5p2-25 '&M( 0&$&E&.&22Y&5(,
Ž-/G5.!( :,EU0&'!(, 0&'$Y%5!(, %!B&Y2'>$
30&$6!( 'Ó ')( 0/.->( '&U'+( ')( <&25.Y"!(,
.R#>, 'Ù, \0!../">$!, 'Ù, º2'$!, #-GB$K2&5,
%5<p'5!, '-%'T,&,'& 0$Ù( 0$!E-1-.5p2-5(,
Wherefore he [Trajan] makes the bridge as a means of access.
The arrangement of the bridge was built in such a manner:
there are twenty large solid squared piers of stone,
with a width of sixty feet, in height, excluding foundations,
reaching some one hundred and fifty feet.
Each one stood one hundred and seventy feet
from one another, but they are bound together by arches.
In this way Trajan bridged the Danube.
Ö
Cassius Dio has written this story,
and many other men who chronicle notable matters.
This transdanubian bridge is mentioned by
Philetairios himself in Construction of Harbours,
and even in the Foundations by the Sea
Theophilos, proconsul, patrician, quaestor,
and prefect of this imperial city,
says that Apollodoros bridged the Danube
by having fabricated a caisson upon lower foundations,
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1)%!( 0!"K, 1Ó, H%&'Ù, %&Ú -n%!25 2ˆ, '!U'!5(,
-J( 0.]'!( "í ¿#"!T%!,'&. h&A'& G&2Ú, !c C,"$-(.
in length, together with these, one hundred and twenty feet,
in width eighty. This is what these men say.
Again, Tzetzes cites Dio, whose text, in this instance, is preserved by way of
Xiphilinosí epitome, which indeed records the bridgeís structural dimensions just as
Tzetzes relates ñ 20 stone piers, which are 150 feet high, 60 feet wide, 170 feet apart,
and connected by arches. Tzetzes reproduced these details from Dioís work almost
verbatim. Following these constructional specifications, at least to judge by the
surviving epitome, Dio appended some general remarks on the difficulties of bridging the Danube, given its depth, width, strong current and exceptionally muddy
bottom107. The only other ancient source to name Apollodoros as the architect of the
bridge is Prokopios, writing ca. 550, who seemingly alludes to a now-lost treatise on
or description of its structure written by Apollodoros himself108. For additional details, however, Tzetzes implies that he has consulted two other authors, whose writings are now entirely lost. The first is a Philetairios, to whom he ascribes a work on
the Construction of Harbours (x51-,!0!5y&5), apparently a title ñ or description ñ
of a technical treatise (90-91)109. Tzetzes previously included this authorís name in a
list of mechanographoi in his Allegories of the Iliad, ostensibly in the context of solar reflection110. Philetairios is not otherwise documented. The second-named author,
Dio LXVIII 13,1-6, esp. 1-2 (Boissevain III, 199,10-16, 643,29-35) (verbal parallels with
Tzetzesí text marked in bold): 2,"3")Ù% @Ó +4.5,") ?)FP.'. LGÚ /*6 º7/,*5 635;(6;0-(35/,
G;2Ú ß* /Ã6 iJ, #8% ‹. R$P,* 3Ã5Ù. F304-(,: [Ö] ›* &Ï2 62'GY@:* ;<() 9:;*5 /0/,"#4<*5
0=!*71, /Ù 4Ó. —>*% #0)/?!*)/" !"Ú @!"/Ù) #*<8) #9A) /8) ;0&09:B), 5Ù @Ó #9-/*%
@C?!*)/", !"Ú 3”53) @D<*&?!*)/" !"Ú @!"/Ù) RGv E99?9B) #F<"% E#4J/0(3) G>H71
75)e6/<F4')/"1, ìTrajan constructed a stone bridge over the Danube, for which I cannot sufficiently
admire him [Ö] For there are twenty piers of squared stone, in height one hundred and fifty feet
excluding the foundations, in width sixty, and these, standing one hundred and seventy feet from one
another, are connected by arches.î
108
Proc. Aed. IV 6,11-17, esp. 13: MG,* 4Ó. /“. 5=. &ÔD023. LGH$35/ 53˜5'., L4/Ú 4Ó.
/Ã6 ‹. L. (G/0@u &Ô./)5/, \G/??[@,2/* @Ó ¡ o343(6'.ı*, ¡ 63Ú G3.5Ù* &;&/.•* R2J)5Ô65,.
5/7 i2&/0, D239Ô5,, ìHow indeed he [Trajan] built this bridge I should not trouble to relate, but let
Apollodoros of Damascus, who was also the architect of the entire work, explainî. See generally
Whitehead, Apollodorus cit. 17-24, with bibliography.
109
To the present authorís knowledge, the only other attested work of this type is one of the
lost books of Philonís Mēchanichē Syntaxis, which he himself (Bel. 49,1-3 Wescher) terms •)4;./G/)‰6Ì; see D. Whitehead, Philo Mechanicus: On Sieges, Stuttgart 2016, 20-21.
110
Alleg. Il. V 15, cf. schol. Carm. Il. II 45b (p. 166,6 Leone). See above, pp. 437-438.
107
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Theophilos, evidently a high-ranking dignitary, is known only from this passage. Reportedly proconsul, patrician, quaestor and urban prefect of Constantinople (92-93),
his dignities and offices, if authentic, point to an Early or Middle Byzantine date.
While prosopographical lexica record homonymous figures consistent with some or
even all of these details, vast gaps in the fasti hinder secure identification111. Although Tzetzesí wording is ambiguous, he appears to ascribe to Theophilos ñ rather
than to Philetairios ñ a monograph on the foundations of coastal constructions. In
any case, it is to Theophilos that Tzetzes attributes technical specifications for the
bridgeís foundations, which are not reported in the received text of Dioís work.
Even if suspicions may linger over this at once illustrious and obscure Theophilos, Tzetzesí vocabulary seemingly verifies his consultation of a technical source
on this subject. Tzetzes employs the term %5<p'5!, here with the rare technical sense
of a ìcaissonî, a large chest or box filled with concrete and/or stones, used to construct under-water foundations for bridges and harbour works112. Prokopios had used
cognate %5<>'ı( in his account of two giant moles that were constructed to shelter
a new harbour at Constantinople during the reign of Justinian113. Furthermore, corresponding content and terminology occur in Tzetzesí subsequent encomium on geometry at Histories XI 381. Having listed ìbridges and harbour worksî (#-GU$&5( '%&Ú .51-,!0!5y&5() among its most useful practical applications (v. 591), Tzetzes
later elaborates on what geometry can achieve in this sphere (vv. 612-615):

See e.g. PmbZ, 28154, s.v. Theophilos Erotikos.
D. Tudor, Les ponts romains du Bas-Danube, Bucharest 1974, 69, 102-105; R.L. Hohlfelder, Procopius, De Aedificiis, 1.11.18-20: Caesarea Maritima and the building of harbours in Late
Antiquity, in I. Malkin-R.L. Hohlfelder (edd.), Mediterranean Cities. Historical Perspectives, London
1988, 54-62; Id., Building harbours in the early Byzantine era: The persistence of Roman technology,
«ByzF» XXIV (1997) 367-380; A. Cosentino, Storia della marineria bizantina, Bologna 2004, 231232; K. Karapli, j)C˘5)3, $0?ı63(523, 63(5Ô??,43, «Byzantina» XXIX (2009) 111-120, esp. 112116; C.J. Brandon-R.L. Hohlfelder-M.D. Jackson-J.P. Oleson, Building for Eternity. The History and
Technology of Roman Concrete Engineering at Sea, Oxford 2014, 35 (§2.16). Alternatively, R. Kroes,
Woodwork in the foundations of stone-built Roman bridges, «BABesch» LXV (1990) 97-105 suggests
that Tzetzes refers to a cofferdam, an enclosed section of a river from which the water is pumped out
to create a dry working environment; his understanding of Tzetzesí text (at 103-104) is obviously faulty
and this proposal is not consistent with the wider evidence. On the design of the bridge see also K.
Martin, ìBridge over troubled waterî. Detailstudien zur Frage: Donaubr&cke oder Pons Sublicius?,
in H. SchwarzerñH.-H. Nieswandt (edd.), ìMan kann es sich nicht pr!chtig genug vorstellen!î. «Festschrift» f"r Dieter Salzmann zum 65. Geburtstag», Marsberg-Padberg 2016, 145-157
113
Proc. Aed. I 11,18-20, esp. 19: 5Ï* 6)C,5/ˆ* 63?/04Ô.3* R.32ÛF4/0* 5; 63Ú G344;&ÔF;)* G;G/)'4Ô./*, ìhaving made a countless number of the so-called ëchestsí of a very large size.î See
Hohlfelder, Procopius cit.
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*K( '- E&.]22s #-GB$!A, %&Ú 0!'&1!M( 0K( "R!,,
%&Ú 0K( "Ó 'Ï %5<p'5& %&Ú 0!"&0Ï 'a ER2-5,
6$-u, %&'&2%-B]?-2E&5 'Ï ')( .51-,!B$#Y&(,
%&Ú 'Ï( :,&%&E]$2-5( "- %&Ú %.-ME$& 'K, .51R,>,.
And how one ought to build bridges over a sea and how over rivers,
and how the caissons should be and of what sort in the arrangement,
which must be prepared for the construction of harbours,
and the dredging and booms of the harbours.
Here Tzetzes uses termini technici specific to this field ñ %5<p'5!, (caisson),
%.-ME$!, (boom), :,&%]E&$25( (dredging) ñ and which are not usually encountered outside technical-scientific literature. Again, even if Tzetzesí intention in employing such vocabulary is merely a poetic mvlange of scientific jargon, it is necessary
to assume at least limited exposure to specimens of this genre. However, as with his
account of Archimedesí burning-mirror, combining Dio and Anthemios, Tzetzesí
attempt to combine Dio with Philetairios and/or Theophilos may have imported
some degree of misconception: for example, on a strict reading Tzetzes states that
Apollodoros built one such caisson during the construction of his bridge, whereas
the measurements he supplies, as well as architectural logic, dictate that each of the
bridgeís 20 stone piers rested on its own individual caisson. Further speculations on
the nature of this technical source-material must await another occasion, but, for the
present, the evidence points to Tzetzesí access to or familiarity with one or more
textual sources that have otherwise vanished without trace.
Conclusions
This study of Tzetzesí engagement with ëscientificí literature, broadly construed, has
sought to evaluate both his general observations on categories of technical knowledge ñ geometry, mechanics, hydraulics, optics / catoptrics, pneumatics, poliorcetics
ñ and specific references to named mechanographoi. This term, unique to Tzetzesí
verse and possibly his own coinage, embraces mostly ancient mathematical and technological authors, but also extends to famous architects and engineers of antiquity to
whom no writings are ascribed. Consistent with a strand of popular anecdotalism
that characterises the transmission and reception of Greco-Roman science, Tzetzes
is primarily concerned with the practical utility and celebrated demonstrations of
applied mathematics, none more so than the story of Archimedesí burning-mirrors.
Thematic parallels with the writings of Tzetzesí near-contemporaries, specifically
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John Zonaras and Eustathios of Thessaloniki, open potential lines of enquiry into
intertextuality, common sources and/or authorial competition, and assist in locating
Tzetzesí knowledge and choice of subjects within contemporary intellectual and belletristic currents. In particular, recurring allusions to Archimedesí burning-mirrors
in eleventh- and twelfth-century literature suggest that Tzetzesí ëmathematicalí interests were not entirely idiosyncratic or pedantic, but shared and reflected a broader
literary climate in Constantinople.
A survey of Tzetzesí citations of scientific writers, typically geometers and
theoretical mechanicians, including works that are now lost or otherwise unattested,
generally corroborates modern readersí long-held suspicions that Tzetzes compiled
bibliographical lists of authors and titles known to him, primarily to demonstrate
scholarship and erudition, but with little, if any, first-hand acquaintance with those
texts, while in some cases fancifully ascribing fictive writings to illustrious figures
who never wrote at all. Such intellectual posturing may variously reflect Tzetzesí
individual scholarly temperament and techniques of self-promotion within the highly
competitive market of Komnenian patronage, though a tendency to compile authorities is already apparent in Late Antique scientific writing, including Tzetzesí identifiable sources, which may have encouraged his cumulative citation of second-hand
references. Nevertheless, though Tzetzesí source-notices for the most part suggest
superficial or indirect familiarity with the works listed, certain exceptions transcend
the overall scepticism. In two cases, Papposí Collection and Anthemiosí On Paradoxical Mechanisms, the extent and nature of correspondence between Tzetzesí
poetry and a Late Antique mechanical text, in both substance and wording, cannot
plausibly be explained in terms of recollected content or diction and point rather to
a more immediate textual relationship. Even if Tzetzesí handling of this technical
material gives no reason to infer profound comprehension of the subject matter, his
current or recent access to ñ if not necessarily ownership of ñ these two texts seems
inescapable, however much Tzetzes might wish to accentuate his ìbooklessî circumstances, whether as evidence of authentic hardship in the 1130s or as testimony to
prodigious mnemonic powers in later decades.
Tzetzesí dependence on Papposí and Anthemiosí works affords analysable
samples of his use of scientific texts, whereby, despite selectivity, abridgement,
transposition and sometimes inaccuracy, his verses transmit recognisable elements
of the original. The nature of this textual adaptation in turn opens the prospect that
Tzetzesí historical, allegorical and exegetical writings have preserved content and
vocabulary drawn from other ancient technical sources. In particular, Tzetzesí treatment of the episode of Archimedesí burning-mirrors during the siege of Syracuse
has wider implications for both investigating his sources and understanding how he
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exploited them. His efforts to integrate Dioís historical narrative and Anthemiosí
technical exposition, where both sources are known and at least partly extant,
potentially provides a methodological template for studying Tzetzesí working
practices in other cases where his technical source is unknown and/or lost. I have
highlighted an example concerning Apollodorosí bridge over the Danube, where
Tzetzes cites two lost technological monographs on specialised aspects of civil engineering, from which he appears to have drawn structural specifications that were not
found in his narrative source, again Dio. Tzetzesí use of the arcane termini technici
of bridge building and harbour works, here and elsewhere, seemingly substantiates
his consultation of a technical treatise(s). Even if Tzetzes merely intended to fashion
a terminological pastiche of technological literature, these lexical eccentricities necessarily entail at least passing acquaintance with such texts. Correspondingly, Tzetzesí use of rare jargon otherwise unique to certain Hellenistic-Roman and Byzantine
poliorcetic treatises signals contact with specimens of this genre, notably Athenaios
Mechanicus, Apollodoros and associated opuscula, an inference that is strengthened
by the conjoined transmission of these particular works114.
Finally, returning to the pitiful remnants of Tzetzesí library in the late 1130s,
some brief remarks on the manuscript tradition and reception of Papposí Collection
and Anthemiosí On Paradoxical Mechanisms may be instructive or at least intriguing. Not only are these the only two mathematical treatises that Tzetzes demonstrably
read, but also Tzetzes is in turn the only Byzantine author to show any degree of
familiarity with either text115. It is therefore curious that both works are jointly and
uniquely transmitted today via a single codex, early tenth-century Vaticanus gr. 218,
in which an already truncated scrap of Anthemiosí text (current 1r-2v) has been affixed to an acephalous and similarly acaudate copy of Papposí far larger compendium (3r-202v)116. Although aspects of the genesis and prior configuration of this
codex remain unresolved, owing to successive losses, disarrangements and rebindings, one interpretation of the palaeographical and scribal evidence affirms that its
two components were integrally connected and bound together, originally in reverse
sequence, around the time of their production or very shortly thereafter, perhaps for

See above n. 50. I plan to pursue this line of enquiry in a separate study.
Pappos: Jones, Pappus cit. 36-42. Anthemios: Rashed, o.c. 344 (with incomplete list of
references at n. 2).
116
See I. Mercati-P. Franchi deí Cavalieri, Codices Vaticani Graeci, I: Codices 1-329, Rome
1923, 283; A.P. Treweek, Pappus of Alexandria. The manuscript tradition of the Collectio Mathematica, «Scriptorium» XI/2 (1957) 195-233, esp. 197-198, 206-209; Jones, Pappus cit. 26-35. Additional
recent bibliography: https://pinakes.irht.cnrs.fr/notices/cote/66849/.
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or by a mathematically-minded patron-reader117. While it is not necessary to assume
Tzetzesí acquaintance with the Vaticanus, given the coincidence of this codicological pairing of Anthemios and Pappos, and the role they played as his writings and
he in their reception, it is hard to resist conjecture118. Although Tzetzes evidently had
access to libraries in Constantinople that were well stocked with ancient manuscripts,
if one were inclined to speculate, it is tempting to imagine that the defective and
unappreciated collection of ìsome various mathematical morselsî that remained in
his possession even at the nadir of adversity may have resembled such a compilation.
PHILIP RANCE
rance@zedat.fu-berlin.de

See Jones, Pappus cit. 31-35, who identifies the scribe of Anthemiosí text (1r-2v) as scribe
A , who made marginal emendations to the text of Pappos (3r-202v) previously copied by the primary
scribe A1. Accordingly, A2 both edited the text of Pappos, apparently using the same exemplar as A1,
and appended a copy of Anthemiosí work. Subsequent damage and disturbances caused the loss of both
the beginning and end of Papposí text and the relocation of a surviving bifolium of Anthemiosí text to
the front of the codex. More recently, Rashed, o.c. 343-344, seemingly unaware of Jonesí study, asserts
that Vat. gr. 218 is, on the contrary, a much later composite of two heterogeneous parts.
118
Jones, Pappus cit. 37 remarks that «there is a fair chance that he [Tzetzes] read them [Pappos and Anthemios] in the Vaticanus itself», but it is not necessary to infer that this was the only codex
in twelfth-century Constantinople to contain this particular mathematical corpus.
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